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16 The report analyzes ten surveys of mensaged 25-64 to determine the effects
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Preface 4

This retort describes a two year study of the relationship between

-personal characteristics and economic success among 25-64 year old

American males. It is a collaborative work, involving 12 different

researchers.. All the authors devoted cdhsiderable effort not only

to the chapters on which their names appear but to chapters for which
A

.they receive no explicit credit. Christopher Jencks directed the

projett.

We, have divided the report into three volumes. Volume I contains

our substantive findings regarding the impact of family background,

cognitive skills, personality traits, and years of schooling on

occupational status and earnings. It also analyzes changes over time

.

in effects of race, education, and labor force experience'on income,

Volume II-contains our methddological chapters. It begins with

three chaptersexamining our measures of,economic success, family

background, test acores, and years of schooling.. These chapters also
9

desc'ribe our statistical methods. The next three chapters try to

pinpoint the reasons for differences between our nine principal

samples.

Volume III includes the ten appendices describing our ten,

samples in detail.

...\This document constitutes our final report'to the National

Institute of.Educationtand to the Employment and Training Administration

of the Department of Labor pursuant to Grant it NIE-G-74-0077. The '

research was conducted ,under the auspicesof the Center for the Study
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of Public 'Policy, with the collaboration of the MIT-Harvard Joint Center'

for Urban Studies and the Harvard Center for Educational Policy

Research. The Joint Center's work in this area was supported by

grants frOmAhe Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's

Office of Income Security Policy Research and Evaluation. _The

Center for-Educational Policy Research supported Olneck's study

of brothers raised In Kalamazool Michigan, using fUndsprovided

by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, a doctoral fellowship

from the Manpower and Training Administration, and a Ford Foundation

grant to Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis. None of the flinding,

agencies made any attempt to influence our work, and none is in any 1

way responsible !or our conclusions.

We are indebted to David Featherman and Robert Hauser for making

available tabulations from their 1973 replication of the "Occupational

Changes in a Generation" (OCG) survey and for a copy of the'original

OCG data tape. The Survey Research Center (SRC) at the University of

Michigan made available data tapes from its "Productive Americans"

and "Panel Study of Income Dynamics" surveys. William Mason kindly

provided a copy of the 1964 vetet'ans suryey tape. The Project Talent

Data Bank retrieved data on 11th graders at our request and allowed

Marsha Brown t6 retrieve data on siblings. Michael Olneck generously,

shared his Kalamazoo data with the rest of us.

Jan Lennon administered the project, typed manuscript, and helped

ps all to maintain our sanity under a deluge of numbers that often

threatened to'ovtrwhelm us. Irene 'Goodsell and Sara Hazel also typed

much of the manuscript. None of them is responsible for the appearance

of the final product, howeVer, which refletts,the fact that we ran

out of money before completing our work.

5
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Zvi Griliches, Andrew Kohen, and Paul Taubman made. extremely
°

helpful comments on an earlier draft of this report. Since we did

not always heed their advice, they are obvidusly not responsible

for any remaining errors.

Basic Books expects to publish a substantially revised and
°

abbreyiated version of this report in 1978.

(

Chiistopher Jencks

N April 30, 1977
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Chapter 1

OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
By Christopher Jencks ..

L\*1

.

This report desc\ribes a three year investigation of the relationship between

pergpnal characteristics and economic success among American males aged 25-

64. It focusses in th6se personal characteristics that are determined before

a pan enters the labor market: his family background, his cognitive skills
1/4

and personality traits in adolescence, and the number of years of schooling he

completes. It does not devote muf:h attention to men's experiences after enter-'

ing the labor market or to personal characteristics that depend on such exper-

iences. Thus we do not anaylze the effects of work experience or on-the-job

training in any detail. Nor do we look at physical or mental health, or at

current region of residence (except ijsofar as this helps to explain the effects

of region of birth). Our aim is not to provide a complete picture of the worker

characteristics that employers value. Rather, it is to assess the degree to

which birth; childhood, and adolescence determine adult success.

When we launched this project in 1973 we were concerned with three major

deficiencies in earlier work (includidg our own) on these issues.

(1) Previous investigators had seldom had adequate measures
of family background, cognitive skills, or personality
traits for representative national samples.

(2) Previous investigators had often made statistical assumptitns
about the ways family background, oognitive

iu
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and educariona attainment affected success without testing

these assumptions empirically.

(3) Previoui investigators had Often reached contradictory
conclusions even when they asked apparently similar

' questions and used'apparently similar data.

44

We therefore set out to assemble better samples, to analyze these samples more

thoroughly, and to explain, the discrepancies we found. We have not achieved
1

any of the objectives fully. We have, however, made some progress in each

area' The first part of this chapter describes how we purSued each objective.

The second- part summarizes our4sub,tantl:e findings. The last Pd,-t suggests

) some policy implications of our woLx.

Samples

Our target population was restricted to men in the 'civilian labor force

who were not ih school fall time and who had positive earnings during the

year under study. Chapter 14 discusses the effects of these restrictions

in detail. We used four l',)rge national sampler of- 25-64 year olds.

(1) The 1962 "Occupaticipal Changes in a Generationn(OCG) sample

collected by the US Current Popu tion Survey (CPS). This

sample has been extensively a yz d by Otis Dudley Dunban
and hip collaborators. 'The 1973 replication of this survey
(OCG-II) was not available to us, but David Featherman and
Robert Hauser generously provideld-certain key tabulations.

(2) The 1965 "Productive Americanj" (PA) sample collected by the
University of Michigan Survey Research Center (SRC).

(3) The 1968-75 "Panel Study of Income Dynamics" (PSID), also

collected by SRC. This sample has been extensively analyzed

by James Morgan and his collaborators.

4

(4) The CensuS Bureau's 1/1000 Public Use Sample frtm the 1970

Census. This sample has be4t extensively analyzed by.econcnists

too numerous to metion.

The4e four samples provide .; baseline for assessing our six special purpose

samples, which cover more restricted, pop These are:

4

(5) The 1973-74 NORC Brothers Sample. This survey was conducted at our

request.and has not previously been analyzed in any detail.

11.
4
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,,(6) The-Census Bureau's 1966-71 NatiOnal Longitudinal Survey.
of Older Men (NLS). Herbtrt Parnes o'f Ohio State University
has been the principal investigator concerned with these data.

e
(7) The 1964 CPS Veterans sample. This sample is restricted to

veterans under 35._ It has been analyzed by Duncan (1968) and
GrIliches and Mason (1972).

(8) Project Talent's 1960:-.72 Longitudinal Sample. This subsample
fromthe full Talent'sample is.restrictedto students who
were ip 11th grade in 1960 and who were recontacted in 1972.
It has not been preiiiously analyzed. t.

//(9) Project Talent's1960-72 Brothers SaMple. This subsample
includes pairs of brothers enrolled in des 11 and 12 in
1960 who returned a Mailback questionnaire in 1971 or 1972.

(10) Michael Olneck's 1928-74 Kalamazoo Brothers Sample. This
sample. covers men who were 6th graders in Kalamazoo, Michigan,
between 1928 and 1950, who had brothers in these same schools,
and whom Olneck followed up in 1973-74. ,

Appendices A-J give detailed descriptions of each sample, including the

relevant questions, coding, response rtes, frequency distributions, mea0,

standard deviatiopsi; breakdowns, corre4tions, and regres'sions. These

'appendices also explore statistical diffe'rehces between samples. Table 1.1

.summarizes- some of their most salient characteristics. It should be OtiViouti

that no twb samples are strictly comparable.. Taken together, however: they

provide a more complete picture of the relatiOnship between youthful

characteristics and adult success than has previously been available.

ZIP
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Table 1.1

Characteristics 'of Subsamples from Ten Surveys+
T.

NORC
Survey Name OCGOCG PA PSID Census' Brothirs

.Survey Organization
1

CPS SRC SRC ,4, Census NORC

,

.

Year of Initial Survey 1962 1965 1968 1970 1973-74

Initial Age 25-64 25-64 22-61 25-64 ''' 25-64

Year of Followup --' 41972-
Age at Followup -- 26-65

,

Percent 'With No Data
2

17 16. 38 3+ NA
3

Percent With Partial'D4ta5: A20 15 25 30
456

A

N With,Complete Data 11509 1188 1176
I

5697 150
7

4

Sample Restrictions

51positTire Earnings YES8Q
YES YES YES
YES YES YES. YES

Non-Military YES NO

Hous9hold Head . NO YES YES. NO NO

Non-Student NO YES YES YES YES

.Had a Brother NO - NO NO NO YES

.Test Score Floor NO NO NO NO : NO

Education Floor NO NO NO NO NO

Variableg Measured

Race ' D D D

Region of Upbringing D D D

Father's Educatidh G G G

Father's Occupation D G

Number of Siblings 4 G G

Father Absent at 16 D .._

Adolescent Personality __
.

Adolescent Test Score' '

Early Adult Test ScOre .',--

Adult Test Scere ...,.., ..... G

Years of 'Education 'G G . G.

Degrees G 0
Occupation D 'G 'G

Earnings ,G D D

Weeks Worked - G D

B"rotherls Education G G

Brother's Occupation
Brother's Earnings :

.13,

D

D

-

D

D

D

D

D

D

D D

Di

G

-- D

D-
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Talent
Survey Namel NLS Veterans Talent Brothers Kalamazoo

Survey Organization) Cengus CPS Talent Talent Olneck

Year of Initial Survey- 1966 .1964 1960 1960 1928-50
Initial Age 45-59 25-34 1 16+ 16-17' 11+
Year of Followup 1971 -- 1972 1971-72 1973-74
Age at Follo p 50-64 28+ 28+ 35-54

Percent With o Rata
2

"16 11 12 72
4

55
4

Percent With artial Data,
5

40 ' 3Q 38 65
6

44
6

N With ete Data 2580 4438 839 99
7

396
7

Sample R trictions

'Posit]. arnings
.Non-Military

Household Head
Non-Student
Had a Brother
Test Score Floor
Education Floor

Variables Measured

Race

Region of Upbringing
Father's Education:
Father's Occupation.
Number of Siblings
Father Absent at 16
Adolescent Personality
Adolescent Test Score
Early Adult Test Score
Adult Test Score
Years of Education
Degrees

Occupation
Earnings
Weeks Worked
Brother's Education
Brother's Occupation
Brother's Earnings

C.21 i

YES YES * YES YES YES :!

YES YES YES. YES YES '

'NO NO . NO NO NO
,

YES YES YES YES YES
NO NO NO YES YES
NO YES . NO NO NO
NO NO YES, YES YES

. .

D D D' D t NV
D D D D NV
D G G G, C
D D G G D
- - -- D D D
D- D D D D

-- D D G
-- -- D D DG-- -- --

..

D b G G G
,

- - D D --.
D D . G

10
D

D DD G

G
10

G
D -- -- * --
-- G G

--
G D

).

D10 c

14
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Notes for Table 1.1

1. Abbreviations for organizations And surveys are defined in the text.

:2. This is the ratio of "non-respondents" to "potential respondents."
A "non-respondefit" is any individual who could not be located or refused the
interview at either the initial interview or the followup. Note that this
non-response rate is for the entire target population of the original survey,
not for our target population of men 25-64 who were not in school, military
service, or institutions.

3. NORC used a block quota sample, so the non-response rate is indet r-
miRate. NORC officials believe that block quota samples yield results simi ar
tolull probability samplies, but they have not published evidence on this issue.

. 4. This is'a nop-response ratE for individuals, not pairs. 'The exact
nbn- response for individual Talent 1,rothers is unknown, because we only retrieved
individuals with a sibling who had returned followup data. The estimate in the
Table is the individual response rate for the entire 11th grade sample in the
1972 folloWup. The estimated non-response for Talent brothers is higher than
for thg "representative" Talent sample because Talent had made no special effort
to locate individuals in oun subsample of brothers who had failed to return the
mailback followup, whereas it did make such as effort for our "representative"
sample.

5.- This is the ratio of respondents in our target population with in-
complete, data on one or more of the variables that interested us to all
respondents in our target population.

6. Item non-response for pairs'af brothers includes failure to proyide
sufficient information on one's bro r for the survey organization to locate
the brother. It also includes the s nd brother's refusal to be interviewed.
While Talent made no special effort to locate brothers, men who returned the
mailbacklollowup were likely to have a brother who did so too*

7. Number of pairs with complete data.

8. Our OCG tape had income but not earnings. It grouped men with negative
incomes and men with $1-499 together. We eliminated men with zero income.
The complete data sample also eliminates men without occupations. This presumably
eliminates virtually all zero earners. It retains self-employed men who lost
money. Due to an error, we did not eliminatesmilitary personnel.from the
basic OCG sample, but we did eliminate them from the complete data sample.

9. Variables recorded in detailed categories are denoted by a "D.",
Variables recorded in grouped form are denoted by a "G." Variables not
measured are denoted by,a dash (--). Variables with no variance are denoted
NV. For a description of "detailed" and "grouped" categories, see the'a-$pendices.

1G. Talent allowed respondents to report earnings on an hourly, weekly,
or annual basis. We reduced all these reports to an hourly basis.

15
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Measures of Economic Success

a

Like virtually all previous investigators, we measured economic

success in terms of occupational status and earnings. Unlike most previbus

investigatori, we have not concentrated on one of these measures to
%

the exclusion of the other. Instead, we looked at both and tried to contrast

results obtained using occupational status to results obtained using earnipags.

We measured occupational status using Duncan's'(1961) socio-economic

runs from 3 to 96. It
index. This index/is based on the educational requirements and economic rewards

of an occupation. To calculate a man's score, Duntan first assigned him

to one of the Census Bureau's detailed occupational categories.. He then
A

assigned each of these categories a status score, basedon the percentage of men

working in the occupation in 1950 who had completed high school and the percentage

,-,.--.

with incomes. of $3,500 or Since an occupation's rank depends on its

...

educational requirements, education inevitably influencesa man's occupational

status. This is not just a methodological artifact. Rather, it reflects a

real social phenomenon: the average education of men in a giv n line of work

/ .

is closely related to the cognitive complexity and desirability of the work.

It affects the social prestige of-those who engage in the work, as well 41

as their children's life chances, independent of the occupation's economic

rewards. Chapter 11 discusses this index in more detail.

Except in Project Talent, we measured earnings on an annual rather than a weekly 8
I.

or hourly basis. This was partly because we believed that most of our surveys

had collected more accurate data on annual earnings than on weekly or hourly earninr,s.

In addition, we assumed that annual earnings-provided-a better measure of economic

well-being than weekly or hourly earnings,gsince we assumed that variations in

weeks and hours worked were primarily involuntary. BeCause theta, has-been

f

considerable controversy about the-best way to scale earnings, We tried three

different procedures. First, we looked at actual earnings, meaatred in dollars.'

4 is.

f
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This yields estimated affects in dollars. These coefficients are easy'to

interpret, but their expected value changes from year to year with inflation

aneoverall increases in productivity, so it is hard to compare one survey

to another or to generalize past results to present circumstances. Second,.

we looked at the natural logarithm of earnings (Ln Earnings). This yields

the percentage effect on earnings of a unit change in a given trait. Such

coefficients are unaffected by inflation or general increases in productivity.

Finally, we looked at the deteiminants of the cube root of earnings (Earnings
1/3

).

For reasons discussed in Chapter 11, we bal]eve that 'subjective well being ("utility")

1 is more near a linear function of Earnings
1/3

than either Earnings or Ln Earnings.

These three alternative measures of earnings Meld essentially, ,similar results.

Under these circumstaars Ln Earnings has two advantages over Earnings
,

and Earnings 1/3. First, Ln Earnings is especially sensitive to variations

near the bottom of the earnings distribution. This coincides with the emphasis

of public policy over the past decade, which has focussed on altering the

bottom of the earnings distribution rather than the top. Second,-Ln Earnings

vlelds coefficients that are easier to compare across time. Most of oor.Analyses

therefore 'concentrate Ln Earnings. Chapter 11 discusses these measures in more'

detail. 0
We concentrated exclusively on men who actually worked, for pay. We excluded

men outside the labor, force, as well as a
handful

of men who were in the
A

labor force but unable to.find any paid work whatever during the year preceding

a given survey. In principle, we would like to have included these .

individuals , but the.re is no-generally agreed upon basis for measuring their

economic success. Our decision toignore non-participants makes our equations for
OP

Ln Earnings drastically different from those of-esonomists who assign all

non-participants an arbitrary value like $1.00f'''

St



Assigning non-participants $1.b0 is virtually eauivalent to analvzina.

the,determinants of labor force participation instead of the determinants of

relative wningsciamona labor force participants. Chapters 14 and 16'discuss

this issue in mortdetail.

12-

Measures of.Worker Characteristics Prior to Entering the Labor Market

Family Background. defi family background as everything that makes,

men born into one family differe(rt from men born into another family. Most

previous investigators have measured family background in terms of what we

will call "demographic" advantages. By this we mean such readily measurable

background characteristics as race, piaci of birth, father's education,

father's occupation, numbet of siblings, and whether the respondent lived with both

,parents while he was growing 1/
One can obviously augment this list by including

mother's education, mother's occupation, parental income, parental ethnicity,

parental religion, and the like. Burn() such list is ever complete. Thud while

analyses of this kind can set aower,limit on the overall impact of family

.background, they can never set an upper limit. To get around this difficulty

. we have used an alternative approach deVeloped by psychologists half a century -

ago. We, look at the degree of resemblance betweeti. brothers. Such resemblanee

can be due to common'genes, common environment, or the influedce of one

brother on the other. Unless brothers deliberately become un e one another,

however, resembldce between siblings sets an upper limit on the explanatory

power of their common environment and genes: Unfortlinately, since brothers

share half their g4nes, resemblance between siblings does not allow us to

-0-
1/ These are the principal background mfasures available from the Current
Population Survey's 1962 "Occupational Changes in a Generation" (OCG) sample,
which provided the basis for Blau and Duncan's classic study The American
Occupational Structure (1967).

18
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common environment alone. Nor does it allow us'to

estimate the effects of genes alone.

'Table 1 lists our three samples of brothers. All three samples are

small. 3.
2/

Corcoran and Jencks all these data in Charters 2 and 3

id
Cognitive skills. Previous investigations of the effects of cognitive,

skills on economic success have almost all relied on a single cognitive

usually designed to measure academic aptitude or intelligence./

test,

Project Talent, in contrast, administered more than 50 cognitive tests to a

national.sample of high school students in 1960. Talent recontac,ed a repre-

sentative subsample of former 11th graders lip 1972, when they were aboUt 28,

and obtained data on their education, occupational status, and earnings. The

.

Talent data therefo to explore the effects of different adolescent

cognitive skills in far greater retail than previous westigators.

With the exception of Taubm and Wales (1974), most previous investigations

of the relationship between a escent cognitive skills and later economic suc-

cess have measured success when workers were still quite young. Talent is no

exception in this regard. But Olneck's-Ralamazoo sample is 35to 59. Since Olneck's

2/ For other analyses of sibling data see Taubman (1976), Brittain (1977),

Chamberlain and Griliches (L973), Jencks et al. -(1972), and Blau and Duncan
(1967).

3/ But see Taubman'and Wales (1974) and GriliChes (1976).
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data cover brothers, they also allow us to distinguish the effects of coanitivp

skillS from the effects of family background more adequately than previous

investiqatos. Crouse analyzes t1 effects of cognitive skills in Chapter 4.

Personality traits. Most previous research on the effects of personality

traits has relied on cross-sectional data. . This

makes it very difficult to say whether "favorable" personality traits cause economic

success or vice versa. The Talent and Kalamazoo surveys probably provide

the best longitudinal data on personality traits now available. The KalamazOo

schools colleited teacher ratings of lOth graders' personality traits. Project

Talent collected a wide range of self-assessments from its high school respondents.

It also asked respondents to describe their high school behkor. Variations

An such behavior presumably reflect personality. differences to some extent. Muesdr,

analyzes these data in Chapter 5.

; Nia

Edgoation. We measured education in the same/as most previous researcherso
way

looking at the highest grade of school or college the respondent had completed. But
1

data on brothers, we have been able to dfsentangle the effects ofbecauie we had

education from the effects of unmeasured parental characteristics. Our work

parallel in this

Taubman (19761.

respect to that of Chamberlain and Griliches (1973) and

Furthermore, because we had test score and personality

,data collected prior to school

extent to which schooling is a

Olneck discusses these data in

A

Statistical Methods

is

completion, we haee,been able to estimate of the

proxy for these c&4011y prior tra/ts:

Chapter 6.

Like most sociologists who have studied the determinants of individual economic

success, we will uslehat has come to be known as a "life cycle" model.

20
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models divide an individual's life into a series of discrete stages. They

then'measure the extent to which Individuals who are advantaged in one or more

4

respects at one lage of life continue to he advantaged in-these or other

respects at subsequent stages. We assume that a worker's characteristics

at an Orly stage of'lifc can influen0 ce his characteristics at later stages, but

that the reverse is impossible. We divide life into six stages: conception,

childhood (birth to about the age of 10), adolescence (age 11 to 'school

completion), early adulthood (school completion to age 24), maturity(age 25

to age 64), and old age (65 and over). We will not have much to say about

advantages at conception. Such advantages are exclusively genetic, and our

surveys provide no measures of genotype. Thus while:we will occasionally

take note of the,fact that our results might look different if we could

control genetic advantages, we will not try to quantify either"the absolute

effect of genes on economic sucAs or the extent`'-to which ignoring genes has

biased our results. We also ignore old age, partly for lack of suitable

data and partly becauie far fewer men are economically active after the age

of 65. This means-we will focus on the four 'middle" stages: childhood,

adolescence, early adulthoOd and maturity.

In considering the effects of any given worker characteris4ic, we will

ask three-questions:

(a) 'How strong is the observed Velationship between a worker characteristic

and_his economic success? Ndte that we will not be satisfied with merely

establishing the existence of,a relationship. Rather we willItry to determine

.the size of the relationship. "(he size of a given relationship depends on the

population one studies, the way in which one asks and codes questions, and the

statistics one uses to describe the results. This means we will have to devote
1

considerable attention to technical details in order to sake our. statements about

21
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the size of relationships at all meaningful. We will describe observed
A

relationshipi using two kinds di statistics: correlations mid regression coefficients.

In this context readers should think of correlations as standardized regression

coefficients. We use them when-discussing relationships that have no;patural"

A
metric.

(b) How much of a trait's observed relationship to economic success is a

spuriblis byproduct of the fact that both the trait in question and economic success

depend on prior traits? If we want to assess the true effect on economic suwess

of staying,in school rather than dropping out for example, we must compare groups

of respondents who had the same characteristics in adolescece but who then got

different amounts of scCooling. TO accomplish this we will use multiple regres-

sion equations. To assess the effect of schooling on occupational status, for
1

example, we regress occupational status on schooling while controlling all worker

characteristics that are causally (i.e. temporally) prior to leaving school

These traits include family background, adolescent test scores, and adolescent

personality traits.

(c) What are the mechanisms by which a given characteristic exerts its

influence on economic success? To answer this question we augment our regression

equation by including worker characteristics that are causally subsequent to

the characteristic under study. Thus, if we want to say how education affects

economic success, we may control test scores in maturity, years of labor force
could

experience, and other traits that/depend on education. As we 40d each of these

"intervening" variables-to our regression equation, the coefficient of education

will change. If we could identify all the relevant intervening variables and

could Measure them correctly, the coefficient of education might fall to zero.

If we cannot identify.(or properly measure) all the relevant intervening variables,

the diffident of-education will remain positive. The ratiolof the coefficient

after controlling an intervening-marl:able to the coefficient iith only causally

fa
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prior variables controlled tells us how much of the effect of education works

through this intervening variable.

According to sociological convention, the effects Of one variable on another

that are not explained by intervening variables are known as "direct" effects,

while thA explained effects are known as "indirect." The magnitude of the "direct"

effects is thus a function of the investigator's choice of "intervening" vari-

ables. In most cases one can, in principle, keep specifying new intervening vari-

ables and thus explain the entire effect of ort-variable on another. Thus what

lOoks 1 k direct effect to one investigator may look to another investigator

like an effect requiring further research to specify thdintervening variables

that "explain" it. The claim that certain intervening variables are logically

"appropriate" while others are logically "inappropriate" depends on theory, not

data.

Unlike many previous analysts,.we have not assumed that the effects of

ker characteristics on economic uccess are either linear or additive.

i
i.--Chapter 12 describes our methods in some detail. In brief, we tested for non-

linearity in three ways.

1) When we estimated the efects'of demographic background, test scores, and

personality traits, we tested the_significince of squared varialiples. We usually

subtracted a coristant from each variable before squaring it, so at'to make the

squared variable uncorrelated with the original variable. Adding the squared

term to a regression equation then left the original linear coefficient essen-

tially unchanged. This kept the linear coefficients comparablt across samples,

regardless of whether the squared term was bignificant, an' allowed OS to

drop squared terms when they were insignificant We recommend this procedure

to other investigators concerned with comparability. We found a number of small

but consistent non-linear effects.

23
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V
4

2) In testing for the non-linear effects of education, we used a somewhat

'different procedure. We first estimated the effect of the average year of ele-
A

mentary or secondary education. Then-we used a spline variable to estimate the

difference between the effect of the average year of elementary or secondary, edu-

cation and the effect of the average year of higher education. Finally, we used

a dumMy variable to e imate the value of,college graduation, over and above the

linear effillts of 12 years of.elementary and secondary education and 4 years of'
higher education. Our tables denote these three measures fs Years of Education,

Years of Higher Education, and College Graduation. Most analyses include all

three, even when the deviations from linearity (i.e. the coefficients of Years

of Higher Education and College Graduation) are not significant. The non-linear

'effects of eduCation are important for occupational status taut not for T,n

Earnings.

3) We looked for "bumpy" non-linearities by calculating the mean and stand-
.

and deviation of education, occupational status, and earnings for discrete values

of father's education, father's occupation, siblings, age, test scores, and

education. We compared the value of eta 2 from these analyses of variance to

the-correlations obtained from linear and non-linear regressions. These tables

appear in the appendices. Eta
2

is generally close to R
2

.

,,Pe lso tested for interactions in two ways.

1) We calculated the products of the more important worker characteristics.

We retained these multiplicative variables when they significantly improved our

ability to predict economic success in'a given sample. In order to keep the

linear coefficients - comparable across samples,. we usuallc, made the multiplicative

-interaction terms uncorr.21ated with their components. No multiplicative inter-
,.

action was copsistently significant in different samples. Eiren the signis were

inconsistent.

24
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1

2) We also ran separate regressions for whites and non-whites, for men with

white- collar, blue-collar, and farb fathers, for men born in different decades,
4

and for men with high, medium, and low test scores. Schwartz and Williams compare

. the white and non-white regressions in Cliapter 8. The other regressions appear

in the appendices. There are no consistent differences,--

t
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Findings about the Effects of Specific Traits.

4
Table 1.2 summarizes our findings regarding the effects of family background,

adolescent test scores, adolescent personality traits, and years of education.

For,simPlicity, Table 1.2treats each cluster of characteristics as if it were

a single composite variable. Each composite variable should be thought of as the

weighted sum of several'measures. "Demographic Background", far example,

is the weighted sum of father's education, mother's education, father's

occupation, number of siblings, parental income, and dichotomous variables

for haling a white collar father, having a father who was living at Some

when you were , growing up in the North, not growing up on a farm,,and

`having a y#iite skin. "Overall Family Background" is the weighted sum of

all characteristics that make brothers alike. The "Personality Index"

is the weighted sum of 108 self-assessments plus responses to more than

fifty questions about one's behavior in high school. Wherever possible we

adjusted the weights so as maximize the correlation between each index and

each measure of economic success. Since the indices have no "natural"

metric, Table 1.2 standardizes all the coefficients. I estimated these

coefficients from data presented in chapters 2 through 6 and in the appendices.

These data are filled with puzzles and contradictions. I have chosen what

I.regarded as the most plausible estimates for-cur target population of male

workers aged 25 to 64, but this often required extrapolation from more

rettricted samples and averaging discrepant results. The

reader should therefore treat all the coefficients in Table 1.2 as if they

had standard errors of at least 0.05. After examining the evidence in subsequent

chapters, skeptics may want' to allow for even larger margins of error.
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Table 1.2

Avproximate Standardized Regression Coefficients' of Worker Characteristics'
-

When Predicting Econotic Success
J10 . / ., ft

Occupational Status. fin Earnings
DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND INDEX

NO Controls:

Uncorrected

Corrected for Error

Test Scores and Education Controlled:

. Uncorrected

,'OVERALL FAMILY BACKGROUND INDEX.

No Controls:

Uncorrected

Corrected for Error

Test Scores and Education, Controlled:

Uncorrected s

SCENT TEST SCORE

Controls: ,

Uncorrected

Corrected for Error

All Background Controlled:

Uncqrrecte

All Background P Educdtion Controlled:

v Uncorrected

'ADOLESCENT PERSONALIZ1 INDEX
.

No Controls Uncorrected

Background and Test Scores Controls:
411*Uncorrected

4W

Backgeound Test Scoqs, Education Cont5ols:

Uncorrected

YEARS OF EDUCATION

No Controls:

Uncorrected
Corrected for Non-linearity

V
Corrected for Error and,Non-linearity

All.BaCkground t Adolescent Test, Scores +
Personality Controlled:

Uncorrected

1

1/
NEW- 2/

OLD-

.50

.15

.39

.45

.61 .54

.66 .56

3 /
.30 .12

.38

N. .50 .44

.33 .29-
4/

.

.17 .06 a
4

.45 NA

.31 NA

.19

.61 .61

.65 NA
:.74 .65 .

:50 :49

2'

1/ 2/
NEW- OLD-

.37

.44

.10

.25 .

.29

.10

.50 NA

.53 .39

2/
'.30 .10

-35 .24

.41 '.31

.30 .10
4/

.18 .11 .

.30a NA

- NA

4.25 ' NA

.42 .i3

.43 *NA".

.48 :35 -

'eV

.20 .18
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Table 1.2 footnotes

1/ Estimated from data in this report

2/ Estimated from Jencks et al (1972), Appendix B, except for the
income value in line 5, which comes from p. 239, fn. 36. Values

itr adolescent test, scores are from Jencks et al's Figures B-1 and
B-2, not from their Table B-1 and B-2. Items marked NA were not
included in Jencks et al's analyses.

3/ -The-standard error of this estimate is closer to 0.10 than 0,05.

4/ This is Jencks et al's maximum estimate.

4
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In order to see how these estimates alter or reinforce the picture created

by earlier research, Table 1.2 also presents Jencks et al's (1972)

estimates. Our results appear under the heading New, while the 1972
0

results appear under the heading Old.

Family 4ackground (Chapter 3). Our data'suggest that a one standard

deviation difference'in demographic background is associated with a

difference of 0.50 standard deviations in current occunacional status.

The impact of any demographic background index depends, however, on%how

many demographic advantages it subsumes. Jencks et al used only father's

education and father's occupatiOn to predict economic success. They also-

,
restricted their sample to whites who were not born on farms. These

restrictiow meant that a one standard deviation difference in demographic

'background had less effect in their analyses than i ours. Demographic

. background has less effect on relative earnings (r=0.37) than on occupational

status (r=0:50), perhaps because earnings fluctuate more from year to year
re

than occupational status does,i /About 70 percent of the effect of demographic

background on both occupational status and earnings arises because background

affects adolescett tests scores and educational attainment. 'Correcting for

measurement errpr does not greatly alter any of these conclusions. The

effects of dem6graphic advantages appear to have fallen between 1962 and 1973.

When we turn to the oVerall4effects of family background we must be

more cautious, since our estimates depend on relatively small samples of.

brothers and,on the assumption that brothers do not Appreciably affect one

4. Since the standar4\deviation of Ln Ea fling's is about
)

Q.75, an advantage,..i)
'of T.39 standard ideviaillbns is equivalent o about e

( 39 ( -1 = 40

percent. ,Chapter 11 discusses this logic in more detail.

2 9
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another. Our data suggest that if our index of background advantages included
.4

all the unmeasured background characteristics that brothers have in cocoon,

its Correlation with economic success would exceed the correlation of our demo-

graphic index-with'econoMic success by about 0,12. The unmeasured components

of this index differ from e- measured components in that they do not exert

their influence primarily b affecting test scores and education. Furthermore,

Chapters 2 and 3 show that a background characteristics that affect economic

success with test scores a education eenfrolled. are almost unrelated to

demographic advantages such as father's occupational status. Wave no, good

way of saying what these unmeasured background characteristics are, or how

they exert their influence. We can say, however, that Jencks et al seriously

underestimated their importanceY

Cognitive Skills (Chapter 4) Our data suggest that adolescents whose test

scores differ 8y one standard deviation (15 points in the conventional IQ
4

metric) typically differ by about 0.45 standard deviations on measured adult

occupational status and 0.35 dtandaiddeviations on measured earnings. These

differences would,be saightly larger if our measures were fee from error.-

About a quarter of t e observed relationship between adolesdent test scores

and adult occupational status and aseventh of the relationship between

test scores and ,earnings is a byproduct of the fact that-both test scores
c

and status depend on family background. -The restltf the observed relationship

51 Estimates of the cerall effect of family background on occupational
status and'earnings in Table 1.2 are based-on.Jencks el al'S estimates
of the correlatioris-between brothersfor these two outcomes. The estimates
of overall effects with test score and education controlled are based on

-Jencks et al's path model. JenckS et al's path model treated father's
,

occupation as ah adequate proxy for all the factors that made brothers alike
?on occupational status and earnings. Jenqcs et al's data on occupational
resemblance between brothers supported this assumption. Our data do not.
Jencks et al had no data on earnings resemblance between brothers. They
erroneously assured that the only important missing background measure.
was parental asqets.

V
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appears to be genuinely causal. About half the effect of test scores on

'both occupational status and earnings seems to arise because cognitive skills

,affect educational attainment. The other half arises because men with high

scores enter higher status occupations am:Learn more money than men with the

same amount of education but lower scores.

4t
Jencks et al did not have much data on the-relationship between adolescent

test scores and later success. They therefore concentrated on AFQT scores

- ,

obtained after school completion. They assumed that AFQT scores deoended partly
A

on how much schooling men hid had, and that an AFQT score would predict' economic

success better than a score obtained prior to school completion. In fact,

however, adolescent scores exhibit almost the same relationship to adult

success as AFQT scores obtained from older men. We.have no explanations

for this. It Jeans, howeyer, that Jencks et al underestimated the role f)f

adolescent test scores, even though they did not underestimate the eventual

role of adult scores so farjs we can tell.

Personality Traits (Chapter 5) No single personality measure predicts

economic success. as accurately as a cognitive test does, but the combined

effects of a number of different adolescent personality measures a e as

strong as the combined effects of different adolescent cognitive

Personality traits predict occupational status partly because they are

sts:

proxies for family background, and partly because they are proxies' for test

,

performance,, but they have substantial effects (beta=0.33)' indeperidentof'

background and test scores. Less than half their effect on occupational

status depends on affecting educational attainment. Personality traits

affect earnings in ways'that are largely independent of background, test
4

scores, and educational attainment. The effects of personality on

,31
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earnings May 4,Ohstantially larger than Table 1.2 im4s, since the data

come from men who are only 28. The best predictor of economic success appears

to be what Talent respondents labelled "leadership" and Kalamazoo teachers

called "executive ability.

Education (Chapters 6y.6) Education is ,the best single predictor of

both occupational status and earn*ngs. 'It predicts occupational status fir

more accurately than earnings, partly ,because occupations that require
4

a lot of education acquire status as a result. A year of higher education

)exerts far more ,impact on occupational status than a year of elementary or

secondary education. If we scale education to allow for this, and if we

eliminate measurement'errors, men'who differ by one standard deviation

difference on educational attainment will typically differ by about 0.74
.

standard-deviations on occupgtional status and 0.48 Standard deviations on

earnings. These differences are larger t49,h those found by Jencks.et al

for three reasons. First, Jencks et al looked only at white .non -farm men,

and the effects of education are somewhat reduced by this restriction. Second,

Jencks et al failed to allow for the non-linear effects of education on

occupational status- -the only non-linearity of much importancepin our data.

Third, Jencks et al used Siegel and Hod e's (1968) data on the accuracy of w

)
educational reports, and this estimate was too high.

In order to estimate the effect of education on economic success we

must control family background and test scores. Olneck shows in Chapter 6

that these controls reduce the coefficient of. edocat(ion by abOtt a quarter in

the occupation equations nd by about half in the earnings equations. If we

convert to'undstandaeaized oefficient#, Sh4extra year of schooling seems to

raise earnings by 3-5 percent! This estimate fluctuates appreciably from

:32
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sample to Temple, hOwever. Controlling adolescent peigonality/traits does not

appreciably alter this picture, since the personality traits that affect

earnings do not seem to be strongly correlated with edpcational attainment.

Bartlett shows in Chapter 7 that the benefits of an extra year of. education

fell sharply between 1939 and 1949, apparently becadse the overall dispersion of
-

earnings bec am moreore equal. The benefits of a year of education remained

essentially stable from 1949 to 1969, as did the overall/ dispersion of earnings.

The effects of higher education'On earnings have fallen appreciably since 1969,

especially for younger workers, but the effects of secondary education have

remained stable. Unlike some previous researchers, Schwartz and Williams

found that an extra year of education raised non-white earnings by about the

same percpntage as white earnings: The doll'ar value of education was thus

higher for whites.

Explaining Inequality in occupational Status. Hauser and Featherman (1976) .

!1'show that the mean occupational status of men 25-64 rose from 39 points in

1962 to 43 points in 1973. The(standard deviation of 25-64 year olds' Duncan

scores only rose from 24.44 in 1962 to 25.22 in 1973. Since- Duncan scores do

not constitute a ratio scale, we cannot measure inequality in a formal way.

Nonetheless, it seems safe to assume that occupational status was about as

unequal in 1973 as in 1962. The standard deviation is restricted for men under

25, put it does not change in any consistent way from 25 to 64.

Relying largely on OCG,. Jencks et al (1972) found that.demographic

background, test scores, and schooling explained about 39 percent of the

variance in occupational status among white non-farm males aged 25-64.

Our present analyses cover non-whites and men born on farms, and include

these traits as independent variables. They also allow for the non linear

effects of education. As a result, demographic background and education

can explain 45 percent of the variance in occupational status among OCG

33
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men 25-64. The figures for other samples are similar. ---Jea,cks et al's data

suggested that unmeasured background characteristics explained little additional

variance in occupational status. Our datapon brOthers suppest that overall

ft family background explains an additional 5-7 percent of the variance in occupational

status with education controlled. Since demographic background raises R2 by

4 percent,.unmeasured background must add 1 -43 percent. Test scores' raised

R
2
by one or. two percent in Jencks et al's data and in ours. Jencks et al, had

ft_

no data on persppality traits. Mueser's Talent data suggest that such traits

add about 0.di2 to R
2

in equations that control background, test scores, and

education. it is obviously risky to sum increases in R
2

from different samples,

especially when the initial variances differ. Nonetheless, such summation

can give us at leapt a crude estimate of the likely value of R
2

in a sample

with comprehensive measures of background, test scores, personality traits,-_,

and educational attainment. Our data imply that R
2

could be as high as

0.45 + 0.02 + 0.02 + 0.02 = 0.51.

This estimate implies that if the men who change occupations from one year
4

to the next were typical of the larger population the correlation'between their

successive occupational statuses would be at least 0.51.. In fact, if we look

at 25-64 year.old men who r ported to the Census that they had changed occupa-

tions between 1965 and 1970, the correlation between ,their statuses in 1965

otnd 1970 was 0.59. .These men do not differ in any obviously relevant way

from those who stay in the same occupation. Their status scores are slightly

lower than average, both before and after changing occupations, but;the variance

in their statuses is almost the same as the variance for all 25-64 year. olds.

The correlation between education and occupational status is also virtually

identical for changers and non - changers. This suggests that our measures of

family background; adolescent test scores, adolescent personality traits, and

34 .
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years of sdhooling are explaining about 51/59 of the stable Variance in occupa-

tional status among thesg men. It seems to follow that most of the unexplained

variance in occupational status for the population as a whole is due to measure-_

ment error, factors tnat are unstable overtime, and men's tendency to remain in
;,..-

whatever job they happen to enter, even when its status differs from what one

would expect on the basis of their race, education, and so forth.

Explaining Inequality in Earnings. Schwartz and Williams show in Chapter 8

4
that the real income of 25-64 year old men rose by an average of 2.8 percent

per year between 1949 and 1973. This represents an increase of 0.03 to 0,04

4
standard deviations per year, Compared to 0.013 standard deviations for occu-

pational
(

status. Schwartz and Williams also show thatdthe standard deviatibn

of income rose less rapidly than the n, n during these years. The ratio of

the Standard deviation to the mean, often called the coefficient of- variation
'''.*

V),' -is a standard measure of inequality. It fell from 1949 to 1973. But the

tandard deviation of Lh:.111COme (s
ln

), another standard measure of inequality,

emphasizes the

same years,

of high earners relative to the mean, while s
ln

ose duringthege same years. The reason for this apparent paradox is that

r/

emphasizes the pas, dail

happened during theite-'-yitars was

of low earners,relative,to the ean. What apparently

at those' iinthmiddle of the distribution

gained ground relative to those a both extremes.

Although there is some variation from_one sample'to another because of

dilferences survey design, measurement, and coding, both V and s
ln

average

about 0.75 for the men 25-64 who worked in 1970 (see Appendices A and D). The

values are lower for young men and higher for older ones. If the distribution'

/((
of Earnings were normal, V=0.75 would mean that those who ranked at the 16th'

percentile earned 25 percent of the mean while those who ranked at the 84th

percentile earned 175 percent of the mean. If the distribution

were og-normal, sln = 0.75 would mean that those at the )6th per-

centile earned 47 percent of the mean while those at the 14th
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percentile earned 212 percent of the mean. The actual'distribution is closer

to log-normal than normal. Among men 25-64, inequality in earnings increases

quite steadily as men get older.

Public concern about inequality in mends earnings depends largely on the

degree'to which men's earnings determine their families' total income. Schwartz

shows in Chapter 9 that a man's 1971 earnings correlated 0.92 with his family's

total income from all sources in the PSID sample of 25-64 year old men. The

standard deviation of these men's family incomes was alMost identical to the

standard deviation'of their earnings. Since these men's total family income

was higher than their earnings, their family income was more equally distributed

than their earnings. This reflects three basic facts. First, while

410a wife's earning power (i.e., her potential hourly wage) is positively

correlated with her husband's earning power, her propensity to work is

negatively correlated with her husband's wage. As a result, wives'

actual earnings end up virtually uncorrelated with their husbands' earnings.

Inequality in the total earnings of husbands and wives is therefore less'

than the average level of ineqbality among husbands and wives senaratelY,_

Second, transfer payments appreciably reduce inequality. Third, Income

from assets appreciably increases inequality. The first and second of these

influences more than offset the third. Nonetheless, among families that

include an adult male, the dispersion of family income today depends largely

on the dispersion of male earnings.

Lifetime earnings are more equally distributed than annual earnings.

Our &at' do not, however, tell us how equal lifetime earnings'are. Survey

researchers have always assumed that retrospective data on earnings were

even less accurate than retrospective data on occupational status. As a

result, none of our surveys asked respondents about their earnings at
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earlier stages of theix lives. All we have are the longitudinal data

collected by PSID.and NLS. The PSID data now cover 8 earning, years. The

correlation between Ln Earnings in 1967 and 1968 is 0.886. This correlation

falls as the interval lengthens, reaching 0.682 after 8 years. The correlation

should eventually approach an asymptote roughly equal to the average percen-

tage of variance explained bytstable traits among men 25-64. As we shall see,,

this value is at least 0.35. But the asymptote could, be as high as 0.68. If

we averaged individuals' earnings over a 40 year interval, transitory influences

(including measurement errors) would presumably average out close to the mean

for all respondents. The effects of experience would average out completely.

The variance of the means would thus be only slightly larger than the mean

covariance between all pairs of years. Since experience explains two percent

of the variance in our 8-year means, this covariance would average out to no

more than 66 percent of the observed variance, and perhaps as little as 35

percent. Thus if the observed standard deviation of Ln Earnings averages

0.75 in a single year, the implied standard deviation over 40 years would be
6/

between (0.75) (0.66)
1/2

= 0.61 and (0.75) (0.35)
1/2

= 0.44.

6/ This estimate assumes that measurement errors are uncorrelated with
true values, and hence that the true variance of earnings is smaller than
the observed variance. Matcbed CPS and Internal Revenue Service imply,
however, that errors are negatively correlated with true values, and that 6
the true variance is as large as the measured variance. If so, the true
variance would be slightly larger than the figures irilithe text.
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How much of the observed inequality in earnings can we explain in terms

of men's characteristics before they enter the labor force? Our.data suggest

that educational attainment explains about 17 percent of the variance in Ln

Income for OCG men 25-64. Demographic backgorund (primarily race and region of

birth) raises the figure to 23 percent. Our results for earnings are quite

similar. Samples of brothers suggest that if we had data on all aspects of

background we could raise R
2
by 7 to 14 percent above the value obtained using

education alone,, with the higher value seeming the most plausible. This implies

that unmeasured background adds 8 percent to R
2

. Test scores never boost R
2

by more than 2.3 percent. Mueser's Talent data suggest that with demographic

background, adolescent test- scores, and education, controlled, adolescent person-

ality measures can raise R2'by at least 6 percent. The increase might be even

larger for an older sample.

Once again, it is hazardous but instructive to treat these increases in

R
2

as if they were additive. If they were, we might expect to explain 23 + 2'+

18 + 6 = 39 percent of theariance in Ln Earnings using variables measured before

a man enters the labor force. Labor force experience seems to explain another

3-4 percent of the variance in most samples. Errors in measuring earnings

explains 7-11 percent. Errors in measuring workers' other characterigtics explain

some additional variance. This leaves about half the observed variance unex-

plained. The PSID data imply that at least 1-0.07-0768=25 percent of the observed

variance is attributable to transitory factors other than errors. This suggests

that another 25 percent may be attributable to stable characteristics that are

not included in our models. Alternatively, this 25 percent may also be attribut-0

able to transitory factors. Resolving this issue would require longer term

longitudinal data.,

Economists sometimes argue that unexplained variation in earnings is due to
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variations in working conditions,. Other things being equal, a job that offers

. widely desired perquisites, 'such as short hours, physical comfort and safety,

autonomy in how one does one's work, low,risk of losing the job, or high pres-

tige, will not have to pay as much to attract a given worker as a job that is

short on these attributes. If such tradeoffs were widespread, they might help'

explain variation in earnings-among men with similar backgrounds, cognitive

skills, personality traits, and educational credentials. Unfortunately, we have

no direct measures of workers' preferences on these matters, so we cannot

say how muck of the variation in earnings-derives from variations in

preferred working conditions *We know, for example, that a substantial

fraction of the unexplained variance in annual earnings derives from variation

in the number of weeks men work in a given year. In 1964 and 1969, when

unemployment was relatively low among 25-64 year old males, Ln Weeks Worked

41' 2
raised R by 0.13 in the PA and Census samples. In 1971, when unemployment

was higher than in 1964 or 1969, Ln Weeks Worked raised R
2
by 0.20. But

of the

we do not know how much/variation in weeks worked derived from variation in

men's "taste for leisure". All-we can say is that if variations in weeks

worked reflect variations in the "taste for leisure," this taste cannot be

very stable from one year to the next. In the PSID data, for example,

the average correlation betweenyeeks worked in sequential years from 1967

through 1974 was only about 0.2. This suggests that a stable "taste for

leisure" cannot explain more than 20 percent of the variance in weeks worked.

The remaining variance must-be due to transitory factors, either "voluntary"

or "involuntary."

At first glance we seem to have explained far more of the variation. in

annual earnings than Jencks

Jencks et al presented data

et al explained using similar characteristics.

from OCG and froM the Veterans survey suggesting
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that demographic background, test scores, and education explained only 14

percent of the osbserved variance in annual income within ten year cohorts

of white non-farm men aged 25-54. They assumed that with test scores and

education controlled, unmeasured background characteristics explained

negligible amounts of additional variance. They attributed 10 percent of

the unexplained variance to errors in measured income and one percent

to errors in measuring demographic background, test scores, and education.

This left 75 percent of the observed variance unexplained. The major

sources of discrepancy between their results and ours are as follows.

(1) Jencks et al looked only at white non-farm males. When we

broaden the sample to include non-whites and farm-born men, include these .

characteristics as independent variables, and add region of birth to the

model, we explain 21 percent of the variance in annual income. But including

non- whites and men born on farms also increases the total variance substan-

tially. As a result, the absolute amount of unexplained Irariance in our

samples is larger than in al's samples (see chapter 14).

(2) Jencks et al averaged data forten'year cohorts of men rather tan

treating age or experience as an independent variable. We pooled all men

25-64, increasing the total variance, and then added experience as an
a

independent variable. Once again this raises R

reduce the absolute amount of unexplained variance.

It
. -

does not appreciably

(3) Jencks et al assumed that unmeasured background characteristics would

explain negligible amounts of variance with education and test scores

controlled. Our data suggest that unmeasured background could raise R2 as

much as 1) percent.

(4) Jencks et al had, no data on personality traits. They suggested

that 'such traits might account for an appreciable fraction of the unexplained

variance. Our data suggest that at least 6 percent of the otherwise,

14
unexplained variance among young men is due,to such traits.
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7.

-Policy_Tvlications

1. Equalizing opportunity.
eet

flEqualiity of opportunity" is often defined as a situation in which
4.

dr
children born into different familikkave equal chances of economic success.

Our data. suggest that family background affects economic success primarily A
4r

not e*Clnsively by affecting educational attainment. This suggestS that if we,

want to reduce the impaet+of family backgroundon economic success, wepuld

achieve a lot by reducing the impact of background on educational attainment.

. How this might be accomplished is, however, something of detlystery. The ef-
a

4

a

fects of family background on educational attainment have been quite stables,

throughout the- twentieth century, despite massive changes in the.character of

the educational,'system' '(Hauser and Featherman, 1976).

Our data show that race, region of birth, and. father's occupational status

ail.affect ,dic success among menwith equal amounts tof

schooling. But region of
.,

fects region of residence

rth affects economic success only because it af-
s

gpMaturity. Since regional differences in occu-IP

pational status are negligible,' and"regiopal differences in earnings are both -lc

le
) small and declining, there is no obvious reason for government conCern with

this issue., Race affects economic success even with schooling 6ontrolled.

o Thbse effects also diminished between 1962,and 1973, presumably because of govern-
.,

.
,mental intervention. Further reducing the effectsof race _5411 presumably

\

requiregiontinuing government pressure. Father's occupation continues to affect
O

8 the respondeht's occupational statue and earnings with ecipcatida ontrolled,

built the effects are small and do not reach statistical significance inmost

surveys. We do not knoW whether these effects are due to differences in the

career choices of men from highanoPlow status backgrounds differences in job
. 0
performage, or difference IlrY&Oived,job performance (i.e. discliminatidA).

ato

e)

,.11M1111

ft
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5iius it is hard to say whether governmental intervention would be appropriate.

Ourrfata suggest that a 'lumber of other as yet unmeasured background char-

acteristics also affect economic success independent of educational attainment.

Sine we cannot identify ese influences, we cannot be sure whether they violate

our norms regarding equal opportunity. If the unmeasured background influneces

0
that make brothers alike are genetic in character, they may be consistent with

our norms About equal This is not necessarily truehowever, since

genes can affect economic success without affecting actupl productivity (e.g.

t
by affecting physical appearance). If the unmeasured IDackgrotind characteristics

'
4

that affect economic success involve the home or community environment, they

presumably violate our norms regarding equality of opportunity. Even 9.1),

_ -
find it hard to imagine reducing the impact of home environment without drasti-

cally reducing the role of the family in sdcializing the young. Few advocates

of opportunity areswilling to pay this price.

2. ting Cognitive Skills.

Cognitive skills exert a subStantial influence on economic success, in good
part because they affeCt educational attainment. It

may, however, be a mistake to Infer thatalterini an individ 's test performance

will alter is subsequent economic success. Jehcks and BroWn 1975) found,

for example, that changes in test performance between 9th and 12th grade did

not affect subsequent educatioreattairiOnt. This result may ndt be general,

but it suggests that what affects educational attainment is not current cognitive
skill but some stable underlying aptitude that affects bcth.test performance
in 9.0.rand 12 grade and education. If this holds for economic

,-
success as well, intervention programs that alter

students' test scores may not altertheir long term economic prospects.

3. Changing Persoriality Traits.

_Adolescent personality traits appear to exert appreciable effects on

subsequent economic success. Once again, however, itis not clear that changing

adolescent behavior would alter individuals' subsequent success. Eleventh
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grade boys who had never gone steady, for example, earned more at 28 than 11th

graders who had gone steady, even with everything else controlled. But it

hardly follows that if parents prevented a boy from going steady this would

raise his eventual earnings. xMeasures o this sort Are likely to be proxies for

other underlying traits,'and changing the measured value is no guarantee that

the underlying trait will change.

4. Staying in School.
N

Additional schooling has a substantial effect on an individual's eventual

occupational status and a moderate effect on his earnings. Our best estimate

is that each extra year of schooling raises earnings by 3-5 percent once all

causally prior traits are controlleffi Following Mincer's (1974) argument, the

implied return to foregone earnings is also 3-5 percent. If the costs and bene-

fits of schooling were exclusively monetary, this would make education a rela-

tively poor Investment for most individuals. But the costs and benefits of

schooling are nbt exclusively monetary. Individuals attend school and college

or a multiftude of reasons, not the least of which is that they often enjoy

it.' They also expect a multitude of benefits, many of which are social and

cultural, rather than monetary. Thus while a 3-5 pecent return is not high

compared to many-alternative forms of investment, especially given the risks

involved; it makes good sense for students who also expect other benefits.

5. "Social" vAt"Private" Returns td Human Cop 'tal.

Our quantitative data estimate the effect :of changing an individual's

, -1*

characteristics on his status or earnings, i.e. "private" benefits of various

tr }its. But public policy is usually more concerned with "social" than with
_

_

o

"private" benefits. We want to know, for example, not how much another year of

'44!:;.-
school Oi11 16iise the student's own earnings but-how much it will raise the , 4i jgr
national Suppose for simplicity that extra schooling gni-no non -monetary

4 3
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effects. If it'also had no effett on national income, but-merely allowed the

individual who got it to displace sotne other individual from a lucrative job, the
9

socfgl benefits of education would be non- existeft. Under these circumstances

individuals might invest in education for selfish reasons., but society would

have no reason to subsidize such investments. Indeed, it might want to tax

them. If a year of Schooling`raised national income by precisely the same amount

as,individual earning , the social and private benefits would be equal. Tht

student would, however, be the sole beneficiary of his additional education.

The rest ofosociety would neither gain nor lose. The case for subsidizing such,

activities would remain weak, at least so long as education, was evaluated in

purely economic terms. Only if an extra year of education raised national income

more than it raised individual earnings would the social benefit exceed the

private benefit. Then stAsidies would make sense in narrowly economic terms.

If the labor market were fully competitiveif information were all

accurate.and free, if workers could be hired and fired at nO,Cost to their-
.

employers, if wages could be adjusted downward as well a5, upward, and if

workers either accepted the, legitimacy of paying,everyprie his marginal product

or produced the same amount regardless of whetter they felt their.pay was
.

;

fair, one might expect every worker to earn.an.amount equal to the market value

O 'a

of whatever he could produce. But these conditiofis are4never met. Many

workers are therefore paid less than they would-4p worth in'a "perfect"'

A
market, while othere are paid gore. Xn ge4al, I would expect employers to

4.

over-reward workers with characteristics that conventional wisdom portrays

as related to productivity: .education, verbal ability, and white skin for

private
example. If that actually happens, the/benefit of changing such char Aeristics

Will exceed the social benefit. Giving everyone an extra year of school, for

example, will raise national income, by less than 3-5 percent. But our data
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provide no direct evideI nce on this point. Nor dO they elp us assess the non-.-

monetary costs and benefits of educatiOn, which are probably morVmportant

than monetary ones.

6. Reducing Occupational Inequality.

Variation in men's characteristics when they en er the labor force explain

about half the variance in men's subsequent occupat nal statuses. It does

not follow, however, that if all men entered the -lor force with identical

characteristics the variance of occupational statu- would fall to half its

4 ,

present level. Suppose, for example, that everyon- had the same amount of edu-

cation. This would hardly push everyAinto occ pationi that now have the

same status. Society would still need unskilled .nual laborers as well as

highly skilled professionals, for example. Of curse if everyone had the same

amount of education, the relative rewards of dif erent occupations might

change substantially. Prospective manual worke s would have more alternatives

that they now do .irld would turn to other work less unskilled manual work

paid better than it now does. Professionals uld, in turn, face more competi7,

tion and Would have a harder time earning pre um wages than they now do. The

0

economic distance between professional worker and manual workers would there-

fore. diminish, and the Dunca. Scale would ha to be recalibrated.)Changes in

relative wages would, in turn, lead to some changes in the present occupational

mix.
A

Our data tell us ve* little about the likely magnitude'of such changes.

Occupational differentials depend on many factors besides supply and demand,

including government manip latioh, managerial manipulation,

and union manipulation designed to mainta n past patterns in th name offair-

niss. Movement etween occupations also epends on many noniron ary-factors.

hll we can say with confidence is that o e cannot treat our equat Ons for

rr
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predicting an individual's status under present labor market conditions as

technological verities that would continue to hold true if the variance of

worker characteristics changed. Thus while changing the variance of worker

characteristics would change the variance of occupational status,' we cannot

predict the likely size of the change.

7. Reducing Inequality in Earnings.

Our data suggest that men's characteristics Whin they enter the labor

market might explain 45 percent of the true variance in annual earnings. It is

therefore tempting to infer that if all men entere4 the labor market with equally

valuable cognitive skills, personality traits, and educational credentials, the

variance of earnings would fall by 45 percent. If workers with different

characteristics earn different amounts because they have different productive

capacities, giving them the same (or at least equally valuable) traits shouldi

equalize their, earnings:

In fact, however, workers' earnings also differ for many other reasons,

some of which I mentioned in discussing social versus private returns to human

capital. This has two implications. First, the variance of earnings is likely

to exceed the variance in potential productivity - though it could, of course,

a
beismaller. Second, worker characteristics that do not affect productivity may

ti

still have sizable effects on earnings. As a result, factors that "explain"

variance in individdal earnings may not "cause" this variance in any meaningful

7'
sense. Skin color is an obvious case in point. It does not seem likely that

blacks earn less than whites solely because they cannot produce as much. It

follows that making blacIss indistinguishable from whites would not necessarily

eliminate the variance in earnings now "explained" by race.

Our data therefore provide little guidance for thoseliho would like to

4.6
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predict the effect on earnings of changing the dirktributidn of personal char-

acteristics. Our only really relevant evidence is Bartlett's analysis of changes

in the dispersion of earnings between 1939 and 1969. She found a dramatic

decline in earnings inequality between 1939 and 1949. There was no parallel

decline in the variance of education or labo force experience. The variance

of earnings appears to have declined for e enous reasons, such as the reduc-

tion itiunemploment. The decline in overall inequality, in turn, reduced the

eft&s of both education and experience on earnings. Bartlett's data there-,
fore suggest that overall wage inequality determines the value of education.

They'do not suggest that the degree of inequality in education affects the

degree of inequality in earnings. While it would be a mistake to overgeneralize

these results,'they should warn us against assuming that changes in the distribu-

tion of personal characteristics are the sole, or even the prime, determinant

of changes-in the distribution of earnings:

Our data also imply that inequality diminishes-if we look at -earnings over

a long interval. This does not, however, necetsarily imply that public policy

should concern itself only with long,term inequality, ignoring shott term fluC-
-,

I

tuations. Mokst men treat the person they will become in the future as some-

thing of a stranger, acting as if his welfare was far less important than their

own. Ws a result, they seldom save or borrow as much as they would if they

were trying to maximize their average well-being over a lifetime. Left to'

their' own devices they will not insure themselves adequately against either

unemployment or zetirement. Public policy has long assumed that some degree

of coercion is poth necessary and desirable to deal with such "irrationality."

Unemployment insurance and Social Security force us'to even out the flow of

income over our lives, even if we do not want to do so. Altering the distribu-

\.
tion of personal characteristics would do little to solve this problem.

.



8. Further Research.

Most social-scientists conclude reports like this by suggesting that if

why they had had better data they crld have drawn stronger conclusions. In

this case, however, we would have needed completely different kinds of data

,to draw strong policy conclusions. Stronelbonclusions would require either

natural or experimental changes in the governmental policies whose effects we

4

want to predict. Since our surveys were not tied to such changes, they are of

very limited value. Our data can tell us a fair amount about the likely effects
these individuals

on small numbers of individuals oAchanging the chiiacteristics with which /

enter the labor 'market. They cannot tell us much about the likely effects of

large scale changes, since these are likely to change`the labor market itself.

I
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Chapter 2

THE EFFECTS OF FAMILY BACKGROUND ON OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

By Mary Corcoran and Christopher Jencks

This chapter investigates the effects of family background on occupational

status. We will define "family background" somewhat loosly as including

all the consequences of having one set of parents rather than another.

The term therefore subsumed not only the effects of parents per se, but
, .

the. effects of the neighborhood and region in which the parents happen to

live, the quality of the schools to which they send their children, and so

forth,.

Previous inveStigators(e. g., Blau and Duncan, 1967; Duncan,

Featherman, and Duncan, 1972; Sewell and Hauser, 1975) have estimated the impact

of what we will call "demographic" background characteristics, such as

father's education, mother's education, father's occupation, region_of birth,

family size and race. These investigations have greatly expanded our under-

standing of determinants of a son's occupational status, but they have

obvious limitations. One can never identify, much less measure, all the

parental characteristics that coul iC principle affect a son's eventual

occ Oational status. So long as some potentially relevant characteristics remain

asured, one will underestimate the explanatory power of family background

by some unknown amount. Such analyses therefore set 'a lower limit on the explanatory

power of family background but not an upper limit.

To get around this difficulty we will look at the degree of resemblance

between brothers' occupational statuses. Resemblance between brothers sets

an upper limit on the combined influence of all the measured and unmeasured

background characteristics that brothers have in common. If brothers also

influence one another, the intracladh cdrrelation between brothers (rI)

will exceed the percentage of variance explained by measured and unmeasured

family characteristics (R
2
). If brothers do not influence one another, r1

will provide an unbiased estimate of this otherwise unobtainable R
2

.

The remainder of this chapter has four sections. Section 1 uses our
4

five large nat ional surveys to estimate the effects of demographic background

on a son's occupational status in maturity. Section 2 investigates the

mechanisms by which demographic background characteristicskaffect a son's

occupational status.

4.9
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Section 3 uses data from ours three surveys of brothers to estimate

the. importance of unmeasured background characteristics in determining

occuOilional status. Section 4 explore's the likely character.of these
r\

unmeasured factors.

1. Effects of Demographic Background
1

The 13 "demographic" background characteristics that interest us are:

1. Race (White/Nonwhite)

2. Father's Birthplace (US/Other)

3. Father's Education (Highest Grade Completed)

4. Father's Occupation (Duncan Score)

5. Father White Collar (Yes/NOr

6. Mother's Education (Highest GraderCompleted)

7. Son's Region of Birth (SouthLOther)

8. Son Raised on a Farm (Yes/No)

9. Number of Siblings

10. Father Absent when Son was 15 (Yes/No)

11. Parental Income (1967 Dollars)

12. Ethnicity (Irish/Italian/Polish/Frehch/German/Slavic/Spanish/British/

Jewish/Black/Other)

13. Religion (Catholic/Jewish/Protestant)

These characteristics classify people according to OtinCiples that are

understood by almost all members of society. This reflects the fact that

they portray an individual's formal relationship to major institutions in

American society: schools, employers, consumption, the family, and so forth.

Since these institutions are pervasive, we-have a shared vocabulary for dis-

cussing our relations to them. It is much harder to measure people's

psychological characteristics,because there are no generally accepted

external standards for making psychological judgments. As a result, there is

a much better chance off getting the same answer from two brothers if you

ask them the highest grade of school their father completed, or what he did for

a living, or how many children he had, than if you ask whethet he was "happy,"

"ambitiobs," or "intelligent."

We were tempted to call the 13 characteristics listed above "objective,"

implicitly contristing them with "subjective" psychological measures on which

4i had no data. But other characteristics,like the number of hours the-

respoddent spent with his mother each day'and whether he was

,

bremist fed, are

50



. equally "objective," They are just harder to measure. The truth is that

our list was not limited by the necessity of "objectivity" but by what
. -was r4adily available. For lack of a better term, we eventually decided to

label the available measures " demographic." This is not to say that demographers

have been the; only social scientists interested in the 13 characteristics

listed above.; That is by no means the case. But experience suggests that

labelling these characteristics 'demographic" conveys that we mean to most

social stientiitts, even though it is not very helpful to laymen.

Not all our surveys provide infor-:at Ion on all these items. Indeed,

none of o'er surveys provides information on ethnicity, and only one (PSID)

asked religion. Worse, not all our surveys measured these traits in the same

way. Table 2.1 lists the items we used from each survey. The appendices

give the precise coding of each item in each survey. Table 2.1 also lists

two surveys for which we did not have the original data. These are the 1973

replication of OCG, from which David Featherman and Robert Hauser kindly

authorized David Bills to make tabulations for us, and the 164 follow-up

of 1957 Wisconsin high school gyalUates, on w,lich Sewell and Hauser (1975)

proyide data.

The top five rows of Table 2.1 describe five large national surveys

of mature men. The standard deviation of Duncan scores is higher for the

three surveys conducted by the Census Bureau (OCG, OCG-II, NLS)

than for the two surveys conducted by the Survey Research Center (PA and

PSID). The difference is due to the fact the SRC coded occupations in nine
,the Census Bureaubroad categories, whereas / used more than 400. The SRC coding eliminates

the variance in occupat'tonal attainment that falls within its broad categories..

Measured background characteristics explain 23-24 percent of the occupational
, Census Bureau

variance in the three / surveys, compared to 17 percent in the two SRC surveys.

Again, the difference is largely due to the coding of the dependent variable,

though differences in the independent variables also play a role.

None of the five large national surveys collected data on brothers.

.Only one (PSID) collected data on -topitive skills, and it did not use a very

reliable test. The bottom rows of Table 2.1 therefore describe
.

other samples that either covered bothers, administered reliable tests, or both.

51
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Table 2.1: Relationships between occupational status (Dandan scores) and family background for civilian non-institutionalnon-student males with positive earnings and complete data.
Survey
Organization
(Year of

Occupational
Data)

a
Survey Name

(1) (2),

CPS

(1962)

SRC

(1965)

DSD
(1967)

SRC
(1972)

7

CPS

(1973)

NORC

1 (1974)

CPS

(1964)

Sewell

et al.

(1964)

ITalent

(102)

Talent
(1971-2)

Olneck

(1974)

lr

Occupational Changes.
in a Generation (OCG)

Additional
Restrictions
on Sample

(3)

Includes students &
men with earnings =

6

Age in S.D. of
Occupation- Sample Backgrold Test Duncan
Year Size Measures Score Scores

T
I

for

Sibkingec

(64)
(4) (5) (6) (7) * (8) (9)

25-64 11,504 1,3,4,5, No 24.87 NA
7,8,9,10

0 (if income # 0)

Productive Americans Heads of households 25 -64 1,188 1,2,3, No 20.61
(PA) 7,8,9

Parnes' National None 45-59 2,580 1,2,3,4, No 24.79
Longitudinal (NLS)

5,7,8,10

Panel Study of Income Heads of households 25-64 1,774 1,2,3,4,5 Yes 21,07
Dynamics (PSID)

7,8,9, 10

Occupational Changes same as ocG 25-64 15,817 1,3,4,5,6, No 25.40in a Generation (OCQ-II)
7,8,9,10,11

-NORC Brothers Brothers 25-64 300 1,3,4,5, No 24,90
8,9,10

Veterans Veterans 30-34 803 1, 3, 4, Yes 23,37
7,8,10

Wisconsin Non -farm men who 24 2,069 3,4,6,(7), Yes 23.24
reached 12th grade
in Wisconsin

(8),11 A

Talent 28 Year Olds Men who reached 28(±l) 839 1,3,4, Yes 23.74
11th grade 9,10

Talent Siblings Brothers who retched 28(±l) "198 1,3,4, Yes 25,64
11th or 12th grate 9 10

Kalamazoo Brothers Brothers who reached 35-59 692 1l),2,3,4, Yes 23,16
6th grade in Kala- 5,6f(7),
mazoo, Michigan (8) ,9,10

(.244)

. NA4!

( .175)

NA
( .240)

NA
(.169)

NA
.2241

.371
( .189) d

NA

( .12e)

NA
( .112)

NA
(.112)

.321

C144

.309

(..125)d

5:3



TABLE 2.1 NOTES

a
CPS = Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Census A
DSD = Demographic Surveys Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census
SRC im Survey Research Center, Univer-itv of lichigarl
Talent Project Talent, American Institute for Research, Paid Alto

Opinion Research Center, Chicago

b
1.. white, 2= father born in U.S., 3= father's education, 4.. father's
occupatipn (Duncan scale), 5 father white collar, 6 - mother's education,
7 = son's region of birth or upbringing, 8 - son .ra4sed on a farm, 9 number
of siblings, 10 = father absent when son 15 or 16, 11 - parental income
at 17. Variables in parentheses have no variandOdue to sample res &rictions.

c I= interclass correlation = fromfrom a regression eouatipn

R2
that includes

a dummy variable for each' family = R adjusted for degrees of freedom.
If all pairs are entered twice, witll order reversed, as they are in our
analyses, the resulting product-moment correlations will estimate the
intraclass correlations,
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.., ...., aOCG and tICG-II,were)as nearly comparable as the Census Bureau -could
.

14 I
make them, but the regressions Aescribed in Table 2.1 differin:several

.

respects. The OCG regyessioninclAs non-linear terms and interactions,-
'4

whilfrthe OCG-IIIregressiOn mitsthenk. Conversely, the OCG-II regression*,

includes mother's education *nd parental income,- hick were not available

in OCG. Inorder to investigate trend t Arne, we ran'identiiaI linear,

additive regressions of occupational status on eight background measurelhfrom

OCG and OCG-II. Table 2.2 summarizes the results. R2 fall's from 0.242.in
.

1962 to 0.308 in 1973, a modest bul highly significant difference. The

most conspicuous reasons for this change are that raChrotather absence, and reg-

ion of birth Nive-less effect on occupational status in 1973 than in 1962. Number

of sliglq4 more effect in 103 .than in 1962, this

,

difference might disarpear if'we knew the degree of non-linearity in OCG-II.

IP

The remaining differences are t, sttistically significant. These results 0

suggest that we'should assume a mode t'secular decline in the impact of

demographic background of! Occupational attainment from 1962 to 1973.

Table 2.3 shows the'regre,Cions of occupational status on measured
.,

4-background characteristicsln the five national surveys, being white, having

erwith lotsf schooling, having a father in a high status 04,or .

rte cellar job, having relatively few siblings, being raised in the North

ilkther than the South, not being raised on a farm, and not comingsfA a

broken home all increase a man's expeCied DUnean score. The effect of coming'1

,,.from a broken-home is reversed, however, once we control pare al income (compare '

A
*the OCG-II equWons in Tables 22 2.3). Thi suggests that a father IA-

.

valuable as a413ourCe of income, but not mach else. Surprisingly," men wfth

foreign-born parents are at no disadVantai 4,relaave to soma of native-born

Americana who have otherwise. similar backilibInee Indeed, oth!Lthings equal* men
.' .

-

.10
,.

._ i..with foreign-born fathers are more likely, to w2rk.inhrgh status occupations g ,

.
%N .4,

00
A

.-.1'
0 1 : 0 r r .0 0



TABLE 7.7

Regression's of Occupational,Status on Family Background Measures from OCG,and qic-II for men with complete data
and non-Zero incomea.

Father's
Sample White Education

OCG B 12.349 ,.807

S.E. (.730) (.059)

/ #
r ./73441 .321 4,

e
'OCG-II B 7.91a .868

S.E. (.664) (.053)
A

4
r .174

est
h .

.
[Coefficients In brackets are less than twice their standard error .] v

Father's
Occupation Siblings

Non-karm
.

Upbringing

Father
White
Collar

Father

A*115

....,i Nn-o

Sotth

SD of

-Re5iduals,
(R )

_

.231 7.950 5.289 5.333 -4.216 1.3316 ' 21.668

A ''

(.017) (.069) (.528) (.786) ' (.566) (.4715) . (.242)

.402 -.262 .209 .356 -.078 .160
#

.196 -1.247 4 4,595 4.113 [-1.037] [-.037] 22.602
7

(.014) (.073) - (.469) (.6`72) (.702) (.409) (.208)
If .

385 -.278 .254 .332 -.017 .120

i

ep.

r

sit
4

4
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Table 2.3

.4"
OCG

Sapple and Control Variables

OCG -II "PA PSIDBackground
Measures None

Ed,Higher
Ed,BAe None 2 None

Ed,Highen
Ed, RA None

Tests
2

Tests
White 12.6638 40.0313 7.2480 11,3758 8.51,5 8.6524 6.2908

Father's .8346 .1044 .3584 1.4853 1.250] 1.1907 .9580
Education

Father's .2204 .1243 .1576 (.022811 b [.0155]
b

Occupation

Father 4.9926 1.1579 3.8351 6.5966 5.4568
White Collar

Father
[- .5635] [- 1.355] -2.68)9 (1.6848]Native Born

9

Father -4.4984 -1.3679 1.9562 [- 4.7545] [- 3.7628]Alpent

# of -.9574 -1.0676 -.7404 [- .026]. -.8797
Sibl inks

'Mother's
.6845

Education

Family
.000444/

Income

Non-Farm 5.1189 3 -.8014 4.2441 4 7.4285 3.81 2.8314 [1.7899]

Non -South , 1.2725 [-.4008] [ .3139] (-.4701] (-1.308] [.9860] (.3923]

Father's .0407 (.0066] .0790. (-.025].Education

Father's 2 .-.0015 -.0020 -.0042 -.0047Occupation

Siblings2' .0705 1.0064]
.12.07 .1108

S.D. of 21.630 18.500 22.350. 18.771 15.732
-

19.262 18.60611'.Residual

.244 .448 .226 ,175 .425 .169 .226

Ito



Table 2.3

Background
Measures

(continued)

PSID NLS

TeLts,Tests
2

Ed, Higher
Ed,BA None

White 5:300 12.9083

Father's (.2680] 1.1 °46
Education

Father's ' 1.0289413 .1817

Occupation

Father (-.3552] [3.0-628]

White :ollar

Father
(.7599] [1.6769]

Native Born

Father [.7419] -3.9791

Absent.

# of

Siblings

Mother's
Education

Family
Incive

Non-Farm

Non-South

father's
2

Education

ther
2

Occupation

SiblingS"

S.D. of
Residual

R

4

[.0042] *

Ed, Ighe'r

C

Talent 2.8, year ctlds.

,1Tvo,*,

Ed, A, Tests, Tests,

VocAional Adolescent Higher,Ed,
r

Trng, None , Tests FspiratIon's BA

I-

8.66/.4 [2,:48t-71]

'

[.158Q] 1.1252

(.049] .1724

(3.3051]

'

[1.7559]

(.6109] -5.7152

-1.1300,

[-14,1720] (2.25741 (2.9213]

[ .3809 ] [ .1766]

-

.0816 [.020.4]

(.2613]

-.3908] [7.2537].

(.1866]

1.8817

[-.0430]
*,

.0036

(.0061].-

15.591

.458 0

10.4574

(1.0940r

.1436

21.662

.240

6.5376

[.026'1]

[.0127]

18:288

.459

22.444

.112

20.643

.250

19.798

.316

11.908

.4'37

4



Table 2.3 (continued) t -49-

k

,`, Kalamazoo
Veterans 30-34

.

- Wisconsin 24 sar olds Brothers

one' Tests

Tests, Ed,
Higher
Ed, BA

White

i

8.321 (3.474] 6.076

Father's

Education

1.517 1.042 (.399]

Father's .211 .167 (.069]

OccupatienJ,

Father,

White Collet

Father -

Native Born
I

Father [-1.777] -2.256 [ -.518]

Absent

0 of

Siblings

Mother's
Education

Family
Income

Non -Farm 6.581 4.706 4.413

Non-South -.379 -3.630 (-2.590]

Father's
2

Education

Father's 2
Occupation

Siblings2

S.D. of
Residual

21.910 20.422

2
.128 .244

;
Test Higher Ed,

N None Scores Test Scores Age None

.

1.00

.136

.63

.120

,..

[.19]

.060,,

,,,.

(.4641]

(.0016]

5.70.30

[2.5506]

[ 51761
[2.1803]

(-4.9389]

-1.1987

.64 [.09] .7022

.3497]

.87

a

.67 (.2Z

.0100]

.1994

21.99 20.88 17.99 21.840

.112 .200 .406 .125

6.0



Table 2.3 (continued) -50--

White

Kalamazoo brothers
Age, Test

Age, Test Scores, Ed,
Scores , Higher Ed,BA

Father's [.1852] [-.3852]

Education

Father's [-.0420] [-.0367]

Occupation_

Father 5.713 [1.146]

White Collar

Father
Native Born

Father

Absent

# ,of

Siblings

Mother's
Education

Family'
Income

Non4arm

Non-South

Father's
2

Education

Father's
2

Occupation

Siblings
2

S.D. of

Residual

R
2

{.8289]

[-1.847]

[-.5723]

(.0288]

(.1144]

20.311

.244

..[2.3511]
4

[1.469]

[-.0235]

[-.0431]

1,0985]

18. 381
p.

.384

61

a.
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Note& to Table 2.3

[Coefficients in brackets are ess than twice their standard error.

a. The NORC brothers and Talent brothers surveys are excluded from
this table becau-se they have such small sambde sizes that most
measured characteristics have insignificant effects on men's Duncan
scored, even without test scores or schooling controlled.

b. The SRC coded occupation in PA and PSID surveys only in broad occu-
pation categories.

c. Sewell and Hauser (1975), pp. 80-81.
1

d. Family income at age 16, inflated to 1967 purchasing power, coded in
dollars.

6 ')
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than Ren with native-born fathers. This result also holds forthe OCG, though/

the regression is not shown in Table 2.3. In ocn, the advantage disappeate'

once one controls current region acid _it size.

k

4

63

I

1 i*
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We tested for non-linearalea,by adding a quadratic tetra for each fizmily

background measure. In order to make linear coefficients comparable

across samples, all non-linear terms were constructed to be uncorrelated

with the analogous linear term.- No background characteristic had con-

sisteptly non-linear effects across all our national surveys, but several

non-linearities were significant ( p4 .05) it more than one sample. For

tance, the negative impact of additional siblings on a man's Duncan
.

.

core diminished as the number of siblings'increased. This did not show up

in the PA analyses, probably because SRC grouped all men with eight or more

siblings. In two. of the three surveys that measure father's Duncan score,

the positive impact of an increase in father's Duncan score declines as the

father's Duncan score increases. This non-linear effect was in the same

direction in the NLS bivariate analysis, but was not significant. And in all but

one survey (PSID) the impact of an extra year of father's edu ation on

expected Duncan score was larger at higher levels orschooling.

The five large national surveys of mature men did not measure the same'

background characteristics, so it is difficult to explore interactions between

background characteristics in systematic fashion. We tested for interactions

in two ways. First, we ran separate regressions for whites and non-whites

and for men with white collii, blue-collar, and farm fathers. Chapter 8

summarizes the white-nonwhite ferences. The Appendices show the equations for

white r, blue collar% farm men. In addition, we tested the

signifi of speci ltipiicative interactions between race, father's

education, father's occupation, and number of siblings. No multiplicative

interaction between two ba 4 V:, exattables was significant (p .05) in more

I
than one survey, and adding itipIiIcative terms never increased the explanatory

power of background characteristics (R ) by more than 0.003. This suggests that

little' information is lost by_pooling groups from diverse backgroUnds, such as

whites and non- rtes.

1., Pot A mnrosilots111.4 ritolials4nn npre nrnowAnro. ems Chont.or 17.
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Corrections to the Demographic'Mael

A model which defines family background as a set of measured socio-

economic characteristics may underestimate the influence of family background

effects either by omitting important variables or by inadequhte

measurement of included variables.

The analyses reported in Table 2.3 seldom include all potentially

relevant measures of backgrOund. males (1972) argues, for example, that
Parental income

parental income is an important determinant of men's statuses. / is

available only in the WiscOnsin and OCG-II surveys. These two

surveys also provide data on mother's education.

When we added parental income

to the DCG-II equaVion in Table 2.2, R2

rose from,0.208 to 0.219. Adding mother's education raised R
2
to 0.226.

The pattern in the %.lisconsin-sample is similar, though the values of R
2

are-

lower because background, is less varied and respondents are younger.-

The analyses reported here also omit birth order. In OCG, older sons had

higher DUncan scores than younger sons. But this correlation diminished
I

ir sharply when total family size was controlled. With family size controlldd, the

effects of birth order were U-shaped. Eldest siblings scored about

0.9-Duncan points above next-f -eldest siblings. Men with two or more

older siblings alsO scored above men with only one older sibling from families of

the sane size. Ha'ing an older rather than a_younger sibling raised a man's ex-
pected Duncan score by about 0.4 points.

Adding these birth order variables to the regression of occupational status, on

background measures increased R
2
by only about 0.002. In what follows we therefore

ignore birth order.

Greeley (1975) argues that ethnic identity and religious affiliation

affect men's chances of economic. success. Greeley has ynthesized data from

several surveys which collected information about ethn and teligiOus identity.

(35
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Greeley assigned respondents to one of fourteen major

ethnic/religious groups: Blacks, Jews, French Catholics, German Catholics,
a

German Protestants, Irish Catholics, Irish Protestants, Italian Cathorics,

Polish Catholics, Slavic Catholics, Spanish surname Catholics, British

Protestants, and "American" Protestants. Race accounts for 5 percent

of the variance in Duncan scores in Greeley's seaple; adding the

other thirteen ethnic categories raises R
2

by 3 percent. Some of these

eth*ic,and religious effects are probably traceable to other backgrouhd

traits such as father's occupations family size, or region of birth. It

would be surprising if adding these ethnic and religious variables to.

the equations sham in Tabl4 2.3 raised R2 by more than 0.02.

These results suggest that if we took account of all the bbckground

measures discussed above, along with their non-linearities and interactions,

we, might be able Eo explain as much as 28 percent of the variance in

occupational status in 1962 and 25 perces4. in 1973.

More accurate measurement of background characteristics might further t

increase the explanatory power of background.

OCG II provides considerable data on measurement error. CPS re-
a

surveyed about 1000 OCG-II respondents by telephone/ month after the

initial data collection. Both the initial survey and-the telephone reinterviewa'

asked about father's education, father's
occupation, and family income when the son

Bielbywas 16. Hauser, and Featherman (1976) used this sample to test several

competing models of response error. Bielby'et al conclude from their analyses

that measurement error in reports of social background is random for non-blacks.

When they regressed non-blacks's occupational' status on their parental income,

father:a education, and father's occupation, R
2
was 0.176 When they corrected for

random measurement
'error,R2 rose to 0.225. Most of this increase was due to eliminating errors in

rho retorting and coding of the respondent's current occupation, not his parental

characturistiLs.

Matters may, hawevet, be more complex than Bielby et al's data imply.

66
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Chapter 13 suggests that Bielby et al'6 procedure for estimatkng the

reliability of father's education and occupation yields higher reliabilities than

,alternative procedures. If we use the reliabilities implied by correlating

two brothers' reports on theii father, or the reliabilities implied by the

correlation between reports of father's education and father's occupation, R
2

might be appreciably higher than 0.225. On the other hand, Bielby et al's

correction for random error in the respondent's report of his awn occupational

status is too high for our purposes, since Bielby et al did not allow for

real changes in occupation between their two interviews. Nor did they exclude

non-respondents. Instead, they assigned non-respondents a Duncan score.

Furthermore, Bielby et al's predicted, values depend entirely on fathers

education, father's occupation and parental income, which are likely to

gontain a lot of error, whereas ours depend partly on race and number of

siblings, which probably contain less error.

These considerations make it difficult to say how much vetiance in

occupational status we could hope to explain if we had reliable measures of

demographic background. Chapter 13 suggests that our measure

of the respondent's occupational status had a reliability of 0.86.

and t that, our measures of demographic baekg7und had reliabilities ranging

from 0.80. to 0.95. Beillee there is substantial overlap among these background

measures, the reliability of their weighted sum (i.e:, an individual's
A

predicted occupational status, or Y) should exceed the average reliability of the

separate background measures. e no precise estimate is

possible without knowing the reliability of race, region of upbringing, number

of siblingi, and the like, we selected the value 0.91 as a plausible'guess.

This implied thatqf we had had reliable measures of demographic background and

1973 occupation,, we might have gottet.an R
2
on the order of (0.25)/(0.86),

(0.91) 0.32. -

6-7
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'

In theory, this calculation implies that family background explains at

least 32 percent of the variance in 25-64 year old men's xurrent occupational

statuses. In practice, matters may not be quite this simple.

I
We began by defining family backgrbund as everything that diffhentiated

men with one set of parents from men with another set of parents.' Demographic

background characteristics obviously differentiate famMis from one another,

but they can also create variation within families. A family'that has a

high income when one son reached college age, for example, may have a low

income we another son reaches the same age. Similarly, a family that is

intact when one son is growing up may be broken by the time another son

grows up, and a family that lives in the South when one son is growing

up may move North by the time another son reittles the same age. In principle,

these temporal variations in the demographic characteristics ofa given

family tould have a significant effect on children's life chances. Yet so far

as we know, no one has actually demonstrated the existence of such effects. We

will therefore assume that such effects are unimportant. If this assumption

is correct, the variance explained_by demographic background constitutes a

minimu, estimate of the overall explanatory power of_family background.

Mechanisms tly which Demographic.Background Affects Occupational Status

Family-background may. affect occupational status for,. several
: reasons:

(1)5 Men from advantaged backgrounds may have cognitive or non-cognitive
they may have

skills or/educational credentials that employers value.

(2) Among men with similar skills and credentials, those with advantaged

parents may apply for jobs in higher status occupations than those with

disadvantaged parents.

(3) Among men with similar_skilts and credentials who apply for a given

job, employers may'favor those with advantaged parents.

6
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Ten from advantaged bagroUnds have higher average test scdTes than

'men from less advantaged-backgroundsbut Table 2.1 shows that pfrental

44

advantages' have a substantial impact on occupatiOnal status among men -

6 t with equal est,scores (ste the PSID, Talent, Veterins, Kalamazoo,

and Wisconsin resultg.) The samples differ in so many respects.that'one cannot

draw any firm conclusions about the fraction of the overall impact

of background explained by test scores', but it seems .clear that family

le ir r.

background does notexert its impact on occupational status primarily by

affecting the cognitive skills measuredb.y standard tests.

Pirentecan also influence a 'son's economic chances
)

Winculcating usefulo
. 4.

.

personalliy traits, such as leadership, creativity, and aggressivenir in their
,-

411 . ,
--.

. . .

sons. The Talent survey measured some of these traits1n adolescence.
Chapprr 5 shows that .

AP /' Itadolesent test scores account for abut ,40 Oerfent of the effect of

$ k c. in the Talent sample, Aile I- ,.,

,3 demographic background on occupational status /test scores and non - cognitive
, .

ro traits togethewaccount for close to 60 percent.

Parental advantages increase a son's occupational status by inoi-easl,

ik

his educational attainment (Thus the benefits uniquely associated,with

having-a highly educated father,oh wing a father with a white collar

lather than a blue collar jot), havinc a foreign born fath being raised

in an_intact family, having & small number of siblings, am0 growing' uR in

4'
the North ratherthan the.South all become negligible once we controL'the

respondenesown education. The benefits associated with having a father

-.4
AO .

with a high Duncan score show a less consistent pattern. They become

4negligible in the NLS, Talent, aniiVeterang samples, but only fall by. about

half in the Wisconsin, OCG, and OCG-II samples. (For OCG-II results, see

Bi,elby et al., 1976.) This inconsistency ih the degree to which a fatier's
4

I '

6 9
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t

",`

occuution affects a respondent' occupation by affecting his education is
1

not due to age differences betrjeen samples or to the other control variables.

The Wisdonsin sample is the same age as the Talent sample and both co

test scores, The OCt

as the.NLS, and while

father's occupation is

4

sampld also has essentially the'same control.variables-
..

OCG covers a wider age range, the coefficient of

, than in the-25=7 64 year-
,

; the TalentlftVeterans, and NLS coefficients have quite larg sampling errors,

el\la

'even larger in'OCG samples restricted to men over-45,

old sample. Fortunately for our argument, however,

. _
.and could be as large ds the OCG and OCG-II values. The latter are

----

i

since the OCGunlikely to be as 16w as the Talent 'and Veterans values

samples are quite larae. The OCG coefficients might

AP
-de could control test scores but this does not happen in the Talent and

40:rans samples. Our provisional conclusion is therefore that-, father's

fall apprlbi.3bly if

.1111

occupational status has a moderate direct effect op a son's occupational

-41,status, independent of his education

INV

and cognitive skills.

4 Ir

9.

2/ Blau. and Duncan (1967), 'Jencks et al. (1972), and Duncan, Featherman ilkIINuncan (1972) all relied on OCG data and all concluded t,hat,father's occupat / "

had appreciable effect

';

en with respondent's education controlled. Segel and
Hausl (1975) found smal sAute effects.

a

if)411.

.e
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'Farm upbringing and black skinjoiduce men's occupational status in all our

suryeKeven with the linear and non-linear effects of school n controlled.'
effect once

But farm rearing has a negligible / a man's current region and type df

community are controlled. This suggests that'farm boys suffer occupatiOnal

-Adisadvantages becausehey tend to remain Ui farm communities. Race isthe

only background characteristic that consistently influgnces Duncan scores with every-
-.

thing else controlled.

These results suggest that among men with any given amount,of education,

background plays a very modest role, in determinirig Occupational status.

This suggests that (a) background hai little imnadt on occupational

choice once education is controlled; and (b) employers choose among job

applicants primarily on the basis of the.applicants' characteristics, not their

parents' characterigtics. The principal exception ism race. .Either blacks app?,

for jobs in lower status occupations than whites, or else employers favor white
.

applicants over blacks with similar amountsiof schooling. This remains true

when-we control test scores. Emplcyers may, of course, favor whites because they
t % 6

have nonrcognitive attributes ,that make them more vallifble employees than
U

a
whites with similar test scores, education and demographic backgrounds. We

suspect, however, that race per se Is the trait that.concerns. mployers.

0 7

4
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A

The Effects of Unmeasured BaCkgr!!5und Characteristics.

We defined family background as- everything that made the children of one.

set of parents different from the children of another set of parents. We

then estimated the impact of "udevragllic", background on occupational

status. This set a lower bouild bn the overall impact of family background.
3 - -

\
I'But families with precisely tle same de aphic characteristics can

obviouslydifferLn important respe ts, They ,

t-
for example, raise their

T-children differently. Or they may have diffe -nt occupational aspirations

for theirs children. Different familieS also pass on,diferent genes to

their children. If employers 'favor applicants with, certain genes, genotype.

will affect eventual occupatilmal status. SinCe brothers share roughly

-half their genes, this will make brothers' occupations more alike than

random individuals' occupations.

Unfortunately, we cannot disentangle the effects of genetic resemblance

between brothers from the'effects of their common environment. If we

_wanted a clean estimate of the impact of parental and community charmeeristics.

independentof genetic factors, we would need data on'the degree of resemblance

between, adopted children reared in the same home. If we wanted-a clean

,

estimate of the overall impact Of genetic factors, we would need data on

ntical twins reared in random homes. No such da6 are currently

available, so the impact'of genotype on occupational status.remains

problematic.
3
'This ambiguity is not peculiar to research on brothers.

f

If one uses occupational resemblance between fathers and sons to eatimate

A

4
3. Taubman (1976) has tried to sort'out'..genetic- and environmental influ-

ences on occupational status using comparisons of identical and fraternal
twins reared-together, but this requires a nurser of problematic assumptions
(see Thubman,-forthcoining).
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I\

the effect of family background; for exaMple, one mustalso consider the

possibility that such resemblance is genetic in origin. If certain genes,, play a

sistent Tole in occupational advancement over several generattons, the

-fact thit sons get half their genes from their fathers will produce a correlation

between fathers' and sons' statuses. One way arovnd this prbblem would be

to investSigate the effects of fathers' occupations or

/the occupational status of their adopted children, but

no such data are currently availably.

tb

Our definition of '_'_family background" is therefore conceptually

ambiguous. It includes whatever genes' brothers have in common, plus whatever

non-genetic influences they haye in common. We cannot say for sure

that any specific genetic orlmo6-genetic influence fits this description

perfectly. Nonetheless, Tesemblance between brothers has considerable

intuitive appeal as a measure of the overall impact of family background.

The NORC, Talent and Kalamazoo'brothers` surveys providedata on brothers.

Rows 5., 6, and 7 of Tape 2.1 describe these samples. The appe441:s provide

more detail. Measures( parental advantages

explain ress of the variance in men's Duncan scores to the Talent (P2m0441)and
Kalamazoo (R2.0.125) surveys.

than in the large national surveys,. The difference is probably due to the, character

of the Kalamazod and Talent samples.! Kalamazoo respondents all attended school in

Kalamazoo. The variance-of race, farm origins, region'and parental education is

therefOre restricted. Talent respondents all reached 11th grade, which again

implies some restriction on the variance of background characteristics. The low
.e

explanatory power of measured background-in the Talent and Kalamazoo surveys

-suggests that the intraclass correlation between brothers' Duncan scores mav algo,

be lower-in these two samples thap in a representative narlianal sample. _



D

.11

In our one national sample of 25-64 year old brothers, namely the

'NORC brothers sample, a.regression equation similar to that in Table 2.2

, explains 18:9 percent of the variance in occupational status, compared to

20.81bercent in OCG-II. The difference between the NORC brothers and OCG-II

could easily be due to random sampling error; but

b,

.also
respondents with brothers/ may be somewhat less affected by family background

than respondents without brothers. In order to test this latter hypothesis,

we separated'OCC respondents with brothers from those w4gioulrothers.

The respondents without brothergAraturally;come from wallet families, and

. 'I none is an only child. Demographic background characteristics explain about a

tenth, more variance in education, occupational status, and earnings for men without

brothersthan for men wit! brotheis. If this also holds for occ-II, R2 for

OCG-II respondents with biothers should be almost identical to R2 for NORE
ries

brothers. Nonetheless, the correlation between brothers may Unde'restinate the

Impact of family background on occupational status in the population as a whale.

.

1

4 4

4
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Another possible source of bias in these samples is that large numbers of men

\L
with brothers-cannot (or occasionally. will not) tell an interviewer how to locate

their brother. The NORC survey relied entirely on data supplied by one brother to locate ,

the other. The Kalamazoo survey used other informants as well, but a pair's chances. of

.inclusion were still higher if they knew each other's addresses and telephone numbers.

one another
Other things equal, wet would expect brothers who resembled / in terms of education,

occupational status, I(
J income to keep in closer contact than brothers who had ended.

,

,

up very di ferent4 in these respects. To test this expectation, the NORC and

KZamazoo surveys asked each respondent for his brother's education, occupation

and earnings,. even if he could not provide an address or telephone number. As

expected, the'intraclass correlations between respondents' reports on themselves

and their brothers was slightly higher in the NORC survey if the respondent

provided sufftcient information for NORC to locate-his brother than if the. respondent

was unable to provide such information. The diflOrences never approached
. .

.\tatistical significance, however. This suggests if we rely only on brothers who
Jr-

haveboth been, directly, we may slightly overestimate this effect of

family background on life chances. In What folloWs we will assume

the bias due to omitting men without brothers.

y.

this bias offsets
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The intraclass couelation between brothers' Duncan scores is 0.371 + 0.076

for the NORC sample. The intraclass correlations for the two more restricted sampled

are lower: 0:321 + 0.097 for the Talent sample, and 0.309 + 0.051 for the Kalamazoo

sample. We' will assume a population value of 0.37 for US men 25-64. If we correct for

random measurement error (see Chapter 13), the implied true correlation is about

0.37/0.86=0.43.

One can set similar data for larger and more representative samples if

one is willing to accept
a respondent's report of his brother's occupation.

,

Olned\(1976) found that respondents do not give very accurate information
,

Airegarding their brothers' occpfation. But he also found that intraclass

correlations obtained in this wax did not differ systematically from

correlations between independent reports. The same is true in the NORC

brothers sample. If this patrern -holds more generally, we can legitimatelyour three surveys with
augment/other surveys that merely asked respondents about their brothers.

as

1



\\ AO part of a 1964 national survey of attitudes toward child-rearing (Kohri, 1969),

\\NORC asked resnouden'ts about their brothers'occupations. These-a,ita are still

not available to independent investigators, but Melvin Kohn, the principal

investigator, made several tabulations for us.' Unfortunately for our purposes,

'he scaled occupations using the Hollingshead scale. He then averaged the

resporident's,brothers' Hollingshead scores. One can only estimate the intra-

class correlation from such data if one knows the number Of brothers on whom

,estimated

each respondent reported. For the 529 men with' one brother, the intraciass correla-

tion of Hollingshead scores w'as 0.409. For the 510 men with two brothers',

the intraclass correlation was at least 0.374. The intraclass correlations for

the 819 men with three or more brothers appear to be less than 0.37. But since

S

on

we do not know whether these men reported/all their brothers , we cannot

calculate the exact intraclass correlations. 14

A Second source of data is Hodge's report (in correspondence) that

the correlation between a respondent's report of his own occupation and

his report of his oldest brother's occupation was 6.298 in a NORC nation-

al survey of unspecified size. We do not know whether Hodge derived'this

statistic from Kohn's survey, which was conducted by NORC, or from another

source. One likely reason for the difference between Hodge's findings and

Kohn's is that Hodge scaled occupations using Hodge, Siegeland Rossi's

prestige rankings, not DuncantEcores or Hollingshead scores. The Hodl4e-

r
Siegel-Rossi prestige scale (also known as the NORC scale) generally yields

lower correlations than the Duncan scale between occupational position an

2

other traits, (see Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan, 1972). After correcting

for this, the implied correlation between brothers' observed Duncan scores

is abctut_ a-Z98/0.86 = 0.3475.

4. Kohn recorded the total number of brothers, not the number for who-m.the

respondent provided usable occupational data. If respondents failed to report

on one or more brothers, this estimated rI will be too low. The bias grows

potentially more serious as the number of brothers rises.
5. Jencks et al (1972) relied on Hodge's data, but failed to make this correction,

an error (minted nut by Witmer rind h1411mun (lq/4).

t,
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Since the esiount of error in men's reports on their.brothers is unknown,'
a

and since not All errors are necessarily random, these sibling correlations are not

completely compareble to sibling correlations obtained from two independent

informants.. But is we assume somewhat more random error in men's report on their

brothers than in their reports on themselves, the Hodge and Kohn results

'seem consistent with the intraclass correction of 0.37 obtained in the

NORC brothers survey. We will treat this as a maximum estimate of the

4 effect of shared background on men's occupational statuses in the early

1970's.

If the demographic background measures discussed earlier could have
in the early 1970's,

produced
R2,

s around 0.25/1nd if brothers 'did not influence one another,

an intraclass correlation of 0.37 implies that background characteristics not

measured in our surveys must have explained at.least 12 percent of the

variance in 25-64 year olds' occupational statuses. The observed difference

between the percentage of the occupational variance explained by measured`

background and the ihtraclass correlation between brothers' occupations is

0.182 in the NORC sample, 0.180 in the Talent sample, and 0.184 in the
4

Kalamazoo sample. Had these regressions included measures of ethnicity,

religion, mother's education and parental income, the expected discrepancy

would fall to around 0.14. We assume that this discie_PAnCY_Would fall to

0.12 if we could eliminate sampling bias in favor of brothIrs with similar

occupations. Using our crude correction for measurement error,

the discrepahty is 0.43-0.32=0.11. But if brothers influence one

another, these calculations overstate the importance of unmeasured back-

ground.
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Mechanisms bi Which Unmeasured Background Affects Occupation_ Status

We wial explore the nature of these unmeasured background factors by

constructing fodr hypothetical models which account for sibling resem-

blance in occupational attainment. To estimate these models we assume

that family effects are symmetric and that brothers do not directly af-

fect one another. Later we discuss alternative assumptions. Table 2-.4

lists the' sibling correlations used to estimate these models.

When we look at measured background characteristics, those that pro-

vide an advantage for one outcome (e.g. education) tend to provide a si-

milar advantage for other outcomes (e.g. occupation). Using the back-

ground characteristics measured in OCG, ,for example, predicted values of

education and occupation correlate 0.970. This means that measured pa-

rental advantages can be adequately described using a single "vertical"

dimension, equivalent to what sociologists call "SES." But this

is less true when we consider unmeasured background. Suppose we construct

three hypothetical variables: one (F Q) to account for the resemblance

--""

between brothers' test scores, a second (FU) to account for'the resembalnce

between brothers' schooling, and a third (Fr) to account for sibling

resemblance o occupational status. Each of these hypothetical variables

is a weighted sum of all the measured and unmeasured background characteristics

that brothers share. The weights are the regression coefficients these chtract(ris-,

A
tics would have when predicting a given outcome. Fu is thus identical to U

J
where U incrUdes unmeasured as well as measured traits. Figure 2.1 displays

the expected correlations among thww measures, osnuming that, a respondent's

traits influence one another, but do not influence his brother. The correlation't

between F and F (i.e., a in Figure 2.1) are about 9.91 in both samples of

men ovei 30. This is slightly'lower than the OCG correlation between
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Table 2.4: Correlations between brothers' characteristics: NORC (top row),
Kalamazoo (middle row), Talent (bottom row).

X

U

Y

Q'

U'

Y'

X

1.000
1.000

1.000

Q U Y X' Q'

1.000
.260 1.000
.387 1.000

.339 1.000

.383 .576 1.000

.371 .632 1.000

.338 .... .595 1.000

.218 .453 .591 1.000

.356 ,484 .706 1,000

a
775 .253 .389 .218 ' 1.000

a
.797 .419 .409 .373 Lop()

.... ... ... ... -...

.253 .469 .400 .300 .260 1:000

.419 .580 .451 :360 .387 1.000

.347 ... .528 .401' .339 ...

.389 .400 .549 .378 .383 .576

.409 .451 .546 .417 , 371 .632

.321 ... .401 .371 .338 ...

.231 .300 .378 .309 .218 .453

.373 %360 .417 .329 .356 .484

Y'

1.000

1.000

1.000

.595 1.000

.591 1.000

.706 1.000

note: X = respondent's report of father's occupational status at'15 (Duncan score)
Q = test score prior to school completion
U = t4ghest grade completed
Y = occupation (Duncan score)

Primes denote the second member of a given pair," All correlationsirwere
computed from files in wliich every pair appears twice, with order reversed.
This makes product-moment correlations equal to intraclass correlations.

a
In a few cases where reports of father's o4upation were missing, the report of

a brother was substituted. Therefore, the correlation between X and X' is slightly
higher than the reliability coefficient. In the NORC saMple, only the first re -'
spondent was asked father's occupation.

I

9 .

4

t4-
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(4.

Figure 2.1

Where: Q = test score
U = schooling
Y = Duncen score
Primes denotes second brother, with all pairs arranged randomly.

Estimated,lialues:
-)

a b

N9 .906 NA

Kalamazoo .928 .788

Talent .983 .822

7L.

This model is just identified The rel

1) d2

2) r/704= e2

3) ryy, = f2

4) rgv =cde

5) rgy, = bdf

6) r 0Y1'= aef

c d(=/ron, 1
11, e(=IrUU1 ) f (-I rYv ' )

NA NA .727 .609

.788 .685 .741 i .556

.801 .762 .739 . .574

4

ant equations standatdized are Ar

Thy' 7 equations can be solved using the sibling correlations ipfTahle 2.4.

sW
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4

t,AlrFigure 2.z

Q = test score
U = schooling

4Y = Duncan score

INCLUDING En. OMITTING E \_a
41
b c d e f d e y f

NORC NA NA NA NA NA NA .72/ .552 .257Kalamazoo .685 .584 .438 .456 .268 .213 .741 .510 .221Talent .762 .592 .472 .442 .311 .097 .739 .564 .104.

This model is just identified. The relevant standardized equations are:

INCLUDING EQ
OMITTING EQ

r
QQ

. = a
2

\
'

2. r
UU'

= b2 + d2

2

1. r
UUI

= d2

2 2 2 2
3. r

YY,
=c+e+ f 2. r

YY'
= e + f

4.
rQu'

= ab

5 rQY, = ac

6. r
UY'

= be + de

3. r
UY'

= dl

Thes.e equations can be solved using the sibling correlations in Table 2.4

1'

G
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, lo,.U and Y; which was 0.97 when Uand*.Yembo'e. d only demographic measures.
.

.1.

. 4 Evidently unmeasured background ir not quite as one-dimensional as
..-

.

measured'backg44nd.
. 46,

45-1k.,,.... We can test the significance of this "second" dimension of background
- ..

it

,
.by estimating the model in Figure .2.2. Like Figure 2.1, Figure/ Ontains

I
.

three hypothetical balgrouAd variables` But these"hypothetical background

variebles'are now defined as uncorrelated: Thltfirst, E is defined as

. oft
all background factors that influence test sco es. Et] represents all fa-

4 4111

.

mill, traits that affect schooling and that are uncAeLat'gd with family

traits that influencePtest scdtes.lr
Y

is defined as all *wily traits
.

.

y that influen occupational 'status and that are 9correlated with family
* .

. , k,. ,

traftsthat influence'sohooling andlor Scores. 1.,:;(vEu, and Ey can now
.

4 l' 1 ..-r 4IP

.

. a
all infruence.Y. =f" is the standardized coefficient 61 E

Y
In an equation

predicting occupational status, with E
n

aristut colltrolle'd. 'Since End d
.

40

Alt
U Q

,

E Are orthogonal, f _also leasurest the incr Inent to.- from adding E to the
'.,,.

Y
11I.

Y

equation. Background characteristics that it uncoraelated with the
.:

.

oar

\,-

Atracteiisticethat influenceeloh

it
ing account for 4.6 percent of the variandiRin

* t

0
*

.4.14 (0 Duncan scores for NORC men, 4.9 peTcyt for Kalamazoo men, and 1.1 oppent for t

^ j..... ' .

. f .. Po

Talent men. ,Background traits that are Incorrelatedtdth traits that influenci

. . !_
.... 00

4.-
eitherAtest scores or schooling adnunt for 4.5 and 0.9-percent of the

'variance in Ancan scc4es for K#1amazoo
s
and_Telent men respe6tiVely, Thfse

f
4 ,

) ...-lo I 7

inCrements,' although smalli.are sitniticant for the two samples of men
t : .. /3'

* over 30.-V'dkt least of the unmeasured ch'aracteristics that make brothers
%

,

.-_ ,
%

,

.

.aliktavOccupetional.status differ from those that make 4rotfiers alike on% ..
.r-Ntir

4

4
..

ichooling. annot.say whether thesed,qfprences.are due to t4differential
,

.
.

. .

IV .

effects Oil; a; borne enA.lconMent, community, A- other factors.

.1' ,i ""
' 2

vi
4- ,-

A1 i
6.- R.f " eigures the increment td.B,..fromadding the.oseltnd dimensions of .

backgro :IPSince we know the N's for ea nsample, we'can calculate the
si nific nce'o the additional dimens on. 0 . '

..':4 m
V. .

40 k

A

.

JP'
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Next, we
Allkon a son's

have

4111' -73-.

a

I .a

f'

investigate how much effect unmeasured family background traits
Duncan

1 score once we contol test scores and schooling.
;

unmeasured backgroun raits that account for sibling resemblance

allocctipat al status are similar in character to the measured traits

by af-investigated 4arlier, they should affect men's status largely

a

fecting theamoutt of schooling men acqu3rell Fi,Ture 2.3 displays a

mnri 4 fnr te':,- ' ''rl } -hi r, .17,1';',- .11111'1" -Irv:c't '.ypothetical

variables: ,one (ft) ,which accounts for brothers$Pre

q
schooling :100 "loth,* (Hy) which accounts

4

for brothers' nesemblande on Dul4tato scores

blance on

r-

and above what

,

'wou i be expectea.on the basis of similar educational attainments. H

can be defined as the-weighted sum of all family traits that influence

oc pat'ional status with edutation control Led; "c" 1,s fie standardizedV
coefficient of Hy when wedicting occul'ationarstatus with educati_n co6-

7/

.

Backgroundiinfluences on occupational status are much smaller-among

.niter{ with eaual amounts of schoolingthen among men in general. Ciat

loA
least for men over 30, background still has modest effects on oqcdpational

status that are Apt mediated by sohooling'cir test performance. Among men

with equal amounts of schooling, a one staAga d viation difference in-
. r

background is associ,ated with a difference in Duncan scores of (0.361)
410

Or
(24.194) = 8.7 points for NOPC brotherf, nu Wderence,is oilits

.

.

for Kalama op .brothers and 3.5 points for Talent brothers.

7/ le significance of c is the same as the significance-of the increment
, ip R when we add By to the regfession of occupation on "education.

sr e'

aka
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8/ H is only we y correlated with father's occupation for Kalamazoo

men i.e.; f=0.1 . This is pro ably a sample artifact. The 9orrelatibn

between fathers' and son's Duncab scores is only 0.224 in the Kalamazoo

survey. 'This is considerably smaller than the correlation observed in the

other surveys of men over. 30 examined in this chapter. The other correlations

*ranged from 0.290'in the PSID to 0.402 jn the OCG. '

Note that the correlations involving father's occupation are not cor-
rected for measurement error end do not utilize the brother's report of the

,
father's ccupation, 'which is available in Kalamazoo and Talent samples.

The correlation between brothers' reports is analogous to a reliability_coef-

4ficient (see Chapter 13). We can Use this correlation to estimate the cor-

relation between reported and true values for .fat_her's occupation. Ignoring

the handf40 of pairs whereonly one brotner reported his father's occupation

and one value was used for both brothers, the implied correlation between measured

and true v4plues .1,s 0.87 for Kalinazoo and 0.88 for T:ilent. We can estimate

t4eicorrelations of hypothetical variables with the father's true occupational

status by dividing the values shown in Figure 2.3 for e and f by 0.87 or 0.88.

The implied value of f for Talert is thus almost unity.

If we take the corelations.involying
account, the model is over-identified. In

likelihood solution. In pEdctice, the lit,

is quite good, so maximum-likelihood soluti

.X! as_well as X in Table 2.4 into
principle, this calls for a maximum-
obtained from an algebraic solution

F

re...21

ons are unetessary.

ti

41L

4

Ii

-

41%
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4 Figure .3 F

,Where: H = all family traits that make brothers alike on schooling.

H = all family traits that influence Duncan score,,, net of schooling.

U
w
= years school

Y = respondentsOuncan score'

X = Duncan score ofrespondent's father

a
....

b c d e f
NORC .727 .411 .361 770f .466 .549-
Kalamazoo .741 .472 .273 .587 .516 .133
Talent :739' .637 .141 .657 A, .502 .861

'e
.

This model'is juSeidentitied.4The equations are:

1. ruu = a2

2.r
YY'

= b r + acd

c
2

+ abcd
YY

= b r -4-YUk

= b abcdYU

5,r =
XU

6.r
XY

ae

cf

A

4

"b.

I
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Figure
1.

Where: Q = respondent's test score

U = respondent's schooling
Y = respcAndent's Duncan Score

X =-Duncan score of respondeni'p father
Hn trait's that influeince test scores

=-all family traits that influence schooling, net of test scores
Hy = all family traits. that influence scores, net of

schooling and'testscores
w

KalamagO
Brothers

Talent

Brothers

a

.579

.515

b

.413

4,25

.20

.130

4

.489

.522

'e

.151

11.11

.029

f"

.3:4.

.431

g

.685

.762

h

.379

.607

rF

.512

j

.078

,868

$66.

k

.513 .379

.396 .508

A ..
,

Note:, The model has been simplified visually by omitting the second brother.%

A.

d

iP

7

4
4
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Controlli g both,scholling and 'test scores
.

doesznot reduce the

effects,o ckground-much more than controlling schooling alone did. The

model pic uied in Figure 2.4 allows us to isolate those background
_Pt

factors hat influence Duncan scores independently of test scores and schooling,

This model includes three hypothetical variables. H
Q

abcouRts_for brothers'
.

resemb lance on test scort. H11 accounts for resemblance betyeen.

brothers on education aipainment, over and-above what would b xpected

from test score similaiity. Hy accounts for tesemblance between brothers'

Dur*ln ores over and above what would be expected from similarity on test

scores and schooling. Hy has almost as much effect on occupational
P.

status after, controlling bqtbH, and Hn as it had in the previous model whichu

is controlled only H
U.

Conclusions about Unmeasured Backgrpund Chatecteristics

About` 18 percent of the variance ih occupational status among,

over 30 is due to background factors not measured in the Kalamaoo and

NORC broth4rs surveys. These unmeasured traits do not affect occupational
40.

status in the same way as measured background characteristics. The/demographic

advantages that maximize education are almost the same as those that maximize

occupational status, suggesting that demographic advantages are essentially

_one dimensional. This is slightly less true when we look at unmeasured

background Characteristics._ If we look at brothers over thirty., the

measured background characteristics that affect occupation are not gyite

the same as,thbse
?

that affect education and test scores. In additIoni-

the unmeasured bac ground charAteriAlcs
that affectveducation have more

effect on occupational status with test,scofes and schooling controlled

than do demographic traits. As a result a one standard deviation difference

in overall background leads to a 6 to 9 point difference in expected Dun-

w'r .can score among men over...430 even when they have ,equal test scores and sohool-
'

.--- __-

ing.

§
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We can think of several ways,in which unmeasured background could

influence occupational status net of schooling and test scores.
i

,. -.

...

_ 1. . .

(1) Brothers share half thei? genes. Genes may affect men's careers

independently of test scores and education, e.g.. by affecting physical

stamina, physical and mental health, physical attractiveness, or even

personality traits. If genes affect men's careers in such ways, brothers

may end up more alike in terms of occupatimal status than we would expect

on the basis of their test scores and education.

(2) Parental child-rearing practices may differ, dn ways that'affect

- either men's occupational preferences/or their chances of succeeding in

the occupation they prefer. Some parents may, for example, encourage .

obedience and dependability while others_ encourage independence and creativ-

ity. This may affect the sons' careers independent of their educational
Legr

attainment. Kohn (1969) shows that such child-rearingApractiees are largely
e

independent of demograic adVtantages such.as those we measured. This

might be less tzue if we had better data on fathers' jobs (Wright, 1976),

data on their capital

and religion (Greeley,

Pets (Bowles, 1972), or data on their ethnicity

\1976), but even families that were alike in all

these respects would su raise their'ctildren quite differently in
a
' 'Many cages. i''

f ,
1

(3S Parental values may be,paKT3Ity independent of demographic back-
... N.

)
ground. Within any` given demographic, group, some families may raise ,their

t

children .to believe that status is the most important goal-in fife while

Others may stress money or an easy life- F,amlies that value status should
. *

also tend to valte schooling, since many believe-that4schooling leads to

a prestigioug job. If this were the 'case; we would expecth unmeasured

4-

4
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parental characteristics thataximize occupational attainment independently

of schooling to be very similar to those that maximize schooling itself

This-is largely but not completely true.

(4) Brothers grow up in the same communities and usually attend the

same schools. Schools and communities may make Ili-others alike in values,

aspirationS, or other non-cognitive traits (such as sense of "fate control")

Independent of their'parents. The demographic characteristics included in

our surveys (e..g., non -farm, non-south) would presumably capture some of

these community differences, but not all of them. Jencks and Brown (1975)

found, however, that controlling parents' demographic characteristics ex-

plained most of the school-to-schcol.varianae in both occupationalstatup

and Career plans at 23-. Their'data suggest- that/ school andscommunity char---

acteristics account fof les than five percent of the vat-lance in young

men's later occupational 'statuses. Since =measured famil characteristics

,seem to account for at least 12 perc-ent cf the %Ix-lance in mature men's

ND
- status, family-to-family differences within a giv(en coMMunity must account

41

for most of the resemblance between brotlers that is independent of

for at least 7 percent, and perhaps more.

(5) Men raised en a gi'ven community o(ten remain there. If both

brothers remain, and if their community has a distinctive occupational

structure, this in itself will make the brothers mote alike in occ%Dational

(

status than random individuals from similar demographic back-

groundsbut different cities. Again, however, Jencks and Brown's data

suggest that growing up in one,comml_inity rather than another cannot.account

demographic background.

s
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All the path models discussed above assume that family effects on

brothers' test scores, schooling, andliccupations aresymmetric.and that

th Characteristics of one tirotber do not affect the characteristics of

a other brother. Other assumptions are equally plausible. For instance;

families may pay more attenticAbto first-born sons. Or parents may try

to equalize children's opportunities y devoting more time and money to

their less gifted children. Or a younger brother might emulate his

,older brother's educational aspirations. Or the actual schooling of an

,older brother may affect the younger brother's plans.
---

, The Kalamazoo sample is large enougli'to investigate whether birth

order influences how family-effects operate. Olneck (1976) investigated

this by estimating fbur equations predicting test scores, education,

occupation and earnings separately four older and younger brat Only one

of the 24 regression coefficients in these equations differed significantly -

for older and younger blathers. No direct effects of position on any

did not
outcome were significant. Olneck coraduded that his evidence/support the

`.hypothesis-that deMbgraphic advantages affect older and younger. siblings
We mane a and again

differently. / oarallel investigation using OCG data / failed to find

significant interactions between demographic background and birth order in
equations predicting

decupational attainment

O
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We do not have enough informat.on to test the assumption that the

characteristics of one brother dire(tly affect those of another brother.

TO do this we would need to measure all the background characteristics

that influence occupational status. Then we could estimate a man's

Duncan score as a function of his background, his individual characteristics

and his brother's characteristics. Since we do not know all the family,

traits that affect occupatiOnal attainment, we cannot separate parental

effects on occupational status from reciprocal influences:

General Conclusions

Our analyses lead to the following conclusions about the effects of

family background on men's occupatil;ons:

1. Conventional "demographic background measumes explained no more than
among

a third of the variance in eventual occupational attainment /men aged 25

\

to 64 in 1973, even after correcting for measurement error. Father's

education,-father's occupation aryl family size appear to have slightly

41non-linear effects on occupational yrestige, but the evi ce for this is not

very consistent. The relatiOnship,betWeen measured background and occupational

, .

status is adequately captured using additive assumptions. The demographic

advantages that raise occupational status are almost identical (r0.97) to those:
s.4

that raise educational attainment.

9. We could also estimate reciprocal influences iewe kne%:/ that backgroLind
had iew3r dimensions than outcomes. If We assume that Only one family
bAckground factor affects both education and occupation, for example, a
model in which one brother's education affects the other's °education will
be just identified, at least sO long as brothers' occupations do not affect
one another. This fits the conventional wisdom better.than the ones
presented above, but it ds-implausible result* (e.g.; coefficients
greater than 1.00) in th one sample for which we tried it (Kalamazoo).

'q
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2. DeMographic advantages raise occupational status largely because

men from advantaged backgrounds acquire more schooling than men from.less

advantaged backgrounds, and schoclIrig influences occupational prestige.

But non-whites work at lower status jobs than whites with the same amount

orschooling.

3. Demographic measures do not capture the full impact of coming from

one family rather than another. Unmeasured advantages that are independent

of demographic bac4round probably account for aboqt 12 peritent of the

variance in occupational status.

4. -These unmeasured advantages exert considerable-impact on a man's

eventual occupational status even with schooling controlled. The families fn which

brothers both do better 4han one would expect on the basis of their schooling

are usually but not always those,in which both brothers have already gotten

more schooling than average.
Since the correlation is not perfect, there

must be some background characteristics that raise eventual occupational

status but do, not affect years of schooling.

5. Our data do not tell us wh the; the unmeasured backgr

characteristics that affect occupatio al status are genetfc,.en

or boti Neither do they tell us whether they are

parehts, communities or both.

that parental characteristics

OVistics.

' 16.

charsllOOstics of

Jencks and Brown's data u§gest, however,

are ire important 1phan community character-

I
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Chapter 3: Effects of Family Backgrou4 nd on Individual Earnings

st.
fly Map, Corcoran

Men with socially and economically privileged' parents usually earn

more aS adults than men with less privileged parents. There is no reason

to suppose that men with priilleged,parents have a.stronger prOference

for cash as against psychic income from their work. If anyphilWg, the

contrary seems likely. It follows that men with privileged Parents
or acquire (

either have /chdacteristics that make them mole produCtive than average,

benefit from positive discrimination by employers, Or search' afore

A
effectively for highly paid jobs.

This chapter tries to assess the importance of each of these-factors.
Alp

Iexplore background effects on earnings using 10 surveys described

/
in Table 3.1. I Will }begin by defining background as a set of 1B'

demographic characteristics. Then I will review the likely effects of

other demographic variables and of measurement error. Finally; ; will

expand my-definition of background to include all background factcirs

shared by brothers.

Effects of Measured 6a-ckground on Men's Earnings

Earnings differentials between men from different backgroUnds depend

to a considerable extent on how yo background. I will begin with

the same set of family characteristics as in chapter 2: race,

father's birthplae, father's education, mother's education, father's oc-

cupation, parental income/ the region in which the+Chillhin are raised,

1
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whether the chIldra,grow up: on a farm, the number of other children,

and whether tne parents stayed tocethex until the child was at least 16.

These analyses pool results for all racial ,end socioeconomic grow's.

We tested for multiplicative interactions of-race, father's occupation,

and family size with all other :independent variables. If these ir\teractions

were more than twice their standard error in a given surve3t, we retained

them in,the wage equation for that.survey. In addition,'we estimated separate

surveys
4111q 8N46441. for white!, and non-whites in all/With enough non-whites to yield ---

white- nonwhite

stable results. Chapter 8 discusses /differences.The Appendices also

present separate equations for men with white-collar, blue-collar:and

farm fathers. There are no consistent differences.

,.* Table 3.1 showsthe regressions of LnEarnings on our

background measures. No two regressionsthirteen
r
demographic

use precisely the same background measures so the results are not strict-

ly comparable. In addition, the dependept-vaiiaLle'in OCG and 6CG-II is

Ln,incame. not Ln Earnings. This income measure is grouped into standard CPS

categories. The earnings data are grouped in the Kalamazoo and Veterans

samples. ThP. use of income rather than earnings inflates he variance of

the dependent variable.' Grouping reduces the variance of the dependent

variable. The standard deviation of grouped income is thUs about the same

as the standard deviation of ungrouped earnings. Using income rather than

earnings hardly affects sorrelations. Contrary to what one would expect
4

if,relatipnshipslwere bivariate?normal, grouping increases the correlation

of inc oOe or earnings with virtually 411 independent variables. Other

thingse4ual, then, R should be etlightly higher in the OCG, Veterans and

95
ti



Table 3.1: Relationships Between Ln Earnings and Family Background for Civilian Non-Institutional Non-Student Males with
Positive Earnings and Complete Data.

irvey

:ganization
?ear of

irnings
ita)

a
Survey Name

AdditiOnal
Restrictions
on Sample

Age 'in

Earning Sample
Year Size

Backs

grbund
Measures

b

S.D. of
Predicted S.D.

S.D. INV5arnings c Predicted
of Ln (R 's are Famil

Test Earn- in paren- Means
Score ings theses) (Sibling r)

(10)
1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

PS ' Occupational Changes Includes students & 24-64
h

11,504 1, 3,4,5, .819
e

.334
e

1961) in a Generation (OCG) . men with earnings = 7,8,9,10 (.166)
0 (if income 0)

RC Productive Americans Heads of households 24-64
h

1,188 1;2,3, No .707 .311
1964) (PA)

I 7,8,9 (.194)

RC Panel Study of Income Hairds of households 25-64 1,774 1,2,3,4,5, Yes .753 .258
1971) Dynamics (PSID) 7,8,9,10. (.117)

PS Occupational Changed Same as OCG 24-64
h

15,817 1,3,4,5,6, No .684
e

225
e

.

1972) in a Generation (OCG-II) 7,8,9,10,11 (.108-)

ORC NORC Brothers .Broth&rs 24-64
h

300
0
1,3,4,5, No .870 .220

1973) 8,9,10 (.094)- ;

PS, Veterans veterans 30-34 903 1,3,4, Yes .498
j

.175
1964) Survey 7,8,10 (.124)

LSD Parnes' National None 44-59i 2,580 1,2,3,4, No .883 .343.
1966) Longitudinal (NLS)

5,7,8,10 (.151)

'alent Talent 28 Men who reached 28(±1) 839 1,3,4, Yes .396
f

071E.

1972) . Year-Olds 11th grade 9,10 -(.032)

'alent "Talent Twins & Brothers who,reachea 28(±1) 198 1,3,4 Yes . 406
f

.069
i

1971-2) Siblings 11th or 12th grade 1. 9,10 (.029)

dneck Kalamazoo Brothers Brothers who .reached 35-59 692 (1),2,3,4, Yes .446 .126
1973) 6th grade in Kale- . 5;6,(7.), (.08 0 1 g

-azoo, Michigan (8);9,10

91

.312

(.129)

,.185E
(.207)

.209

(.220)

9 n/
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Notes to 'Table 3.1 (continued):

),

Respondents were aged 25-64 att,thf time of the survey. They were asked

their earnings for the previous calendar year. This means that some re-
)

a spondents were only 24 during the earning year.

i
Respondents were 45-59 at the time of the survey, but see note h.

Earnings groupeleasing standard CPS categories.

The too category is ".$15,000 or Over" for veterans in 1964. It is

"S25,000 or Over" for NORC Brothert in 1973-74.

c.J4

4
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...

t

Kalamazoo samples than in the Census, PA, PSfD, NLS, and Talent ampOles.-
. .

The 8irst five lines of Table 3.1 cover our five national survey4 of

men aged 25-64. 'They show a fairly steady decline over time in the percent-:

age of variance in ea'rnings attributable to background measures. Me ap-

parent decline in R
2

is not conclusivii, however, since the five surveys
a

do not use the same background measures. To get bett3r evidence on

timS\trends, I looked at
identical regressions from OCG and OCG-II.

Table 3.2 displays the results. Every'regression coefficient is smaller in absolute

size for 1972 than 1961; and the non-farm coefficient becomes ne'ative in 1972.

This is partly -oecause the s andarddeviation\of Lr Earnings is smaller

in 1972 than 1961, but the zer er corzelations a're also uniformly

smaller. It seems safe to conclude that the effect of fa'mily background

on income fell between 1961 and 1972. The change is particularly conspi-

cuous in the case of race. In 1961, whites earned e
.5746

= 1.78 times

more than non-whites from similar back rounds. By 1972 whites earned only

= 1.32. times more than non - whites from similar backgrounds.
2

e
.2741

11 ,McClelland discusses many /f these isles in more detail in Chapter 16.

2. Those piamiliar with semi-log income functions may find some explana-
- tion helpful. Since the regression coefficient of a variable represehts

its effect on the natural log of earnings, a unit increase in the indepen-
dent variable multiplies earnings by the anti-log of the coefficiept. The
text illustrates ttlis logic. Furthermore, as k approaches zero, e ap-
proaches'l + k.. Tgis means that small regression coefficients can be 1.n-.
terpretted as percentage effects. In OCG, for example, the coefficient of
Father's Education is 0.0172. .This means that with other baCkground mea-
sures controlled a one year increase in Father's Education is associated

with e
.0172

= 1.0173 times more income. Thus each extra year of-father's
education increases income by 1.7 percent. The degree of equivalence be-
tween coefficients and percentage effects can be seen in the following

calculations:
.3

e 0. = 1.350;

- .01
e.

40
e:

=

=

1.010;

1.492.

.05
e =

.10 .20
f.051; = 1.105; e = -1.221;

lt)0
4



Table 3,2

. 0
Regressions of Ln Income on F&Rily Background Characteristics for Males 24-64 and with Non-Zero
Incomes in 1961 (OCG) and 1972 (OCG-II)

Father's Father Non- R
2

...

Father's Duncan Number,of Non-Farm Father Absent SoUth (S.D. of
White Education Score Siblings Upbringing White Collar at 15 Upbringing Residuals)

r
B .5746 .0172 .0041 -.0176 .2271 (.0445] -.1101 .1676 .165

DCG (S.E.) (.0252) (.0021) (.0006) - (.0024) (.0183) ,(.0272) (.0196) (.0164) (.749)
r . .

r .280 .219 .253 -.184 -.191 .211 -.077 .216

B .2904 .0122 .0027 -.0166 .1384 (.0150] -.0826 .0922 .095
'G-II (S.E.) (.0191) (.0015) (.0004) (.0021) (.0135) (.0193) (.0202) (.0118) (.650)

r .187 .195 .217 -.168 .187 .173 .045 .153

Note: both equations use grouped income data as,tne dependent variable.

I also looked at the OCG-II'results using ungrouped income.
The use of ungrouped data lowers all correlations by abOut a tenth, raises the

standard deviation of the dependent variable by about a tenth, and therefore leaves the un-

standardized'regression coefficients essentially unchanged.

101
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Table 3.3 shows the results when Ln ENeings is regressed on all the

measured background variables available in each of our samples of mature

men. Parental advantages have consistently positive effects on men's

earnings-. The only surprise is that men with foreign-born fathers earn

if 10 to 16 percent more than men with American-bokn fathers from otherwise

,similar ba7kgrounds. This is consistent with the findings in chapter 2

in OCG
regarding occapkional status. This advantage disappearsionce,we,con-

trol region of residence and community size, but-even then second gen-

eration immigrants are at no disadvantage.
3

Since no two surveys measured precisely the same background char-
,

acteristics in the same way, it is difficult tocompare multivak2ate

coefficients across surveys. But two differences are striking. The

negative effe,:t of Southern birth declined sharp/7 in tne early 1960's.

As we note later, Southern birth influences eaAings largelybecause

men reared in the South are likely to remain there, and Southern workers

a

earn less than their Northern counterparts( The observed decline in effects of

,Southern rearing is at least ,artly caused by the decline in earnings

differences, between North and South. If more ;ken -had moved out of

their region of birth in 1972 than in 1961, this would-also teduce the

'coefficient of region of birth. We have not analyzed this issue in detail,.

however.. The negative effect of race declined quite SteediAy throughout the neriogel

Past research has often assumed that family background character-

istics affect.Ln Earnings in linear and additive ways. We explored

non-linearities and interactions. We looked for non-linearities by

lentering a quadratic term for each variable. 'Ie tested for interac-

tions by adding multiplicative interaction terms between variable;

and by running regressions separately for sons of white-collar, blue-s

collar, and farm.fathers.

3. Father Foreign was inadvertently omitted from most of our OCG tab-
ulations t

-The assertions in the text are based on subsequent tabulations:

4- See Schwartz and Williams, Chapter 9, for a time series
on racial differences in income.

1 0.3



Table,3.3: Regression Coefficients of Background Variables with Various Controls./

(8)

Raised (9)
(4) (5) (6) (7) Out- Not
Father4106 Father's Father Mother's side ' Raised

1)

urvey
(2)

Controls
(3)

White
Born
in U.S,

Educ'-
i.

ation
White
Collar

Educ-.

ation
the
South

Qn a
Farm___---

CG None ' .5688 ,0171 (.0431] Jeeo ,2261
1961)

Education .4862 [.0018]- [-.0012] .1208 .1797

A None .4309 -.1131 .0390 .0905 .2788
1964)

Education .3294 -,1394 [.0116) [.0240] ,1856

LS None .3992 -.0974 .0367 [.0903] [.0334] .37361966)

Education .2680 -.1070 .0122 '(.1038] F-.01441 .2591

SID None .3578 -.1634 .0242 , .2100 .0906 .17521971

Test Scores
a

.2337 -.1349 .0167 .1831 [.0544] .1440

Test Scores & Educ..1989 -.0989 (.0019] 2(.0685] (.01521 .1404

CG-II
1972)

None
0

.2741 [.0021] [.0080] .0123 .0866 .1301

ala-

azoo
Age [.0135] [.0100] .1226 [-,0060]

1975 Age, Hest Scores [-.0129] (..00541 .1222 (-.0088]

Age, Test,

Education
[- .0068] (-.00031 [.0784] [- .01121

9a/
These equations also include significant quadratic and interaction

terms, whose coefficients are not shown. These terms were constructed
to be uncorrelated with the related background variables so that the
lin'ear, additive regression coefficients could be compared across samples.

1

(11)

Father's (12) (14)
(10) Occu- Living (13) S.D.
Number pation with of
of (Duncan Father Resid-
Siblings Score) At 15 R

2
uals

-.0179 .0041 -.1073

[-.0041] .0028 [-.0360]

-.0185

[.0,06]

[- .0018] -.1397

[-.0010] [-.0053]

-.0266 (-.0022] (-.10951

-.0167 [-.0027] [.0908]

[-.0023] [-.0026] [.43:74]

-.0129 .0017 (.02001

-.0180 [.0007] [-.0383]

[-.0077] (.00011 (.0114]

[-.0020] [-.0001] [.0554]

.166 .749

.229 6720

.194 .637

.303 .594

.151 .815

.237 .774

.117 .709

.172 .687

.255 .653

.108 .646

.080 .431

,164 .412

,206 .401

1 0 b
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AlMosc all background traits had essent4,ally linear effects on Ln
after the first

Earnings. The one exception was family size. Additional siblings/al -'

ways lower man's expected earnings, but the,gegative impact decreases.

as the number of siblings inCreases.
5

While a few. other non-linearities

were s.igr ficant in at least one survey, none had a consistent sign

across all the samples, and none was.highly significant in more than one

Since different surveys measured different background characteris-
,

tics; the multivariate results are not,strictlY comparable. But no mul-

tiplicative interaction between different parental characteristics was

consistently significant across surveys or even had a cons!stent sign.
6

Nor did splitting the sample -show consistent differences in return.to

schooling between men with white-collar, blue - collar, or farm fathers.

Returns to a year of education were higher for sons of White-collar men

than for sonS of blue-collar men in PSID, NLS, Talent, and Kalamazoo sur-

veys, and the difference was significant in three of these-surveys. But

in the OCG, sons of white-collar men receivec4significantly lower returns

to each year of schooling than did sons of,blue---mllar men. In all these
we used

split sample runs, /three education variables, ( years of schooling; years
to

of schoolingpast high school and collegegraduaticnY/ distinguish the

/

sample,

r

non-linear effects of education from true interactions between background

and education.'

5. The Siblings
2
term was qgnificant and positive only in the OCG and

Kalamazoo analyses, Siblings was'insignificant in other surveys -- but
-these surveys grouped high values of Siblings.

6. There was one limited exception. The coefficient of the interaction
between father's education and father being foreign born was positive and
significant in two of the three surveys'thaticontained measures of father's
birthplace and father's education.

106
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4

Column 9 of Table 3,1 shows the standard deviation of predicted earn-

ings for each sample. This indicates the degree of inequality we might

expect if the parental advantages and disadvantages meagured in these sur-

thveys were the only source of inequality in sons' earnings, The standard

lieviation of predicted incomes was 0.334 in 1961. Men Whose parents

ranked in the least advantaged five percent ofthe population had in-

comes 41.8 percent of the national average in ]961. Men whose parents

ranked in the least advantaged 20 percent had incomes 60.4 perCent

of the national average. Those whose pa;Nts ranked among the most pri-

vileged 20 perceht typically earned 48.0 percent more than the na ional

average, while those whose parents rankedin the most privileged five

percent earned 74.6 percent more than the natioral average. We do not

IA analogous figures from OCG -II, but the overall standard deviatiOn
A

of predicted values fell from 0.4 to 0.225, a decline of aiout a third.

If the. shape of the distribution remained roughly constant, predicted

values must have been only two -girds as fae from the mean in 1972 as in

1961. The typical value for the top five.percent would therefore be
vp.

(0.225/0.334)(74.6) =-50.3 percent more than the mean instead of 74.6

percent more.

These analyses do not include all conceivably relevant measures of

backgroupd advantages. Bowles, for instance, argues that parental income

is an. important determinant of sons' economic status. OCG-II indicates

that the correlation between men's current incomes and their retrospec-

tive reports of their parents' income when they were 16 is only 0.22, and
4

that the standardized regression clefficient after controlling the other

10
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7traits shown in Table 2( is only 0...11.

Ar
This estimate would, be biaAed downwafd if there is a great deal of

measurement error in retrospeitive reports, of parental income. Biethv, Hauser,.
=and Featherman (1976) obtained a correlation of 0".913 between the

mailback questionnaire and'telaphone reports of parental income for 578, non -black

males'aged 20*64 in the OCG-II_reintervi(w project. Aftet.analyzing the

overall pattern of correlations they concluded
that.the reliability of the

mailbadk questionnaire item was 0.6. Of course, respondents might consistentlyBut
misreport their paredts' income. /sewe et al's survey of Wisconsin %igh

school graduates includes a measure of parental income derived from four years

of state tax records. A 100 percent difference in average parental income
,age'

when the son. was of collegelwas associates with an 8 percent difference in the son's0

earnings at age 31.
7

Birth prder is widely presumed to influence men 'u economic status.

But whilebirth order -has a substantial tffect on men's earnings in OCG,

this ,effect disappears when family Size is controlled.
- =

Greeley's (1976) ethnic-rfligiours data, described in chaptei 2, in-
t

dicatteSthatirace accounts for .percent of the variance in family income,

and that adding thirteen other ethnc-religious categories raises R
2
by 3

percept. The DSID also asked respondents about religious affiliations.

Mueser.did not include this measure in his analyses, but Greg Duncan has

investigated the influence of religion on earnings uslng a somewhat dif-

ferent subsample than the one in this volume.
Duncan found that bbth

Catholic and Jewish men enjoy an earnings advantage over Protestant men,

even when these men come from families with otherwise similar demograph-

ic characteristics. Adding dummy
variables'for-Catholic and Jewish af-

filiation- to the regression of La Hourly Wages on father's occupation,

mother's occupation, family size, region of birth, farm origins and work

experience raises R
2

from 0.149 to 0.166 ,for white male, heads of house-.

hold aged 25 to 55. Taubman (1976) also found.that being!Jewish siqni-

7.
Pivariate regreson estimated from data in Hausei and Daymont (106).
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ficantly raised 190 wages and that being Protestant significantly low-
T .

ered 1969 wages for 47 year old Air Force.veterans; Since Duncan was

able to raise R
2
's by 0.017 using cmly two broad measures of religious

)affiliition, a fuller range of religious and ethnic measures would pro

0.02bably raise R
2
's by or t)03.

I.

More accurate measurement of father's education, mother's educa-

tion, and especially'the father's job characteristics might also

crease the explanatory power of parental status. As noted in chapter 2,,

there is a great deal of controversy about lie magnitude of errors in

retrospective reports of,parental traits, Bielby et

al. (1976) found that allowing for random reporting error increased R
2

from 0.176 to 0.225 when occupational status was regressed on father's

education, father's occupation, and parental income for white men. Since

income data teem to be about as reliable as occupation data, eliminating

measurement error'shod in ease R2 by about the same percentage in re-

,

gressions of income on these same background measures. This may be too

'large an adjustment, however, since many of the background measures in

these analyses (e.g. family size and race)'are probably measured with less

error than father's education, occupation and income.

.
Measured backgroundacdounted for about 17 percent of the variance

in Ln Earnings in the eR40 1960's and,About 11 percent of the variance

in Ln Earnings in the early 1970's. These.R
2
i3 might increase to 20 and

14 percent if we added religious affiliation and ethnic background to

our background measures: Correcting for random measurement error might

raise the R
2
's to 26 and 19 percent. Thus all the parental adVan-

..

V
tages we have considered so far accounted for about one-quarter of the

1 0
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variance Ln Earnings in the early 1960's and about'(/ efiftn of the var-
.

in Ln Earnings in the early 1970's.

Mechanisms by which Background Affects Earnings

The measures of background examined in this volume affect men's earn-

ings largely by affecting their test scores, occupational aspirations, and

educational attainment. Assessing how much of the effect of family back-

ground is exerted via test scctes is difficult,since only one of the five

large nationally representative Surveys (PSID) containsa test score mea-

sure and this measur is quite crude.
9

In this survey, however, 30 to 40

ercdrit of the oenefits associated with,being white, having Ao.,4hly edu-

cated father, coming from a small family, and growing up outsj.de the South

'',ware associated with
10were dUe to the fact that these advantages , hig'i test scores. This

A+

pattern also .held,for the smaller-and less representative samples of Vet-

erans, Tilent 28 year olds, and Kalamazoo men aged 35 to 59,,though dot

/
all these samples had data on all these background measures.

11

9,. Mueser discussed how this measure was ol;taineri

measure depends in great part on one's familiarity

this measure was obtained at the same time as were

may have been influenced by variations in amount
occupation as well as by family background.

in Appexfd ix D. The

with cliches. AlSo,

earnings data, so it
of education and by

. The benefits of a particular background variable were calculated hold-

other background variables constant. This misestimates the overall

effects of those background variables that are causally prior'to others.

For instance, race affects earning8 partly by affecting father's education,

father's occupation and family 'size. The overall benefits of being white

include these effects. My method does not include them.

11. Many ofthese background variables were initially insignificant in the

smaller studies, but the direction and magnitude of effects were similar to
those observed in the PSID survey. There was one exception. Controlling

test scores only reduced returns to father's education by 20 percent for

Te1ent 28-year olds.

&

+0111r
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Test scores allegedly measure cognitive skills. Non-cognitive skills

-

may also be important determinants of economi.c success. For instance,

parents might increase son's earning power by encouraging their sons to

develop traits like "autonomy" or "aggressiveness." The Talent and

Kalamazoo surveys provide measures of such psycho-social factors

prior to entering-the labor market. Tate3t\respon-
%

A

dents were'asked about parental and peer encouragement and about\their

own occupational aspirations in the eleventh grade. Talent respondents,

were a o asked to rate themselves on a number of personality dimensions
and wee asked about their high School activities.
The Kalamazoo survey obtained teacher ratings of students on nine person-

.

,ality traits in tenth grade. These non-cognitive measures have

appreciable effects do earnings bud they do not depend to any great

extent on'background. As a result, controlling the Talent non-
,

eit

cognitive measures/reyduced thg effects of background, traits on Ln

112
Earningsat 28 by about a seventh. In Kalamazoo, the

reduction is even less (606k, 1976). These results suggest that parents do not in-

pr warily
crease sons' chances of economic success/via the psycho-social variables

e

analyzed in this volume. This conclusion must be qualified, however, given

our uncertainty about whether we examined the right non-cognitive variables.

Family:background affects men earnings primarily7by affecting the

amount of education men acquire. Table 3.3 shows how controlling educa-

tion altered coefficients of the family background measures in each sur-

-12. Mueser.created a composite background measure for his analysis.
Its standardized coefficient was 0.225 with no controls vs 0.189 with
all the Talent npn-cognitive traits controlled.
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13
vey. Con'_rolling educational attainment makes the coefficients of fa-

ther's education, father's occupation, number of siblings, and coming

from a broken home extremely small and usually insignificant. Southerr

%

birth and farm upbringing exert some effect even among men with similar

test scores anc: education, but these effects-1.ecam once1) negligible in 0CG once w,

controlled the size of the community and region in which the tespondent lived- in

1962. . This suggests that employers pay very little attention to whether

a man is Southern or farm born. Such men are handicapped partly because

they get less education and have lower test scores, and partly because

they usually rmaln irk- communities where everyone is paid less than in

the urhAn North. The came holds for having a foreign born father, which

has a significn p sitive coefficient in all our large samples, but'whose

effect disappeared in OCG once we controlled current community size.

Having a father with a high status occupation increases

earnings significantly among men with equal amounts of schooling in the

OCG survey. This remaining effect might disappear if we could control

14testsoares..; unfortunately OCG did not collect test scores.

(--
The only background characteristic that has a stthstantial effect on

earnings with everything controlled is race. Race is, of course, not

just a characteristic of the respondent's parents bpi: a visible cha/ac-

13, Three surveys are not included in Table 3.24NORC Brothers, Veterans,
and Talent. The NORC Brothers are excluded because no measure of family
background had a silniffeant coefficient when Ln Earnings were regressed
on the family background variables. The Veterans and-Talent surveys were
excluded. because the respondentsWere young and the range of education
restricted.

14. The regression coefficient of father's occupation net
of schooling was not significant in any of the other national surveys
(NORC, PSID, and NLS): Small sample sizes might explain this for NORC.
PSID only Coded father's occupation into broad c&tegbries.

.
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teristic of the respondent himself. The fact that employers paid blacks

less than whites with the same amount of education (and the same test

scores in the PSID) strongly implies that in this instance employers.en-

. gaged in "pure" discrimination.

The background measures analyzed in this volume are primarily paren-

tal status measures. We include only one ethnic/religious measure, and

that is race. Perhaps other dimensions of ethnic and religious identity

influence earninsgs independently of scnboling and test scores. Some evi-

de'e supports this hypothesis. Greg Duncan found that Jewish men earned

18.5 percent more than other men even after controlling other aspects of.

family batround, schooling, work experience and test?scores in his PSID

sample of white male heads of househqld aged 25 to 55. Tatimah found that

for his sample of white 47 year old Air Force veterans, being Jewish sig-

..nificantly increased 1969 wages and being Protestant significantly reduced

1969 wages, net of test scores, schooling and measured background.
15

Controlling occupation did not further reduce returns to demographic

measures of family background once education was controlled. Controlling

occupation reduced returns to being lOte by less than one-fifth and re-

duced returns to non-farm rearing by less than one-sixth for men with the

same family background, test scores (where, available), education and ex-

perience.

It appears that employers hire and pay men largely on the basis of

those men's own cAracteristics--not on the basis of their parents' char-

15. Taubman (1976).
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v
acteristics. Once we Controlled education and tesP'scores, family back-

ground traits other than race had very small effects on men's earnings.

Family advantages do not incr(!ase men's earnings by providing access to

the more prestigious occupations, since controlling occupational status

had no effect on wage returns to background traits )ncc education was

controlled--again with the exception of race; Despite the widespread public

concern expressed over racial inequalities in economic opportunity, there

still-remains a substantial racial Aifference in earning power between

whites and non-whites. This cannot be explained by racial differences in

education, test scores, or occupational` status.

Effects of Unmeasured Family Background on Earnings

Until now I, have defined background as a set cf.measured parental

advantages, such as race or faAer's education. If the-se were the only

parental characteristics that aff4oted a child's earnings, we woRld iex-

pect children uho had had the same measured advaRtages to end up as much

alike as children who were actually raised in the same home. To determine

whether this is true, we have looked at three surveys of brothers (Talent

S
3.1

iblings, Kalamazoo, and NORC Amalgam). Table / describes these surveys.

Even allowing for a secular decline in the impact of parental status,

measured parental advantagesAbxplain less of the variance in earnings in

thes

same

e samples of brothers than in the larger national-gamples from the

years (PSID, OCG-II). In the case of the NORC brothers, this is

probably just a matter of random sampling error. In the case of the Ka-

*
brothers, the target population may be atypical.lamazoo

7he Talent brothers"' are only 28, and no vari4ble,corre-
.

l at es as

causes, t

well with earnings at 28 as with later earnings. Whatever its

he low explanatory power of measured background characteristics

at the correlation between brothers' earnings in these threeimplies th

samples may be lower than it would be in'a representative national sample.
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The correlation between the ,ogarithms of brothers' earnings was

0.13 for NORC brothers. The 95 percent confidence interval for this

correlation runs from -0.03 to 0.29. Our other surveys suggest that

the correlation between the logarithms of brothers' earnings is-at the

upper end of this interv.d. 'The correlation was 0.2 or Kalamazoo brotbers.
h,t '

,* 1..-1,
The correlation for the log of hourly earnings was 0.21 omATakeni'lbrOthers.

John Brittain obtained an int-aclass correlation of,0.44 betwpal the loga-

rithms of Amily income for 131 men from 66 families in the Cleveland area.

Paul Taubman obtained a correlation of 0.30 between the _logarithms of

DZ 'terns` earnings in a national simple of nearly 1000 DZ twins. Of course,

;DZ twins probably end up more alike than ordinary brothers. These figures

therefore suggest that the intraclass correlations between the logarithMs

of brothers' earnings is unlikely to exceed,0.25. Corrections for

random reporting errors might increase this to 0.28. Further, the

'rtMD data suggest that at least 29 percent-of the variance in annual earnings of

25 to 64 year olds is due to random year-to-year fluctuation= am

systematic effects of experience. -The intraclass correlation between brothers'

.total earnings from 25 to*64 could thus be 'asshigh as 0.28/(1-.29)=0.39.

Unless brothers affect one another, the intraclass correlation be-

tween their earnings is equal to the percentage of. variance we would be,

able to explain if we regressed:earnings on all the genetic and environ-

mental faqtors that brothers had in'icommon. The intraclass correlations

are at least twice as large as the observed R
2

in each of our samples of

brothers. This suggests that unmeasured background characteristics ex-
,

ert as much impact on.earnings as the measured characteristics discussed

earlier. In,order to analyze the reasons for resemblance between bro--

thers we need a full correlation matrix such as the one in Table 3.4.

If the unmeasured family characteristics thatP roduce4 resemblance be-

tween brothers were similar in character to the measured characteristics
produced No
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Table 3.4 .

correlations between brothers' characteristics:, NORC (top Ow), Kala-

mazoo' (middle row), Talent (bottom row).

X

Q

U

X'

Q'

Ul

Z'

1.000
1,000

1.000

. 1.000

.260 1.000

.387 1,000

,339

.383

.371

X Q U Z X'

1.000
.576 1.000
.632 1,000

.124 . . .355 1.000
z .200 1366 .409 1.000

.096 .356 .366 1.000

U'

a a a a 1.000
.253 ,389 .197 1,000

.797- .419 .409 .094 1.000

..,. ... ... ... ...

.253 .469 .400 ,169 .260

.419 .580 .451 .216 .387
,

.

.341 .. .528 .171 .339

.389 .400 .549 .269 .383

.409 ,451 .546 .210 .371

,174 .... - .171, .129 .124
.197 .169 ,269 .220 .200
.094 .216 .,210 .207 .096

1.000

1.000

1.000

.

... 1.000

.576 1.000

.632 1.000

...

.366

. .356

.355

.409

.356

1000
1.000

1.000

Note; X = respondent's,report of father's occupational status at 15 (DAncial score)

Q = test score prior to school completion

U = Highest grade completed

Z = Ln-Earnings

Primes denote the second number of a given pair. All correlations were
computed from files in which every pair appears twice, with order re-
versed. This makes product-moment correlations equal to intraclass
correlations.

a. The NORC survey did not ask the second brother about his father'3
occupation, so we used the first brother's report for both respon-
dents.

. b. In a few cases where reports of father's occupation were missing,
11substituted the report of a brother. Therefore, the correla-
or between X and X' is slightly higher than the reliability co-

efficient: ,, ,
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ert most of their influence indirectly, via test scores and educational

attainment. But this is not the case. If the NORC brothers' earnings

were alike solely because their educational attainments were alike, for

example, the correlation between their earnings would be only 0.067, not

0.129.16 If test scores and education together accounted for resemblance

between brothers' earnings, the correlation between Kalamazoo brothers

would be 0.113, not 0.220, and the"oorrelation between Talent brothers

would be 0.099 not 0.207.
17

This means that unmeasured background char-

acteristics must affect earnings in some way that is independent of test
-4

scores and educational attainment.

When we look only at measured background characterigtics, those

that provide an advantage for one, outcome (e.g. education) te1nd to pro-

vide a similar advantage for other outcomes (e.g. occupation and earn-

ings). Using the background characteristics measured in OCG, the pre-

dicted values of Education, Occupation and Ln Earnings correlate 0.89 to

0.98, for example.
18

This suggests that parental advantages can-be fair -,

ly adequately described using a single "vertical dimension equivalent to

what sociologists have called SES. This is less true when one considers

16. If there is no partial correlation between brothers' earnings with
2

rucitheir educatioill controlled, r
ZZ

r
ZU

r
U'Z'

= rai .

17. If we use p's to represent partial regression! coefficients, r
ZZ'

pZU r
UZ'

+pZQ r
gz'

. The values ofpzu and P can be obtained by regress-

ing Z do Q and 1.! simultaneously.

18. If we use-U to denote predicted education, Y.> denote predicted oc-

cupation, and Z tO denote prpdicted Ln Income, the Values are rii; =

0.970, rU"
,Z- YZ

= 0.886, and r"' = 0.925.

11
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unmeasured aspects of family background.i Suppose we again construct

One e'

three hypothetical variables. A (F ) accounts for brothers' resemblance

.
on test scores, a second (F )

on educational attainment, and a third (F Z)

accounts for brothers' resemblance

accounts for brothers'

resemblance on earnings. Figure 3.1 presents the presumed'correlations

between these hypothetical variables visually. In our three studies of

brothers the three hypothetical variables correlate 0.5 to 0.8. Clearly

one dimension of background cannot fully account for brothers' resemblance

test scores. education, and earnings.
on / Note that, the model p4,ctured in Figure 1 as-

sumes that brothers do not directly affect one another.

We next ask to what extent the family traits that account for bro-

thers' similarity on test scores and educational attainment also explain

the similarity between brothers' earnings? We can determine this by es-

timating the model in Figure 3.2. In this model, E represents all fa-

roily traits that affect a son's earnings and that are uncorrelated with

those family traits that affect a son's test scores and schooling. "f"

is the standardized. coefficient of Ez in an equation predicting Ln Earn-

/

ings and controlling E
X

and E . 'f
2
represents the percentage of the

total variance in Ln Earnings attributable to background characteristics

that do not affect education of test scores,
r9

We could, of course, reverse this model and ask to what extent the

-family traits that account for earnings similarity between brothers al-

so account for educational similarity? This model is pictured in Figure

19. Since the NORC Brothers and Taubman's twins have no test score mea-
sure, "f" really represents the effect of those family characteristics
that are uncorrelated with the family traits that influence education.

410
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Figure 3.1

Where :

5

Q = Test Scores;'

U = Education;

Z = Ln Earnings; Primes denote the second person in a pair.

F , FU; F
Z

, = Weighted sums of background traits that ully account for sons'

resemblance on test scores , education and Ln Earnings,

respectively.

Equations arse identical to those in Figure 2.1,
for Y and Y .

Solutions for: a b c

NORC Brothers .655 NA
.4..

NA

with Z and Zi substituted

d e f_ ....

NA .728 .359

Kalamazoo Brothers.773 .520 .789 .665 .741 .455

Talent Brothers .667 .643 4 .802 . .762 .739 .469

Taubman DZ Twins-
al

.72 NA NA NA .73 .55

A 119
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Figure 3.2

Where: ,z' ,E0 have, the same meanings as in Figure 3.1.

EU =Thvpothetical family traits that are uncorrelated with E
but that influence schooling and Ln Earnings.

E = hypothetical famiLy traits that are unrprrelated with EQ
and E

U and that influence Ln Earnings.

The relevant eqUations appear in Figure 2.2

1
Solutions for: Omitting Er.:

NORC Brothers
f f

.261 .069
4

Kalamazoo Brother's .297 .089

Talent Brothers .355 .126

Taubman DZ Twins .380 .144

E,
f f

NA NA,.I

.294 .06.

.392 .11/

NA NA

,
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3.3. The high values bf "a" in this model indicate that in addition to

the family characteristics that influence men's earnings, other family

qn
characteristics have an independent influence/schooling. It seems

reasonable to conclude that the family characteristics that maximize

sons' test scores and educational attainment are not the same as
sons'

e,
those that maximize/earnings.

As noted above, families' unmeasured charactexistics affect their

Sons' earnings-la-some way that is independent of the son's. test scores'

and educational attainment. This was'.not true of measured parental ad-

,

vantages. Suppose Qe construct a model which allows us to isolate the

family factors that produce these "direct",effects on earnings. This

model also includes three hypothetical variables--one (HQ) to account .

for resemblance between brothers'. test scores, another (H ) to account

for resemblance between their educational attainments (over and above

what would be expected on the basis of test scores similprity), and a

third (HZ) to account for resemblance between earnings (over/ and above

what is expected on the basis of similar test scores and education).

This model is pictured in Figure 3.4. H can be .defined as the

weighted sum of all family traits that affect earnings with schooling

(and test-scores,where available) controlled.

standardized coefficient of H
Z
when.predicting Ln Earnings;

It,

There is a subst tial effect of family backgroundon men's

,,,-;

earnings, net of schooling and test scores. Those traits which.

no. is the:

produce' this effect (H ) are weakly and sometimes negatively corre-

lated with,traits which influence education (He) and test scores.
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Figure 3.3

a

Wh ere E
Z = all family traits that influence sons' Ln Earnings

E
U = all family traits, uncorrelated with E that i4nfluence sons' education.

Solutions for: a

Kalamazoo Brothers .469

Talent Brothers .455

NORC Brothers .549

Taubman DZ Twins .506

122
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Figure i.4

a

Where X = Father's Duncan score

Solutions for:

1%, NORC Brothers , .276' -..179 NA -.933

Kalamazoo Brothers .348 '.289 ,-.210 .135

Tafent,Brothers .341' -.106 -.252

Taubman DZ twins .487 ..30 CIA NA

a

r.

143

4

4 5.1

Os.
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-"

(HQ }. and with father's occupational status (X). These estimates have

large standard errors, ,s0 we need not take the negative cor-

relations too striously.

I can think of at least two ways in which unmeasured family,

charadteristics could affect men's earnings independently of test

scores and educational attainment. Perhaps certain

families socialize their children to develop non-cognitive skills that

are largely iadependentof test scores and educational attainment but

still valuable to employers. If we accept the notion that "like pro-

duces like," then children who have these interpersonal skills are
4

likely to come from homes wl)ere.parents also possess,theie'skills. If

employers value these interpersonal skills, then parents who have these
4.

skills should have high status jobs. But our hypothetical variable

(HZ) is uncorrelated with parental status. This suggests that H does

not prtrily measure non - cognitive skills that employers value in

parents.

Anothe'r possibility is that some families encourage their child-

ren to maximize earnings, while others encourage their children to

maximize other forms of psychic income,'even at the expense of earn-

ings:' If.this were the case,,we would expect the unmeasured familyr
characteristics that maximize earnings net of test scores and educa-

.

tional attainment (i.e. parental values) to be quite,differentfrom

those that maximize test scores and educational attainment. Indeet,

the correlation of H ,with H
U
and H

Q
well be negative.

`All the models above assume that family effects on brothers'

schooling, test scores, occupations, and earnings are symmetric, and

124"
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that the characteristics of one brother"do not directly affect the char=-

acteristics of another brothbr. Other assumpti,ns are equally plau-

sible. For instance, parents may try to equalize it children's

chances for success by devoting more resources to their less gifted

children. Or younger brothers might emulate their older brothers, so

that the schooling of the older brother might affect that of the

younger brother. We do not know enough information to test the as-
,

suniption that the characteristics of one brother directly affect those

of another brother

Conclusions

Our analyses support the following conclusions about effects of

family background on men's earnings.

1. Measured parental advantages are moderately related to men!a-,

earnings., This relationship appears to have declined between 1961

and 1972. Linear and additive models adequately capture the relation-

'

ship between measured background and Ln Earnings. Our best estimate

is that even with.perfect measurement, "demographie background char-

acteristics accounted for less than tone -fifth of the variance in Ln

Earnings for men 25-64 in the early 1970's.

2=. Most of the effect of measured parental advantages is indi-

rect. Parental characteristics exert their influence on sons'

earnings by affecting sons' test seorles and,education. The one exception

'to this ruletis race. Blacks, considerably less than whites with
4\41;

.compA-able schooling and test scoreS.

3. The costs of being black and'of groWing up in the South

declined between 1961 and-1972.
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4. The effects of parental advantages on earnings were not gener-

ally mediated by personality or motivation variables. The one excepl',

tion was that oarttpf the effect of a father's education on his son's

hourly earnings At 28 was explained by the son's occupational aspira-

tions aX 17.

5. Measured parAnta advantages
capture only oast of the influ-

ence of family backgroUbd on men's earnings.
We might explain as much

as 30 percent of the variance in Ln Earnings in one year and as much as

42 percent of the variance in lifetime earnings if we could add the un-

measured background traits that make brothers alike in earnings to our analyses.

6. If we consider the overall effects of families on individual

attainment, no one set of traits can explain sibling resemblance on ,

test scores, schooling and earnings. The family traits that influ-

ence earnings are not a subset of those which influence test scores

and schooling, nor vice.versa.
. .

7. Unmeasured parental characteristics exert considerable im-

pact On s6 i\earnings, independently of test scores and educational

attainment. The unmeasured characteristics that create these effects

appear to be almost uncgrrelated with the measured advantages typi-

ically 'found to influence men's earnings. We cannot say for sure what

these unmeasured characteristiCs are, or how trey affect earnings.
4

8. Our data do not allow us to test all the assumptions used

in estimating the impact of'unmeaSured family characteristics on a

son's earnings. For instance, we cannot test the assumption that a

man's characteristics do not, affect his brother's characteristics. 4
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Nor can we test the hypothesis that parents try to'egualize theirChild-

ren's chances of success by devoting more resources to their less gifted
5

children.

12'1

6
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Chapter 4
Effects df Academic Ability

By James Crouse

This chapter explains what we have learned about.the effects of cognitiOe
on educational attainment and economic success.

skills Men who score well on tests of these"Skas tend

to obtain higher status jobs and earn more money than lower scoring men.

This is not because they come from families that boost their earnings. Nor'

is it because of the personality characteristics for which we have measures. We

primarily
will see that they succeed economically/becauie they are selectively encouraged

to have higher aspirations and to attend school longer. But even if they do not have

unusually high aspirations or get more schooling than average, men with high scores seen
'

4

to be worth moreito emplOyers who hire, fire, and pay them. This may be because they
A

are more productive or because employers have an-economically irrational preference

a
for worker& with high scores and are willing to pay modest amounts to indulge this

prejudice.

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section describes the

relative importance of different skills nominally taught in different kinds of

high school courses, i.e., English, Social Studio*, Mathematics, Physical Science,

etc. In this section I describe the bivariate relationships of scores on these tests

tO later success. The data come from the Talent survey. The second section describes

the relative importance of high school cognitive skills as against other factors
A 1

in determining life chances. Here I examine bivariate and then multivariate

relationships for several samples for whom we have test scores prior to school

completion, i.e., Talent, Kalamazoo, Wisconsin, and others. The third section

describes the importance of cognitive skills after school completion for determining

* In addition to my colleagues on this project, I am indebted to 1

Letgronbach, Artnur Hoerr, Arthur Jensen, Jon Magoon, and
VictOr4fortuza for critical comments on an earlier draft of this
chaste 128
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life chances. These analyses use the Veterans and O'SID surveys.

1. Which Tests Matter?

All high schools try to teach most of their students academic subjects

or
like English, Mathematics, and Social Studies. .The Talent testatried

to measure students' mastery of skills and information commonly taught

in such courses. I have no ray of knowing whether the tests achieved

this objective.

Table 4.1 shows correlations between thirty differ-

ent tests and later success. I have divided thl tests into four arbitrary cate-

gories: academic subjects, non - academic subjects, aptitude and ability, and rote

memory. The classification is based on the subject matter of the tests. It is

-$1
Inot meant to suggest that perfo;mance on the academic subject matter P

tests is inde-

pendent of ability or rote memory, nor even that_ the "aptitude and ability" tests

measure aptitude better than the other tests. The data come from a sample of 839

male Talent students who were tested in eleventh grade. I describe the sample in

detail in Appendix H. Their .1Educatioh, Occupation and Earnings were obtained 1Y-
----

years after their high school graduation, when they were about 28 years old.

Information in academic areas correlates higher with success Phan information in

non-academic areas, but the differences are not large. The differences disappear

almost entirely when the correlations are corrected for unreliability.11

11-Computed as rt*s rts/rtt* where r is the corrected
correlation between test performance aAd suCcess, its is the 6
observed correieition and r1.* Is the reliability in Table 4.1,/
I did not attempt to correcrthe measures of success fttr:unrelia-
bIlity, since such corrections would not affect my conckOsions in
this section.

ry
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Correlations of Test .c ores andTtit:oLls in Talent Sample'of 839 Men

1,coir8iligglreis of test (but

Type Test Talent Estimated ,

Observed Correlations
) Corrected for Unreliability

of (number of
Designation Reliabilitya (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7). (8)Years of Occupation Hourly Ln Hourly Years of Occupation Hourly Ln HourlyEducation,

Earnings Earnings ,Education
Earnings Earnings

--..

Academic
Subjects

English
(x1=113)

Literature
(n,24)

Studies
24)

Mathematics
Information
(n..23)

Arithmetic
Computation
(n-72)

Arithmetic
Reasoning
(nm16)

Introductory
Mathematics
(riP24).

Advanced
Ma eMatics

14.1_

. .

Physical
Science
r1=18)

130

Test Items)

R-233 .921 .471 .423 .164 .173
4

.491. .441

R-103 .817 .510 .439 .162 .162 .564 .486

R-105 .835 .499 .436. .176 .172 .546 .477

R-166 .892
.550 .495 .219 .206 .582 .524

R-414m NA .338 .316 .166 , .164 NA NA

R-311. .779 .425 .338 .148 .152 .482 .383

R-312 .893 .516 .421' .191 .189 .546 ,446

*R -333 .773 .474 .360 .176 .148 .539 .409

,

'1:.-107 .848 .454 .364 .131 .123 .493 .395/

, .171 .180

.174 .179

.193 .188 IL

.232 .218

NA ' NA

.168 ..172

.202 .200

.200 .168

,142 .134
-
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TabA 4.1 ContinuedCorrelations of Test Scores and Outcomes in Talent Sample of 839 Men.,

,gporrelationst outoome)0=d7g
Unreliability

Type Test ,Talent Estimated
Observed Correlationsof (N of. Dpagnatiofi

Reliabilitya (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)- , '(6) (7) .(8)

Test Items)
. Years of Occupation Hourly Ln Hourly Years of Occupation Hourly Lxi HourlyEducation Earnings Earnings ,Education Earnings Earnings

cNon-

Academic
Subjects

It.

Biological
Science
(null)

Mean of the
Ten

Correlations

Music

(nr13)

Art

(rm12)

Rome
Econotics
(ro21)

Law
(T9)

'I Health

( rm9)

'1,.

Architecture
(rro)

Photography'
( rm3)

Theater

R-10A

'''' 1-104

R-131

R7114

R-132

R-133

R-135

R-148

R-150

.665

.749

.678

.512

-.574

.625

.415

.240

.598

.381

.462

.459

.381

:217

.377

.367

.325

1

.285

.369

k

.315

.391

..

.399

0
.357

:180

.314

.361

.309

.199
.

.320

.107

.164

.180

.182

.1254'
4

.107

.101

.078

.107

.148

.095

.158

.183

.185

.116

.116

.103

.071.

.114

.152

a

.467

e

.523

.530

.463

.303

.498

.464

.504

.582

.477

.386

.439

.461

.

.434

.252

.414

.457

.480

.A06

.414

.131

.180

.208

.221

.175

.141

.128

..121

.218

.

.191

.116

.173

.211

.225

.162

.153

.130

.110

.233

).197

1-.

r.
..,

t

133132 (n=1)

,...
1

.....-

1.11111..



Table 4.1 Continued
Correlations of Test Scores and Outcomes in Talent Sample of 839 Men

4

Corielations of Test (but
Type Test

Talent Estimated Observed torrelations not.outcomei corrected for Unreliabilityof (N of Reliabilitya (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)Test Items). Designation Years of Occupation Hourly Ln Hourly Years of Occupation Hourly Ln HourlyEducation Earnings Earnings

. Farming .635 .160 .143 .060 .055(n..12)

Aptitude
and

Ability
Tests

Mean of the

Nine
Correlapions b

R-113

.326 .287 .121 .122

Reading

Comprehension R-250 .919 .489 .405 .178 .176(1 .48)

Vocabulary
(m30)

R-172 .849 .482 .428 .184 .191

Creativity R -260 .799 .352 .311 .130 .117("1.'20)

Mechanical
Reasoning R -270 .852 .256 .247 .122 .111(r=15)

134

Education Earnings Earnings

.201 :179 .075 .069

.447 .389 .164 .166

.510 .422 .186 .184
w1

.513 .465 .200 .207

.394 , .348 .145' .131

.277 .268 .132 .120

135



'ype

If

rest

St

Test
(N,of

-Items)

Talent
Designation

Abstract
Reasoning
(n=15)

40i

(n'16)

Table

Reading
Sne12)

gess-urea,.

)f Rote
4emory

t

Clerical
/Checking
(n.74)

Qb j ee

. Inspection
(n=40)

Mean othe
Nine
Correlations

5 4

Memory for
Senter&es
(n.16)

f Memory fOr

(on:14

Mean of the
Two

CorrelatiOnsb

a

Correlations
Table 4.1 Continued'

of Test Scores and Outcomes fn Talent Sitple of 839 Men
MP

Estimated
Reliabilitya (1)

Years of
Education

V

Observed Correlations relation f_ Test (butC
e cubrrected tor Unreliabilit(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)Occupation Hourly Ln Hourly Years of Occupation Hourly Ln HourlyEarrings Earnings Education Earnings Earnings

.
11

R-290

R-282

R-420

R-430

R-440

.796

NA

NA

NA

.361

.268

.003

.051

- .006

.354

.256

.054

Ai

.054

.014

' .153

.125

.087

.092

'.023

.751" .236, .122

Se

R=21i' .613c ,095 ..071 .040

,R-212 .824 .282' .228 `% .103
.

.189 .150 .072

4.162 . .419 4 . .410
.

.177

.119

.1

.300 .287 .140

.109, NA NA

1*

. .107 NA NA

.042 NA NA

.126

.017

-107

.072

. -

.404 .367

NA

NA

.188

.133

NA

NA

NA

.163 . .161

.091 /441051 .047._

.311 .251

.216 - .171

. 113. .118

0

. 082 .083

,3 .
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NOTES FOR TABLE

Split-half reliabilities reported in Table 4-7 of ShalIYoft (1967)-"

b. Since all correlations were less thin 0.60, the means were calculate

arithmetically rather than with the 3 transformation.

c. Kuder -Richardson reliabilities (KR-21) reported in Table 2 -5,of

Flanagan, et al. (1964). KR-21 sets a' lower bound for reliability

so its use in correcting correlations fof unreliability could resuir

1f in some upward bias in the corrected correlations.

4

0

1 3

4

-41
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As we will see, students who are ipfOrmed in academic areas tend to be informed in

non-academic'ones as well. But the correlation between academic and non-academic

performance is far from perfect.

The aptitude and ability tests differ considerably in, their prediction of success.

The moat important of these tests correlate as highly with success as the most important

academic subjects. But skills like Table Reefing, Clerical Checking, and Object

inspection, in whic chools 'seem to have little interest, have almost no correlation

with success.

Rote memory does not predict success at all well, even after correction for

attenuation. Tests likeMemory for Sentences and Memory for Words have sometimes

been' considered measures of an individual's learning quotient. If this is

correct, learning quotient is of little economic importance. The small correlations

of rote memory with edficational attainment are also hard to reconcile with

critiques of schooling that claim schools- onlyreward rote memory.

Finally, tests which predict educational attainment also predict occupation and

earnings, while tests that do not predict education. accurately do not predict occupation

and earnings. If we rank each test by its,ability to:predict each of the four measures-

of success in Table 1, the correlations beNften the pairs of rankings average
" 4

the skills meagured by those0.873 for the 30 tests. This is because"ad.we will see later,/tests affect economic

success largely by influencing education.2/
ca

iLity to their-voility to predict
'2/ The correlation between the 30 testsrpredict. education and/Occupation is 0.982.
The correlation is 0.842 for education and earnings, 0.779 for education and In
earnings, 0.856 for occupation-and

earnings, 0.804 for occupation and In earnings, and0.975 for earnings and in earnings. These values differ parbly because the correla-tions of most tests with education are higher than with occupation, nd higherwith occupation than with the evnings measures.- The sampling erro s are lar,gerr
relative to the mean when the correlations are low, making the rank der of the teats
less reliable for such outcomes. The yalues also differ partly 'because the correla-
tions between outcomes differ. Education is more highly correlate4 with occupation _

than earnings. One therefore expects a higher correlation between the education and
occupation columns than . between the education and earnings columns. The high
correlation between the two earnings columns is because they are essentially the same
outcome.
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Importance of Different Abilities

.

The tests in Table /4 measure adiverse traits. In order to get better

sense of their relative importance, I factor analyzed the tests covering

_academic subjects and used the first principal component as an index of academic

ability. I did the same thing for tests that had a "verbal" label, a "quantitative"

4.2 first

label, and a label stressing rote memory. Table/ shows that the / factor accounts
between and

each of the four groups of
for/63.0/76.4 percent of the variance in / tests. Part of the

due to

variance unexplained by the factors is/measurement error. If, for example, the

reliability of a test,is 0.80, then a factor cannot explain more than 80 percent

of this test's variance. In order to estimate the percent of stable non-error

variance explained by the factors, I corrected the correlations for test unreliability

and recomputed each faCior analYsis.jf

1 I corrected the Correlations by assumingrt

21
7 rt t

/1r toiri
where r _

1 2 1 1 2 2
t
1
wt

2
* is the corrected correlation between two tests, r

t
is the o erved

0"
1
t
2

..,correlation, and r and r
t t*

are the reilabilities for the two tests. Thelip t*1 1 2 2
reliabilities were taken from Table 4.1. I corrected the diagonal.elements of
each correlation matrix by inserting the test reliabilities. This obviously
introduces" some random error, since the reliabilities .ere not estimated
from the present sample.

1/.2

140
a.
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Table 4.2
First Principal Components of Talent's Academic Achievement, Verbal, Quantitative, and Rote Memory Tests

.

English
Literature Li
Social Studies
Mathematics Information
Arithmetic Computation)
Arithmetic Reasoning

Introductory Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Physical Science
Biological Science
Reading Comprehension
Vocabulary
Memory'for Sentences
Memory for Words

42ercent of Variance
Explained by First Principal
Component

Factor Loadings

Observed Corrected for Unreliabiaity
7t, Rote

1 Academic Verbal Quantitative Mem- Academic Verbal Quantitative Rote
Ability Ability Ability all

.821

.783

.822

.850

.855

.882
.891 .911
.638 .652
.789 .807
.870 .903
.761 .809
.833 .828
.694 .670_ .876

.906

.805

..805

63.0 76.4 64.4 64.9

Ability Abilit Ability Memory
.853

.843

.879

.933

.641

.857

.910

.827

.890

.797

85.1

Note: Principal components extracted only for tests listed under each heading.
Resulting components are neither independent nor orthogonal.

1. Reliability esti:Match not available.

141

.8

.895

.920

.953

.660

.864

.943

.864

.879
I

1749 -
N

.905 ,,

'.942

) .A59

.846

95.0 86.5 80.0

14'2
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This substantially increases the percent of variance explained by)each factor.

/
each of the

Table / shows that after these corrections / Touz factors explains 80to 95

percent of the stable non-err/or variance . The four

factors therefore seem to capture tilb-!leilrin measured by these 30 tests quite

adequately.
4.3

Table / shawl correlations between the factors and four measures of success.

Academic ability has the highest correlation with the dependent variables. ,Verbal

and quantitative abilities are next in importance. There is no striking evidence

that one is more important than the other. Sate memory tests are again the least

important predictors of success. -
Talent also computed a priori academic, verbal and quantative

composite.. Table/
43

presents correlations between these three composites and

success. The results parallel those found with the factors., The academic composite

predicts success better than the verbal and quantitative composites.

The verbal and quantitative composites do not differ consistently. Thus the

Talent data do not support Taubman and Wales' ()973, 1974) finding that

quantitative skills have a greater relationship with economic success than

verbal skills. 4/

4/ Taubman and Wales (1974; 1973) have suggested that mathematical ability is
-a more important determinant of income than verbal ability. However, their.
verbal factor included substantial weightings of tests for mechanical principles,
spacial oriertatibn, and two-hand coordination, which may have reduced its ability
to predict success.

---------7-----



Table 4.3 .-

Correlations of Factors, composites, and Selected Tests With
Outcomes and With Each Other; Talent Sample of 839 Males.

Measures of Success FactorsFactor or
Years of Occupation HoUrly -- Ln Hourly Academic Verbal Quantitative RoteComposite
Education Earnings Earnings Memory

Factors

as.

Academic Ability .585 .490 .211 .204 1.000
Verbal Ability .560 .487 .200 .202 .924 4.000
Oualltitative Abill y

3
.564 .460 .205- _.194 .980 .841 . 1.000

4
Rote Memory .234 .185 .089 .090 .417 '.412 .397 1.000

Composites

_tcade-4c Abi.141- 5

b
.561 .474 .203 .203 .953 .928 .925 .423Verbal Ability -.531 .470 .182 .188 .905 .959 .826 .442Quantitative Ability?
.554 .445 .208 .198 .932 .772 .966 .356

Selected Tests

English
.471 .423 .164 .173 .823 .850 .752 .421Social Studies t
.499 .436 .176 .172 .821 .882 .730 .353

Introductory
Mathematics

.516 .421 .191 .189 .870 .711 .903 .338Table Reading

.003 .054 .087 .109 .085 .063 .088 .067Clerical Checking
Reading

.051 .054 .092 .107 .040 .011 .047 .048 ft

ComprehenSion
.489 .405 .178 .176 .780 .875 .731 ' .341Vocabulary-
.482 .428 .184 .191 .831 .906 -.779 .370Memory for

Sentences
/ .095 .071 .04Q .037 .209 .209 .206 .805

All 30 Testa
8

.609 .520 .219 .226 - - -- __-

1 4 4
145



Table 4.3 Continued
Correlations of Fa tors, Composites, and Selected Tests With
Outcomes and With .Each Other: Talent Sample of 839Kales

Composite Selected Tests
Factor or Academic Verbal Quantitative English Social High Table Clerical Reading Vocabulary Memory
Comp6bite Studies School Reading Checking Comprehension for

Mathematics Sentences

Composite

Academic Ability 1.000
_ Verbal Ability .933 1.000
quantitative .904 .770 1.000
Ability

Selected Tests (

...

..

English .89,3 .949 '.715 1.000
Social Studies\ .754 .773 .656 .662 1.000
Introductory 1

Mathematics \ .855 .713 .953 .669 .609 1:000
Table Reading 1 .085 .084 .071 .095 .070 .080 1.000
Clerical ? .

Checking .022 .034 .034 .031 .003 .046 '.458 1.000
Reading
Comprehension .870 .789 .678 .713 .704 .623 .039 - .017 1.000

Vocabulary '.828 .875 .709 .723 .753 .643 .049 - .007 .748 1.000
Memol for
Sentences .231 .239 .174 .235 .176 .i69 .073 .007 .192 .199

I 146
1ft
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Notes for Table 4.3

1. First piincipal component of 'he ten tests of academic subjects in Table 1.

2. First principal component pf Lhe Engli,sh,'Literature,

Social Studies, Reading Comprehension, and Vocabulary tests.

3. First principal component of the Mathematics Information,

Arithmetic Computation, High School Mathematics, Advanced Mathematics,

Physical Science, and Biological Science tests.

4. First principal component of Memory for Sentences and Memory for Words tests.

5. Talent's Academic Composite, C-002, a weighted sum of Mathematics Information,

Vocabulary, English, Reading Comprehension, Creativity, Abstract Reasoning,

Arithmetic Reasoning', and High School Mathematics.

6. Talents Verbal Composite, C-003, a weighted sum of Literature, Vocabulary,

and English.

7. Talent's Quantitative Aptitude Composite, C -004, a weighted sum of Mathematics

Information, Arithmetic Reasoning, High 'School MatheMatics, and Advanced

Mathematics.

8. Multiple correlation of each

for degrees of freedom,.i.e.

measure of success with all 30 tests, corrected

(R 2) .

14d
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o

The academic, verbal, and quantative factors and composites correlate

very highly with one another. Rote memory correlates poorly wits these abilities

and with the dependent variables. In tests that do not correlate well

riot

with the factors and the composites and do/correlate well with each other, do not

edict economic success very well. They also measure traits in which schools take

little formal interest. Table/
4.illustrates

this for eight selected tests. The other

tests in the Talent battery . follow the same pattern.

I conclude that general academic ability and general verbal and quantitative abilit}

matter more for educational and economic success than other kinds of information Fr

cognitive skills. Academic, verbal and quantitative skills are highly corre/add.

Common sense suggests, however, that they-ere quitedifferent. Having a large vocibulaiy

is different from being able to solve quadratic equations. They must therefore correlate

because they have common causes. They alsoseem to have similar effects at least

on economic success. For studies ot stratification, then, they are interchangeable.

In order to determine the overall importance of these factors and comppsites,

I regressed the four dependent variables separately on all 30 of the tests shown in

Table 1. The 30 teats explained 37.1 percent of the variance in Education, 27.0 percent

in Occupation, 4.8 percent in Hourly Earnings; and 5.1-ercent in La_aggrly Earnings.5/

5/ These percentages are corrected for degrees of freedom:

-111

149
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This was
. ,

not
\
s i gnifiA antly ma ecthan .the academic factor, whiche,

explainedibk.2 percent of the variance in Education, 24.0.per-

cent.of the variance in Occupation, 4.5 percent of the variance4 > /
at

in Hourly Earrings, and 4,? percent of the variance in Ln Hourlyr

,-1 Earnings. Thir a priori composites did not do quite as well and
, f

(

'the indiiridual.'testi'often.d'eccosiderably worse. This sug-

'gesits that the tests tor used in survey research
.

A somewhat undereatimatethe relationship

between test pe4rrformance and adult-status.

lat

'Nonlinearities

The results so far c3uld be mf4teading if test'scores were

noPt4linearly.-related to success. Table/4.4shows regressions of

Educatioft Occupation, Hourly Earnings, Ad Ln Hourly-Earnings
. t

on the 30 tests from the Talent survey. I standardized each
standard deviation

test to a means) and / of 1, uiing the mean and standard
. ,

deviation of the Talent sample of-839 men for these regressions.

The sign of the Test Score 2 coefficient is positive in most of

the Educatidn:eifiAtions, 'and is often significant.. This is
what one would eipeet if the full population regressions were lindar,

since this tram ple excludes those with less than 11 years of sitool The

sign of the Test Score
2
coefficient is as likely to be positive as-nega-

)

,tiVe in.the Occipation equations, and it is statisticallusignificant in

,ontly a few cases. The TegtzScote
2
coefficient hasa negative sign in the

majority o f,oases foi the Hourly Earnings and Ln Hourly Earnings etu

tions, but it is significant or onl fAs of tests. The. most

111
miriking feature of..these results is that-the addAkion of the Test

4.

Score
2

term/boosts R
2
by. less than 0.02, except

1-5J

4



4Table 4.4
I':Regressions of Respond is Characters tics on Test Scores for 839

/0 Talent Males: Sign of Pest Score2 (TS`1_,and R2
Increment (4LR')-Dne toTest Score2

0
0.4 44 ' Education Occupation Hourly Earning Ln of Hourly Earnings %Test TS2 A 127- i72 A R7--- TS 2 41 R TS 2 4-ZR E.

Ac44mil Subjects

EAWSh
LiOrriture
Social Studies
Mathematics4

Informatio
Arithmeti
Computat on

Arithmetic
Reasoning

Introductory
Mathematiqs

Advanced

athematics
Physical

Science
Binlogical

Science

Non-Academic $11

Subjects

, D Music
1-Art

L
P Home Economics

-I lii' t'.1

kAr cture,* .

P otography
Theater
FarIming

151 -

a

4
-4- .013:7

,
[41 .00093 - (-1 .00009 [ -]+ /01 0 [ 4] .00042 [-) .00076 [-]A + .01040 [ +) .00090 [-1 .00116 (-1

"E+1 . .00006 [ -J .00315 [-] .00003 [ -]0
[4.] .00087 [+] .0.0010 (-1 .00001 [r]

+ .00728 _ (+1 .00138
(+] :00007 [-1

(+1 .00102 [-] .00263 [-]I .00116 [-]

M [ +]' .00026 (-1 .00048 [-1 .00092 [-]

+ 00622 [-] .00028 (+1 .00020 f+]

'

[+] .00380 / '[+] .00182
(-11 [ +]

+ .00639

H .90b0r
{ +] -00454

[t] .00152

[4] .00206'
[+] .00400

[4-1 .00085
+ .00625

Fl- .00107
t -='

I'll ..1
.00001 [+) - .00001 HH .00128. H .00174 H \H .00001 [1 .00293 14 -

[41' .00142 .00738* 4. [ -]
[+] .00014 H .00116 H
[+] :00186 [ -] .00005

1+3H .00294 H .00046 H
[4-1 .00111 H 10079 HH .00049 .00608 H

.00004

.00129

.00125

.0007914.

JR
1

.00003

1

.00001. .-

.00lq?,--

. r&

.00252

.10001.

.0000.1

.00011.

.Q0216

.00554

.00400

.00091. .-\,...?"'

.00dos

.00065

.00106

.00462
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Table 4.4 Continued
Regressions of Respondent's Characteristics on Test Scores for 839
Talent Males: Sign of Test Score2 (TS2)

and R2 Increment ( -R2) Due toTest Score2

Education Occupation Hourly Earnings Ln of Hourly Earnings;est TSZ a R2 TS2 A Rz TS2
. TS2 aR2-

Aptitude and

f

Ability Tests

Reading

Comprehension + .01514 [+] . .00204 [-] .00033 [-] .00025
Vocabulary + .02013 + .00469 (-1 .00288 [ -] .00280
Creativity [ +] .00065 H .00026 [ -] .00000 [-] .00007
Mechanical
Reasoning (+1 .00409 [ +] .00001 [-] .00128

,
[1 .00106

1

Abstract
_

.lessoning + .00512 [ -] .00075 .00460 ..
.0,0541

, ,..Visualization [ 4] .00284 [ +] .00029 (+] .00021 (+] .00005
1

Table Reading .03227 .03000 .011795 - .00735

Clerical
Checking .05952 .03204 .00801 - .00751Object ,

Inspection .01050 - .00885 1--] .00225 (-1 .00195_ -

Rote Memory

Sentences .00)0 .00730: [+] .D0001 [-] .00012. Words [-] .00400 [-] .00266 [-] .00039 [ -] .00099

Note: Coefficients less thap twide their-standard error are in brackets.

153 >. 154
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for two of the'30 tests, Table Reading and Clerical Checking. Unlike

all the other tests, these two tests consistently have significant nega-

tive TftSt Score
2

terms. We will see shortly that they also Have distri-

butional properties which differ from all the other tests. Therefore I

do not beliave results for these two tests should be counted too heavily.
1

* Table 4.4'shows that non-linear test score effects are often signifi-
is restricted on tile dependent variable.

cant, especially when the sample / This is true also in

the Veterans, Kalamazoo, and PSID surveys. But Test Score
2
also has dif-

.

4:ferent signs with different tests and outcomes and does not add much to

the explained variance.

I therefore conclude that

in discuSsions of the effects o

economic success.

The conclusion

on-linear effects are not very important/
cognitive skills on/measures of socio-

,

.

that non-linear effects are small and idconsistent

could be wrong tf the'ranges of the test score distributions are

I.

truncated and mask non-linearities at high or low test score

values.. The absence Of men with fewer than 11 years of education,

in the Talent sample means that we know little about the effects'

of test scores at very low test score values. Their absence 0

al!o leLds me to expect some positive skew in the Talent distri4,-
4.5

butions. Table/ shows the,skewness and kurtosis of the )0

Talent' test score distributions. ,Columns 1 and 2 showthe values

for scores standardized to a mean of 100 and SD of 15 using the

15a
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Table 4.5

Skewness and Kurtosis of Observed Test Scores and Test Scores Scaled:
Under Different Assumptions: Talent Sample of 839 MalesI

Test Score
Education Hourly EarningsTest Skewness'kurtosis Skewness Kurtosis Skewness Kurtosis

Academic Subjects

English - .753 1.510 .320 .337 . -1.054 2.609Literature - .141 - .481 .559 - .294 - .775 .283?Social Studies - .657 - .255 - - .044 -1.0t8 . -1.317 1.539*athematics
' Information .146 -1.100 .185 -1.083' .067 -1.126Arithmetic

- Computation - .318 .851 .102 .555 - .428 1.007Arithmetic
Reasoning - -.233 - :698 .373 - .847 - .6so - .829Introductory

VMathematics .122 - .882 .314 - - .434 - .567Advanced ,

Mathematics .663 .034 .789 .219 .056 .800Physical Scien6e - .118 .849 .407 - .803 .215 - .889Biological Science- .343 - .500 .184 - .810 - .258- - .593

Non-Academic
Subjects Alp

Music .029 - .741 .597 - .406 .097 - .734Art - .087 - .459 .120 - .451 - .889 .364Home Economics .196 .060 .658 .727 -1.236 Ift64',Law - .150.

Health - .594

- ,318.

- .08.7 .

.240

.157
- .359

.667
-2,,,242

-1.821
'4.: 5.783

3.581Architecture .'170 -- .560 .845 .241 - .102 - .613Photography - .061 - .337 .334 - .129 - .740 .114Theater - .057 - .532 .660 - .230 -,.697 .129Farming - .843 .829 .059 - .497 -4.115 22.387
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Table 4.5 Continued
Skewness and Kurtosis of Observed Test Scores and Test ores ScaledUnder Different Assumptions: 'Talent Sample of 839 Male

Test
Test Score

Education -
Skewness Kurtosis

-Skewness Kurtosis
Aptitude and
Ability Tests

- .716
- .534
- .075

.626

- .652
- .318

3.506
1.093
.421

- .124

.545

- .058
- .364,
- .517

.032

.352

.5u3

17.981

.604

.009

- -.211

- .344

I

.015 -1.138
- .832
- .451

- .874

.405

- .808

19.474
5.191
7.312

7.699
- .620

Reading

Comprehension
Vocabulary
Creativity
Mechanical
Reasoning

Abstract
Reasoning

Visualization

Table Reading
Clerical CAecking
Object Inspection

Rote Memom

.349

.189

.171

.099

.303

-3.001

-1.424
-2.310

-2.459

.205

Sentences
Words

4

Hourly Earnings
Skewness Kurtosis

-1.094
-1.548
- '.152

-1.861

-2.349
.067

.980

2.038
- .508

4.401

6.378

Aerb
.255 .228 ,

-1.217. 3.893
2.690 11.935

.143 - .282
- .132 - .647

1 5 1)
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Table 4.5

Skewness and Kurtosis of Observed Test Scores and Test Scores Scaled
Under Different Assumptions: Talent Sample of 839 Males

Test Score
Education Hourly Earnings

'Test Skewness Kurtosis Skewness-Kurtosis. Skewness Kurtosis

Academic Subjects

English - .753 1.510 .320 .337 -1.054 2.609Literature - .141 - .481 .554 - .294 -..775 .283Social Studies' - .657 - .255 .044 -1.088 -1.317 1.539Mathematics /
Information .146 -1.100 .185 -1.083 .067 -1.126 1Arithmetic
Computation .318 .851 .192 .555 - .428 1..007Arithmetic

x.829
Reasoning - .233 - .698 .373 .847 - .050 -Introductory
Mithematics .122 .882 .314 - .835 - .434 - .567Advanced'

Mathematics /663 .034 .789 .219 .056 - .800Physical Science - .118 .849 .407 - .803 .215 - .889Biological Science- .343 .500 .184 .810 - .258 - .593

Non-Academic
Subjects

Music .029 - .741 .597 - .097 - .734Art - .087 - .459 - .120 - .451 - .889 .364Home Economics .196 .060 .658 .727 -1.236 1.564Law - - .150 - .318 .240 - .359 -2.247 5.785Health - .594 - .087 - .157 .667 -1.821 3.581Architecture .170 - .560 .845 .241 - .102 - .613PhOography - .061 - .337 .334 - .129 - .740 .114Theater '4k- .057 - .532 .660 - .230 - .697 .129Farming - .843 .829 - .059 - .497 -4.115 22.30



Table 4.5 Continued
Skewness and
Under Different

Test

Kurtosis of Observed Test Scores and Test Scored Scaled
Assumptions: Talent Sample of 839 Males

Test Score
Education Hourly Earnings

Aln

far

Skewness Kurtosis
Skewness Kurtosis

Skewness Kurtosis
Aptitude and
Ability Tests

- ,716 .058
- .534 - .364
- .075. - .517

- .626 .032

- .652 .352
- .628 .503

3.506 17.981
1.093 :604
.421

-015 -1.138
.349 - .832
.189 - .451

.171 - .874

.099 .405

.303 - .808
-3.001 19.474
-1.424 5.191
-2.310 7.312

-1.094 .980
-1.548 2.038
- .152 - .508

-1.861 4.401

-2.349 6.378
.067 - .805

.255 .228
-1.217 3.893
2.690 11.935

Reading

Comprehension
Vocabulary
Creativity
Mechanical
Reasoning

Abstract
Reasoning

Visualization

Table Reading

Clerical Checking
Object Inspection

Rote Memory

Sentences
Words

:162

- .124 - .211
.545 - .344

-2.459 7.699 .143 - .282- .205 - .620 - .132 - .647
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Talent sample of 839 men. About two-third4 of the tests show

.4

negative skewness and kurtosis. If the Talent sample came from-
.

a normal population, w would evedt sample *values of skewness 4

to be appfoximately normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a

SD of.MiW7 0.0846. Sample values-of kurtosis wougl.be

normally distributed with a mean of 0 and SD of ,/24/839 = 0.169.

Many of,the Talent tests thug have distributions which deviate

significantly from,normality. Nevertheless, the degree of non-
,

. greatest
normality does not seem large. Skewness is / for Table

/Reading and Cleribal.paecking. )

The fact thattO=thirds of the Talent
4
tesilt have negatively

ft. .

.

skewed distributions-suggests-that-ceiling effects may have

,truncated the upper end oft some diStributions to produce the-

negative skew, even though poorly educated men were underrepre-

f

tented in the distributions., Very few individual every itemlit ot
.

right, howey This suggests that the ceiling efActs were not

,produced by ceilings on the number of items students possibly

get correct. Rai r, the tests must have contained enough very

*difficult items to im osean artificiAceiling above which even

the cleverest students seldom rose. Jenckh and :Brownt
reached similar conclusion from their examination of long -

tudinal changes between ninth and twelfth grade tu the Talent

tests. BeCasige the range of all distributions is restricted at the

4( `

Ai L

so

soo

A
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.111lower end, and some may be stricted at the upper end, the conclusion that non-ilinearities are small must be tentative.

aThe distributional
Stoperties of the Talent tests just desc

4be distorted if the tes s were not scaled properly. I rescaled each test to have4a maximum linear
relationship with two outcomes':- education and earnings. I didthis by

regressing Education on'Test Scoie and Test Score 2 for each test. I thenused the
coefficient for the Test Score term and the TeSt Score

2
term to get a

predicted*Eaucation value for each
individual: This was h,i,s new "test score."

Columns 3 and 4 in Table 4.5 describe the distributions f these scores. Most of
(

the skiewness and kurtosis
values are still

significant,statisticily, but they are ,still relatively small.. They are also
inconsistently positive and negative comparedto the original

scaling.
SP

Columns5 and 6 show the
distributions when I rescaled

the original
test'scores41111!) to/maximize their

linesrelationsNip with Hourly Earnings. This resealing also

,

produced no consistent or interesting
deviations from normality.

I conclude that
thedeviations from normality are inconsistent for theoriginal scaling and the two rescalings I tried. This does not

guarantee.that theoriginal scaling is correct. Since the original distributions underreprOentlow ability
individuals and may be restricted

at the upper end by ceiling'
4.S

effects, Table/ does not tell usjuch about the full range-of ability. Buttfte results do suggest that
my scaling di d At

seriously distort
my-results for*. this sample.-'

These findings -Lead me to several conclusions:

ir'ALP

It

V
First, academic ability seems to be largely but not engirely one - ditensi

1, atleast for the purposeof predicting
stratification

uutcomes.Academic
correlateshighly with verbal and

ntitgtive ability, and it predicts
success bett9thah other skills which e have measured.

0ther tests seem to predict
success only

414

165
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because they correlate well with these factors and composites. This does

not mean that all academic 'skills are the same, or that they will correlate

equally well.with dll outcomes that one might conceivably Measure.' It means

only that their effects on soc;sopeconomic status are similar. This is probably

because they share common causes.

Second, the effectsd/of academic ability are captured better by the factOrs

4 and composites I used than by most individual tests. This suggests that

tests which are short or,cover a narrow domain typically underestimate the true relation-
.,

ship between the test performance-add adult status-.

Third, non-linear effects of:test scores do not seem very important,.

although they could be more important in samples with a wider range of

ability.

Finally, the observed distributions did ndt change greatly or consistently when

I rPscaled the tests to make their effects linear. Thus, I doubt that the relation

ships I described are seriously distorted because of the scales I used.

In the analyses that follow I will use Talent' a pri.ori,Academic Abil4 Composite
to measure academic ability in high school in the Talent sample. Table 4.3 suggests

that it would have been better to use thellPrincipal Componer4t of the same name. But

this was not available when I initiated the4analyses that follow. Since the two meas-

ures correlatel0.15, the difference is minor. will compare Talent Academic Composite41,

.withltestg'from other suk-veys for which I have data. Table 4.6 'describes theSe surveys

and some of their characteristics-

IP 1

2. Effects of Early Ability

This section looks at the effects of academic competence prior to
P

high school completion. I Will

1 60
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Table 4.6

Some Characteristics of Selected Longitudina Surveys

Talent

Representative

References Crouse, App. H *Jencks ,and Brown (19)7 )
,

Survey Organization

Initial Survey, Year

Initial,Age (Age for
Test Score Data) 11th Grade

Final Survey Year 19/2

Fina1,4" 28-29

Test- Academic
Composite

Talent 23 Year Old
Talent 29 Year WisconsinTWine Old Brothers

Sewell and Hauser (1975) '
Talent Talent

Talent_
Wisconsin State DepartmentsSocial Security Administration1960 1960

1960
1957

9th 12t rade

l'65-

22-23

Academic Composite

1-
11th - 12th Grade

1972

Olth Grade

1967

4-29 24-28
#

Acneenic r.ormrsn te .Henmon-NelsonI
alYear of Test Score-

-
Data 960 1960

1960 -
1956-

Sample Site 839 1
332.

1984 ' ' 1789-
Sample Restrictions Only men whO

Only /twil?.,110 reacted' Only men who Only men who reachedreached 11th 9th grade and had..a
reached 11th 12th grade5.grade 1 twin 4

.
the same # grade and had

-t,school°
a brother in
11th or 12th

411-4! T
st.

grade

) I



References

Survey Organization

Initial Survey Year

Initial Age (Age for
Test Score Data) 1

'Final Survey Year

Final Age

`Year of Test Score

Data

Sample

1

Sample Restrictions

4

I

4

Table 4.6 Continued

`41. Some Characteristics of Selected Longitudinal Surveys

EEO

Alexander, Eckland,
and Griffin (1975)

ETS, IRSS

1955

10th Grade

1970

:31

Academic Aptitude
9

1955

538

$

Only students who
reached dath grade
and attended
predominantly
white institutions

Kalamazoo

Olneck,.APpendix I

Olneck

1928-52

6th Grade

1974

35-57

Terman/Otis

1928-52

692

Only men who
attended Kalamazoo
public school and
who had a brother
in these schoils

I

0°-

Malmo Veterans PSLD,

Fagerlind (1975) Jencks, Appendix MUeser, Appendix

National Archives CPS
of Sweden

1938

3rd Grade

1971

. 42

SRC

1964 19713

20-26 25-642

1964 19723

30-34 25-442'

Modified Halgran
41 Group Intelligence, AFQT

Test.

1938 - 1947-1962

707 803

. Only men who Only
were in 3rd Veterans
grade in
Malmo, Sweden
in 1938

Sentence Come-

*oletion $'st

1972,

1774

,Only men who
were heads., 47

of households

1
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Notes for Table 4.6

1. Talent complete data sample. The initial Talent Survey included about 400,000

students. See Crouse, Appendix H.

2. Age in 14972.

3. The PSID is a longitudinal survey in which the first wave of data was 'collected

in 1968. Our sample comes entirely from the 1971 and 1972 waves.

4. Number of individuals with data on background, test scores, education,

occupation, and earnings.

5. Male Wistonsin high school graduates in 1957 with nontarm 'background, not

enrolled in school, employed in tivilian labor force in 1964, nonzero earnings

14965-67, and having complete data. 'See Sewell and Hauser (1975), Ch. 4.

/76: Veterans with complete data: See Jencks, Appendix G.

7. PSID complete data sample. See Mueser, Appendix C.

,8s Data on Academic Composite and Education. Includes 180 females.

'9. A 20 item academic aptitude test giving approxtmotely equal weight, to vocabulary

and arithmetic reasoning. The test is described by Sties and Ekstrom (1964)
*a-

..1
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try to determine how-much Of-the correlation between test scores

and adult success is due to their both being affected by family.

I will also try to show 'in some detail how ability has its

effects. I will examine the effects of early test scores on

Edlitation Occupition, and Earnings.

Ability and education

Historical Changes

The mean level of educational attainment has increased

steadily in the United States since the turn of the century.

Very little is known, however, about changes in the dependency I 4

of educational attainment on men's test scores in elementary or

secondary school. This is somewhat surprising in light of

claims that schools are becoming more meritocratic, less

meritocratic, or not changing. The topic has never been investi-

gated in a national survey, but some local data exist .

The Kalamazoo, Michigan public school.systeT has preserved

the results of its ability testing program since 1928. Olneck

has described these data in detail in Appendix I., The correlation betwee!

sixth grade test scores Lnd educational attainment doea,not appear

to have chanf much since the late 1920's. I examined correla-

tions between sixth g?ade Terman/Ots'scores and Education,in
)

four cohorts of Kalamazoo men who were born in 2919-4923.

1923-1928,J929-1933, and 1934-1938. _TIMere were 219,.228, 199 and

150 wen in the four cohorts. The correlations were 0.555,0.472.0.616, 0.541,

respectively. These changes are not large. tfor are they in any consistent

direction.

t
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The Educatiot standard deviatio, has decreased since 1919 in the U.S.
_

.

It was smaller in Kalamaz 0 than in the U.S. in 1919,Aut it has not fallen much

Ch-..

in Kalamazoo'since 1919. Thus,' educational attainment has become more

homogeneous since 319 in the U.S., but has been relatively homogeneous all

along in Kalamazoo. When I correct the correlations for the restricted range

of Education in Kalamazoo they become 0.595, 0.526, 0.623,-and 0.552 for the four cohorts.

The changes over still remain small an4phave no consistent trends!' /

Taubman and-Wales (1972) arguethat he effect of rest scores on whether

high school graduates entered college was greater in the 1950's than in earlier

decades. This could imply that educators at all levels were placing more

emphasis on test scores. Alternatively, test scores' increasing effect on high

school graduates' chances of attepding college could have been offset by a

decline in tests' effects an whether students finished high'school and in their

effect on whether college entrants graduated. _Taken in isolation, then,

Taubman and Wales' data are inconclusive. 21

6/ The standard deviations of educatipn are 2.54, 2.55, 3.05, and 2.77 for
the.191R-1923, 1923-1928, 1929-1933, and 1934-1938 cohorts. Roughly corresponding

Census values estimated by Jencks, et.al. are 3.30, 3.21, 3.21, and 2.92. The

test score standard deviations are 14.36, 16.69, 17.01, and 13.66. The

unstandardized coefficients are 0.0983, 0.0720, 0.1098, and 0.1096. The

unstandardized coeffiqents rise slightly among younger men, although the
differences are not significant. The education standard deviations for the

older Kalamazoo cohorts are more restricted compared to the Census. This

_implies that the Kalamazoo data may underestimate the national correlation more for
the older cohorts than for younger cohorts. I have no evidence on the representativeness

of the Kalamazoo test score standard deviations. I corrected the correlations using

the census standard deviations, assuming that

vise) r2 r2 (s /s .71/2 (McNemar, 1962: 144) where rTE
r_14 rrte(8
.and rt are tffecorrected anrobseged cofrelations, and sv and s are the census

and,KliamazooStandard deviations. The corrected correlattons are 0.595,,0.526, 0.623,

and 0:552. This suggests that there was little change in the relationship between
test scores and echication for men borh between 1919-1938.

7r- Tapp n and Wales base their findings on slope coefficients and average
IQ for a tendert and non-atten&rt. This tells us littlt about correlations,
since var cas are unknown. It is also worth noting that Taubman and Wales,
based their conclusions on comparisons among eight samples, some of which were
local. The samples took different tests.' There is no way of knowing from
their report how comparable the different cohorts and tests were.

173
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As a further check on whether the test score-education correlatipnhas changed,

I compared Benson's sample of Minneapolis sixth graders who took the Haggerty

Intelligence Examination in 1923 with the Talent sample which was tested in

1960 and typically completed their education during the 19604s. Benson reports. a

Orrelation of 0.57, which Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan (1972) reestimate at

0.542. The Talent correlation between Academic COmposite and Education reported

earlier is 0.561. While these tests may differ in reliability, the correlations

are quite similar.

I conclude that there is no evidence that'tbe correlation between elementary

and secondary school test scores and eventual educational attainment changed for

men born beeWeen 1910 and 1(345. rt-May have it(Creaserd-or decreased for men born

after 1945. If schools are paying more attention xo test scores, the correlation

could be increasing. Or if instructional methods geared to individual differences

had the expected effect, the correlation could be/decreasing. No data seem to

exist on whether the correlation of the test perforMante-with educational plans.."

1is changing. The absolute effect of elementary school test scores it probably

declining because the variance of educational attainment is declining.

Grade to Grade Changes

In theory, the correlation between test scores and eventual education should

be higher for tests given close to school completion than for tests given earlier,

since if cognitive abilities affect decisions to stay in school oedrop-out, it

should be current ability rather than past ability that counts. To..test this

I looked at the Talent sample analyzed by Jencks and Brown (forth-

coming). It includes 453 9th graders, 445 10th graders, 417 11th

graders, and 492 12th graders with Academic. Composite scores and

educational Attainment five years after expected high school graduation..

Score's on the AcademicCdmposite correlated 0.567 with Education among

9th graders, 0.517 among 10th graders. 0.520 among 11th graders, and .

0.527 among 12th graders. These differences are'isignificant.
4

1 7 ,1
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In fact, there is little evidence that tests given after 6th grade predict better
I

than those given in 6th grade. Sixth grade Terman or O.. scores correlate 0.541

with Education for Olneck's 150 Kalamazoo men born 1934-.38. Eleventh grade

.........'

Academic Composite correlates 0.561. with Education for 28 year old Talent men born

around 1944. . Eleventh grade Henmon-Nelson

I

scores correlate 0.446 with Education for 24 year old Wisconsin men born around

., .

1940. The Wisconsin value is somewhat lower than the others, but no lower than

many of-the correlations in Table 1. Of course the samples tested in higher grades

exclude men who did not reach these grades, lowering the correlation. But Jencks

and Brown (1975) also report that when Talent retested a sample of 9th graders int:

12th grade, the 12th grade scores predicted Education no better than the 9th grade

stores.

.

If academic ability develops differently for individuals .I would expect

twelfth grade test scores to be more highly c4rrelatee with Ed\ation than earlier

test scores, since they are nearer in time to college admissions. The fact that

twelfth grade tests do not predict education any better than sixth grade

tests suggests that while abilities may develop at different rates indifferent

individuals, the stable abilities measured by these tests are the ones that affect

educational attainment. Apparently the tests used in these surveys measure such

stable abilities as well in the sixth grade as they du 'in the twelfth grade.

Overaft Effects of Adolescent Ability

I showed earlier thaf there are no'consistent_non-linear relattionships

between early tests and Ellucation. However, as teat scores increase, the

standard deviation of Education incrlises in both the Talent and the galamazoo surveys.

In Talent, this could result from not having data on those who got less than

eleven year% of education. This is less likely to be an issue in the Kalamazoo
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0

1

survey. The Kalamazoo results suggest that individuals with low test

.

scorel rarely attain the highest levels of education. Individuals with high

test scores more often end -up with very little education.

Table/
4. presents regressions of education on test scores in eight surveys.

The first line in each panel shows- the bivariate regression of education

__-
on test scores. Comparisons of Talent, Kalamazoo, Wisconsin, and EEO imply that

students whose elementary or secondary school scores differ by one point

anywhere
will differ by/between 0.05 and

0 13
years of education. These surveys differ

greatly in "their 'represeitativeness. The less representative twins and

siblings surveys show stronger relationships between test scores and

schooling. ThA weakest relationshi , shown
4
by the Wisconsin survey, probably

4

resulAs in part from the fact that Sewell and HausPr excluded both-men who

were: still in school'at 24 and men who did n9t reach 12th grade frdm their

sample. If one alloas for the fact that aJ1 these samples are restricted to'

men with some minimal level of schooling\ it seems safe to.conclude that A

one point difference in to t fore in the population al a whole implies a

differenceof 0.10 years in educational attainment, and perhaps yr more. A one

standard deviation differen in test score thus implies a d!erence of at

least 1,5 years of schooling.

1.
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Regressions

Tabld-

of.iaucatiTon Test Scores

fi41

MO
in Different-Samples

% 'eduction

iiample (Year of Tea Score )

.Talent Representative (3960)
N=839

Wiscons-in (1957);
N=1789

EEO (1955)5
N=538

.4 '1
Maw (1938)9
N=707

Inequality (1940)

-9

Kalamazoo Brothers (t92852) 16)
,N=692t 4*

147). 4r.." 18)

-Wolent MZ Twins (1960)
N=332

4.

k

Talent-lirothers. (1960)
N=1.98

Coef icient for
Test Score

B -Beta

1)

2)

3)

4)

-5)

01A)

6) .085012. .4t0.
7) .06704' 10378At
8)

9)

0):6 0

11) ij
le

12A)I

3)

5

1492

. 7843

690

19) .128: .621
20) .053

093573 .561
.080Q3 .485
.08071 .484

.05261 .446

.;433 .1p)7

.161

.ogi

.059 !

.40311
4712

.632

528

.456

.331

r

in Test Score
Coefficient

11010

13.7

9°

17.7

21.1.

36.'2

.550 '. --

.44Q $ 20.0

.415 24.5
_1.227 58.7

16.5

31.8

21.4

.42.7

Coefficienti

'tither Variables
A

C.)

P4 el Vel

-X X X X
X XX XX X X

Controlled.

X X X X

XXXXl

t

X X
.

44

X X a! AlX

X
X

. X X' X

4

R2

.314

.366
.

.199

.230

.309

.162

.410

.303

.392

.630

.564

.399

.468

6

ca,

S

4

X

. .332
'S .443-

X
,

385

less than rwice .t. eir staiard errors are in bfligkets,

. ,w7 )
Variables are.: WHITE =,Wbitel POPtD = Father's,iducationL POPOC = PatherOccupation;.MOMED = Mother's
EducAtfon; PARINC = Parent'p Income; HEDAB = Malt Head Absent;..SIBS = Sidings; ALL BKQ07 All BackgroundControlled By Sibling Differapcee Regressions.
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Note' or Table 4.7

1. A 13 stem factor-weighted "acquiSition" index of possessions
.

-197-

re1ndent:e high school household.

in the

2. A 20 item test administered by ETS. Stice and Ekstrom (1904) estimate, its

' reliability to be,0.82. Iconverted the scores to SD.015 for these computa-

tions.

3. Test was, standardized tip approximate mean of 100 and S.D. of 1,5.
AP*
4. Wisconsin results from Table 4-3, Sewell and Hauser (1975).

4
5. Karl Alexander kindly supplied me' with their correlations, means, and

t /-

Ystandard deviationsiAlexander, Eckland and Griffin, 1975), from which I c ute

the full equations in their model.

6. Table B-1, Inequality. Not corrected for attenuation.

7. Figure B-1, Inequality. Not corrected for attenuation.

8. Figure 8-7, Inequality. Correlations corrected for measurement error. Upper

and lower estimates.

9.* Malmo study.

10, Four category

All variab14s standardized to x = 0, = 1.

kale based,on fathit's occupation, 1937 family income,

numbet'of children at home, and appearances on the social welfare register

of'the Malmo sCholilik.

11. Education had only four categories: ED< 8 ED .4, 10, 11 ED 4 14, EDR 15.

'Data available for 72X of-population. EduCation correlated 0.814 with

level of education defined as type of schooling completed. Test score was

--based on. a group intelligence testvo(Hallgran, 1939).

12. Fagerlind's variables were all defined to ha;e a mean

of zero. Since a Father's Occupation 2% Test Score term was in their equation,

with,a standardized coefficient of 0,174, 0.257 is a Test Scorlicoefficient,

*hen father's Occupation is he' mean,

'13; This coluMn

between two

attainments.

controls all backgroji by,regrAm2()U on Li% where6Q is the differeme

brothers, test scores, andLIU is the difference between their educational

Coefficients are standardized using SQ and Su not Sixl or slx.

1

. 7
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Test scores are_correlated with educational success

ing

partly because bath

are affected by common causes. I turn now to estimati tbe impact of tests on

schooling after 'Controlling for the : 'influence of family background and

genotype on both test scores -rand schooling.

Family Background. Familylbackground is Comprised of all the genetic and

nongenetic characteristics that make siblings alike. Some"of these chafacteristics

are measured in the surveys INTablef.4,
7
but the characteristics which are measured

4.7
differ from survey to survey. Tablo/ -shows that controlling measured family ,

characteristics reduces the coefficient of test scores between 13 and 36 percent
. .

in the eight surveys. Ellminatinethe extreme rilmo valul which is based on
i . e

Swedish da4a, the r ction ranges from 13"to 21 percent and averages 17 percent.

Thus, about 83 percent of the apparent effec of test scores is independent of the
- -.-

,

: backgroundicharacteristics measured in Table 4,7.

ANone of the survey's in Table/4-measures all of an individual's fa characteristics.

If the measures in these surveys captured the full effect of family bac found, then

regressionsof Education oh these measured characteristic3 would yield R
2
i large

as the intraclass correlations between siblings' educational attainmeuts, assuming

brothers do not affect one another The R
2
s are always much smatter than the intra-

.
ES

Iclass correlations in our samples of hrothers.8/

We may Billy control family hackgrourid by analyzing the relationship between

. 4 3
test scores and, education within pairs 'of brothel: Regressions of brother

. Sr
differences in Education on brother differences in Test Se.dres yield test score b,

coefficients free from biak by factors that are uniform for the whole Gamily. Table

4.7 shows that controlling family background in this way reduces the effects of test

. scores 32 percent be'ow the zero orjer relationship in the Talent hrothersssumvey.

8/- See also Hauer and FLtherman(1976: 117)

160
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The reduction is 43 percent in the Kalamazoolbrothers survey. This means

that about 57-68 percent of the observed correlation between test scores

education is independent 'of-family background. Thii estimate narrow, therange that
. 4W,

Jencks et al. considered in Inequality,4hich ran from 41 to 75 percen
O

The reduction in the test score coefficiefit when all family background is controlled

suggests that the unmeasured family characteristics affecting test scores and

education are positively correlated with one another. This is illustrated
adapted from Chapter 2. 4

.n Figure 1,/ Test scores in eleventh grade are represented as Q and Education as

U. H
Q
is the weighted sum of all family characteristics,that brothers share and

thit a4cect test scores. H
U

is the weighted sum of the family characteristics shared

by brothers that affect Education aftest4st scores are controlled. The correlation

between 1.1 and u 'is 0.513 in the Tale it brothers sample. Olneck has/estimated

this correlation to be 0.618 for Ehe*Ilamaloo brothers. Fan,y characteristics

that increase brotherd test scores are thus correl d with those that inc ease

brothers education net of their,test scores.

What'are Rte family characteristics measured bym,, and

(hie possibility is that certain families socialize their 'children to attend

school longer even if their children iio not'differ frookother'familiessehildren

An ability. We might expect this in families where the pa'rents had more education

than average. If this were the case, theunmiasurZd characteristics that

affect educational attainment and test scores should bepoditively correlated

with father's education or mother's education. Figure 1 illustrates the

rilatiopehip of Father's Education (A), Father's Occupat qn (E)T:

and Number of Siblings (C) to .11 and H
U

. These seas red family

characteristics explain an average of 30 percent of the variance in sop ap
4

47 percent of the variance in H in the Talent and Kalamazoo brothers
46F.

samples. ,Thus these measured clacteristiCs only partially explain the

4P
a -

411,'



Figure 1: 10.th model of the sources of resemblanCe between brothers' education.

A+

a f a
Kalamazoo
Brothers
Talent
Brothers

.515

.331

.431

.685

co

i.

:618 .532 .664

.513 .553 .702

t

A= Father's E ation
B Father's ccutation
C - Siblings

Q. = restliSq9r,e

U = EducatiOn
H = family traits that

fluence test scores 1-

H
u
= family traits that in

fluence education with
test scores controlled.

P = multiple correlation of
H with father's education,q

father's occu at_ ion,

u mult3pl.e correlalion of H
7.1with father's eddcation,

'fathei's occupation,
;siblings
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effects families have o their children's ability and education.

Another possibility is that the unmeasured characteristics are genetic,

since siblings have half their genes in Jencks and Brown (forthcoming) estimate

that genotype has substantial effects on tests and on education. However,

the genes that affect test scoresigdo not appear. to be the same ones that affect

education, after test scores are controlltd.

Genotype. Test scores and education are polygeeically determined. .Unfortunately,

-there is no way to identify directly most of the genes tat affect,test scores.

This means we cannot examine individuals who are alike on specific relevant geneswhen

estimating the effects of, test scores on edration. Rather,'we must study individuals

///whohave all their genes In common. Identical twins are the'on/y humans with identical

genes. However, identical twins usually'grow do in r same family. Even if they

. _ .

are separated at,birth, their families maybe quite similar. Part of their

,

environmental similarity results frOm theirlenetic similarity. Separating the

genetic and non-genetic components of the'test'score-education relationship is

therefore difficult-
2./

/

In theory, regressing the educational differences between a pair of HZ mina on

. .

the test difference between the same pair oftwins provides a cOefficien that

cannot be biased by either genes. or othertcommon background characteristics. The

4.7
Talent MZ twins sample in Table/ is the only one with both education and an early

test score for HZ twins., Controlling all genes and background reduces the.-

,coefficient for test scores fro, 0.128 to 0.053; a,59 percent reduction. This is a4

(forthcomit) e

9/ -See Jencks and Brown / for a discussion of these)issues.
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substantial reduction. It is Considerably higher than the 32 percent reduction

for the Talent.28 year, old brothers where one-half the genes and background

are controlled. It is also higher than the 43 percent reduction for the Kalamazoo

brothers, also controlling one-half th9pgenes and background. Indeed, it is the_same
A

liaJencks et al.'s upper est4mate of 59 percent in Inequality. Comparisons of

the Talent HZ Twins sample with the sibling sample in Table/
4.

t7herefore imply that

genes make a small but not inconsequential contribution to the relationship of

Test Scores to Education.

The results just presented do not tell us very much about the overall,

effect of genotype on either test performance or education.

The results could arise because genotype had small effects on both test scores

and education. Alternatively,- gdileS could hive sUbStantial effects on both test

scores and education, but the two sets of genes could be quite different. Genes

may differentially affect educational attainment even among individuals with the same
go

cognitive skills. The question of interest is how strongly the genes that affect

education are co,rrelated with the genet that affect test scored, Jencks)and Brown
1 A

have estimated this coriklation to be 0.268- Their data imply that this cor-
,

relation is almost entirely due to the fact that test scores affect education. The

genes that affect education directly (i.e. with test scores control ],edi are not thg

taome as those bbat'affect test scores.

Jencks and Brown's data imply that only a small fraction of the relationship be-
.

tween tests and educational attainment arises because the same genes at test

scores and education. If this is true, parents who pros 4e their spring with a

# genotypic advantage for test scores may not provide their offspring with a genotypic',

advantage for education. But given the small sample and large number of assumptions

required to derive these restil-t-s7-ihey-showldbe_treeted with special caution:
,fr



a

It is not poosible to identify how genotype affects test scores or

how genotype affects educational attainment. The Talent tests were given during

-high school. Genotype could easily have its effects on tests and education by

affecting home and school environments chat develop ability and educational success.

Explanatibnslof Test Score Effects

The results just presented show that more than half of the relationship of

academic ability to sehooling is independent of the socio-economic character of an

individual's family and any other characteristics common to brothers in the same

family. Tt turn now to explaining how ability --eAmxtlees its influence on an

individual's schooling.. Table/41resents the basic data. .The top panels present

comparable regressions from three large surveys.

Grades. The.skills measured!by test scores influince educational attainment

.

high high school

partly'becauab they affect a student's success in/school. Controlling for!

Grades reduces the coefficient for test scores 14 percent below its level with .

.
, only background controlled in the Talent survey. The'reductiOn is 3!1 percent

0k.

in the'Evn and 55 ,rcnt in Yisconsin. wades are t standardized_over schools.

The greater importance,of grades_in the Wisconsin results could be due partly to

the fact that Wisconsin grades are school reports, while Talent and EEO have

self-reports. The zero-order cortelation of Grades with Education is nigher in

Wisconsin'than Talent and EEO.

Wisconsin and EEO, which-could

these surveys than in Talent.

EgO, the middle of jonior year

Grades were also measured by class standing in

partly'explain their greater importance in both,

Grades are cummlativethrough sophomore year in

in Talent, and censor year in Wisconsin.

Others luence. Individuals with high test scores report that they receive

more teacher enc gement, parent encouragilment, hnd-friends,encoutsgement to stay

'in school than low coring individuals report. This may be partly due to

high scoring indivi ls seeking out persona who will provide couragement,

.
but it may also be due partly to high scoring individuals receiving more encouraiesept



Table 4 . 8

Regressions of Education on Test Scores in Different Samples

% Reduction
in Test tcore

Coefficient for CoefficientSample (Year of Test Score Data) Test Score

Beta

Talent lepresentative (1960) 1) .08093 .485
A=839

2) .06989 .419 13.6
3) ..05808 .348 28.2
41 X4963_ .297 38.7

Wisconsin (1957) 5) .0433 .367
N*1789 6) .0194 .164 55.2

7) .0116 .098 73.2RI .0106 .056 0 /.

EEO (1955) 9) .06704
4

.378
N*538

10) .04129 .233 38.4
11) .03932 .222

. 41.412f .01735 .211 44.3

"Talent Representative 1960) 13) .08071 .484N*839
147 .06579 .394 18.5
15) .05806 .348 28.1
16) .05213 .312 35.4
17) .04911 .294, 39.2
18) .04840 .290 40.0
19) .04987 .299 38.2
201 .07839 .471 2.6

Oilier Variables Controlled

10I
X
X

X

1 .366

.391

.431

.469 _

x2,

x xx
xxxxxx

x5

XXXX
XXXXXX

X3 .277
X .371
X i .465
X , .341

X 6 .309

.396

.432
X . .454

X7 .392
X X
X X Lo X
X X XX X IP X
X X"X_XXIXX
XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXX
X

' X,

' .414

.427

.455

.483

.487

. .496
.445

-. .
j

,4'e .,All coefficients are more -than twice their standard errors.
.Variable definitions: PERSONALFTT self ratings of Sect ty (R:601), Social Sensitivity (R-602), Impulsiveness (R -603).Vigor (R-604) Calmness (R-605), tOiness (R-606), Cults re . dership (R-608), Self-Confidence (R-609)I andMature Personality (R-610); HSCURICULUM nigh Sch Curfic'4 Grades; ,T-INFLUENCE - ,Teacher's Influenceon Education; P-INFLUENCE Parent's Influence on u -2. F-PLANS riend's Educational Plans; EDPLANS - EducationalPlans; PCPLANS, -Occupational Plans; EARNPLANS Earni ans; MEASURED BKG,= Measured Background

410k.

186* See Flanagan, et al. (1962).

18`t
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1. Line 2, Table 4.7. r

Notes for Tab)le 4.13

2. Rank in high school class obtained from high school records, expressed as 4

percentile, and transformed to prodpce an approximately normal distribution.

3._ Line 5, Table 4. 7.

4. 1 converted the EEO test to a SD ... 15 for these coefficiants..

5. Self-reported suph re crass sanding in terms of quartile rank:

6. Line 7, Table 4.7..

7. Line 3, Table 4.7.

r

z
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than low scoring individuals from the same people or at least' perceiving that

they receive more suh encouragement. High scorers report mdte encouragement than
they report the same grades

low scorers even when .--Controlling parents'.

teachers', and'friends' reported influence explains an additional, 15 percent of

the effects of test scores in the Talent survey, 18 percent in the Wisconsin

survey, but only 3 perCeliop tile EEO ey. As a result, 74e- percent of the'effect

of test score in Talent, 59 percent in he EEO, and Q7 percent in Wisconsin is not

explainable by differences in grades and the influence of others.

Own plans. Individuals with highmtest t?onlefant
higher,status

.

more education than th4 with 1.3W scores. This is true even for individuals

and
grades / encouragelpt from others. Educati6nal

occupations
and plan to get

a

who report similar

and occupational plans are,'ie turn, important determinants of actual educational

attainment' After controlling for prior variables the standard

for educational plans is 0.160 for EEO sophomores,' 0.230

0.331 for Wtsconsin'seniors. These

110

-.

become better-predictors of actual attainment

school to college. Thii

d coefficient

for Talent juniors, and

, k
coefficients suggest that plans for higher education

_ \
as men approach-the transition from high

correlation inevitably approaches .1.0U : as the time Of

7
decision approaches. Occupational lopes are somewhat less important. Controlling

for-prior variables, the standardIxed-coefficienta are 0.072-in-the EEO gurney, 0.0619-

%
in Talent., and 0.066 in Wisconsin. The Talent and Wisconsin coefficients are significant.

EEO 0

butthe/coefficient is not. Gontrolling educational and occupational plans explains

Additional 10 percent of the test scbre effect in

only 3 percent in the fE0 sample.

Grades, influence. of others, and an individual's

effects of39 'percent of the

test, score effect

siderably less

in the 'EEO

Talent, 12 percent in Wisconsin, but

so

own plans together explain

test scores in the Talent surveys and 44

survey. These values agree quite well,

than the 85 percent explained in

:10

percentAforthe

but are con-
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the Wisconsin survey. The difference is explainable largely by the higher

correlations between the intervening varieties and Education in the Wisconsin

survey than in Talent and EEO. The higher Wisconsin correlations could be
Y ,

due to the fact that the Wisconsin survey measured grades, plans and the

influences of others in 12th grade, whereas Talent measured them in 11th grade

and EEO measured them in 1Pth grade.

The Wisconsin and EEO data that I had did not' include.information about a student's

high school curricul
10L

or did they include measures of his personality. Bothu m

0
of these are available in the Talent survey and further explain how test scores

4.8
affect educational attainment. ,The bottom panel in Table/ ipresents regressions

designed to assess their importance.

High school curriculum. Higher sing individuals are more likely to be

in a college curriculum. I have assumed that test scores influence curriculum

e placement, which in turn affects grades, encouragement from others, and the individual'

own plans. These, in turn, affect his educational attainment. About 19 percent
'depends

of.the effect of test scores on the fact that scores affectiCurriculum

11L
placement.---Lines 14 through 18 show that even after curriculum is controlled, grades;

encouragement from others, and an individual's own plans continue to explain the,

effects of test scores on education, but somewhat less so than when curriculum

is exclUded.

10/ Both surveys have a measure of curriculum, bUt not in available sagpIes
comparable to,Talent. See Alexander and Eckland (1974) and Hauser, Sewill
and Alvin (1976).

11/ Rosenbaum (1976) arguesuhat curriculum placement also affects IQ. If
this is true, controll ng curriculum as I have done estimates the maximum
that ability affects e ucation by influencing curriculum placement. Rosenbaum's
findings rely on a si le school which could have atypically large curriculum
effects. With 98 .sch ols and better controls for4background and initial
ability, jenektend B (1975) find that curriculum placement does not affect their
six 12th grade Talent tests.'

191,
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Personality
characteristics. Test hcores may be correlated with Wancognitive

traits or may affect the development of noncognitive traits that, boost an individual's

educational prospects. To test this I examined Talent's
self-ratings of 10 personality

characteristics; Sociability, Social-Sensitivitik
Impusliveness, Vigor, Calmness,

Tidiness, Culture, Leadership, Self-Confidence, and Mature Personality. An individual's

score on each characteristic was inferred from agreeme

r
with statements containing

behavioral adjectives to exemplify the characteristic. Mueser describes these
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r

measures in more detail in Chapter 5 . Leadership and Mature Personality havethe largest
coefficients when all of these variables are entefed after backgroundis controlled.

In)general,however,thase characteriitics explain little of theeffect of Test,Scores on Education. Clntrolling them explains less than 3

12/
percent of the test score effect

(compare lines 13 and 20). Controlling/-\

additional characteristics could explain much more of the test score effect.But none of my analyses suqrst that test scores are simply proxies forpersonality characteristics. Nor do tests affect education by affectingthe traits I measured. This suggests that thsuse of tests by schools does notPersonality'cool out" individuals bn the basis of these/traits. Other personality characteristicsmay, of course, still
be important.

Interactions. 'Interactions among the determinants
of education do not appearto be very important. I investigated 21 possible

two-way multiplicative
interactionsin Talent between the 5 background variables, test scores, ilnd grades. Only two,Father's Education X Siblings and Father's Occupation X Graded,

were significant,, andneither of these
included Test Scores. I also examined

regressions in subsamples havingwhite collar and blue
collar iathers'in the Talent and Kalamazoo surveys. The test

4
score coefficient never differed

significantly for white collar and blue collarfathers. Fagerlind afso checked for interactions in his Swedish sample andonly the Father's
Occupation X Test

Score-interaction was significant. Testingfor a large number of interactions will often result iri_some having coefficientsmore than twice their standard error by chance alone. Thus, without replication,place littleimportance on any of these
interactions.

The findings in this section can be summarized as follows: First, despite

12/ rhis comparison controls only that part of personality that is independent761 measured background. Entering the 10
personality'traitsefter test scores,when no background controls are entered, reduces the standardized test scorecoefficient from 0.561 to 0.543.

I 9 3.46
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increas h g importance of tests in American society,

the correlation between test scores and educational

appeare, to have
attainment /remained ::ta4le from shortly after the turn of the century at least

through the early 1950s. Tests given as earl} as the sixth grade also appear

to predict educational attainment as well as tests Igiven later in high school.

1*

4

Second,high scoring indivi,duals have greater educational opportunity than

law scorers. A la point test score advantage in elementaryor secondary school
an 0.8 to 1.9

is associated with / year educational advantage in adulthood. Academic

ability is a more important determinant of educational attainment than measured socio-

economic background in the United S;ates. Yet inequalities in test scores do

not oontribute as greatly to inequalities in educational attainment as-some may

think. Table
.7

shows that not controlling for any other variables, test scores
20 - 33 in our best US samples.

explain only / percent of the variance in educational attainment/ This means 41
deviation of

that the standard/ educational attainment 'among those who have the same test scores-

averages only n._igpercent less than in the population as a whole.

Third, somewhere between13,and 36 percent of the bivariate relationship boiween

Teat Scores and Education results from high scoring individuals coming from families

$
that are economically more setcessful, more educated, smaller and more stable.

Another 15 to 20 percent dan'probably be explained by additional chsracterittiCs of

the family that are unmeasured in national surveys. These*unmeasured characteristics

may well involve ways of socialiAng children. They may also involve genetic

differences 'among families.

194
4

".511.411'
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Fourth, after controlling for family background,' more than half the

correlation between academic ability and education remains. Individuals who

do not differ in family background, but who differ by one standard deviation

in test scores, typically get 0.8 to 1.2additionel'years of education. Our

estimates show that about 20 percent of this effect results from high scoring

individuals having favorable high school curriculum placement'. Between 13 and 55

percent can be explained by the higher grades they make. Another 15 to 2n percent can

be explained by the apparent encouragement they get from others. Another 2-10 percent

may be explained by their awn plans.-- erionality / and interactions among

the determinants of educational attainment seem to be of little importance.

13(, self-assessments

Ability_and Occupational Status

We have seen that a man's adolescent academic ability substantially affects

his chances for educationaiaitainment.This section

ability affects a man's occupational chances

will show that academic

rily because it affects his

educational attainment. After.controlling for education, the effects of test scores

on occupational attainment are quite small.

Tests in Different Grades

Mat scores in sixth and eleventh grades appear to predict in individual's

occupational status at age 28-39 equally well. 'Olneck reports that Sixth grade
or

Terman /Otis IQ's correlate 0.491 with the current occupation of 35-39 year old

Kalamazoo men. Eleventh grade Academic Composite correlates 0.474 with thk

occupations-of 28-year-old Ta- lent men. Eleventh grade Henmen/Nelson scores Correlate

0.376 with 28-year-old Wisconsin men's

tests is unknown, The samples are also

occupation. The comparability of thdse

different. Nonetheless, the correlationi

adolescence predict occupational status
lescence. This is consistent with

do not suggest that tests'given,in late
any better than tests given in ,early ado
the results when predicting Education.

13/ The contributions estimated for grades, encouragemint, and own plans come from
regressions that exclude curriculum, since this is only available in Talent. The
Talent data suggest that including curriculum would not appreciably alter the picture.

19-3
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4

Status Throughout an Individual's Lifetime

Tests giyen early in adolescence

a man's

seem to predict/ occu-

pational attainment equally well throughout his lifetime..,Fagerrind

reports that group IQ tests at age 10 correlate 0.277, 0.350, 0.389, 0.386,

and 0.352 with occupation status at 25, 30, 35, 40, and 43 for his

sample of 707 Swedish men. These correlapons do not differ significantly. This

is wh4t.I would expect if differences in ability have occupational returns

primarily because they affect differences in length of schooling. Olneck reports

that Terman or Otis IQ scores correlate 0.475 with first occupation and 0.453 with

occupation at age 35 -59 in his Kalamazoo sample with complete data.

Historical Changes in Test Score-Occupation Correlations.

Olneck correlated sixth grade Terman or Otis IQs with tfirst occupation for four

cohorts of Kalamazpo men who were born between 1919-1923 (N=219),1923 -1928(N=288),

1929,1933 (N=199), and 1934-1938 (N=150)., The correlgtions were 0.455, 0.371,

4
0.523 and 0.429. The unstandardized coefficients were 0.7060, 0.5041, 0.7749, and

0.8252. These cogificients do not differ significantly or in substantively inter-

esting ways. He also correlated these mens' IQs with their current occupational

status in 1973. The correlations were 0.342, 0.402, 0.488 and 0.491. The un-

standardized coefficients were 0.'5450, 0.5461, 0.6780, and 0.8366. Both the cor-,

v are higher for
relations and unstAndardized coefficienta/thus/ men born more recently,

though none of the coefficients differs significantly from the others. This sug-

gests that test scores may be growing_ More important for occupational selection

in maturity, but the evidence for this is very weak.

196
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Overall Effects of Adolescent Ability on Occupation,

4.9
The first regression in each panel of-Table shows that school tIsts

.

explain between 12 and 23 percent of the variance in adult occupational status

with no other variables controlled. The explained variance is higher in the Talent

and Kalamazoo surveys than in Wisconsin and EEO. A eam'standard deviation test

score difference is associated with a difference of a third to half a

standard deviation in occupational status. The problem of estimating the

overall effects of Test Scores on.Occupation is to control that part of the-

Test Score-Occupation relationship which results from Test Scores and

Occupation sharing common causes.

Part of the occupational benefit of having high adolescent test scores arises

4.9
because both depend on family advantages. The surveys in Table / measure family

characteristics somewhat differently. The parallel analyses Of these surveys

show that controlling most combinations of matUt-ed background reduces the test

tt

N..

score coefficient between 12 and 2 percent. These measured family advantages

do not faly reflect all family characteristics that jointly determine test scores azo

occupationelegressions using sibling differences reduce the Test Score coefficient

39 percentbelow the bivariate level in the Talent Btothers survey, and 36 percent

below in the Kalamazoo Brothers survey. These values fall inthe 22-48 percent range

estimated in Inequality. I conclude that almost two-thirds of the test score

effect arises from causes independent of alltfamily characteristics.



Table 4.9

Regressions of Occupation on Test Scores, in Different Samples

Sample (Year of Test Score Data)

% Reduction
in Test Score

Coefficients for Coefficient'
Test Score
B Beta

Other Variables Controlled

DG
41 CZ C.) Z Pq (21
HE. 43 0 s-4

loq

R2

Talent Representative (1960)

N = 839

Wisconsin (1957)
N = 1789

1)

2)

3)

4

5)

6

.77149

.67253

.67968

.67652

.6054

.499

.474

.414

.418

.4

.376

.31

r-
12.8

411.9

X X
. XXXX
X X X

X

X X

.225

.248

.252

.250

X x X X

X
X

Ir

.141

.199

.123

.189

.212

EE O (15955)
N = 38 7)

8)
:549814
41405

.350

.264

Oar

2.4.7 X X X X

X X

Inequality (1940) 9)1
10) 2

11) 3

11A)3_

.380

.208

.297

1'18

24.2
21.8
4.7_. 9

Talent Brothers (1960)
N= 198

12)

13)

14

.91282.`.

.74810

.55

.484

.396 18.-1 X X X
.234

.270

Kalamazoo Brothers (1928-52)
N = 692

15)

16)

17)

.68509

.601

.436

.453

.397 12.3
36,4

X X X
X

.206

.217

All coefficients are larger than twice their standard error.

1`)b

A
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Notes for Table 4.9

. Derived from Figure B-1, Inequality. Not corrected for

measurement error. Note that this is not the value shown in

Tabl1P1 B-1 of ITIeql;ality, which was not used in later

compu ations.

2. Figure B-1, Inequality. Excludes direct effect of IQ"--11 on OC.

Correlakions not corrected for measurement °error.

3. Upper and lower estimates calculated from oaths in Figure R-7, Triortfeality,

corrected for measurement error.

4. I converted the-EEO Test to S.D: = 15 for these computations.
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41.

. Explanations of ttie Effects of'Academic Ability

Regressions from different.sutveys'designed to test hypotheses about how

adolescent test scores affect adult occupation are presented in Table 4.10 N,

a
characteristics in high schoda. Differences in high school

grades explai2 to 51 percent of the effect of adolescent scores on eventual

status. 'Grades are least important ifi the Talent representative survey, more

important in the.EED survey, and still tore important in the Wisconsin survey.

As I mentioned earlier, these differences are probably partly'traceable to dif-

and method
ferences in the time/of measurement. differences in encourage-

ment by others that have nothing to do with grades explain an additional 3 toil

15 percent of the occupation gap. Differences in the individual's own educational

and occupational plans th.at are independent of grades and encouragement from

others explain iirther 4 to 10 percent. The effects of encouragement from

a
others fnd of one's own plans may be partly due to enrollment in a college

curriculum, but the causal order is unclear. The personality self-

assessments measured in the Talent survey explmin less than 4 percent 4

of the effect of test scores. This is Probably a low estimate, since

I examined so-few measures of personality.

1,

Education. The most imoortant reason why individuals with different

scores end up in different occupations is that they get different amounts of

schooling. Controlling education alone reduces the test score coefficient

62.6 percent in the Talent representative sample. Also controlling grades, others'
further

encouragement, own plans, high school curriculum and personality /reduces it to

only 72.8 percent. The Talent brothers sample

2 1
A



Table 4.10 .

1p

Regressions of Occupation on Test

1 Reduction

Coefficient

iaiple (Year of Test Score` Data) for Test Score.

Talent Representative (1960)

Wisconsin (1957)

N = 1789 1

EEO (1955)
,

N = 53p

Talent Repyesentative (1960)

V7'

Talent Representative (1960)

B Beta

in Test'.
Score
'Coefficient

Scores in Different Samples

Other Variables
Controlled

Z cn

ai as
c) 11"A
or4Pwa g Rr 00

R2

1)

2)

3)

4)

5}

.67968

.59553

.51160

.46849

.22390

.418

.366

:315

.288 -

.138

j-
12.4,
24.7
31.1
67.1

X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X XI X

(1)
(1)
(1),

, (1)

452
.252

.268

.292

.305
6) .499 .310 -- (1) .199
7) .247 .153 50.5 X (1) .255

8) .172 .107 65.5 X x X X (1) .300 1
9). %123 !076 ' 75,4 xXxXXX (1), .334

10) [.082] [.0511 83.6 xXXXXx ,X (1)
11) .41405 .264 __ (1) .180
12) .23002 .147 4445, x (11 .246

13) .21563 .137 47.9 X X X'X (1) .285

14) .17741 .126 52.3 , IXXXxi (1) .303

15) [.047861 [.031]_ 88.4 XXXXXr: (1) .415
16) .67652 .416 - (2) .250

17) .67778 .417 X , (2) .252

18) .51874 .319 23.3 X X (2) .279

19) .44884 .276 33.7 X X X (2) .297

20). .41,924 8 38.0 XXXXXX (2) .314

21) .40467 .249 40.2 XXXXXXXXX (2) .323
22) .16570 .102 75.5 xXXXXxxXXX xX - (2) .458

23) .16664 .102 75.4 XXXXXXXX-XX X X X (2) .462
24) .16660 .102 75.4 XX. XXXXXXXX X X X x (2) .462

25) .16791 .103 75.2 XXXXXXXXXX XXX x x(2) .465
26) .17726 .109 73.8. XXXXXXXXXXX XXX x X(2) .473

27) .65006 .400 3,9 X (2) .277

"28) .67968 .418 -- ( 1) .252
29) .25441 ' .as6_, 62.6 X X X J1) .437
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Table 4.10 Continued

Regressions of Occupation on Test.Scores in Different Samples

Other VartAles Controlled

Coefficicnt for

% Reduction
in Test

Score

CoefficientSample (Year of Test Score Data) Test Score
B Beta

Talent 28 Year Old Brothers 30) .74810 .396
(1960)

31) .06670 .035 91.1N = 198 32) .55916
.04890 91.1Kalamazoo Brothers (1928-52)

34) .601 ..397N,= 692
35) .247 .163 58.9
36) .228 .151 62.1
37) .436

.18) .226 48.2
9) .220 49.5

Coefficients less than twice their standard error are in

Variable identifications not seen in previous tables are:Past High School; BA = ColVge Graduationg GRADED = YearsWORKEXP = Work Experience.

41 41

z z
S ;2 ;2

z
gR

c.D

pa

0nnn 'cit' P iH H a a P4 i:4 04

P4

E-4) 'l 5 crl 1-1Hatt 40 43 ° I R
. 30( ) .270

X
(3) .519

X
X X

R2

brackets.

(3)
X X X

(3)
X X X X (3)

X
X X X * X
X iX X X

.217

.369

.410

ED = Years of Education; EDPASTHS = Years of Educationof Graduate Education; EALY0C m First Ocdupatien

(1)

(2)

(3)

Indicates controls for Father's Education,Family Income.

Indicates controls for Father's Education,Siblings.

Indicates controls for her's Education,

Father's Occupation,

Father's Occupation,

Father's Occupation,

Mother's EducatiOn,

Father Absent, Race,

Siblings.

204
4
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and the Kalamazoo brothers sample also show substantial reductions

in the test score coefficient with only education controlled., These

resultS suggest' that test scores affect a man's occupational status

priMarily by influencing his educational attainment.

Early occupation. Olneck surveyed Kalamazoo men when they were

older than Wisconsin, Talent, and EEO men. In addition to asking

their current occupation, he also asked for their first occupation.

Controlling first occupation reduces the,test-score coefficient only
beyond the teduction dde to education.s

an add 1 to 3 percent / Thus the occupational advantage Of

middle-aged men with high scores early in school does not appear to

come from the initial advantage they receive by beginning their careers

at a higher level, 'except as their higher educational level- starts
them in higher status jobs.

"),..L.0 the Wisconsin aed EEO, surveys t1e effect of test scores on

insofar

adult status does not reach significance after controlling for the

intervening variables.r Even IrT Talent,

on the colposite test but have the same

if ti4C, men differ by 15 points
r

persoality, high 'school

curriculum, grades, encouragement from others, own plans, and

education, their Mincan scores at 28 typically differ by only 2.5

points.

Interactions.= The effects of test scores on occupational status

appear to be essentially additive. I investigat)ed the

multiplicative interactions in Talent between the five

scriables, the three possiblorinteractions between Test

ten possible

background

Scores, Grades,

and Education, and the fifteen,possible interactions between the five

2 0 ()
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backgr4und variables and Test Scorer, Grades, and Education. One

would expect one or two of 2f. interactions to reach sigp-ificance at

0.05 by chance alone. In fact, two of the 2H had coefficients more

than twice their standarde rors. rest Score had a smallereffect

when respondents were white and Education had smaller effects for

sons of.high status fathers I also examined subsamples of respondents

having blue collar.and whit( collar fathers. The test score co-
-

efficient did not- differ sicnificantly from one subsample to the '

other in either Talent or Kalamazoo The most interesting finding

vith regard-to interactions 'is the absence of any interaction between

Education and Test Scores in either the Talent or Kalamazoo surveys.

This suggests that at least within the range of cognitive skills found in these

two surveys, the occupational payoff to education is no greater for brighter

students than for slow leATners who persist in school.

`The findings in this secticn lead me to several conclusions:

First, Americln society has probably not allocated high status

occupations more meritocratically since the 1900s, at least if early

test scores are measures of merit. This conclusion must be tertative,

however, given the weak evidence available.

"4
Second, tests given early in an individual's schooling predict

his adult occupational status as weLl as tests given during the last
Test scores

predict occupational successyear of high school.

in maturity as well as in early adulthood.

Third, a man's ability in high-school has important effects on

his later occupational status, but these effectkre almost entirely

20
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explained by the amount of schcoling he gets.. The amount of schooling

he gets can be traced largelyto theeffects tests have on

high school
curriculum placement, grades, encouragement from others, and his/

plans. Men who fail to convert their ability advantage into longer

schooling will differ very little in their adult occupational status
.44A

from men with similar schooling but lower initial scores;
.rtiok

As we

even if .theyshall see, they may differ much more in theic,Earra$g

do not differ in occupational'status.

Ability and Earn inga

Historical Changes in the Test Score-Earnings Correlation ,

Despite the importance of tests *in American mciety, there has

never been a historical study of the mletionship between adolescent

test scor -s and adult earnings. our. data suggest that this

relationship has been quite stable for cohorts of men born from

shortly after the turn of the century through the late 1930s. The

or
correlations between sixth grade Telilian/Otis IQs and Ln Earnings in

adulthood for cohorts of Kalamazoo men born in 1919-1923, 1923-1928,

19a9-1933, and 1934-1938 are 0.324, 0.339, 0.455, and 0.117. These,

men were aged 35-54 at the time of the survey. The unstandardized

coefficients show thesame pattern. Thse coefficients do not differ

statistically from one another. While thew!, data are far from

ideal, they suggest that for the period of,time covered; the

historical relationship has been fairly stable. The most surprising

finding is th-at this topic has never been the subject -of a maior

investigation.

206



Elementary and Secondary School Terts

Third, qixth, eleventh, and twelfth grade tests do not appear

to differ in their'predictiOn of ycing adults' earnings, ,although the

data are not ideal. Test scores at age 10 correlate 0.220 with the
Swedish nen at 29 and 0.343 with Ln Earning at 34.

Ln Earnings of Fagerlind's . Sixth grade

Terman/grtis IQs correlate 0.319 with the 1973 Earnings of 15-39 year

old Kalamazoo men. Eleventh grade academic composite correlates

0.147 with the hourly earnings of 28 year old Talent men. Eleventh

grade Henmon/Nelson scores correlate 0.163 with the earrings of Sewell

and Hauser's 28 year old Wisconsin men.

Earnings Later in an Individual's Life

The correlation between test ;cores and earnings appears to keep

rising up to the age of 30 or 35 and to stabilize after that. Sewell

and Hauser report that Wisconsin mm's llth'grade Henmon/Nelqon

scores correlated 0.096, 0.125, and 0.164 with their earnings at about

26, 27, and 28. These correlations continue to rilse up to the age of 32,

though exact values are not available (Hauser And Itaymont, in process):

.,Fagerlind 'followed up a single cohort of. Swedish men
.

and reported correlation between his group IQ test at age 10 an

.1

income at ages 24, 29, 14, 39, and. 42' of 0.082, 0.222, 0.341, .113, and

0.396. Olneck found that sixth grade Terman/Otis scores correlated

0.319, 0:476, 0.138,yand 0.283 with the 1973 earnings of Kalamazoo

men aged 35-39, 40:-44,'45-40, and 50-54. The decrease for older

Kalamazoo menis nqt statistically significant. This same pattern.

is found for the unstandardized coefficients and also for Ln Earnings.

20 9
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I conclude that the test Score-earnings correlation is probably fairly

stable for men between 35 and 55. It could fall after 55. This

conclusion must, however, be very tentative because of the limited

evidence currently available.

Overall Eft,cts of Academic Ability

4.11 4.12
Tables / ani / present regressions of Earnings anal' Ln Earnings

on Test Scores in different samples. In the sections that follow I:

will present some tesults for Earnings and some for La/Earnings.

Earni4rs_allows me to m43ce comparsons with a larger number of other

surveys that include test scores, while Ln Earnings is more compar-

able with results in other chapters of this report.

Estimates of the bivariate association of Test Scores with

Earnings or Ln Earnings differ considerably from sample to sample.

The test score coefficient in the EEO survey does not reach

statistical significance. A) 15 point increase in test scores is

associated with an,increase of 3 percent of the mean in the EEO

sample, 6 percent of the mean in Wisconsin, 8 percent in the Talent

'representative sample, 16 percent in the Talent and Kalamazoo brothers

samples, and 1P percent -in the Malmo sample.

Estimates of the effects of controlling measured background on

the test score coefficient also vary from sample to sample. The co-
w

efficient is negative (but cnsignifidant)

The coefficient increases slightly th=tee-Talent brothers sample.

This could be due to sampling error &ince th4-e.are only 198

in the Ei0 survey..

21U



Table 4.11

Regressions of Earnings on Test Scores in Different Sample

X Reduction Other Variables Controlled
in Test Score

,PCoefficient for Coefficient 0
Sample (Age for Earnings) Test Score u

'°oW R2
) Itlgic0

BetaB ii R D. PA. . .

Talent Representative (28)

N = 839 2)

3)

'4)

.02887

.02310,

.02438

.02338

.203

.162

.171

.164

20.0
15.6
19.0

X X
XXXX

X X X

X

X X

.041

.052

.057

.055

Wisconsin (28)
N = 1789

5)

6)

t9.2
24.5

.163

.137. 16.1 XXXX .026

.048

ZE0 (30)
N = 538

7)

8)

. [21:4]

[-13.5]
[.070]

[-.045] X X X X
._ .005

.092

ei
.4.

1.

Inequality (25-64) 9)
1

10)1
11)2.

11A)
2.

.239

.187

.194

.232

--
J 21.8
18.8
2.9

,

X X
X

X

.

.057

Talent (28)

N = 198
12)

13)
14)

.04969

.05154

.03570

.365

.379
,

-3.7
28.2

: X X X
.133

.
.150

Kalamazoo Brothers (35-59)

N = 692
15)

16)

17)

179
15

170

, .359

.313 12.9
5.0

X X X
X

.128

.142
,

211

Coefficients less than twice their standard errors are in brackets.
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Notes for Table 4.11

1. Computed from Figure B-1, Inequality.

4

2. Computed from paths in Figure B-7, Inequality. Lines 11 and

11A assume extreme values of m and v.'

3. Talent Earnings are hourly earnings. Use of hourly earnings

will underestimate the effects of worker's traits on annual

earnings to the extent that the traits affect weeks worked

4w- and weeks worked of ects annual earnings.
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Sample _(Age for

Regressions of Ln Earnings on Test Scores in Different Samples,

Coefficient
\ for Test Score

I% Reduction
in Test Score'
Coefficient

11>

Other Variables

Controlled

0
c..) R2

Talent Representative 128)
N = 83(3

1)

2)

3)

4)

B eta

17.6
13.6
17.6

1-1 44 A4,

NERizttlh'

XX X
x x x

X X X X X

..041
.052

.057

.054

.00552

.00455

.00477

.00455

.203

.167

.1760
-168

Malmo (43) 5) .01209
2

.396
.157

N = 707
6) .00907 .2971 25.0 X X X .252

Talent (28)
7) .01066 .356

.127,N = 198 8)

9)
.01152
.00996

.385

6.6
X X

Kalamazoo Brothers -(35-59) 10) .0106 . .360
.130N = 692 11)

12)
.0094
.0105

11.3
0.9

X X

X

All coefficients larger than twice their standard error.

1. Fagerlind, Table 9. Respondents were about 43 years old in 1971 when incomewas measured.

2. Test scores converted S.D. = 15.
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individuals in the sample. the remaining samples show reductions
.

in the test score Coefficient between11 and 25 percent.

if

. .

The pattern is similar when one uses sibling differences to estimate

L
-the effect of unmeasured a* well as measured background characteritics.i.
The coefficients in the difference egUations in Tables 4.11 and 4.12

imply that backgkound

accounts for 1 to 5 percent of the apparent effect of test perform-

ance on earnings in the Kalamazoo brothers sample, 7 to 28. percent
,

in the Talent brothers sample, and 3 to 19 percent in Jencks et al's

Inequality estimates. The reduction with

less than with leasuredllackground

ling controls is slightly

controlled in the Kalamazoo

I conclude

,"that ntrolling family background explains-no more than a quarter

of the bivariate association of test scores and earnings in our
-.

brothers sample, bfit riot in the Talent brothers sample.

samples: The absolute 6as is consistently small.

The overall effect of test scores en earnings with all gack-

ground cont tilled appearsipcNe substantively important.- Each 15'

Point 'fresh score increase' is associated with-a 15 percent increase in

Talent brothers' hourly earnings and a 16 percent'itease in

4.-

Kalamazoo brothers' annual earnings. The effects may be even lar4er

than this, since I showed earlier that any single test is likely*".to-
.

a
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understate the overall effect of the cognitive skills measured by a battery..-

*J _

of tests, and since the overall variance in earnings is restricted in both

samples.

Explanations of the Effects of Adolescent Ability

Tables 4.13 and 4.14 present regressions from, different surveys designed

to explain how "adolescent test
scores affect-adult Earnings and Ln Earnings.

These Obles allow me to decompose the overall effect of tests into discrete

compondhts which explain how adolescent test scores affect a man's adult earn-

ings.- I will disregard the EE6 results because the sample is small, the

standard errors large, and the results anomalous.

Individual's characteristics in high school. Differences in
.

high school grades explain 9 percent of the effect of test scores on

earnings in the Talent representative sample, and 38 percent to the

Wisconsin sample. As before, .this difference is probably traceable

to differebbe in the measure of grades and also the time of measure-
r

ment. Differences in the encouragement given by others explain

another 24 percent of the effect in the Talent representative s,imple

and another 5 percent in Wisconsin. Educational and occupational

plans account for another 11 percent in both Talent and Wisconsin.

Being in a college curriculum explains
23 percent,

assuming that test scores affect curriculum placement, which in turn

A. .0influences grades, encouragement from others, and-one's own plans.- .

self-assessments
Personality / are more important fo earnings than for'either

occupation or educatiOW, Controllin only measured background,

personality explains 24 percent of a test score effect on earnings



Regressions of Hourly or Annual

Sample (Age and Accounting
Period for Earnings)

Coefficient tof
Test Score
B Beta

Table 4.13

Earnings on Test

Reduction
in Test
Score
Coefficient

f's

Scores in Different Samples

Othe; Variables Controlled

`Ica
, >. cz

c.8g.11:4g
a x

g
racule:9Vi

4

R2

Talent Representative
(Hourly Earnings at 28)
N = 839

#

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

.02438 .171

.02220 .156

.01636 .115

.01374 .097

[.00877] [.062]

[.005791 1.041]

8.9

32.9

43.6
64.0
76. 3

X X X X
.X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X XX

(1)

(1) ,

(1)

(1)

(1)

x (1)

.057

.058

072
.079

.086

.099Wisconsin (Annual Earnings 7) 24.5 .137 (1) .048at ,28) 8) 15.2 .085 33.0 (1) .054N = 1789 9) 13.9 .077 43. 3 X X X X (1) .055
10) 11.1 .062 54.7 xxxxxx (1) .064
11) [10..0] [.056] 59.2 X X X X X X X (1), .070
12) [9.0] [.050] 63. 3 X XX X X X- X X 11) .076EEO (Annual Earnings

at- 30)

N = 538

13)_,

14)

15)

,16)

J-13.5] [-.045]
[ -18.9] 1-.062]
[-14.51 [-.064]
[-14.8] [ -.065]

-40.0
-7.4.

-9.6
xxxx
xxx'xxx

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

.092

.093

.102

.102
17) [-28r8]' -113. 3 xxxxxx x (1) .113
18) =30.1 -.099 -123:0 x-xxxxx x X11) .124

Talent-Representative 19) .02 38 .164 (2) .055
(Hourly Earnings at 28) 20) .01811 .127 22.5 42) .059
N = 8j0 21) .01648 .116 29.5 (2) .060

22) .01330 .093 43.1 (2) .072
23) - (.01221]-1..0W 47. 8 X X X X (2). .079
24) [.00730] [.051] 68.8 x x x X X X X X, x (2) .090
25) [.00741] [.052], 68.3 X X X X X x (2) .103
26)

27)

[.D0501] [.035]

[.00438] [.031]
78.6
81.3

X X X
X X x X X X

X X

X X
X (2)

X (2)
,.116

.142
28) '.D1787 .125 23. 6 (2) .095

I' 216 219



Rkgressions of. Hourly or Annual

Table 4.13 contionued

Earnings on Test Scores in Different Samples

Sample (Age and Accounting
Period'for Earnings)

Talent Representative
(Age 28; Dourly Earnings)
N = 839

29)

30)

31)

Coefficient of
Test Score

% Reduction
in Test -''

Score
Coefficient

Beta

52.3

68.1

.02310
[.01103]
1..007381

.16i

[.077]

[.0521

Talent --- Brothers 32) .05154 .379

(Hourly Earnings at 28) 33) .02840 .209 44.9

N = 198 34)

35)

.02792

'.03570

.205 45.

36) [.01836] 48.6

37) 1,017731 50.3

Kalamazoo Brothers 38) 156 .313

(Annual Earnings .at 35-59) 39) 83 .167 46.8

N = 692 40)

41)

55

55
.110
.110

64.7

64.7
42) 170

43) 134 21.2

44) 112 34.1

45 113 33.5

U)

1

()O Other Variables Controlled
w

ZZ ,,to

cra cz.i Z co
CA (0 co 4

1-1 AZ Z z b-i E-1 o

,-1 HcL411CL4 CI CLig t4
i tiCZUgC

Pa .

E., cti rz, 41 o 41 Q 244. g g

(3)

x tflxxx
X X X

(3)

X (3)
X x (3)

X
X

X I 1K
(3)

X X X (3)
X X X X (3)
X X X X- x (3)

X
X,
X

X X X,

XXX

R2

.05'2

.076

. 091

.150

:205

. 20g

'.142

.20?

.274

.273

Coefficients less than twice their standard error are in brackets.

(1) Indicates controls for Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Mother's Education,
Parental Income,

(2) Indicates controls for Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Father Absent, Race,
Siblings.

(3) Indicates controls for Father's Education, Father's Occa,pation, Stings.

0 -) 1 p-
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,Table 4.14

1 Regressions of Ln Annual Earnings or Ln Hourly Earnings on Test Scores in Different Samples

% Reduction Other Variables Controlled
n Tes r.r.: 4.1

t..)U Z c.:4'Score z,Z itn 0 co
r.r4 4.1Coefficient of Coefficient

Sample _(Age for Earnings) Test Score r-, BB zu' 2 o El a

om E czi.<-4
LI R2-'

B Beta Z 5, 2 2i < c ...1 -,.-4.- '''' Z'n'c:4 cIa H a.

Talent Representative

(Hourly Earnings it 28)
N = 839

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

.00477

.00454

.00393

.00327

.00247

[.00190]

.176

.167

.145

.121

.091

[.070]

4.8

17(6
31.5

48.2
60.2

Talent Representative

(Hourly Errincrs at 28)
.

N = 3!9 .

e

.

7)

R'

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

-714)

'7 15)

16)

.00455

. 0036

.003

.00324

.00283
(.00202]
(.00204]

[.00158]

[.00136]

.00379

.168

. 134

.128

.116

.104
[.07,4]

[.075]

(.058]

[.050]

.140

--

19.8
23.5
31.0

37.8

55.6
-55.2
.65.3
70.1

16.7
Talent Representative
(Hourly Earnings at 28)
N = 839

17)

'18)

19)

.00455

.00261
[.00192]

.167

.096

1.071]

__

42.6

57.8
Talent Brothers
(Hourly Earnings at 28)
N = 198

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

.01152

.00678

.00667

.00996
[.00667]

[.006521

_ .385

.226

.222

41.2
42,1

33.0
34.5

4 ce i .. I 1 a U4- MO < g QC:6 1 C-)8 i.1 :71
cc, E-4 CI4 4+ rAl 0 rZ1 "2 W C4 CZ .."4

X

X X X X
XX X X X X
X X X X X X X

" X X X X X

X

X X

XXXXX
XXXXXXXX
XXXXXx.XXX_
xxxxxxxxx
xxxx.xxxxx

XXXXXXXXXX

X

X

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

X(1)

.057

.057

.065

.076

.081

.094
(Z) .054
(2) .057
(2) .057
(2) .064
(2) .075

XX
xx
xx

'

x

xx(2)

.087
:11914._

.118
XX XX a) .135

(2) .079
(3
(3)

.052
x X

.074
XX X0)

.089.
,----- (3) .147

3) .195
x((3) .200

X

X X

co

Coefficients less than twice their'standard error are in brackets.
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1 Table 4.14 Continued

Regressions of Ln Annual Earnings or Ln Hourly Earnings on Test Scores in Different Samples

Sample (Age for Earnings)
Coefficient

Test Score

% Reduction
in Test
Score

of. 'Coefficient

Kalamazoo Brothers

B Beta

26) .0094 .320
(Annual Earnings at 35-59) 27) .0'056 .191 46.4N = 692 28) .0038 .129 59.6

29) .0038 .129 59.6
30) .0105
31) .0086 18.1
32) .0072 31.4
33) .0072 3 1.4

Coefficients less than

z0

c.

Other Variables Controlled
rza rzl6 a
4.14.1 z C

8 .99.R22n
111=101-11z

C E
r+IA 1121g

1-1

X X X
X X X
X X X

X X X
X X X
X X X

R2

(3) ,137
(3) .202

X(3) .283
X(3) .287

X

X

X

X

IN I

twice their standard errors in brackets.
il) Indicates controls

and Family Income.
for Father's Educatidn,

0
(2) Indicates controls

Race, Siblings.
for Father's Education,

(3) Indicates controls for Father's Education,

221
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Father's Occupatiqn, Mother's Education,

Father's Occupation, Father Absent,

Father's Occupation, Siblings.
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and 17 percent of the test score effect on Ln Earnings. This inter-
,

pretation assumes that test scores affect these personality traits, bill

not vice versa. If the personality chara:teristics affect test

scores, then 24 percent of the test score effect on

, Earnings and 17 percent of the effect on Ln Earnings

is spurious. Regardless of which interpretation one prefers,

personality characteristics correlated with a man's test scores are
relatively for

/more important for his earnings than/either'his education or

occupation. In absolute terms, however, the effects are still small.

0.13 and 4.14
Education. The lower panels of Tables/ show that con-

trolling only Education often- decreases the
substant ally.

Test Score coefficient, This suggests that test scores may affect

earnings primaril}, because they 'influence education. This cannot be

the whole story, however, since even when we compare brothers with

the same education, a 15 point difference in test performance results in a

10 percent difference in Hourli Earnings in Talent and a 13 percent

difference in Annual Earnings Ln _Kalamazoo. These effects might be

larger in samples with more variable earnings than Talent and Kalamazoo.

Occupation. Test scores continue to affect a man's earnings even

if
with opcupation controlled. Thus/brothers have the same education

status but have that
and the same occupational/ test scores /differ by 15 points, they

differ by 10-11 pervint in earnings.
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Interactions.((Interactions again appear to be of little importance.

I investigated the same 28 interactions in the Talent survey for Ln

Earnings that I. described earlier for Occupation. None was significant

at the 0.05, level. Regressions for subsamples of Talent' -and

Kalamazoo respondents who had blue collar and white*oollar fathers

also showed no significant differences in the Test Score coefficients.

The most interesting-finding again is that there is no significant

Test Score byEducation interaction in the Talent or Kalamazoo

sampkes. If'brighter students learn more in school, and if school

/'learning were the basis for higher earnings, I wodld expect a

positive Test Score by Edudstion interaction.

These results lead me 1O\several conclusions:

First, the correlation betWeen test scores and earnings appears

to have been stable for men born between World War I and World War II

in Kalamazoo. There is no good evidence of change after that or in
0

other areas of the United States.

Second, tests given in late elementary (school predict a man's

adult earnings as well as tests given in high school.dolescent/ tests

predict earnings at 35 to 54 somewhat better than for younger men.

Third, adolescent test scores have substantively important

effects on earnings. A one point increase in test performance results

in a one percent increase'in adult earnings After family

background has been controlled.

22 g)
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Fourth, differences an individual's characteristics in high

school and differences in eftcational attainment help explain the

higher earnings of men with 1E1)11 test scores. But even after education

-185-

and occupation are controlled, test scores appear to have substantively

important effects on adult earnings. This is true in both the Talent

and Kalamazoo brothers samples. 'A 10 point increase in test scores

is associated with a 6-8 percent increase in earnings with education

controlled. This may be an underestimate if (a) single tests.do not

capture ;the full effects of tests, or (b) if the effects are larger

in samples with more variable earnings.

3. Effects of Adult Ability

I turn now to the importance of adult cognitive ability for

a#ult success. This section has three parts. The first compares the

relative importance of adult tests with adolescent tests. The second

investigates the effects of adult ability on occupational status.

The third describes the effect\f adult ability on earnings.

(a) Adult Versus Adolescent Ability

It is not obvious whether economic success should correlate

better or worse with adult tests than with adolescent tests. Correia-
*:
ct

tions between adolescent and adult ability are typically in the range,

of 0.8-0.9 (cf. Bloom, 1964). These correlations tsuggest that adult

success should show much the same relationship todult tests as to

adolescent tests. However, measures of adult ability incorporate not

only the effects of early"ability but the effects of.unequal schooling._

2 S
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Thus I would expect adult success to correlate higher with adult

tests than with earlier tests. But the tests used to measure school,,

and postschool atiLity are s.=.1dom alike. Even when they have the

same content, tests may measure different things for adolescents and

adults. Adolescents who can be located as adults may also have

environments which have changed less than those of adolescents who

cannot be located, so their adult success may be more predictable

from early tests than is the case for those who could not be located.

The!almo study includes a measure of ability at age 10, a

militaryr.est of ability ten yr!ars later (when respondents had finished
schooling)

aimcmt all of their / and measures of occupational status and earnings

-at 25,630, 35, 40, and 43. The two tests correlated 0.745, which is

in
..lower than/ most American studies of representative samples., Occupa-

..

tional status had an average correlation of 0.351 with scores at 101

and0.486 with scores at 20. For income, the correlations were

0.274 vs. 0.333. The adult it thus had somewhat higher correlations

with both occupation and income than<the test at age 10.

Figerlind (1975),,reports that those mho completed university.
1

had some of their formal educati9n after .allt" ability was

measured. If so, Fagerlind's data may understate the difference

between adolescent and adult tests.

There are no American studies which have both adolescent and

adult test scores and which follow up men's economic success. There

are, however, several American surveys that measure only adult scores.

2 2
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The Veteran's survey includes AFQT dcores for 25-39 year old men

-tested 'between the ages of 19 and 26. Some of. these men; had

additional schdoling after their military service.- The PSID includes

sentence' completion scores for men'aged'25-64 who ire no longer in

school. The Malmo results suqgest that these post-educational tests
)

,

Id

should explain more of 41114affiance in economic success thlit do

dholescent tests from surveys like Talentand Kalamazdo. Yet no such

pattern emerges, For Occupat'on, eta
2
was 0.143 for Veterans, 0.128

0

for PSID, 0.213 for Talent, and 0.154 for 'Kalamazoo. The bivariate

regression coefficient was 0.(2 for Veterans 0.50 for PSID, 0.77

for Talent, and 0.69 for Kalarazoo. For Income, the eta
2
s

,

were

0.081 for Veterans, 0.106 for PSID, 0.026 Talent, and 0.111 for

Kalamazoo. These comparisons are, complicated by the fact that (1)

the PSID sentence completion test is far less reliable than the

Other three test,'(2) the edLcation distribution has been artificially

truncated in the Veieran's sarpl-e and in Talent, (3) the PdtD occupa-
ri

#4. tion metric is.somewhat differ
ipntfom the others, and (4) theleialents,,

4:

1

earnings measure differs from the others and has less variance

because -of the youth ofthe Talent men., Thus'itlie ndt-surprisin/
.

that adult_tests do not seem to be more associated with occupdtion

and income than a\iolescent tests in these studies. This does not
4

necessarily mean that adult tests do not have laiparifects. More

Likely, testing men with different amounts of educatioq.increases

the'predictive power of the tests, but these increases are offset by
.r .

I.
.

.

other downward biased.' In tho Veteran's sample the downwardebias
0 .......1 t A'

,
,L.

*4)

4 4
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comes from underrepresentation of men with extreme values on

education, and perhaps also from the irclusiOn of tool functions in

the testgiven to younger. men. In the PSID it comes from an un-

reliable test.

Ilk conclude that m asurEsof adult ability .probably have higher

correlations with success than measures of allalescent ability, since

adult tests. incorporate the effects of differential education. The"

higher association I) seen in the Malmo study bu; is masked in the

American survets,which do not provide comparabledata,for adolescents and

adults.

(b) Adult Ability and Occupational Status

Having compared the relative importance of adolescent and adult

tests, I turn to the relative importance of adult tests vs. other

factors for occupational success.

Age ility

Adult tests seem to have a stable relationship with men's
In the

occupational status between 25 and 64. / r PSID, for example,

the correlations were 0,353 for men 25-34 in 147.Z.,0.326 for

men 35-44., 0.399 for men 45 and.0.327 for men 55-64. There is no

consistent, upward or downwatd trend in these. correlations over age

groups. -Fagerlind's results support this conclusion for men over "30.

Effects of Adult Tests on Ocovation,
4.15

Table / shoWs regressions of occupation on adult tests for

the PSID 25-64 year olds and 30-34 year old veterans. Test scores

explain 13 percent of the variance inoccupational status for PSID men

231
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Table 4.15

Regressions of Occupation on Adult Test Scores in Different Samples

Sample (Year of occupatifon)

PSID (1971)1

N = 1774

NORC 4terans
01 a: 8103

% Reduction
in Test Score

Coefficient for Coefficient
Test Score
B Beta

Other Variables Controlled

111 02
g) R2

8
E-

5 > §4
1) .50310 :358 .128

'y
2)

3)

.33391

.09915
.238
.071

33.6

80.3

-4( (2)
XXXXX (2)

.226

.458
4) .09855 .0'70 80.4 XXXXXXXal .458

(1964) 5) .705 .431 .186
6) .603 .369 14.5 .244
7) .230' .140 67.4 X X X .448

All coefficients_ are larger than twice their standard ,error.

Variable identifications not seen on previous tables are: VOCTRAIN i Vocational Training;
JOB TENURE . Years on Current Job.

1. .PSID test _,converted to an S.D. = 15 for these comparisons.

(2) Iddicates controls for White, Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Father WhiteC011ar, Father Foreign, Father Absent, Siblings, Non-Farm Upbringing, Non-South
Upbringing, Father's Occupatiod, r Siblings2.

(3,0 Indicates controls for White, Fither's _Education, Father's Occupation, No Male- Head,Non-Farm Upbringing, and Non-South Upbringing.

232
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and 19 percent foi. veterans. Controlling measured family background

reduces the,regression coefficient by 14 percent in thb Veteran's

survey and 34 percent in the PSID.

Differences in education explain most of the test score effects

on occupation. Controlling education reduces the test score co-

efficient 80 percent in, the' PSID,and 67 percent in the Veteran's

survey. Some men returned to school after military service in the

4.15
Veteran's sample. The rcgresgions in Table / are only comparable if

education prior to military service affects AFQT, and AFQT doesnot

affect postmilitary schooling. 14/

4.15
'Table / Suggests that the effects of adult tests on occupation,

net of differences in education, are quite small. A 15 point increase

in adult scores. boosts occupational status only. 1 to 4 points

when men have the same amount of schooling. These results confirm

what we sal/ earlier with adolescent tests, namely that while cognitive

skills help a man get through school, they do not boost his occupa-.

ticinal status muc if he does not get through school. They also

suggest that if employers view cognitive skills as essential for high,

status occupations, they impose this requirement by the relatively

inefficient device of" requiring educational credentials. Alternatively-,

employers may not see cognitive ability as a prerequisite for high

14/ See Griliches and Mason (1972). If AFQT affects postmsilitary
schooling, then the regressions,in Table4 will understate the
effectm of APOT on Orennatinn-.
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status occupations. They mat believe thatcredentialed individuals

0

are capable of learning more on the job,

,

values'.

or have more suitable attitudes and

4.15

The findings in Table/ are not modified by'considering inter-

A

actions among the determinants of occupation. None of the multi-

plicitive interactions between Race, Father's Educations Father's

Occupation, Father Absent, Siblings, Test Score, Education, and

Experience was significant_in the PSID. Nor did the Test Score

coefficient differ significantly for subsamples divided by respond-

ent's race or by having white collar,-blue collar, or farm fathers.

The coefficient for AFQT is significantly higher forlmenwith white

collar fathers than for m4n with blue collar fathers in the Veterans

sample, The Ann .coefficient for men with blue collar fathers is, in
Al

turn, larger than that for men with farm fathers, but'not significantly

larger. Not too much weight should be put on these interactions

since they do not appear in the PSID or for adolescent test
scores.

Adult Ability

Age Stability'

and Earnings

The PSID sentence completion test correlated 0.285, 0.328, 0.407,

with the earnings of
and 0.331 / men aged 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, and 55-64. The correlation

increases as men approach their middle 50s and then decreases

slightly for the oldest cohort. However, the decrease for the oldest

adhort is not statistically significant. Thelpre, I conclude that

the adult test ecoteearnings relationsLhip probably, rises as men
_ -
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-approachtheir middle 50s and then remains fairly stable. 'Ibis conclusion\
must be very tentative, hakever, since it rests on the limited evidence of a

single set of data.

Effects of Adult Ability on Earnings

Table 4.16 presents regressions of Ln Earnings on adult tests for 25-64

year old PSID men and 30-34 year old veterans. The bivatiate association of

adult test scores and Ln Earnings is_ substantial. Each one point increase in

test
te

rformance is associated with a 1.8 percent increase in earnings in PSID

and a 1.2 percent increase for Veterans. Controlling measured background reduces

both coefficients b
about

y/a quarter. If education did not affect adult tests, this

would suggest that73 to 75 percent of the bivariate association of test scores

and Ln Earnings-was causal. But Since education almost certainly does affect ,

adult tests, the way to estimate the effect of, adult tests on earnings is to

control education along with background. Controlling education and background

reduces the test score coefficient by 44 percent for veterans and 58 percent in

PSID. With education and background controlled, a one point test score advantage

increases earnings by about 0.7 percent in'bothsurveys4. Controlling Work

Experience and Occupation reduces this to about 0.6 percent

in both surveys.

#
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Table 4.16

Regressions of Ln Earnings on Adult Tests in Different Samples

) Other Variables Controlled
% Reduction
in Test Score

Coefficient for Coefficient
Sample (Year of Earnings) Test Score

B l Beta

kg:

cn z a if,"1 (22

C*1

5Xt
Cf)

F4
$1

g seiti
b4c'Dm

PSID (1971)1 1) .01773 .353 .125
N = 1774 2) .01300 .259 26.7 (2) , .172

3) .01292 .257 27.1 (2) -(3) .178
4) .00753 .150 57.5 X X X X (2) (3) .255
5) .00670 .134 62..2 X.XWX (2) (3) - .298
6) .00663 .132 62.6 X X X X X X X (2) (3) .330
7) .00662 .132 62.7 X X X X X X X(4) (2) (3) .334
8) .00595 .118 66.4 X X X X X X X(4)X (2) (3) .353

NORC Veterans (1964)' 9) .01224 .351 .123
N = 803 10) .00920 .264 .24.8 (5) .185

11) .00687 .197 11.9 X (5) .196
12) .00668 .192 45.4 X X (5) .202
13) .00563 .162 54.0 X X X (5) .238

All coefficients are larger than twice their standard-error.
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Votes for fable 4.16

1. FSID test converted to SD = for these comparisons.

(2) Indicates controls for White, Father's Education, Fath9's Occupa-
tiorN Father White Collar, Father Foreign, Father Absent,

Siblings, Non-Farm Upbringing, Non-South Upbringing, Father's

Education
2

, and Father's Occupation .

(3) Indicates controlsbtor Father's Occupation *.Father's Education,

White * Siblings, Siblings * Father's Education.

(4) Indicates controls for Experience * Father Absent, Experience *

Father's Education.

(5) Indicates controls for White, Father's Education, Father's

Occupation, Male Head Absent, Non-Farm Upbringing, and Non-South
Upbringing.

ft
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Brtth of our samples show that adult tests affect, earnings

after background, education, experience, and occupation variables

are controlled. A 15 point increase in test scores results in a

9 percent increase in PSID and an 8 percent increase for veterans.

Neither ofsttlese samples fully controls for family background,

however.

To investigate whether the effects of adult ability on Ln

Earnings change with men's age, I compared regressions of Ln

Earnings-on Tes.t Scores with background, education,and experience

controlled for the four PSID age cohorts. The standardized co-
t

efficient for test score was 0.129, 0.061, 0.200, and 0.161'for

- men aged 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, and 55-64. These coefficients do

not appear to change systematically.

I also investigated whether high scorers earn more because

they are better able to convert their education into higher

earnings. This would imply a significant test score by education

interaction. This interaction is less than twice its standard

error in 1:\)th the PSID and the Veteran's survey. Examination of

over 20 multiplicative interactions in the PSID and Veterans

surveys shows no consistent pattern of interactions.

The findings on adults tests lead me to several conclusions:

First, adult tests probably have higher associations with

adult success than adolescent tests, since

they capture differences in length of schooling along with

240
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adolescent ability.

Second, the correlation between adult testi and adUlt

occupational status appears to remain constant as men become older,

but the correlation between adult tests and adult earnings

does not stabilize until they reach at least 30.

Third, after controlling for causally prior traits that

inflate the association between adult tests and adult success,

adult test scores have trivial effects on men's occupational status.

7 They have larger effects on earnings. As noted earlier, a

15 point increase in adult test scores resulted in al:but a 9

percent increase in men's annual earnings. While this is a

substantial ariount, it is not large relative to the gap between

the rich and the poor in general. The difference between the

earnings of the best and worst paid fifths of male earners is

about 600 percent. This'implies that changing men's test scores

.without changing the social structure will not take us very far

towards reducing economic inequalities.
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General Conclusions
.

The analyses in this chapter support the following general

conclusions: A.

Standardized tests of ,

1. /high school academic achievement prediCts'adult economic

success better than Any of the 30 "ability" teats I examined.

academic
High school/ achievement correlates quite highly with

tests of verbal or quantitative ability, but academic

'achievement predicts later success better than either verbal or

quantitative ability does. skills that do not correlate

"highly with academic achievement correlate poorly both with one

another and with later educational and economic success.

2. Ninth grade academic-achievement predicts eventual

success ad accurately as 12th grade academic achievement.

This suggests that it is not achievement per se that

affects later success, but the motivations and aptitudes
iI

that lead to achievement. Since aptitude tests do not

predict success as well as achievement tests,

the predictive power of
probably

the achievement tests /derives 4n part from its relation-

ship to stable motivational factors. Alter-

natively, achievement tests could capture aptitudes

not-measured by conventional aptitude tests. The distindtion

between "aptitude" and "motivation" is, however,

difficult to operationalize.

2 4 2
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.

3". Students whose adolescent ability differs by one standard deviation

A
typically differ by at least 1.5 years on education, 8 to 12 points on

occupational status, about 7 percent on earnings at age 28, and°about

11115 percent on earnings after 35 in our samples. The relationship
reach about

of test scores to earnings appears to L/se until men/35 and to

remain stable for men between 35 and 55. It could fall after 55.

4. The relationship of ability to adu success depends partly on

the fact that both are affected by family background. Demographic

----M6Vground measur:s do not capture the full effect of

family background on either test performance or-adult
-....... . .

, .

success, as we discover when we look at sibling data.

Using sibling date, the apparant effects of test performance

are reduced by 32-43 percent for education, a roughly
.

similar amount for occupational status, but only abopt

25 percent for earnings at 28. The estimated effect

of test score on earnings in maturity is actually larger

wh,'n we control all aspects of family background than

whill we omit such controls, but this lb probably 'a saniTrilg

an)maly.

F. Adolescent ability affects adult occupational' status.

primarily by affecting education. This is less true for earnings.. If

two men differ by one standari deviation on Talent's compdsite

but do not differ on education, Appendix H shows that their Duncan.

.scores at 28 typically differ 11, onl, 3.7 points.Their earnings

at 28 will differ by about four percent. Among Kalamazoo

35739 year olds, the occupational difference is 3.4 points and the

earnings difference, is 14 percent.

2,4.3
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tl.6. The' refa oiship ofadolescent'ability to educational attainment, ,

occupationil status, or earnings does not appear. to have changed over

$°
, 4

time for men born between 1900 and 1940. The data on which this

.

4

conclusion is ba etkare far from conclusive, but are somewhat stronger
.

.

''''

Alkit
for education than for pin r earnings..

7. I found no consistent evi hat students with high test scores

derived more econqpic benefit from additional education than did

tudents with average on below average test scores.
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CHAPTER 5: EFFECTS OF NOHCOGNITIVE TRAITS

by Peier Hueser

Introduction

Common sense tills us that individuals possess characteristics

40 VP

not measured by cognitive tests, and that these characteristics affect
4

theiocial_and economic success. Most people assume, for example,

that individuate ith"ambitilm," 'good attitudes," "high aspirations,"

or "good jud nt" are' more likely to succeed than individuals '

b
with the same cognitive ability and family background who lack these

characteristics. The widespread acceptance of this belief is reflected

in the importance that employers and college admissions committees

place on personal interviews, letters of recommendation, and other

personal evaluations, even when cognitive tests and-Other measures of

ability are available.

SO

Past Research
re

Few studier have attempted to measure the importance of non-

-
fac*tors in determining life success.

Crockett (1962) arg ed
.

thetA andividual motivation "may play key
.

role in occupational mobility of persons sharing broadly similar

opportunity." He presented de* that showed a popitive relationship

between socio-economic mobility and an individual's score on "need for

achievement"
Or

as determined by his.responsi to the Thematic Apperception

Test (TAT). Whin Duncan...Featherman. and Duncan A972) re

Crocketee data, they found.that need for achievement had

2 45
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small direct effect, onoccupatioral status (standarized coefficient

0.12) after controlling father's occupation and respondent's education.

However, since the data vete not longitudinal, they could not rule out

the possibility that the responden s occupational status affected

his TAT responses rather than the
also

other way around.

Rosen (1971)/found a positive relationship between his measure of,.

ilividual "achievement syndrome" and occupational mobility after

controlling for background characteristics. Again, however, the data

-.we're not longitudinal.,

Elder (1968) used longitudinal data to consider the influence of

the noncognit4ve gaits of high school students, on eventual educati$1

attainment and occ pationse status. He found that the TAT measure of

need for achievement administered in high school had anegligible effect.

He also looked at a second measure of "motivation" based on observers'

ratings of students' behavior

ciable effects on educational

coefficients 0.216 and 0.222,

in high school This measure had appre-

4
and occupational attainment (standardized

controlling and social class).

Unfortunately, Elder's sample was small (N65), all white,, and drawn

entirely from Oakland, California, so it is

--"--'could be generalized.

4.

1111110.

unclear whether his findingsN

(1972) used:longitudinal data to examine the effects of.

_positive Orientation to work, materialiseicprientation, and perception

of personal' chievements at the age of 30 on men's occupational and

economic success 3 to 10 years later. After controlling for individual

background characteristics, education, and initial occupttional status_

and income, he found that work orientation had a small effect on

occupational statu", three years later (standardized coefficient 0.063),
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but no other statistically significant effects. Materialistic

orientation affected income 3 and 10 years later (standardized,

coefficients 0.052 and 0.071), as did subjective achievement (coef-
4e

ficients 0.157 and 0.083). .

Featherman suggestei that lihativation were measured earlier it

wouid be more important. In order 'to test this,, he

estimated a model which treated personality measures at age 30 as

indicators of stable traits formed in adolescence.
1

This model did not suggest that

adolescent traits of this sort were of critical importance.

Sewell and Hauser (1975) analyzed the effects of several social=

psychological factors on Wiiconsin high school senior.'

eventual educational attainment, occupational status,

and earnings up to 10 years later. They found that after controlling

for background characteristics an4 academic ability, students' high

school grades, influence from teachers, peers and parents, and students'

own educational and occupational aspirations-all influenced years of

education. These factors also affected occupational status and earnings,

c although 'their effects on earnings Are small.

While.Sewell and Hauser's analyses indicate that noncognitive
Aro

traits of high school students influence later success, they leave

unanswered questions about the ways in waich these measures affect
, ,

outcomes. Sewell and Hauser suggested- that the encouragement a student

receives and his level of aspirations affect his

educational attainment and econctmic success, but such measures may

241i, '
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merely reflect other underl'iing iotivational characteriitics.

Andrisani and Nestel (.976) found that "internal control" --

the extent to which an indiridual believes success is determined by

personal.initiative rather :hanexternal.events 7- had a positive

relationship to occupations' status and earnings for NLS men 45 to 59.',

They also found that this moasure predicted change in earnings over the two

years following the initial survey and that change in earnings affected the

measure. This, id consistent with theory, which suggests that internal

control,should affect success (see Rotter, 1966). But the direction of

causation is still unclear, even in this longitudinal data. Individuals

may believe they can control their lives because they face favorable

circumstances, or because they possess other unmeasured characteristics

that facilitatesuccess. Nonetheless, Andrisani and Nestel's findings,

suggest that some aspect of personality may influence earnings:
,

Numerous studies have eitamined the relationship between personality

1/
and job success for individuals in restricted 'occupational groupings.

However, since samples are usually limited to a single occupational

grouping (e.g., salesmen,managers), and often to a single company, it-

is difficult to determine whether relationships found in Such limited,

self-selected populations apply ;to representative samples: The personality

measures also differ across studies, .so results for different occupational
41.

groupings cannot easily be pieced together. Even if results were

comparable within a wide range of otcupations, they would not tell us

anything about the effect's ofPersonality on ociupatiOnal clivice or ''\\

selection. Therefore, these studies are of little help in determining

See Korman (1968) for a review of longitudinalstudies that relate

managerial

success to individual traits. Brenner (1968) related teadhers'

rating of high school students with supervisors' ratings in a later job
4 for proddction employees..

it

iv
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the extent to which perionality predicts ,success for the- population
5

in general.

Data and Methods

The Talent and Kalamazoo surveys permit a more comprehensive
adolescent

-investigation of the effects of /noncognitive traits on

subsequent'social and economic success than any data available heretofore.

The Talent survey provides personality ratings based on student self--

.*

reparts, numerous details on student behavior in high school, students'

perceptions of others' attitudes towards them, and personal aspirations

and plans. Talent measured educational attainment and economic success

12 years after the initial survey. Kalamazoo teachers rated 10th graders

on a variety-of character traits. Olneck contacted these men when they

were 35-59 to determine their educational attainment, and economic success.
Both surveys --

/provide measures of background characteristics nd'cognitive ability.

Since Olneck surveyed brothers, one can also coilttol whatever unmeasured

family characteristics brothers lave in common when analyzing his data.

Given the paucity of empirical evidence supporting any single

eheory,.my, analyses of these data are exploratory. I examine a large

number of noncoghitive variables in an effort to identify

those which have predictive power. ,My fiutt concern is to answer the

global question important noncognitive traits are in the status

attainment proceis, since this claps of variables has been ignored in

most stratification research. I also hope to draw conclusions about the

nature of those traits that are impoctint, and to shed light on

the mechanises, by which individuals succeed or fail in-our society.

Since mrconcernis with the-possib,le causal role of .noncognitive traits,

9.
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my analyses focus on effects after controlling for measured,background

characteristics.

My analyses are divided into four sections. The first examines

the importance of 10 self-assessed personality traits. Project Talent

derived these 10 measures from students' responses to the high school

questionnaire. Sinci responses to individu4l questions are not

available, these analyses hinge on the validity of the scales devised

by Talent researchers.

The second section considers more than O. questions on the Talent_

questionnaire relating to student.activitiee) behavior, and attitudes.

I treat these as proxies for students' noncognitive traits, and use

principal component analysis to search for factors that have consistent

effects on later success.

In the third section, I consider the combined effects of all tbe'

noncognitive traits measured in Project Talent in 4 model which also

includes.stddentsi perceptions of encouragement, as well as Students'

explicit preferences and plans.

tJ 2 5
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In the fourth section, I use t eKatsmazoo survey to determine

the importance of'eacher ratings o student character on students'

later success. Since Kalamazoo respondents were followed up when they

41fre 35 to 59, comparisons of this analysis with Talent allow us to

infer whether''effects found for 28-year-old men in the Talent survey

persist in later years.

_1. Personality Self-Aissessments

The Personality Self-Assessments are based on questions that

require respondents to make judgments concerning their own actions,

preferences, or the way others view them. Talent researchers grouped

together statements which they thought described similar types of

behavior to form the,composites.

Table 5.1 lists these composites and selected items from each.

Items differ in generality. For example, items for sociability range

from "I prefer reading a good japok to going out with, friends" (weighted
3 ,

negatively) to simply "I am friendly" (weighted positively).

Most items require the respondent to characterize his behavior,as if it

were relatively stable over time and across situations. An individual

who did not believe in such stable traits could either omit the question

or give the most noncommittal response. In either case, he would end up

with a low score on the scale. It therefore seems fair to assume that

the composites measure the extent to which the respondent believes he,

possesses a given set of traits.

With the possible exception of Impulsiveness, the composites

measure perceived conformity,to socially acceptable patterns of behavior.

lip a factor analysis using a Talent sample which differed from outs,

Lohnes (1q66, Chapter 5) found that all the composites, excluding
*

CI
3 I

1-
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ti

Table 5.1 Selected Questions fiom the 10 Talent Personality Self-Assessment
Scales a/

Regarding the things I do and the way I do them, this statement describes mek/-'

A. extremely well
B. quite well
C." fairly well
D. slightly
E. not very well

0An item is marked "+" when Talent scored options A or B as 1 ant Options
C, D, and E as 0. The item is marked when Talent scored, options D and E
as 1 and A, B, and C as 0. Scores on a scale are found by summing the scores
on the items included in this scale: Thus scores range from zero to the
number of items in the scale.

Sociability (12 items)

(+) People seek to think I make new friends more quickly than
most people do.

(-) I prefer reading a good book to going out with friends.
(+) I am friendly.

Social sensitivity (9 items)
0-) I seem to know how other people will.feel about things.
(+) People consider me a sympathetic listener.
(+) I am sympathetic.

hmpulsiveness (9 items)
(+) I like to do things on the spur of the moment.
(+) I am impulsive.
(-) It takes me quite a while to come to a decision.

Vigor (7 items)
(+) I can work or play outdoors for hours without getting tired.
(+) I am energetic.

Calmness (9 items)
(-) People seem to think I get angry easily.
(+) I am even-tempered.
(+) I am usually self-controlled.

Tidiness (11 items)
(+) I am never sloppy in my personal appearance.
(+) Before I start a task, I spend some time getting it organized.
(+) I am neat.

nr-)
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Table 5.1 (continued) ,

Culture ('10 items)

(+) I enjoy beautiful things.
. .

(+) I take part in the cultural activities in my community.
(+) I am refined.

Leadership (51.1iems)
(+) I am the leader in my group.
(+) I am influential.

(0 I have held a lot of elected offices.
(+) Peo le naturally follow my'lead.
(+) 31 ke to make decisions.

Self-Con dence (12 items)
(+) I am confident.

(+) I'd enjoy speaking to a club. group on a subject I know well.
(-) Being around strangers makes me ill-at-ese.

Mature Personality (24 items)
(+) I make good use of all my tipe
(+) I work fast and get a lot done.
.(+) It bothers me to leave a task half done.
(+) I do my job, even when I don't like it.
( +) I do things the best I know how, even if no one checks upon me.
(+) I am dependable.
(+) I am:reliable.

a/ For a complete list of questions which comprise the 10 scales see
The Project Talent Data Bank: A Handbook (1972); pp. 38-42.

253
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Impulsivness, loaded on a single factor. He suggested that these

composites were largely measuring, an individual's need to conform.

I coded all these composites so teat the "approved" response led

to a higher score than the "deviant" response. The correlations among

*.

these nine composites range from ).28 to 0.62.

While "Impulsivness" is not usually considered a socially acceptableb

trait, this label may not be entirely appropriate to the items included

under it. One might, for example, argUe that the items in this scale

really measure "decisiveness" rather than "impulsiveness," and that

"decisiveness" is a socially desirable characteristic. Whether for this

or other reasons, Impulsivness correlates positively with all the

other composites (r 0.11 to 0.25). It also correlates positively with

later success: I therefore retained the original coding-rather than

transforming the scale into a measure of "nonimpmlsiveness."

Responses to the 108 separate questions
amp

are not available for analys/s, so it is not possible to determine

whether important information was lost in constructing the composites. It is,
the

however, possible to determine whether/effects of these composites

deviate from linearity. I regressed the respondent's education,

occupational status, and hourly wage on a quadratic function of each of

the ten composites. In 8,of%the 30 regressions, the deviation from

linearity was statistically significant. All 8 of these regressions

indicated that a one.-point change had morE effect at the top of the

scale than at the bottom. This was not due to a "ceiling" effect since the

means of the composites are very close to the midpoints on the scale.

But no composite had significant nonlinear effects on all three dependent

variables. I therefore decided not to reseals the composites, but instead

to include squared'terms in my analyses to capture air-linear effects.

r) r
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z

Determinants of Self-Assessed Personal.ty Traits

The five basic background variablAs used in Appendix H (White,

Father's Occupation, Father's Education, Father Absent, Siblings)

explain less than three percent of the variance in the self-assessed

personality traits (see Column 1 of table 5.2')P This remains true

even when one adds non-linekr and interaction terms (see Column 2).

I alsb examined the effects of adding nine,additional background

charactertstici, includipg Family Income, Mother's Education, Mother's

Occupation and Talent's composite SOcioeconomic Index. Because of

missing data, adding these variables decreases the sample size to 663.

Comparing Column 3 to Column 2 shows that this restriction changes very

little. CoMparing Column 4 to Column 3 shows that even with 14

backgroUnd variables, their squares, and selected interactions, R2

never exceeds 0.06. Of the additional variables. only the Socioeconomic

Index had a consistent effect across the cdfposites. Column 5 indicates

2/ The proportion of variance explained is corrected for sample size.
This is adjusted_R2 or RR given by the formula:

2 2
R - k-1

Nk (1-R2)-

where N is the number of cases, k is the number of dependent variables
(including constant), and R2 is the proportion of variants actually
explained. This ii72 is an estimator of-the proportion of variance which
would be.explained by the dependent variables in'an infinite sample.
Although this measure is biased, the bias is small, never greater than
0.096/N (see Barton, A.P., "Note on Unbiased.Estimation of the Squared
Multiple Correlation Coefficient," Statistic. Neerlandica 16, pp. 151-163
'(1962). In contrast, R2 is always an upwardly biased estimate. For a
given vafiple size, the bias is a linear function of the number of
dependent variables. I restrict discussion to 17:

25i
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Table 5.2 Proportion of Variance Explained/in Self-Assessed Personality,

Measurea by 'Background Characteristics: Talent Males

_ N,

Primary Sample Restricted Sample
(N=1048) ,

(1) (2) (3)

Sociabil4ty .011 .006 .0')4

Social .020 .027 .015
Sensitivity

Impulsiveness .002 .007 .031

Vigor .005 .013 .013

Calmness .021 .023 .009

Tidiness .003 .004 .003

C6lture .012 .019 .019

Leadership .019 .022 .025

Self .016 .020 ..018
Confidence

Mature . .012 .014 .001
Personality

Controls

5 - Basit Background
Characteristics

Squares, Interactions

Additional Variables
Socioeconomic Index
8 Other Background
Squares, Selected-

Interabtions

0Jfj

(N 663) V

(4) (5)

.032 .010

.016 .027

.037 .038

1 .016 .030

.013 1013'

-.011 .011

.021 .029

.059 .041

.024 .017

.024 .006

X

X

%.7

*MI
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Notes:
4

Sample The sample is restricted to 1427 maLs who filled out questionnaires
in 1960 as part of the Project TaIent.SO.vey (f eleventh grader's, and who
also responded to a follow up questionnaire. in 1972 (see Appendix H for
complete description of selection process): In contrast to other analyses
presented in this book, I have chosen not to restrict my sample to tivilian

nonstudents. 1.8 percent of the 14?7 individuals in the sample report that
they are full time students, and also reported the number of years of educa-

tion they had completed. These individuals average 16.1 years of reported %
schooling. Only two of the students report occupation and hoprly earnings.
0.5 percent of the sample report they are'Officers in the minter., and I
assigned these individuals a Duncan score of A in accordance with a coding

,scheme devised by Marsha Brown. Although a Duncan score exists'for,enlisted
men, no individuals have this code, probably due to an efror in the coding
scheme.

The Primary Sample consists of the 1048 individuals with complete data

on the five basic'beckground variables, four dependent,variables, and

self-assessed personality traits. The Restricted Sample ta_a subset of

these individuals who also have complete data on eight additignal background

controls (N.-663).

Controls Basic background variables are White, Father's Education, Father's

Occupation, Father Absent an4 Siblings. Squares c4 the 5 backgrolnd vari-

ables are Father's Education , Father's Occupation , and OSiblings . Inter-

actions of the five basin background variables include all 15 possible two -way

interactions. Eight additional controls include Family Income, Mother's
Education, Mother HabsewifeUother'e Occupation, Father Supervises, Books in
the Home, Non-South Upbringing and Non-Farm Upbringing. Square, are computed

for all nondichotomous variables. Interactions include all interactions

involving the SoCioeconomic Index, Mother's Education; and Family Income.

Variables White, Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Father Absent

and Siblings are defined in Appendix H, which describes the Talent Sample.

Socioeconomic Index: Constructed by Talent researchers from %tudent re-
sponsea to nine questions concerning family characteristics. Questions
ascertained family income, books in the family's home, motheededucatfon,
father's education, father's occupation, value of the family's home, and three
measures relating to number of family appliancesi televisions, and whether
'the respondent had his-own room and desk'. Construction of the index is fully
described in The Project Talent Data Bank: A Handbook (1972).

Family InCome: Coded from student categorized responees "less than 3,000"
(1750); "3,000 to.5,999" (4500); "6000 to 8,999" (7500); "9,000 to 11,499"
(10500); "12,000 or more" (19000); "I can't estimate" (missing).

Mother's Education: Coded from student responses using the same code as x
Father's Education

Mother Housewife and Mother's Occupation: Mother Housewife was coded 1 if
student reported that his mother was a housewife or if he did not report

o
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IF a upation,for her, ind 0 otherWise. If the'studrnt reported an occupation
fo er, Mother's Occupation.is coded into Duncan sc6res,es is Father's
Occupatiop. Otherwise Mother's Occupation was assi)med the mean.

Father Supervises:* number of employees the student repoits that his father
supervises coded from categories :Woes not supervise) "' (0); "y0s, a
few people (up to 4 or 5)" -(5);- "ves,_many people from 6 ;o 19)" (12);
yes, very many people (20 to 49)" (34); 'yam, 50 o move people" (80),
"I'don't know" .(missing)

Books in'Home: number of books a student, reports are in his home, coded from
his responses in categories "none or very few (0-10)"(5); "a felt books
(11-25)4*(18); "One'bookcase full (26-10(J)" (63); 'two bookcases full
(101-250" (176) ; "three or four bookcpses full (256-506 (176); "a room full--
a library (501 or more)" (800).

Non - Soothe Upbringing: Coded from region of high school

I .

Non-Farm Upbringing: Coded from student's,repOrt of father's occupation.

.04

ea,

4

f

4

1
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that dropying the other 8 "supplemen ary" background measures, their

. 2 ,1
squares, and i.2teractionstypically rases R (by ,increasing the degrees of freedom ).

/1:clear chat the five basic bac round measures,ppie the Socioeconomic

Index account fez* almost all background effects on self-reports -

Effects on Education

Table 5.3jiesents effects of the self-report composites on Years

of Education. Column 1 presents zero-order correlations. Col *le

through 6,p6sent standardized coefficients with various centrols. Note,

However, that none of the regressions includes more than one personality
at a time.

composite/ Sample A covers alljtepondents With basic background aka.

St

Salpfe B includes only those with4dditional background chaiacterietics.

Comparison
I

of Columns 3 and 4 forlample B indicates that the additional
.

background controls hardly alter ale coefficients, soil will ignore

Sample B.

Column 1 9f Cable 5.4 presents regressions of Education on all ten

self - assessed personality measures at opce, controlling background

characteristics., Since the ten measures are not conceptually distintt,

standardized coefficients in a regression which qnters all of them may

be misleAding. The signs and relati4e srzes of toe'fficients can, however,
VI

becUsed to infer possible'causal relationship's between' personality

measures. In this regression, Leadership and Mature Personality have
*

'statistically significant positive effects while Sociability has a

negative affect. Thui whips Sociability is associated with-groatr

educational attainment (see table 5.3), this is only-because it is

16
corTelit d with the Leadersh nd Mature Personality compOeites. If

. -. . .4 .

0

'`1
9r 9

d
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Tabfe 5.3 Regression of Education on Self-Assessed Personality Measures
Taken One at a Time: Talent [ales

r Standardi:ed Coefficients

(3) (4)

1.1261

[-.001]

Sociability
(1) (2) ,

Sample A _.070 [.0261

t.
,

Sample tB .04k
q.,

. -

,Social Sensitivity
Sample A , ,183 .096

*
,.

'%SApleB .142

l'Impulsiveness
Sample A

Sample t

Vigor
Sample A

Sample B

(5) (6)

[.043] [.022]

[.018] [-.0(121

.098 .060

.072 (.063) (.037) [.023]

.044 [-.005] 4-.003] (.0021 [-.004)

.063 (.004] [.013] [;022) (.027]

.145 .089 .086 .064 (.039]

.108. .088 .087 .067 [.041]

Calmness
Sample A .192 .133 .112 [.048] (.030)

Sample B .134 .075 [058] [.010] [-.010]

Tidiness )
Sample A .149 .092 .098, .064 (.033]

-')

Sample B .11.05 .079 .091 -.Q69 [.037]

Culture
Sample A .197 .114" .119 .1d4 .077

0(
Sample B. .166 .094 '.10,89' .087 [:060]

Leadtrship
Simple A / .201 .14b .144 .101 .074

,

1 ..

Sample B .180 .111 .108 .086 .059'

4 . Self-Confidence

0
Sample A

ION:
.121 .052 [.052] [-.003] [:.021]-

'Sample B '1007, , [.0471 '[.043] [-.003] - [-,020]

4
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. 6*Backeround Characteristics
1_ Basic Background (11 X X.

terms)
Other Squares, Inter -. . X

actions

Additionak-Variables, Squares
and Interactions

Table 5.3 (continued)

Mature' Personality

Sample A

Sample B

I t
t. V

Controls
,h,

,

.

(1) '(2)

.228 '.162

.216

(3) 14) (5) {6)

.165. .087 (.046]
0

.172 . .164 :092., 1.043j

.Test Score ( uadratic),'
Grades

a) Controlled in Sample B only.

Notes:

Sample A:

X a)

X

r a)

a)

Individuals with complete data.on all self-assessed pers9Rality
measures, as well as Respondent White, Father's Education
Father's Occupation, lo Male Head, SiblinJs, Socioeconomic Index,,
and Test Score (N.-10n).

Sample B: Individuals in
Family Income,
pation, Mother
Farmer (N=663).

Sample A with complete 4data on Father Supervises,
Books in Home, Mother's Education, Mother's Occu-

Housewife, Non-South Upbringing, and Father-

4
Controls

Basic Background controls inaude RespondeA White, Father'. Education,
Fatho!'s Occupation, Father Absent, Siblings, Talent's Socioeconomic
Index , Socioeconomic Index X Siblingir-White X Father Absent, FOthet's
Education X Siblings, an4 Father Absent X Siblings. These 11 tetras are
used as background controls in m,Vt-01 the analyses which follow. See
note below for explanation. -

Other Squares and Interactions include Father's E uoetion
2
,Fathei,"'s

Occupation2, Siblings2, as well as the 11 inters tions beraeen linear
background terms not entered above.

Nine additional background factors
.Books in Home, Mother's Education;
Non-South Upbringing, and Non -Fame

are Father Supervise*, Family Income,
Mother's Occupation,\Mother Housewife,
Upbringing: I'entered squares for all

9 1
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)

nondickoeomous variables and interactions involving Family Income,
SocioedOnomic Index, add Mother's Education.

4
Controls for Test Score include both a linear and square term.

The control for Grades is the simple linear variable (see below).
!

)

Oaryables

Detailed definitions of Test Score and Grades are given in Appendix H.
Other variables are defined in notes to Table 5.2.

Notes on Controls
lw.

In analyses that follow, I control background with 11 terms based on 6
personal characteristics. These controls were chosen as follows:
I.included Respondent White,'Father's Education, Father's Occupation,
Father Absent, and Siblings on a priori grounds. i entered these five
variables*in regressions predicting Years of Education, Occupation,
Hourly Earnings and Ln Hourly Earnings, and then tested-to see if
Talent's Socioeconomic Index, any squares of the variabtes, or any of the
30 interactions among them added significantly to the proportion of
variance explained. After those which were significant had entered; I
controlled the Test Scoge (aryl Test Score2 in the regression predicting
Years of Education), and aga n tested to see if any of the unentered
background terms increased the proportion of variance explained. I used
separate.samples for regressions predicting Education (N- 1039),
Occupation (N=931) and Hourly Earnings (N=909) so as to uncover any effects
which -might be present.-c-

* 2 --The Socioeconomic Index, Socioeconomic Index , S'oCioecon6mi! Index X
Siblings, White Father Absent, Father's Education X Siblings and Father
Absent X Siblings welk significant in at least one regression *,,I then
regressed depenhent variables on these 11 term's, and testeetheNentered
terms. Nona was significant. Controlling these ll'factors therefore
,assures us that results will not he biased by nonlinearities or inter-'
actions involving our 6 background measures.

Test Score is controlled using'bot4 a linear and a square term in regres-
sions predicting Years of Edusetia. It was usually significant ia such

-regressions and had a,consigfently positive coefficient. The square for
Test Scotwas never significant it regressions predicting other outcomes,
so'I'contrOlIed

1
Wily the linear effect of Test Score 'in 'such regressions,

. '

.The square of Grades was not statistically significant in any regres-
oion after Test Score was controlled, so,I have only controlled its
linear effects.

Where I control for Education, I have used the three variables Years
of'Education, College Graduation, and Years of Graduate Sfhool, which allow
for effects of Schooling to be nonlinear. These are described in Appepdix
H.

ADs 410
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'Table 5.4. Regressions of Education on Self-Assessed Personality
Measures 'Controlling for background and Intervening
Factoia: Taleni'Males

-Sociability '

ik
*Social Sensitivity

(1)

-.077

[-.004l'

Standardized Coefficients

(la)11/ (2) (2a)=.1

-.070 [-.013]
k

1-.019]

Impulsiveness [-.042]
1 ]-.030]

Vigor [ .021] [ .020]

Calmness [ .028] [-.0171

Tidiness [--.017] [-.003]

Culture [ .031] .082 .075

Leadership .105' .105 .084 .070

- ,

Self-Confidence (-.016] [-.0111

Mature Personality -- .122 .142 [ .(42)

#
Controls

Beekground
petTest Score

X x
x

x
x

Grades

Controls onlyIt_

2
.248 .248 .420 .420 ,.

/

ii
2
with 10 Self

.

Assessmenti .i79 1.281 .433 .443

t

Significance 21
increment in R from
Self-Assessments pe.:101 p <.01

(5) (3a)--
a/

5-.016],,

[ -.010)

[-.026]

[ .018]

[-.006]

[-.010]

.077, .067

:071 .063

T-.0521 -.055

[ .008]

x x
x x

t x x

.441* .441

4

.446 .449
e

(

p< .05

b/
Combined Coefficient-
of All Significant
Self-Assessments .189' ,123 .104
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Table 5.4'(continued)

Notes:

-. L9-

Sample Restricted as Sample A, Table ,5.3 (N1007).

a/ In colugns la, a and 3a measures of self-assessed personality traits
were added in the order of their contribrtion to explained variance until
no unentered variable increased ii2-signi

b/ This is the standardized coefficient for the variable constructed Iy
multiplying each component variable by its unstandardized coefficient and
summing. It can be computed from-the coefficients for the individual
variables as

bibjr1

where b
i

4nd b
j

are theltandardized coefficient for the ith and j
th

variable's,

r
ij

is the correlation between them and N is the number of variables to be

combined.

0 le

O

S

4
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these composites really measure what their labels imply, we might

claim that sociability increases with leadership and maturity, but

-that it any given level of leadership and maturity the more sociable

students are also more likely to drop out.

In order to compare the relative importance of family background,

ability; and self-assessed personality, I created a variable that

combined all the significant composites into a single "super-composite."

r constructed this new variable by multiplying each significant trait*.

by its unstandardized coefficient and summing. The bottom row of

Table 5.4 sKows results with various controls.' With only background

controlled, the standardized coefficient -of this new composite is

0.189. Controlling academic ability (equation 2a) reduced the coefficient

of the 'orsonality composite by a third. This is because the positive

Affect of Mature Personality dtd the negative eftect of Sociability

both grow weaker. Those with "Mature Personality" but low "Sociability"

(an atypical combination) get more education larely becaue they have

high academic aptitude. If we.also control for students' grades,

the combined coefficient falls slightly.further to 0.104.,

:These results imply that the relative importance of self- assessed

personality tr,its to an individual'p educational attainment depends

on whether personality determines academic ability and high

school grades or the other way around. If self - assessed traits precede

abilityr the combined unstandardized coefficient of 0.189 is the best

measure of their importance. 35 percent of the effect cans then be said

to derive from the fact that personality traits influence test performance. Of the

9 G
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remaining influence, 15 percent works directly through high.school

grades. If we assume that self-assessed traits either follow or are

codetermined with academic ability and grades, we must control

ability and gradei in order to estimate the true effect of self-

assessed traits. The combined coefficient is then_0.104. I regard

this as a mcre,reasonable estimate than 0.189. By contrast, the

coefficient for Test Store is 0.405 and the zero-order correlation

between the Socioeconomic Index and Education is.0.456.

Effects on Occupational Status

Table,5.5 presents zero-order correlations and standardized

coefficients of the separate self-assessments when we predict Occupation-

Table 5.6 presents the coefficients for the measures taken together.

The pattern is similar to that when we predict Years of Education,

but the effects are generally weaker. With background controlled, the

combined standardized coefficient of all significant self-assessed

measures is 0.159. When cognitive ability is controlled the coefficient

declines to 0.119, far smaller than the coefficient for.Test Score

(0.373)., Aftir controlling high school grades, only, Culture remains

statistically significant, and it is only barely so. _None of the

self-assessments has a direct effect on Occupation after Education has

been controlled.
2/

This suggests that among men w &th the same amo.nt

:3/ Columns 5 and 6 in Table 5.5 show that coefficients of measures
-are not significant when measures were considered separately in any
regression predicting Occupation after Education is controlled.
'Coefficients were not significant in regressions that entered more than
One measure,.eitBer.

0400
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Table 5.5 Regressions of Occupation on Self-Assessed Personality
Measures Taken One at a Time: Talent Males

r

(1)

Standardized Coefficient

(2). (3) (4) (5) (&)

Sociability ,065 [.030) [.0261 [.0121. [.0001 [.003)

Social Sensitivity .115 [.051) [.012) [-.004] [-.019) [-.007]

Impulsiveness .020 [-.033) [-.027] [-.029) [-.027) [ -.028)

Vigor .122 .072 (.0341 (.0171 (.0011 [.013]

Calmness .170 .112 . [.053) {039) / [.024) [.041)

Tidiness .127 .092 [.056) [.031] [.015) [.029)
4

Culture .162 .104 .090 .066 [.0321 [.036]

Leadership .168 .116 .081 [.05,2) [.0242 [.035)

Self-Confidence .137 .085 [.038] [.023) [.043) [.061)

Mature:Personality- All .130 ,065 [;027] [.006) [.032]

Controls
Background X X X X
Test Score, X X X

1

Grades X X
Education

\

X

X

X

Sample Individuals with complete data on background controls, as well as
Test Score-, GradeS, Years of Education and Occupation (Ns898).

261
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Table 5.6 Regressions of Occupation on Self-Assessed Personality Measures
Controlling Background and Intervening Factors: Talent Males

Standardized Coefficients

(1) (la) (2) (2a) (3)

Sociability (-.051) (-.013] (-.014)

Social Sensitivity (-.0701 -.084 -.078 (-.0761-

Impulsiveness (-.064] -.071 ( .050] (-.045)

Vigor
( .012) (-.004] ( .000]

Calmness
[ .057] ( .022]'

( .033]

Tidiness
( .011]

( .010) ( .007)

Culture
( .055) .096 .105 .089

Leadership . .0§0 .087 .078 .071 A .064]

Self-Confidence I .032j ( .006) ( .006)

Mature Personality ( :069] .102 [ .015] (-.022]

Controls

Background X X X X IX

Test Score
X X X

Grades
X

-..R2 Controls only .'142 .142 ;255 ..25 .271
,

R2 with Self-Assessments .165 .164 .264 .267 .275

Significance of 10
Self-Assessments p -.01 p<.05 p>.05

Combined Coefficient of
Significant Self-
Assessments .159 .119

Sample, is as specified in Table 5.5 (N898'.

For explanation of column headings, sets Table 5.4.

266
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of edti'eation, prior personality self-assessments are not important

itin determining whd will get a high status job. These adol cent

personality traits must affect occupational status largely'. if not
. _......,

exclusively by affecting education.

Effects on Earnings

Table 5.7 presents effects of selfyassessed personality on Hourly

Earnings: The Leadership composite has the largest effect (0.202).

With Leadership controlled none of the other self-assessments had a

statistically significant coefficientY Contrclling for acadeMic

ability and grades decreases the coefficient of Leadership less than

10 percent; implying that only a small pdrtion of the effect is due to

its association with cognitive ability.
1 N.

A one-standard deviation increase on the Leidership measure Icreases

Hourly Earnings by about 45 cents. This return may seem modest when we

consider that Hourly Earningi averaged $5.27,,and that the standard
standardized

deviation was'$2.24. Nonetheless, the/effect is larger than that of

any other adoleszent trait Talent measured, including background and

test score. The combined coefficient of the background characteristics
4

(with no other controls) is 0.16. The combined coefficient of teat

score all grades is 0.115 with background and leadership controlled.

4/ Since self-assessments they thin Leaderibip never had significant
coefficients with 'Leadership controlled, I have not presented the \t
ovations.

4

400000
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Table 5.7 Regression of Hourly Earnings on Self-Aisessad PersonSlity

Measures Taken One at a Time: Talent Males

,

0
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

t1/4

Sociability .130 .116 .115 .111 .098 .100

Social Sensitivity .136 .107 .095 .090 .075 .080

Impulsiveness .028 [.013] [.0151 '[.014) [.015] [.015]

Vigor .120 .104 .092 .087 .077 .082

Calmness .127 .097 .077 .067 .073

Tidiness .127 .440 .099 .092 .080 .086.

Culture .109 .085 .0142 .075 [.0591 / [.061)

iLeadership .215 .202 .195 .191 .181 -.183

Self-Confidence .136 .141 .096 .092 .096 .r02

Mature Personality .156 .132 .114 .107 .105 .110'

Controls

Background

Test Score

Grades

Education (nonlinear)

i
2

for Controls only

R2 with Leadership

X X

X

X

X.

.065 .064

Sample Individuals with complete data on all,bsckground controls, as yell

as Test Store, Grades, Years of Education and Hourly Earnings (Hirer).

.094
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Table 5.8 Regressiong of Ln'Hourly EarningA on SeldAssecsed Personality
Measures Taken One at a Time:

r

Taldnt Males

Standardized Coefficient

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Sociability .108 .093 .093 '.089 .076 .077

Social Sensitivity .120 .091 .078 .074 [.059] [.065].I
Impulsiveness .036 [.021] , [.024] [.02ii [.023] [.023]

Vigor .109 .094 .081 .076 [.066] .073

Calmness .099 .072 [.053) [.049] [.040 [.048]

Tidiness .116 .099 .087 .081 .070 .076.

-Culture .083. ..)
[.060] [.057] .050 .035 [.03.7]

Leadership
o

.161 .144 .135 410.111 .123 .125

Self-Confidence .130 .106 .089 .085 .088 .097

)cure Personality .127 .105 .083 .076 .075 .085

-ContrO4

Background

Test Score

Grades

Education

2
R Controls Only

-2
R with Leadership

X

X

.022 .038 .039 .061 ,058

.041 .054 .0g%

1

Sample asspecified in Table, 5.7 (N875)

.071 .070

*NW
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Only a small. part of th effect Leaders13$ on earnings

11>

works throl* education. Controlling years of schooling,

college 410duation, and veers in graduate school lowers the

standaidtzed coefficient for Leadership to 0.181. For 4parison,

the comhAned coefficient for the three'education variables is ,0.4.83:

The standardized effects of the'personality self-assehnents on
. . 40°

AiLn Hourly earnings0 are smaller than;on Hourly Earnings (see Table..

0 'A 5.8). Personality self-assanents evidently explain less of the
.. . . . earnings

/
.

5variation Aar ihfibiSttom of the /distribution than near the top.
. ,

4

j

. .

Effects of Self -Asses Id Persbnality Traits Summarized

Self- assessed personality traits have Aoderate effects on' . .

education ifve asSume,ikak petso$iiy
$

affects academic ability and
ft ,

It, more reaionably,lwe assume

1/21

that pergpnality depends on ability Ind grades, the self-assessments

dO not have very large effects on educe ion, eipectially in-comparison

to ability. The-effects of selfrassessed perSaality,on -occupational
,

,

c

II.
st,

status at 28 follow the same ttern. ControldIng for education reduces ,0
40 ..14 . -'

' (
Vi all_ personality self-adsessienft to statistical nonsignificance:

v.,

-I.
>, .).

:After Leadership is controlled, none of the-other personality,
411;

0

0 .

selfrseeginent% has much effect on hourly wage' at 2.8. But Leadership%
. )11 ..

.

-has a larger effect on Whgerthah 'Oer EdUcstion or Occupation.
,

,.

-#1

or, ;
'3

2,
A e

J1 Coefficietais could also be lower-becauseleffects on Ln Hourly
Earnings conformed poorly to the linear model: However,-this is unlikely,

etipte effects of the self-aisessments weceseeldom sigftificanEly non-
qinNitAin regressions predicting Ln Hourly Earnings.

.

4111111F

11#
gr°

p
,v

art
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) N. f
way

f

41111e zero-order correlations with hourly wage are not much higher
0

'than with education or occupational status, far less of the correlation

explained backgriund fors, cognitfee ability,-or grades.
0

Lealbdershin A Affect* amine* indonondontly of wenciation.

Students who characterize themselves asivigorous, calm or tidy'

apparently hive no particular advantk).n later achi vements after

other self-asSessed characteristics at"a controlled. 1b,ose who are

more socially

0
orientectjas reflected is

.41.4

Sensitivity sellsseesmentsl.obtp le

Ole Sociability and Social

ss school g and lower status

occupations whe the other self-assessed-traits (in particular
-

Leaderihip and ure Personality) are controlled. This supports the

1100hotiOn that socially oriented individuals are less intereste4 than

C

others in academic *ork. Despite their lower educationtlAnd occupational

,

attainments, sociable students' wages at age 28 are not appreciably

Na .* .

.lower,.perhaps reflecting the social pature of much work.,

The effects f Culture on Education and Occupation aie largely

independent of ability and high schoel grades., Sire Culture measCal
A

the extent to which the Student identifies with a group that values

education, we may rifer that it influences education because it reflects

the student's values. ti

ThuLeadership composite is the student's perception of his peers'

judgment of him: It may reflect 'his ability tVaccompl crtte
4- - . .., .

goals in a h ghischool peer7groupltontext. iliallesver personality factors .

go into*this perceived ability must be somewhat stable; since Leadership

exe 18.8 ap appreciable effect on earnfts 12 years later, even when

hakgr and and intervening011actors are controlled. 1 thereforle'suspect

27:3*
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-*
that th

,,,,

Or
sasure captures social skills

variet of circumstances.
7--

2. Indirect Measures of Personality

that are useful in a wide

,

If eleventh graders have stable perSonality characteristics
. ,

.

tat affect later success, the students' life styles and attitudes
.

4. should reflect these charaCteristics. From among the questions on

t

"lent's high school questionnaire, I selected 60 that seemed

bp(st to describe the difthe student interacted with his environment.
0

These, questions cover six broad areas: 1) study habiti and attitudes,

2) participation in group activities, 3) participation in other

activities, 4) attitudes, 5) ability-related.characteristicsand

6) physical characteristics.

It was not possible to /amine effects of student responses to all

60 questions It oncer..elnys-4ery Jew students answered -every question.

f To increase reliability and to aid injArpretation, I therefore

combined related ques ons into compArites. My method was to some

degree ad hoc, since I loOked at questions' correlation,) with later

success before deciding to combine them. Once I dec'Ided to Combine a

set of questions, however, I either used the first principal component

(which dependewn the 'Correlation among questions being combined) or

an a priori weighting scheme. To test whether a soMPosite captured the

11 the
effects of /individual questio?s, I firstfegressed Education,' Occupation,

Hourly. Earnings and IA Hourly Earnings on the composi controlling

111measured family background chars ristics. I considered the complite

21`1
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4
to be adequate if none,of the component questions added appreciably

'`to the proportion of variincq explained by the composite.alote. 6 -4

No composite adequately' represented certain sets of questions; I kept'

these separate in my analyses.'

Study Habits is the first principal component of 14 questions
A

which measure the extent to which a student accepts his teachers'

norms regarding academic work, or at least says he accepts them.

(Table 5.9 presents questions Ind todings.) Students receive a high

score if they pay attention in glass, keep up to date on,their

assignments, do more work in a course than is required, or spend many

11
hours on homework. If suth behavior persists when studentsotake a job,

w t.

and if employers v ue it, high scorers should earn more than low

corers (Bova, and Gintis, D976). '-

Best Work isased on-a 15th question about study habits, name*

wKether,the Student says he often does assignments "so quickly. that
.

don't do my best work:" Teachers presumably prefer students who never

do assignments too quick).y.0, Although this question correlated'positively

with Study labital its effects; on outcomes were different.
7
-
/

tt

41 ,

6/ I also performed this test with test score controlled. In,addition,
I checked for non-linear eflegts after controlling the composite. Thus,

if anyquestion'in a composite had a substantively important effete -
linear or nonlinear -.not reflected in the composite, I reje9ted the '
composite. P.

7/ Including Beit Work in the Study Habits composite led to_a, serious
underestimate of the effects of these questions. This suggests that even
when different questions appeaf to measure the same personal trait,Itbey
may not do so. It also underlines the danger of using a priori compoiites
without considering whether the items all measure the sane underlying

traits. PaZtor analysis alone dOes 'hot Suffice to answer this question.
This caveat apPliestwith sped's]. forte-to'my earlier analyses of self-
aesessed traits, where I waanot fible to test the adequacy of Talent's
a priori composite'.

t

V
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Table .9 Study Habits and BestWOrR' Codings for Talent Questions
4,

( Code

,Fo the following statements indicate how 'ofteds each one applies
to u. Please answer the questions sincerely. Your answers.
will not affect your grades in anyway. Mark one of the following
choices for each statement. A. Almost always, -B, Most of the
time, C. About half the time, C. Not very often, A. Almost never.

Study Habiis(principal,component 14 questions)/

I do a little more than the course reqtdres. a

I make sure ,that I understand what I. am to do before I start an
assignment'.

Lack of interest il'my school work makes it difficult for me to keep,
my attention, n,what I am doing. b

Failure to pay attention in class has caused my marks to be lowered.

I consider a very difficult'assignment a challenge to my abilities.

I have missed aseigriMents or other important things that the teacher
has ,said; Secause_I 'N'Ats not paying attention.

My teachers have criticierd me for turning in a sloppssignment.

Unless I really like a course, I do only enoughto get by.

.In class I can't seem to keep my mind On what, the teicher is saying.

get behind in my school assignments.

I feel that I am taking courses that Will not help me riuch in an
occupation after I leave school;

I d'on'; seem to'be able to concentrate on what.I read. My mind,
wanders. and many things distract me.

p.

a

b

b

b

b

- b

b

b
s? a

I keep up to date on assignments by doing my work every day.
. .

On the average, how many hours do you study each week? Include
study periods in school as well as studying done at home.

A. None ,
', ,

a

0
B. About 1-4 hours per week 3'
C. About 5-9 hours per week 4

7

D. About 10-14 hours' per week 12
E. About 15-19fiaqrs per week 17.
F. About 20 or more tours per week

,

Best i,iork . ',

.

. I do my,assignnepts so quickly that I .don't do my best work. b
0,,,-

a/ d-5, 8'4, CAI D=2, E=1.

b/, A=1, B -2, C=3, 14=4, E -5.

c/ The principalcomponent explained 30.8 percent of the variance in the questions.

)
1 9

x..

,

, ,
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Affiliations (+) arid Affiliations ( -)

participation in group ictivitics (see Table 5,10).

Affiliations ( +) iwthe principal component of the 7 group participa-

tion questions that had positive effects on outcomes. These included

membership in church groupslosociarclubs, and clubs dealing 41fh

school subject matter. Affiliations (-) is the'principal component

of those membership questions with negative effects on outcomes,

includiNmembership in farm, youth /groups, political clubs, military

or drill units, and hobby clubs. I have no convincing explanation

why the first setof groupmemberships aids later achievement while

0
second set depresses it. The wo tirpgs of group membership are not

negatively correlated with one another. Instead, the correlationi

/-
positive, suggesting that individuals_ who join one group.are likely to

join others as well: But whatever "joiners" share is either not stable
./X

or has little effect on later success.

f

Leaderi.hip Roles is a cbmwsite constructed by Talent researchers

on the 1-,asis of leadership positions the student reported he held in
,

various student groups (see Table'5.11). qiyen'the effect of the ,,

'Leadership self-assessment discussed,in the previous section, I

expectedsit-to havea positive effect on later achievement, especially

on earnings.

!

1214-41

Talent asked f ur questions about students' dating experience and

involvement in social recreation. I was unabfe to devise a composite

0- that qoptured these variable6' effects, so I retained the'individual

I.

questions in later analyses. The questions ascertain the age the

*student s rted.dating, the number of dates he had, per Week, how

I
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Table 5.11 Codings of Talent Questiops on Leadership, Roles

Leadership Roils (Constructed by Talent)'

How many times have you been president of a'
class, a club, or other organization (other
.than athleti:) in the last 3 years?

Hoi; many times in the last 3 years have you
beektcaptain of an athletic team?'

How many times have you been an officer or
)committee chairmah (other than president)
of a class, a club, or other organization
(other than athletic) in the last 3 years?

The range of possible scor is frqm 0 to 50.

* 4

Response
Option

None

Once
Twice
ThreelTipes
Four Times
Five or More
Omit

MD

,

None

Once
Twice
Three Times
Four Times
Five or More
Omit
MD v

*,

ti

Talent
Weight.

0

12

14

16

19

Times 20

0

Times'

o

6

7

8

9

10

4
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Table 5.10, Coding's for Talent Questions )n Student Group Part, ation

Items

How active have you been in any-one or more of the
following organizations? Mark your answers as
follows: A. Extremely active, B. Very active,
C. Fairly active, D. A member, but not very active,
E. A member ,but rarely active, F. Not a member of
any of these organizations.

Affiliations ( +). (principal component7 questions)
2/

School newspaper, magazine or annual
- School subject matter clubs, such as science,

mathematics, language.orhistory clubs
, -c Debatihg, dramatics, or musical clubs or

organizations
Church, religious, or charitable organization, .

such as Catholic Youth of America, B'nai B'rith
Youth Organization, Protestant youth grotip;
organized non-school youth groups such as YMCA,
YWCA, Hi-Y, Boy's Club, etc.

-' Informal neighborhood group
- Social clubs, fraternities, or sororities
- How many athletic teams_have you been a member off

in the last 3 years? Cott intra-mural,'church,
school, and other teams ,

A. None, B. One, C. Two, D. Three, E. Four, W=1, B=2, C=3, D=4,
F. Five, G. Six, H, Seven, I. Eighti J. ,Nine, *6=5, G=6, H=7, 1=8,
K. Tent, L. Eleven or more J=9, K =70, L =12

Code

A=5, B=4, C=3, D=2, E=1, F=0

Affiliations (-) (principal component 4 questions)

Political club, such as Young Democrats or
Republicans

- Military or drill units
- Hobby clubs, such as photography, model building,

hot rod, electronics, woodworking,.crafts, etc.
- Farm youth groups, such as 4-Hclub, Future Farmers

of America, etcs;

t

4

a/ Fire principal component explained 31.0 percentof the variance in the
7 questiOnS.

.b/- Fir;t princihal,component explairedt39.1 perbent of,the variance in1the
4 questions.

r

r9

=NM

a
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I often he had. gone steady, and how many,times perg/week he went out
--.

for recreation (see Table 5.12). I coded each variable in its

natural metric (i:e., age or number,bf times). For the three dating

variables I also included a dummy'to identify individuals with

no dating experience whatever. Dellowing Coleman (1961), we might

expect social activity -to imply involvement in an-adolescent sub-

culture that discouraged intellectualism. If so, it should be.

negatively associated witeducational attainment. Socially

involved individuals may also have less taste for school work.

Alternatively, individuals who are less interested in school may

become involved in social activities. However, later achievements

are likely to require social skills, so socially inlrolved-students

may not suffer the same disadvantage in terms of-earnings as in terms

ft

of educational attainment.

sw. I measured-student employment experience by the number of hours

per week the student worked'durip the school year (see 5.12).

I also considered three otherlkeasures of employment experience, the

age the student first began working, the number of sdinmers he had.

worked, and the percentage of his, spending money:coming from a job...;

However, Hours Worked had a larger effett on all outcomes than any

of these questions, and after I controlled Hours Worked, none of the'

others had a statistically significant effect, so I dropped them in

,

later aulyses.

.tog

Although w) might expect individUals who-had held down jobs to

be more oriented towards achievement, especially in nonacaddMac

pursuits, high school employment is actually negatively associated

with educational and occupatl attainment, -and has no effect on
.

2 r
(7),
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Table 5.12 Codings for Talent Questions Relating to Various Studen&Activities

Social Activities

Age on -First,Date
How old were you when you first went out on a date?
A. I have*never been on a datd. B. 12 or-younger,
C. 13 or 14 D. 1-5 .E. 16 F. 17 or older

Dates per. Week

OR the average, how many dates do you have in a
week? A. I never have dates. B. About 1
C. About 2 D. About 3 E. About 4 or 5
F. About 6 or 7

Times Gene Steady
How many times have you gone "steady" in the past
three years? ANoae B.Once C.Twice. D.Three
times E.Four times F.Fives times or more

4

Time Out per Week
On the average,
the school year

how many evenings a week during
do you usually go out for fun

and recreation? A. Less than one

C. Two D. Three
or seven

Hours per Week jjgrjszd

B. One

E. Four or five F. Six

During the school year, about how many hours a
do you work for pay? 'DO, not include chores done

around your own home. A. None B. About 1-15

hours -C. "About 6-10 hours D. About 11-15

hours E. About 16-20 hours F. About 21 hours

Code

A=19, B=10,
C=13.5, D=15,
E=16, P=17 '

A =O, B=1, C=2s

D=3,\E=4.5,
F=6.5

Code for,

Dummy

A=1,

othels=0

A=1,

others=0

A =O, B=1, C=2, A=1,

D=3, E=4, F=6 others=0

A=.3, B=1, C=2,
D=3, E=4.5, F=6.5

week A=0, B=3, C=8,
D=13, E=18, F=22

or more

Intellectual Reading (prindipal component 4 questions)
2/

How many books have you read (not including those
required for school) in the past 12,months? Don't

count magazines qr comic books. A. None

B. 1 to 5 C. 6 to 10 D. 11 to 15. E. 15 to 20

F. 21 or more 0

4
Hod many books or magazines have you read in each .A=0, B=1, C=2,

of the following groups (nit including those D=3, E=4, F=6

required for school) in the past 12 months?
Mark your answers as foflows:- A. None B. 1
C. 2 D. 3 E. 44 F. 5 or more

A =O, B=3, C=8,

D=13, E=18, F=21

Science m;non- fiction

Plays, poetry, essays, literary'criticism or
classics
Politics, world affairs, b og
historical novels

Science Fiction Reading

autobiography,

to

. -

Science Fiction books or magazines (not comic books)

,

at- Principal component explained 56.2 percent of the variance in the 4 questions.
281

4
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',Table 5.12 continued ,

Hobbies (;Constructed by Project Talent)

How often have you'done any one or more of the following
in the past 3 years? .Include extra - curricular activities
at school, but do not include things done for school
assignments. I each groups of activities, answer for
one or more in The group. Mark your answers as follows:
A. Very often, B. Often, C': Occasionally,
D. Rarely, E. Never.

Response
Option

Talent
Weight

A 6 1
B 4
C J'

D 1

E 0
Omit 0
MD

- Drawing, painting, sculpting, or decorating
- Acting, singing or dancing, for a public performance

Collecting stamps, coins, rocks, insects, etc.
- Building model airplanes, ships, trains, cars, etc.

Working with photographic equipment (do not include
taking occasional Snapshots)
Making jewelry, pottery or leatherwork

- Making or repairing electrical or electronic equipment
- Cabinet making or woodworking
- Metal working
- Mechanical or auto repair
- . Raising or caring for animals or pets
- Sewing, knitting, crocheting or embroidering
- Cooking

Gardening, raising flowers or raising vegetables

4.

How often haye you done any one or more of the following
in the past.3 years?, Mark your answers as follows:
A. Very often, B. Often, C. Occasionally,. D. Rarely,
E. Only Once, F, Never.

,,_
.

- Attending concerts, lectures, plays l(rgt motion
pictures), ballet, visiting art galle 'es or

A
B

C-
../ b

E

F
..-

Omit. '.f

l'Ill.

6

5

3

2

1

0

0
museums

, e

Possi scores range from 0 to 90
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Table 5.12 continued

Participation in Sports (Constructed by Project Talent) Response
Option

A

Tate nt

Weight

6How often have you done any one or more of the following
in the past 3 years? In each groUp of activities, answer
for one or more in the group. Mark your answers as follows:

.8 4

A. ,Very often, B. Often, C. OcCasionally, D. Rarely, 1

E. Never.' E 0

- Playing baseball. football or basketball Onat\MD

0

) 90

How often have you done any one or more of the following A 6
thei past 3 years? Mark your answers as follows: 5

A. very often, B. _Often, Occasionally, D. Rarely,1 ( C
E. Only once, F. Never 7 2

1

Play golf or tennis, swimming 0
Play hockey, lacroske, or handball boxing,. wrestling,

,track, field events
it

MD
0

Go bicycling, ice skating, skiing, canoeing, horseback
riding

Alr

9

Cultural Events

How

the
.

A.
1

E.

9

often have you
past 3_ years?

Very often, B.

Only once, F.

dc.:ne any one or more of the following in
Mark your answers as follows: E=4, F=5

Often, C. Occasionally, D. Rarely,
Never

Possible scores range from 0 to 24

A =O, B=1, C=2',,, D=3,

- Attending concerts, lectures, plays (not motion pictures),
,ballet, visiting art galleries or museums-

M.

111

p
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Alb

earnings, even'afterfamily background is controlled.' The fact

that otheremployment experiences have no impact after controlling

for work during the sch6e1 year suggests that those who have held
r.

jobs do not differ from othersin,any consistent way. Hours worked

during the school year may therefore loWbr educational attainment

and occupational status either because students who are less ,concerned

or interested in academic matters spend more time workinglairing thg.

4
school year, or because the student's job leaves less Lime for school

work. Hours Worked may 'alto refj.ect aspects of background not----
,

captured by my controls. In aril...case, these analyses do not suggest

,that employmeit experiences in high school measure any motivational

characteristic' that influences later success.

4
Intellectual Reading is the principal.component of four questions

on the nonrequired Keading,one by students. These include a measure

s of the total number of books read, as well as measures of reading in
r

science, literature, politics and history (see Tfble 5.l2)., Although

I expected, intellectualism to be associated with greater educational

attainment, its, effects on Occupition and Hourly Earnings are not so

easy to.predict, a priori. 'Since-intellectuals prefer jobs requiring

cognitive skills, and since such jobs generally have higher status

and pay more, intellectualism- may be positively associated with status and

earnings. However, the preferences of such individuals maykcause them

F.
to trade off money or even status for intellectual challenge. Earnings

YII

are probably easier to trade away,than is status, since a certain

amountof status is lipked with intellectual pursuits per se. If so,

intellectualism is likely to
>
Xie,less helpful for earnings than status.

.6.111161.0, ns
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4

Science Fiction Reading is ascertained fro

110P

single question.

Although positively associated with other nonrequired reafling, science

fiction reading is negatively associated with educational atipinment.

It is probably best thought offs

diverts attention from academic pursuits.

interest that

Student interest in high culture is ascertained from a question

that asks how often the studen4 atten oncerts , lectures qt-plays

cr other similar events. l used compo7ites construipted by Talent

researchers to measure student'interests in hobbies and involvement in

various sports (see Table Preliminary analyses indicated

that altnough participattion-in *Ports was positively associated with later

outcomks after controlling family background, it had no statistically

significant effect. I therefore omitted it from later analyses.

The five variables in Table 5.13 measure students' attitud s

rather than their behavior.

Importance of Insurance is the student's responge to a'single

1110 question on the importance of life insurance, coded on a equill_interval

five category scale (see Table 5.13). Three other questions. relating

to financiaf'se5rity (expected lif# insurance in terms of future

salary; expected savings In terms of salary; expected investments in

securities .n terms of salary) ha3 smaller effe&s than Importance of

Insurance. None of them ,had a significant effect aftfr controlling

I tance 'of Insurance.MOir

Importance of Education is the respondent's view of whether it is

necessary to have a college education to be a leader in the community.

11/ I used these two comosites withcut testing whether they adequately
reflected the effects of their componmf questions. Effects of individual

questions may,therefore be hidden.

ti

Q t"

#110'

4
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Table 5.13 Codings for Talent Questions on Student Attitudes

'Insurance Important
For a man who has a wife and children, having a life

insurance policy is: A. extremely important B. very
important C. important .D. neither important nor
unimportaht E. unimportant F. not at all important

Education Necessary
.For each of the following statements indicate how much

you agree or disagree. Mark one of t e following
choices for each statement: A. Agree strongly B. Agree
C. Neither agree nor disagree D. Disagree E. Disagree
strongly

Code

A=6,.B=5, C=4, D=3,
E=2, F=l, no answer=4

a/

It is not necessary to have a college education to be A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4,
E=5, No answer=6

I

a leader in the community.

Work Orientation

Imagine that you. have been working for ah employer
for several years. How important do you think each
of the following conditions .would be in influencing
you to quit to go to work for another employer? Mark
your answers as follows: A. Extremely important
B. Very important C. Important. D. Neither important
nor unimportant E. Unimportant F. Not at all important

- Materialistic: if I could get better pax at another A=6, B=5, C=4, D=3,
place. E=2, F=1,.Nn answer=g-

/
Interest. If the work was not interesting enough. As above
Advancement. If I do not receive expected As above

promotions or salary increases.

at Nonresponse for these questions ranged from 28 to 46 percent. Since the
ab- sence of specific plans or ideas about the future is itself a personal
chafacteristic, it-did not make sense...toomit individuals who did not respond.
Instead, I ran regressions of Education, Occupation, Hourly Earnings and Ln Hourly
Earnings on each questiop, assigning nonrespondentsa valid value and including
a dummy for non-response. For every questi9n but one, the coefficient of the
dummy indicated that in terms of education, occupational. status, and earnings

, non-respondents were like some specific group of respondents. ,For example, 38
percent did not answer the question on the importance of life insurance. They
were similar on all outcomes to men who said life insurance was "important.", I
therefore coded the two groups in the same way. This was also possible for other
questions.

3
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I also conAidered a question tht asked students whether "girls

should go to college only if they plan to use their education on

a job," but found it had no effect after ,controlling importance

of Education.

kMaterialistic Oriente on tries to measure the extent to which
,

the student views adult work in terms of monetary rewards. Interest

iOrientation tries to measure the importance of intrinsic rewards to

work. Advancement OrientaV.on tries to measure the value of continued

promotions and raises. Each question asks how likely the student

would be to quit a job if it did not meet the particular standard.

Correlations between these items range from 0.6 tc 0.7, perhaps

reflecting the fact that for all questions a positive answer implies

*taking purposive action.

Perception of Ability is the principal component of six questions

that ask the student to judge his own academic skills, including his

reading and writing ability and his studying skills (Table 5.14).

This measure naturally reflects actual ability. It is only of.

interest insofar as it predicts success after controlling for

measured cognitive ability.

Grades. Students' grades in history antisocial studies courses

had larger effects on all outcomes-than did grades in English

mathematics, foreign language, or science, courses. History and

social studies grades also had a greater effect on outcomes than did

V
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Table 5.14 Codings for Talent Questions Ascertaining Traits Affected by

.Cognitive Ability

For the following statements indicate how often each applied to you.
Please answei the questions sincerely. Your answers will not affect
your grades in any way. Mark the,one of the following choices for
each statement. A. Almost always B. Most of the time. C. .About
half the time. D. Not very often. E. Almost never.

Perceptiod of Ability (principal component questions)/

- I seem to accomplish very litt14 com,ared to the amount of
time I spend.skedying.

- I enjoy writing reports or compositions.
- I have difficulty with the mechanics of English composition.
- My grades on written examinations or reports have been lowered

because of careless errors in sphilig, grammar or punctuation.
- When studying for a test I am able t) pick out important points

to learn.
- I have trouble remembering what I 71ad. r

Code

b

a

b

b

a

b

Grades . The. following questions ask fou to report your grades in A*6, B=5, C*4
courses you have taken in the ninth g-ade or later. Please D*3,.E=2, F*1
consider only semester grades. If you have not taken any courses
in the topic, skip the item. In these questions choose the one
answer that best describes your grades. Mark yoqr answers as
follows: A. All A's or equivalent B. Mostly As pr equivalent
C. Mostly A's and B's or equivalent D. Mostly B's and C's or
equivalent E. Mostly C's and D's or equivalent F. Mostly D's
or below or equivalent.

If your - school does not

following equivalents:
For a grade of B; good;
Feria grade of D; Fair;
59 or lower.

use letter gardes, please use the
For a grade of A: Excellent; 90-100,
80-90, For d trade of C: Average; 70-79.,
60-69, For a grade below D;: Riling;

My grades in mathematics have been:
- My grades'in science courses have been:
- QMy grades in foreign languages have been:

My' grades in history and social studies courses have been:
- My...grades inall courses starting with ninth-grade have been: .

. "
at A*5, B -4, C*3, D-2, E*1

b/ A*1, B*2, C*3, D-4, E*5

c/ The principal component explains 34.3 percent of the variance in the
6 questions.
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9
average grades in all four academic subject. areas.

I also examined the student's report of his height, and A

4
measure of obesity based on weight and height. Neither measure

41

had a statistically significant effect on any outcome after family

1*

background was controlled. I therefore omitted these items

1e/
.

from later analyses.

Determinants of Indirect Measures of Personality

4--,
Table 5.15 provides regressions of the noncognitive measures

on family background character".stics. Measured background explains

8 percent of the varianpe in Affiliations (-), 6 percent of the

variance in attendance at cultural events, and less than 5 percent of

9/ The coding I used for grades differs from the standard five-step
sc- ale (i.e., A=4 to F=0)., I coded student responses into the standard
scale, but found that correlations with dependent variables fell
slightly.

Differences between subjects are not due to sampling error.' We
might expect that these differences would be due to the relative
importance of cognitive and noncognitive factors for grades in different
subjects. Thus, grades in those subjects which were less well
predicced by ability would have stronger effects because they would be
more likely to reflect noncognitive factors. This does not appear to
be the case. Whereas we expect grades in those courses that have
strongest effects to have lower correlations with Test Score, pie find
no such pattern. $

10/ My analyses do not disprove Deck's (1968) contention that height,
influences salary. In my analyses, the coefficient of height had
the expected poSitive sign in predicting all outcomes after contrillling
backgrau5d. It it possible that if it was measured late*, at the time
of first job interview as 'mat Dec0s measure, or at some other more
appropriate time, it could have a moderate effect on economic success.

Similarly, although again effects were not statistically significant,
obesity had an v.identical curvilinear effect on ,111 dependent variables
after controlling family background. Students at or slightly below the
average on the dimension of weight had greater,achievements than did
underweight or obese stuclents.

2 S
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Table 5.15: Regressions of Indir4Measures of Personality on Family Background Characteristics: Talent Males.

Standardized COefficienti with

but No Teat Score
Background Measures

Academic Response

' Father's
White 'Education

FaVes
Occ pation

P

Father
Absent Siblings

,72a/
R

..b/ Test
R- Score R-c/

Study Habits [ -.0641 .099 .684 [-.0621 L-.0621 .032 .045 .335 *2.131Best Work (#75) [ -.006) (.033) [/008] [.003) [.027) .000 .000 .094 .002Group Activities
Affiliations (+) -.185 .116 .089 -.068 [-.029] .061 .078 [-.0251 .078Affiliations (-) (-4371 [ -.002] [..063] [.0221 (.0601 .028 .027 -.206 .089Leadership Roles -4116 .073 .088 4.0221 (-.050) .029 .032 [.0051 .031Social Activities
Age 1st Date (#51) [ -.048] -.090 1.0161 [.0411 .109 .022 .029 (.0311

Times Gone Steady (4154) -.116 (.0411 1-.0501 '[.164] [-.006] .017 .018 -.101 '047Times Out per Beek 0155)

Hours,Worked per Week (#37)
[-.035] [-.0561
[.0311 -.080

[ -.049]

[ -.113]
[.114]
1.0601

[.018]

[,030]
.019

.008
'.025 -.1'7

.018 -.11)
.137-

.026

Is)
4=.
Ui

1Reading

Intellectual Reading ( -.0451 .126 [.027] (.0311 [.045] .018 .028 .103 .036.Sci. Fic. Reading (4158) [ -.0601 1.0331 1.0061 [-.0081 [.020] .000 .000 (.0381 0Cultural Events 411, -.071 .076 .179 1-.015] [-.0011 .049 .060 .129 .072Hobbies -.107 [.009] [.016] [-.0091 [.029] .008 .011 -.175 .033Attitudes

Importance of Insurance (41365) .086 [-.0321 -.082 -:084 -.102 .033 .038 .208 %070,Education Necessary (#336)
llork Qrientation:

,073 [-.0011 .109 -.091 -.075 .032 .0/19 .161 .148

alistic (#356) (.059] [ -.025] [.149-1 [-.062)" [-.0521 .009 .011 .100 .018Interest (#357) [.0551 (-.026] .107 -.097 -.066 .027 :029 .209 .062Advancement (#361) (.0501*[-.0191 1.061] -.076 -.053 .012 .014 .138 :027History, S.S. i:rades -.085 .112 .077 (-:012) -.069 .034 .046 .334 .131

Notes:

Sample 932 individuals with complete data on backgrOund controls, Test Score, High School Cgrriculum, Years of Education,as wpil as indirect measures of personality.
.

.

.

at 'Proportion of. variance explained with Only 5 linear family backgroundcharacteristics controlled.
b/ Proportion of variances explained when, in additi4 to the 5 characteristics, Talent's Socioeconomic Index and5 selected interactions (standard background controls)'are entere4.

2;if) c/ Proportion of variance explained when the Test Score is entered in addition to the 11 family background contrals 2(41\
4. 4
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the varianoe in the otheenoncognitive:Meakures. Students whose

fathers have more education or higher status jobs have more

"favorable" traits. Individuals from large families and broken

homes do,rot differ consistently from others, except on some of

the attitude measures-.

The last two columns of Table 5.15 shothe effects of Test

Score on each personality trait with background controlled. These

equations are; of course,,only meaningful if test scores-affect

personality but not vice versa. Except for Grades and Study Habits,

the coefficients are 0,.21 or less. Test Score usually has more

impact than background,'but this is not always true-.

Indirect Measures of Personality: Total Effects

Effects on Education

Table 5.16 presents effects for the indirect measures of

noncognitive traits after background characteristics are controlled.

Coefficients are. shown when measures ent' separately (Column 2),

when they are entered with other similar measures (Column 3), and

when they all enter together (Columns 4 and 5). For example, the

Study Habits, composite has a standardized coefficient of 0.279 with only

'family background controlled, but when we control all other indirect

,

measures of personality, its coefficient declines to 0.187. Column 3-

indicates that when all three Measures of Work Orientation are

contidered together, those who think of a job oily in terms of money

obtain less schooling, while thoSe-who are concerned with the intrinsic

characteristics of a job obtain more schooiing.

,

0 (I )



Table 5.16: Standardized Regressions-of Education on Indirect Measures
Characteristics, and Test Score Controlled: Tirnt Males

Controls

(1)

None

(2) (3)
Background
and
Personality
Measures in
Group-

Backuound
a/

of Personality

(4)

Background
and

All Person-
ality
Measures

with Background

(5)

Backgrtind
and

Sigrilficant

Personality
Measures

Academic Response
r

-CoMbined
,Beta

Combined
Beta

Study Habits: .376 .279 .187 .192
Best Work .091 .075 [.000]

Group Activities
Affiliations (+) .246 .149 .474 .118 .125
Affiliations (-) -.151 -.089 -.442 .225 -.088 .147 -.086
Lea ership Roles .170 .095 .009 .059 .056

Social Activities_41

Age 1st Date -.035 .046 025\ -.154
'Dever Dated .082 .120 .24(1 \ / .180 .193
Times Gone Steady -.163 -.152 -.111 .n65 -.o6R
Times Out per Week -.195 -.154 -.138J -.109 j -.106

j

Hours per Week Job -.215 -.149 -.091 -.093
Reading

Intellectual Reading .119 (.054)
Sci. Fic Reading .nrn 1.0n11 (.0471

Cultural Events .299 .195 .241
232

.125
.138

.135
Hobbies -.052 -.049 -.129_ -.114 -.118

Attitudes4
Importance of Insurance
Education Necessafy

.201

.160

.136

.1'27

.104,

[.053]/

(.064.1

[.0281

.090
*

Work Orientation:'
Materialistic .087 [.045] -.122 .175 -.n97 j .119 *
Interest .184 .124 .114 [.0591 *

Advancement .147 .098 (.0251 [0581 *

R2

2, 9,3

.422 .417



Tahle 5.16 (continued)

I

*Controls

4

(6)

Background
and

Test-Score

(74

Background,
Test Score
and

Personality
Measures in
Group

Combined
Beta

(8)

Background,
Test Score
and All

,Personality
Measures

Combined
Beta

(9)

Backgroend,
Test Score
and

Significant
Personality
Measures

Academic Re#ponee
Study Hab:

, Best Work
Group Activities

Affiliations (+)
Affiliations (-)
Leadership Rows

Social Activities
Age 1st Date

. Never Dated
Times Gone Steady
Times Out per Week

Hours per Week Job
Reading

Intellectual Reading
Sci. Fic. Reading

Cultural Events
Hobbies

Attitudes

Importance of Insurance
Education necessary
Work Orientation:

Materialistic
Interest
Advancement

History S.S. Grades
Perception of Ability

=2
R

R2

.161

.044

.1Z6

.001

.092

non

.071

.077

-.107

-.108

.067
[ -.019]

.142

(.006]

.067

[.034]

(.010]

[.045]

[.051]

.194

.105

.1%1

-.065
[.048]

1.042\1

-.062

.104-

.161
(- .052]

[.061]1

[:018]
[-.071]

[.0301

(.037]i

.165

.155

1.152

.086

.428

.109

1.004]

.111
[ -.038)

.055

/ s39\
[ -.0341

--.088 j

[.033]

-.053

.100

.074

[.048)
r.010]

[.064]

[.010]

[:058]

.493

.128

1-011]

.504

.134

.131

.10?

.076

.118

.115

111P

-.096

.133

.090

-.089

.112

-.083-

.058

.490

.134

.50329

296



Table 5.14 (cOntinued)

Notes:

-249-

,

Sample 932 individuals with complete data on background controls, Test Score,
High School Curriculum, Years of 'Education, as well as the 21 indirect
measures of personality listed in the tattle.

I* Entered if significant.
I

a/ Standardized coefficients for each measure when it is entered alone
after controls.'

b/ Standardized coefficients for similar measures entered together after
controls. Combined Beta is the total effect of these measures entered
together, and may be interpreted as their influence before controlling
'other noncognitive characteristics.

,

c/ All noncognitive measures entered. Combined Beta is the total effect for
;similar measures together and may be interpreted as their influence

. after controlling other noncognitive characteristics.

d/ Omitted frpm this table were Dates Per Week, and dummy variables for
not dating and having never gone steady. These had no effect on
Education after controlling other social activities variables.

-

ti fl

r
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Standardized coefficients f*r variables which derive from the

same questions are not mean ngfial when entered together. For example,

age at first date and the. dummy for having never een on a date

,cannot be separated.and tl?erefore do not have substantively meaningful

stan dardized coefficients when they are entered together. Ev2n.

coefficients' for variables based on different questions must be

interpreted with caution unless the questions measure traits that

are conceptually dis tinct. Thus while membership in one Set of

groups-is separable from membership in another, a person's various

affiliaticns are probably also interreldted. It may not be possible

to alter an individual's membership in one'group without altering

his social contacts, and thus his membership in other groups.

Thus, we *iould not necessarily attach Causal importance to a

coeffi ;ient for one Affiliations measure while the other is controlled.

In order-to pr

(
vide interpretable coefficients, I have combined

coefficients for` vartablds which refer_to the same question. In

addition, I also present combined coefficients for groups of variables.

Thus,'the three question& which deal with student group affiliations,

have a combined effect of 0.147 in regression 4. This is the effect

of having helpful characteristics measured by all three variables.

These coefficients.are, of course, only meaningful if they

measure distinct ttA00,10. I have not tried to prove that they do.

_Nonetheless, I Will proceed as if each label really identified a

conceptually distinct trait. Thus, column 3 implies that having the

"right" response to academic demands, having an anemic social life, and

being affiliated with certain kinds- of groups are,all about equally
A

V

helpfnl in pushing the high school student towards additional education.

29H

4,

. -
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Column 4 shows that all"these traits have effects that are somewhat

but noecompleteli independent of one another. Similarly, Column 4

40Iws that holding down a job during the school year depresses

educational attainment less with other noncognitive traits

controlled. Apparently, the.working student suffers in part

because his other measurednoncognitive traits put him at a disadvanta

Conspicuous by their small and only occasionally signifipant

effects are the attitude questions. If students who have appropriate

attitudes are much more succetsfUl than others, our measures must not

measure the relevant attitudes. Nor does extracurricular reading

have a statistically significant effect after other measures

)
re

t....

controlled.

No single noncognitive characteristic appearscehtral

in determining how much education an individual will obtain. Instead,

each of several measures has a small but distinct effect on educational

attainment. Correlations bet.men the'cl 4,1A0mro4 Aro qn.piqme/

Positive and sometimes negative.

Background alone explains

24.6 percent of the variance i5,education. Adding all the measures

of noncognitive traits together (excluding grades and 1:,rceptions of

ability) increases R to 0.422. 4

Columns 6 to 9 present effects of these same noncognitive measures

under the assumption that they depend on*academic ability and that

one should therefore assess their effects with ability controlled.

Although their impact is clearly lessened, the measures increase

from 0.420 to 0.493, and the increment remains highly significant.

2 9 ..)
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I have also presented the effects of History and Social Studics

Grades and Perception of'Ability, since these measures depend on

cognitive ability. Column 8 indictes that once other noncoynitive

characteristics are controlled, Perception of Ability does not affect

educational attainment, vhile grades doll/

Effect' on Occupation

The regression of Occupation on indirect measures o).\ noncognitive

traits, controlling background characteristics (Table 5.17), yields

few surprises. Combined coefficients for three classes of variables,

those relating to study habits, membership and position in groups,

and social activities are similar (0.155, 0.160, and 0.188). Effects

of extracurricular reading acre small and hot statistically significant,

while attitude measures have minimal effects. .'s was the case with

education, no single noncognitive factor dominates the others.

Controlling academic ility reduces coefficients by as much as

a third (see Colulls: to 9) Variables relating to student social

activities become relatively more important, however. Controlling

for education as well as ability (Column 20) further reduces the.

coefficients,, leaving only measures of leadership and social activities

statistically significant.

11/ Note that in Columns 8 and 9 the coefficients for Grades and
Perception of.Ability are estimated with all noncognitive measures,
background and cognitive ability controlled. The value(of6R7 at the'
very bottom of the column is for this full regression. However,
coefficients for the other noncognitive measures refer to regressions
that do not control Grades and Perception of Ability. The first
shown'refers to this regression.

3 u



Table 5.17 Standardized Regressions of Occupatioaton Indirect Measures of Personality will
Background Characteristics and Test Score Controlled: Talent Males.

(1) 0(2) ..(3) (4) (5)
Background Background _

and Background and
Personality and All . Significant
Measures Personality PersonalityControls None Background in Group Measures Measures

Academic Response
Study Habits
Best Work

Group Activities ;

Affiliations (-)
Leadership Roles

Affiliations (+)

Social Activities
Never Dated
Doesn't Date
Time Out per Week

Hours per Week Job
Reading

Intellectual Reading(

Cultural Events

Sci. Fic. reading

Hobbies

Attitudes
Importance of Insur.
Educ. Necessary
Work Orient: Material

Interest

Advancement

301

,

1

,.302 -.236 .172 .165 .175
.000 -.008 -.073 -.074

,

-.127 -.085 -.156 .223 -.100 .160 -.099
.186

-
..137 % .114

.075 .079

.111 ', .1n3

.196 .130

k,

.091- .117 :139 .133) .137
-.010 [.014] -.092 .210 -.097 ''( .188 -.008
- (208' -.172 -.1-71 -.147 _.,) -.142,

-,160 -.119 -.079 .079

.134 .090

.010
.

[.008] [-.021]
[.028] *

*

.251 .178 .212/ .201 ..121'L .124 .127
-.00 -.022 7.093.) -.088 ) -.089

.160

.118

.056

.119

.113

2

Combined Combined
Beta Beta

*
.110 .096 Lospri

[.065] [.035] [.(1 2-7]

(.031] [-.086),.1311.0711 .095
...075 1.04111 .002]
.080 [.Q42]] [.070]j

_i .

i

.267 ,.267

C..

.070

*
fe'

r



Table 5.17 (dontinued)

Control's

(6)

Background
and

Test Score

(7)

Background,
Test Score

and__ - _d'.
Personality
Measures
in Group-

Combined
Beta

(8)

Background,
,Test Score
and All
Personality
Measures

(9)

Background,
Test Score
and

Significant
Personality
Measures ...

Combined
Beta

(10)

Background,
Test Sores
Education and
Significant

',Personality
. Measures

Academic Response
Study Habits
Best Work .143

[-.016]
.110}

.110-.057
.113

-.067 *Group Activities

Affiliations
.134 .113 ) (.0701 *Affiliations

[.010] (-.05W.175 [-.044] S .143Leadership Roles
.138 .106j .106 .112 .090,

Social Activities
Never Dated

.077 .111
. .114 .114 .011

Doesn't Date
-.0231 -.107 .173 -.097 .165 -.103 -.090

Time Out per Week -.135 -.142 -.130 ) -.124 -.093
Hours per Heck Job -.081

-.070 -.075 *
Reading

Intellectual Reading
[.060]

[.022]
*

Sci. Pic. Reading
(.0001

(-.0261 / * *
Cultural Events .137 .145'

--).095 .091 *Hobbies [.029] -.023 :
139 .092

(-.055j *Attitudes'

Importance of Insur. (.044] (.0521) [.037] * *Edw.. Necessary . (.01t] (.0111 i [.012] * *Work Orient: Mater.-4 [-.004] ( -.046] .063 (-.046] *
-*Interest [.005] (-.0231

1- .037]. *Advancement (.034] (.0451 (.063] *
R2

.313 .310 .427history, S.S. Grades -.160

.096Perception of Ability .082
( -.020]

.318

303.
30A



Table 5.17 (continued)- -.55-

Notes:
.

Sample 8 individuals with ccpplete dLta on backgroUnd controls, Test
Score, High School. Curriculum, Years of Education, Occupation as wen as
the 21 indirect measurep of personality listed.in the table.'

a/ Omitted from this table were Age of 1st Date, Dites per'Week and Times
Gone Steady_and the dummy for having never gone steady. These had no effect on
Occupation after controlling other social activities variables.

Entered if significant.



1

4

Background explains 12.7 percent of the variance in occupational

status. The noncognitive measures raise this to 26.7 percent. if we enter

the noncognitive measures after academic ability (Column 8) rises

rom 0.241 to 0.318.

Effects on Earnings

Table 5.18 presents regressions of Hourly Ealnings at 28 on

those noncognitive measures that had significant effects in

preliminary analyses. /

The noncognitive traits have small effects. Considered separately

_(Column 2rneadership Roles haste largest single effeet.(coefficient

0.114).

Although Study Habits has a positive effect on earnings, the

"Best Wore measure has a regativileffect, implying that thoe who

say they often do assignments too quickly to,cip their. best work make

more money. We might take this as an indication that the pragmatist

has an advantage over the perfectionist after 112 leaves school.

Alternatively, individuals who say they never work too quickly to do

their best work may have lower personal standards, so tie negative

sign may indicate that those who set high standards for themselves

obtain -more earnings, even when they do not obtain more schooling.;

NeveF having gone steady has a negative coefficient in the

regression, indicating that students who had gone steady areimorg

121 The sample T used to cal'eulate regressions ii Table 5.18 was
-smaller than samples used for preliminary analyses. .Separate
effects (Column 2) are therefore not 40ways%statistiCally
significant,' although they were in the larger samples.
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Table 5.18: Regressions of Hourly Earnings on Indirect Mipsures of Personality with Background
Characteristics and Test Score Controlled: Talent Males

Contfols,

Standardized Coefficients

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

_ Background Background
Background and All and Significant
and Personality Personality

None Background Attitudes Measures Measures

Academic Response A
Study Habits .102 [.066] .100 .105
Best Work -.054 [-.060) -.006 .087

Leadership Roles .134 .114 .096 .094
Never Gone Steady -.088 -.088 -.081 -.081
Intellectual Reading -.041 -.065 -.095 -.093
Attitudes

Importance of Ins. :079 [.060] [.005] [.002]
tduc. necessary

, .09(2 .075 [.049] [.052) .074
!lork Orientation:

J

'le

Material .071 [.n63] [-.010) [ -.013]
Interest .099 , .089 [.072) [.063] *
Advancement .073 [.065] [.006) [-.000] *

R2
.054 .056

/7

:3Uti
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Table 5.18 (continued)

(
Controls

(7) (8) (9) (10)

Background,Test'
Score and
Significant

al

Background, Personality Background
Background Test Score Measures Test ScoreBackground Test Score and All except and Significantand and Personality Peptionlop PersonalityTest Score Attitudes Measures Measures

Academic Response,
Study Habits [.035] [.072] .Q77Best Work [-.071] -.088 -.094 -.088

Leadership Roles .114 .098 .099Never Gone Steady -.107 -.093 -.0,8Jntellectual eading -.C74 -.097 -.092 -.110. Attitudes.

Importance of Ins. (.0411 (.006] [ -.011] *
Ul
oc)Educ. Necessary (.058] (.0381 i.0431 *Work Orientation:

''Material [.055] (.001] f-.0031
*Interest .072 (.056] (.047] * *AdvanceMent (.053P f.008] (.001] *

R
2

.062 .082

Perception of Ability
2 .112 .130R

.069 .090Notes:

Sample 843 individuals with complete-data on background ^antra's, Test
Score, High School Curriculum, Years' of Education, Hourly Earnings, as
well/as the 10 indirect measures of personality lister; in the table

a/ Perception of Ability was not entered in
except for controlling Test Score, this
that reported in column 5.

Entered if significant.

3 o

column 9 regression, so that
regression is identiCal to

ea

f
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successful economically than cthers.. Controlling cognitive ability

increases the positive effect of going steady (Column 6), as does
4

controlling Years of Education. It thus appears that students who

have gone steady have lower academic ability,and obtain-less

education, but possess some other characteristic that enhances

their earnings despite these disadvantages.

The negative coefficient of Intellectual Reading indicates

that intellectuals have lower earnings at age 28. This may be

because: intellectuals trade income for intelledtual challenge or

other job characIristics. Thim disadvantage may also be only

temporary. Intelle'ctuals may choose jobs which pay less initially,

13/but provide increased earnings later on.

Alternatively, high school intellectualism may be negatively

associated with later earnings because it reflects a rejection of

the adolescent subculture. Fbllowing Coleman's (1960 argument,

this may indicate a lack of concern for collective goals. Such

individuals may thus be less productive than others on jobs that

require them to adopt group goals and perform in a group context.

Never having gone steady and doing nonrequired reading'have

,negative effects despite the fact that they are both positively

related to socioeconomic background and academic ability. Individuals

from advantaged backgrounds and with high ability thus have certain

characteristics that depress their earnings, at least 'at 28.

13/ I also considered the possibility that intellectuals took lohger
to obtain any given level of education and had lower earnings because
they had less job experience. However, when I controlled for Work
Experience,, the negative coefficient of Intelle -ctual Reading declined
less than 5 percent.

:3
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Comparing Columns 4 and 8 indicates that the effects of

.0

roncognitive traits on earnings are not generally ied to academic ability.

The greateAt ACline is for Study Habits, indicating that" students w..t"Fi

good study habits have an advantage partly because they have greater'

academic ability.
4 .

Entered together after background characteristics, the noncognitive

traits raiseraise the explained variance in, Hourly Earnings

from 0.022 to 0.054. If we assume that academic ability precedes*

these measures, the contribution to explained variance remains

appreciable, with R2 increasing from 0.032 to 0.062.

Although I have not shown them, regressions which predict Ln

,Hourly Earrings are very similar to those predicting Hourly Earnings.

Background and noncognitive measures explain slightly less variance

(R2 with background controls is 0.003 less. R2 adding noncognitive

characteristics is 0.6f6 less). There are no impOrtant substantive

differences.

3. Effects of All Talent Personality Measures

While our evidence indicates that the noncognitive traits affecting

Education, Occupation and Hourly Earnings are num'erous and only loosely

related, it is nonetheless instructive to combine them into a single

measure. We can do this by weighting each variable by its unstandard-

ized coefficient and summing to forM a 'new variable. Tables 5.20 to

4

5.22 present coefficients for such combined variables. The new variable

labelled Noncognitive Traits is constructed from both self-al,sessed

and indireCt personality measures. The noncognitive characteristics

31
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embodied in this variable =change from one regression to the next,
.4%1. a r.

'since the noncognitive measures are reweighted in each regression to

have maximum predictive Ower. 'Family background and cognitive ability

also change in this way. This means that the correlations among traits

also change frond regression to regression; though the tables show that

the changes are seldom large.

,I have also entered several social psychological variables similar

to those used by Sewell and Hauser (1972). These include Parents'

Educational Hopes, Friends.' Educational Plans, and respondents' Educational

Plans and Occupational Preferences. Table 5.19 lists the questions and

...coding of these measures.

Effects on Education

A third of the'effect of background on education works through

personality traits. Controlling for background characteristics, the

noncognitive composite has a standardized coefficient of 0.473.

Controlling for acadeMic ability decreases the-apparent importance of
4

4
.noncognitive factors appreciably. Regression 3 indicates a direct effect

of noncognitive factovsorepresented by a standardized coefficipt of

0.341, implying

is due to their

.`"s formed before

that 284ercent of the 'effect of the mancognitive factors

assokation with academic ability. If cognitfve ability.

these noncognitive traits; this proportion should be

considered spurious. -If cognitive ability develOppfter these non-
. A.

AL_

cognitive traits, 28 percent of their effect 16 traceable to the fact

that they influence ability.

4
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Table 5.19 Questions and Codings for Talent Measures of Student
Enocuragemeni, pans, Expectations and Preferences

Parents'

Educational
Hopes

Friends'

Educational
Plans

4

HOW muck education do your parents
cr guardians want 70U to'hiGM?

They don't care' whether I stay
in high school 11

High school only A 12
Vocational school, business
school or julior college 13

college degree 16
Professional or graduate

school 18
No answer 13

How much education are most of your
friends planning to obtain?

4

They are planning to quit
high school, 11

Complete only. high school 12
Vocational school, business

school or junior college 13
Fourwyear college training 16
Professional or graduate

training 18
No answer - 13

4,1-1!1-16

Teachers' How many times have you discussed the
Influence on following with your teachers or school
,Education principal in the past year?

college Plans

'None
0

One
1

Two 2.
Three

4,
3

Foy 4
Five 4r more

4'



Table 5.19 (continued)

Occupational Each of 112 items indicates an occupation,
Preference which I coded to a Duncan score. Students
Index . responded to each in one of five cate-

goriet. : 4

Educational
Plans

I would like this very much 25
I would like this fairly well 16

Indifferent or don't know much
about it 9

I would dislike this a little 4

I would dislike this very' much 1

The code is an average of the Duncan
scores (Di): weighted by the indivi-
dual's response to each (pi):

__ Pi Di

Pi

What is the greatest amount of education
you expect to have during your life?

I don't expect to finish high IP

school 11
Expet to graduate from high

school 12

Vocational, business school or
junior college training 13

Some (less than 4 years) regular
college training 14

Graduate from 4 year college 16

Study.fot advanced college degree 18
No answer 13.5
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Table 5.20 Combined Coefficients for Regressions of Education on Family Background,
Personality Traits, Test Score and Social-Psychological Measures:
Talent !Liles

Parents' Friends'
Family Noncog- Educ4- Educa- Educa- Occupa-
Back nitive

a/ tional tional tional tional
ground Traits-- Score Grades-- Hopes Plans illans Prefer.

1

2

3

4

5

.507

.329

.253

.259

.206

.

.473

.341

.309

'.216

-.341

.310

.248

,.122

.100 1.0331 , [.056] .143 .094

.245

430
.496

.507

.527

Correlations

Regression 3

1 Family

Background 1.000

2 Noncogni-
tive Traits ..;;30 1.000

3 Test Score .353 .396 1.000 -

Regression 4

1 Family

Background 1.000
2 Noncogni-

tive Traits .325 1.000
3 Test Score .366 .386 -'1.000
4. Grades ..181 .347 .153 1.000-

Regression 5

1 Family

Background 1.000
2. Noncogni-

tive Traits .219 1.000
3.. - Test Score .359 .250 1.000 ,

4 Grades .175 .219 .350 1.00P

Sample is 732 individuals with complete data on all variables.

a/ ' The follawing,mPastires were entered in order of contribution to explained valiance
until no vnentered measure increased explained variance significantly:
Sociability, Culture, Leadership, Self Control, Mature Personality, Study Habits,
Affiliations (-, Affiliations (-), Leadership Roles, Age at 1st Date, Never
Dated, Times Gone Steaey, Times but per Week, Hours Worked, Cultural Events,
Hobbies, and Importance of Life Ipsurance,

,

b / His
N

ty and Social Studies Grades entered if Ltatisticany significant.

314
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Individuals with high acadenic ability tend.to have personality

traits that help them obtain store schooling, as indicated by a cor-

relation of 0.396 between tle academic composite (and its square) and

the noncognitive traits tha affect education.

Regression 4 shows that noncognitive traits also have appreciable

effects with grades controlled. Regression 5 indicates that controlling

the influencg of parents and friends and the student's awn Occupational

Preferences and Educational Plan,, lowers the coefficient bf Noncognitive

Traits substantially. But even with all these potentially prior in-

fluences controlled, the noncogn tive traits still have a sizable

coefficient (0.216). Thus we mcconclude that certain noncognitive

characteristics influence indivicual attainment independent of family

background, cognitive ability, glades, peer group pressures, and

educational plans in 11th grade.

Effects on Occupation
It

Since -noncognitive f'actors Lave:a substantial effect ail educational

attainment, which in turn has a large effect on occupational status,

regressions that predict Occupation resemble those predicting Education.

But Noncognitive Traits have an appreciable 'effect on Occupational status

even with education controlled (see equations 7-9), with standardized

coefficients ranging from 0.185 ro 0.166. The noncognitive traits

that affect .occupational status independent of education are much less

closely tied to cognitive abilit, or family background than the noncog-

nitive traits that predict educa.ional attainment (correlations

315
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5.21 .Combined Coefficients for Regressiozs of. Occupatio; on Family Background,
Personality Traits, Test Score and Social- Psychological Measures: Talent Males

le 4 -,4/

Family
Back-
ground

Noncog-,

nitive Test

Traits/ Score

1 .38T
2 .266 .418

/ 3 .194 .309
4 .192 .270
5 -159 .217
6 .124

7 .126 .186
8 .105 .168 .142
9 .098 .166 .110

.313

.297

.211

Correlations

Regressiqn 3
1 2

1 Family
Background' 1.000

2 Noncogni-
tive Traits .177 1.000.

3. Test Score .34-3 .269

Regression 8

1 Family

Background 1.000
2 Noncogni-

tive Traits- -.001 1.000
3 Test Score .194 .120
4 Education .176 .230

-Regression 9

1 Family

Background
2 Noncogni-

tiVe Traits
3 Test Score
4 Education

1.000

-.042 1.000
.158 .124

.104' .232

*Tested, but not statistically

In+

Parents' Friends'
Educa-' Educa-
tional tio

Grade" Hopes

Educa-
tional

Plans

Occupa-
tional Educa-
Prefer. tion

.117

.086 (.009) (.067) [.058] .150

*

*

3

1.000

.607

.550

%504
[ -.012) 1.035] (.002) .094 .473

Regression 5
1 2

1 Family

Background 1.000
'2 Noncogni

tine Traits
3 Test Score
4 Grades

1.000*
.557 1.000

1.000

.557 1.000

significant.

A

3 4

.048 1.000

.339 .180 1.000

.146 .192 .328 I-000

Sample is 732 individuals with complete data*on alas variables.

1

a/ The following measures were entered in order of contribution to explained variance
until no unentered measure increased explained variance-significantly: Social
Sensitivity, ImpulsrVeness, Leadership, Mature Personality, Study Habits, Best Work,
Affiliations (+), Affiliations (-), Leadership Roles, Neveir Dated, Doesn't Date,
Times Out per Week, Hours Worked, Cultural,Events, Hobbieg, and -Importance of

s.' Insurance.

b/ History and cial,Studies Grades entered if statistically significant.

31U.

.138

.283

.330

.335

.348

.413

.440

.448

.452
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0.120 and

Of the social-psychological variables, only Occupational Preferences

has an effect on Occupation after Education is controlled. Almost-none

of the post-educational influence-of noncognitive factors on status

attainment is due to the fact thlt individuals with the "right" non-

cognitive traits prefer high status jobs. Over 20 percent of the post-
(

educational impact of cognitive ability is due to such preferences

(compife equations 8 and 9).

Effects on Hourly Earnings

Table 5.22 presents combined effects of noncognitive traits on

Hourly Earnings. Regressions 1 to 3 indicate that no more than a sixth

of the effect of background on earnings works through measured noncogr

nitive traits, even if those traits are assumed to preceed cognitive

ability. It appears, then, that tile noncognitive traits we_have

measured are not critical in facilitating the conversion of parental

advantages into earnings.

Adding cognitive ability to the model indicates that the non-

cognitive characteristics do not work through ability either. The

correlation matrix for Regression 3 indicates that students who have

noncognitive characteristics that boost earnings are, not particularly

likely to have high test scores (r = 0.101) or to come from more

advantaged backgrounds (r = 0.070). This conclusqdh is strengthened if

we consider only, those noncognitive traits that exert effects independent

of the social-psychological variables. Intercorreaations among combined

31
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Table 5.22 Combined Coefficients for Regreggions of Hourly Earnings on Family Background,
Personality Traits, Test Score and Social-Psychological Measures: Talent Males

Parents' Friends'
Family Noncog- Educa- Educa- Educa- Occupa-
Back- nitive Test tional tional tional tional Educa- Occupa-
ground Traits2/ Score Hopes Plans Plans Prefer. tion tion R

2.

1 .225 .036
2 .189 .286 .108
3 .153 .273 .138 .120

4 .125 .242 .090 (,0181 .105 . (.0441 .103
--.

.130

5 .119 .245 (.0581 (.0191 .090 (.0141 (.0821 .147 .140
6 .115 .245 (.042] (.0231 .084 [.011) L.0711 .098 .142 .150-

4

Correlations
Regression 3

1 Family
ackgro1,nd 1.000

2. Noncogni-
tive Traits .070 1.000

3 Test Score .265 .101 1.000

Regression 4
1 Family

Background 1.000
2 Noncogni-

tive Traits -.015 1.000
3 Test Score .171 -.099 1.000

Regression 6
1 Family

Background 1.000
2- Noncogni-

tive Traits -.015 1.000
3 Test Score .108 -.104

4 Education ..069 -.040 .306 1.000

-5. Occupation .083 -.047 :463 .317 1.000

Sample is 732 individuals with complete data on all variables.

a/ The following measures were entered in order of contribution to explained variance'
until no unentered masure increased explained variance signifitantly. Leadership,

Study Habits,- Best Work, Leadership Roles, Never Gone Steady, Academic Reading, and
Education Necessary. In those regressions that controlled Test Score, Perception of
Ability was also entered, but it was never statistically significant.
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measures for regression 4 indicate that individuals with greater

cognitive ability are actually somewhat less likely to have personality

Characteristics that help them to obtain income. Similarly, men whose

noncognitive characteristics increase their earnings at age 28 have

no more schooling and no higher statu occupations than the average.

Thus the total effect of noncognitive tra s remains appreciable

(0.245) even after controlling Education and Occupation.

Part of the impact of the measured noncognitive traits on earnings

could be due to the fact that 28 year

14olds

with Certain traits have different

/amounts of labor force experience. . Hooever, wh,n
1 4ork

Experience to the earninpq enUations, the coefficients for the non-

cognitive measures (considered one at a time)

14/ In the simplest case, individuals with certain personality character-
istics may have less experience, but only because they obtained more
schooling. Controlling for education taould account for this difference.
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changed less than 10 percent. The coefficients usually fell, suggesting

that individuals with favorable personality traits have slightly more

e .
labor force experience at 28 than others with similar education. 3ut

this does little to explain why they make mgre money.
non-

It is hard to be sure whether the effects of/cognitive traits Will

increase or decrease as the sample ages.

Interactions and Nonlinearities

-

The analyses presented up to this point have entered squared

terms to account for nonlinearities in the effects of background char-

acteristi. :s and cognitive ability, and product terms to account for
In contrast,

interactions between background characteristics, / ,the noncognitive

traits-have been treated as if their effects were exclusively linear

and additive. To see if there were important nonlinearities, I added

squared-terms to the linear equations. Several were statistically

significant; bUt-noni altered'R2 enough to be substantively interesting.

Since the original scaling of the noncognitive-traits is arbitrary,

the nonlineariites have no clear substantive interpretation

The scanty available evidence/indi4180cates that personality traits

may not have additive effects (see Rosen, 1971; Elder, 1968;

and Crockett, 1962). Although each of thest studies had serious flaws,,
ed'

they all suggedt/that individual motivation may be more important for

320



individuals from lower status backgrounds. This would imply an inter-

action between family background and motivation.- Similarly, if one(

personality trait either facilit,tes or blocks the effects.of another,

this would imply an interaction letween the measures of personality.

Numerous other potential interactions suggest themselves. We may

suspect that individuals with certain personality characteristics will

realize greater returns to a3ilily or education than others. Casson,

Haller and Sewell (1972) suggested that student educational plans and

occupational aspirations might ilteract positively with other advantages

such as background- and ab lity. This certainly seems reasonable,

since a student should have leSS trouble realizing his aspirations

or plans if his resources are greater.

To test such possibilities, I added a variety of product terms

involving the personality measures to the additive regressions. Table 5.23

summarizes the results for the regressions predicting Education.

The interactions I did not test are blank. An asterisk means that the

interaction was not significant at the 0.05 lever(i. . F< 3.86). If

the interaction was significant, I have shown its sign and F-level. The

coefficient of the Socioeconomic Index X Sociability interactionlp

negative, for example, and its F is 4.1. This suggests that individuals

from high status backgrounds suffer greater declines in educational

attainment then they are sociable'than do those from low status backgrounds.

Since Table 5.23 presents 102 terms, we expect at least five to be

significant at `the 0.05 level. Since 9 terms are actually significant

at this level, half of the apparently significant interactions are
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(
Table 5.23 Sign and F-levsl for Coefficients of Multiplicative Interactions Involving

Personality Traits:in Regressions Predicting Education: Talent Males
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* *

* *
* *

*
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*

*
*

+5.8
*

*

Test Score * * * * +4.0 +6.1 * * * * *

Sociability
Culture
Leadership *

Self-Confidence * k w

Mature Personality -4.9 * *

Study Habits
Best Work *

Affiliations (+)
Hours per Week on Job * * *

jntellectual Reading * -5,0
Education Necessary
Leadership Roles

Parents' Ed Hopes
Friends' Ed Plans
Educational Plans
Occupational Pref.

* F ( 3.86 so -) .05
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*
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Statistics derived from, several different regressions using slightly different samples
-(N 700).
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Table 5.24 Sign and F-level for Coefficients of Multiplicative Interactions Involving
Personality Txaits in Regressions Predicting Occupation: Talent Males

Father's Education
Father's Occupation
Socioeconomic Index
White
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-7.8 * * * * * * * * * -4.5 * *

-4.9 * * * * * * +6.4 * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * .* * * *

*

*

*

* *

* *

* * *

* F < 3.86 so p > .05

Statistics derived from several diffe'rent regressions using slightly different samples.

(N 700).
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Sign and F-level for Coefficients of Multiplicative Interactions
Involving Personality Traits in Regressions Predicting Hourly

Earnings: Talent Males

Father ,Occupation

Socioeconomic Index
White

*

*

*

*

Test, Score * *

Years of Education * *

Occupation *

Leadership

Study Habits
Best Work *

Leadership Roles *

Intellectual Reading
Education Necessary

Parents' Ed. Hcpes
Friends' Ed. Plans
Occupational Pref.

a

*

*

* +10.1

* + 4 . 3 * * * 1 * *

* * * * * * II *

* * * a *

* F < 3.86 so p .051t

Statistics derived from peveral different regressions using slightly different samples

.(N 700).
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probably spurious. "Since TIkee no'convincing rationalorfor the few

Ai
significaneffects, ; will not discuss them'individually.

_Tables 5.241nd 5.25 present similar summaries of interaction terms for

regressions predictccupation and dourly -

Earnings. Again, most of the,"significant" interactions are probably due

to chance. so I will not discuss them.
*

0
The paucity 5f significant interactions is itself surptising. One

0

would expect students from high status back rounds, for example, to be

more likely ,to obtain whatever schooling
4

they plan and to end up in

the jobs they prefer., Yet the rnteractionsof Educational Plan's and
Ntik,..z."90. ..../'

Occupational Preferences with backgiound characteristics are never sta-
.(

. .

tistically significant. .

In addition to testing the coefficients of interaction terms, I

also performed numerous experiments with groups of interactions in

varThus iVgressions. The contribution to explained variance if-grOups

of interaction terms was often-greater than would be expected by chance,

suggesting that Interaction effects exist. The Vianatory power of the

intergclions was invariably .small, however, and t eir inclusion did

not change the coefficients for causally subsequent variables. Given
&

. the small sample,and large sampling errors involved, subStantive\inter-
.

46

pretation ould be unwise.

OP I conclude thaMiinear, additive model doesyritTiously bias
09 a

substantive-conclusions. But this negative findincis,only valid in

the context of existing theory: Any comprehensive_ a priori theory

that gredicted the'speCific interac tions I found would receive poWerful

_9`

4 1`,32`
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lt

.support from these data. It is only in the absence of such a theory,

and in the, absence of empirical support for the obvious a priori

IA ,

theories discussed above, that liiscount the interactions. Further-

-more, even lough I considered numerous'potential interactions, it is

possible that I overlooked Some that were impittant. ,-,k11 I can say

A

with certainty is that existing theories that predict specific inter-

actions must be viewed skeptically.

4. Assessments of Personality by Othes
15/

The Kalamazoo sample a.lows us tc, examine personality ratings by

an individual who observes :he studeh. in high school, namely his

teacher. Olneck (1976) Obtained the )ublic high school records of

brothers who'bad been in the sixth grade in the Kalamazoo, Michigan;

public school system between 1928 and$1950. He'attempted to'cOntact

aese indivi4ua!s in 1973 and 1974, obtaining interviews with 1243

men aged 35 to 59. Appendix I gives a more complete description of the

p
15/ My analyses below which control only measured Background characteristics
are based on correlations presented by Olneck (1975, Chapter 5). My estimates

of effects which use brothers to control unmeasured family characteristids°

are based on my own analyses of Olneck's data. Olneck's treatment of

this data differs from mine in that he considers in morS detail tile ways

in which unmeasured personality characteristics may bias estimated returns

to cognitive ability and schooling. ,

326
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Kalamazoo sample. Kalamazoc's t nth-grade homeroom teachers had rated their

students on nine character trait., labeled Cooperativeness, Dependability,

Executive Ability, Emotionql Conirol, Industriousness, Initiative,

Integrity, Perseverance, and Appearance. They rated each student

Above Average, Average, or Below Average on each trait. Different

teachers4pay have interpreted these nine traits differently. Homeroom

teachers were in charge of as many as 80 students, and I do not know

how many of these students they had taught in academic classes. The
have been

ratings may therefore / partly based on second hand information and on

2s,) the,generfl reputationopf the student within the school.

More than half the students received ratings of Average on each of

the mine traits. The proportion o'f studentprated Above Average

ranged from 32.1 percent for Coopei-ativeness to 10.8 percent for

Executive Ability. In geneVal, teachers rated fewer-students Below

Averdgeethan Above Average on any trait. The exception was Executive
I

1

Ability, with more than twice as many students (24.7 percent) rated

Below Average as AboveAverage. I f4lerSt coded these responses as In
40

equal interval scale (Below Average = 1/Averai,e = 2/Above Average = 3).

As expected, higher ratings were positively associated with later achieve-

'went, And the equal-interval scale captured the dominant effect. But

when Iused dummies for each category, the diffe'rence between Above

Average 40 Average was greater than the,difference between Average

and Below Average. The ratio of the two increments was sometimes as

high as 4:1. This difference may reflect an actual nonlinearity in'the

=..,effect of such character traits. Alternatively, teachers may make more

.:3 ,



accurate distinctions at the.upiier end of the scale than at the lower

end. Although' deviations"from.linearity were consistent and _-:ften

statistically significant, they were not large enough to alter substantive

conclusions. Furthermore, when background- characteristics

and cognitive ability were controlled in the regression, deviat'ons from
16/

linearity were generally smaller and seldom statistically significant.

I therefore retained the equal -interval coding in the analyses which

follow.

Table 5.26 provides correlations among teacher ratings and other

variables for the Kalamazoo sample. The differentteacher ratings are

closely associakelszith one another, intercorrelations being at least 0.4.

This may be because the underlying character traits'tend to vary together,

because teachers tend to rate individuals consisrentIy without regard

to the actual pattern of traits, or because different ratings measure the

A
.

same underlying trait. Correlations of Dependability with Cooperativeness

and of Perseverance with Industtiousneas exceed 0.8, suggesting

that these traits are perceived as < very similar. The correlations of

°

the teacher ratings with cognitive ability are*cdnaistently smaller

(0.2 to 0.3) than-the correlationsoamong the ratings. If teachers are

0

rating students largely on an unglerlying unitar)%trait; that trait is not

closely associated with cognitive Ability...

1ff These-analyses were done by Olneck (1976).
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Table 5.26 Correlations Among Measured Family Charactetistics, Test Score, Teacher Ratings and Dependent VariablestKalamazoo Males t_

1 3 4 6 7 8 9 10

1. Father's
Education 1.000

2. Father's
Occupation . .428 1.000

3. Siblings -.223, -.161 1.000 ,

4. Test Score .232 ' .190 -.151 1.000

5. Cooperative-
ness - .223. .153 -.086 .212 1.000

6. Dependability .196 .154 -.081 .261 .824 1.000

7. Executive
Ability .165 .057 - .064 -.254 .428 .419 1.000

8. E-ptional
Control .222 .119 -.054 .217 .638 .644 .482 1.000

9. Industrious-
nes.-s .222 .189 -.024 .215 .670 .697 .429 .625. 1;1,000

10. Initiative .221 .125 -.050 .300 .498 .466 .610 .490 7547 1.000
11. 'Integrity .210 .160 -.036 .218 .703 .749 .367 .645 .597 .418

12. Perseverance.* .177 .147 -.069 :197 .711 , .700 ,.443 .636 .817 .534
13. Appearance .206 .155 -.172 .214 .47' 446 .356 :493 .423 .418
14. Education .407 .283 -.226 .478 .358 .377 .313 .334 .364 .290
15. Early

Occupation .332 .137 -.177 .432 .286 .322 .276 .252 .337 237
3 2:)



Table

410

5.26 (continued)

1 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

16. Current

Occupation .234 .221 -.186 .402 .208 .242 .240 .212 .301 .256

17. Earnings .2a3 .158 -.114 .310 .177 .149- .262 .147 .181 .219

18. Lnearnings .183 .156 -.106 .332 .16i .138 .250.' .141 .180 .216

4
11 12 .13 14 15 16 17 18

.

11. Integrity 1.000

12. PerSeverance .603 1.000

13. Appearance .462 .462 1.000

CO
14. Education .328 .365 .3)1 1.000 0
15. Early

Occupation .216 .308 .229 .729 1.000

16. Current

.Di.cupation .198 .288 ..237 .586 1.573 1.000

17. Earnings .135 .163 .200 .437 .424 .454 1.000

18. Lnearnings .123 .152 .199 .437 .431 .491 .961 1.000

0
Sample 389 Kalamazoo respondents with complete data on Father's

Education., Father's Occupation,Siblings, Test Score, Education, Early Occupation, Earnings and the 3 teacher ratings.

33/
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Determinants of Teacher Ratings

Table,5.27 presents regressions of the character ratings on father's.

education, father's occupation and family size. Individuals whose

fathers have more schooling obta n better ratings from teachers, whilee'.
.

those with other family advantages generally do not. The association

between the ratings and family background is not very strong. The

maximum 11
2

for any rating is 0.0f6. If these three family characteristics

captured all aspects of the family that made brothers alike, the corre-

lations between brothers' ratings would be equal to the TZ
2

from these

regression equations. In fact, the correlations between brothers'

tea er ratings are much higher, ranging from 0.237 to 0.461 (see Table

5.27). These correlations may not be completely due to shared family

environment, since rachers may rate a student partly on a basis of his

brother's behavior. Brothers ma' also affect one another's behavior,

making them More alike than would be expected on a basis of their common

background. It seems unlikely, however, that these factors alone would

explain the large sibling correlations. Probably brothers'hare

other genetic or, ,environmental influences not measured by father's

education and occupation or family size.

Effects on Education

Table 5.28 indicates that after controlling measured background

and cognitive ability in 6th grade, individuals with favorable teacher

ratings obtain more schooling. This is best seen as a single "teacher

approval" effect. The first principal component of the teacher ratings

;33J
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Table 5.27 Regression of Telpher Ratings on Measures of Family Background

and Proportion of VariaAce Explained by Unmeasured Family Characteristics:

KalamSzoo Males

Individual Sample' Brother's Sample

Father's
Education

Father's
Occupation Sib1.7ngs

Measured
Family

A2

All

Family
A2

Cooperativeness .187 (.068] (-.033] .047 .050 .409

Dependability .154 (.0831 (-.034] .038 .048 .454

Executive Ability 161 (.007] (-.029] .020 .018- .237

Emotional Control .209 (.0291 (-.003] .043 :037 .455

Industriousness .179 .117 ( .035] .054 .051 .459

Initiative .205 (.037] ( .002] .043 .066 .255

Integrity .177 (.087] ( .017] .043 .054 .461

Perseverance .135 (,085] (-.025] .031 .025 .471'

Appearance .147 (.072] -.128 .056 .037 .423

Samples Individual Sample is 389 respondents with complete date as specified in

Table 5.26.'

Brother's Sample is constructed from pairs of brothers who both have data on

Test Score, Education, Early Occupation, Earnings, the nine teacher ratings, and

for whom at least one brother reported on Father'S- Education, Father's

Occupation and Siblings (210_individuals, 105 pairs).

S
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Table 5.28 \Regressions of Education on Teacher Ratings Taken One at a Time

Controlling Family Characteristics and Test Score:
Kalamazoo Males Aged 35-59

- Standardized

Coefficients

Individuals Sample. Brothers Sample

(N=389) (N=210)

-,o)er.ttiyes .2)4 .223
,n,

-,,Pudabilit .2:4 .23n f.155I

.xeLutiye Ability .173 f.9781 1-.n111

1.7ojtmal Control .1"2 .l4° 1.10?1

IndNtriousness 2 ,-- .243 .21n

111f:fa t -Lye .1 4 1.1741 f.n131

rnte^ritv .1 .16q H(91

°e/severance .238 .27,1 .7n7

1P.)earance .15° -f.ln21 (.157]

"rincipal Component

Controls
a/

'leasured Family Background-
CharacteristicS\Common to

1:rothers

Test Score

.260

Controls Only .329

R2 with Principal Component .389

`,armies as snecified in ,Tables 5.26 and 5.27.

/ Father's Education, Father's Occnpation and Sil,linps

X

Characteristics common to brothers were controlled by regressing difference in

brothers' educations on differences in teach r ratin's, controlling differences

in Tiii;t Score.

Nit
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explains eduzational attainment as well as. the nine separate ratings..

It increases R from 0.329 to 0.389. 0

Table 5.42,also shows the effects of teacher ratings in the smaller

sample which contains pairs of brothers. When all the characteristics

brothers have in common are controlled, the effects of the teacher ratings

decline by an average of about 20 percent. However, even in this small

sample, Cooperativeness, Industriousness and Perseverance remain statis-

tically significant. It therefore appears that effects of these traits

on Education are only'partly due to the unmeasured characteristics that

brothers have in common.

Effects on Occupation

'Table 5.29 indicates that positive ratings by teachers are associated

Alwith higher status first occupations, after family characteristics and

cognitive ability are controlled. However, the principal component

does not adequately reflect the effects of the separate ratings. Indeed,

if we enter measures together (column= 2), their effects are no longer

even uniformly positive. Initiative and Integrity have negative

effects pn outcomes. _-Experiments with Narigu.S__fiZtrms_a_tbtia_regresslan__,

indicate that if we omit Dependability, Integrity po longer has an

appreciable negative effect. This suggests that individuals rated ds

having integrity but not as dependable suffer on the job market. This
AI

negative effect is genefally hidden, since individuals are usually

rated similarly" on both traits. A similar relationship holds between

Executive Ability and Initiative, suggestirng that taking initiative

33`o
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Table 5.29 Regression ofEarly Occupation on Teacher Ratings Taken One at a Time
Controlling Family Characteristics and-Test Score:
Kalamazoo Males Aged 35-39

Indpiduals Sample (N=3981 Brothers Sample' (N=210)

(ly (2) (3) (4)' '(5) (6) (7) (8)

Cooperativeness. .155 [ .017] .162 [ .016] .215 .082]

Dependability .182 .153 [ .039]° .214 [ .067] .253 .154]

Executive Ability .157 .132 [ .046) [.108] [ .058] .188 , .195

Emotional Control .125 [ .001] .124 [ .025] [ .118] .099],

Industriousness .207 .182 [ .0661 .125 .229 [ .074] .305 .175

Initiative * [.079] [ -.103] [ .006] [.036] [ -.013] ( .026] .088]

Integrity [.080] -.138 [ -.043] -.109 [.056] [-.058] 1-.023] -.134]

Perseverance .191 [ .039] .213 [ .031] .388 .206

Appearance .090 [ -,014] [ .092] [ .024] [-.024] .062I

Controls

Measured Family
Background x x x x x

All Background

Test Score

All Sionificant
Teacher gatinga

Education

R2 Controls only .271 .552

R2 Significant Traits .324 .561

I

a/ Columns 2 and 4 show coefficients for regressions in which I entered the traits in
order of contribution to explained variance, until no unentered trait had

statistically significant effect. Hence, these regressions control for all

significant teacher ratings. .Other columns present coefficients for regression

which enter traits one at a'time, i.e., no other traits are controlled.

Samples are as specified L. Tables 5.26 and 5.27.
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Table 5.30 -Regression of Occupation on Teacher Ratings Taken One at a Time 'Controlling
Family Characteristics and Test Score: KalamazoeMales Aged 35-59 V

Individuals Broth rs S myle

(1) .(2) (3) (A) ' (5) (6) (7) (8)

Cooperativeness .099 [.009] -.111 .143 L.034] [ .025] [-.064]
Dependigglity .121 [.009] -.193 [.084] [ .072] [ A08]
Execuar Ability .135 [.050] [.066] [.027] [-.001] [ .003]
Emotional Control .108 [.012]

,

.130 '[.058] [ .011) [-.001]
Industriousness .203 .203 .097 .273 .165 '.318 .243
Initiative .130 [.074] .156 [.119] [ .027I [ .012]
Integrity [.091] [-.003] .121 [.038] [ .019] [-.049]
Perserverance .194 [.081] 4, .291 A171 .397 .300
Appearance .123 [.044] .153 .103 [ .032] [ .009]-

Controls

Measured
Background x x x x

All
Background

Test Score x x x x x x x x

All Significant
i

Teacher' Ratings x x

'Education x x x x

2
R Controls Only .193 .360

2 a/
R Significant Traits-- .229 .371

Sample as specified in Tables

At/ Columns 2 and 4 show coefficients for regressions in Which I-entered the traits in

order of contribution to explained variaice, until,po unentered measure had a

statistically `significant effect. ,

.

-so
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is not in helpful,but appears helpful because those who take

inftiatitte ate more likely 4o have other abilities.

Contblling,fOe'years of sChoclling reduces the effects of all traits

appreciably. Cons tiered separately, no teacher rating has a statistically
,

4 4

significant impact on early.° a n after controlling education.

- I.
If we enter ratings together, In ousness appear's-to have a positive

effect and Integritwa negative effect. The contribution to explained

variance is minimal, however.

Analysis on file smaller brothers' samp Isirildssimilar results when

we cciptroj.:measured ba ckground and cognitive ability. (Althotigh Columns 5 S

4,0)

only §how 'fleets of ratings considered separately regressions which

control moreiethan one teacher rating are alSo similar to those using

410

the larger simple-.) Controlling all characteristics which brothers nave

incomroon, however-, incre es, the apparent effects of the ratings.

as well as
After controllipea11 characteristics'brothers hSve in common, /cognitive

ability and ethication4 three ratings have statistically significant

,effects oil early oCcupaltidhal status, whereas none had an effect whelk

.- .

we controlled only measured family characteristics.
IP

-,' .

'Table 5.30 indicateS that effects of teacher ratings on occupational
. 1

status are weaker tn maturity than at .,the start of
men'pods
.avers.c

lill'AftertcontrollIng'education,Agwever, effects on mature status are at

least as grettas on initial status. Regressions of mature occupatiolal
in I can -

status in the smaller sampleiWhihiCont shared Ally charaCteristics

are such -like those predicting early occupation. After controlling for I

difference in ability and schooling, pqrsonality differdnces between

.

*1i
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brothers appear more important than personality differences between

individuals from similar demographic backgrounds.
I

d The increi& in the coefficients of most personality traits when

so we look at differences between, brotheIrs suggests that the unmeasured

backgro4und characteristics that affect personality traits must be

negati correlated with those that affect occupational status.

'g,his is -ether puzzling, since those measured ,family characteristics

that affect teacher ratings are much Ike those that affect adult'

success. 'In any event,- these finding; suggest that the

modest effects of teacher character raAhgs on occupational achievement

would not disappear if family environment had been measured more carefully.

Iv

A'

Since effects of teacher ratings on early-job status are'similar

0
to their effects on later status, after ability and schooling'are controlled, ir

we may conclude that Ihide traits have a continuing influence on men's

achievements.. 17/ The sample is too smallespecially in analyses

which consider brothers--to determine the relative importance of,these

traits, but it is-liCler that effects exist.

Efflis on Earnings

Table 5.31 indicgles that the teacher ratings generally have positire

effects on earnings after controlling measured foully background and

ability. Effects are appreciably smdfler after schooling is controlled,

'17/ Regrisgtons that control early occupational atus, in alglation to

cognitive ability:and educational attainment predicting later status
suggest that these'traits pay affect later achievement directly, although
such effOcts are probably small. This would suggest that whatever
traits teacher ratings capture continue Co affect the behavior of
individuals through middle age'.

3
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Table 5.31 Regiession'of Earnings on Teacher Ratings Taken One at a Time
Controlling Family Characteristics and Test Score:
Kalamazoo Males Aged 35-59

Cooperativeness
Dependability

Executive Ability
Emotional Control
Industriousness
Initiative
Integrity
Perseverence
Appearance

Controls

Family Back6-ound
Test Score
Education I
Earl?"' Occupation'

Occupation

R
2

Controls only

2
'with Executive Ability-

.

Sample is as specified in ,'fable. 5.26.

IndiAduals Sample
(N -398)

[.091] ,015].

[.051] [-..033]

. 184 -,.126

[.061] a [-.009]

[.096] [ .016]

. 119 - [ .080]

[.04 [ -,021J

[.085]. [-.001]

.115 f .059]

x

x

x

x

x

.109 .195

.139 .207

a/ Aftef Executive Ability, no other measure had a significant
effect on earninfngs. Controlling .0ccupati2n decreased the
coefficience for 'Executive Ability to 0.113, and controlling
also Early Occupation decreased it to 0.108. '
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with only r.ne effect of Executive Ability being statistically signifi-

cant. Controlling for Occupation decreases the standardized

coefficieat of to 0.108 (regression not shown).

RegresAons with the smaller sample of brothers reveal little of

interest and are therefore not shown.

-NO teacher rating has a statistically significant effect on Earnings
in this small sample,

in any regression /regardless of whether the ratings are consildered

separately or together.

The regressions of Ln Earnings on teacher ratings do not differ
ti

appreciably from those of Earnings.

Conclusion

GivenOe circumstances under. which teachers rated students, and

the crude scale they usedp*the moderate impact of these ratings un

indiVidual achievement is surprising. The effects clearly persist into

. middle age, and analyses using brothers indicate chat effects would

persist even if familyenvronment were measured'in more detail. It

seems safe to conclude that *t least some noncognitive characteristics

artTormed by't-be time an individUalreaches high school and that _they

remain stable enough ip later years to influence individual achievement.

a
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Overall Conclusion

My findings support the notion that individuals possess stable

personality characteristics that influence their occupational and

economic success. High school students with certain traits obtain

higher status jobs and greater earningg than do others,.even-after

controlling for family background anb cognitive ability.

I found little support, however, for theories which suggest that

"t",
a single personality trait is of critical importance in determining

individual success. Rather, each trait that influences success

has a small effect.
Only when

the effects of these various personal characteristics are considered

togeAer do they explain eves 4 moderate portion of the observed

differences in individual achievement. In general, the personality

characteristics that Torklict success are neither closely tied to

family status, nor to cognitive ability.

'Contrary to expectations based on extent theory, my analyses

failed to find any consistent or important interactions between personality

traits and family background, test scores, or iducation.
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THE EFFECTS OF EDUCATION 1/
by 'Michael Olneck-

Section 11 Intro4uction -tt

Mn .a with more schooling haVe higher status jobs andearn more money

than men with less schooling. Public policy recognizes these facts by

according educational programs significant importance in efforts to extend

economic opportunity to the disadvantaged and reduce poverty.a/ Commonplaces

like "Get an education" and "Stay in school" reflect the popular faith in

the economic importance of schooling.

This chapter is concerned principally with the extent to which the

apparent` economic advantages of lengthier schooling are due to 4e character-

istics of better educated-ten which affect both educational attainMent-and

economic success. If men who get a lot of schooling possess characteristics

which would lead to economic advantage even in the'absence of educational

advantage; the apparent benefits Of schooling are likely to exceed the ac uaj.

benefits. If men who.do not persist in'their schooling were to acquire more
- Jr

achoolingthey m_ght well be disappointed in their expectations of realizing
3

economic gain fr'm their educational accomplishments.-4

The chapter is concerned also with the extent to which the economic

advantages azsociated with lengthier sChooling.vary.by level of.schoolin4, 41

et.and by racial, social origin,"age, and cognitive classifications. Jt public 4-

1/ In addition to my colleagues on this project, I am grateful to John Bishop
and Robert,Hauser for comments on an earlier draft of this chapter.

...

.1/ See L'evin (forthcoming) for discussion of the educational programs
operating under the War on POverty rubric.

ft
.

.

_OCT technical treatments of the problem of bias due to omitted variables,
see Goldberger and Duncan (1973). For discussion of the sources of the relation-ship between schooling and income, see e.g. Becker (1964), Taubman and Wales
(1972), and Thurow (1972, 1975).

3 4

,Q11,
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policy seeks to enhance economic opportunity by extending educational oppor-

tunity, it is important to know if all increments in schooling promise the

same benefits or if there are levels of schooling whose effects are unusually

large or robust. Conversely, it is important to know.if _there are levels

of schooling whose effects are minimal or unusually biased by failure to

control economicaa and educationally relevant characteristics.

Estimates of the effects of education which are true ;on the average"

may vary among subgroups. Policies based on relationships estimated over

the genera/ population may consequently be misguided'if they are directed

toward aeYpical target populations. I have therefore reported relationships

among economic outcomes and schooling separately for nonwhites and whites,

sons of white-collar and blue-collar fathers, men with high, medium, and low

test scores, and men from different age cohorts.

Throughout most of the chapter I am concerned with the effects of years

of schooling. Ideally, we would want to measure quality of education as

well as quantity. By and large ..his data is unavailable. But one of our

data'sets includes a measure of college quality, and another includes in-

,formation on high school curriculum. I discuss the effects of college quality and

curriculum placement toward the end of the chapter. I first consider-the
4

effects of educational attainment on the status of the jobs men.held early

in their. careers, then on their current occupations, and then on their current

earnings or individual incomes.

2 Early Occupation '

Three of our data sets include information on the jobs men held directly

after they completed their s ooling." The OCG item° is flawed, however, and
I

we-have ignored it throughout this study*
Table 6.1- shows the effects of

A/ ,,See Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan (1972, pp. 210-212)--for a discuision ofthis item,
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education on early occupational Stitus for the Michigan Panel sample and

for ,Kalamazoo samp

The average effect of an extra year of schooling on early occupational

status in the Kalamazoo sample(6.238 pbints on the Duncan scale) is twice

as large as the effect in the PSID_sample (3.125 points). The difference,

is partly due to the fact that SRC only coded PSID respondents' occupations

into nine broad categories. This reduces botn the apparent variance in

initial -1 occupational status and the apparent effect of education on status.

In addition, the PSID and Kalamazoo coefficients differ Partly because the

effects of education on initial occupational status are non-linear, and the

Kalamazoo sample is drawn primarily from the upper end of the education dis-

tribution, where the effects of an extra year of education are greater.
1110

Table 6.1 therefore presents several nor-linear equations. These re-

quire brief explanation. Equation 2 includes three education measures:

Years of Ecucation (i.e. highest grade of school completed), a "spline" for

Years of Higher Education (coded 0 to 6) and a dummy variable for having

a BA (coded 0 or 1). the coefficient of Years of Education in-equation 2

estimates the linear effects of a year of elementary or secondary education,

i.e. 1.365 points, The coefficient of Years of Higher Education estimates

the difference between the linear effect of e year of elementary or secondary

education and the linear effect of a year of higher education, i.e. 2.669

points. The overall linea,- effect of a year of higher education is there-

fore the sum of the Years of Education coefficient and the Years of Higher

Education coefficient, i.e., 4.032 points. The coefficient of BA represents

the difference between the observed occupational status of men with 16 or

more years of schooling and the status predicted on the assumption that the

effects of higher education are linear, i.e. 6.986 points. The effect of

346
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the, last year of college is therefore the sum of the Years of Educ on ,

coef-

controlled,

coefficient, the Years of Higher Education coefficient, and the/BA

ficient, i.e. .1.018 points. If all causally prior variablfeiWere

and if all years of higher education other than the fourth l'Id,the same
4r

effect on occupational status, the coefficient of BA would measure a "pure"

credential effect. All causally prior traits are not in fact controlled,

V
and since different years of higher education lave somewhat different ef-

fects, the coefficient of BA should probably be interpreted merely as

another non-linear effect.

There are educational advantages associated with both coming from more

favorable home backgrounds and from displaying greater cognitive competence.

There are also occupational advantages associated with variations in back-

ground and cognitive skill among men who have the same amount of

schooling. If background and cognitive skills are ignored the ap-

parent effects of education do early occupational status will be

ove ,restimated. The eXtent to which this is true, however, appears

rather modest. Because the uncontrolled effects differ between the

samples I,will discuss both absolute and proportionate biases.

In the PSID sample, controlling test scores and measured family background

reduces the effect of an extra year of schooling by 3.125 2.513 = 0.612

points or 0.612/3.125 = 19.6 percent. In the Kalamazoo sample, controlling

test score differences among brothers and family background common to brothers

redoes the effect of education by 6.238 5.526 = 0.712 points or 0._712/6.238

= 11.4 percent. These results suggest that

. A'3
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Table Ee.1 Effects of Education on Early Occupational Status

Sample

Standard
Years. of Yea7 Higher Deviation of
.Education. Educatiop BA Residuals

Other Variables
Controlled

1. 3.125 17.936 NonePSID ( .129)
(N=1744)

2. 1.363 2.669 6.986 17.319 None
( .24) ( .614) (2.405)

3. 2.677 17.733 Measured Background'
( .160)

4. .897 2.457 8.164 17.121 ' Measured Background'
(..227) ( .620) (2.396) 4

5. 2.862 17.866 Test Score
( .146)

6. 1.C14 2.719 7.211 17.218 Test Score
( .224) ( .610) (2.391) .

7. 2.513' 17.693 Measured Backgrounda,
( .150) Test Score

8. .690 2.493 8.222 47.065 . Measured Backgrounds,
( .234) ( :1618) (2.388) Test Score

Kalamazoo 9. 6.238 . 16.622 _

None
Brothers

( .232)
(Nu692 or .

346 pairs) 10. 3.166 {1.295) 15.117 16.125 None
(;.701) (1.016) (3.264)

11. 5.710

( .264)

16.377 Measured Background
b

. 2.389 .710] 14 274 15.861 Measured Background
( 1.011) (3.215)

. 5.99 f 16.612
( .2R1)

r..1.4361 ,,-/14.868 16.105

(1.0)9)./ (3.264)

14. 2.827

( .730)

15. 5.520
( .101)

16. 2.146

( .740)

16.366

f1,804] 14.075 15.851
(1.013) (3.217)

34b

Test Score

1

Test Score

Measured Background
b

.

Test Score

Measured Background,
Test Score
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Table 6.1 Continued

Standard

Years Higher Deviation of Other vWdble,

Sample Education Education BA Residuals Controlled

Kalamazoo 17. 5.578 15.465 ',Family B4kgroundi

Brothers ( .454)

(N=692 or

346 pairs) 18. [1.661] [27.614] 11.787 15.025 '
Family Bacl,proun''

(1.661) (1.543), (4.496)

19. 5.526 15.490 Family Background,

( .488) Test Score Differ,N

20. 11.580] [2.644] 13.744 15.044 Family Backgroun,

(1.232) (1.547) (4.501)_ TeSt Score Differ,,

a. Race, Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Father White Collar,

Father Foreign Born, No Male Head, Nonfarm origin, Non South origin,

Number of siblings

b. Father's Education, Father's Occupatfon, Number of Siblings
er

e. Fanny background controlled by defining education, test score, and
occupation variables as sibling differences.
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when employers favor better-schooled'Young men they are either seeking
A

characteristics that are not,Isikongly relaed to cognitive Ability and

family background, or that they are bad judges of ability and background,

and are forced to rely on educational credentials as an imperfect guide.

teachers'
Analyses of a 'Kalamazoo subsample for whom high school/per-

sonality ratings are available suggest that similar conclusions hold when

personality characteristics such as initiative or industriousness are

considered as Ossiblesources of bias. Inclusion of the personality

measures does not significantly Chz.lge the education coefficient.

The extent to which increments in educational attainment are associated

with higher occupational status in the early career varies by level of

schooling. The sensitivity of the measured effects of schooling to the

inclusion of background and ability measures also varies'by level of

schooling.:

Increments in schooling below the college level are assoeiated with

smaller early occupational advantages than are increments at the college

level, and they are reduced by a proportionately larger amount when test

scores an' background are controlled. In the PSI0,- sample, the pre-

dicted advantage Of a 12th grade graduai-e-over an 8th grade graduatt with

the same test score and measured background is only 4(0.690) = 2.760 points,

or 2.760/5.452 or 50.6 percent, of the uncontrolled effect. In the Kalamazoo

sample, the analogous effect among men who came from the same homes and

gave equal test scores is'6.320 points,' or 6.320/12:664 . 49.9 percent of

the-uncontrolled effect.

5/ See Olneck (1976), Chapter 5.
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Four years of oollege, however, is associated with an extra 4(0.690 +

2.493) + 8.222 = 20.954 pOints among MID_ respondents with equal teat

scores and similar backgrounds, and aq extra 4(1.580 + 2.644) + 13.741 =

30.637 points among brothers with equal test scores in the Kalamazoo sample.

These effects are 90.7 percent and 92.9 percent of the zero-order effects

in the PSID and Kalamazoo samples respectively.

The substantial relative bias in fife effects of schooling below the

co;1=ge level indicates that men who complete high school get beiter jobs

than men who drop out in large measure because they are already advantaged.

If this finding is accurate and if it holds for young men today, programs

aimed at discouraging high school stud6nts from dropping out of school will

not be likely to realize the full extent of their hopes of inrreasiny the

prospective dropout's employment prospeots.

The robust effect of completing college suggests that either college-

augments employability for reasons unrelated to family background or cognitiv
br

skill, or that employers are less concerned with background and cognitive

differences among o^llegegraduates. Since the economic impact of test

scores increases over men-slcareers,
we cannot conclude that employers are

indifferent to cognitive
But since the i$act of test scores

on early occupational status is mall after education is controlled, I con-
clude that loyers either do not-perceive or do-not care about these

cognitive differentes when hiring BA's for/ entrIevel jobs in high status

occupations.o At the same time, most employers refuse to place men without

degrees in high status occupations even when they have test scores as high

or higher than typical college graduates.

3. Current Occupation

Effects of Controlling Yamily Backgroukd

Table 6.2 shows that the occupational
adyantages associated with additlional

schooling vary across our samples. This is because the data.sets we are working with

351
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sampled different populations, had varying degrees of success in interviewing

potential respondents, and coded important variables differently. For

example, Project lafent followed up men wlo had at least en'ered 11th grade.

In fact, 97 percent of the Talent respondents oompleted12th grade.-'

The effect of educational variation in Ta1fnt
144

is therefore the effect of

progress througtcollege and graduate school. A year of higher education has

more impact on occupational status than a 'ear of elementary or secondary

education. Similarly, the PSID and PA sprxeys classified respondents'

_occupations into only nine broad categories. This reduces the variance of

occupational status. It also reduces the tilasuredsffects of lchooling

but not to the same degree.

The effects of background and ability measures on education and econ-

omicwoutcomes'also differ from sample to sample. In some cases, this is be-

cause coding differs. In the PSID ard PA, SRC assigned missing values for

Father's Education on the basis of reported literacy. Father's Occupation

was coded only in broad categories. In other cases, sampling error produces

differences. Among NORC Brothers, for example, the inter-correlations among

I 4
background variables are slightly higher than those amoil6 the background vari-

ables in the OCG. In still other c4es, sample restrictions are responsbible.

.

The Talent and veterans samples are selected in some measure on educational

attainment, reducing'the measured impact of background on education. The

Kalamazoo sample may also be selected partly on current occupational status

. and earnings. En any base.

1.0

EL./ This figure applies to the Talent co,,lete data sample described by
Crouse in Appendix H. The Talent siblings analyzed herd average 0.36 years
more schooling than the Talept complete data respondents.

35

t
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- ,

the effects,of Pathees Occupation are certainly lower in that sample than
4'

in nationally - representative samples./

Because the uncontfIled effects of education are not the same across

samples, and because the interrelations among measures of backgund,

cognitive ability, schooling, and occupation vary, I cannot offeks.precise

conclusions about the magnitude and sources of bias, in the occupation-
%

1' schoOling relationship. I car:, however', suggest the most important sources

of bias and the lelpls of schooling Which are most sensitive to controls

for omitted variables.
tA V

Higher status families ensarc'that Leir sons will have greater than

1, average chances of etaining'economic suiess mainly by _increasing

their dhancesof getting a lit of schooling. However, measured family

a . #
background is associated with 15Ccupational status ever among men with the

, .

same amount of education. Consequently, the occupationoschooling relation-
.

somewhat
ship is /overestimated when the effects of measured back

Data 4the OCG and NLS
P

that about a fifth of the apparent effect of education on occupational

status is due to othe 'oint association of Cation and occupation with

measures backgiand (See Table _6:2). The reductions in the education
0

coefficient controlling background are 0.75170oints in theOG:and 0.723
A

pointi in t.boyes. 7.

Becadgeof occupational

coding differences the reductions in the Panel Studq, and Productive AmeriCan

ir

d are ignored.

suggest

v See Olneck '(1.976), pp. 86-90.

1

A
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/ T=ble 6.2 Effect of Education on Current Occupation

41

4
St.andard

'I'Years oL' Years Higher Deviation of ' Other VariablesSample Education Education BA "Residuals Controlled,. .

401970 Census 1. 4.337 19.2$
(N.25697)

-(..034)

None

211** 2.934 2.4650

X .055) ( .164) ( .770)

4.013 111.82:5 -4" None

1962 OCG
(N=11504)

f

3. 4.105 ,

.( .050;"

4. 2.701

(.073)

5. 3.354

( .058)

6. 1.988
f .079)

,--1

1972, 7. 1.910
PSID ( .119)
(N=1744)

8. 2.134
=11,

( .195)

t9_._ 3.579
(,.139)

o 10. '4684

ik
11.

( .209)

3.664

( .135)

_

°

.,
19.731 None

3.079 5.163 19.138
( .287) (1.275) &

4

2.928
( .284)

19.085

5.710' 18.500
(1.234)

2.951 1, 5.546'
( .564) (2.210)

4

3.103

( .570)

er

6.001
(2.203)

16.567

15.916

' 16.441

351

15./43

16.502

ti

IV... Awe.. y

4
None

Measured Backgrounda

'Measured Backgrounda

None

1_

-None
vit

,Measured Background'

Meosured Baikgrbund
b

Test. Score

4

/.0
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Table 6.. 2. tont/mi, (2)

Sample

A

1964

Productive
Americans
(N=1188)

Years of

Education

1.807

(1.406)

13. 1.438

( .148)

14. 1.501

( .115)

15. 1.377
.211)

16. 3.509

( .139)

17. 2.105

( .204)

18. 3.148

( .163)

19. 1.660

( .221)

1966 NLS ,men 20.

Aged 45 to .

59 (N -2830)

(Nw2830) 21.

19
Vetera64ns

aged 34i.

(N=803)

4

.7

4.075

( .101)

2.896
( .143)

22. 3.352

6 ( .117)

23. 2.019

( .155)

24. 5.070
34 ( .242)

Years Higher
Education

2.997

( .560)

3.136

( ,5(.4

2.685

( .560)

3.861

( .764)

Standard'
Deviation of

AA Residuals

5.757
(2.197),

6.051

(7.1(+7)

. 4.565
(2.162)

15.819

15.696

15.394

16.633

%5341
(3.066)

16.065

16.398

3.075 1 '7781 15.800
( .767) (3.036)

ti

19.745

2.785 5.490

( .620) 4 (2.778) 19.268

3.220

( .604)

25. 1.A89- 4.816

( .439)
( .933)

26. 4.677

( .758)

27. 1.641

( .446)

28. 4.385

( .287)

L.--

4.472

( .929)

355

19.077

[4.2271 18 563
(2.603)

14.8431

(3.580)

18.781

/7.945

18.435

[5.438] 17.663
(1.532)

18.579

Other, ariables
Controlled.

Test Score

Measured Background,
h

Test Score

MeaLred Baekground,
b

Test Score

Measured Background,
Test Score, Early,'

Occupation

None

None

Melsured Bac4grouride '

Measured Backgroundc

None

None

Measured Bahground(

Measured Background
d

None

None

Measurtd Background?

e
Measured Background

1.

'rest Score
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Wile 6.2 Continued (3)

. i

----4-77'r- it Standard

,Sample

1974

NORC 32. 4.634
Brothers

, (,.363)

(N=30

150-pai ) 33. 3.260
( .684)

34. '4.321

4 .401)

Years of Years Higher
Education Education

29. 1.046 4.851 .

( .464) ( .919)

30. 4.131

( .296) ,

31. .979 4.466

( .468) ( .919)"

2.117

(1.541)

Deviation oF
BA Residuals

[5,A111

a (3.530)

u

[6.069

(3.497.

17.679

. 18.292

17.475

484Y-

[1.5931 19.360
(6.7,70)

19.114

Otha variables
Controlled

Test Score

Measured Background,e
Test Score

Measured Elckground,e
Test Score,

None

None
1 it

A

Measured Backg
f

Age

35. 2.676 [2.871] [-2.008) 18.952 Measured Backgrouhd,',1
4( .747) (1.568) (6,871) Age, Age2 '

,

36. 3,191 , 17.967. Family Background, k
( Y.37) . ,

37. [1.4571

4126
(1.112)

2
1371-7.2

Taleht 38. 8.324

Slhlings ( .525)
(N=198 or
99 pairs) 39. 7.307

( .595)

40. 6.912

( .678)

41. 7.098
( .713)

42. 6.613

(1.091)

43. 4.506
(1.206)

[3.7781

(2.127)

44.

[-.223] 17.854

(9.008)

18.214

17.988

18.217

18.021

17.980

356

18.069

Family Background, k
Age Difference Ar

iNone
is.

Measured Background
py

Test Score

Measured Background,
h

Test Score

Family Backgrounok

Family Background,k
Test Score Difference
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Table 6.2 Continued (4)
a

Sample
.

44.,

11.45..-

Years of
Education

Yeats Higher
Education

-..

BA

10.876

(3.66)

Standard
Deviation of
Residuals'

Other Variables

Controlled

1974

Kalamazoo,

Brothers

(N-692 or

346 pairs)

5.012

( .261)

5.722

( .809)

-2.749

(1.172)

18.696

.18.603 -

None

None

46. 5.031 18.723 Measured Backgroundi

( .302)

47. 5.654 -2.576 10.866' 18.624 Measured Rackgroundi
( .843) (1.187) (3.775)

48. 4.142 18.443 Test Score

(.314),J,

49. 4.693 [-.2.283] 10.058 18.359 Test Score
A. V

( .832) (1.161) (3.721)

50. 4.244 18.458 Measured Background,

( .355) Age, Test Score

51. \$.668 [-2.176]' 10.455 18.381 Measured Background-,

( .890) (1.201) (3.788) Age, Test Score
11

52. --2.659 Mpasured Background,
i

( .416) Age, Test Score,
Earl,/ Occupation

53. 4.098 '. '=2.746 [6.166] 17.833 Me'asured'Backgroutd,I.

(1.011) . (1.151) (3.738) Age, Test Score; -

Early OcCiipation

54. 4-.002 17.836 Farilylackground k

( .524)

-55. 3.035 [-.092] 13.700 17.702 Family Background

(1.426) (1.818) (5.297) 0

50. 3.499 t 17.702 Family Background

( .557) Test Score Differen e

57. [2.3891 [-.6891 13.138 -17.570 Family Khckgroundoa

(11439) (1.807) (5.260) / Test Score Differene

35-;
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Table 6,2 Continued (5)

Standard
Years if Years Higher Deviption of Other Variables
Education Education AA Residuals Controlled

58. - 2.50

41 ( .639)

17.319

59. [2.0011 [- 1.276] '10.287 17.275

(1.4,8) (1.784) (5.241)

-Background,,

Test Score Difference,
Early Occupation
Difference

. Family Bickground, k
Test Score Difference,
Early Occupation

a. Father!s'Education, Father's Occupation, Father T.hite Collar, No

Male Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Siblings, Father's Occupation by Race,

Race, Sibl..t.ngs
2

b. Fathei's Education, Father's Occupation, Father White Collar, No

Male Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Siblings, Father Foreign Born, RaCe

'IC. Father's Education, Nonfarm,'NonSouth, Siblings, Father Foreign

#

Born, RaCe

Father's education, Father's Occupation, Father White Collar, No

Male Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Race

e. Father's Enucation, Father's Occupation, NR Male Head, Nonfarm, Non,

1.

South,-Race

f Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Non-fprta, Siblings, Race

g Father's Education, Father'b Occupation, Father White ollar,_NO

Male Head, Nonfarm, Siblings, Race

k. Variables defined as sibling differences

Ather's Education,` Father's Occupation, Siblingsh.

i. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Siblings°

Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Fathei White Collar, No Male

Head, Siblings, Mother's Edudation,Father Foreign Born, Father:Foreign

1,0 V

Ar
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coefficients are both, proportionally and absolutely lower than -those in

the odt and NLS.

Family background is only imperfectly measured by socioeconomic vari-

ables. If the unmeasured aspects of family background which affect education

14.

are related to the unmeasured aspects of background which affect occupational

status, oont.rolling measured socioeconomic background will not suffice to

eliminate bias due to background. By analyzing the - relationships :among

sibling differences on education and occupation in our three samples of

brothers, I haye attempted to estimate the bias in the schooling-ogclation

relationship due to the effects of overall family background, and to indicate

extent to Which this estimate, of bias differs from estimates based solely

.

on-controlling measured background.-- Unfortunately, the extent of bias

introduced by measured background is substantially less in the brothers

-

surveys than in our other samples. This may vitiate any generalizations

About the'relative importance of measured and unmeasured sources of bias.

Evidence from the OCG suggests that this caution is warranted.

In the NORa Brothers samile, controlling measu-ed background (and age)
linear

reduces the/effect of an extra year of schooling on occupation from 4.634

11

Iv The smaller reduction in the PA compareP to the OCG nbt due to the

omission of a measure of father's occupation i the PA. Omitting Father's
Occupation from the OCG background measures bay changes the estimated
bias in the education coeffLcient.

9/ See Chapters 20and 3 of the report as well as Olneck 11976),Corcoran,

Jencks andOlneck (1976), and Taubman (1976) for further discussion.

35j
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points to 4.321 points, or by 0.313/4.634 ix 6.8 percent. Controlling all

aspects of famili background that are common, t- b2 others reduces the effect

of, education- on occupation from 4.634 points to 3.161 points, or by 1.473/

4.634 = 31.8 percent.

Among the Talent' siblings, controlling neasured background reduces

the simple coefficient by only 0.017 points, or 0.017/7.324 = 0.2 percent.

But in toe regression of sibling occupational differences on educational:

differences, the reduction - is 0.711 Stints,

or 0.711/7.324 = 9.7 percent.

4

In the Kalamazoo Brothels sample, controlling measured background

raises the estimated effect of education on occupation albeit by.an insignificant

amount. But controlling common overall background reduces the effect by

.1.80 points, or 1.010/5.012 = 20.2 percent.

. Df
The OCG ,,urvey did ndt ask respondents.to renort their brother's occupa-

tion but it, did ask them their eldest brother's education. If brothers' char-
d

.acteristics do not directly affect one anotaer and ifjrespondents' reports

about their brother's education are nearly as reliable as self-reports, we

can use these data to calculate the within-pair effects of education on

10)/
occupation.

10/ For the tenability of these assumFtions see Olneck (1976),' Chapter 4.
I am giatIful to.christopher Jencks for pointing out that these analyses could

be conducted on the OCG data. Letting U denote respondent's education,'0'
denote brother's education, and Y denote respondent's occupation, the stand-
ardized coefficient (beta) with shared background control is

b = r
YU

- r
YU,

. Assuming S
U
= S

U'
, the unstandardized coefficient is

1-r
UU'

B=(s
y
)(r -r

yu'
) / (s

u
)(1- ). For expdbition of tlie model and equations

underlying this result see Olneck (1976), page 160, and Chapter 2 of this
. .

report.

3(0
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The simple correlation between education and occupational status among

5780 respondents in Jackson's OCG sample for whom brother's reports

of educational attainment are available is 0.585. The within-pair stand-

ardiZed coefficient is 0.453. This suggests that the bias in the edu-:

cation-occupation relationships in the OCG that is due to shared back-

ground among brothers is 1 - 0.453/0.5850. 22.6-percent. This is only

4.3 percent more than the bias attributable to measured background in

this same sample. The picture is somewhat different in OCG-II. In a

sample of 6865 respondents aged 35159 who reported a brother's education

the correlation between education and occupation is 0.611. The stand-

ardized regression coefficient controlling father's education, father's

occupation, siblings male headed family, race, and farm background Ls

0.520. The within-family standardized coefficient is 0.469.- Thus, con -
t

trolling measured background suggests a bias in the schooling-occupation

relationship of 15 percent, while controllihg all background factors

common to brothers suggests a bias of 23 percents

1 have not systematically examined all the possible reasons that

I

the Contributions of measured and unmeasured background fadtors-to bias

in the schooling coefficient differ between my 1962 and 1973 OCG samples.

I did pe font-similar calculations by age cohorts on the published cor-
Duncan,

relat ns in Featherman, and Duncan [1972]. They suggest a small

bias for men aged 25 to 34, but a very large bias for }en 55 to 64

years of age. Therefore, the exclusion of men aged 25 to 34 froltri my ,

OCG-II sample may be a factor in determining that difference. Reduced

effects of race and farm background from 1962*to 1973 could also contribute

to the difference. Note that the proportionate bias due to brothers'.

common background is virtually the. same inboth the 1962, and the 1973

Samples, i.e., 23,percent.4 'The absolute bias in the Standardized

361
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coefficient is also quite similar across the two samples: 0.585 -

0.453 = 0.132 in the 1962 sample, and 0.611 - 0.469 = 0.142 in thQ 1972

sample. this suggests that the bias due to overall background is fairly

constant, ahi insensitive to changes in the i .,fact of measured background

variables. However, this conclusion must remain tentative-until other

possible sources of differel...; in the results ale examined. These include

age compositiOn, and also differences in the etfects of measurement

error across the two surveys.,4,

:3 6



-Effects of Controlling Measured Ability

Measures of cognitive -ability are related to eddEitional attainment.

They are also related to occupational status among men with equal amounts

of schooling, e.ough the extent to which this is'tr*varies among our

----segmgesnme-thare,the
strength_Of.the.4.41;19,14Agr-test score relationship

varies. Consequently, the estimate of the bias in the efffct of schooling

on occupational 'status that is due to the abilities measured by tests

varies across samples.

Once educ.tion is controlled, the effect of test.scores on occupation

is trivial in the PSID . The sarne is true for the Talent

respondents. Consequently, the reduction in the°education coefficient when

test scores are controlled is smaller in these two samples than it is in ,

the Veterans and Kalamazoo samples, where the continuing effects of test

scores are stronger. Most of the Veterans respondents, however, took the

AFQT after they had coin -leted their schooling. If lengthier schooling

improves cognitive skills, controlling AFQT scores in the Veterans sample

will overestimate the bias inthe schooling coefficient that is due to
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prior ability. The coefficient of schooling, controlling AFQT, should

schoolingththerefore be interpreted simply as the effect schooling among men with

equal test scores, not as an estimate of the omerall effect of schooling. d

1

. .

........4
When test scores are controlled the bivariate coefficients fall by

0.246 points in the PSID, 0.412 among the Talent siblings, 0.685 for the .NORC

Veterans, and 0.820 for tvo Kalamazoo Brothers. Because the PSID test is not

very reliable and becauSe the Talent siblings are so few in number, I tend

to put more faith in the Kalamozoo-result at an estimate of the ability bias

' in the occupation-schooling relationship.
-`/

Effects of Controlling Coth Ability and Family Background

Sinc- background and test scores affect both schooling and occupation,

we ricer] to ask what the effects of schooling are among men who come from

similar backgrounds and who also have similar initial iiity. I can control

only measured background and test scores after school completion in the Vet-

erans and PSID samples. I can control all background factors which are cora- r\

mon to brothers, as well as sibling test score differences, in Talent and

1

Kalamazoo.

In the PSID, controlling on'y measured background reduces the effect

of schooling on occupation from 3.910 to 3.579. The effect of education

on occupation controlling both measured background and test scores is 3.438,

or 3.438/3.910 = 87.9 percent of the uncontrolled effect. In the Veterans

sample, the effect of a one-year difference in-education ,On occupational

4

lk
11/ Jencks reports the reliability of'the PSID test as only 0.652. See

Mueser, App. D. Controlling test 4cores dn the Wiscontin 19Q4
reduces the occupationschooling coefficient frcm 8.501 to 7.755, or by
0.746 points.

VW
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status among men '30 to 34 who come from similar backgrounds and have similar

test scores is 0.939/5.070 = 18.5 percent less than the bivatiate coefficient.

Among the Talent siblings, te effect of # one year difference in

schooling between brothers whd have the same test scores is 6.506 points,

or 6.506/7.324 = 88.8 percent of the uncontrolled effect. Among the

- Kalamazoo brothers the analogous results-are 3.499 points and 3.499/5.012

= 69.8 percent of the uncontrolled effect.

Because "the PSID test is questionable, because Veterans sample is selected

partly on education and test scoxes, and because the Talent sibling sample

is both selected on education and is small, I suspect that the estimate of

bias in the occupation-schooling relationship due to background end'cognitive

f
Ability in the Kalamazoo data is closest to tile- truth. However, scepticism

About the results from a relatively small, locally restricted sample is

certainly warranted.

'Family ba3kground and cognitive ability do not exhaust the potential

sources of bias in the schooling-ociupation relationship. Men with more

drive, Perseverance, initiative, and other personality characteristics

generally thought i o promote career success may well get m-re schooling

than those whose pe sonalitie's are less .ottractive to empiryers.
--4

. Brothers ar Ce!t9nly not fully alike on su"haracteristics,

and so controllingro ly background will not adequately control their

effects.

Our evidence on the bias imparted by the more favorable initial

personality characteristics of thP better-schooled and more successful is

unfortunitely weak. It_comes from measures of personality characteristics

rated by the homeroom teachers of the respomlents when thdy were

) 3 U
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12/
in 10th grade.

Controlling these measures after IQ, and measured background are con=

trolled leaves the education coefficient virtually unchanged. This ult

may meal' tnat personality ratings in 10t.. grade lop a poor guide to adult

characteristics, that these ratings are Unreliable, that the specific

characteristics teacher rate are no:r. important to employers, or that the

connection between personality characteristics and educational attainment is
INV

not as.strond as employers who discriminate in r of the better-educated

think.

Effects of Controlling Early occupation

rhp occupational advallfge of better-educated men is due in part to

cheer advantage in getting higher status jobs early in their careers and in
1

part to being ptomoted more or engaging in mere' successful job changes than

less-L-hoqled men who begin their careers in occupations of similar status.

Controlling early occupatidnal status among brothers ilifthe Kalamazoo

sample who have equal test scores reduces the effect of educatibn-by 3.499 -,

2.150 - 1.343 points: The effect of education when background, test scores,

and early occupation are controlled is 2.150/5.012 = 42.9 percent of the

uncontrolled effect.. This

12/ `See Olneck (1976), Chapter.k. The attitudinal variable in the PSID
were measured at the same time as the outcome measures, thereby introducing
causal ambiguity. I have therefore ignored them in this section. I have

ignored thdrTalent personality measures because at this writing no analysis
of their effects on the education coefficients are available.

3 k)
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result suggests thipmfloyers

or hire workers wish at le

#0
Ard.credelials per se when thtpromote

'110k-

st some experience, or that-better educated men

differ from.less educated men-in ways that escape our measureme Podtibly

34
, better educate*Men ate favord in training and on-the-job 1earhin oppor-

13/ 444

a

tunities.

vn
Differential Effects Accorclin, to Level of Schookmg,

Tyre preceding discItsion does not distinguish Oe effects of different
5

kindi'of schooling But completint high sclbol does not lead to occugational
_

adyantawas as large as those alsociated with completing college.
14/

'

. 1
4 JP

c

.--

Moreover, the advantages associated with completing college are almost as

large after controlling background and tett scores as before.. The advantages,-,

-.

-

111.associated with completing high school are not only §maller to begin with

but are-reducgdfmortrwhill we control background'and test scores.
i

. -0----4_.. ....

0

413 This rey&t may bd particplarly sensitive to measurement error. Measure-
.

ment_error oorrectionssugglpt that.on14 23 percent of the zero-ordet effect"
of education on occupation ArsistsJwhen family background, test scores,
and initial occupation are controlled in the Kalamazoo data. See Olneck
(1976), Chapter 4 HOweves, for contrary iesultd suggesting ks.mall impact
of measurement e on the education- occupation relationship et of early \
"occupation in the G 19734Neplication, see Bielby, Hauser, and Feathgrman
(1976); row

.

4 /_. I ignore the advantages associated with attending, but not completing

II

pollee. This,ais becauSe the meaning of our Years Pos Seconlry Schooling
and B. variables,in ambilUbbs. 'If the effect of e ra year of graduat
schced is differeitt4rom the effect of an extra year of bl'ige, the Yeais
.Post - Second ary variable w )4l be. misleading as a guide to the effect of atte

-lrar not co uriaeting college. ,In erIrt case, the Bak': variable captures the
departure of the slope for the college years from-the slope estimated by
Year P6AmSecondary' Schooling-,Noi*well as capturing strictly "diploma" effe

4 0

-r

40
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Jr

a 4
In our four nationally representative samples, the predicted occupational

t

advantage of a 11:...gh school graduate over a grammar se,00l graduate when

background characteristics brp mntrolledis from about :I to 8 points, or

70 80 petoent the observed4differrce. The predicted advantage of

ege graduates over high school graduates with baCkground charaeristics

90 to 96 pe:-cent of the observedcontrolled is close to 25 points, or

j
aavan cage in all four samples.

t

Our less representative - samples alSoi dicate that the effects of cone
01/

pleting college are,larger allomor2 robust t an the effects of-completing

hiOeihoor. For example, l,, the K 1

- .0
commorri-amily background dhd

9p Brothers sample, COntrolling

t score differences reduces the

\\-1 'advantages associated with completim'baux:years of high schboLfrOm 22.888

to 9.556 points, or 50.2 percent. For years of college the'reduction

is from 22.928 to 20.4138 points, or 12.2 pe ent. The proportionate reduc-
-1

tions in the Veterans and NORG Brothers samples are similar.
0

cie know that college graduates are not all equarly bright. IndAd, our

data show that the standard deviations of test scores fort.ten with four years.
a

ti

of college is from H70 to .85 p ercent of the oyerallistanded-deviations-of
/ 4110

.

'test scores, depending oh the sample. I high scores wereimportant to per-
I

formance in high status occup44onS, rational employers wouldvpresum:ably test

applicants for jobs in such occupations ana'reject those with iow scores.

0Since this does not 4appen, employers m believe that college graduates

10
have valuable non-cognitive traits that high-4

1

to f scores-do not have.
4

V

A

b,

with similar

0

4



This could either be because sehoofs and colieges actually generite such

WL 4,
traits, or it could be use they select do the basis of-the

c acteristics employAs value., If schooling generated-the traits

layers value 1 a simple additive way, I would expect each year of

education to confer similar benefits. 'Since a year of high school confers

40 leAs benefit than a yeaof college, and since college graduates have a greater

A

advantage over college dropew4e.than predicted using linear models,

I suspect that education does not generate economically des?rable

characteristic's in such a simple manner. Either colleges are moSe

w'

effective than high 'schools in augmenting students' productive capaci es,

At
or else colleges sort and certify students more effectively than high

-schools, using pre-existing characteristics not measured in our surieys,

Another

alternative is that employers and legislatcirs who set requirements for..

entering high status occupations favor college graduates for reasons that

.have nothingto do with thetr personal characteittics.

Ae Afriffere the 0 ational Effects 'of'Education

Men who differ A age dif4r both'in cohort membership and in the point

at which the stand in theilifecycle. Consequently, observed differe ces in

41. .-
the effects o dducation across age-groups maybe due to historical trends,

//
age differences, or both.

The 1973 OCG (i.e. OCG -II)

sugiits, hOWever, that the effects of educational attainment on occupational'

" 15/
status are stable for most of an individual's career. Census reports on

respondents' Occupation in 1965 and 1970 support this conclusion.--
16/

Both the

"Kalamazoo and OCG-.It data suggest,,however, hat education has more impact

on first occupation-th r on rater occupation .17/ I have :Interpreted the

---
c

15/ Within-cohoa edncaticOR coefficients,,controiling measured background;
show no-significant differences between 1962 and 1973., See Featherman and

HAuser (1975)
so

161/ Unpublished tabulations by partlett and Jencks.

17/ Olhedk, Appendix I, Tables.14A2 vs ].4A4, and Pielby et al (1976).

:34it+



4 intercohort comparisons in the effects of education in our data,astmeasure-
,

ments of the historical 'trend in the relationship between schooling and occu-
.

pational status (See Table 6.3).

I

4-The most reliable evidence we have for intercohort differences >ik

the occupational,effects of education comes from the 1970 Census and the
A

1962 OCG study. The numbers of respondents in individual cohorts in

our other samples are too small'to allow meaningful comparisons. The

1970 Census da'ta sugllest that the effect of an extra year oS schooling

below the college level is slightly 1Pger amorw men 35 and over than among

25-34 meii;\though only the coeff.cient for 30 to 34 year olds differs sig-

Vnificantly fromtpe coefficients for older cohorts, Moreover, the OCG

equatic.is ich control measured background show .no significant intercohort

diZtreLces in the effects of Oiemeilta-y and secondary schooling. 'Since7
the effect_ of some measured backgrouni variables on educ 0 de line

18/from 1962 to 1973, I would expect controlling measured b. kground to

reduce the schooling coefficient on occupation more for older me' thgn for.

younger men, This could make the 19704Sensus results 'consistent wit' the
a

1962 OCG .121

4The OCG data'supgest
thatotheoicuational'benefits of higher education

.are much greater for younger men. With measured background controlled four
0

yearS of college boost expected occupational status by 32 points for 25-34

year olds,27 points,for 35-44 year olch,,, 22 points for 45-54 year olds, anda 0
-15 points for 55-64 year olds:

18/, See Hauser and Featherman (1976)

19/ The 19t OCG data domuggest that the linear effect of education On
occ- upation is systematically higher for younger individuals, but Ihis result
probab ..y reflects nonlinearities in the effects of edubition combined with
rising mean attainment.

:3'7
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Table 6.3 Effects of Aucatien on Current Occupational
Stratified ;,), Age

/970 Census

25-29.,

afm3748)

30-34

(N -3375)

35-44
(N=6963)

45-54
(N -6834)

5-64
(N=4777)

OCG 25-34
(N -3166)

35-44
(N -3443 )

45-54

_JN=2951)

(N=19 4:;1

4

.

Years of Post
Years of Secondary
Education Education

Standard
Deviation of

Residuals-

2.722
( .318)

2.285
( .284)

3.061

3.621
( .555)

3.797

( .564)

2.213

4.700
(1.786)

5.563
(1.996)

4.184

1.

2.

3.

( .136). ( .332) ;1.423)

4. 3.082 2.091 3.989

( .127) ( .354) (.1'566)

5. 3.124 2.895 [1.072]

( .132) ( .457) (2.092)

6. 2.385 3.478 8.246

(..191) '( .485) (1.970)

4k

7. 2.366 2.279 8.063
( .165) 0( .503) (2.194)

8. 2.285 2.344 [3.267]

( .174) ( .580)* (2.647)

9. 2.208 3.453 [-7.244]

1
( .212) ( .853) (3.845)

4

i8.248

18.678

18.864

19.136

18.503

17.

1B.302

18.414

19.328

*

o

I

ON

other Variable?'
Controlled

Experience
2

Experience

Sane as Equation 1-

Sale as Equation 1

Sane as Equation 1

/Same as Equation 1
A

Measured Background,
Experience

Same AA Equation 6

= Same as Equation 6

Sane as Equation 6

'),
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Table t6.3 Continued (2) *II

Years of
-Education

PSID
25-34 10. 2.561

(N=545) ( .656)

1`4 35-.44 11. 1.832

(14=528) ( .489)

45=354 12. 1.519'-

(N=431) ( .440)

55-64

(N -270)

Productfve

Americans
25-34

(N=290)

35-44

(N=338)

45-54,

(N=111)

55-64 -

(N=229)

JKalapazoo
Brothers

35-44

(N=279)

45-54
(N -413)

I

Years of Post
SecondarY
Education'

2:5570

1°(1.177`

2.518

(1.085)

4.275

(1.125)

13. 1"-.7511 [2.909)

, (-517) .582)

14. 1.560
( 663)

6.090

(1.612)

15. 1.572 3,777

( .555) (1.508)

16. 1.278 11.869

,( .508) (r.631)

17. 2.132 6.363

( .553) (2.018)

18-. 5.589 [-2.561)

(1.414) (1.805)

19.- 4.403
(1.145)

[-2.355)

(1.612)

Standard
-DeViat..on of

BA Residuals

-

Other Variables

Controlled

[4.1A31

(3.68')

16.090 Measured Background,
b'

Vocational
Training, Experience

10.655 15:813 Same as, Equation 10

(4.147)

[2.205] 14.766 Same as Equation 1(

(4.43n)

[6.494] 15.96A Same as Equation 10

(6.661)

[-1.4421 15.161 Mea-aured'Backgrdund,c

.(5.544) Vocational Training,

Experience

[-1-141] 15.768 SaM47as,,Equation 14

(5.375) ,

[ .716] 16.093 Same as Equatiob 14,

(6.368)

[-7.414] 15.416 Same as Equation 14

(8.554)

, '

[4.957] 17.906 Measured BAckground,1

(54513) Test Score[ 4

4L

14.571 18.699 -Sall as Equatigin 13

(5.119)

.

-a. FatLeI Educat4pn,'vather's OccupatiA, Father White

-No Male Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Siblings, Race

b. ,Father's Education, Father:0s Occupation, VatherWhite

No Male Head; Nonfarm, NonSouth', Siblings; Race

c., Father's Education, NOnfarM, NonSOuth, Siblings, Race

d.t'Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male
0

a.

Collar,

Head, Siblings
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There is no*reason to sippoSe.that controlling unmeasured back-
.

ground or ability would appreciably alter the rbregoi'lg picture. I con-

clode that the qccupational benefits of elemental and secondary education

have been modest and stabl . The benefits of higher education appear to

have been somewhat higher than for elementary and secondary education ,for

many Years, but they also appear to have risen sh4rplY for recent cohorts,

at least up to 1962.

Racial Differences inthe Occupational Effects of Education

It is commonly thought that the credentials held by nonwhites and
-

whites are rewarded unequally. Our evidence suggests that while nonwhites

have lower occupational statuses than whites with the same amount of school-

ing, the increase in status associated with college attendance is at least

as large and pogsibly larger for non-whites than for whites (See Table 4.4).

In all four-of our data sets with substantial numbers of nonwhites, the pre-
-.

dicteof status advantage of a nonwhite college graduate over a nonwhite

4

high school graduate is larger than the piedicted advantage of a white college

grad ate over a white high school graduate Rather than indicating any special-
probably

advan age enjoyed by nonwhite college graduates, tli,i'sfteflects the dismal

.treatment accorded nonwhites without college degr

Ir

20/

--20/ For Ndditional regressions see the appendix of Chapter 4.
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Table 6..4 Efficts of Education on Current Occupational ,

Status Stratified by Race

1970 Census
-71WEE6i---

(N- 23615)

(N -2082)

OCG
'White

04710395)

Non-white

(Nim1110)

_Years of
Education

1. 3.217

( .065)

2. 1.481

(..134)

3. 2.708
( .094)

4. .804
( .)52)

Years of Post Standard
Secondary Deviation of Other Variables

Education BA Residuals Controlled

2.211 4.165 18.833 Experience, Experience 2
(.173) ( .790)

5.015 [2.8911 15.721 Sam _as Equation 1
( .560) (2.910)

4

2.365 5.121 18.715 Measured Background,
( .299) ;1.283) Experience, Experien

-c
e
2

. I

3.509 21.101
13.844 Same as Equation 1

( .g66) (4.012)-

a

PSID
:

White 5. 1.476 3.379 5.129
(N=1260)

( .297) ( ...703) (2.552)

le

Non-white §. 1.473
(N=514)' ( . :73)

15:938

[1.116] 25.166 13.081
(1.085) (5.298)

NLS , 45-59 .

years olds
N /f

White 7. .2.043 3.112 5.413
(4,142580) ( .194) (.643) (2.747)

. .1

18.672

Non-White 8. .671 7.219 r-d8571 13.249
(N=250)

( .322) (7.256k (10:921).-

if/

Measured Background,
b

Test Score; Vocational
Training, 5xperience
Experience

Same as Feuption 4

'Mea`sured Backgrouqd,c
1 vocational Training,

Everience, Experience

Same as Equation 5

f.

a,b/ Father's EdUcaelon,valer's Occupation, Father White Collar, No
.

#
Male Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Stblin0

C Sault as a and b, except does not include Siblings

37 4 N

or,
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Our evidence concerning the occupational benefits ofelemeritary

and secondary education is more consistent with the danventiOnal wisdom

concerning racial differences in the effects of schooling. In three of

the four data sets the effect of

an extra year of schooling below the_college level is significantly higher

for whites than nonwhites. In the PSID, the effects are virtually identical

for whites and nonwhites. This is in part because controlling background
Nib

and test scores reduces the coefficient of years of education more for

whites than nonwhites. It may also be because nonwhite heads of households

are less representative of nonwhites in general than white heads of house-

holds are of whites in general.

If these results are d.orrecti-they suggest that nonwhites who pursue

occupational
a college education will realize substantial/benefit, but that those who

, -
quit high school before graduating will not suffer a substantial loss in

occupational status relative to those who complete high school but go

no further. Fromithe point of view of poli44rS pertaining to school

retention, eowever, these results, should be viewed cautiously unless they

are aldbetantiated with data on currant Youths.

AbilityjAfferences.rh the Occupational Effects of Education

One plausible reason why schooling might affect occupational status even

with test scores controlled is that schools teach cognitive skills or knoviftedg.

not measured by our tests. This seems especially plausible with respect to

higher.education, 'which seldom stressstresset the basic skills most, tests try.to

measure,. But if, this theory were, correct,' I would expect individuls with 1-.14
p

initial test scores to realize larger occupational benefits from any given

amount-of .schpoliiiithan individuals with low initial score. this is because
.

more individuals with cood asic. skills can presumably leatfi more in a given
---. ,.,

t
amount time than in4iyidualt with poor basic skills.

/('
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Table 6.5 displays the effects of education for separate

ability groups.- There is no good evidence that tzs' occupational benefits

of extra schooling are larger for men with high test scores than for men with

low test scc!-E.:. Nor were the education test score interactions significant

In any of the samples with such scores. Eitler low scoe0g,individuals acquire

economically relevant skills knowledge ft-3m schooling-as quickly as high

scoring individuals, or else neither group acqurres such skirils and employers

value credEntials for other reasons.

.11

Differences in the Occupational Effects of Education by Father's Occupational Group

More and better schooling is frequentlyproposed as a way to increase

the economic life chances of poor children. It is therefore important to ask

0
whether the occupational benefits of schooling arF as great fOr men from dis-,

advantagedP-)ackgrounds as for the population-in general. Unfortunately,

none of our data sets includes direct information on parental income. As a
. 4 t.

partial substitute, we have stratified our samples according to whether a

respondent's father held a Whitc-collar, blue-co , or farm job, ThIS

should give us some indication of whether the effects of schodling are similar

for men from disadvantaged and advantaged hOmes.

.) t)

.4

4
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Effects of Education on Current Occupational Status

Stratified by Test Score (Q).

I

..0

Years of Years-Higher

Sample Education Education

_ PSID

g =1 -9a
(! 4=764)

g .10-11
. (N=707)

Q = 12-13

1.589 I 2;284

( .270) \,..(1.044)

2. 1.489
('.427)

3., 1.744

(N -303) ( .830)

Veterans

Q below 31st 4. .557]

percentile,c C.612)
(N=236)

Q ;Litto 64th

percentile
(N=264)

5. J,.762]
( .892)

Q Aoove 64th 6. [3.5691

per entile (,) (1.868)

(111° 3)

.

Standard
Deviation of

BA Residuals

12.245
(4.607);-'

ak

3.050

( .956)

0
[2.664]

*11;
(1.402fi

5 845
(10648)'

8.4844,.. 16.240

(3.365)

15.534$[2.699)
(4:396)

[ .690) [6.467]

(2.357) (4.830)

5.003 [18.451] 16.504
(2.219) (11.158)

[3.914 15.882

(6.396) ..

19.059

I

Other Variables
Controlled

Measured Backgrbund,
Test Score, Vocational
Training, Experience,
Experience2

Same as Equation,2

Same as Equation

Measured Background
d

Tes%, Score

Same as Equation
t
5

At

Mea ured Background,
Test Score
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'Continued (2)

4

Sample

Talent
Q Below

(81=VM)

Q = 90 110

(N=395)

Q = Over 110
(N=271)

Kallmazon
Brothers

s Q Below 90'
', (N=168) g

9

Years of Years Hfgher
Educaiior Education

. 74. X.698
(1,A53)

8. 5.075

( .602)

9. ?,.220

.708)

10. 4.003
(1.40T)

Q -= 90 to 110 11.

(N1.349)

-0 = Ovdr 110 12.

(N=175).

/

5.749 /

(1.482)
-

[ -.803] 1-2.710] 13.011

,(3.696) (3.913) (4.659)

Standard
,Deviation of

RA Residuals

17.212

18.777

/ i6.677

[3.057] '[-6.157] 19.364

(3.294) (13.523)

[.-3.269] 10.440

(2.003) (5.854)

19.306

15.274

/( k

Other Variables
Controlled

f

Measured Background,
Test Score; Education,

Experience'

Same as Equation 7

Same as Equation 7

Measured Background,h

Air Test Score - ,

3.

Measured Background,h-
Test Score

Measured Ba4kground;11
Test Sc re

.

a.

b.

c.

d

e.

f.

g.

h.

1.3 item Sentence Completion Test (Q = 10.0, s =
Father's Educatidn, Father's Occupation, Fader
NO Male head; Nonfarm,jNonSouth, Siblings, Race

AFQT, Scaled to national norms (5= 103.4, s -=
Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No gale
NonSouth, Race

41.0)

"White Collat,

13.7),

'Head, Nonfarm,

Academic Achievement 41111like, scaled to national norms.
(Q = 102.6, s = 14.6)

Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male
Race

Head, Sibling,

Terman or adjusted Otis IQ (Q = 1004, scith 15.3)
Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Male Head-, Siblings

r.
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All samples in Table 6.6 show greater occupational benefits from pre-4
4

college education for men with white -collar fathers than fOr, men with blue-

collar fathers, but the differbnces -are not.statistically,significant in

any of our Samples.' In the,OCG and Parnes:data, ,,the effectsof elementary

and secondary schooling are significantly lower for farm-born respondents than

foi others, but the difference is not significtnt for Veterans and-is not even

present in PSID. It is possible that tae Parnes sample, which covers mell

45 to 59 yearsjold in 1966, and the OCG, which.. was conducted in 1962, include

larger propdrtions of high school'graduates from feln bat-kgroundsrwho.remain

in farming than do 'the Veterans and PSID samples. If this'were the case,'high

school graduation would confer smaller occupational benefits for men with farm

backgrounds than for others.

Our evidence is mixed with respect to the occupational a vantages

gained from going to college by respondents with white-collar a blue-collar'

fathers. -No consistently significant pattern is evident, and few of the

individual coefficients are significantly different. On the other hand

grounds
men from farm back/ . 'gdin significantly more by graduating from college'

than do others. Farm sons are similar in this respect to non-whites-
t

-3'9
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Table 6.6 Effects of Education
4
on Current Occupational

Status Stritified by Father's Occupational Gi.oup

Sample

1962 OCG
Father White 1.

Collar (N=2631) .

Father Blue 2.

' Collar (N=4915)

Years of Years Higher
Education Education

2.879

( ,317) (

2.604

.136) 41110(

Father Farm 3. 3.943
(N= 3288) ( .128)

PSID

Father White 4.

Collar (N=329)

Father Blue 5.

Collar (N =862)'

Father Farm 6.

*73)S 45-59

yeArq

to

(N=55

o ar 7.

Blue Collar
(1=1438)

Farm'

(N -82

Veterans

10-34,7ear olds
White Collar 10.
(N=153)

8.

9.

Blue Collar
(N=415)

ti

11.

Farm 12,

(N=143)

.

Stan.' 3rd

DeViatinn of
BA Residuals

-1#

-Other Variables

Controlled

1.635

.571)

2.241

.A6)

3.168
.647)

- 3.729
(1.871)

991

.094)

10.185

(3.089)

19.004

18.647

17.197.

4-

*

Measured Background,a
Experience, Elerience.

Same as Equfition 1

Same as Equation 1
.+11"

2.966

( .910)

41

(1.403)

#

4.776

(3.811)

14.740

I

Measured Backgroundy
Vocational Training,
Test Score, Experience
Experience2

'1.248 3:832 [6.5731 15.947 Same as Equation 4

('.339) ( .878) (3.422)

1.285 4.446 9.090 15.494 Same as Equation 4

( .339) . (1.089)". (4.484)

3.290 1.963 [61417] 18.299 MeasuredBackground,
c

(.,.592) (1.183) (4.232) Virational Training,

Experience

2.232 4.204 [-1.98/1 18.942. SaMe.as Equation 7

( .246) ( .893) (4.179)

.965 [1.334] 24.'201 16.?56 Same as Equ4tion 7

( .268) (1.307) (6.3721

[2.169] 2.506 7:474 77.141 Measured' ackground,
d

(1.549) (2.184) (5.853) Test ScoreTest
Score, by-Education

[1.244] 5.281 1 :2461 17.031 Same gpiltration 10

( ;671)' (1.320) (5.164)

[ -.615]

( .130)

[3.0291

(2.628)

28.173

(11.999)

16.042' Same as Equation 10
0

380-
0. 0--- o,
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Table 6.6 Continued (2)

Sample

Talent 28
year olds
White Collar

(N=315)

Blue Collar

(N=448)

Kalamazoo
Brothers

White Colldr 15.
(N=278 individ-
uals or 139

pairs)

Standard
Years of Years Higher Deviation of
Education Education BA Residuals

13. 4.532
( .700)

14. 5.103
( .557)

4.4118
(1.817)

16. D.1513
(2.807)

Blue Collar
(N=414 indi- 17. 4.490
viduala or (1.035)
207 pairs)

18. [2.208]

(1.715)

[-2.6311

(2.107)

[-3.054]

(3.225)

[-1.086]

(1.605)

12.026

f4,591)

20.126'

(7.044)

17.917

17.982

16.890

16.792

[8.581] 19.422
(6.000)

[ .9661 [5:9971 18.170 ,

C1.293) (7.845)

Other Variables
Controlled

Measured Background,`
Education,2 Experien2

Samillas Equation 13

Measured Background,
f

Test Score

Family Background,g
Test Score Difference

Measured Background,1
Test Score

Family Background,g
Test Score Difference

a. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, NonSouth,,

Siblings, Race

b. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, NonSouth,

Siblings, Race

c. Father's Education,, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, NonSouth,

Race

d. Father/s Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, NonSouth,

RECt.

e. Fotter's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, NonSoplh,

Race

f. Father's.Education, FathW# Occupation, Siblings
c)C51
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Section 4. Effects of Education on Earnings ano Income

Occupational, status itp an important omension on which our society is

stratified. The available evidence suggests, however, That most people

ik

put greater weight on income than o status (see Chapter 11). Certainly

economists do. While occuoational ai-us is correlated with income, the cor-

relationrelation seldom exceeds 6,50. And the fac ors affecting income are often

quite different from those aZfecting occu ational status. This section there-

fore looks at the effects of schoo ling on income and earnings.

Because income has risen overtime and because of sampling differences,

the distributions of incor.:, zee not the same across our data sets. However,

if changes in the effects of education ate proportional for all groups, a

log transformation of income will yield sirgilar results across samples from

ditferenik years. I have therefore used the natural logarithm of earnings

or income as the 'dependent variable in my analyses. Sometimes I

14

4



will speak of the effects of education in log dollars. This convention

refers to the observed coefficients.- Sometimes I will speak of the effects

of education in terms of percentage changes. This convention refers to
minus 1.00.-.

the anti-logs of the observec coefficients/. (The two are very close when

the served coefficient is Email.)

The regression results =sown in Table 6.7 include both equations that

control experiencerand eluatims that do not. If men who get more schooling

work as many years as men whc get less schooling, ignoring experience will

bias downwards the estimates Df edui6tion averaged over a working life.

However, if men with more schooling work fewer yea?s than men who quit school

earlier, the lifetime effects of schooling are best estimated with experience

excluded. Mincer (1974) reportip that the average length of a working life

for men with 8, 9-11, and.12 or fewer years of schooling averages 47 years.

For men with 13-15, 16, and l7 or more years of schdbling, working life

averages 45 years. This implies that an extra'year of elementary or

secondary schooling is generally accompanied by, an extra year of work, that

men who begin college do not extend their wording lives to compensate com-
'

loletely for their first years of college, but that men who remain in

college do extend the1r working lives to make up for later years of higher

educaticji. These estimates appear to ignore the fact that highly educated

men live longer than poorly educated men (Kitagawl and Hauser, 1973). Taking
Jencks concludes in Chapter'14 that

this into account, /extra education does not appreciably shorten men's working

lives. In what follows I willtherelore discuss equations with

experience controlled.

383
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Table affects of Education on Natural
LogEFithm of Earnings (or Incnele fc- OCG)

Sample

Standard
'Years of Years Highe, Deviation-of

Education Education BA ResidurTh

4

I

Other Variables
Controlled

1970 Census 1. .0785 .661
(N..25,697) (.0012)

2. .0818 -.0255 .1110 .661

(.0019) (.0058) (.0270)

3. .0867 .650
(.0013)

4. .0349' -.0166 .1256 .650

(.0020) (.0057) (.02C,)

1962

(N- 11,504) 5. .0898 .749,

(:0019)

6. .105' -.0924 .2743 .747
(.0029) (.0113) (.0498)

7. .1005 741

( .0021)

§. .1128 -.0837 .2857 .740

(.0031) (.0112) (.0493)

9. .0656 .721
(.0022)

10. .0778 -.0822 .2716 .720

(.0030) t(.07 110) '(.0480)

11. .0732 .714

(.0024)

i

12. .0814 -.07212 .2840 .713

(.0032), (.0109) (.0475)

1971
P ID 13e .1001 .675

04=1144) (.0048)

384

None

None

Experience,
Experience

Experience L

Experiencel

None

None

Experience,
Experience 2

Experience,
Experiencel

Measured
Backgrounda

Measured
Backgrounda

Measured Backgrounl
Experience,
Experience 2

Measured Backgrounds
Experience,.,

Experience 4

None
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Table -6.7 Contluucd (2)

Sample

1964

Productive
Americana

(N1188)

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

Years of Years Figher
Education Education BA

Standard
Deviation of
Residuals

.1042

(,.0082)

.0931

( '.0053)

[- .0494]

( .0237) (

.2314

.0930)

Z

.0836 [-.0110] .1765
( .0087) ( .0235) ( .0909)

.0874

( .0056)

4

.0868 [-.0444] .2517

( .0088) ( .0241) ( .0930)

.0804

( .0054)

.0813 [-.0441] .2389
( .0086) ( .0235 ( .0921)

.0747

( .0059)

.0726 [-.0419] .2556
(.0090) ( .0238) ( .(920)

.0654

(-.0062)

.0512 [- .0086] .2113

( .0093) .0233 ( .0391

A995
( .005)

.1036 . r=.01711 .0295]
( .008) ( .029) .118)

.1080

( .059)

.1136 [-.0229] [ .0419]

( .0085) ( .0293) ( .1176)

385

.675

.655

.654

.666

.664

.664

.663

.658

.657

Other Variables
Controlled

None

Experience,
Experience 2

Experience,
Experience 2

Measured Background

Measured Background'

Test Score

Test Score

Measured Background,b
Test Score

MeasureeBackground
Test Score

.637 Measured Background,
Test Score,

Experience, Experi-
ence 2

.636 Measured Background,
Test Saore# ExperA-
ence, Experience

.618 None

.6184

.615

.616

None

Experience

Experience
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Table 6.7 Continued (3)

Sample

Standard
Years of Years Higher Deviation of Other Variables
Educatia7, Education BA 'Residua', Controlled

29. .0782

( .0059)

30. .0783
( .0083)

[-.0099]

( .0289)
[ .0513]
(0.1145)

.595

.596

Measured Backgroundc

INeasure0 Backgroundc

31. .0849 c
( .0066)

.594 Measured Backgroundc,
Experience

32. .0862

(-.0090)
[-.0152]

( .0290)
[ .617]

( .1144)
.595 Measured Backgroundc,

Experience

1965 NLS14.5
-59

year olds
(N..2830) 33. :1051 .794 None

( .0041)

34. .)069 [-.0198] [ .0814] .794 None
( .0059) ( .0256) ( .1145)

35. .0824 .777 Measured Backgroundd
..( .0(48)

36. .1092' [ .00)0] [ .0525] .777 Measured Background
d

(..0063) ( .0253) .( .1127)

37. ..0686 .774 Measured Backgroundd
( .0058) . Experience.

38. .0665

v ( .0072)

[.:.0027]

( :0252)
[ .0564]

(4.1124)
.775 Measured Background

d
,

Experience

1964
Veterans

year olds
(N8 3)

39. .0565 .473 None
( .0061)

386
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Table 6.7. Continued (4)

'to

Standard
Years of Years Higher Deviation o1 Other Variables

Sample Education ' Education iiA Residuals Controlled

4

40. .0532 [-.0012] [ .0433] .473 1O None

( .0116) ( .0246) ( .0945)

41'. .0964 .470 Experience

.( .0140)

42. .0952' [-.0055] .0466 .471 Experience

( .0177) ( .0245) ( .0940)

43. .0425 .459 Measured Backgrounde

( .0064)

44. .0381 [-.005] [ .C500] .455 .
Measured Backgrounde

( .0115) ( .0239) ( .011)

45. .0308 .461' Test Score
( .0071)

46. .0242 [ .0000] [ .0661] .461 Test Score

(%.0121) ( .0240). ( .0921)

47, v6244 .448, Measured Backgrounde,

( .0073) Met Score

48, [ .0181] [-.006] [ .0690] .449 Measured Backgrounde,

( .0120) ( .0236) ( .0898) Test Score

49. .0557 .447 Measured Backgrounde,

( .0143) Teat Score,
Experience

50. .0509 .(- .0045] [ .0714] .447 Measured Backgrounde,

( .0179) ('.0236) .( .0895) Test Score,

Expetience

3 S 7
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Table 6.7 Continued (5)

Sample

1974
NORC

Brothers
(N1300

individuals or

Standard
Years of Years Higher Deviation of
Education Education BA

150 pairs)
51. .0997 .814

-( .0152)

52. .1506 [-all()] [ .1375j .810
( .0286) ( .0645) ( .2834)

53. .09632 .820
( .01722)

54. .157 [-.124] (.184) .810

(.032) (.067) (.294)

55. .1097 .778
( .0211)

56. .156 [-.109] (-.085] .774
(.048) (.092) (.394'

1972

28 year
olds
(N -839) 57.$ .0364 .387

( .0055)

58. .0567 .384
( .0077)

59. .0299 .386
( .0061)

3S8

Other variables
Controlled

None

None

Measured Backgroundf
Age

Same as Equation 54

Family Backgroundg,

Same as Equation 53

None

Experience

Measured Background h
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Table 6.7 Continued (6)

Sample

Standard
Years of Years Higher Deviation of Other Variables
Education Education BA Residuals Controlled

60. .0260 .385 Test Score
( .0066)

a
61. .0221 .385 Measured Background,h

(.0069) Test Score

62. .0429 .381
h

Measured Background;
( .0085) Test Score,

1971-72 Experience N

Talent

Brothers,

.380 None

.376 Measured Background)

(N"198

individuals or
99 pairs) 63. .0604

( .9110)

64. .0707
( .0124)

65. .0388

( .0140)

66. .0494
( .0146)

67. .0566

( .0214)

68. [ .0420]

( .0233)

33D

.375 Test Score
.

.370 Measured Background)
Test Score.

.352 = Family Backgrounds

.349 Family Backgroundg
Test Score;
Difference
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Table 6.7 Continued (7)

Standard
Years of `"(Years Higher Deviation of

Sample Education F..ducation BA ke43-dUals

1974

Kalamazoo
Brothers
(W692

`individuals or
346 paiis )

69.

(

.067L

.0057)

7G. .0792 [-.0265]

( .U/77) ( .025,7)

7J. .0642

( .0066)

72. .0742 [-.0224]
( .0185) ( .0260)

73. .0492

( .0069)

74. ,0558 [-.0167]

( .0182) ( .0254)

75. .0480

( .0075)

76. .0535 [- .0144]

( .0r88) _ ( 41257)

77. .0499 .

( .0113)

78. .0474] [-.0237]

.0310) ( .0395)

79. .0310

( .0118)

'80. .0229] [-.0148]

.0306) ( .0385)

.411

4 .0645] .407 -

( .0825)

.412

.0582] .408

(..0826)

.406

[ .0459 .402

( .0814)

Other Variables
Controlled

None

None

Measured Background3

Measured BackgroundJ-

Test Score

Test Score-

Measured Background;
Test Score

[ .0413] .402 Measured Background

( .0816) Test Score

.384 Family Backgroundg,

[ .1772] .384

( .1150)

g

Family Background

.374 Family Backgroundg
Test Score Difference

r .1635] .374 Family BackgroundS,

( .1120 Teat Score Dif- ;

ference

. 390
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Table 6.7 Continued (8)

a. Father's Education, Father's Ocpation, .Father Mite Collar, No

Wale Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Siblings, Siblings,
2
-Race, Father's

Occupation NI Race

b. , Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Father White Collar,

Father Foreign Born, No Male Head, Nonfarm,-NonSouth, Siblings,

Race

c. Father's Education, Father Foreign Born, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Si ings,

R4ce

d. Father's Education,

Male Head, Nonfarm,

e. Father's Education,

Non South, Race

Father's Occupation, Father White Collar, No

NonSouth, Race

Father's Occupation, No Male Head, Nonfarm,

f. Father's Education, Tather's Occupation,, Father White Collar,

No Male Head, Nonfarm, Siblings; Race.

g. Variables defined as sibling differences

h. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Siblings, No Male Head,, Race

Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Siblings

Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Siblings'j

391
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In yogng samples (e.g. Talent, Vetgrans4, including ..xperiience implies
,.

A
smaller proportionate biases due to test scores and socioeconomic

background. In older samples, the proportionate bias attributable to

ability and L2(k4round is somewhat, though not 3Ubstantially, lgrger

when experience is included.

The Census, R3ID, and PP -:_rveys suggest that an extra year of
.

schooling is associated with an 8 to 11 percent increment in annual

earnings for men 2i to 64 with the-same amount of-experience./ Lower

reliability of the education measdre. in the Census and coding and

satple peculiarities in the sPSID and PA probably account for the

21/
differences.-- Tle bivartate effect'of schooling on earnings is proh&

ably clo".30 to 10 percent

The OCG study measured annual income rather than earrings. It

suggests th?* 'an extra year of schooling 4 associated with an 11 per-

cent increase in,annual income for fen with equal experilnce. McClelland's

work with the PSID indicates that substitu_ing income for earnings does

not greatiy change the estimate,of the bivariate effect of schoolihv,

su I will discuss results from the OCG at the same time that I discuss

results from the other surveys, and will not distirguish earnings from

income.

21/ See McClelland, Chapter 13.
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. V
Effects of Controlling FamilyBackground

In-the OCG, PSID, and PA surveys, an additional year of schooling

is associated with a 7.6 to 8.9 percent increase in earnings among men

t

from similar demographic backgrounds and experiences This means that

the observed relationships between schooling and In Earnings over-
.,

estimate the actual effects because men from favored background enjoy

earnings advantages that are indrgoendent of their educational attainments.

Our results suggest that for men 25 to 64with-equal experience, 20'to

25 percent of the apparent relationship between schooling and earnings

arises for this reason. The Panes data suggest a similar bias for men

4 to 59 years old.

It is possible that.unmeasured aspects of family, background impart

biases to the income-schooling-relationship which are not removed, when
"gbk"

only demographic background is controlled. In the NORC Brothers survey,

however, the regression coefficient for schooling differences between-

brothers with age differences controlled is only trivially different

ft-ftthe coefficient when demographic background and, age differences

among individuals are controlled (0.09439 vs. 0.09632). Moreover,

When age differences are ignored, the within-pair coefficient is slightly

higher than the simple bivariate Coefficient (0.10972 vs. 0.0997).

In the Talent sibling sample, controlling measured background raises

/0 the schooling coefficient by 0,.0104. 'Controlling family background

common to brothers reduces it, but by only 0.0038. The NORC Brothers

and Talent siblings data therefore, suggest that unmeasured family

background 4 a minor source of bias in the schooling-income relation-

ship.

The Kalamazoo Brothers data.tuggest the opposite conclusion. The

regression coefficient 'of sibling differences in Ln Earnings on differences
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in Years of'Education is 0.0499. That is 0.0172 or 0.0172/0.0671 = 25.6 '

percent less than
40

the simple biv'ariate coefficient. It is 0.0143 Jess

than the c fficient when measured background is controlled. Becatise,

the,Kalamaz :;ample is considerably larger #'1.an ouf other two brothers

sample, the Kalamazoo estimate has a smaller sampling error. Unfortunately,'

the effects of measured ba0-;ipund on both odcupation and income are
a

substantially lower in the Kalamazoo sample than in nationally representa-

tivesamples. This makes the generality of the Kalamazoo findings sus-

pect.

Controlling measured background in Jackson's OCG complete data

sampl reduces the,bivariate coefficient of schooling for Ln Incomectifitm
Ailie

0.067,o 0.0656, or by 0.0242/0.0898 = 27 percent. Among 5780 OCG

respondents who reported their eldest brother's education, the correlation

.4+

between Ln Income and education is 0.385. The within-pair standardized

,coefficient is 0.273, which suggests a bias due to sibling's common'

background off((0,385 - 0.273)/0.385) = ",9.1 percent.

24/ SAP footnote 10 for derivation. The within-pair coefficient is
r - r
UY U'Y

0.385 - 0.277
= 0.273

1 rUU, 1 - 0.605

where U = respondent's education, U' ='r,_,spondent's report of his
brother's education, and Y = respondent's income.

tT
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This result suggests that the family background factors that affect

both education and earnings, like those that affect both education and

occupation, are largely captured by OCG's demographic measures. Again,

however, evidence from the 1973 OCG replication suggests otherwise.

Among the 6865 respondents aged 35 to 59 and reporting their brothers'

educations, the 'correlation between. Education and Ln Income is 0.396.

With measured background,controlled, the standardized coe ici t of edu-

cation is 0.318. Controlling brothers' ,common background, the standardized

coefficient is only 0.252. Tie bias in the income-Schooling relationship

due to background appears on he order of 36 percent, rather than the

20 percent suggested by controlling onlY measured socioeconomic variables.

The results for Ln Income are similar to those for income, but not as

dramatic.
a

Effects of Controlling Cognitive Ability

Economists have devoted considerable attention to the possibility

that the apparent returns schooling'are inflated by a correlation

between educational attainment and. initial Unless one is will-

ing to define ability, of course, empirical research can never resolve

this issue. COgnitiVe tests measure only a subset of abilities. Get-

ting through school and succeeding at work may require many abilities

which are not measured by such tests. Nonetheless, controlling the test

scores available in our data sets close to an upper limit on the true

returns to schoOling,!Y

23/ Measurement error will reduce the coefficient from its true value

somewhat. The extent to which this is true is probably small. See

pp. 64-47 below. '
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'4.

Our efforts to measure the ability bias are limited by the

fact that the Veterans and P£T:' tests were-administered to Yespondents

after most of tipem had completed their schooling; If increased schooling

raises test scores, we will overestimate thebias?s due to ability in

CY"
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those samples. We can only estimate the 'effects of schooling that are

independent of test scores, not the unbiased (or less biased) effects

of schooling in those data sets.

The effects of schooling on LA Earnings are significantly attenuated

among men with the'same test scores._ Controlling adult test scores (but

not background or experience) reduces the coefficient of education by

0.0197 in the PSID and 0.0257 in the-Veterans sample - reductions of _20

and 46 percent respectively. Con&ollingadolescent test scores reduces

the Affficient of education by 0.0216 among Talent brothers and 0.0179

among the Kalamazoo brothers - reductions 36 and 27 percent respectively.

4
Cumulative Reductions in the Effects of Education Due to Background and Ability

The effects of schooling are even lower when men have the same test

scores and also come from similar backgrounds. The coefficient of school-,

ing controlling both measured backgrOund and adult test scores is 0.0747

. instead of 0.1001 in PSID and 0.0244 instead of 0.0565,in the VeterWhs

sample. Controlling demographic background and adolescent test scores.

reduces th Talent coefficient from 0.0$7 to 0.0429 (with experience

controlled in/both cases). Controlling brothers' common background and

sibling test score differences reduces the uncontrolled effect by from

0.0671 t 0.0310 in the Kalamazoo Brothers sample. Because the correlation

betWeen test scores and schooling is unusually low in the Michigan data,

and because the Talent brothers are young and are almost all at least

high school graduates, and the effects of post-secondary schooling are more

robust than those of elementary and secondaryschooling, I place greater

faith in ehe generality of results from the Veterans
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/
and Kalamazoo samples than from the Michigan and Talent samp.kes.---

24

They suggest that'at least half the observed effect of 'schooling on in

Earnings_disappears when family background and cognitive ability are

controlled. hltn.experienee controlled in the veterans sample, the

implied bias (net of expehence) is 42 percent. The absolute bias is

between 0.03 and 0.04. It, if. clear whether one should expect the

.absolite or relative bias to be more genera izable.

It is lixely"that if we could take into accouLt additional differences

between men with more and less schooling, we would,rind that the effects .

of schooling on income would be fbrther reduced. Among 389 respondents

in the Kalamazoo sample for whom measured background, test score, teacher'

personally ratings, and follow-up data are available, adding a rating

of Executive Ability in 10th grade to an earnings equation already including

socioeconomi.: background, and test scores, reduces the effect of education.

b'y ar, additioaal 97 dollars, or by 97/1119 = 8.7 percent of the effect
(Olneck, 1976).,

with onl'i background and test scores controlled / Unfortunately-, -Our

clik.ta are-Inadequate fpr extensive exploration of the biasing effects of

noncognitive characteristics.

24/ The correlation between test scores and education is only 0.473 in

the PSID. Y.t is 0.554 in the Veterans sample,, 0.606 among' the Talent

siblings, and 0.576 for the Kalamazoo brothers.,

a
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Differential EffectsAccording to Levels of ,Schooling

1.

The average yearof higher education is_ associated with a smaller per-.

centage increase in earnings than the average year of education below the

college level. But graduating from college confers substantial economic

benefits, so that in most of our data sets the percentage increase in

earnings associated with four years of college is at least as great as

that associated with foUr years of high school. Only in the PSID does the

benefit associated with four years of college differ by more than 10 per-.

centage points from the benefits associated with foiur years of high school.

Since the earnings of men who go to college are greater than the earnings

of men who stop their schooling with .high school, the dollar increases

associated with completing college are greater than those associated

with finishing high school in all data sets.

Most of our data sets suggest that with background or ability con-
-

trolled, the estimated effe5Xs of four 'years of high scho91 fall more

than the estimated effects of four years of college. Consequently, the

PSIDParnes, Veterans, and Kalamazoo data suggest that for men who are

4

initially similar, four years of college raise earnings by a larger

percentage than four years of high school.

These findings suggest that either (1) college completion is associated

with larger unmeasured differences in initial ability or motivation than
.

high school completion, or (2). college augments prodUttivity more than

high school does, or (3) employers irrationally "over-reward" college
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credentials. Because the coefficient for holding a BA is, especially Insensitive

to controls for background and ability in.the OCG and PSID data, I think it

is improbable that measures of other kinds of characteristics would reduce

the apparent efflceof having completed college If college augmented pro-

ductivity more than high school does, I would expect the effect of an

average year of higher educate -,- to be larger than the effect of an average
lb_

year of secondary school. Since it is not, and since I cannot conceive of

unique effects of the senior year that enhance individual productj.vity, I
4

conclude that employers favor college grae.,,ates even when they are quite

similar to nongraluates. This
I
ully not, of course, be irrational in all

instances. On the average, college graduates may be sufficiently superior

workers to economically warrant their favorable tYfatment.

Age differences in the Effects of Schooling on Ln Earnings

1 Our evidence.on the effects -of education fOemen of varying ages is

difficult to interpret (See Table 6.8). Aais is because observed inter-

cohort differences 1h-the effects of Ithooling may arise because of age'

differences, cohort differences, differences assoc.ated with cohorts at

particular ages, secular trends, and sampling error. Bartlett's analysis

of Census data from 1939 to 1969 in Chapter 7 suggests that ;tame equations

were quite stable from 1949 to 1969, implying few cohort differences.

Nevertheless,

for some levels of schooling and experience there appear to.be cohort dif-

ferences (or secular-trends) in her data.
25/

25/ For example, the income advantage of 45-54 year old college
graduates over 45-54 year old high school graduates rose from *5 percent
in 1920 to 69 percent in 1959 to 77 percent in 1969 (see Appendix J.
Tables 2 and 4).
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Table 6.8 Effects of Education on Natural Logarithm of

Earnings on Income Stratified by Age

Sample

1970

Census

,15-29

Standard

Years of, Years Higher Deviation of

Education Education .BA Residuals

Other Variables
Controlled

(N=3748) 1. .0951 F-.02411. [ .030p] .626 Experience

.0109) -( .0191) ( .0613) Experience 2

R
30-34 2. .001-. [-.0146] [ .0554] .575 Same as Equation 1
(N=33,75) ( .0088) ,( .0174) ( .0615)

I
35-44 3. ,0884 -.0229 .1907 .614 Same-as Equation 1
(N=6963) ( .0Q44) ( :0108) ( .0463)

455% 4. .0893 -.0286 .2062 .658 Same as Equation 1
(N=6834) ( .0044) ( .0122) ( .0538)

I

55-64 5. .0602 [ .0123] .1112 .739 Same as Equation 1
(N-4,777) ( .0053) ( .0181) ( .0835)

.;

OCG 25-34 6. .1004 -.1120 .4173 .649 Measuced Backgrounds,
(N=3166) ( .0071) ( .0179) ( .0727) Experience

35-44 2. :0862 -.0758 .3197 .642 Same as Equation 1
(N=3443) ( .0058) ( .0177) ( .Q770)

45-54 8. .0735 [- .0352] [ .0783] .782 Same as Equation 1
(N -2951) ( .0074) "( .0247) ( .1125) a

55-64 9. .0951 [-,0481] [ .1024] .800 A Same as Equation 1
(N -1944) ( .0088) ( ,0353) ( .1590)
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Table 6.8 Continued (24

Sample

.45 and

ovei

Standard
Years 0! Years Higher Deviar1.-m of Other Variables

_

Education Education TA Residuals Controlled

Michigan
PSID *

25-34 10. .1223 [-.0393] .0695 522 ,
Measured Background,

b

(.0213) (.0382) (.1195) VoCational Testing,

c Experience

.35-44 11. .0708 [ .0574] [-.03371

(N=528) (.0177) (.0392) (.1500)

65-54 12. .0582 [-.0403] .4376

(N=431) (.0157) (40402) (.1585)

55-6Z 13 [.0130] [.0045] [.4181]
(N=270) (.0324) (.0954) (.4014)

Productive
Americans

25-34 14, .0914 [1.0176]' [-.0936] .532 '

(N-290) (.019) (.047) (.161)

35-44 15. .0768 [-.0004] [.0811] .605
(N=338) (.017) (.046) (.163)

45-54 16. .0498 (.0107] (.0788] .775
(N=331) (.021) (.067) (.260)

55-64 17. .1079 [0414] [-.1946] .883
(N=229) (.028) (.101) (.429)

Kalamazoo
Brothers
Under 45 18. .0728 [-.0408] [-.0169] .438 Measured Background,

(N=279) (.0346) (.0441) (.1348) 'Test Score

19. [ .0448] [.0011] [.0783]
(.0231) , (.0325) (.1°032)

.572

.527

.962

Same as Equation 5

Same as Equation_5

Same as Equation 5

Measured Background,c
Vocational Training,

Experience

Same as Equation 9

Same as Equation 9

Same as Equation 9

.377 Same as Equation 13

(N=413)
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Table 6 .8 Continued (1)

a. Father's Vducation, Father's Occupation, Father White Collar,

No Male Head, Nonfarm, N(nSouth, Siblings, Race

Father's Education, Father's Occupation, Father White Collar,

No Male Head, Nonfarm, NonSouth, Siblings, Race

c. Fath'er's Education, nonfirm, NonSouth, Siblings, Race

d. Father's Education, F4thn.'s Occupation, No Male Head, Siblings

qt.
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Since the effects of a high school education appear to be reduced f

more than the effects of a college education when test scores are controlled,
A

and since ability differences seem to have larger effects among men over

30 than among ',cringer men, I would prefer to rely on the PSID results for

inter-cohort comparisons. But as Table 6.8 shows, the PSID
V
results have

large sampling errors. Moreovr. for men under 35 and over 55 the relation-

ships between our measures of education in Ln Earrings with no other vari-

_Ales controlled are quite different in the PSID from the relationships

ini the 1970 Census. These discrepancies p..clude the use of the PSID to

make general inferences about the effects of controlling ability or back-

ground on education coefficients for men of varying ages.

'The OCG data are also discrepant from the Census data in that they

5suggest that the proportionate effects of a college education are lower
4

for men over 45 than for men yOunger than 45. The PSID data agree with

the Census data that the effects, of a college education are smallest among

men under 35.

Population coverage, question design, and coding procedures all differ

\

from sah,ple to sample. If one also allows for sampling error, I consider

it fruitlesq to draw any firm conclusions from Table 6.8.
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Ability Differences in the Effects of Education on Earnings
4

If more able men learn more and faster during a given educational

experience than less able men, and if the economic benefits of educational

0 attainment depend on learning, I would expect the measured effects of

schooling to be greater for men with high test scores than for men with

low scores. ,I would also expect more able men to compound their initial

advantages as they continued in school. Ability differences would then

have greater effects among better educated men than among 1-ss educated

26,men. Our data do not support these expectations.--J

Table 6.9 shows that. their are few significant,

differences between schooling coefficients across ability grows in any

of our samples. Moreover, the patterns of observed differences among ability

grobps are not consistent across samplos.
also

Jencks /looked at ability effects within educational levels for the.

Veterans sample, and I did so for the Kalamazoo sample. We found

26/ Nor do other data. The-effects of measured, ability show inconsistent

and insianificant differences across schooling levels in the NEER-Thorndike,

Rogers, Ta'ent 5-Year Fillaowup, and Husen samples analyzed by Hause (1972)..

Hause interpreted h4s findings as demonstrating an ability-schooling inter-

action, but I-do not believe the data he reports sustain his conclusions.

Weisbrod (1972) called attention to the possible omission of measures

correlated with both ability and schooling in Ha-se's analysis, e.g. motivation.

This would not in itself bean on the question of an ability-education inter-

action. However, if an omitted variable bore a different relationship to

ability across several levels of education, it could account for an appafent

ability-education interadtion. For example, if motivational differences\

betWeen ability levels are greater among better educated mPm than among less ,

educated-men, and,if,as WsiSbrod suggests, motiva*ion and ability are

negatively correlated within educatic,ral-levels, then the differencet between

the actual ability coefficients across educatiw,al,levels would be,lavver
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Table 6.9 Effects of Education on Natural Logarithm
of Earnings Stratified by Test Score IQ)

4

.Sam le

PSID

Standard
Years-of Years Higher Deviation of
Education Education' BA Residuals

Other Variables

Controlled

Q =1-9 1. ,O416
(N=764) ( .01C

. .735 Measured Background,'
Test Score, Experien

2. .0438 [-.0927] .5771 .732 Same as Equation,'
( .0132) ( .0507) ( .1294)

Q =10-1" 3. .0772 .606 Same as Equation 1
(N=707) ( .0093)

4. .0868 -.0689 .2759 .605 Same as Equation 1
( .0156) ( .0347) ( .1247) t

Q =12-13 5. .1020 .594 Same as Equation 1
(N=303) ( .0142)

6. .0966 [-.0094] [ .0373] .596 Same as Equation 1
( .0315) ( .0527) ( .1667)

Kalamazoo, Brothers

Q Less than

90 (N=168) 7. .0753 .370 Measured Backgroundb
( .0178) Test Score

8. .0881 [-.0655] [ .2682] .371 SAme as Equation 7
( .0268) ( .0631) ( .2590)

4

0 =90-110 9._ .036 .434 Same as Equation 7
(N=349) ( .0115)

10. [ .037Q] [ .0273] [-.1701] .435 Same as Equation 7
"( .0334) ( .0451) ( .1318)

Q 'Over 110 11. .0483 .362 Same as Equation 7
(N=175) (.0117)
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Table 6.9 Continued (2)

a

p
. a Standard

*SamR1e

12..[

13.

1 .

15.

16.

17.

.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Years of

Education

Years Higher
Education HA

deviation of
Residuals

,---

rt

4

.

.

Other Variables

Controlled

Q
Over 110

(N=175)

Talent 28

.

.0355j

( .0870)

4

i.0151]

.0247)

.0540

.0109)
... ,

.0484

( .0173)

.1015

.1064

( .0313)

[ .0124]

(i0219)

[- .00161-

( .0318)

.0516 4"

( .0219)

r-4
[ .0497]
( .0460)

[-.02151

( .0921)

. .

o _.

[-.0761]

( .0662)

[ .0221]

( :0431)

[-.0071]
( .0528)

so

.2155

( .1097)

'

--

(

/

...

[ .249'1
( .133))6

,

[-.0066]

( .1670

t
44

.0534

( .1084)

.360

.380

.362

.405
.

.487

.487

.413

.414

"..

.426

.427

Same as Equation 7

MeasUred Backgrounds
Test 'Score, Experienc,!

Safte as-Efluaaon 13

Same as Equation 19

Measured Background,
d

AFQT, Experience

,,Same as Equation 16

4
Sameaq Equation 17

Same as Equation 17

Same as-Equation 17

Same as Equation 17

.., Year Olds

Less than 90
(N=173)

90 -110

(N=395)

Over 110

Veterans

r",) Less'than'96

-.
(N=236)

.

,

Q--.6-103

(Nr264)

.

Q Oirer 103'

(N=303)

4

ci
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Table 6.9 Continued (3)

a. Father's Education, F'ather's Occupation, Fether White Collar,

No Male Head, Nonfarn, AoaSouth, Siblings, Race

b. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, Siblings

c. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, Siblings,

Rake

d. Father's Education, Fatherts Occupation, No Male Head, Nonfarm,

NonSouth, Race

Note: for test score descript4nns and distributions see Table 6.5.
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no consistent and few significant differences in ability c

/
efficients across

educational levels.

Because high ability men earn more on the average, the absence of a

negative ability-schooling ,_nteraction with respect to Ln Earnings does

indicate that the dollar returns to increased schooling may be significantly

higher among high scores than among low scores.

The absence of an ability-education interaction is theoretically puz-

zling to economists, since it raises phe question Of why able students in-

vest more in education (i.e. stay in school longer) if the payoff is no
psychological

higher than for mediocre students. From a perspective, how-
serious

ever, this'poses no/problem since the
presumably

ppiphological costs of staying in school are/ greater for mediocre students.

Differences by Father's Occupation in the Effects of Education on Earnings

oe Our evidence on the differential effects of schooling for men from

varying social backgrounds is also in accord with previous work. It shows

no consistent differences among men from white-collar, blue-collar, and

farm backgrounds (See Table 6.10).
27/

271 Hauser (1972) divided OCG and Wisconsin High School Senior respondents
by farm background,-and father's Duncan score for nonfarm men. He ,found

no !consistent differences in the effects'of schooling on Ln Income or Ln
Earnings in either sample.
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Table 6.10_ Effects of Education on Natural Logarithm of

Earnings ut IticoMe Stratified'by Father.' Occupational Group

Years Of
I,

Years Higher
Stamfard

Deviation of , Other_Variables
Sample Education Education BA Residuals Controlled

OCG

White 611,31 1. .0502 (-.0230] .2512 - .6864 Measured Background,
a

(N -2631) (.0115) (.0206) {.0676) Experience, Experi-
ence2

Blue Collar 2. .0767 -.0750 .2600 .628 Same as Equation 1
(N4915 (.0046) 't.0157) (.0706)

Farm 3.- .0883 -.0825 .3821 .831 Same as, Equation 1
(N.1.3288) (.0062) (.0313) (.1493) .

PSTrL
.

White Collar 4. .1377 [-.0578] [.0392] .575 Measured Background
(N -329) (.0355) .(.0547) (.1486) Test Score, Voca-

tional Training, Ex -2

perience, Experience

Blue Collar 5. .0320 [.0075] (.2555] .661 Same asEquation4
(N --4862)- (.0140) (.0364) "(.1417) ...

Farm 6. .0595 [- .0137] (.3343] .645 Same as Equation 5
(11583) (.01411 (.0453) (.-1867)

Talent 28
lmyear olds

White. Collar 7. .68 .355 Measured Background'
(N =448) ,(.011), Test Score, Exp6rience,

Experience 2

Blue Collar . .060= .4Q2 Same as Equation 7 4
(0.315) (.010.
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Notes for Table 6.10

\a. Father's Education, Father's )ccupation, No Male Head, Nonfarm, .

4

NonSouth, Siblings, Race

b. Father's Education, Father's Occupation, No Male Head, Siblings

o'
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9

Caveat 91 Measurement Error

This chapter has emphasized omitted viwiables,,as-a

upward biasin the observed effects of schooling on occupational status

Tt has ignored a *Vriftmknowarsource of downward bias, namelyand earnings.

measurement error. If education is measured inaccurately, the effects of

education will be underestimated This may remain true when cognitive

skills and family background are controlled. The extent of the bias_

depends on the relationships among errors in measurement, and among

errors and the true values of variables, a.. well as ion the effects of
1

still omitted variables affecting both schooling ai income.

I have ignored the effects of measurement error because I did not

have the data I would need to correct fe,r it. The accuracy of measurement

vazies^from survey to survey, so reliabilities from one sample may not

apply to others. Few of our data sets have multiple meas"res of variables

which are essential to estimating reliabilities for corielations, and none--

of our data sets include information which a.low us 1.1 confidently estimate

the relationshipkbetween errors in Mtasuremant and ;;rue values, which are

necessary for estimating true variances.

What evidence we do have, along-with recent work elsewhere in

assessing the consequences of measurement error, suggests that the O-
.

fects of education are not seriously biased by ignoring measurement

error. Bielby, Hauser, and Featherman (1976) indicate that errors in

measuring parental socioeconomic status and education in the.0473 OCG

\.. impart a 10 percent downward bias to the schooling coefficient in

their equationredicting occupational status. The difference between

the corrected and uncot'rected coefficients is only '4.91'- 4.39 = 0.52

_28/
points. .

28/ Bielby, er, Featherman (1976), Tables 7 and 8.
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My corrections for measurement error in the Kalamazoo data sug-

gest that the true standardi2ed effect of education on dollar earnings.

controlling sibling test score differences and family background common

to brothers is 0.226. The effect without correcting for measurement

29/
error is 0,220.--

Bishop (1976) has noted that the use of sibling data can exacerbate

the-problem of measurement error, and has argued that the within-pair

unstandardized effect of schoo;imi on earnings is at a maximum only 83

percent of the true effect. However, the accuracy of educational reports

in the KalamazOt data appeard to be slitly higher than in the CPS

30/
data Bishop 'analyzed.--.0, My results indicate*that if there were no

other omitted variables, the observed within-pair coefficient of educa-

tion for - earnings could be 89 perceint of the true coefficient.
31/

29/ Olneck (1976), page 196.

30/ Bishop estimated the correlation between reported and true values
as 0.90,=assuming that errors in separate reports of education are cor-
related 0.40 (Bishop, 1976; p. 5). I estimated the correlation between
cltrue-and reported values of education in the Kalamazoo data as 0.964
(Olneck, 1976; pp. 172-178).

31/ I calculated the error variance of schooling is (2.73)
2

(1 -.0.964
2

)

= '0.- 527. Bishop gives-the ratio of the-tvie to the observed coefficient

2V(ui)
as b /0= [1

V( P)
)/a

true coefficient

observed coefficient

correction for floor and ceiling effects producing a correla-
tion between the errors if measurement and true values.

s=

'b *

=

V(u.) = error variance in education
1
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However, the Kalamazoo sample also includes an ability measure.

The bias ii the within-pair education coefficient due to measurement

error therefore depends on both the relative error proneness of the

schooling and bility variables and on the sibrag correlations of

these variables. Since-the ratio of error variante to the variance of

sibling differences in educates -u appears tope smaljer'than the ana*la-

gous ratio for test scores, adding test'score differences reduces the

remaining dos'nward
32/

nward bias-in the within-pair education coefficient. --

Therefore the observed coefficient of 0.0310 for Ln Earnings in'the
quite likely close to

Kalamazoo data is 90 percent of the true coefficient.

These calculations do not suggest

314 (continued)

V (CP) = variance of sibling differences in education.
Adopting Bishop's values of = 0.95, I have b

t
/8 = (1 - (2) (0.527)/

6.720]/0.95.=. .888.

32/ Assuming random errors and a reliability of 0-929, the error variance
in schooling is (2.73) (128.929) = 0,5270. The ratio of,err6r variance
to the-Val-1 Cvariance of sibling,differences is 0.0527/6.728=-0.0783. /If,
errors in test scores are random, assuming a reliability of 0.900 yields
an error variance_of (15.32) (1-0.9(10) =,23.3292. The ratio of error
variance in test scores to the variance of sibling differences is
23.3292/249.5294 = 0.0935 (See Bishop, 1976).

,
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that *.conclusions regarding the effects of education would be substan-

,tially altered by corrections for measurement error. 'Since such correc-

tions are problematic and arbitrary, ignoring them seems reasonable.

Effects of College Quality

Individuals often try to go to a good school because they believe

that going to a good school leads to highir economic benefits. But indiv-

iduals who go to good schools are usually also the "right kind of material."

Sorting'out the effects of school resources, characteristics of classmates,

and individual characteristics is difficult. Reseakch on the effects of
4

college quality is plagued by the confounding of these factors.

The Productive Americans survey rated the colleges respondents attended

by a selectivity index that is divided into Unaccredited,, Non- selective,

Selective, Highly_ Selective, and Very Highly Selective categories.
22/

The index is based on the ratio of acceptances to applicants, freshman

test scores, freshman high school rankings, and similar data. It does

not separate student characteristics from institutional'resoCrces.

For men with similar background in the PA, differences in college

34/
selectivity bear no significant relationship to occupational attainment.

Indeed, men from nonselective colleges have a slight occupational advantage

33/ See McClelland, Appendix C for a description of the index.

34/ Tables 14a and 16a, Appendix C.
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over men from more selective colleges. College selectivity ad, however,

affect earnings. 14.3 percefit of all PA respondents reported having graduated

from college. SRC classified roughly half tt se men as having attended a

"selective" college. These men earned an average of 28 percent more than

men vho had graduated from what SRC classified as an'Unselective"college.

This advantage persisted with both occupational status and weeks worked
earnings men from

controlled. The/differences betwee4/colleges classified as "selective",

"highl-, selective," and "very ),13hly selective" were statistically insignificant.

I suspect that if we could control individual,ability, our estimates

of the earnings effects of college selectivity would fall substantially,

and perhaps even be 4pgative. In a subsample of 1957 Wisconsin high school

saniors who attended college, only five percent ofibe variance in 1967

earnings lay between twelve categories of colleges type. Controlling

sdLoeconomic background and 10th grade aptitude test score reduced the

amount of between-college type earnings variance to 2-3 percent. Moreover,

increased college, prestige bore no consistently positive relationship to

35/
earnings at age'2-i.--

Effects of -High School Curriculum

Taken alone,,assignment to a college track is associated with large

and significant advantages on both occupational status and earnings. How-

ever, once socioeconomic background and AFQT are controlled, the effects of

track assignment on both outcomes are small and insignificant.36/--7-

35/ See Alwin, Hauser, and Sewell in Sewell and hauser (1975).

36/ Since most respondents took the AFQT after completing their schooling,
a skeptic could argue that track assignment affects test scores, and that
controllilg AFQT is consequently illegitimate. 'However, analyses of Project
Talent high school data suggest that changes in test scores from 9th to
12th grade which are related to track placement are quite small (Jencks
and Brown 1975).
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Conclusions

The actual effects of schooling depend on the level of schooling, the

measure of economic success, and the population studied. The estimated

effects of schooling also depend on the range of causally prior variables

a researcher can control and on the amount of measurement error.

Completing high school rather than elementary, school is associated with

an occupational advantage of just under half a standard deviation in our

national samples of 25-64 year olds. With background and test scores controlled

the advantage appears to be more like a third of a standard deviation. This

advantage does not appear to vary systematically by age, race, father's oc-

cupation, or test scores.

Completing college rather than high school is associated with an oc-

cupational advantage of more than one deviation in our national samples of

25-64 year olds. This advantage is not appreciably reduced when we control

background and test scores. The advantage appears to be larger for non-

whites and for men whose fathers were farmers than for-other groups. The

advantage does not vary systematically with test scores. The advantage is

larger among younger men, suggesting that it is increasing over time.

Completing college increases earnings by about the same percentage asio

completing high school. With experience controlled, an extra year of edu-

cation is associated with 8 to 11 percent more earnings in our national

samples of 25-64 yearields. With background controlled the advantage falls

to between 6 and 9 percent. The effects of controlling test

scores are more problematic. We do not have appropriate scores for national

Cr samples of 25-64 year old men. In the samples with appropriate scores, both

the dispersion and the bivariate effect of schooling on earnings are
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(
smaller than in national samples of 25-64 year olds. Controlling both back-

/

ground and test scores reduces the apparent effect of education on earnings

in these samples by 0.01 to 0.02 more than controlling badkgrou4alone .

The estimated talc benefits of additional educat'lr. in these sampleaare -

thus about haif the observed association: If vac take this tO imply a similar,

absolute change in the coeffic' of education for national samples of

- .t

25-64 year olds, the true benefit
of

an extra yezr of education'tould be

anywhere from 4 to 8 percent. If we assume that controlling tett scores would

reduce the coefficient of education by the same proziiLtim among 25-64

year olds as in our best restricted samples, returns wouiccbe between 4

and 6 percent.

With 1-,ackgrouild and test scores controlled-,returns to four years of

college may be somewhat higher than returns to four years of secondary

school. Cerp,inly the absolute dollar vaLue of college is greater.

Returns do not seem to vary significantly by race, father's occupation, or

oadolescent test performance.
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Chap.ter 7

(41ANCES IN OF !.1)II('AT I c ANI) tIN I NC" qv::

1939 1969

by Susan Bartlett

Most studies of the rlat ,omi t!, I,, t woof' edit( at- ton and income r, ty

on crosswctional data. Many coatempnrary theories about the relationst-t:,

iowever; best tested with historical I rt sin in (197C) , imb I e,

t rend data for t')(, t t,) .upp"r t .1 ,hp{ c .11 1,1 1,m,111,1 19/1 jc I of

determinat lot. Ile found that t h., r,,t In of «,1!, high

graduate!.a\reraye (for all wo,k, t r, ruld (Am t) (h-r, t,o,1 (",

between 1.9E19 and 107 C. t h., 1,11 IV Id iiley,
Wirb

ex,_eeded the (11 mand .1 it- tug p, pet-1(0 ti rind that ti,tn 01,"«"-;

ply caused the rel at 1 ye w.nie c,f edut. «) Warker,-; fall

I W311 study charntec in t h, pet urt
and wi 1 I tr-N,

.'tolletermine whether the observed char explot nod up - I n , , a l o t t a t

ha

1,, fdu, ion therw),,.11 ,ind lcl, 1,

,,nbply and demand t90(11.

T am.not the firc,t to invegtkat,. th), (1,1est inn. Mill, r (l9((,

161)
eu,;(d

Censug and rut rc it Popular ow c.,nv,y 11,-)t-a to'kr(4t1'; teat t (rm,

riff rent- ta1, ,nrv)rt,t tien h )1 ip ,it ,nn Yet11,1 /11(,1

t lye ty constant between l'i ,utd 1959. vut an 1 ''how hrlow, h 1; eon. 1 u ton

is probably wrong in co 1,,e 'Us 19 19 uni''F-1( tnt 1 v t t ram

the samples he used In othor

Carnoy and Marenbach (19/5) also et.timated chanuo, ,n the rat .-, of

return ( i.e. cant /benefit rat ins) to lunation bi,Lween 1919 and 19(o) iv.) nu

Cer,us data. Thi. 1 r mat e!, dejlend, «,:nid(x and nrobl, mat I,

assumptions about the "5,(), tat" and "private" co,-;t-,, hooting. In ad -,

dit Carnoy Mirtnb.l, h t it 1 ut Id I in dill,. I"( hi.-

tweet) the 1939 ;arnrdc, and I le amp!, t..t 'n1 her year.:.
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- In this paper I will focus only on the benefits of education (i.e.

total annual income or annual wage and salary income). I will alsd make

more. ystematic efforts to ensure that my data for diffeent years are

really comp'araple.

-\Methods

400

The Census 'irst collc-Led information on the educational attainment

and income of individuals in 1940. It hPs published cross-tabulations of

decennial
income by education and age for each/Census since then. The published .

tables for 1960 and 1950 are ,though not quite
similar to one another,/ identical.

The published tables for 1940 arn drastically different from those for

subsequent v'ars. They cover only wacn and salary income and only men who

received less than $50 fkom sources other thal wages and salaries. The

tables for different years also cover different geographic and etpnIc

groups, tiLat non-respondents differently, and group respondents differ-

ently.

Ideally, one would like tironstruct comparab4le samples for each
t).

-Census using the original data. Unfortunately, these data are not avad-i

abre for 194Q,and1950.
To achieve' comparability, I replicated the vari-

I
able definitions, the treatment of missing data, and the sample coverage

Censuses
of earlier / using the 1970 CeHBus 1/1000 Puo c Uge Sampler-

1/
This

gave me three different 1970. samples, each comparable to one,eanlierCensus

but not to the other two. I then used the 1970 data to create three tables

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1/ 'See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Public Use Samples of Basic Records" from the 1')70 Census: Description Ind Technical racumentation.
.Goernment Printing Office, Washing.pn, D.C., 197i. -I used the 1/1000
county groups sample which, is actually a 1/50` sample of the-Census
Bureau's "5 percent sample:"
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4

.that replicated the published tables from the'-i9400 1950
MP

and 1960 Censuses as closely as possible, To create 1970,41ables with

income categories as comparable'as possible to those of other years, I

divided all 1969 incomes 410,10 ratio of mean 1969 income to mean-income

in the earlier Census. I then grouped the 1969 data into categories

identical to these used in the earlier Census. All comparisons excluded

respondents with 4alues of zero oa the 'income measure. The 11510 com- ,

parison also excluded respondents with negative income. The 1960 tables

grouped men who-received negative income with thoX who received $1=$499
r

90 I could not eliminate then. The 1940 tables do,not have any negative

values'', since they cover only wage and salary income. Appendix J des-

cribes the variables, the populations covered, the treatment of non-

respondents, and the categorization of variables in more detail,. It also

shows the frequency distribution dT age, education, work experience and

income for.eachioar. andrcomparesthem to'a similarly defined 1970

I
isample. Finally, t presents bre4kdowns of income by years of education

and ag4 for each of diacCompariSOrls. The breakdowns prvide the basic

data for subsequent analyse4.
.

I estimated Work experience from age and education. I then used

educatignal attainment and years of work experience to predict the natural

log of income (Ln IhcomeY for males aged 25 to 64. 'The coefficient of

educationmin this equation'obviously overestimates the tipeirf7CZ of

schooling on income. Chapter 6 stows,-' ;for example, that controping

t'
family backgroUnd and adolescent test score reduces the coefficient,of

4k- '- - . education by ,35 to70 percents. Atter and Featherman (1976) show that the
-.-

corlation between e43.04ftiop and family background was qui*
. .

.

sttl
And

. ,

men born lfttween 1897 and 1947. ,Crouse (Chapter 3) rnoludes that (tie

0stabletfor

421
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correlation between education and test scores has alSo been quite stable.

The Percentage bias due to not controlling background and test scores

should therefore be fairly stable from 1939 to 1969. Observed changes in

the
10
coeffiCieli ert of eduation with expience controlled thus imply propor-

tional changes in the economic benefits of education.

The coefficients of education and'expvrience it my equations measure

- the percentage increase in income associated with. an extra year 5 schooling

,

or experience. Mincer )(1974) has argued that the costs of education are

roughly offseeby an individual's earnincs wlille in school, that earnings

schooling
profiles for men with different a---,,Ints of / are roughly parallel

once they entPr the labor force, and thaf- an extra year of education in-,

roughly
creasemean retirement age by/one year. He shows that if theSe4assump-

tion.c. are correct,the coefficient of education

1 (with experience controlled) estimates the average

rate return to an additional. year of schooling. Mincer 'also assumes
ti

that all age-related changes in earnings are due to on- the -job training,

not mere aging. These assumpt!ons may or may not,be accurate. Nonethe-

less, I will describe my results as measuring "returns" to schooling and

experience, simply because this is the way many people think about the

problem, and it provides aconVent wieof describing the results:

Findings

OveralliInequality: Table /.1 snows that the'mean ddudational 'at-*

tainment apd mean wages of. men aged 25-64 increased between 1939 anS 1969.

The, standard deviation of education fell. The standard deviation of wages

rose, but not as much as the mean. The coefficie:It of vaiiation of Wages

therefore fell from 0.846 to 0.620...The standard deviation of Ln

Wages fell from 0.822 to 0.622. The

4. 4I)
_ - _



Table 7.1

Means and Standard Deviatiorsof Variables for Males
Aged 25-64 in Six Census-Samples-

1940 Census.
Definiiions

1939 1969

1950 Census
Definitions

1949 1969

1960 Census

Definitions,

1959 * 1969

.4
':.-ation Mean 8.860 11.305 9.433 11.323 10.253 11,279

Mean 22.963 23.010 25.157 24.622 25.381 24868
Fxperi- cs-P-) (11.215) (12.066) (12.031) (12.334) (11.980). (12.336)

Annual Mean 1324 8739 3256 9574 7 5716 9494
In:ome* I (1119) (5417) Of39) (7223) (43521 (7172)

Lo 'Mean. 6.880 8.904 7.814 8.911 8.378 8.896
Income* (S.D,)* (.822 (.622) (.811) (.782) (.813) , (.789)

.

790,509 26,291 1,140,665 40,248 1,966%052 42,192

* Mean 1969 Annual Income Is %lightly different from the mean I used
to calculate the deflation factor. This Is true because: 1) the
mean i used to calculate the deflation factor was from a 1/10

I subsample of the 1970 1/1000 Public Use.Sample and 2) Or mean and
, standard deviation in thi:, table reflect the effects of using

grouped income data as opposed to ungrouped data.

40 The 1940 Definition is Annual Wage an Salary Income, for men with
positive and pii.=marily wage and salary income. The 1950 definition
included pen with positive income. The 1960 definitions inclucidl
men with non-zero income.

4

af,-01-41 It
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fact that both the coefficient ef variation and the standard deviation of

Ln Wages declined substantially
indicates that the distribution of wage

and salary earnings for men with ao.other source of income was sig-

.nificantly more equal in 1969 than in 1939.

Table.7,l also suggests that this decline took place largely between.

1939 114 1949. The reduction -1'1n inequality between 1949 and 1969 is

relatively minors and occurred after 1957.21

The reuuction in inequality

had
between 1939 and 1949 would not have been ,..pparene if w,i/looked only at

published Census tables. The standard deviation of Ln Income in the

published Tables is 0.822 for 1939, 0.811 for 1949, and 6.813 for 1959.

The redurt-:on in inequality becomes apparent only when we take account

of the fact that the published tables for 1939 cover a restricted sample,

whose income-; wen! appreciably more equal than those of the population as

a whole.
2/

2/ Miller (1966
an- d total family

con,s'ar* during

tribution of ear
tHenle, 1972).

,also
15-26 and 75-79)/reports that inequality of both wages

income decreased during the 19210's-and remained essentially ,

the 1950's. 'CPS data suggest that.iWe.quality in the dis-
ned income remained almost oonstant between 1949 and 1969

h
3/ In 19(39/stteandard deviation Ln Income was-0.789.for all men with
no- n-zero income compared to 0.622 for men 1.1thnon-zero wa,!es and negligible
income from other sources. We do not, of course, know the standard deviation

0

of Ln Ipcome for all men in,1939. My inference that inequality fell,
could'be wrong if the elimination of men with aptrecrable non-wage incomes
reduced, the standard deviation more in 1969Ylothan in 1939. Yn 1969
the restriction eliminated both ,high'-income'men_with substantial assets
and low income men witch substantial transfers. It left the mean of Ln
Earnings almost unchanged but 4pprediably reduced the mean of dollar
Earnings. The restriction would probably not have eliminated as many
with transfers in 1939, but it would have-eliminated more low income
farmers.

42.4
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Effects of Education and Work Experience. Ecuation 1 in Table 2, shows

tfat each additional year of education increased Wages by 9.4 percent

1939 compared to only 6.5 percent in 1969.
I/

Equation 2 shows the effect

of adlinrj Experience and Experience
2

to the regression. The implied returns

to schooling for wage workers now declines from 11.9 percent in 1939 to

7.7 percent in 1969. The coefficient. of Experience declined from 0.0'57

in 1939 to 0.036 in 1969. The coefficient of Experience
2

increased from

-0.00087 in 1939 to -0.00061.in'1969. This indicates that the experience

profiles were flatter in 1969 than in 1939. The implied benefits of the

early years of experience thus declined between 1939 and 1969.

Equation 3 drops the assumption that returns to Experience are

the same at every level of education and adds two multiplicative inter-

action terms, Education x Experience and Education x Experience
2

. The

Education x Education x

positive coefficient of/Experience and the negative coefficient of/Ex-

perience
2 indicate that years of work experience increased Ln Wages

more for the highly educated than for thef,less educated. The observed-

changes in the coefficierits of these interactions between 1939 and 1969,

, though statistically significant, are not large enough to be very Inter-

esting.

The data show that the wage differentials among men with varying

amounts of schooling and work experience were substantially less in 1969

than in 1939. When did these changes occur?

Equation 2 in tables 3 and 4 shows that returns to schooling

increased from 8.9 percent in 1949 to 9.6 percent in 1959 and then fell

to 9.4 percent in 1969.-
5/ The changes in the coefficients of Experience,

I also
4/ - ran a regression that allnW-ed each level of schooling to have a

different impact on Wages. This r.11,;od R by only 0.004 in 1939 and

0.003 in 1969, and provided no new substantive Ansights. I will there-

fore discuss only the linear equations.

5/ The regresSions that allowed each level of schooling w have a different

425
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Regressions of Ln Wages on 'Education and Experience for Males Aged 25-64
With Primarily Wage and Salary Income: Census Surveys, 1939 (N=790,504)

and 1969 (N=26,291)

Year

(1)

Years of
Education

s

1939 B- .09400
ti

(:.E.) (.00024)

2
_Education x Education

Experience, Experience Experience Experience Constant

6.04748 .1633

S..61) of

Residual

.75228

1969 B 06462 6.33183 .1253 .58211
(5.E.)(.0010)

(2) 1939 B .11850 -.05724 -.00087 5.08246 .2044 .73357
(S.E.) (.000:6) (.00034) (.00001)

1969 B .07667 .03637 -.00061 5.7865 .1568 .57156
(SE) (.0011,?) (..00126) (.00002) .0

(3) -1939
.E.) .12860

(.00097;
.0353
(.0095)

,-.00084
(.10002)

(.00009)

(.00009)
.-.00002

( 000001
4.91491 .2056 .73302

1Vb9
.E.) .04967

(.00440)
(-.00031)

(.00478)
.00018-
(.00008)

(00340

(.00036)
-.00008
(.0G001)

6.08205 .1610 .57017
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Table 7.3

Regressions of Ln Income on Education and Experience for Males Aged 25-64
With Positive Income: Census Surveys, 1949--(N=1,140,665) and 1969

(N= 40,248)

ear
Years of
Education Experience

1) 1949 ' B .07709

(S.E.) (.00019)

1969 , B .08591
(S.E.) (.00099)

2) 1949 B .08928 ,04316
(S.E.) (.00021) (.00027)

1969 B .09380 .04758
(S.E.) (.00111) (.00126)

3) -1949 B .0609/ .01196
(S.C.) (.0r)047) (.00083)

2
c
x

qduation
iExperience Experience

I

-,00070
(.00001)

-.00083
(.00002)

41
-.0001 .4)0353

(.00001) (.00007)

...,Ivw, ts% .(P,',:4 1.0o2ord 1.00004 .00383
(S.E.) (.00460). (.00487) (.00008) (.00036)

:

.
. 42S

114

)

Eduction
Experience Constant R

2
S.D. of
Residual

7.08675 .1294 .75661

6.87132 .1572 .71756
6

.--

6.42776 .1503 .74749

0
$

.

6.23990 .1873 .70464

-.00008 6.69719 .1535 .74609
(.00000)

-.o0008 6.72912 .1898 .70355
(.00001)
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Table 7.4 '

41,

Regression of Ln Income on Education and Experience for Males Aged 25-64 with Non-ZeroIncome: Census Surveys, 1959 (N-1,966,052) and 1969 (N=42,192)

Year

(1) 1959 D
' (SE.)

Years'of
Education

.08777
(.00014)

1.

Experience
Education

Ex)efience
2
Experience

Education
2

Exerience Constant

1
7.4,814

R
2

.1642

S.D. of

Residual

4k .74310

1969 B .08518
7.44257 .1511 .72706(S.E.) (.00098)

(2) f959 B .09648 .04152 -.00070
r 6.88385 .1827 .73479(S.E.) (.00016) (.041)20) (.00010)

1969 B .09304 .04697 - .000R2
6.81761 .1798 .71468(S.E.) (.00110) (.00125) (.00002)

c

(3) 1959 8 .07099 001205 -.00009 .00297 -.0000u 7.15798 .13468 .73392. (S.E.) (.00068) (.00068) (.00001) (.00005) (.00000)

1969 - B .05932 (.00602) [- .00003) .00355 -.00007 7.23530 .1821 .71367..c (S.E.) (.00454) (.00480) (.00008) (.00036) (.00001)
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Experience
2
, and the interactions do not seem large enough to evoke much

interest. Taken together, these results suggest that there was a dramatic

decline in the effect of both education and experience between 1939 and g

1949, and that there was no Clean trend from 1949 to 1969.

Decomposition of the Variance of Ln Income. The changes in the returns to

education and experience can be summarized by decomposing the variance of

7 income into components explained by education, by experience, by the covari-

ance of education and experience, and by other unmeasured influences. If

we denote Ln Income as 7, Years of Education as S, Years of Experience as

X, Experience
2

as X
2

, and the deviation of an individual's income from his

predicted income as e, the second equation in Tables 7.2 to 7.4 is:

111
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(1) Y = Bo + B1S + B2X + B3X2 + e

where B
1

and B
2

and B
3

are thh. coefficients of their respective variables

and B
o

is the constant. Taking variances and simplifying, the equation

becomes:"

.

(2) Var Y = B
1

2 2
Var(S)+ B, var(X)+ B Var Q(2 2B

2
Cov(X,X

2
) +

2B
1
B
2
Cov(S,X) + 2B

1
B
3
Cov(S,X

2
) + Var e

Table 7.5 summarizes changes in the relationship between education, exper-

ience and iacome using equation 2.

1939 to 1969 . The variance of both Education and Experience decreased

slightly among wage earners between 939 and 1969. The absolute effect of

both variables on wages also fell substantially: Tie variance in Ln *Wages

explained by Education therEfore tell by 61 percen;... The variance explained

by Experience also fell by 61 percent. The covariance between Education

And Experience declined by 71 percent, and the variance due to other factors

fell by 39 percent. The total variance of Ln Wages declined by 43 percent.

The variance of Ln Wages explained by Education is a function of the

vaLiance=of Education and the regression coefficient of Education. The

a
variance explained by Education declined from 0.1755 to 0.0683 between 1939

and 1969. Had the coefficient of Education remained constant, and only' the

variance ot Education declined, the explained variance in Ln Wages would

have fallen by (3.5357 - 3.410
2
)/3.5.35

2
= 6.9 percent. Had the distribution

. of Educatiop remained constant, while the coefficient fell, the explained

variance would have decreased by (0.11850
2
- 0.07667

2
)/0.11850 = 58.1

percent. Clearly the change in the coefficient of Education contributed

more to the decline in the explained variance than did the change in the
'

variance of Education.

Thelispersion of Experience increased slightly between 1939 and
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4

Table
-

C
Decomposition of the Variance vf Ln.Ihcdmejfor Males Aged 25-64' froth the

1939, 1949,and 1959 ComparisonsI.
4' *

,

( ) (2)*4 U) (4) f ) (6)1-

v Variance , Variance ' '4
,

Explained by Explained by 2* Co-4 Unexplained Total
44 Education Experieitce variance Variance Variance R2

' ',
t

samples Using 1939 .1755 '. ,0350 -.072r\_ .5381 .6763,
A

.20441934 .
_defin4ns 1969 .0683 .0137 0211 .3267 *, .3874 .1568

Samples Using 1949 .1141 4-.0156 -.0305 .5587 .65/6 .15031949* *-

.df_tf-inition 1969 -.1145 0191 -.0196 .4965 .6109 .1873
f

(' ''

44',t ,. .

Samples Using ., 1959 .1110 ._0132 -.0229 399 660.6 18271959
.definitions 1969 .1122 ." .0187 -.0190 .108 .6227 .1798

A r;--'!)

- iq #

.,
Note;

. r

From eguatiork, 3:
Coluffin =

1
Var'S-

Column (2) = B
2
Var X + B

2
Var X + 2B

2
B
3
Coy (X,X

2

2

Column (3) = 2B1R2 Coy (S,X).0- i$t1 *E4
3
Coy (5,X2)

column :14) = Var e
10

CO141/(51 = Column (1)+ Column (i)+,tolumn 13) + Column (4) except for small dls-
crepancies due tv'ro"undiny error is the SPSS computing routine:

6.

. t,

)
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1969, so ttie decline In the variance explained by Explrience is entirely
AP

6

dui to the decline in the 'coefficient of Experience.

1949 to 1969 The dispersion in educational attainment decreased slightly

between 1949 and .1969, but the coefficient of Education rose., As a re- 4

str t, the variance explained by Education increased. The same is true

of the variance explained yperience. The xesidual\variance fell by

11.1 ercent during this period. The total variance declined by 7.1

percent

..

ti 1959 to 1969 Thevar(ance of Education decreased slightly during the-
r

1960's. There was very little change in the effect of additional year
4

. -of Education on Ln Income so the variance explained by Education decreased
1110

sligntly. The total i*iance of Ln Income also declined slightly.'
(A.

ExElainingthe Results

How can we explain the equalization of wages and the decline in the

I act of education, on wages between 1939 and 1949? Akording to tradi-
.

tional ec onomic theory, individual earnings are d'termined* the relation-

4 ship of supply to demand for workerS with various skills. The stability of

relative wages between 1949 and 1969 IMplies' that the supply of educated 1110.

workers -ose at the same rate as the demand during this period. The fact

that the wages/P.411e highly educated fell relative to the wages_of the
.....--

(

poorly educated between 1939.and 1949 implies that the supply of educated

workers rose more rapidly than ,the demand-during the 1940's. Is this

Illausible".

Column 1 of Table 7.6 shows the, estimated increase during each

decade in the mean educational attainment of 25-64,year old'men with

income. Columns 2 and 3. show increase in the proportion of such men

with 12 and 16 years of schOoling respectively. The.figures suggest
_c

larger increases in the supply
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Increases in Supply and, Demand

Supply Shift

Table 7.6

for Educated Ws: 1940 - 1970

(1) (2)
,proportion
With

Mean t or More '

Years of Years of
Schooling Education

Pr4.oportion

With 16-
Or More

Years of

Education

Demand Shift
Due to

7ndustrial -Mix

12 or 1.6 or

More More
Years of Years of
Education Education

fa

Supply-Shift Less
Demand Shift Due

to Industril Mix

.12 or (6) 16 or (7)

More Mnr-
Years of Years of
Education Education

(Col 6 - (Col 7 -
Col 2) Col 3)

1940's .555 .0853 .0163 .0190 .0062 .0663 .0101
IA

1950's .864 .0876 .0302 .0306 .0192 .0570 .0110
CC-I960's 1.026 .1344 .0447 .0267 .0225 .1077 ' .0222

ti

Column 1 computed from Table 7.t. Estimate for 1960's = Col 6 Col 5 from Table 7.1 Estimate for1950's = (Col 4 - Col 3) (Col 6 - Col 5). Estimate for 1940's = (Col 2 - Col 1) (Col 4 -Col 3).Columns 2 and 3 are computed for same samples as Tables 7.1 - 7.5. 5.48 percent of wage, earners\age° 25-64 were college graduates in 1939 compared to 13.62 percent in 1969. 7.77Aercent of men with non-'zero income aged 25-6ehad college degrees in 1949 compared to 15.56 percent in 19e9% 10.79 percent Ofmen aged 25-64 with non-zero-Income-41re
college graduates in,1959 vs. 15.26 percent in 1969. (Pmli

appindix,forthese percentages.) This

suggests that restricting the population to wage earners lowers the provprtion,of college graduates. Ifthe ratio of wag.o earue'rc with cullge degr,,,,s'to men with non-zero income-with college, degrees was the-,,mt in 1939 as in 1910,(15.26) (r).45)/11,( r 6.13 percent of all mcn with 'rldn-zero inoome 19,39 wereill 'le graduates. Thic.,, the "true" in thp propottion of eollf2e graduates during the 1240'5, was 1.63.
.

As a check on these stimatei, I al-;co calculat4,,1 the shiftE, for all 25-64 in the labor force in--114h,19'30, 1960, And 1970', using the followinq suu,rrcs: _

4-37
,
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(1) U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1940,
Educational Attainment by'Economic Characteristics-and Marital
-Status. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,
1947 (Tables 17 and 18. I had to estimate the number of native white
and Negro males agcad 14-17 and 6- and over from other Census,
employment data.).

(2) U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1950. Vol.
IV, Special Reports, Part 5, Chapter B, Education. U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1953. (Table 9)

(3) U.S. Bureau of the CensuS, U.S. Census of Population: 1966,
Subject Reports, industrial Characteristics, Final Report PC

' (2) 7f. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington;.
D.C., 1967. (Tia_;.. 21;

r4).U.S. Bureau of the Census, U S. Census of Population: 1970.
Subject Ieports, Industrial Characteristics, Final Report PC
(2) -7B. -U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
1973. (Table 3) data are for rten 16 years and older.

5.G6 percent of afl men in the labor force had :ollege degrees in 1939 '

compared -to 6.22 percent in 1949, 9.72 percent in 1959, and 13.81 percent
in 1969; Therefore., the proportion of male college graduates in the entire
labor force increased by 1.86 perctlit during the 1940's, 2.80 percent
during the 1950'S. anI 4.09 percent during'the 1960's. These figures do not,
then, alter the picture given in the table.

Columns 4 and 5 cover all males-in the civilian labor force aged 14 and over
in 1940, 1950 and 1960 and males aged l( and over in 1970.. Thus, the figures
in columns 6 and 7 are approximations.

.1
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of educated labor during the 1)60's than during the,1950's, and

larger increases during the19:0's than during the 1940's. Thus if supply;

demand ratios are to explain why returns to schooling declined during

the 1940's but not during the 1950's and 1960's, we must hypothesize a

much more rapid rise in dTand for eduLated labor during the 1950's

and 1960's than during the 1940's.

The demand for educated workers can change either because dT

changes in the industrial mix or because of changes in demand within

_industrLO.s. Changes in the industrial mix are presumably exogenous, in

. ?'the sense that they do not depend-to any great extent on the supply

of educated labor. An increase in the supply of educated workers could,

of course, lower the average wage rate for industries which require educated

workers and hence lower the cost of their products. This in turn could

increase the relative demand for the products of those industries. I doubt,

however, that changes in the supply of educated workers affect the industrial mix

significantly. Changes within industries may be either endogenous or

exogenous. They are exogenous to the extent that technological changes

alter the relative efficiency of different' ixes of educated and un-

-,

educated workers within industries. They-are endogenous -to the extent

that they merely reflect changes in the amount of educbtion a firm can

demand for a job with a fixed wage relative to the mean.

First, I will show how changes 'in the industrial mix between 1939

and 1969 - affected the demand for educated workers. Then, I will compare

these changes in demand'to the ob erved increases in the supply of

educated workers. Using this inf rmation, I can make inferences about

changes in the demand for educated 'workers within industries.

In vrder to determine the effect of changes in the industrial mix

on the demand for educated workers I calculated two
indice4 for each of
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11.

the four Censuses. One index estimated the demand for college graduates.

The other estiMed the demand fo men with 12 of more years of schooling.

I first calculated the proportion of men in each industry with college

degrees and the proportion with 12 or more }Jars lof schooling in 1969.

I treated these proportiohs as indices of ,industries' relative demand

for educated ?a-:or and assumed that the. indices were stable over time.

I then calculated the average value of both indices across all industries

for 1939, 1949, 1959, aud 1969./ This average changes only insofar as

the relative size of different industries changes. Columns 4 and 5 in

table7.6 show the effect; of c.'-_:ifts in the industrial mix on the demand

for educat,-A workers, assAming no cha-ge in demand within industries.

The rate of increase in tne demand for college graduates rose consist-_

ently during the decades oetween 1939 and 1969. The rate of increase

in demand for high school graduates was greatest during the 1950's.

Columns 6 and T show the difference between

he change in the supply and the change in the between-industry demand
generated by Changes in industrial mix.

for college and high school graduates/ Part of this residual undoubtedly

reflects changes in the demand for educated workers within industries.

measure within-industry Shifts in de-_It is impossible to
accurately,

wand/ but we can ask what shifts would be necessary for a supply and

demand model,of wage determination to explain the observed changes in

the returns to education.?/

6/ Freeman (1974: 302-303) used this same method to calculate the
demand for college graduates between 1951 and 1q73.

7/ One way to attempt to measure within-industry changes in demand would
'be to look at changes in the occupational mix within a given industry.,
Some of these shifts could be caused by exogenous changes in'demand,
but some would merely reflect changes in the supply.
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The returns to education were virtually stable during the 1960's

(see table 7.5). Therefore, increases in the demand for educated woo

. ,

must have equalled increases in supply. This implies that the within7

e
industry demand for College graduates must have increased by ab6ut

2.22 percentage points and the demand for high school graduates by

10.77 percentage points between 1959 and 1969.

During the 1950's, the returns to education increased 'slightly.

Thus, the increase lh the demand for college graduates within industries

must have been somewhat greater than the 1.1 percentage points required

to keep demand in line with supply. The increase must have exceeded

6 percentage points for high school graduates.

The returns to education fell by approximately a third between

1939 and 1949. To explain this in terms of supply and demand, the

increase in the supplyof educated workers would have had to be sig-

nificantly, larger than the increase in demand. But even if we assume

that there was no increase in the within-industry demnd for educated
%

workers during the 1940'g, the supply increase only exceeded

the demand increase by 1.0 percentage points for college araduateR and
6.6 percentage points

for high school graduates. Any 'increase in the within-industry demand

for educated workers would imply an even smaller excess of educated

workers. It is difficult to believe that such small supply surpluses

could'have cited a 35 percent decline in the returns toklucatioh

during the 1940's.

There is another problem with the supply-demand model. The 1940'h

were the only period in which the variance of income changed '.1*:11L(1-

cantly. The mariance explained by education and the variance
ex: limed-

4 42
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by experience both declined by'76-2---percent. This was almost entirely

due to a decline in the coefficients of both variables. There is no ,

Obvious reason Why'the demand for both highly educated and highly-ex-

perienced workers should have fklenb, the game proportion between

1939 and 1949.

In addition, the retidilo variance fell by 39 percent between

nd 1949. The residUal Variance could decline for either of

reasons.

(1) The variances and covariances cf the unmeasured characteristics

-that'affect income; like test scores, personalitl, traits and technical

skills, Cculd have fallen between 1939 and 1949. Since three quarters
still employed in .949,

of the men aged 25 to 64 in 1939 we/a / i is hard to

believe that the variance of these personal characteristics could have

changed very much in the interval.

(2) The variances andscovariances of these unmeasured character-

istics could have 'remained constant but heir coefficients could have

fallen. TI-is onuld have happened if the demand for these unmeasured

cha,aLteristics fell between 1939 and 1949. But I can see no obvious

reason to believe that the deMand for all these unmeasured worker

characteristics fell so dramatically lring this period, and then
4

remained vually stable from 9 to 1969.

and demand do If ther,provide a very satisfying explana-

tion for rved cha s in the returns to education and experience,

between 1939 and 1969. Fortunately, there may beAla more parsimonious

explanation. Instead of assuming thAt earnings inequality depends on
(

the degree of inequality in educatio;, experience, and other personal

characteristiCs, :ombined with the rates of return to these character-
,

istics, one can assume that,the degree of inequality in earnings depends

*on exogenous factors. One can then assume that returns to education,

4 4 :3
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experience, and other personal characteristics depend on the overall

degree of inequality rather than the other way round.

One exogenous' factor that affected the distribution of wages

(and income) is the unemployment rate, which was 17.2 percent in 1939,

5.5 percent in 1949, 5.5 percent in 1959,and3.5 percent in 1969.81

Metcalf (1969) found that high unemployment was associated with high

variance in earnings. This is partly because many people have no earn-

ings for at least part of the year and partly because the lowest paid

workers are more likely to be laid off. The wages of white collar

workers seem to be less affected. Schultz (1972) provides further

evidence for this explanation. He found that the ypriance of log earnings

declined far less between 1939 and 1949 for men employed throughout

the year than for all men. This suggests that part of the decline in

the variance of income between 1939 and 1949(and between 1959 and 1969)

cap be attributed to the declines in unemployment.

Thurow (1972) also argues that the government consciously attempted

to establish amore equal' set of relative wages through the use of wage.

and price controls duriiig World War II. According to Thurow, the defin-

itions of what constituted "fair" wage differentials changed during

this period, and the new standards became a permanent part of the system.

He argues that the distribution of income has remained relatively con--

stant since 1949 becadse the occupational hierarchy has remained stable

and the standard of "fair" wage differentials within that hierarchy

has not changed.

8/ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the U.S.,
Colonial Times to 1957. Washington, D.C. 1960 Sp.7 Table D46-56),
and Economic Report of the President, 1974. washin : 1974 (p.279).
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L

If one is willing to assume exogenous changes in the variance of

earnings, it is relatively easy to see how such changes could alter

returns to education and experience. Thurow argues, for example, that

the best paid jobs require more skills and that these skills are mostly

learned on the job. Employers rank applicants according to how quickly.

they think the applicants wi'1 learn to do a job., The best paid jobs

go _to those with the loWest estimated training costs. Employers use.

educatign to estimate these costs. Theyhalso use other factors.

If this model were correc*,and if employers'judgments about the

importance of education relative to other worker characteristics remained

constant, rne correlation between education and wages would remain es-

regardless of how the variance in Wages changed.
sentially stable/ If the variance of was changed due to exogenous

factors such as the-unemployment rate or changes in socially acceptable

wage norms, the unstandardized coefficients of all worker character-

istics would change by approximately the samf proportion, This is

eSsentiaily

what happen:d between 1939 and 1969.

The regression coefficients of both education and experience fell by

'about a third. The correlation of education with earnings fell only

an eighth, from 0.404 to 0.154. This theory also explains why the

coefficients of educationan4 experience have te'nainedssehtially

constant since 1949. So long as the variance of wages is constant

and employers' judgments about the,relative importance of various

worker characteristics are stable, the coefficients of these characteristics

will not change.
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Thil data do not prove that returns to schooling are imhune to

supply and demand. Nar do they prdve that the dispersion of wages rs

unrelated to inequality in the distribution of human capital. The data

do, ho.p.vt_r, raise serious doubts about the general applicability of

the supp ly-demand model that Freeman invokes to explain declines in

return!, to higher educate_.. after 1969.
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.

CLanter S

4
./0

WHITE/MN-WHITE ! FEIZENC&S IN EDUCATIOU INCOMF.: 1949 -1973

Joseph Schwartz and Jill Willie. s

Irtroduction

This chapter will examine white/non-white differences in annual earliirmsif

and year of education. We will analyze annual data from the Current Population

Survey (CPS) plus 'ire five national samples of ma*ure men, i.e. OCG, PA,

NLS, Census, and PSID. The present cbaptc,r is divided into four sections

Section 1 exami.-s time trends in the distribution cf income,

csing LPS data. It looks both at inequality between races and inequality
6

.thin races, reexaminieri the traditional assumption that the distribution

1
of income among Aites is more equal than that among nonwhites.

Section 2 compares our five national samples of mature men to

f`

`111 NI sm.

C17 samples .for tne same yeas.' Of course, when our samples differ

frofi Cr'S, ')e have little basis for determining which

better represents the target population. Nottethelesereo6paring our five

rrlterion
samples to a uniform nelgs determine the degree of comparability

among tne five sdmiles, which cover slightly different target popula-

dons and use slightiv,.different reasufes of race, education, and

income/earnings.
)s.

Section 3 coparel the de'terminants'of education for

,.
the Census, OM and PSID,

whites and : non - whites in pia allows us

reasons for

to estimate the convergence or divergence between whites and

non - whites from 1961 to 1971.

Section 4 compares the determinants of earnings for whites and non-

...whites in the-Census, OCG, and ,PSID.

447
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1. Changes in,thelffecta ofRgee on Income from 1949 to 1973

Table :1.1 contains informatinigoon Income,tIncome 1/3
, ar% Ln Income

(in,1967.dopats) for white and ion-white maliP, aped 14 and over from

the CPS sUrvevdof 1949 throu0 1173.1/, The first pace ?Ives tne,usual

summary statistics for Income an. Income
1/3

, alouP with the difference

s

belween the white. and non secondrears. The second pape'giues these stet-
s?* jr

istics for Ln Income, plus tuclindditional measures of within-race

inequality: the coefficient of variation (V) and ikftinson's measure of

Vinpquality
I

(A) (see Atkinson;19721.rIn using Atkirispn s measure we assuam,
that ntiWty" is a linear.function of ,

,,Incive . Becai'se the inilre distribution is skewed to the qht,
._,,

df.

'changes in thv mean and standard deviation of income ate more sensitive, to changes at the
't

-iv top of t1- distrrbutionathan to changes at the bottom. Because the logs 'of income art,
S

to the raft, they are more sensitive to changes at the Bottom of the "distrkbution

than ,at the top.

I

Table f',.2 presenesre15,ressions of the data in Table 3.1 on their%

/ 2
k

variables Racet Year, Year , d the interactfons lace.): Year- and Pace
(AS. for non -white and 1.8 for white distributions)

x Year
2

These regressions weighted to/apnroxima ethe true pro-
. ) , .,-

portions of thetvis races-in the nnnulition, , The recression coefficients
. -

8.2 $ . .

in Table/ can be interpreted as follows. ThP
;
Race coefficient

.
. -.,

measures the average ditierence between whites and non-whites over the
Ar.

,

25 -year neriod: The Yenr.coefficient measures the average annuallanpei 2
in the dependent varUble., The Year coefficient measures the average,

%.,-
.

4V4
IP

1/ Starting in,1967 the CPS Clianped-the reported caWnrvefrom 'non-white'
to 'black', butiwe have'iqnored-the distinction. Flacks constitute 'bout _

.90 netcent or the non-Ithite-subsample. (See Appendix tor.a co nal-icon
of blacks knd other Inn-whites in the Census sample)

. It w s necessary
to' use lot; form all men 14 and over. (14-0 rather than ,me 25-64 because;. .11-

that i.that 'available in nublished 7, tabulations nrior to
j967.Y

/
411 445 0
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Table 8.1

PERSOM#1. 3NCOME (1967 DOLLARS) OF MALES WITH INCOM AGED 14 AND OVER,

1.1

BY RACE 1949-1973.

INCOME (1967 dollars) INCOME
1/3 4

Year
White

wean s.d.
'yen-White*

wean s.d.

White,

mean s.d.
14011710bie*

mean s.d.

Diff.

1949 , 3725

1950 - 4072

1951 4179

1952 4433

1953' 4541

1954 4548

4772

1956 5983

1957 1837

1958 4953

1351 5297

1960 5370

1961 5569

196/ 5654

1963 5735

1964 5908

1965___,'6055

1966 6364

1967 6523

1968 6676

1962 6854

1970 6765

1971 6771

1972 7128

1973 72

3174-

3430,,

3166

4088

3974

4343.

4576

14261

4280

4659

4629

5043

4880

4887

5068

5223

5355

5446

5444

5533

5516

5462

5658

5575

4.915

2158

2253

2403

2407

2349

;525

:627

2633

2640

2747

2958

1014

2987

3222

3525

3375

3650

3775

3949

4029

4101

4090

4411

4494

1769 1811

1848 1914

laao 1926

2397 2030

1842 2134

2344 2199

2000 2247

2161 2456

2161 2.304

2695 2313

2764 -2550

2586 2412

2804 2555

2446 , 2667

2730 2513

3381 2383

2782 2680

2929 2716 .

.3201 2748

3188 2729

3188 2825

3333 2664-

3397 .2681

3649 2.717

3651'2707

`16.411

14.397

14.836

15.u70

15.319

15.338

1'5.339

15.564

15.872

15.721

15.681

16.052

16.151

16.181

16.338

16.530

16.671

4E.9196

17.130

17.278

17.409

17.302

17.314

17.647

17.716

4.427

4.515

4.259

4.378

4.685

4.636

4.764

4.903

4.P67

5.00;

5.056

5.222

5.408

5.303

5.331

5.459

,5.500

5.476

54528

5.564

5.650

5.705

5.699

5.740

5.763

11.570 3.579

11.998 3 910

12.3230471

12.518 3.649

12.489 3.769

12.205 4459

12.585 .4.046
4

12.724 4.141

12.692 4,225

12.595 4.386

12.745, 1.491

13.073 4.499

13.169 4.465

13.229 4.318

.13.490 4.595

13.890 4.637

13.742 4.506

14.134 4.562

14.223 4.755

14.467 4.792

?14.604 4.698kf
14.64w 4.793

14.587 1013

14.984 4.926

lg'.085 4.939

2.827

2.838

2.748

(2,801

2.849

3.134

2.979

3.148

3.029

,3.086

3.307

2.978

3.012

3.109

2%921 ,

2.6401m

2.929

2.862

2.907

2.811

2.805

2.654

2.727.

2.613
2.631

* After, 1967, this column is based on blacks only. *egressions (not
presented.here) shoW that the differences between non-white means prior to
1967 anikblack means for 1967-1973 are entirely attributable to overall
time triEds fo'c each of the five variables.
'4 4k
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0 Table 8.1 continued

'I

4
Years.

Lti IJCOME

White. Non-mhi.1 Diff.

mean s.d.' mean s.C.

COEFFICIENT ATKINSON'S
OF VARIATION 1 MEASURE

White Non-white White Non -white

1949 7.667 1.022

1950' 7.955 1.029

1951 8.012 .974

1952 8.061 .960

1953 8.045 11.055

1954 8.048 1..25

1_,t., 8.08/ 1.040

1956 8.141 1.061

1957 8.110 1.073

1958 8:094 1.118

1959 8.166 1.096

1960 8.155 1.136

1961 8.170 1.176

19E2 . 8.206 1.150

1963 8.217 1.152

41 1964
.

8.233 1.176

,1965'`1 8.258 1.178,

1966 . 8.00 1.i46

1967 2, 8.34f 1.154

1968 8.365 1.168

1969 8.383 4.4,85
0 .-

1970 8.359 1.214

1971 8.360 1.220_

1972 8.420 1.208

1973 8.428. 1.226.

7n40 0,- .627 .852 .924 .199 .191

/.335 1..026 .620 .842. .856 .198 .200

7.429 .909 .583 .758 '.746 .181 .170
-

7.471 .931 .590 .922 .998 .189 .184

7.452 .37i:: .593 .875 .765 .205 .191

7.365 1.082 .683 .882 .998 .206 .226

7.459 1.044 .628 .910 .792 .210 .211

7.488 1.061 .653 .900 .823 .213 .216 )

'7.473 1.090 .637 .863 :821 .213 .224

7.441 1.120 .653 .864 1.021 .222 .243

7.474 1.100 .692 .880 1.006. .219 .246

,7.543 1.126 .612 0 .899 .. .874 .230 .245

7.569 1.105 .601 .906 .930 .239 ..242

7.592 1.082 .614 .863 '.819 .229 .225,

7.637 1.146 .580 4 . .852 .847 . .229 .238

7.727 1.102 .506 . .858 .959 .235 .240

47.697 1.098 .561 .863 :824 .235 .231

7.781 '1.096
1

:539 :$41
.

.6611,2 .229 .226

7.789 1.150 .552 .835 .848. .229 .238
.

7.838 1.18 .527 .815 .807 ;.227 .233

7.871 1419 .512 .807 .791 .230 -.227

7.874 1.144 .485 .815 .811 .234 .234
t

7..852 1.195 .568 .807 .831 .233 ,,,,241

7.937 1".154 .483
P

.794 .827 2.29 .237

7.957 1.160 .471 .774 .812 . ,228 ,236

NOTE: These estimates are based on grouped income data published in Current
_

T,opu-
lation Rsports , series P-60. In order to:minimize the effects of grouoi hwartf
wrote a program which estimated each, category's mean and variance on the as ump-

g. . .

tion that each income category was a segment of a normal distribution. filconomists
would dOubtless prefer to assume a log-normal or Pareto distribution but 'such

,rhonooq leliuld nil.* annrorlohly oleo rho roo.lo eh^..r !,...-o

L---- 4 5 0 .
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change in the vear-to-year :hange. The Race x Year interaction measures

Itie average changesin the difference betwelen whites and non-whites, and

the Race x Year2 interaction measures the average change in the trend
r

of the differenc between the two groups. Bec..use the finial of analysis'

are income listribtationirathv'than inSiv4duali (although each distri
.-

bution is basett on a sample .,. several thousarkindividuals) the standard errors.,

and R
2
's should be interpreted with caution Beca all five independ*

2/
ent variablhave been made mutually orthogonal,- he correlations

oCth(independent with the dependent variables-equal the standardi4ed

1 4
regre sign ctefficients. Tiis also meant that any variable may be re-

,

moved from Cie equations, without affecting the remaining regression

coefficients.

We-begin our examination of Table 3,2 by giving a detailed inter-

pretation of the. Income equation , and proceed to discuss-interesting points in

the- other equations. first o:)seive that the mean income otothe

vat
total population (in 1967 dollars) increased,by ar average of $136 per

year. This increase is essentially lineartialthough the positive coef-

ficient of Year
2
does indicate that the increase grows slightly from

year to y.?ar. Over this 25-vearsperiod AOrte income averaged $2435

higher then non-white income. Thisdifference illreased at an average

rate of $37 each year. However, the negative but .4mall.cbefficient of

Race x Year
2
indicates that the Fate of increase vas shrinking,slightly-

4

co although the pap between whflte and non-white rocomeiwidened every

year, it widened by a smalltr amount. The jarge R
2
of .993 represents

the percentage of the varialce in the means eMplained by these in-

dependent variables.

V See coding at bnttom of Table r1.7. 451
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_rENDE: REGRESSIONS OF INCOME, INCOME TRANSFORM TIbNS AND MEASWES OF INEQUALITY ON RACE AND YEAS (CPS-191 D'OLLARS)

\
Table 8.2

0

.

,

.....'

kRIABLE
2 -

RACE

I) ,Iii

`i -' s.e.

---__

2435.16
(52.96)

r .595

!) Sy B 2038.20
s.e. (81)33)
r .641,1,

3)
Y
1/7 B 2.896

s.e. (.068)
. r .685

S 1/:
r B

s.e:
.790

(.046),
r .456

\() B .580,
LnY s.e. (.015)

r .745

S 'B .033
LnY s.e. (.013)

r 4:1'29

) 10V B -E-.1031
s.e. (.174)
r -.066 .

100A B ( -.399]
s.e.

r. ' (-.-304

7oding 0non-white

lean .900

;.d.
.303.

Note: In all tables,
cnofficii.nep in Ilrackesto aro. loan rhgtn truce their standard error.

YEAR YEAR RACERACE x YEAR 2
RACE xYEAR constant 2

R Mean s.d.

135.55
(2.20)

.796

'96.91
(3.38)

.732

.127

(.003)

.720

.062

(.°02)

.863

.021

(.001)

.650

.010

(.001)

.921

-.au,

.)0 )-.450

.180
(.01 -4)
.808 .

49 -73

61.000

7.284

,

[.14]

(.34)

.005

-2.89
(.33)

-.14Q

( -.000]

(.000)
-%006

-.001

(.000)

'1--.100100300)(

-.009

-:000
(..000)

-.127

-.on_
(:.116d1) '

-.502

-,014
(,nn7)
-.410

(YEAR -61)
2

52.000

46 469

37.13
. (7.14)

.065

[22.17]

(11.28)

'.050

1-.010]

(.009)

-.017

(.007)

L.006).

029

-.007

(.002)
-.063

(.001)

(.002)

".035

(.001)

(.0244
.004

[-.027]

(.646)
-.037

(Race-.9)x
(,Year-61)

0

2.185

1-1:8_:
(1.14)

-.:021

(-3.32]

(1.75)

7.048

[-.002]

(.001)

.-.027

[.000]
J.001)
.001

[-.001]
((000)

-.032

1.000]

(.000)

.043

- [-.061)
. (.004)

-.040

1'.0(17

(.007)
..062 .

(Race-.9Yx
(Year2-52)

0

14.061

-5146.27

-3084.25

5.626

.644

'

E.329

.492

10.668

12.133

.993

.971

..91-4

.969

.983

.884

.461

.832

1

5321 1240

41
...

4511 964

15.957 1.282.

5.076 .524

-8.134 .236

1.114 .078

8.521 .475

12.016,4.622

452

4-5 :3.

.
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contrast-to the f4st,equarion which measures income in dyllars,

the eau tion for. Ln Income (LnY) .indicates that whites earned an average

of e
.580

..1.7q times is much as non-whites, but tnat this percentage ad-

vantage decreased by an average of e
007.0.007 each year,or (25) 01.11707)- =

1
0,,,175 over 12 years. Using Income, /3

the annual decrease

ip the gap wts very small. In (act, Since t!-e contribution, of each vari:

able to R
2

equals r
2

(because of the mutual orthogonality of the indenend-

ent variables), and the comblnee contribution of Year
2

, Race x Year and

,Race x Year
2

ia'ooly .001, we essentially a 2-variable equation in

which both the whitCond non-white-cube root means rose every year but

he absolute t-,ap'betwe them remaiaed virtually constant.

We nuw-turn our attention` to an examination of ',-.hree scale-invariant

measures of within-race inequality: the standarlIdeviation of Ln,In-

cone (aid' the coefficient of variation (la and Atkinson's measure of

inequality ;A): Ni measures inequality in such a way as to place primary

emphasin the ratio of top .incomes to tie meanlhwhile S
ln

places primary

enphasison the ratio of low incomes to the mean. Tae two measures can

therefore vierd contrary impressions of the trend in inequality. "tkin-

son's'measure (A) is normative Instead of simply descriptive (dee SJI!. It tries to

weight incomes according toiywir contributim to overall well-being or
If one uses Income as the mqnsurc cf :tility, a= we do,

utility./results using A will wsua?ly fall, between those using " and
'those S1 . (as measured by V)

Looking alr-st at trends over time, Egpation 7 shows that inequality /

within both racial groups declined frOm t949 to 1973. rut equations 6

and 8 show that if we look at 8 or A, inequality increased. This suggests
In

454
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that those at both the top and the bottom of the income distribution

lost ground relative to those in the middl, This conclusion must be

treated cautiously'; however. first, it only covers income recipients,

ignoring possible changes in the percentage-of men 25-64 without in-

come. Second, it is based on grouped and may be sensitive

to chances in the ratio of the cate7ory cut-off points to the mean.31

Turninp to inequality within-raciaj groups, we see that there is

60
no consistent difference between "hites and non - whites on two of our

three measures of inequality (V and A). Uhites appear slipht1,7 less

equal than non-whites on the third index (S
ln

). This result is in some

sense a hy,,,oduct of the fact that whites'can be further below the mean than

non-whites without having negative incomes.

Finally, note that the value of R
2

is unusually low for V. 'This

V
reflects laree year-to-year fluctuations in V for both non-whites and

Aites,,especially prior to 196n. fluctuations in V_ are due to

fluctuations in 'the, small percentape of respondents in the top'two

_ncome categories. While such fluctuations are probably due to random

sampling error and rounding to tte nearest tenth°of a Teicent, they can

seriously affect our estimate of Sy.

4

e

3/ If the true shape of the distribution is stable while the mean
rises, if the cut-off points for the categories (e.g.,'$15,0ne to
$24,999) rimainconstant, and if one assigns every indiyidual in a
category the mean of the category, V will fall while SI rises. Our procedure
for calCulating within-category variances may not enti?ly eliminate this
potential bias, since it understates the vartaRce in the-extreme categories
of the distribution.

=

4/ The lowest CPS category falls further below the white mean than
below the non-white mean. -Whites can therefore have lower values relative

--.to the white mean than-nonwhites can-have relative to the non-white mean.

455
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2. Comparing CPS to Other Samples .

Up to this point we have used the CPS to investigate time-trends

inhite and nonwhite income distributions. In later sectiins we intend to

examine the extent to which white/non-0:11:r. iifferences in income
t

relate to differences in background; education, and experience.

Ont can investigate the effects of race and education on

earnings using annual CPS data from the 1960's (see Winaborough MS).

As CPS publicati9ns do lot provide information on background variables

we must turn to our other national samples. Before examining multivariate

regressio.ls from these samples, however, it is important to investigate

whether they are really comparable,because their target populations clearly

differ in several respects. 0CC, for

1

4 56

,e
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example, includes students, members of the Military, and men without

earnings who had income from other sources. Our PA, NLS, Census, and

PSID samples exclude such men. nm likS, and Census also' include men

who are not'household heads, while PA and ,SID exclude them, Finally,

OCC uses-grouped income data to measure economic success, where1s the

other four :o1.-veys use an unprouped earnings measure. McClelland
differences

lies that these /have relatively little impact on the relationship be-

.110

tween education and earnings (see Chapter 16), but he does not look

4 at their impact on racial differencel. /e therefore compared each

of our five samples to the Cr" , sample f the same year., Assuminp

that dif' rences.hetween CPS sample: reflectvisecular trends, this

procedure should help eurify how our five samples differ from one

another.

Table 8.1compares the income or earnings distribution from each

sample with the income distribution from the

Current Population Survey for the corresponding year. (As noted in

Chapter 16, the difference between..earnings and total reported income

is very small for men is this are croup.) i/e computed both goodness-

of-fit and maximum-likelihood 7i
2
statistics (Bishop, et al., 1975,

pp. 57-8).to see how mgch each sample differed'from the CPS

sample for the same year. The and the 0CC distributions do not

significantly differ , from the corresponding CPS distl-ibutions, but the
e

other three samples do.

In order to say which samples differ most from the CPS

Yardstick, we recall that"( dertends on both the sample sizes and the

magnitude of, the difference between'two samples: To obtain an estimate

of the magnitude of the difference between two distributions that is in-
depend t of the sample siz,,,we

computed a "standardized" X that assumed a sample s ze of 19,999.

457
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.fable 3.3

cOMPARISON OF EATTINGS AND PICOT. DISTRIBUTIOIS IN OUR
SAIPLES UITH CORP2SPDING CP5 INCOME DicTRIPUTIONS

Distributions

1961

6cc

line)

1964 1966 1969 1971

CPS

(Inc)

CPS PA

(Inc) (tarn)

CPS

(Inc)

"T.S

(Cam)
CPS.. CENSUS

(Inc) IEarn)

cfS

(Inc)

PSID
(Eain)

$1-999 6.0 6.7., 4.9 2.1 3.5 1.0 2.5 2.3 2.3 1.9

1000-1999 6.5 6.4 5.9 4.1 3.7 3.7 3.3 2.9 3.1 1.9

2000 -2999 8.5 8.2 6.4 4.9 5.7 4.4 3.7 3.1 3.6 1.9

3000 -3999 11.0 11.3 9.5 7.3 6.0 6.6 4.8 4.7 4.3 3.1

4000-4999 13.6 13.3 11.0 8.0 7.b 7.8 6.0 5.6 5.3 4.8

5000-5999 15.6 15.4 13.2 13.1 11.6 11.3 7.7 7.8 6.2 4.9

6000-6999 '11.8 11.9 13.0 13.0 12.2 12.3 9.0 9.3 7.2 5.8

7000-7999 8.9 9.4 10.7 13.1 11.4 11.1 10.6 10.8 9.0 8.6

8000-9999 7.9 7.8 11.4 15.3 15.1 16.5 18.1 18.6 16.7 14.8

10,000-14,999 6.4 6.4 9.8 13.1 15.2 16.1 23.1 21.2 27.1 31.0

15000-24,999 2.5 2.4' 3.3 4.1 5.1 5.3 8.7 8.6 11.7 16.4\

25,000 + .9 .9 .8 2.1 z.2 2.0 2.5 3.1 3.5 5.1

Nb 17140 11505 16750 1188 6050 2831 32300 38714 31350 1774

C
. Means and Standard Deviations (1967 dollars)

Income
mean 6507 6497 7031 8376 8168 8310 8427 8653 8358 9492

s.d. 1972 4968 4820 5871 5815 5610 5294 5531 5226 5589

Incowe1/3
mean 17.627 17.611 18.194 19.416 19.125 19.313 19.436 19.623 19.361 20.287

s.d. 4.537- 4.570 4.364 4.273 4.604 4.416 4.347- 4.369 4.397 4.411

Ln Income
mean 8.508 8.504 8.611 8.824 8.761 8.798 8.817 8.849 8.802 8.949

s.d. .852 .863 .801 .695 .799 .75: .753 ,743 .767 .748

Income
Difference
t

Income 1/3

-10
-0.17

t-Tests of Differences Between Means

1345. - 142

7.71x 1.10 5. 55

26
'***

1134
8.34***

Difference -0.16 1.222 .188 .187 .926

t -0.29 9.86* ** 1.84 5.70*** 8.60***

Ln Income
Difference -.004 .213 .037 .032 .147

t -0.39 10.10*** 2.11* 5.67 *** 8.04* **

X2 Analysis (11 degrees of freedom)

Gooduess.of Fit x
2

Standardized d

Maximum Likelihood x
2

Standardized

4.773

(1.666)

4.769
(1.664)

99.04C***

(55:25,6)

97.906***

(54.625)

12.096

(13.606)

12.303
(13.839;

63.838***

(8.989).

63.909 *"
(8.999)

94.868***
'(28.637)

95:480***.
(28.822)
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Notes for Table 8.3

a. The NLS is restricted to ren age? 45-59. The 1966 CPS data includa
only men aged.45-54. CPS does not present data on men.55-59 separstely.
We considered adding a portion of the CPS distribution for men aged
55-64 to the distribution for men aged 45-54 in order. to approximate a
distribution for men aged 45-59. However, since Census data indicate
that\the income dis*ribution of men aged .55-59 is more similar tn that
of men aged 45-54 than it is to that of men aged 55-64 (due partially
to the effects of retirement and semi-retirement among men aged 60-64),
we 'ecide'i against this.

b. The N's for CPS 1.-e estimated from published data on the total CPS

.sample size.

c. Means and standard deviations were Obtained using procedures described
in the note for Table 1.

d. The standardized X2 assumes that the comNned total sample size
10,000. Operationally, it equals 10,00070 /N.

* p n.0c

*** p 0.001

459

4
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These values are shown in parentheses., It is clear that the Census,

OCG and NLS tamp es differ from the corresponding CFS samples much

less than de the PSI?) and PA slamnles. This pattesn 1s not hardito

explain. The OC( acid the 'AS samples were based on the 19f,2 and

1967 CPS surveys (see Appendices B and F). The Census is carried out

by the same organization, but uses different procedures. The PA and

PSID surveys wer( conducted by the Survey Research Ceater

(SRC) at !lichigar, an unrelated organization.,

Table 8.3 also presents the means and standard deviations of an-

nual Earnings. Earnings
1/3

, and Ln Earnings along with t-

statistics testing the hypothesiAithat the means of the five samples

equal the means of the corresponding CPS samples. These statistics

merely conrirm what our earlier analysis indlcated: the OCG and !LS

means are :not significantly different from the corresponding CPS

means,
5./ the Census exhibits a, significant but relrtively small dif-

fsence, while thy PA and PSID means each differ frbm the correspond-

ing CPS means by tore than $1,00. The differenCe between CPS and

our other :.1mples is Partly due o different sample restrictions. However,

McClelland shows in Chaoter.416 that S,1CC respondents !eport higher

441

earnings than Census respondents e en w1(en sample restrictions are

identical, and Jackson shows in Chaptl 15 that they more often report
holding white-collar jobs.

Table 8.4 shows the education distr ution for the five national

6/ 2

samples and,for four corresponding CPS samples.-: Once again the X

5/ The NLS mean of Ln Earnings is just significantly greater than

I the 1966 CPS mean. This is because the'two distriintions differ more

at(the lower end than at the upper end.

education
6/ No CPS/distribution-is available for 19664income recipients aged

45-59 in 1967.
)

0
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141
Table. F.4

COMPARISONS OF : EDUCATION, DISTRIBUTION'S IN OUR

SAMPLES ITH CORRESPONDING CPS DISTRIBUTMNS

Years
Education
---

of 1962-
a/

/
1965- 1967 1.970

CPS ()CC CPS PA CPS_NLS_ CPS qprsus

8 or less 32.3 30.7 29.0 25:0 NA 37.4 21.9 21.2
9-11 18.5 19.0 18.2 19.4 NA 19.9 16.6 19.2

12 27.2 27.6 30.2 29.9 NA 24.4 33.8 31.7

13-15 9.9 10.0 9.6 11.4 NA 8.5 12.0 12.0

16 7.1 7.5 7.4
,

10.9 NA 5.0 8.6 7.9

17 + 5.1 5.4 5.5 3.4 NA 4%8 7.0 8.1

,1/ 17140 11505 16750 1188 2831 32300 38714
--(01

mean
s.d.

difference
t

1972

CPS T,f6_

19.6 19.0

16.6 16.8

34.4 31.0

1.5 15.8

9.1 11.0

7.8 6.4

31350 1774

10.643)10.758 10.858 11.105 10.203 11.467 11.493 11.672 11.759
3.468 3.467 3.429 3.312 3.428 3.375 3.402 -3.354 3.326

.115 .247 0 .026 .oe7

2.756* 2.479- 1.001 1.071

1

odness of Fit X
2

9.650

X2 analysis (5

37.679'

degrees of freedom)

132.345***
standardized"( (3. 366) (21.025) (18.635)

Maximum Likelihood x
2

9.659 37.1'04*** 132.746***
standardized'' ti (3.37d/ (20.704) (18.691)

31.292***
4447)

30.35k***-
(9.164)

a/ CPS education distributions for men with income in years prior
to 1967 were available only for ren aped 25 and over, and thus in-

scluded men-aged 65 and over. To make the 1962 and 1965 CPS education
distributions more comparable with the OCG and PA distributions, we
assumed that men over 65 in 1962 and 1965 had the same education dis-
tribution as men over 65 in the 197n CPS sample. Because men 65 and
over in lc+ wre probably better educated than men of the same age
in 1962 and 1965, this adjustment does not eliminate enough poorly-

, educated men. The resulting CPS distributions are therefore likely
to display a small 4bwnwardhias.

h/ The Nis for CPS are estimatcl fYom published data on the total
CPS sample size.

Standardize 10,000 2:2/;.

* p .05

*** p .01

*** .ont

41,, I
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statistics shOW that the OCG dotes *ot diff r significantly from the

correspondiag ip. nut conirary to e,Tectations,- the Census dis-

4A, ,

tribUtion 14.1vite different'from the CPS. Indeed, the standardized

41111'

Census -CPS )(
2
is. larper than for PSTD-CPS-and almost as large as fo;

'A,CPS:
2K

Yet 'despite these large X statistics, the t-tests
°

indikte

that the Census and PSI!) means do not differ from t4 means of the

corre sObndinp CPS eddtation distraitions any -morebthan we would ex-

nect by chahce. .4TheliltA,and 11CCmeans are significantly higher than
.

, 4
the CPS means, but this courd he because our adjustment- of 'pre-1967

%1 44
, 0 .

ub, edueafioddistributions(see 4ie 3.4, note a) pverfatimated the

attainmert olikren 6,5'and over. Thus there is no atIong evidence that
.1

.

OCG, ?A, Census, qr PSfl) finvorepilir- or nourly-educated 'men than
ft

CPS. 'I'lle differe nces in 7G-, are largely due U.dif?erences in the shapes

of the disttibuttons, not differeftes in sebtraPtendetcy., The Irm
...

4w

()fertile questions, tht way whfchkthelues-ionnaires were administered,4. s
\p

or the way in which they were coded could al. contrApute to this. SRC-

, " L

surveys; for efamnle, reserve th te.gories 12,..16sand 17 + for those''

who have received diplomas pr degfegg, white Census surveys mere'N.0010

+,
.

count years' of education completed.

.
. 0

1 0, ..

at \b

.
A# so,., Als,S12c.assigns non-respondents ,

.

.
, ,

to

.on the badis of ,literacy, .while CA Uses 4 not deck' routine
,; 2'

*. describtAiii A;; ;;:lx A. M WeCldlland discusies,te issues in more
0

dete, fli Chapter 16. Bishop (1974) also discU%sh possihle- reasons
I. 4 0

for: tfie di, nce between Census and CRkeAucatfon distribution%.

..... la .
at

Allowing cr entials andAiteracy to influebcettnc. coding of Years oAllowing

1 .

.

".., .Educat1 n can affect the regression coefficients in earings.egu t

V , , Afr . 41..
. .

:.

.)A 6 2 .

t.
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a
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4

Fi ny, Table F,.5 spares the nercentay4s of whites and non-whites
lb 1/
in our sam es to those of the CPS. With the exception of the PSID'thel

dratrihutions are similar. IThe dif erence between the
ueser's

PST') sample and the 1971 CPS fs fresumabiy due to classification
'"'"

of respondents witliSanish surnames as non-white n the survey. We co not

know to what extent this Atles PST') re s:4 s for non -',r sites

P A4 r.
different fren results, for non,--y ites in ot er surveys.

NDete rminants of Education

\ and thelollowing
This /section will discuss re7Tesaion equations predictinp educe-,,

tional attainment and annus4 earnings i.n Cle PSTD. ncr; and Census
1 . -\

sales. Table 3.6 shows the meins and ct lard deviations or the rele-

vant variahlgs for these three svnles. wilr not cmuside r the 41.'1,

since it includes oAly men aRed nor the PA,
0.

since'it includes only 137 non-vlites. The Census will-*e confiatered

only whenoour analyses do not f-eouire backfcround data. '.le will blot
.

, e .

Those wlith a par -, 4

ticular interest in this outcome will find t_he relevant regressions
44

at the end of the chapter. A 1n6ck also discus white - nonwhite differences in

the Gifects ofedueation'On occupational,status in Chapter 6.

We subtracted-the'total sauna* man from each ind ndemt
%, ,

r-before r ning,ourerressions. Thishasno 'effect
.. 4

coefficients

discuss the -determinants of occdoational 'status'

variable

1N10

or their tandard errorh butmaes the constant equal to the exacted

value of the dependent'variahle' For an individual who is at the

sample mean on all
I -

total

the indenendeot ariables. Thus the 'difference

463
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r Tabie 8.5

if
.

COT ISMS OF RACE DP)TRTRUTTO:IS IN OUR SkMPL7S WITH
CORRESTIMr; CPS DISTRIi;UTIoNS fi

4.

1962 2965 1967 1970 1972
C'T'S .s pu; CPS PS CPS NLS CPS CEVUS CP.S PSID

N- %

9.7 9.6 9.6 9.9 NA 9.1 10.0 9.9 10.0 12.0

.14bite c.
90.3 , 91.4. 90.4 '90.1 NA ' 90.9 90.0 90.1 90.0 83.nw-

N
ais 17140 11505 16750' 1188 2831 32300 38714 31350 1774

Goodlleis of

Fit 161.

..,2

a. Analysis At I degree of freedom)

0.079 1.115

CPS N's are estimated from

0.197 7.392**'

ublished data on the total' CPS sample size.

, ** Significant at the 0,01 level

t /'
464
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Table R.6

"tANS AND STANDARD irKIATIONS BY R.ACF, 1F ME1 Acr.a 25-4
CMTPLETE DATA KID 7'9SITIVF, EARNI:MS

CEflSUS 101 '

ghite :on -'+ bite

OCC 106'2 PSI!) 1972
'1on-Tibite 'Mite (1 -Yhite

(:;=1260) .1=514)

42.5837 41.6344
.(19.9329) (10.84r)

2
A,e

(':= 28.615)

43.0317

(11.9981)

1972..6819

(963.053)

0=2082) (N=10.395)

41.8353 42,6142

11.000c (10.700)

1871.3403 1773.1709

(953,5611) (1,)1.3521)

(N=1110)

61.4483
(19.7700)

1768:292.4

(113.1313)

Father's alucation 7.9130 5.1151

(.3.8813) (3.8593

rather's Occupation 26.4151 V.7675
(20.9351) (13.2096)

Father hite ° .2552 .1095
Collar (.4266) (2645)

0
Father Absent ,.1393 .3113

0
(:.3462) (.4632)

. n-`'outlic...te) .7340 , .7400
pi; rinring v (.4419)' (.4630 (.4331) (.4590)

:;Qn -Farrl .7919 . .7612
lipbringinr (.4050) (.4215)

Sibling.; 4.7216 5.237

rather `s :duca don
2

,

4

(3.0446)

-48.8545
(21!6)32)

(3.7202)

-45.0428

(22.7574)

Father's Occupation`
a

-i010.9595
(471.1927)

-96'3.3397
(39( .",545)

Siblings 0 -2 .24.67 71:.9337
(11. 204) (1f!.0827)

Years of 11.7489 9.887( 11.1783 8.5510
Education (3.4274) (3.9817)-' (3.5517) (4.9930)

Years of'Education, 'L')952 .5985 .1524
Past nivh (cipoi (2.0207)4 (1.;f') (1.79,(1) (1."22)'

PA .1601

Experience

Lxperlence2

li'lLcupation

(:3748)

24.1329

(12.0418)

42R:36T2

15.4593)

42.0578 ),(').465.) 30 9081,

("14.4658) (20.5437) (24.7421)

.nnY .1500 v, ^1

(.279',) (.3571} (.1157)

217.3429 24.2786 24`. n201

(12.362) (11.85n6) (11.P305)

745.343'' -494.4929 -4.7R46
(650222)(144.3176 (141.0061)

465-)

20.321,3

(19..1615)

176(2.9-730 1746.5167
(119.4571) f113.2122)

9.6917 7.63'4)

(.1515) (3.3141)

2Rfl650 *!?4.1461

(17 9761)- (1q.6576)

(.1r6/0

.341R
(

217

.(.0,54)

5.4105/

(2.3594)

-82.7M -7r1,.5290

(15.01341 (18.139n)

-1119..519 -973.141A
t(337.1(55) (319.7982)

-14.0433 -13.2640
(7.f'7°3)°- (7.7061)

12.199r1 1.9631

(3.1720) : (3.44.1-g

f2.1750

61/15(1.95:1) 5r14)

100i TIF1

(:1"1) (.2fl9A)

l_i321/1 24 .9Y

(11.99]9) (12.9997)

-466.1512 -465,4777
14(.1732) 41/;3.147°)
/1'2, T.1 lc 29.26 V,

,(29. 0,P,.931,9



Table 8.6 continued
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Census 1970

unite ?Ion - ''Bite'

nu; 1962 PSID 1972

rite "bite

(.11110) (N..1260) (A=514

3545.4455 9843.7066 6777.4254

(2527:3826)((2";.2245)6308.99r3)

14.3060

(3.8550)

7.3509

.0374

( '=29615) C1=20C2) (::=In,395)

Zarnings (1967 9227.114E 5895.31'fl 7030.5095%
. dollars) . 0124.5058) (4188.3591) (48',2.4950)°

1/3
"".9551 17.225', 8.2770
(4.2458) (3.9159) 4.1094)

Ln 11.arnings 9.9267 8.4459 8.6219

.6949 .3023 .7615

Sentence Corpletion

Test Score

,3

1

J11

I

V

20.5392 17.8243

(4.5346) (4.2327)

9.0024 8.5128
.700-3 1.0009

10.1358 8.4415

1.7796 2.6050
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between the constants for the wAiteanAd non-7wbite.enuatinns is the

expected difference between whites and non-whites who are at the

overall mean on all the independent variables,

Social BackF,round.andiRducation

Table 8.7 press taro equations predicting educational attlin-

, ;

'ment. Equation 1 shows the effects of Are and-demonstratis an accelerating

,3010pcv for successive,cohorfs to, obtain more education. Ti s trend

is stronger for non-whites than for whites (significantly so in the

OCG and PSIT1 samples)'.71' Controlling ape, the difference between

white and non-white educ tion;14otainment (i.e., the difference

between the constants) is larger than the, observed differences. this

is because non-whites are vouno.crr than whites-- awl' yountz.ymen ordinarily obtain

more education than their elders did._
background variables for theIOCC

Equation 2 includes,familv/ind PSID 'Samples. Except for FaC.er's
')C(' and PSID

Occupaeioninone of the coftficionts in the ,vhite/enuations differ

,

sig,nificant1y.-
9/

At first-siffht this ins to indicate a remarl..ibly-

stable relationshin between two surveys conducted a decade an'4t. However,

about 3/4 of 'all men 25-64 ;n 1962'1,ero still 29-6Ivin,1972:'8o

6

one would not expect much chanr,,e even if the determi.nants of Young'

mens,educatiohal attainment differed from thos'e of their elders.*,,-

Still; the similarity indicates a reassurinp,flegree of comparability

bakveen the two white Samples.

7/ The criterion Dbr significance emnloyed throughout this section is that
the differenCe between tw.; coefficients should be greater than twice the
square root of the stun df their v scuared standard errors.

8/' See able 8,6,.

9/ 8 may be due tocthe fact that OGG and PSID measured Father's Occunation
differently.

467_
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Table;':.7
_

RECRESSIONS OF EDUCATI13 ON /VIE AJD BAWROUip CiARACTERISTICS OF MEN
..b.GED 25-64 WITH COMPLETE DATA AND'PoSICIVE I:ARNIM:3, 3Y RACE

Census 1970
.

CG 1962 PSID 1972,

. White Non-white lin,te Non-whi.:e White Non-white

O=23).615)____,(N*2082)____________t_____

_Equation I

/

f-.0516'11

(.0167)
a/

-.0011-

(.0002)

11%7541

.0467

3.350o

s.e.
2'

AGE

s.e:

Constant
2 ,

R

S.D. of Resid.

Equation 2

AGE

6.e. ,

AGE2; B

s.e.

Father's
Education s.e.

Father's 13)/*-

Occupation -s.e.*

*Father B
White Collar s.e.

Father
.--Absent s.e.

Non-Satuth

,Upbringincr:. s.e.

'Non-Farm B

Upbringing s.et

Siblings

s.e. v

Father's
Education2. s.e.

Father's
Occupaticr2 s.e.

Siblings2 B I

Constarit

R
2

Sfy of Resid.

(.1044]

"t:061f)

-.0016--
a/

(.0007)

9.7472

.1308

3.713n

C:=1 1,305) (;=.)110) CI-1260) (N,,.514)

** -.1292 -.0614 ** -.1163
(.0132) (.)108) (.0080) (.0152)

-M008 1-.10161 -.0015 [-.00nn]

(.0003) (.1011) (.0007). (.0035)

11. 77 12.1(160 n.8643

.0613 .1144 .0481 .1029

3.44,14 1:9551 3.1172 3:7314

-.0556 ** -.0959 -,0364 *4,' -.0931
.0027) .009,9) (.0073) (.0133)

.0013 [ .0014] -.0015 -.0030

.0003) .0009) (.0006) (.0013)

.2015. .2395 (.21721 .2780

.0086) . 0332)
v.

(.0286) (0564)

.0248 .0147] [-.0001] .041'2

.0C23) .0136) :(.0098) (.0186)

.9120 , .8664] 1.3i29 L1.41841.

.1087) .6091) (.3774) (.9201)

.8940- * -l'5492 [-.6540] k",-4.0805

.0819,1k .2442) (1.0020). (.8622)

.6683 .1384 .7351 .1250]

680h) ( .2270) (.181 (-.3564)

.29

(.0760)

-.1975

(.0101)

.[.0011]

(.00lo

**

**

.9. 657

.2540)

.0903

.0322)
__

( .0017J

.0052)
*

---

9
.

(.3154]

(.1984)

-.2562
(.9312)
. ',

[-.0016]

(.0055)
,

*

.7448

(.3147)
n

J-.0282]

(.0562)

[-(=
/-

[-.0001] - ,0007 ' :-.0005 (-.0009)

T.00011 .0603) (.0002) (.0005)
.

.0126 .** [ .0076] T.Q030] * .0615
.

.(.0024) .0062) (.6i10) (.0203)*

11..0428

e .3250

10.0132

.3336

12.0762*

.2691

,

10.73?9

.4010
-

2.91-97 3.394 217'248 3.0793

6 S
I



A

Percentage of gap eliminated

Von -Yhite means

`Mite means

Notes on Table 8.7

if pnnalization occurs at level of:
--OGG PSID
53.4 514

A1.6 13.7

a

The ratio of the difference'hetween wilites and non-whites to the

standard error of the difference its Preater than 2 hutless

than 3.

** The ratio of the difference ',.etueen whites and non-Whites to the

standard error of the diffcronce is en,ial to or nreater than 3.

___/

Age was not mar orthogonal to'Age-in the Census repressTols.-

All other snug ed terns were orthogonalized (See.rhapter 17).

s

, ..
/

Igo 1

,-
4

6

r
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.
There are seieral differencs between the OCG and PSID non-white

equations. The nopative relationship between not aaving had a father

at-home and educational attinment appears stronger among PSID non-

whiteS than among.00C.non-wates,:rhis is probably because the Father

Absent variable in the PSID is based on failure to report any A

one's father's characteristics, not on actual data about whethefthe

father was present. having grown up in the South or,on a farm has

a smaller negative effect on ;MD non-w:Iites than on OCG non-whites.

The two samples of non-whites may he less comparable thin the two

samples of whites because non-whites born between 1938 and 1947 dif-

*fer more from their predecensors than whites born between 1933 and

1947. In addition, inclusion of
respondents with Spanish surnames in tne

PSID non-white sample nay contribute to differences. Alternatively,

the difference may he due to the smaller effective size of the non-

subsamples or to than Rs in the auality of the non-white ata.

showsDCG iquatior 1
f

that an extra 'ear o ge )
/

'ear

( implies as averafe of 0.056 ears less education for whites'and u.096 years less
4

441

for non-whites. The difference :)etween these coefficients, 70.141,

indicates that the gap between wIlites and non= whites is decreasing(

a

1

00

4 ()

i.

41.
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at the rate of n.04 years of education a year. A 30-year-old non-
.

white is thus about 1 year closer to his white counterpart in edtica-

tional attainment than a 55- year -old non-white,. since (55-30)

(.04)=1.00. PSID Equation 1 inplis a similar pattern.

The lack of a father affects a non-white's education more than a 7

white's. In the OCG sample, whites wl,o grew up without a father 'cave

N an average of o.8D4 years of educflion less than similar whites -110 grew
A

up with fathers. Fhtherle,,s non-whites have an average of

1.549 years 'less education than non-whitesvith r, father, all otheT:

things being enual. The can he,cen the educational attainreot of

whites and non-whites is thus l.V41-0.8n4=0.655 years greater for

those who grew up wi.thout a father. Unfortunately, we cannot_ confirm this

conclusion.usinq PSID data, since the PSID measure of father absence

is so preblematic..

Growing up in a small family is more advantageous to whites than
- I 4

to non-whites.1-
/

The interaction of Siblinrs
2
with Race in OGG is

reversed in PSID. This may refl6ct the fact that Pc.T nuns re-

snondents with S or more priblings, while OCG 'does not. Ye can sec

no obvious substantive implication.
0

The effect of :;pnfarm Upbringing is significantly different for

whites and non-whites in the OCR; sample, but not in the PSID sannle.

In the OCG sample the education gap is 1.67 years greater for whites

4
10/ A linear,coefficient ghoul usually he interpreted with taution
when the squared term Siblings is also included,as in Equation 2.
However, the squared terms in the OCG and PSID were ortbogonalize0
for the,total same Wh le they are not eiact1V orthogonal within
each race, theicorrel ons are low. Inclusionwof-the-squared terms

therefore has a neplig le effect on the coefficint of the corresnond-
. inp.linear term. When omitted the snuared term, the results

were not appreciably al ered.

F

471
.4
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at the rate of 0.o4 years of education a Year. A 30-year-old non-

white is thus about 1 year closer to his white counternar't in educa-'

tional attainment than a 55-year-old non-white, since (55-30)

(.04)=1.00. PSID Equation 1 implies a similar pattern-

The lack of a father affects a non-white's education more than a

white's. In the ocn sample, whites who grew up .thout a father have

an average of 0.894 years of education less than simiar whites -he grew

up with f,ittlers. Fatherle,,s non-whites havet an average of

1.549 years less education than non-whites ,-, father, all other,

things being equal. ,The aap bet-cen the educational attainment of

whites and non-whites is thus 1.)49-.0.894=0.655 vears/Preater for

those erew. np without a fatqe.r. Unfortunately, we cannot confirm this

conclusion using PSID data, since.the'PSID measure of father absAce

is so problematic.

Growing up in a small family is mire advantaft,ous to whiteg thnd

10/ 2

to non-whites. The interaction of Siblings with Race tri,PCG is

reversed in PSTD. This may reflect the fact thit'Pqn re-

snondents with 1 or more siknes, nu: does not'. can ser

no obvious substantive implicati,al.

Theeffecta::011farrllipbrinPingisSirMiliCalt&ifferent for
41P:'

whites and neln-whites in the OGG sample, but not in thqoPSTD saeo"le.

In the OCG sample the education yap, is 1.61 years greater for whites

ft --
10/ A linear fficient'shoull usually be interpreted with caution

when the squkred term Siblings is also included,as in Enuation 2.
However, the squared terms in the °CC and IISID'were orthogonalized
for the total sample. While they,are not exactiv'orthogonal within

each raee, the correlations ,are Low. Inclusion of the squared terms
therefore has a negligible effe'c4 on the coefficient of the corre6nond-
inp linear tern. yhen we omittmor the squared term,sthe'resultS

were,not apprecilblv altered.

. 471
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sr

and nen-white's whm grew up on farms tha4 fgr thos,who did of

:+on-South *Upbringing has a dmilar but not quite'significant'effect

in the ncG.

These findirgs are'in close agreement with'thosebased on the

1973 OCG-II as reported by Causer and Feaihernan .6976). They con-

eluded that farr1Vackground is ,a greater diiadvintare to non-..:/hites

than to whites, althougn its effect on both groups educational at-
.

)

tainment has been decreasing with time. They also show that a..

large number of siblings is more of a disadva7tage to

than to non-white/. -

Finally, their data indicate that the differences
'

in education bgtween ',mites and non-waites decreases in Younger 9o-
.

hort.

We now examine, tovwhat degree the educational between whitet

and non-whites deoendepit on differences in backgronnd. Non-whites

typically comtfrom less advantaged backgrounds than whites. They

,4---1, . .
.

-more frequeutly grow up in broken homes. If there is a

at home -

.father/ he does not usually have as much education as the average
Non-whites are also

white father. more lnely than whites to grow up in the

South, on-farms, and in large femtlies. All, these factors tendilo

'their
havp a negative efect on educational attainment

If the average
no n-white's

backgrollnd were the same aR the average white's

backgroun'd (1.e. f non -white reins on background variables were

equal to white means), the expected non -w e mean education would be 10.1.71 years

'for the OCG sample .rather than the observed mean of 41.551 years, a
.

difference of'1.6?0 years. Thn be t' phite dnd non-white.
$

average educatipnal attainment (7.627 vearg), would thug be decreased

472
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by 61.6 per-)tent. The largest flirt of this chance is due to the ef-.

'fects of three variables, Father's education, rather Ah.sent and

Non-South Upbringinci. If non-w'lite means on these variables alone

here raised to the ,,lite"means,.the educational .pan would

decrease hv 47.1 per cent.

The effect of background on education varies
e
ccording to the'"

" level" of background chosen as the reference point. The average
2.627

OCG white had i ' years more education than the average/non-wlite.

The gap in educational attainment between the average OG white

4

and OCG non-whites with the same background as the average white was
A
,

\

(1-6.616) (2.627) = 1.009 years. In contrast, the whitenon-white gap'forthose with the same background as the average OCG,non-white was' (1-0.534)
(2.627) = 1.219 years. This means that-fn

1962 the educational gap between whites and non-whites was smaller

amoy those from more advantaged backgrounds. The PSID data imply that

this pattern changed between 1962 and 1972. The overall difference

. between white and non-white educational! attainment fell from 2.627 to

2.227 years. This appears to have been largely due to a decrease in background

differencei during the interval. The greatest gainers appear

, to haVe been disadvantaged n-4-, If we compare tba average non-white

to a white from a similar background the white's advantage only fell
1.219 1.089

from / to / years. If we compare the average white to a non-white
a

rromkimilar,background the white's estimated advantage rose from

.1.6 1365
9 to yeara. This latter figure

/ oresumably has a larq,i sampling4

error, sinee there ere not many PSID nonwhites from backgrounds
that of

similar to /the average'white./ Still, it seems safe to Conclude that

in both.1962 and 1972 whites aged 25:'-'64 had between 1.0 and 1.4 years
non-whites

moreAkoling than / from similar demographic background S.

47j
.... .
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Part ot this difference in educational attainment is undoubtedly

traceable to differences in cognitive skills prior to school cdttple-

ii

tion. Our data do not, howeverArovide a reliable basis for determining-
!

how much of the gap such differences explain.

4. Determinants of Earnilip

Table 6.8 presents regressions of Earnings, Earnkngs113 and Ln

Earnings on Education and Experience for the OCG, Census and PSID

samples. ,The highest R
2
's are produced by the cube root transformation

4

and by the PSID sample. The OCG calculations are based On a categorized

income variable. McClelland concludes in Chapterj6 that this

A has no predictable effect on

either regretsion coefficients or R
2

. Nevertheless,

O

t

474
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when dealing with Frouped data, sire, of the top and bottom income

categories and the values assigned them can substantially affect

regression results.

We be ;in by discussing the'In ;.arninrs enuations. fbe coef-

ficients for Years of Education are similar in these samples and

indicate an increase of about percent in earninr's for each 'ear of

schooling. In none of the enwtinns is
3
the non -white coefficient for

Years of Education significantly different from. the 1bite coeffi-

-cient. Nevertheless: non-white coefficient Her.reases

significantly between the 1962 )CG anei the5t 1972 PSID.

The coefficient of 'BA represents the extra percentage increase- in

earnings (over and above the average return to a year of education) for

completing the fourth year of college. In the °CS white any no' -white

an insignificant amount more than

samples college graduates. earned one would expect if returns

to schooling were uniform at all levels. (Actually, returns are

higher for BA's, but this is offset by low returns for college dropouts*

and those with graduate education - see Appendix B.) In the Census

white samples,
and PSID/ the last year of college is worth 2 to 3 tunes as much as

other years of schooling. This may reflect either time trends, dif-

ferent sample restrictions, or differences in the dependent variable:

The pattern for non-whites is more puzzling. BA has an insignificant

coefficient for the non-white samples in both the OC' and Census. hti.

exceptionally large positive coefficient in the PSID. One hypothesis

is that the value of the last year of college rose from 1969 to 19-71 because

of "affirmatille action policies." To test this hypothesis weltxamined the

PSID subsample of /pale non-ptudenf, non-military heads of hbuseholds aged

25 or-over in 1967 and 65.or under in '1972. We computed white and. non-

White equations analogous to those in Table 8.8 for each' year from 1967

4
,)
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Table 8.8

.

REGRESSIONS OF EARNINGS, EARNL
I/1

IGS AND Lit EARNINGS ON

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE OF MEN AGED 25-64 WITH COMPLETE DATA AND
1OSITIVE §LANINGS, BY RACE (1967 DULLARS)

(1961FPcome). ( igrfflaininFs) - (1971Wgins)

White

(N=10,395)

lon-'1hire

(N=1110)

White

'=23,615)

!on=nite
(1NP-2082)

White
(N=1260)

on-i,'hite

(N=514)

Earnings
,

Years of B 481.92 ** 248.84 ** 4G0.14 645.70 * 353.88

Education S.C. (17.98) (21.51) (18.9 ) (30.19) (74.51) (89.4M)

BA B 1879.43 1751.49 2968.23 **1609.33 2787.71 "7920.40,
s.e. (166.35) (356.00) (162.43) (372.96) (552.62) (1066.33)

Experience B 57.26 * 33.79
4/.461.56 ** 113.79 35.14 [11.25]

s.e. (4.15) (6.85) (15.01) (30.34) (14.59) (24.37)

Experience
2

B .-4.61 ** -1.32 -7.61 ** -1.47 -7.45 -6.57

s.e. (.30) (.49) (.29) (.57) (1.07) (1.68)

Constant 6893.59 4278.08 9105.08 6707.21 9662.80 8251.21

R
2

.

# .181 .191 .183 .163 .233 .285

S.D. of aesid. 4400.38 2277.51 6441.72 3836.63 5495.50 5353.71

Percentage of gap eliminated if equalization occurs at level of:

means
White means

40.7

23.3

45.2

26.5

56.1

53.7

Earnings

Years of B .4717 .4277 .4758 .4341 .5231 * .2742

Education s.e. (.0152) (.0329) (.0111) (.0281) (.0524) (.0592)

BA ' B .7234 [1.0499] 1.1259 * [.3644] 1.4057 ** 4.1430

s.c. (.1403) (.5450) (.0952) (.3474) (.3885) (.7077)

Experience B .0366 .0485 .2976 ** .0962 [-.0008] [-.0271)

s.e. (.0035) (.0105) -1.0088) (.0283) (.0103) (.0162 )

Experience
2

B -.0038 * -.0017 . -.0052 ** -.00/ -.0073 -.3052

s.c. (.0003) (.0008) . (.0002) (.0005) (.0008) '(-.)011)

Constant 18.1528 15.3915 19.9732 17.9990 20.4500 8.7966

R
2

.185 .185 .209 .169 .276 .301

S.D. of Resid. 3.7114 .3.4870 3.7753 3.5738 3.8636 3.5530

Percentage of gap elimiriated if equalization occurs at level of:

.4on-tthite 32.4 35.7 . 47.9

White means 30.3 29.7 39.3

476
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^NN (106fx441come) 'CENSUS
(1969 Eamiasr.)

kSID
(1971, .arnings

. White
(N=10,395)

,hin-Uhite

(N=1110)

White

(N=1260)

Non-../nit0

(N=514)

White `ion- ?.'kite

(N=23,615) (N=2082)

Ln Earnings (.-
4'

Years of B .0852 .1020 .0752 .0815 .0750 .0429

Education s.q. (.0029) (.0081) 0 (.0019) (.0059) (.0082) (.0151)

BA B [.0275] [.0708] .0901 [--A0343] .1383 * .6861

s.e. (.0248) (.1342) (.0160) (.0729) (.0612) (.180')
r

Experience B .0048 .0101 .0443 ** .0155 [-.0029) -.0103

s..e. (.0007) (.0026) (.0015) (.0059) (.0016) (.0041)

Experience
2

B -.0006 -.0004 -.0008 ** [-.0002] -.0032 -.0011

s.e. (.0000) (.0002) (.0000) (.0001) (.0001) (.0003)

Constant 8.6074- 8.0941 8.9143 8.5829 8.9829 8.6730

R2R .150 .164 .171 4 .128 .248 .198
. .

S.D. of Resid. .7085 .8586 .6329 .7500 .6084 .9057

Percentage of gap eliminated if equalization occurs at level of:

Black means
White means

28.7 31.7 37.8

34.6 31.0 36.60
4

* The ratio of the difference between '''cites and non-wlites to the staadar4

error of the difference is Qreater than ' ;)lit less than 1

** Th16 ratio of difference between -1,;tes and non-wiites to the standnrd

error of the difference is enhal to or preater than 1.

4 7 7
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through 1971. In the equation ,iredictinp non-white Ln earnings for 1969,

'the coefficient of BA is 0.392 + 0.112 compared to-0.13/3 + 1.0799

in the Census. This suggests tiat the difference bet,reen the Census

4

and PSID results for no-IihitEs is at least n:artlY due to measurement

or sampling differences the treatment ofrecpondents with Spanish sur-

/

names as non-wijte anA the exclusion of men who were not heads of their

householdgin rsiD). The enuations computed for each year of tie

PSID also allow us to investigate time trends ,ii thout T7orrying About

the comparability of samples an nuestionnaires. The PSID sample may

not he perfectly representative of the U.S. Population, but it seems

reasonable to assume that tHe biases are roup.:111, constant from 1167

to 1971. Observed trends should therefore reflect real nopulation

11/
trends.

The white equations show no stpnificant cL%npes fro- 194.7

1971. The coefficient of Years of Education in tl.e 'non-white enuations

shows a steady decrease from 0.134 in 1967 to 1.040 in 1971. This is

consistent with the time trend in Table 8.8. The coefficient of BA

in the non-white equations rises. from (1.208 to 0.744. The consistency

of this trend over the five-year interval supports the view that

11/ We discusseentItlepancies l'etween the 'PSID 19'1 eRrnings distribu-
tion arfd the CPS 1971 personal income distributiou in the nrevious
Section. The differences between PSID and CPS are even /wa com-

pares PSID non-whites to CPS blacks. This may partly caused by
the coding of Spanish-Americans as non-whites in the PSID. Perhaps
the preatest difference between the PSID and the CPS is that the
standard devia,tion of Earnings for the PSID non-whites is the same
as for whites. tle would expect it to be much

=lower, given the usual monotonic relationship between therlmeans

and standard deviations of earnings 'distributions. This indicates
that there are more nbn-whites with moderate to hiph earnings in
the PSID sample than in the other samples.

4 S
4 ft"
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the returns to education among non-whites really changed between

1967 and 1972.

Since the PSID longitudinal sample is Quite small, we also

looked at cross-sectional CPS data for the years 1967 through 1974.

The comparison poses three problems. First, CPS does not publish data

on earnings by educational level. Its data are for total personal

"income. Second., CPS does not publish income data by race for men 25-64,

onlyfor men 25 and over. Neither of these discrepancies would be seri-

60.

ous in isolation, since most earners are 25-64 and most income of

25-64 year olds comes from earnings. But the two discrepancies together

lead to the inclusion of large numbers of men 65 and omOr without earn-

ings. A third source of difficulty is that since 1967 CPS has published

income data for blacks rather than for all non-whites. Table 8.9

illustrates the effects of these chapges in coverage and definition.

Since the form for the table is novel, some explanation may be helpful.

The first column shows the ratio Of non-white to white earnings for

men 25-64 who were in the experienced civilian labor force in 1970.

The data come from the 1/20 Census sam) e, so the sampling errors are

negligible. If percentage returns to education are roughly similar

for non-whites and whites,.the ratio of nonwhite to white earnings will

be constant for all levels of education.

If returns are higher for nonwhites, the. ratio
4 increase at higher levels of education

of non-whfte to white_ arnings will / If returns are lower

non-whites, the ratio will decrease. Reading

_down 'column 1 we see that the ratio shows no consistent tendency either

to rise or-to fall. This suggests that returns tp education are roughly

,similar for non-whites and whites. Returns to undergraduate education

4 7 9



seem to be lower for non-whites,owhile returns to graduate education
A

seem to be higher. The second column of the table shows analogous

ratios from our 1/1000 sample: It is consistent with column 1, except

that non-whites with graduate education do slightly worse relative to

whites in our 1/1000 sample than in the larger 1/20 sample covered by

column 1. SinCe our 1/1000 sample includes only 149 non-whites with

graduate education, the sampling error of their mean earnings is sub-
.

stantial.

Column 3 shows that shifting from the non -white /white ratio to the

black/white ratio leavek the overall picture unchangedrexcept that the

85 blacks with graduate education appear to earn 30 percent more than

the other 64 non-whites with graduate education in our sample, so the

black /white ratio is higher than the non -white /white ratio at the gradu-

ate level. Column 4 changes the measure of ecoromic success from earn-

ings to total income. This does not change the picture. Returns to

education are as great for blacks as for whites. Column 5 is similar

to column 4 except that it comes from the Cefsus 1/2U sample. This

mean the sampling errors are much smaller. If we ignore the handful

of blacks with graduate .education, there is a consistent decline in the

ratio of black to white income as education increases. This suggests

that in terms of total" income returns to the first 16 years of edu-

cation are lower for blacks than for whites. Our 1/1000 sample

obsured this fact due to sampling error. Cur black-8th graders have

higher incomes than )hose in the 1/20 sample, and our black BA's have

lower income§ than those in the 1/20 sample. Columns 6 and 7 extend

the analysis' to include>men over 65. Now returns to secondary school

f.



Table 8.9

RATIO OF MINORITY TO WHITE INCOME OR EARNINGS IN 1969:
CENSUS 1/20 AND 1/1000 SAMPLES

NON-WHITE/WHITE 1

EARNINGS RATIO-
MEN 25-64

Education SampL

(1)

9

9 - 11

12

13 5

16

17+

.699

.707

.722

.695

.650

.752

BLACK/WHITE

INCOMERATTO-31
pEN 77-xvn 07E7

1/1000

Sample
(2)

1/1000
Sample

(3)

1/1000

Sample
(4)

1/20

Sample

(5)

.730 .716 .693 .738

.690 .681 .648 .698

.671 .658 644 .662

.720 - .705 .678 .67')

.695 .663 .630 .649

.649 .675 .612 .579
r

.695 .756 715 .695

1/1000
Sat` pla

(6)

1,20

Sample
(7)

.73112 .745

.695 .762

.050 -4)84

.681 .677

.643 .652

.632 .573

.697 . .689

1/ For civilian non-institutional non students with non-zero earnings in 1/1000 sample.
For experienced civilian Jabor force in 1/20 sample.

2/ For

Sources:

men'with non-zero incomeS

1970 Census of Population. Subject Reports, Earnings
Occupation and Education pc(2) 8B. Table 1%

2,3,4.6: Census 1/1000 County Group Sample.
5 4- 7: 1970 Census of Population, Detailed Characte-istics

U.S. Summary PC(1)-D1, Table 249.

column

columns
co] umns

1: by

.
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and college are clearly lower for blacks 25 and over than for whites

25 and over even in'our 1/1000 sample. The same holds for the larger

1/20 sample. Returns to graduate education are, however, still clearly.

.higher for blacks. This may also'be true for elementary educatiori, but
-4_

we cannot be sure, since blacks with 0 to 7 years of 4ducation typically-

have less education than whites in the same category. The ratio of

black to:WITIlte earnings among men with 0-7 years of education is there-

fore lower than the ratio for blacks and whites with exactly the same

amount of education. -

These data suggest that one should be cautiuls in generalizing

from white/non-white earnings differentia'ls to white/black income dif-

ferentials. Nonetheless, if returns to...higher education rose sub-

stantially for 25-64 year old non-whites between 1967 and 1972, as the

#
PSID data suggest they did, this should also be apparent in CPS income

data on whitesand blacks 25 and over. Table b.ao alloA us to assess,

the magnitude of the change. It shows the ratio of non-white to white

earnings at each educational level in each year. CPS sampled less than

300 black college graduates-in any given year, so the black-white

earnings ratio at that level has a standard error of around 0.04 in

any given year. Nonetheless, Table 8.10 clearly suggests some unprove-
.. 1\

ment in the relative position, of black college graduates during the

early 1970's, when affirmative action was most vigorous. This is con-

sistent with theiPSID longitudinal results. Taken as a' whole, however,

Table 8.10"shows no clear trend in black-white ratios any educational

level. Thus if, overtll returns to education changed ing these years,

they'must have changed at about the same rate for blacks as for whites.

4 8,2
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:fable ?,,10

RATIO OF.BLACK TO WHITE INCOMES BY EDUCATION AND YEAR:

MAL'.:S 25 A:11) 0117' 'TM I :Crrfl:

DUCATIM

5 7

/ 11

1'2

13 15

1(L +

CPS

1967

.719

.751

.611

.684

.673

.65(1'

C:''-;

)/6"

.744

.760

.729

.40"1

.602

.6/:1

f

'

CP',

lor,0

.777

.766

.611

.67r)

.6;7

.631

ensus
iy,q

.745

.7'2

.684

- .(77

(51

.r -In

C:'r:

1170

.7F.1

.75',

.722

.69

1''

.6q't

IN

cp(

1171

-,, ,
, ,

. 7,-.7,

.714

.r,11

.6-.5

.'",n6

'77
1n71

--)

.714

.711

.677

,,6()4

rn,;

1174

.. si

.i752

-r,1

.71r,

.711

.711

.i!,,,r,

c0UPCLS: Current Ponulation ',enorts, ceries P-(6n.

U S. Palrea.1 of the Census, 107) Census of Pon4t1tion ')etaile('

Characteristics, 11', Summary c't{1)-71, :afiPti 2tirl!

4S3
ti
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It is not as easy as ie sh,uld be to compare these results to

earlier research )n returns to ( ducation for whites and non- whites.
4

ThUrow (1969), Link (1975),and 'elss and Villiamscn (1975) all regressed

Ln Earnings on Ln Education rather than Education. Such "double-log'

equations explain less of the variance in Ln Earnings than our 'semi-

log" equations, and the results make les theoretical sense. (The

double-log coefficients represent elasticities. The semi-log coef-

ficients represent the percentage effect of an extra ve;r of schooling.)

The double log equations may he more like regressions of Earnings on

Education than like regreSsions of 1.11 Earnings. on Education. A second

obstacle to comparisons is that Weiss and Willianson

(1972, 1975) included men without ,earnings in thtir samples, assign-

ing them $1.00. As 71cClelland shows in Chanter 16, includ-

ing non-earners converts the deendent variable into a virtual dichotomy

between labor force particinantq and non- narticiprnts.

The deter-

minants cif labor force participation are not the same as the determin-

ants of earnings among those who participate, so results for samples

that include non-participants will he very (1.fferent from results for

4S4



samples that exclude then. A taird difficulty Is that both l'huro.

and Ltnk.wori.ed with published (ensus dat\4n which bdth the edu-
data

cation and earnings/are ^,rouned 21%
. leiss and'illtamson (1975) aroae

ikt this ha.4 a significant eff,ct on results,

Thurow's analysis of 1960 Census -,data suggested that
the

elasticity of earnings with recnect to educatinn 4n 1"n -7as semn,7hat

higher for whites than for non-whites. nurmi-lnp acn rogultet
1°A1 show no

' difference.
S.

k

Link's analysis of publihed 1970 Census data suggested that the

elasticity of earnings with respect to education rose betyeen 195Q and 1969

forikoth whites and non-whites. This is consistent with Bartlett's

results,in Chapter 7. Link also deluded that the elasticity for whites

exceeded that for blacks in 1969, and that the difference was almost

as large as it had 'seen in 1n5n:

vf,

Using 197-n Census data on L),'P,41aals,

(1n75) claimed that "the effoct of education on earnino (in 1n7',1 is.

roughly as strop, for for witesi (1)75: 114). nrpticX

that their results (lifferedfrol those of Thurw an' aTel 'wcause

455
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4*

they used individual rathe- thansgrouped data, But their results also .

*
, 4

differ from Link's (and ours) by including non-earners. '4e can see

no reason for revising our conclusions on the basis of these comnari-

sons. 'Eher,= is no strong evidence. that extra years of educatLr'n raise

1

earnii.gs by a larger perCentage among 25-64 year old whites than aMorg 25-

64 yz.ar old nonwhites. There is evidence that extra educ'ation raises income

more among 'hates 25-64 than among blacks 25-64:. We cannot pinpoint the

reason for this difference using the 1 /1000 sample, though the 1/100

sample would allow us to do so.

,:xnerience

The Ln.11arnincs equations in Table S'.8 sliow that returns to ex-
.

perience are different for whitei and non-whites. 1/1.0 a quadratic'

experience term in the equation, we find the net return to an additional

Year of experience (holding education 'constant) by computing the Par-
.)

tial derivative of the equation with respect to experience. The par-

Ln Earnings
tial derivative of the Census knuation for whites is 0.0443 +

average
(2)(-0.0008) (Experience), where Experience is-tre/number of years of

* interval.

41* exoerience one has in the / The implied return to the first veat

of job exnerience for whites is thug 0.0443 + (2)(-1.000f1)(0.5) = 0.0451

or about 4.6 percent. The marginal Nalue of ia n additional year of job experience

for those who already have 25 years of experienci 19 0.0443 + (2)

(-0.0003)(25.5) = .0o35 or 0.15 Percent. 'ton- whites receive much lower

returns to initial job exnerience (1.55 percent) but their returns de-

cline much more slowly (-n,n4 percent per'year instead of (2)_(-n.nnos).

466
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a

° V
-0.16 percent. Thus after 25 vears'of experience the marginal value

,

of additional experience for norlwhites is stfll n.55 rercent,

which is greater. than that of wil:tes.

''.re cannot analyze the differential effectsof exnerience in.the

OCG and PSID without'adtusting for the orthogonalizaticp of the Vxperi-
,

ence
2
variable. .`hen this is done. the exnerience profiles of whites

and non - whites are more similar than in the Census. :onetheless, the

same general pattern prevails: ,'lithe -r returcis to initial experience

for whites accompanied hr greater declines in the return to additional

years of experience:

ti - As long as the value of additional exnerience is greater for

Ari, whites, the gap between white and non-white earnings will increase.

at higher lev4ls of experLence. Tn the Census this implies that Tit

each year of experience u» to 21; Years (when the marginal value is

equal for whites and nonwhites) the difference between Ln Larnii

for whites and non-w'lites increases, albeit at a diminishing rate.

The pape'reaches a maximum at 24 Y5ars of experience and then begins

to decrease. In the ncc, the estimated between white§ and non-

whites rises until men have 12 Years of experience and then begins to

fall. In the PSID, the estimilie,t,gap between whites and non' -whites'

"continues to increase'up ,to 50 Years of experience. The divergence

--11111k

of. these results should underline'ehe fact that the, calculations all

have large samling errors.' 1:1An more serious, earnings profiles are

not in factparabolas,so derivatives based on equations that use

9
.xperience and ::xperience will not yield precise estirates of the

marginAl value of additional exorrience. This problem is particularly

acute at, the extremes of she,:nnrienee distribution. Samnles of

25-64 year olds inolude few r:en ,qt11 either zero- Of fifty years or

467 s
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experietice, so1he derivatives at these points can he and are)

seriousl isleadinp. 'Ionetheless, all anal"ses show that the ratio

of white to non-white earnings il higher for riddlE aged arenthan for

young men.

Effects of ';analizing Education and Experience
.

We now turoi to the auestion of hol'i much of the earnings pan he-

tween'white; non-,Yhites is e..e to differing amounts of education

and experience. In analyzir' th contribution of educational dif-

ferences to economic inequality ')etween whites ald non-whites, it is

important to bear in M nd teat such inequality diminished between

irntand 1971. Row 1 of Mlle ^-11 shows the ratio of non-white iltfj

,white earnings in each the C rye surveys, usine-, each of our three

measures of eononic succes' . ,
-ny.2 shows the estimated ratio, of non-white

to white earnings fOr n-n with the sane distrihution of education

the

and experienCe as /presint'non -white population.
Pow 3 shows the .

estimated ratio for men with the same distribution of education and

the

experience as/present white population. This type of analysis is

clearly sensitive to the form of the dependent variable. Rather

than assume thnt the "correct" measure is either dollars, log dol-

'or cube root dollars,
lars,/we present results for all three measures bf earnings.

From a social-policy perspective, there are several ways of

eliminating the racial gap in earnings. The first would he to attempt

to equalize educational levels in the current generation of workers.

Since one cannot take education away from already- educated whites,

I
the problem would he to i rease the'liducation of non -write adults.

ro,

Vast experiences with adult education and job training programs sug-

gest that this type of policy can he auite expensive and; w141e bene-

fiting-certaid individuals, is unlikely to have.a large effect on the

488
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OF TTE Tn !Tr AR:: INGS I I COT Fnr, 'Es; AGED 25-64
!Ti-1 ")Ai An POSITTIP: :GS/1-!CTT

OCG (1961)
--.......-.....-

Earninu

.639

Census

Earninas

.634

(1969) PSID (L971)

Income

1) Total
, a/

.5r4

'ten with .:on-white

"dstribution of

Income
-

Ln Income
1/3

Ln ';arniara

.618

Earninas

.639

1/3
Earninas

.649

Ln Earnings

.613.4C9 .459

Education and
.796 .643 .614 , .802 .765 r.739 .a63 .817' .759

Experience

3) 'ten with White

Distribution of
Education and

.620 .(,38 .646 .734 .743 \ .736 .856 .786. .775

:.xnerience
el*

4) 'ten w.ith :on-Thite

Distribution of .675 .632 .602 %809 .770, .721

Dackeround

5) 'ten with Yhite

Distribution of .599 .579 .556 .877 .795 .765
2ackground

rlatio for Incone
1/3 = (Men Nonwhite Income

1/3
/Mean White Income

1/3
)

34

Ratio for Ln Income = Anti-log (Mean Nonwhite Ln Income - Mean White Ln Income)

We generated these ratios as follows. Let fw
and f

n
denote the regression equations for whites and non-whites'

respectively. Let X
w

and X
n

note the vector of means for white's and non-whites respectively. Let f
w
(X)

denote the value obtained by u stituttng the white means in the white equation; and so forth. Then line

1 = f
n

(X
n
)/f

w
(X
w
). Lines 2 and 4 =-f

n
(X

n
)/f

w
(X
n
). Lines 3 and 5 = f

n
(X
w
)/f

w
(N
V
).
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mean earnings of non-whites,; at most, it co41 reduce the Pap by only
t

25-35.percent (35-50 percent in the PSID data). The second alternative

is to concentrate on 2ncou,agin' young non- white: to obtain more edu-

cation, and honefullt.brin, the r mean level of education up to the

white level. This policy las t,e advantage of prfmter feasibility,

but is of little benefit ti the current non -white adult nopulation.

If the non-white educ.tiouql distribution were eventually t4 ap-

proximate the white distrilutioniNand if other causally subseouent
w.

sources of inequaliey were to iemnin unaltered, Table 8.11 implies

that Ntween 25 and 50 percent of the present earnings difference
I

between whites and non-whites would disappear. fiiis estimate must ob-
.

viously he toted cautiously. First, a large 'increase supply

of educated note -white workers night well'lead to a decline in their

relative wages. Then too, unle.s the entire effect of education on

earnings is due to the fact tha extra education raises productivity,

increasing mean non - white education will not increase 0'0 enough to

'cover the expected in(reaso in earnings. The...only way to increase the

earnings of highly educated non-whites to the exneceed level will then

AIL
be to retitle* the real wag s of whites. (Wis could he done by pay

cuts or through leriertl inflat-ion.) Finally, part Of the apparent ef-

fect of-school.ini, is really due to causally prior traits like parental

status and ability. Unless the mean,: for these traits increased

along with education, the benefits of education would he less than

out equations imply. The estimates in Table 8.1i therefore constitute

..an upper hound on the likely effects of redistributing education.

(Differeaces in experience expliin less than one percent of the white/

non-white earnin-a differential! ,:ven if we ignore (as we have) the

491
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O
possible development of new or alternative forms of discrimination,

changinr non-,%ite educational ,attainment

feet than our estimates indicate.

is likely to have less ef-

An alternative policy is to insure that whites and non-JAites

vi t!i eonal levels_of education e,:perience receive eoual nay.

can estimate the effect of Cais cnanre by suhstitutin-, the non-,'cite

means on education and experience into the white equations. The re-

sult'wodld he a 55-7n per-,n, r lction io in 'otwen ulite and

non-v'lite earninrs.
1 3/

Public policies that ensure that non-whites earn

as much aivhites with similar education have several advantagesiover

aolitieg that increase non-!' ,tc. educational lttainrent, t11,-)

boC1 are clear]" desirable. the benefits arc likely to he felt

sooner, since changing'mean education is a praduAl nrocess and -mild

*-

be of little viue to older Yorlerc. second, Cle estimated effect

13/ Using ttie notation at the bottom of Table 8.11, the average income of

non-whites assuming they received equal pay for equal credentials is f
w

(Xh). This is the same as the hypothetical white average income assuming

that white means on the independent variables equalled non-white means,

'i.e., f (X ). However, in the first case we are asking how mucti,this change

w n

moves non-whites towards whites, i.e., [f
w
(X
n

) - f.n(X
n
)1/[f

w
(X
m
)1- f

n
(X
n
)]

.

(55-70 percent), and we therefore compare the hypothetical non-white

average to the observed non-white average. In the latter situation we ask how

different (as a percentage of the total white/non-white gap) the hypothetical

white al/it-age income is from the observed white average income L-E
w
(X
w

) -

fw(X14]/[f (X (X )] (30-45 percent). TheSe- two cases split the
ww nn

total white/non-white gai) into two pieces and it follows'thatEfie4iim of-the

two pieces will always equal Inn peicent of the gap:

fw(Xw)-fw(Xn) + fw(Xn) - fn(Xn) fir(X;) - fn(Xn)

fw(Xw)-fn(Xn) fli(Xw) -.fnVnk fw(X1,1) - fn(Xn)

4
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of enualizinp white pon -white earrings within educational levels is

generally greater than the esti"ated effect of equalizing the distribu-

tion of education. Furthermore, our analysis nrobably overesimates

"the actual effect of equalizing the distrnution of education. This

implies that ve lrobablv underestimates the effects of.enualizing,

4 9 3
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earnings for ennallv qUalified Ind non - whites. Finally, if

non-white returns to education -ere increased to white levels, the

advantages of continuing one's education would be greater and 1,ean

non-white education would nrobal,ly.increase, creating further increases
, 1

in-non-white earnings.
?

social 1;ackgrounr1 and Earnings

Je now turn to an examinatInn of the relationsbin between social

h-ackgfeund-aird eariiing41 Table ''.12.nresents regressions of the earn-

V
ings variables on background c'llr,acteristic, in the oCc and "(:;)

samples. The white and non-white coefficients of Father llite Collar,

Father kbsent, and don -south Ur')ringi p do not differ significantly.

Tie coefficients of the,sther variables Present a

confusing picture. This seems tbe nAirttv becauSe white/non-white

lifferences in the effect of a variable are reflected in the coefficient of

the linear term in one sample and in the *coefficient of its orthogonal squared

term in the other sample. When
predicting Cube 'loot and Ln Larlings jr nr,(1, for ev.ample, the coef-

fiCient of Father's o^ccnnation significantly higher for white,
and nonwhits_

than for non-whites. The difference between the,,,te/coeffieien-t1--

.of Father's occupation is'signIficant/in the PCT'). _5imilarlma in

the OCC Income enuation Sihdin, has significantly larger coeffi-

cient for whites than non-I/bites. I41 the PST!) the difference for

5)

Siblings 'Ion-Farm Fabriapiniehaves more erratically than any of

the other variables.
c

The ()CC and PSID samples agree

that the difference between the white and non,-white coefficients is

significant in the Cube Root enuJtinn, but the difference is in the

494
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Table 1.12

REGRESSIONS OF EARNINGS AND EARNINcs

ON BACKGROUND CRACACTERISTICS FOR MALES AGED 25-64 WIT!I'POSITIVE _EARNINGS,

Father's
Education

Father's
Occupation

Father White
Collr

Father Absent

Non -South

, Upbringing

Non-Farm
Upbringing

Siblings

Father's
Education2

Father's
Occupation2

Siblings '

Constant

R
2

S.D. of Resid.

B
s.e.

B
s.e.

B
s.e.

B.

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

's.e.

B

s.e.

B
s.e.

Percentage reduction

BY 2ACE

ocip

(1967 DOLLARS)

Income PSID Earnius

White

(N=10, 395)

'km-White

(N=1110)

White

(N=1260)

Non-White
(N=514)

80.31 79.66 199.67 [81.391

(13.45) (23.40) (62.60) (105.74)

36.16 * * (-8.98] [-42.58] [-36.711

(3.68) (9.74) (21.67) (35.16)

585.42 [238.57] 2590.72 4939.72

(17066) (435.37) (835.60) (1732.78)

-487.30 486.25 (-1104.17] [-2327.66]

(131.67) (173.95) (2219.03) -(1626.07)

898.37 842.52 1047.99 1597.18

(106.59) (162.38) (400.80) (639.50)

810:20 963.12 1776.02 [535.73]

(119.01) (181.68) (438.05) (590.15)

-120.45 -46.99 -212.09 -460.51

(15.80) (23.03) (69.04) (105.59)

9.00 [1.26] [3.88] -33.16

(2.21) (3.72) (12.20) (16.55)

(.06] -.45 [-.63] [-,301

(.10) (.22) (.56) (

8.20 [1.10.1 [38.28] * 134.8b

(3.82) . (4.47) (24.27) (37.98)

6914.57 '4145.50 9720.57 8441.11
01*

.111 .100 .079 .165 **

4586.99 2408.73 6036..60 5820.06

id gap if equalization

Ion -White means 34.5

White means 19.1

* The ratio of the difference to the standard

greater than 2 but less thaA 3.

** Ale ratio of the difference to thstandard
equal to or greater than 3.

495

occurrel at level of:

Ap.2

A 60.6

e. ,e

error of the difference is

.errorof"the difference is

'
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Table. $,12_rontlni,ori

)
?CG Income]. j)

rP

PSID Earninrs
1/3

a

. ) , t4,
White

'(A)rlfr)5) C!2?Tili}te
lr:111W

(':=1.2601

Father's
Education

Father's
Occupation'

Father White
Collar

/,

Father Absent

Non-South
Upbringing

Non-Farm
Upbringing

Siblings

Father's
Eduction2

Father's
Occupation2

Siblings2

Constant

R
2

S.D. of Resid.

x

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B.

see.

B
e-c.y

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

c

,

,0802

(.0113)

.0292

(.0031)i

.3211

(.1437)

-.6033

(.1109)

.9410

(.0898)

.9881

(.1002)

-.1082.

(.0133)

(.0030}

J.0019)

[-.0001]

(.0001)

'1.0056]

(.0032)

18.1651

.11g

3.8622

*

**

*

.1647

(.0358)

1-.0287)

- (.0149)

[.7415]

(.6656)

[- .4965]

(.2659)

.8410

(.2482)/

1.5959

(.2778)*

[-.0622]
., (.0352)

[.0041]

(.0057)

-.0008
(.0003)

[.0005]

(.0068)

14.9874

.096

3.6826

.1554

(.0450)

(-.0187]

(.0156)

1.4196
(.6005)

(1.-..5%1:6))

.7632

(.2880)

1.4121
(.3148)

-.1737

(.0496)

[- .0030]

(.0088)

[-.0005]

J.0004)

(.0208]

(.0174)

20.4888
-

.092

4:3394

*

*

(.0908).,

(.0706)

[- .0317]

(.0235r

3.0437

(1.1576)

(-1.2262]

(1.0863)

1(.=
[.5387]

(.3942)

-.2809

(.0705)

-.0273

(.0111)

[.0010]

(.0006)

.0743

(.0254)

18.8528

.173

3.8881

Percentage reduction in gap if equalization occurred at level of:

Non -White means

White means

a

29.2 34.5

19.0 41.6
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OCG Ln Inc ,me PSID Ln Ear-anis

Non -h,
(N.BlYNITt v. 11,n)

Non-White
N1760) N=714

Father's B .0145 ** .0421 .0220 .0223

Education s.e- (.0021) (.00E8) (.0070) (.0174)

Father's B .0047 ** -.0082 [-.0025] [-.0076]

Occupation s.e. (.0006) (.0036) (.0024) (.0058)

Father White 8 [.0401] [.1924] 1.1869] .6408

Collar ip s.e. (.0272) (.1630) (.0935) (.2850)

Father Absent B -.1194 [-.0783] [-.0096] [-.2212]
,

s.e. (.0210) (.065t) (.2482) (.2674)

Non-South B .1724 .14.'.7 .1106 .2152

Upbringing s.e. (.0170) (.06(8) (.0448) (.1052)

Non-Farm B .2031 * 3.706 .2057 [.0576]

Upbringing s.e.
.

(.0189) (.0680) , ( 0490) (.0970)

Siblings B -.0182 [-.0136] -.0247 -.0511

s.e. (.0025) (.0086) (.0077) (.0174)

Father's 8 [-.000C] [.0011] (-.0007] -.0055

EdUcation2 s.e. (.000') (.0014) (.0014) (.0027),

Father's B r-.00001 -.0002 [-.0001] * [.0003]

'Occupation2 s.e. (.000o) (.0001) (.0001) (.0001)

Siblings2 B [.0008] [.0002] [.0023] [.0092]

s.e. (.0006) (.0017) (.0027) (.0062)

Constant 8.6090 7.9769 8.9880 8.6856

R
2

.099 .083 .077 .103

S.D. of Resid. .7297 .9018 .6755 .9571

Percentage reluctiqn in gap

Non-White mea is

White means

if Equalization occurred at level of:

26.5 28.0

17.9 39.5

49
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opposite direction in the twosdmples.

The three 0C(1 equations are fairly consistent in their predic

tions of 'low much of the income eap could have been eliminated in

1961 by equali'zinp white and non-white means on the iftlependent

'variables. ror whites and non whites at the non-Y'lite mean -oft the

background variables the gan is about 30 percent Less than in the

pepulation as a -hole. If we coat are whites to non-yhdtes at the

rean, the can is only about 19 )crcent less than the pap in the popu-

lation as a '.prole. Once again, tie may draw the conclusion that the

earnings gap is wider at higher 'levels' of hackeround.However, the PSID

equations tell a different story. Lice the.0CC equations, they inkli-
d

cate that ?R to 38 percent of f_ile g1^ would 1,o eliminated if Hlites

had the non-elite means. Unlike OCG, however, 40 to 60

percent of the c'ap disappears ;or non writes at the white mean in PSID.

Phis implies a smaller Ran at lirh,:r lovels'of 1)ack-round.

Table f,.11 shows the over Ill difference hateen ,'Iites and non-

whites in each survey, ..alonf wt t'1 the estimated difference anon^

men with the same distribution of bac..erounds as the ',bite nonlation

and amonr mon with the same-di;tribution of backgrounds as tho non-
,

white nonulation. As noted earlier, the overall ''an is smaller in

as much or

1971 than :in 1961. Dackground also seems to. account for/more of the

gap in' 1071 than 1161. The un,v.11afned gap is thus smaller.

Table 8.13 presents repreqsions for the OCOand PSID samples of

the earnings variables on bacl.eround, education, experience and occu-

pation. The results dealing v;th background characteristics are es-

sentially the sane as those presented in Table 8.12. 'lost importantly,

4_98
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we see that for the OCC, even after control'ing. education, exper-

ietice, and occupation, having a father in a high-status occupation

continues to be a significant advantage. to 'hites Lut no advantage

at all to non-whites. Similarly the coeffi:ient of Father's Occapa-,

tion
2

continues to e higher for nonwhites than whites in the-PSID

sample. The only .striking difference between the two tables is that

once education, experience, and occupation are controlled, thePSTD

exhibits significant differences between whites and non-whites on

Siblings and Father's Education
2

. The coefficients of thcSe ynriables

ag hadindicate that hayin farge.numbeT of siblings is a Mich

greater handicap to non- whites than to whites, and that the marginal

value of Father s Education decliTes steeply for non-whites at higher

levels of educa:ion. This last result implies ;-n inability on the

part of highly-educated non-uhites to pass on their advantages to

their children as effectively as whites ao.

In neither sample does Father White Collar or Father

-
Absent have any independent influence on earnings for either group

once we control Education, experience and occupation. Non-Farm Up-

bringing and Non-South Upbringing play an important and similar role

10 for both mroups in the OCG but not the PSID enuations.

For both samples, Years of Education shows a significant dif-

ference between whites and non-whites in predicting Cube root Earn-

ings and Ln Earnings, but nowt plain dollar earninc's: The white coef-

ficients do'not differ significantly in the two samples, but the non -

white coefficients.ro from being significantly proater than the white

coefficients in the OCC, sample.to being significantly smaller in the

PSID. The other two education variables show no consistent differences

.499
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Table 8.13

REGRESSIONS OF EARNINGS, CUBE ROOT OF EARNINGS AND LN'
ON BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS, EDUCATION,;EXPERIENCE AND OCCUPATION FOR

MALES AGED 25.-64 WITH POSITIVE EARNINGS, ByikACE
(1067

OOG Tncome 'PSID rarnings

White_
(N=10,395)

Ion-White

(N=1110)
White Non ---11hi t e

(1\1=126n)
0,c1/il

Fattier's B [12.16] [24.92 (64.46] [-148.241

Education s.e. (12.59) (22.44) (58.28) (98.91

Father'i B 17.89 ** [-14.61] [- 35.40] [- 27.39]

Occupation s.e. (3.36) (8.95) (19.45) 31.33)

Fatheyhite B [47.43] [- 187.51] [1205.64] [1503.68]

Collay s.e. (155.47) (402.28) (754.72) (1566.05)

Father Absent B (-100.02] [- 121.97] [- 402.79] (-278.87]

s.e. (120.17) (163.79) (1987.80) (1451.30)

Non4South B 674.72 457.08 [594.74] [1016.28]

Upbringing s.e. (97.56) (153.85) (364.69) (583.35)

Non-Farm B 449.40 615.82 1237.75 [704.09]

Upbringing s.e. (108.88) (172.03) (395.75) (528.83)

Siblings B -32.33 (-22.01] (-6.55] ** -426.20

s.e. (14.68) (21.26) (63.67) (92.68)

Father's B 6.40 [1.36] [5.45] ** -62.13
2

Education s.e. (2.03) (3.44) (11.04) (15.00)

Father's B [.11] (-.06] [-.15] [.36]

Occupation2 s.e. (.09) (.21) (.50) (.'80)

Siblings
2

[3.15] [1.75] [22.77] * 119.91

s.e. (3.47) (4.11) (21.98) (33.36)

Years of B 177.70 187.65 370.55 [94.57]

Education s.e. (21.88) (24.58) (101.38) (107.41)

Years of Ed. B [-14.31] [-214.45] [242.19] [436493]

Past High School s.e. (67.05) (139.43) (237.27) (437.01)

,'BA 880.84 1668.14 [1530.84] 5045.05

s.e. (285.43) (649.16) (866.73) (2146.45)

Experience 44.32 32.87 35.98 [28.76]

s.e. (3.99) (6.83) (14.70) (24.46),

Experience
2 B -5.02, **

it

-1.58 -7.47 -7.97

s.e. (.29) (.49) (1.07) (1.67)

Occupation B 63.41 ** 30.42 50.23 63.57

s.e, (2.18) (4.85) (9.58) (17.54) ,

Constant 6808.04 4681.08 9623.40 9452.33- r

R2 .270 .247 .26,5 .379

S.D. of Resid. 4156.94 2209.20 5405.21 5048.69

Percentage reduction
Non-White meads'

White means

in Ran if equalization
66.2
36.1

50()

occurred at level cif:
68.3
97.5
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Table a.13 contipued

a OCG Incore PSID Earnings
1/3

- White *Non-Melte .

(.'0115) :0772

(.0106) (:046)

.0135 * * -.0364
(.0028) (.0138)

White Non - White

-4.4ft.444'

(.0416] [-.0540)
(.0407) (.C646)

(-.01601 [- .0293)

!.0136) (..0205)

Father's B

Education s.e.

Father's
Occupation s.e.

_Father White B [-.080] (.2784) (.5272) [1.0387)

Collar s.e. (.1304) (.6201) (.5273) (1.0231)

Father Absent B -.2144 (.0857]
['444)13]

(.6302)

s.t. (.1008) (.2525) (1.3887) (.9481)

Non-South . B .7362 (.2926) (.3782) (.5314)

Upbringing 4 s.e. (.0818) (.2372) (.2548) (.3811)

Non-Farm B .6108 .9481 .8746 (.6102)

Upbringing s.e. (.0913) (.2652) (.2765) (.3455)

Siblings B (-.0219) (-.0224) (-.0030) ** -.2564

s.e. (00123) (.0328) (:04451 (.0606)

Father's B
2

Education s.e.

(.0054)

(.0017) (.0053).

[.0029) ** -.0431

(.0077) (.0098)

Father's B (.0000] [-.0003] K6001)** .0018

Occupation s.e. (.0001) (.0003) 1(.0004) (.0005)

Siblings (.0012], .00203 [.0114] .0635

s.e. 0(.0029) (.0063) (.0154) (.0218)

Years of .2472 * * -.3781 .3670 * (.1199)

Educatio s.e. (.0184) (.0379) (.0708); (:0702)

Years of d. 4.7367 I=.0955) (-.1393)

Past High School s.e.
,

(.0562) (.2149) (.1658) (.2855)

43.3§98BA B k 1.0175 2.8384 (441719)

s.e. (.2394) (1.0006) (.6055) (1.4022)

Experience .0260 0 .0480 (.0017) (-.0142]

sge. (0034) (.0105) (.0103) (.0160)

Experience
2

,,13 -.0040 * ig -.0018 -.0071 -%0059.

s.e. (.0002) III (-0008) (.0008) (.0011)

Occupationrc,f B .0559;* .0367 .0456 .0648

s.e. (.0018) (.0075) (.6067) (.0)15)

Constant 18.0662 .15.6915 20.4102 ART19.4725
R2, . .281 ,231 %.315 .412

S.D. of Resid. 3.4871 3.4052 3.7762 4 3.2982

liereentage reduction in gap if equalization occurred at level of:
61.4Bon-White means 55.0

White means '38.6

501
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Table 5.13. continued

Apcc

Father's

Education

Father's
Occupation

Father white
Collar

Father Absent

Non-South
Upbringing

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

Non-Farm
Upbringing s.e.

4
Siblings

s.e.

Father's
2

Education s.e.

Father's
- 2

Occupation

Siblings2

Years of
Education

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

Years of Ed.

Past High School 'Le.

BA

Experience_

Experience

Occupation

Constant
R2

S.D. of Resid.

B

s.e.

B

S.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

to Percentage reduction

Non-White means
White means

[.0020] *

(.0020)

.0021

(.0006)

[-.0220]

(.0252)

-.0486

(.0195)

.1354

(.0158)

* *

.1340

(.0177)

(-.0027)

(.0024)

(.0002]

(.01303)

[.0000]

(.0000)

(.0001]

(.0006)
r .

.0523 **

(.0036)

-.0846

(.0109)

.2038

(.0463)

.0032

(.0006)

-.0006

(.0000)

.0093

(.0004)

8.5919

,232

.6742

Ln Income PSID Ln Earnings

Non-White
fm=111nN

White
=1260)

Non-Wbite
(---714)

-0210 [.0048] t.0021]

(.0085) (.0064) (.0171)

-.0100 (-.0024] [- .0072]

(0034) (.0022) (.0054)

[.1065.] (.07611 (.2887]

(.1532) (.0833) (.2703)

L.0591] [.0428] 1.1171]

(.0624) (.2195) (.2505)

(.0216] [.0536] (.0227]

(.0586) (.0403) (.1007)

.2080 .1176 (.0706)

(.0655) (.0437) (.0913)

I-.00421 [.0008] * -.0466
' (.0081)

' (,0070) (.0160)

. (.0015] L.0006] ** -.0081

(.00l3) (.0012) (.c026)

[- .0000] * - .0004

x.0001) (.0001) (.0001)

[.0006] [.0011] [.0077]

(.0016)

.0959

(.4
(100:59:]

(.0094) (.0112) (.0185)

-.2077
(.0511)

[-,0350]

.0262)(.0262)

[- .0154)

(.0754)

.6615 [.1582] (.3890)

(.2.47);,)1, (.0957) (.3705)

(-.0026) -.0085- ,

(.0026) (.0016)

[-.0004] -.0o12
(..0602) (.0001).. (.0003)

.0077 .0070 * :0144

(.0018) (.0011) (.00391 4

8.1282 8.9767 8.7807

.207 .283 .266

.84 1 .5968 .8714

in gap- if equalizati
49.3

39.4

occurred at the level of:
A9.7
61:1

a

ratio of the difference to the standard error of the "difference is
greater than 2 but less than 3. 02
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between race:': The experience variables show some diffi.rences, but
ti

they have very little impact on the earnincl differential.

Note that !he education cuefificient in these enuations captures

only direct eff(cts with Occupation controlled, not total effecte.

the
Note, too, that/ group with the larger Education coefficient hos the

smaller Occupation coefficient:. It appears frcm this and an examina-

tion of the Education coefficients without Occupaticin controlled

that Education .Lffects Earnings more through its effect on Occupation

anon? PSID non-,kites than amow,, PSID Sahites. The reverse is true

14/
for the OCR: sample.

We now examinethe overall effect on earnirgs of white/nonwhite

14/ The NLS Earnings eguglion has.siynificant White x Education and

White x Father's Occupation interactions. The Ln Earnings equation has

only a White x Education ilteraction. These are generally consistent

with the discussion of the OCG and PSID equations.

A
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differences in the independent vartables. if OC( non - whites ac-

quired white means, the pao-would be reduced by rnout 3P percent in

all three eouations. If )CG whites aCquired non-whitd means, the

pap would be reduced_hy .50 percent in Ln Income, by 55 percent in 1-1;-

(..,

core
1/3

, and by 4,6 percent in dollar Income. These figures inlicate

that in the OCG sample the income ,-ap incrdases as the level of bacl:-

ground, education and occupation increases.

If PSID whites acquired non-yhite means, the ("ap In ,:arnin-s, arn-

ini and Ln 71rnings would bo,r_duced '-11 approy;matolv the sln?

.

amount as intone was in the,ne.(7 1,Ynge.- lowever, PcTr) non :'rites

acnuired white means, the gap in Ln :arnin^s would he reduced by

percent, the gap in.Earnings
1/3 by 67 percent, and the g p in Earnihps-

by a full 98 percent. Thps we see that for Earnings
1/3

and Ln C.arnings,

the gap decreases as tiro level of background, edication and'occunation

increases, reversing the pattern in the OCG sample.

in describing the situation ere non-whites acnuire yhite means.

the PSID assigns almost full, rasp' isibility for t-he 'an in ;Irlirnings'to

differential meanson'the indenenir,nt variables. Tn-other ':ores, if Ye

compare
the averaee Yhtte to a non- /Lite from a similr.r hacklroun(1 "ho

had a corin:arable education and oc unation, the exnected iertencv ii

their-Carnin^s YoUld be 2 percent.of the a*rage dif-
.

ference,, or about $77. This is a much smaller difference than in any

of our other samples. Given the -iketrrYess of the income- distribution,

we ilitpret this_ result as implying that those non:whites in the P' ID
high' status occupation

sample who have a good background, ,,,00d education, and a / ,
yarn .,

) .

at east as much and probably mop2 than connarable whites. This was

observed in the discussion of education and earnings. Hie earninss

G4
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transformations (Earnings
I/3

Ln Earnings) tend tc dimirash the ef-

fect of these individUals on the regression as a whole. The equations

using these trarsformations indicate, that betweer 40 and 7i" percent of

cne white/non-w)ite difference LI earnings is associated with diFer-

ences in background, education. and occupation. Thr reraining 3^ to O.

percent of the vat, is due fo differences in earnings between whites

and non-whites equivalent background, education and occupation.

During the ten years )etwee the "CG and PSID gurvevs, the average

r.
earnings of both whites and nonhites rose considerabl,,, even after

controlling for inflation. It seems useful to ask how these increases

related to changes in average background, education, and experience

of whites and non-whites.

Let us begin w'ith whites. Average white earnings in OM PSID were

$2813 greater than average unite income in the OCG. If Ws insert the

1961 white means or background, education, experience, and occupation in the 19:71

equacion, we find that changes in these characteristicp'between 1961 and

1971, account for $333 of the $2813 increase. This implies: that 88 percent

of the white increase was due to factors other than changes in background,

education, experience and dc(nipationl If we reverse the process and sub-
.

stitute the 1971 means in th,2 1961 equation, we' ind that changes in back-

ground, education, experience, and occupation imply a:$30 decline in

earnings between 1961 and 1971. The estimated contribution of changes in

average background derived.from the equations for Earnings1/3 and Ln

.Earnings also fallgwithin the above 0-12 percent range. It seems reasonable

to conclude that ths.chariges in background, education, experience, and

occupation (Ps measured by our variables) during the 1960's hadvery little

effect on
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earnings. If change in average earnings (after controlling for

inflation) is associated with change in producp4ity, then productivity

evidently rose independently of those traits we have examined in this

chapter.-
15/

The picture is slightly different for non-whites. Using the OCG

non -white equation, changes' in the average non-white's background explain

7 to 11 percent of the increase in non-white incomes between 1961 and 1971.

This is just what we found for Whites.1 However, when we use the PSID

non-white equations,changes in background, education, experience, and

occupatOon account for between 57 and 100,,percent of the observed

increase in non -white earnings between 1961 and 1971 (theexact value

4

depends on the transformation used). This means that the typical 1961 non-

white fared very poorly in 1971. It was the non-whites-who had more

education and had entered higher status occupations who accounted for

Most of the improvement in mean non-white earnings between 1961 and 1971.

Conclusion

It is natural to ask Ow t R results of these repression analyses

relate to the concept of social Iscriminatinn, Tf assume tliat the

equation's include all variables that affect nrnductivitv, anv nart of

the ran ih earnings not directly caused bv, differences in rein': nn ,the

independent variables must result, From 'direct -lal:Or mar! et discrimin-
t

ation. In fact, of course, the enuations Pre unlikely to include all

the relevant determinants of pro'uctivitv. meaai, Of tie U1CX-

plained 'pap' is thereford onen to debati..,

15/ While the, increase in productivity may be associated with other
,-individual characteristics, we suspect=that much ofil is due to improved
tlechnology.
',
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Even differences between w;,ite -ond non-white means on background

and education are arguably the result of past discrimination; Because

t-cial discrimination has been w.erating for so long, non-whites are

concentrated in the lower classe; and. suffer from clasc handicans

-well as racial ones: larger families, 'ewer fathers present, and so

forth. Non-whites h.-ye not received the same encourapement to become

educated. they have not had the same access to higher education, and

even when they have manaped to net a 'ood education, they 'lave certainly

not received equl consideration from employers. In the historical

sense, one might attribute all the differences in means (except perhaps

for differences due to experience) to racial discrimination. :'rile

racial discrimination has far-reachinp effects (discriminate against a
. .%

man, and not-only do you harm him, but you harm _his children's chances

of advancing), certain policies which seek to

eliminate the gap in earnings have a similarly double-edged, but

positive,effect. If you improve educational prospects for non-whites,

you indirectly help their children, as the mean of Father's Education

will rise in the next generation. Similarly, eliminating job discrimina-

tion would improve the nun-white mean on Father's Occupation and Father

white Collar in the next.generation. 'Mile such chances do not reduce

the earnings_ gap quickly, they do lead toward the desired goal. These.

-longtern policies should he accompanied by the moi:e direct policy of

reducing pay differentials between'equally ualified whites and non-

) whites.
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AppendiNLAA

A OWDARISDN ('F M.ACI:S AND -r-;;Tz ',;(11-117T7 f!! 107n Cl:!:SU

in the Census sample blacLs earned an avera^e of S3312 less than

whites and S2l33 less than otaer non-whites-;_ These otter non-u';:res

are more similar to unites than to blacks. Table Al presents recres-

sion equations showing how this relationship changes :Wren one coltrols

E(lucation and rxperiPnce. thesc variables (hut e?clud-

inc the first :arn.ups equation s::our, that when ),11( s

lave as mucil education as other ,Ion-'1 lites, the earnin differential

between the drops from $2133 to a not quite si,nificnnt $r,07,

the analogous differential betwet !flaecs and ".sites decreases to

13335. Com7)arin; t: use with enuil education an i evnerience, nt:,cr

non-whites are T,uel more similar to blacks than to ,o'itetS.

Thes.,cond equation adds .1 varictv of nocsible

interactions betv,!en educatio, c-prience. (These interactio,

terns were not rade orthogonal to the additive terms.) The differ-

ences between blacks and other non-whites now become sipnificant.

However, the non-whites are still more similar to ac!:s tnan

(when we control educaton and e-nerionce); reaffirmin,' the al)ove

conclusion. ',")c, regressions of arninc,s
1/3

and .arnin-s a^ain

yield similar results.

Thus if one tries to expla/.1 the differential hnti,eell nr0

whites .-aaal amounts of education lov iuvol:inc, theories Of s,enetic

or cultural Differences, one mu,,L be orepared to argue that other

non-whites suffer from many of ern same genetic or cultural disad-

vantages as hlachs. Alternatives'", if one argues that tle earnings

1
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'differential is due to labor market discrimination, one should he

orepared to arrtte that discrimination affects other non-wh..tPs

almost as severely as blacks.

0 ,

VI
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Table Al

REGRESSIONS OF EARNINGS, EARNINGS
1/3

AND LN EARNINGS ON EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND RACE
FOR MALES AGED,25-64 WITH POSITIVE EARNINGS ARID REPORTING EDUCATION:

1970 CENSUS 1/1000 SAMPLE

Earnings Earnings Ln Earnings

Years of B 531.42 455.44 342.79 .4614 .5833 .5644 .0772 .1118 .1169
Education s.e. (21.05)t (137.65) (148.16) (.0123) (.0808) (.0870 (.0020) (.0134) (.0145)

Years of Higher B 670.15 [152.15] [- 83.90] .1113 (-.1770] [-.2095] [-.0095] -.0603 [- .0604]

`Education s.e. (58.35) (224.45) (321.35) (.0342) (.1318) (.1888) (.0057) (.0219) (.0314)

BA B 07.87 -1937.72 (-2581.62] .7420 ( -.9465] (-1.6844) .1197 (-.1004] [-.2255)
s.e. (271.03) (876.34) (1472.31) (.1588) (.5146) (.8649) (.0265) (.0855) (.1437)

Experi ice B 473.68 [184.43] (-14.14) .2927 .2491 .1340 .0417 .0487 .0327
s.e. (14.84)- (106.45) (113.53) (.0087) (.0625) (.0667) (.0014) (.0104) (.0111)

Experi tce
2

-7.87 ( -2.05] (1.23] -.0060 -.0031 [-.0010] -.0007 -.0006 [-.0003]
1.0002) (.0010) (.0011) (.0000) (.0002) (.0002) 1,.

o
Education x B +

,1

(11.42 (7.04] (+1 (-.0602) (-.0030] [-.0009] [-.0013]
Experience

i
s.e. , (9.61) (9.66) (.0056) (.0057) (.0009) (.0009)

Education If.: B [-] ( -.30) [-.21] (-.0001) [- .0001] [-.0000) [.0000)
Experience2' s.e. (.16) (.16)

11.1
(.0001) (.0001) (..00ao) (.0000)

Years ofrpigher B [40.74] 47.92 [.0138) [.0178] + [.0023] (.0028]
Ed.. x E410. s.e. (21.44) (21.46) (.0126) (.0126) (.0021) (.0021)

IL

Year,--Of Higher B + [-.49] [-.68) + [- .0001] [-.Q.1021 [-.0000] [- .0000]

Ed. x Exp.2 s.e. (.48) (.48) (.0003) (.0M3) (.0000) (.0000)

BA x 295.02 276.78 .1924 .1846 .0245 .0238
Experience s.e. (98.20) (98.15) (.0577) (.0577) (.0096) (.0096)

2
Experience I.e.

-6.29

(2.34)

-5.84

(2.34)

='.0041

(.0014)

-.0040

(.0014)

-.0005
(.0002r

-.0005

(.0002)

(contiAued)

c
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Table Al continued

Earnings Eafnings113 Ir1 Earnings

White B 2334.70 2426.74 -2607.18 2.0821 2.1337 [-.0968] .3528 .3601 [.1536]
s-e. (165.60) (164.67) (938.44) (.090) (.0967) (.5513) (.0161) (.0161) (.0916)

'Other' Race B [697.46] 890.28 1389.49 .9677 1.0499 1.2074 .1771 ,1869 .1937
s.e. (414.95) (412.33) (422.22) (.2431) (.2421) (.2480) (.0403) (.0402) (.0412)

White x B + + 183.35 + + (.0530] [+] [+] [-.0013]
EdUcation

;...

s.e. (60.61) (.0356)
- '(.0059)

White x Years B t + [172.93] + + [-.0044] [ +1 [ +1 [-.00,441
s.e. (242.93) (.1427) (.0237)

Higher Ed.

White x BA B + + [791.20] + , + [.8337] [+] [+] (.1383]
s.e. (1250.34) (.7145) (.1u)

'White -x B [-] (-1 265.39 (-1 (-1 , .1569 [-] [-] .0223 1

Experience s.e. (54.98) (.0323) (.0054)
4
tp
NJ

White x
2

B - [-] -4.55 [-] -.0029 [-] -.0004
Experience s.e. (1.05) (.0006) (.0001)

Constant -5005.58 -2183.07 1817.46 9.5771. 8.8230 10.5465 7.2796 6.0816 7.0869
R2R .1984 .2095 .2112 .2320 .2391 .2402 .1936 .1984 .1991
S.D. of Resid. 6623.61 6578.39 6571.97 3.9805 3.8629 3.860E .6434- .6416 .6414
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Table

REGRESSIONS 0F, OCCUPATION ON BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

OF MEN AGED 25-64 WITH COMPLETE DATA AND POSITIVE EARNINGS, BY RACE

Occupation

OCG PSID

Uhite Non-White White
in,,

:Ion-White

(1 10, 4'5) ('l Ho)

Father's Education .8322 .8518 1.1394 1.2526

s.e. (.0647) (.1590) (.2025) (.3023)

Father's' Occupation .2187 [.0965] (.0229) [-.074b]

s.e. (.0177) (.0662) (.0701) (.1005)

Father White Collar 5%0016 [4.4099] 5.918 18.4689.

s.e. (.8212) (2.5574) (2.7026) (4.9544)

Father Absent -4.3337 -5.0803 [- 1.1852) -12.2798

s.e. (.6336) (1.1816) (7.1772) (4.6494)

Non-South Upbringing (.4386) 8.0662 [.9152] (3.3944)

s.e. (.5129) (1.1030) (1.2963) (1.8285).

Non-Farm Upbringing 5.5757 2.1284 3.5085 . [p.61169]

s.e. 11.5727) (1.2341) (1.4168) (1.6874)

Siblings B. -1.0463 -.3754 .' -.9934 [.7,.d671]

s.e.. (.0750) . (.1564) (.2233) t.30,19)

Father's Education
2

B .0410. 1.0293] (-.0343) .1022

s.e. (.0106) (00253) (.0395) (.0473)

Father's- Occupation2 -.0013 (-.0035) .-.00D4

i.e. (.0095) (.001 (.0018) (.0025)

Siblings
2

B .0749 (.0164) (.1075) [.07421-

s.e. (.0184) (.0304) 1.07i35) (.1086)

Constant 1.2518 -10.1246 .8920 -7.2736

R
2 .2049 .1956 .1319 .2425

S.D. of Residuals .22.0723 16.3622 19.5311 16.6410
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Tal)le t 1

REGRESSIONS- OF OCCUPATION- ON' CHARACTERISTICS,
EDTJCATION'AND EXPERIENCE OF MEN FiGI) 25-64 WITH COMPLETE DArK'

AND POSITIVE EARNINGS, BY'RACE* ab

.4Y Occupation

rti

OCG

;. White
(N=10,395)

Father's Education :Be .1172

s.e. : (.0566)

. Father's Octupation B .1161
s.e. (.0151)

Father WMite Collar .8 . [.8104]

s.e. (.6994)
.

Father Absent
-, B -1.3437

(.5405)

Non7South Upbringing B -1.6743
s.e. (.4387)

iibU-FNonarm Upbringing B 4.9025
s.e. (.4875)

Siblings B -.3310

Fathei's Education-

s.e.

B air [.0069]

(.0091) f

s.e.' (.0660)
V

a '

0 Father's Occupetio0 B "s, -.0016',

R2'

41)TSID

WhiteNon-White Non -Uhite

,(%1.111^) (.. =126 a) (ZT=51L)

..3919 . 1.3073] "i[- .0232).
(.1393) (.1723) (.2526)

[.0424] (.0561] :(.0557) (.0576)

[.7488]

1.030810

[-.7733] [4.7110]

(2.5051) (2.2345) (3.9943)
.

-2.0679 [1.0046] [-2.5173]
(1.0181) (5.8854) (3.7050)

5.8636 [- .4917] [1.1010]

(.9416) (1.0797) (1.4891)

[-.1079] ' 2.3937 [2.2341]

(1.0713) (1.1698) (1.3470)

[--.20001 (.29191[-.0624]

(.1122),

[.0234]

(-1.0053:])

(.2364)

[.78]

(-.1885)

(.0214) (.0383)

-.0051 (=.4922, -.007011.

)
- s.e. (.0004) (.0013) (.N615) (.0020)

Siblinas
2

B [.0148] [.0171] [.0056] [- .0833]

S.e. (.0156) '(.0256) 0651) (.0851)
4-

'tea -s of Education B 2.6852. .7863 . 1.6246.
s.e. (.1512)'(.0949) (.2966) 31.3246;

Rears of Education .8 2.3922 3.3765 3.1972 2.3216
Past High School .e. - (.3005) (.6966)s (.8623) (1.1113)

M
BA B, \5.3254 21.1203

t1.2832) (3.99193
5.411 9.6487

.

.

(2.i ) (5.4110)s.e.

Experience
. B, .2081 : .0880

(.01781 (.0425)

(.0002] [-.0650]

1
s.e. (:0435) 4- (.0624)

Experience
2

B 1.0015J [-.6019] [-.0001] [.0002]
0 .- , s.e. (.0013) (.0030) (.0032) (.0043)

.6038 -4.5517

Oa.

, ., 4
Constant -- .8914 -8.0137

........, v4294 .4339

of Residual* 18.7035 . 13.7577

41

.419$ *5497

16.0036 128948

41
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Chapter 9

The Determinants of Family Income

by Joseph Schwartz

This chapter will examine determinants of a family's total income,

using data from the-Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID, described in Appendix

D). I hope to answer several questions about family income:

1. What is the relationship ketween, Male Earnings (the factor examined

24.

in depth in previous chapters), other sources of,family income,

and.to)tal family income? 4

How does the inequality of

of its components, and how

family income relate to the inequality

do transfers affect inequality?

3- What is the effect of family composition and changes infamily

composition on total family income?

What is the relationship between exogenous variables (family back-

ground, human capital, attitudinal, and community variables)'and

family income?,

The cross - sectional analyses in this chapter will be based on data from

1972, the fifth year oflEhe PSID. The chapter will concludgith a comparison

of.analyses based on annual data and those based on the average of several years

. of data.

Sample,

I have chosen to conce1kualize the family as having a principal male

adult and/or a'prircipal female adult, plus children under 18,

ignore other adults. Mbere possible,- I will also ignore the distinction
#

between the "head" and thetother adult family elember. Unfortunately, this is

not always possible. The PSID sampled households, not individuals, and the

questionnaire only asked for detailed information about the "household head."

It asked for considerably less information about other family members.. The

'PSID questionnaire defines the "head" as0the principal male adult whenever a

516
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'male adult is present. This means that the PSID. usually provides far more data

on tiie rrinci..)al male adult than on the principal female adult.

I eliminated all families in which the "head" wag under 25, over 64, a

student. or in the military in 1971. If the head changed between -.971 and 1972,

I had no way of knowing whether the head had been a student.or in the military

in 1971, so I eliminated those who were students or in the military in 19'72.

In contrast tq previous analyses in this book, I retained earners with zero or

negative income and households with no principal male. These restrictions left

me with 3,495 families, who constitute the total cross-sectional sampre.

Certain analyses presented in this chapter will be performed on sub-

samples o6hese families. Dependinglin the issue being examined, it may or may

not beappropriate to include in the same analysis families with different adult

membership of different numbers of earners or,in the case of longitudinal analy-

ses, families whose composition changed over the time period under examination.

In particular, some cross-sectional analyres use samples restricted to families

with two adult members or to families with 'two working adult member's. Most of
I

the analyses I will call "longitudinal" use a sample restricted to families

with no missing income data and no change in adultIrMbershiP for the years

1968-19741112. This constitutes'-the "stable family" sample. I could have greatly

increased the comparability across analyses by restricting the sample through-

out to two-adult families where husband and wife both worked and lived together

during the whole perl.od 1968 -1972, but only 22 percent of U.S.. families had these

, characteristics. I havi adopted,the'aiternative of including all those families

with "heads" aged 25-64 for whom any given analysis is logically appropriate,

in order to give my conclusions as much generality as idssible.

i'dlinue family income as the sum of five separate components:
,

1. e Earnings is the principal male'S tncomo fromvages, salary, and

If no male was preseht.ol if he did not work, this

5 1 i
self7employment
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component is zero.

2. Female Earnings is the principal female's income from wages, salary, -

and

r'

self-employment. Again, if no ;female was present or if she did not

work, this component is zero.

3. Asset Income is the combined income of all family members from interest,

dividends, and rent.

4. Welfare is the family's income from Aid to Families with Dependent

Children, Aid -to Dependent Children, and payments by the Welfare

.

Department for items such as clothing, furniture, or rent.

5. Other Transfers is the family's income from unemployment benefits,

Social Securityj retirement and other pensions, alimony, and money

received from relatives or friends.

I will call the sum of the first three components the family's "Taxable Income,"

although this may notcorrespond exactly to the family 's taxable income as

defined by the Internal Revenue code., Total Transfer Iricome is the sum of Welfare

and Other Transfers.) This investigatidn'wilk igiolore other- sources of family
,

income, such as earnings of other famif"YmiMbers. I have deflated all-income. .

figures to 1967 dollars. This was necessary for the. longitudinal analyses appear-

to %I

ing in the later sections of this chapter. he deflation factor for 1971,

i;tcortle variables was 1.213.

s

1. Asset Income is operationally defined as the difference e en Taxable
Income and the sum of Male and Female Earnings. Similarly, Cher Transfer Income
is the differenCe between Total Transfer Income and Welfare. In those cases in
which the Inititute for Social Relearch (ISR) made assignments to Male Earnings,
Female Earnings, Taxable Income, Total Transfer Income, or Total Family Income
(i.e. where Accuracy Codes were not 0), I treated the data as missing.
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Family Income and Its Com)onelts ,;

1
Table

9
'shows the d_srilution of family income and its components. The

families in my sample rectived about 72 percent of their total income from Male

Earnings, 19 percent from Female Earnings, 4 percent from Assets, and 5 percent

from Transfers. But few if any specific families have income composed in these

proportions. If a family'receives.90 percent of its income from earnings, for

example, it is unlikely to get an additional 5 percent of its income from

transfers.

Panel A of Table 9.2 shows the correlations between components of family incope.

Three points are notable.

1. There is a positive relationship (r = 0.21) between Male 2arnings and

Asset Income.

2. There is a negative relationship (r = -0.14) between Male Earnings

and Female Earnings. This may seem some';hat surprising. AMong two-

adult families where both adults worked the correlation is 0.12. But

if Male Earnings were high, the female was slightly less likely to work.

Thus if one takes two-adult'families as a Whole, the correlation

between Male and Female Earnings is -0.02. Furthermore, if the male

was absent his earnings are by definition zero. Female Earnings

tended to be above average in theme circunstances, since females with

no husband are'more likely to work. This makes the overall correla-

tion between Male and Female Earnings for all families, including those

with one adult, slightly negative.

3. Both types of Transfer Income are negatively related to both sources

of Earnings. This relationship is strongekt between Total Transfer

I?tome and Male Earnings (r = -0.33).

Other things being equal, a.dollar increase in any compohent of income

always leads to a dollar increase in total income: Thus if we regress Family

5191
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Table 9.1

CUmulatiVe Frequency Distributions, f the is of 1971 Family
Libman (in 1967 Dollars) for Basic ampl, of 3495 Cases `in Which
MeedWas 25-64 Years EM2SSiMdent;" and Not in the Military
in 1971.

-;
8 lz

m m N +) A

1
bk 0k 0 4 0

C H C.)
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Family Income

From this Source

c this*"0" means that the family received no income of is type. For earnings, a "0" might indicate

Pe4pent of Total

Minimum

N 3478 3460 3441 3441 3495
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Table 9.2

4. Correlation Matrix fof Components of 1971 Family Income (1967 dollars) and
Unstandardized Bivaritte Regression Coefficients(E),Predicting Family TI,come from
Each Component for 31)0 Households with :athlete Data on All Basic Variables
(see Table 9.8)and wits a Non-student, Nol-mdlitary Head Aged 25-64.

Male Earnings

Male Female
Earnings Earnings Assets Welfare

Other
Transfers

Total

Taxable
Income

Total
Total Family

Transfers_Income

1..00060
)

Female 'Earnings -.14062 1.00000

Assets ,21005 .f'2347 1.00000

Welfare -.19827 -. 1020 -.04534 1.00000

Other Ts. Inc. -.26404 -. 6067 .u5007 -.00910 1.00000

Taxable Income .92115 . 2719 .34574 -.23197. -.26027 1.00000

All Transfers -.32569 --0353 .02494 .'.3581 .39603 -.33726 1.00000

Total Family Income .90750 ..?2020 .36489 -.17018 -.12380 .98787 -.18699 .1.00000

B .928` .,95 2.1;1' =2.324 -.834 .947 -1.134 1.000

B. Variance-Covariance Matrix for Componedts of 1971 Family In7ome (1967 dollars)
for 3160 households with Complete Data on All Basic Variables (see Table 9.8) and
with a Non-student, Non-military Head Aged 25-64.

Maleltarnings

Male Female
Earnings Earnings Assets welfare

Other

Transfers

Total

Taxable

Income

Total
Total Family
Transfers Income

47494505

Female Earnings -2525385 6790746

Assets 1737853 73111 01428972

Welfar 705165 -14897 -27972 206328

Other Trans. Inc. -19C3642 -165391:; 62616 -4915 1094429

Taxable Income 46679718 43571* 3039049 -880272 -2002138 54069502

All Transfers -2608802 -313574 34652 261411 108951e -2882412 135b922 Lt

Total Family Income 44070937 4043524 3073674 -618856 -912638 51187032 -1531501 49655567

Note: Numbers in the diagonal are variances. Tne variance of Male Earnings is thus ($6692)
2

= 47,494,505. Numbers off the diagonal are covariances, where Cov(r) = s s r .

x y xy
Note that the variances are not identical with the square of the standard rieviations
in Table 1 due to deletion of/missing data on all.basic variables.

respondents with
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Income on all its components simultaneously, the regression coefficient of

each component is necessarily 1.000. But other things are rarely equal, so

the bivariate regression coeffici7nts are seldom 1.000. A dollar advantage

in earnings, for example, is usually associated with a disadvantage in transfers.

The net increase in family income is tArts less than a dollar.' The bivariate

regression coefficient of Family Income (Y) on oneof its components (C) is

equal to Cov (Y,C)/Var (C). These regression coefficients are presented in

the last row of Panel A. A $1.00 increase in Male Earnings is associated

with a $0.93 increase in total Family Income, wile a.$1.00 increase in Asset

Income is associated with a $2.15 increase in total Family Income. A $1.00

increase in Transfer Income, in contrast, is associated with a $1.13 decrease

in'total Family Income, implying a decrease in Taxable Income of $2.13.
Tables 9,I-and 9.2
.

lump together families with male and female heads and

with zero, one, or two Orloyed adults. Analogous tables for two-adult families

and two-working-adult families appear in the appendix. Except for the rela-

tionship between Male and Female Earnings, the variance-covariance matrices.

are quite similar for all subsamples: As mentioned above, when the sample is

restricted to two-adult families, the negative relationship between Male and

Female tarnings becomes one of, almost total independence (r = -.02). Restrict-

ing the sample to two-adult families where both adults

worked creates a moderate positive relationship between the two earnings com-

.ponents (r = .12). In this last sample, all the components of Taxable Income

are positively intercorrelated. For this reason, each of these components has

a bivariate regression coefficient greater than 1.000 when predicting Family

Income. The selection of the sample thus has an important substantive impact

on later results.

In order to/see what*these interrelationships imply for overall inequality

in family,income, Iv decomposed the variance of family income into the variance

522'
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of income from each separate source and the covariance between different sources.

Suppose, for example, that we separate family income into Taxable Income and

Transfer Income. Then the following formula can be written:

Var (Family Income) = Var (Taxable Income) + Var (Transfer ncome)

+ 2 Cov (Taxable Income, Transfer Income)

Panel B of Table 9.2

where Var is the variance and Cov is the covariance. / presents the

variance-covariance matrix of the components of family income for the sample of

all households. The above formula can be empirically verified by sUbstitutior

from the table. Thus the'variance of taxable income is 54.1 million, the variance

of transfer income 1.4 million, the covariance is-2.9 million, and

54.1 + 1.4 + (/2.9) = 49.7, which is the total variance of family income.

This means that the present distribution of transfers makes the variance of

family income 8.1 percent less than the variance of taxable income (49.7 com-

t

pared with 54.1 million). This corresponds to a difference between the standard

deviations of family income and taxable income of 1 - ;1-A81)
1/2

- 4.14 percent.

The combined effect this reduction in the standard deviation and a 1..74

(528.22/9200.80) percent increase in the mean is a reduction in the coefficient

of variation of 100-(100 - 4.14)/(100 + 5.74' = 9.1 percent.

The effect of transfers on inequality depends not only on how they are

distributed but on how they are collected. Consider the case in which the

income for transfers is collected by a flat-rate tax on all earnings and

asset income. (Pechman ard Okner conclude that the ULited States "tax system

is virtually proportional for the vast majority of families". 1974:64). To

raise an average of 528.22 doll,:rs per family, the tax rate in'this population

would have to be 5.74 percent. Such a proportional tax would reduce both the
4

mean and the standard deviation of taxable income-I-By 5.74 percent. The

variance of after-tax, pre-transfer income would thus be ($54,069,502)(1 - 0.0574)2

= 48 million. The variance of transfers is 1.4 million. ,Since the correlation

of transfers with taxable income is -0.337, the covariance is

(- 0.337)(48.0) (1.4)
1.2

= - 2.7 million. The variance of family income after

,
r
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transfers would therefore be 48.0 + 1.4 + (27 (- 2.7) = 44.0 million. If taxes

are roughly proportional, then the addition of transfers and the deduction of

taxes to pay for these transfers would reduce the standard deviatioA of taxable

income by 100-(44.0/54.1)1/2 = 9.8 percent. Ignoring administrative costs and

possible effects on work etfort, the payment of transfers and the collection

of taxes leaves the moon unchanged. The coefficient of kAriation (V) for post-

tax family income is therefore reduced by the same 9.8 percent. This suggests

that the existing distribution of transfer income reduces inequality by

about 10 percent.

Would an alternative distribution lead to greater reductions? Suppose

that all of the transfer income were distributed to the poorest

families. This would, in effect, set a floor on the family income distribution

and all families with taxable incomes below this level would receive the dif-

ference in transfers. (This would be a "guaranteed family income" policy.) In.

geometric terms, a plot of the relationship between taxable income and transfer

income would have a sloPe of -1.0 for income levels below the minimum and a

slope of zero elsewhere. The exact level of the floor depends on both the

aggregate amount of income to be transferred and the distribution of taxable

income.

If the $528.22 x 3.441 in aggregate transfer payments were distributed

only to the poorest families in the PSID sample, the cut-off point would be

$3840. The 771/3441 22.4 percent of the sample with incomes below $3840

have a mean taxable income of $1482, Each family would receive an average

transfer payment of ($528)(3441/771) - $2358, raisins the average family

income to $3840. If all the transfer income were
distributed in this manner, the post-transfer pre-tax income distribution would

have a standard deviation of $6820. This-would be 7.3 percent less than the

standard deviation of taxable income and 3.2 percent less than the standard

deviation of the observed family income distribution. The net effect of a 7.3

524
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percent decrease in the standard deviation and a 5.7 percent increase in the mew\

is a 100 - 92.7/105.7 = 12.3 percent decrease in the coefficient of variation.

r-conclude that this maximally egalitarian distribution of transfer income would

reduce the standard deviation and coefficient of variation of taxak.le income by

3.2 percent more than does the observed distribution. It would produce a more

radical change in measures of inequality that are more sensitive than the

coefficient of variation to changes at the bottom of the income distribution.

a final exercise I wanted to know what would happen if the money to be

distributed as, transfer income were collec%ed by taxing only the highest incomes.

A 100 percent tax zate on all ncome over U9,140 would raise an amount equal to

all transfer income. The (ombiled effect of this tax/transfer policy can be seen
9.3.

from Table The within -cell variance of the poorest and the richest groups has

been eliminafla and the megns of the;two groups have moved towards the overall

mean. Since theoverall mean remairig constant, the coefficient or variation as well

'as the standard deviation is reduced by 29.5 percent. This demonstrates that the
4

collection of taxes can have a greater effect on inequality (as measured by the

coefficient of variation) than does the diAribution of transfers.

One can also use the

decomposition of variance to expjore the relationships among compo-

nents of taxable income. Giver that Male Earnings is the largest source of

income, I wanted to know how the distributions of Fent'le Earnings and Asset

Income affect inequality. The variance of Female Earnings + Male Earnings is

(47.5 + 6.8 F 2 (- 2.5)) = 47.5 x (1.018)2. The standard deviation of this sum

thus 1.8 percent greater than the standard deviation of Male Earnings. The

mean of the num is 25.5 percent greater, making the coefficient of variation

IS

100 - (101.8/125.5) = 18.9 percent smaller. Analogous calculations show the

coefficient of variation of Male Earnings + Asset Income to be 0.1 percent less

than that of Male Earnings alone. These results suggest that the addition of

34-3
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Table 9.3

it

Effect of a Hypothetical Transfer and Tax Policy which Redistributes
5.74 percent of Gross Taxable Income from the Richest to the Poorest,
Families.

Taxable Income before Net Income after

Subgroup with
taxes and transfers taxes and transfers

Taxable Income
within Subgroup within subgroup

and transfers, N mean s.d. mean,/ s.d.

less than $3840 771 1482 3840 3840 0

$3840 to $19140 2434 9935 3728 9935 3728

more than $19140 236 26842 11344 19140 0

Total 3441 9201* 7356 9201 5183

r- 0
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Female Earnings reduces overall inequality while the addition of Asset Income'has

a negligible ;effect.

The decomposition of variance, is one approach to the inver:tigation of

sources of inequality in family income. I now turn to a somewhat different

approach, comparing the inequality of family income and the inequality'of its

components. I will use four measures of inequality: the coefficient of variation

(V), the standard deviation of the natural logarithm (sin), Atkinson's measure

(A) ., and the standard deviation of the cube root of income

(s
1/3

).
5 Table 4 presents these measures for Male and Female Earnings, Taxable

#4,

Income, and total Family Income for several subsamples.

The most striking observation is that according to every measure of

inequality, Family Income is more equally distributed than any of its 'major

components, that is, Male Earnings, Female Earnings, or Taxable Income. This is

consistent with the result obtained earlier that Transfer Income has 4n equallz- )

ing effect on Family Income. Whereas the effect on the coefficient ofivariation

is quite modest, the effect on measures senSitive to changes in the lower range

of the income scale (most noticeably, sin) is much greater. The information
-0

in the table also supports the hypothesis that as the level of aggregation

increases from individual earnings to taxable incoe to family income, the level

of inequality decreases.

One also observes that as the homogeneity of the sample increases (with re-

'2. If one ecamines two-adult families using Appendix Tables A2 and A3, the

equalizing effect of Female Earnings is somewhat diminished but Asset Income

slightly increases (by 1-2 percent) the inequality in Male Earnings.

3. The last inequality measure is not scale invariant. Introduced in another

paper (Schwartz, unpublished), this measure is based on the assumption that

the utility of income is linearly related to its cube root. In a comparison of

the distribution of total Family Income to the distribution of Earnings (or one

of its other major components), this measure wi41 remain constant if the distri-

bution of all other sources of income is such that the marginal utility of this

other ingipme is uncorrelated with the utility of earnings. (con!, on P ya)

527
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o

41i

3/ (continued)

Atkinson's (1972) measure is also computed on the assumption that utility is

allivear function of Income
1/3

. It estimates the "inefficiency" of the

present distribution of income compared to a completely equal distribution of

the same sum in genera"ng social welfare. If utility is a linear function of

Y
1/3

, it would take (Y )
3 dollars per person to generate the present level

of social welfare if this sum were distriAted equally. We clivently spend

Y dollars per person to generate the same level of welfare. Atkinson's index

is thus:

A 1 -
(y

1/3
)

3

=
Y

a

528
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Table 9.4
. Mia44Sea of Inequality-tot componentslof 1971 (1967 dollars) for

Su Ales; ErhiHaving Complete Data on All is variables and With a
-ibis- ,trident, Non-military Read-Aged 25-64 *

.
\tale )04 Female Tax- -Total"...

Hale ,Male) Female Female Faun- able Family
Ibite Heuxis : Wages Hours ings income Income

.796 .723.4
A. All ' V
*Households sin
Na.3160

43./3

Ct
ar All Households V :941 .307, .690

With An Employed
A
sin .618 .481 .869

Male N*2321 -.130

4479
3

C. All 'Households v

With ParTEmployed 4'

Female; N=16b1 A
s
1 / 3

D. All Married , v

Couples N-2245 sln
A

s
1/3

E. All.MArried V.

4, Cduples !In'
Both Work N-1134 A

p1/3

Fl.' All Stable Ar*

(1968 -72) House- ,s

holds 1971 Income A
In

N=2005 ,s
1/3

F2.,All Stabife- "1.7

'Hoaeholdt
1968,4931*'Avera
IScomp
N=2005 1/3

All Married l'a V .433 ".832
Couples Without si 2.105 .534
2.,Working'Adults A . r .269
(D-E) N=1111

4 s
1/3

r, 7.365

4

2.215 .897

.257 .151

6.918 4.986

;.648 .626
.791 .702

.119. .106
4.635 4.371

fe .805 .554 .788 .656 .605

.663 1.000 1.314 .951 .700

.243 .158 .120

4.600 5.162 4.444 f

1.275 1.474
%of'

.661 .622,

3.489 3.870 1.348 .699

'.8)0 ,145 .104

7.368 5.3310.349

. 723 .599 .806 :492- .476

. 644 1.0135 1.388 .559 .497

.259 .077 .070

4.611 3.764 3.510

.363 .722

:1.540 1.872

-" .188

5.860

.876 .185 .559

.571 .440 .691

,..0

1.820

All One -Aduft V.
Households
(A-D)41, A

In

s=915
1/3

Households V
.111Without. 2 Wdiking

Adults (A-E)
Aln

N72026 s
1/3

.718 .653

2.117 .812'

.229 .131
6.651 4.726

.651 .597

1.748 .663

.185 .1111

5.819- 4.209

,)

6.970 7.1g5 .833 768.e-
1.179 1.243 1.786 .836

. .999 .210 -136
2.202 6.340 4.891

k

"*The log of 0 has been set to zero. Sample E regrettably includes six women who Workedw.,thout
fpay. ,The Inclusioit ofwomen with no Aka= in the computation of makes s

comparisons with other.samoles meaningless. -

r 2 9vg

104
.987116.754

3.0614.11.984

.438 .169

7.272 4.269

.9,93 .871

7:605 .988

.341 -S.182.
7.523 5:168
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ar
go

1

spect to employment and marital status) each particular distribution grows more
9.4

equal. The bottom pprtion of Table / shows me4jures of inequality for those sub

samples which were excluded by successive restrictions. It is cigar that these

excluded subsamples exhibit much more within-grobp inequality than the inclUded
i

4-

The remainderof this sectionyill eXtmine inequality in Earnings, the

b

largest component 'f Family Income and also the largest source of variation in
4

such income.

ati

Male Earnings are more eqUally distributed than Female Earnings, even when

we compare only males and females who worked-This appears to be because Female

Hours vary more than Male'Hours. The inequality measures for Mgia and Female

Wages are fairly similar: Indeed, V is larger for Male Wages than Female Wages,

though s
ln

is not. Since V primarily reflects inequality at the upper end of

the distribution, While s
ln

is most sensitive to inequality at the bottom, it

appears that i$ quality among women is primarily a matter of some women earning
4

(i.e., skewed to the left),
far less than. the average woman Awhille inequality among met is primarily a matter

tk.
-9
4

of some men earning far more than average (i.e., skewed to the right).

Ineallety in Earnings is a function_of the inequality in its two cOmpo.-

lsbne ,

.()

wages and hours. We know that Ln Earnings = Ln Wages + Ln Hours, so

Var (Ln Earnings) = (Ln Wages) + Var (Ln Hours) + 2 Cov (Ln4iages, Ln Hours). t

Since Var in Wages) is greeter than Var (Ln Hours) for employed males, inequality

in Male Earnings primarily reflects inequality of wages. S
In

and V disagree on

1/6

whether women's wages are more equal than their Hours worked, I conclude that

those women with high wages and those with Ow Hours Worked make the greatest

contribution to inequality of Female Earnings.

The relAionship between inequality in wages, ho t 146arnings can

also be seen by examining, the variance-covariance matrices of Ln Wages, Hours,
9.5.

and Earniilgs ink Table / This matrix shows that wages and hours are relatively

5 3

fi
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Table 9.5

1

Variance-Covariance latrices for Components of 1971 Male-Ln Earnings

and 1971 Female Ln Earnings for 1134 Households W.th an Employed

Non-student, Non-military Male Head. Aged 25-64, Employed Spouse,,

and Complete Data on All Basic,V,ariables.

Ln Male Wages

Ln Male (flours

Ln Male Earnings

.

(4'

..Ln Female Wages

. Ln Ln Ln

Male Male Male

Wages Hours Earnings-

.3263 \
N

.1938,'

.3048 .1723 .4771

o

Ln qp Ln Ln

F e Female Female

Wages Hours Earnings

.4142
0

Ln Fetale Hours .0499 1.1230

Female, Earnings .4641

0

Note:

1.1729 1.6370

kir
.

The matrix oi-fesiale variables has been adjusted to remdve the effect of

six women whc had zero earnings (despite working a ppsitive number of

hours). This adjustment resulted in a substantial reduction in the 7.

variance of Ln Female Earnings (compare to s ln in Table 4) and minor

reductiond the other entries.

f

531
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independent of one another. The covariance of Ln Hours and Ln Wages is consis-
e- Ln

tently small (- 0.0215 for males, 0.0499 for females). The variance of /Earnings

Ln Ln

is therefore almost equal to the sum of the variances of/Wages and/ho.urs. Male

Wages account for approximately 63 'percent of the inequalitlf in Male' Earnings,

while Female Hour. account about 72_percent/of the inequality in Female

Earnings.

Family Composition and Family Income

One obvious source of income differences between families i,s their compo-

sition. Family composition is an indiCator of potential sources of income. For

example, single-adult families can receive earnings from only one source; familieNt.

without children do not receive AFDC; women with young children are likely to

work fewer hours than other women, or not to work at all. Knowing a family's

potential sources of income is the first 'step in predicting how much income

it receives. Considerably more 4s learned by examining whether.or not the

principal adults worked during the year., The cross-classification of family com-

position by employment status of the principal adults formed the basis-ofthe,
,

family typology used to explore the relationship between these'factors and the
9.6-

components of,family income. Tani,/ shows the extent to which difNrent 'tyPet

of families depend on different sources of income, and the proportion ofIZNance'

4
in each kind of income explained by family composition.

This relationship is i'mportant for several reasons. First, it explains
a

a considerable proportion of the variance in all sources of income except assets.

e
Second, many of the remaining analyses VI this.chapter ill exclude exactly those

__--

,4. It is reassuring that those families with only one adult received only one
type of earnings. However, it is disconcerting that families occasionally received
earnings from memberswhoclaised they worked zero hours during the year. Since
all.cases with missing data on Earnings or Hours Worked have been excluded, there
is'no obvious explanation. Forttinately the magnitude of the problem appears

kema11.1

5 p 2
-
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' Table 9.6

Name. 2972 Dwane (1967 dollars) by Source and Family Types
Dim =Rack lemma Source and on Hours Necked by Principal
ith a Non-student, Non-military Head Aged 25-64.

c

0 CM
W

;03 fr1

714 la w8 0,44 4 C g 2 u ....xg<4 WOO CL1 4 H F4 H H

1 2 3 , 4

4.

3341 nowsholds with Coplata
NoEle and Female Adults and

N
O

O

0 E4 *-4

U

1-4

If;4 C M

.0 4 ow0 k. U
(.4 E v1

7

A U A* Mean 0 12 376 384 444 1329 1772 2160

104.06 0 '90 1002- 1005 754 1694 1542 1912
of Plhim4yk 0 .55 17.39 17.94 20.54 61.52 82.06

Inge
A U P Mean 0 40 74 114 1517 996 2513 2627

Milm67 S.D. 0 169 241 292 1437 1295 1264 1274
% of Family 0 1.53 2.81 4.34 57.74 37.92 95,.66'

Lacoste

A E A Mean 0 4576 330 4906 63 506 569 5475

14=408 S.D. 0 3087 920 3398 1085 1128 3429

4.

% of Family 0 83.59 6.03 89.62 1.15 9.24 10.38
Income

A E- P Mean 0 3319 72 3391 485 904 , 1389 4780

19128 S.D. 0 2594 332 2614 1040' :14 1175 1460 2421
% of Family 0 69.44 1.50. 70.94 10.15 18.91 29.06

Income

U A A Mean 0 0 155 155 228 2191 2419 2574

1425 S.D.

%$of Family
0
0

0

0

346

6.00

346

6.00

631

8.86
1331
85.14

1090

94.00

1298

Income

U A P an 0 0 0 0 898 3427 4325 4325

W2 S.D. 0 0 0 0 1131 4178 3899 3899
% of Family 0 ,0 0 o 20 .'76 79.24 10U.UV

Income

U U Mean 242 0 854 1096 178 3465 3644 4740

, W46 S.D. 1101 0 1916 2112 466 2683 2542 3063

% of ?amily 5.11 0 18.02 23.13 3.77 73:10 76.87
Income

U U P mear* 76 0 26 4 102 1640 1834 3474 3575

1110 S.D. 418 0 151 439 2134 f 1697 1464 1430

% of Family 2.12 .73 - 2.85 45.86 51.29 97.15
Income

A Mean 95 2948 1043 4086 152 2613 2764 6851

W30 S.D. 864 2164 1619 3493 391 1960 1890 3364
% of Fly 1.39 43.03 15.23 59.65 2.21 38.14 40.35.

Income

s.,13 E P Mean 0 1674 980, 2653 -254 2926 3180\ 5834

N=6 S.D. 0 1405 1529 2625 636 1325 1026 \. 2581
% of Family 0 28.69 16.80 45.0 4.36 50.15 54.51

Income

E A .A Mean 7363 0 419 7637, -31 , 189 220 7857

W225- S.D. 5097 0 1785 5347 218 40 626 559 5227

% of 'Family 93.71 0 5.33 97.20 .39 2%41 2.80
' Incohe

E A .13 Mean 5457 0 63 5520 0 245 245 5765

N=21 S.D$ 2715 0 110 2764 0 520 520 2540

%Abf.Family 94.66 0 1.09 95.76 0 4.24 4.24

Income

4
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1 2
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3 4 5evImNdlera

E U A Neon 10872 6 648 11520 13
N.499 S.D. 9256 0 1605 9973 139

% of Family, 91.70 0 5.47 97.17 .11
Income

E U P Mean. 10168 0 293 10462 67
N-578 S.D. '6448 0 1294 7079 480

% of Family 95.34 0 2.75 98.09 162
Income

E E A-:Nean 8986- 3547 423 12956 12
N-629 S.D. 5619 2592 1168 6856 183

.%, of Family 68.27 26.94 3.21 98.42 .08
Income.

E E P Mean 8397 2613 191 11202 21
N=562 S.D._

,'
3 '852 '2274 728 4564 222

% of Falaily 73.18 22.77 1.66 97.62 .18
Income

Total 7019 1823 368 9201 103
Sample 6881 2617 1217 7356 510
N=3343 72,14 18.74 3.7.9 94.57 1.06

Eta
2
when groups defined by:

Adult Membershipa
d.f.=2 .29115- .10657- -.0020 .1884 .0547

Family Membership
d.f.=5 .2918 .1302 ..0154 .1943 .1365

Family Membership
b

and Employment
Status of Adults
d.f.=15 .3625 .4752 .0225 .2672 .2374

* A - absent
P - present

U - present and did aiot work during 1971
E - present and worked during 1971

A

6 7 8=11 .111
323 336 11856
924 A' 937 9880
2.72 2.83

137 204 10666
537 755 6963,

1.29 1.91

196 207 13163
623 647 6766

-1.49 1.57

253 2731c. 11475
778 807 4520

2.20 2.38

'425 528 9729
1069 1179 7052
4.37 ' 5.43

' .0271 .0594 .1716

. .0342 .0912 .1773

1953 '.3386 .2179

S

a. Adult Membership Is the presence or absence of a principal male and/or female adult.

b. Family Membership covers adult membership and the presence or absence of children
less than 10. years old.

5'3 4
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tend to
family types (with,a single or non-working adult) that/have the lowest incomes and*'

receive the highest transfers. It is important to understand how such restric-

tions affect' the general character of the sample under examination. Finally,

family composition is the most important factor in determining how much income

a family "needs." K.though I have, not tried to estimate these needs and do not

intend to do so in this chaptlr, it seems reasonable to assume that oneadult

families without young children (primarily single individuals) need less money

than two-adult families with children.

Some of the inter-relationships among the components cr family income

previously discussed become even clearer within the context of family compo-

sition. For example, single working women earn more than married working women

(partially explainirg the negative relationship between Male and Female Earnings);

families with a working man, receive very little welfare and have the highest-'

average family incones; ana most of the Other Transfers (primarily unemployment

and retirement benefits) go to families with a non-working male adult or no

male adult at all. In two-adult families, husbands earn less on average when

their wives wdrk (causal order could be in either direction) but those families

with both a workinig man and woman have higher total garnings and Family Income.

Working male adult_s, in families with no working female earn over 90 aerCent Of

the total Family Income. When both spouses work, the nusband earns about 70

percent and the wife about 25 percent of total Family Income. This implies that
,

earlier chapters which examined earnings for men wit's positive earnings were

focusing on the largest source-of fami2y income, although ignoring an important

second source for families with working wives.

9.
The values of eta

2,
in Table / a e considerably lower for Family Income.

than for Ln Family Income or Family Income
1/3

. Adult membership (the presence

or absence of principal male and female adults), for example, explains

17.16 percent of the variance in Family Income, 23.4C percent of the
1/3

variance in to Family Income, and 25.81 percent of the variance in Family Income .
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This trend also holds for Male Earnings and Taxable Income.

In theoryv\longitudinal data allow, one to examine the effects of changes

in family composition on the components of family income. However, 60 percent-

of families experienced no change over five years, while another 30 percent

'experienced no change in the principal adults of t!he family.

Still,

it seemed useful to analyze the effect of those changes that did occur.

For the sake of clarity I restricted the analysis to families whose composition

did not change-moreithan once during the five years. I defined -the change iii

income as the difference between income received the year before the reported

change and income received the year after it. This two-year difference was

chosen in order to assure that there would be no change in family composition

during the years the income was measured. If no change in composition was

reported, the change in income was arbitrarily set equal to the difference

between the incomes reported in the 1969 and 1971 interviews.
9.7The results of this analysis appear in Table Unfortunately they are

not very interesting. Only the-gain or loss of a husband had a large effect on

changes in income, and this primarily affects Male Earnings. The other

effects of changes in family composition on changes in income were small and

almost always in an intuitively predictable direction. For example, the

0 loss of a husband was associated with modest increases in the family's Female(

Earnings and Total Transfer Income,amounting to about 20 percent of the loss

in Male Earnings. Asecond general result of this. analysis is that the

variance of the change in income within each group of families experienting

a change in composition was greater than the variance of the change in`income

of the grOup of non - changing families. This means that.families with a stable

composition tend to be mode economically stable than families whose composition

changes.

The change in income associated with each type of change in family

position is smaller than the difference between the average incomes of

families of the pre-change and poSt7change types. For example, if we e amine

the 10 cases in which a woman married, Male Earnings Increased from ze to

an average of $7001. This is much less than the average married man's earnings
of $9188. Similarly, while Female Earnings decrease, indicating that women
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Change is,Inomme Over Two Years (1467 dollars) by Changes in Family Composition
tor Families With No More than One Change in Composition Between 1967 and 1972
end Wit. Income Data for the Year Prior to and the Year After the Change in
Fftmily Composition and With a Non - military, Non-student Head Aged 25-64 in 1971.

Tax TotalP Total
Mlle Female able. Tranafer Family

Tycwod Clumgea .N Earnings Earnings Income Income Income

None (1976-1968 mean 1227 149

income) s.d. 2848

Change in Members mean 547 593

"Other than Head s.d. 3316

or Wife

Change in Wife mean 34 232
s.d. 2731

Husband Gone ,mean 79 -5640
s.d. 4210

New Husband mean 10 7001

s.d. 3872

Former "Non- mean 5c -1050

Principal Adult" s.d. 6376

Now Head'

Female (not wife) mean 7 1496

Now Married s.d. 4307

Total Sample mean 2011 54

s.d. fr 3187
.,

Eta

Mean Income for Families of Each Type

Family's Adult Structure

.14C

10.71

128 315 182, 497
1477 3202 999 3081

-227 497 128 627

1394 3635 560 3624

-1287 -1086 -2 1-108? ,

3395 4684 172 4673

a

544 -5227 651 -4586

1924 4496 1593 4048

-673 6628 -283 6345

2170 3763 578 3810

282 -1312 151 -1162

3933 5641 699 5538

1292 2420 -373 2047

3257 5274 1289 5062

26 126 177 302

1670 3498 921 3398

.027 .10' .014 .098

7.03 30.11 3.66 27.22

Female Adult Only 709 0 3239 3505 1080 4585

Male Adult Only 273 6485 0 6730 453 7183

4,

Two Adults 2361 9188 1609 11196 371 11568

Total 3343 7019 1823 9201 528 9729

* For families with ro chanve in composition between 1967 and 1972 change in income is
difference between1968 and 197 0 income.
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alter their economic behavior during the year following marriage, the

change is only 41 percent of the difference between the average married

woman and the average single wonari: This is not a surprising result. Changes

in a person's situation frequently require time to affect their behavior.

Furthermore? a "just-married" woman may well differ from the "average" woman
a
in many ways including age and number of children. The main conclusion is

ply that families which change their composition are unlikely to be rep-

resentative, of either their pre- or post-change family type.'

Bivariate Relationships

The nexttwo sections will focus on the association between exogenous

14

variables such as age and education and the endogenous components of family

income. The variables to be included in this discussion are presented in Table 9.8.

The means and standard deviations of these variables for four different samples

9.14
are presented in'Table, in the appendix.

Earlier chapters explored the relationship between the exogenous variables

and Male Earnings. The aim of this section is to examine tile extent to which

these variables influence Family Income independently of their effects on

tandarLze ression coeffic-ient of a single exogenous variable

(such'as_husband's Education) when predicting Family Income equals the sum of

the coefficients obtained when each coppOnent of income is regressed on this

same exogenous variable. This means We can decompose the bivariate relationship

between, for example, an adult male's education and his family's income into five
We can then

other bivariate relationships. / 8ee 'whether the-relationship is entirely due
the male's

to the effect of / education on his own earnings, or whether his education also
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Unstandaidized Bivaxiate
Each Somme of 1971
Data on_Hasic Variables

Table 9.8
Regression Coefficient of

Income (in 1967 dollars): 2245
and Male Non-military, Non-stmdent

Male Female
Earn./ Earn!

1 1
44:511 inV Assets Welfare

Exogenous
Two-Adult

Variables When Predicting
t

Families With Complete
Head Aged 25-64

Other Tax- Total
Trans- able Trans- Total
feral incom4fers1 InoomelH4.d White 259 -38 194 -143 36 2753 -107 2646** ** ** **H's rstlrr'e Education 445 64 17 -9 -9 525 -18 508(years) ** * * *** ***B's Fatherlm Occupation 71 10 3 -1 -1 84 -3 81(Duncan Score) ** * ** **H's rather White Collar 31E1 550 195 -41 . - 111 3906 -151 = 3755** * * *** ***H's Father U.S. Citizen -1642 -16 -337 -49 -2 -1995 -51 -2046

1 ,

.) * 44, ** **WALSiblings -516 -60 -2 12 20 -578 32 -546
1

** * ** * **
His ow-Farm Origins 2986 243 112 -8

45 3341 37 3378
*** *** ***

H's City Origins 1 2934 116 219 -15 82 3268 67 3335
**

* ** ***
H's Non-South Origins 2426 -1 141 -1 -63 2567 -64_ 2503

** ** **
H's Parents'Economic 2

619 14 46 -16 =,27 679 -42 637Situation ** * ** **
H's Non-School Training 1 -=477 -30 -38 -19 173 7,544 154 -390(0,1)

* *Number of Children 170 -268 -62 35 ii. -41 -160 -6 -166
** * ** ,*

Age Youngest Child -10 66 24 -3 21 80 49 99(no children = 18) *le. ** ** * . ** *
H's Law Educational Goalr

-.120 -237 -75 28 -23 -632 c -628for Children (1 5) * ** *
** ** **

H's Achievement Motivation 171 54 31 9 656 -17 638(0-16) *** * * *

_78
***

.
***

_H's Risk Avoidance 1373- 190 129 -34 -16 1692 . -50 1642(0-8)
1

*** ** ** ** *** * ***
H Union /limber -47 215 -15 ,-1 -6 -77 -7 -84

*
* *

H's Job Tenurel
10 -1 1 -0 -1 10 -2 8(months)

H Self-Employed1'3
**

1328 7252 -.1. 200

*

-2

=-

-66

**

1276

**

-69

**

1207
**

* ** ** **
H Physically Handicaooed -3591 -142 64 125 . 711 -3669 836 -2832

** ** *** ** *** **
Local Shortage bf Female -25 -8 23 5 14 -9 23 14Labor (0-7)

2Local Shortage of Male 162 -19 39 13 -0 182 12 194Labor 41-5)

Local Unemployment Rate /

(percent in August 1972):
137 -51 32 7 20 118 27 145

`Non-South Region
1891 55 164 22 -29 2110 -8 2103

* * * ** **
Distance to Nearest City 1

-49 -9 -2 -0 -2 -60 -3 -63
(0-65 miles) * * * * **
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Table 9.8" continded

Mile
Earn-

Female
Earn-

-4 -479-

Assets

-

Welfare

Other.
Trans-
fers

Tax-
able

Inc ose

Total
Trans- Total
fers Income

2$100ALIgiamal Mole We 1730
.!..-..

52 162 6 -5 1944 1. 1945
(dollars per hour) ** * ** **

Typical Local Female Wage 2840 407 253 17 36 3500 53 3552
(dollars per hour) **

. * * ** **
at-le Sentence Completion Score1197 113 45 -20 -30 1355 -50 405

(0-13) *** * *
**

_ *** * ***

H's Age , -37
/

*
1

2 20
, **

1 dor 19
***

-15 20
**

4

H's 7- Aw-artion 95 39 -13 -23 1015 -r36 979882
(years) *** ** ** **

,
* *** ** ***

H's Occupational Status 139 12 7 -2 -9 158 -11 148
.(Duncan Score) % *** ** ** ** ** *** *** ***

H's Hours >0 9462 670 -466 -322 -2849 9666 -3171 6496
*** * ** *** *** *** ' **

H's Weeks Worked
1

200 7 -8 -8 -48 199 -56 143
*** * *** *** *** *** ***

H'slirs/Wk Worked' 146 \-2 -2 -5 =31 14/ -36 106
*** ** *** *** *** * *

H's Hours Worked' 2.77 -.05 -.06 -.10 -.57 2..67 -.67 1.99
*** *** *** *** *** ***

H's Hourly Wage 1088 -1 49 -6 -28 1136 -34 1102
*** ** * ** *** ** ***

V's Sentence Completion Score 1463 103 175 -17 -21 1741 -38 1703
(0-13') ** . ** **

W's Age -17

1

-2

.

20-

**
.,

1 18
**

1 19
**

19

W's Education 894 233 51 -18 -35 1178 -54 1124

(ye'ars) *** ***. ** ** ** *** ** --2***

W's Occupational Status 6 65- -1 -2 71 -3 68

(Duncan Score) ***
,-0

* *** * ***

W's Hours;s0 '=1418 3082 -44 =77 1553 -121 1433
** ***

,-110
* ** **

W's Weeks Worked
1

-34 86 -0 -1 -2 52_ -3 A9
** *** * ** **

W's Hrs/Wk Worked' . -47 93 -3 -1 -2 43 -3 4Q
** *** * ** **

W's Hours Worked' -1.02 2.34 -.02 -.03 1.29 -.05 1.24
** ***

:-.02-
** **

W's Hourly Wage 134 945 -2 -10 -32 1076 -42 1034
*** ***, 4 ***

1-tailed probability of occurrence by chance

p 5 .005
** p 5 .0005

*** 10

Respondents with
1. A "bas$c variable" --/ misding data on

the mu'tivariate analyses).

retrospective report, coded

2. and' s /
.3 5 4

any basic variable were excluded -from

bm poor, 3 - average, 5- pretty well-off
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"affects"other components of his family's' in3ome, such as his wife's 'earnings.

One cannot conduct an analysis of this type on all sorts of

families simultaneously. For example, it'is impossible to analyze the effects

of Male Education in a sample that includes families with DJ male adult. I will

therefore coafine these analyses to families with both a male and female adult in

the family. For this sample of families, the questions asked of the "hcr.:sehold

head" always refer to a male.

backgroundTable9-8shows that all measured exogenous/characteristics except the

husband's Non-School Training are strongly related to the husband's earnings,

but most are only weakly (if at all) rerated"to other sources of income.

The coefficients have the predicted sign, with the possible exception of the

relationship between husband's Earnings and his Father's Citizenship.

Being a
second

generation American appears to have a positive effect on both

husband's Earnings and Assets. This finding is supported in other surveys.

Itcould be an indication of selective immigration. Nor-white men
1'

earn less and receive less from Assets and Other Tranofers than wh4.tes. Non-

whites receive more Welfare than whites.

Children have an insignificant effect on the hushand's Earnings but ale

related-to cther components of income: the greater the n er,of children and

the younger they are, the lower the wife's Earnings; presumably because she is

less likely to work. Such families may be le4 likely to have accumulated sub-

stantial savings or finial investments. This would explain the fact that there

is a negative relitionship between the Number of Children and Assets.)Finally,

those families with more children receive more Welfare and less Other Transfer

Income. The last relationship reflects the fast that Other Transfer Income is

un
primarily employment benefits, Social Security, and ittivate.pensions.

The attitudinal variables have the expected relation to the components of

9.8
income, at least iniTable where no other variables'ave controlled. If the

.0.

-husband-has high educational goals for his children, high achievement motivation,
,

or minimizes risk (according to the PSID Risk Avoidance scale), both he and his
.

.
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slightly
wife earn/more, receive mcIre,, fromAssets, and receive less Welfare, other

things being equal.

If the male is self-employed, his Earnings and the family's Asset Income

are above ,.verage, but his wife's Earnings are below average. tipt surprisingly,

those husbands who are handicapped or have other physPtal limitations

earn considerably less" and receive more Other Transfer Income. However, the

increase in Transfer Income covers only about 20 percent of the loss in Earnings.

'Living outside the South, near a city, or.in communities with high average

hourly ages for manual labor tends to result in higher husband's Earnings.

In discussing the bivariate relationship between the sources of income

and the variables describing husbands, and wives, it is convenient to divide the

latter into two groups: variables which(destribe "economic behavior" or

conditions during a specified time period (such as Hours Greater than Zero,

WeekS'Worked, Average Hours per Week, Total Hours Worked, and Hourly Wages)

and "exogenous" variables (such as Sentence Completion Test Score, Age,

Education, and Ood'upational Status). The, exogenous variables presumably'

affect economic behavior, but not vice versa.
0 4

.Analagous exoge, variables for husbands and wives are usually

strongly correlated. Highly educated husbands tend to have highly educated wives,

and so forth. Thus if hatband's Education is related to husband's Earn'ings, wife's

Education is also likely to be related to husband's Earnings. In general, this

is the pattern in Table
'9.8 Because four percent of the husbands a re retired,. the

coefficients of Male and Female Age at low when predicting Earnings and high
S.

fOr Other Transfer Income. The other exogenous variablesitexhibit the pre-
,

dicted relationships to Earnings and Assets and small negative relationships to

Sentence Completion
Transfer Income. (Female/Test Score is of little interest, since only eight

percent of the, wives had scores. The rest of the cases are assigned the mean

on Female Sentence Completion Test '.core.)
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The most interesting'relationships in Table9.8are between the economic be-

haviortvariables and Earnings. The very strong association between one's own

economic bet,avior andone's.own Earnings is expected. 5
The interesting aspect

concerns the relationship between one's ow economic }#ehavior and the earnings
Panel .A of Table 9.9

the spodse. J. 'shows the correlations among these variables. I think

,

theseAcorrelations can
t
best be interpreted within the framework of'an elementary

model of the lo-tSic work situation inwhich hours worked is the individual's
t,

input and/earnings is hit output. Wages def ne the relaionship"between'the.
vf

twos The ineividual,ha.s very little slibrt-term control over his wages and can

therefore vary his earnings only by varying his hours (including the decision

to work or not work). Examination of theilterspousecorreiations in Tab], 9'7'

showsythatlhusband's Hours Worked (411puti is unrelated to, wife's Hour(Worked

. or Ea'rri'ngs. The most significant correlition'(- 0.128) is between wife's

a 4*

Hours Worked and hqsband's Earnings. This suggests that the output of
e S 41. -

1

husband's economic situation (Earnings) causally influ6nces the wife's input

(Hours) to l.er work situation. There is an insignificant correlation (-

5. Since the unstandirdized r gression coefficient ofi
.

when predicting husbarid's Earnings i $2.77, and since
r9'. product-0T hours and wagers, one might mistakenly assume

ill
Hourly Wage is .$2.77 per hour. In fact
0

# _

xy,x
Cov(x2,y)

B y
xy, Var(X)4 VWx).

'1.0
B is the unstandardizsd regression coefficient of the
xy,x

y on x,

is the mean of

where

husband's Bouts Worked
earnings equals the.
that the mean .of husband- 's

S

is the mean of k,
Var(x) i: the varianceopf x
Cov(k2,y) is the covaridnce oftA
Co*(x,y) is the covariance off
The proof follows froM the fact

iax2_ni2) (Ex2y_ni2i) - x(Exy-nxy)a.

,Hours Worked, y represents husband's
husband's Earnings. 4

/

2 and y, and
and

that Ex2y - xy

In this instance
Hourly Wage, and their

product'of x and

x represesMs_husband's
product xy represents

t).4'3 4



A.

H's Hours

41Ors Earnings.

Ws-Hours

W's Earnings

'Mean

S.D.

4 No`

- Table-9.9

Correlations Among/Husbands' and Wives'
2245 Families with Two Adults, Complete

pnd Male Non-Military, Non -dent Head

H's

Hours

1.00000 .

.32188
4

- :02657

-.01602

2131

773

FY's

Earnings

1.00000

-.12821.

-.02009

9224

6667.

Hours and Earnings:
a

Data on -Basic Vaqables,

Aged 25-64

W's
Hours

1'. 00000

.82961

656

837

1--

W't

Earnings

1.00000

15

2357
A

, AP, . .

a. Wages4_have been omitted from this table because the variable is unknown for
those whoiptPnot work.

I.

Na

B. Correlations Among Husbands' and Wives' Hours,Wages,and Earnings:
1134,Pamilits with Two Working, Adults, Complete Data on Baiic

'Varfables, and Male Non-Militiry, Non-Student Head Aged 25-64.

H's Hours

H's Wage

Earnings

W's Hours

W's Wage

W's tarnin4

Mean -

S.D.

H's

Hours
H's

Wage
H's

Earnings '

Wis

Hours
W's
Wage

1.00000 '

41

-.20433 1.00000

.21610 .58094 1.00000

.01608 -.06675 -.11794 1.00000

-.04802 .17537 .27321 -.03627 1400000

-.02326 .04 011803 .68877 .48840

2174 8777 " 7,255 2.504

619 3.724 4904 751 1.815

4k 5'44
r

W's

Earnings

vAn

1.06000

3093

24
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between husband's and wife's Earnings. When we examine the same relationship

for families with two working adults ,( Panel fix we obF.erve a moderate positive

correlation betwee* spousfis' Wages that is presumably due to the similarity

in background and human capital variables. Within this subsample, wife's

Wages and Earnings are positively correlated with husband's Ea

Multivariate Analyses

This section begins by examining a simple model for predicting the econo-

mic balavior of husbands and wives in two-adult families. In this model there are

eight exogenous variables which can be seP4rated into three groups:

4 /I-
1. OWn Characteristics -- Age, Age\2 , an Education

2. Spouse's Characteristics -- same as above

4
'.lPt Other Family'Characteristics - -- Number of Children and Age of Youngest

Child.

AmajoVadvantage of such a simple model is that:it can bl% made symmetric, since
4

the9PSID has Age and.Education for both spouses. i.ise PSID did not obtain

. p

other background data for wives, it is difficult to examine a more complica
0 1

4

5 4 b 1
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symmetric model.
6

"fs

In order to study the interPlay'between wages and hours worked, it..4.s

necessary to restricts the sample to thOse who worked. -(A person's wage is not

defined if he/she did not work.) BecaUSe %he product,Of hours worked and wages'

equals earnings, it is conventional to treat the logs of these variables as the

endogenous-variables in'an additive model. ,While I will restrict the discussion

to regression equations predicting Ln Waget, Ln Hours, and Ln Earnings, I examined

analo"gou4Aregreseiohs,forthe'untrinslhoried variables,and found that they

support the conclusions of this section.

9.10
Table shows three separate regre ions 111,n Hourly Wages of the,

9 I,

husband and wife as the .dependent'variables.Table /-with one 'additional aqua-

r
.tio , similarly treats Ln Hours Worked. The first equation in each table regresses

A

th dependent~ variable against an indiViual's own personal characteristics.
Ln '9.10

The effect of Age on/Wages in Table is similar for both husbandsand.vives.
A

Ln Wages increase with age but at a decreasing rate. An extra year of education

increases a husband's wage at any given'age by about 7.5 percent. If the

_ .

Wife has an extra year of education, she typically earns about 10 percent more,-

assuming she works at all. (Equations not shown here,indicate that this relation-

ship is essentially linear for husbands but 'cot for wives. Wife's wages increase
.

at rates ranging from 4.2 percent per yeir of primary school to over 15 pkcent

for each year of college.)

The second equation for, each se 40tegresseS his or her wage on all

eight exogenous variables -- personal characteb.stics, spouse's-characteristics,

and other family characteristics: The coefficients of NUmber of

of Youngest Child are insignificant in predicting both husband's
°

Children and Age

and wifes Ln Wages

_ .

6. As mentioned in the previous section, for those cases in which the wife was
interviewed in 1972, I have a measure of her Sentence Completion Test Score in-
stead other husband's. One could explore a *del including the Test Score for: ,
wives and husbands (whichever is present), but the effect of Test Score would be
confounded with the respondent.

7. 'The multiplicative relatipnihip between wages d hours is not perfect for
females in the following analyses because, of the sic women wtehad no earnings
although they had positive HOurs Worked. I assigned these women a value of
0 for Ln Wages.-
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Table 9".10°

Ln

UnstanOardized Regressions of 1971 Male and FemedqWagei on Characteristics
of 4134 Householdswith,male Non-military, Non-student Head, Spouse Present,
Complete Data on All Basic Variables, and Both Spoufes Working at Some Time.

r

Male Ln Wages

Eq:3

Female Ln Wages

Eq.1Eq.l Eq.2 Eq.1 Eq.2

Own EdUcation B .07485 _.06393 .0600'r- .10032 0720 .07346
s.e. ( .00482) ( .00582) ( .00580) .00680r, ( . 00823) ( .00817)

Own Age B .06767 ( .00189] ( :00712] .03834 . 07236 u.06007

2
.s.e., ( .01130) ( .01923) ( .01904) .01200) ( 02021) ( .02012)

Own Age -.00072 .1-.00006] (-.00011) - .00039 -. 00081 --.00068
s.e. ( .00013) ( .00021) ( .00021), .00015) ( .00025) ( .00024)

Number of Children lb- - [ .0097] [ .01138] [1:,..01210] (,--.01380]

S.e. ( .01441) ( .01425) 4 .01645) ( .01626)
Age of Youngest Child B ( .00274] ( .00183] [ .00678T ( 1316,&30]

s.e. ( .Q0409) ( .00405) ( .00467) ( .00462)
Spouse'i Education .02146 ( .01111] .02862 .01745

s.e. ( .00721) ( .00741) ( .00664) ( .00691)
_Spouse's Age B .07037 .06067 [-.03903; (-.03936)

s.e. ( .01770) ( .01760) ( .02195) ( .0,2170)

Spouse's Age` -.00077 7.00066 [ .00042] [ .00043]

s.e. .00021) ( .00021) ( .00024) ( .00024)

Spouse's Ln Wages .13413 + .17472

( .02583) ( .03364)

R
2

.19092 .21086 .22936 .16901 .19155 .21050
S.D. of Residuals 4 .51447 .50922 .50344 .58793 .58119 .57460
Constant- -1.09329 -1.2125 -1.07000 1.33867 -1.23944 -1:02344
Other Variables

1,Non-South Ortgin
Non-Farm Origin ,

City Origin
+Male Sentence Completion Test

Siblings (of Head) Score

Risk Aversion
Low - Educational Goals for

Children
Distance to City
Non-South Region
Unemployment Rate.
Typical Male Wage
Typical Female Wage

Union Member
fi

Male Labor Shortage
Self-Employed (Male)
Job Tenure r.
Occupation

Spouse's Occupation
Spouse's Ln Earnings
Spouse's Education2

*. Own Education 2

+

4

+

r +

,.

*The sign corresponds to the sign of the regression coef:icient if that variable (alone)
were entered as the n,?ict step of the equation. A sign appears cril if the addition of
the variable to the equation would result in a coefficient wit F 10.

5 4
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4

This should not be, surprising. We expect these uaiables to affect a wife's_

decision on how such to work (if-at all), but not to affect how much she is
. .

paid if she works. The coefficients of husband's Age and Age
2
ate also

Ansignificant in predicting wife's Ln Wages. Husband's Education is signi-

ficiant. inlbfte wife's Lri Wage equaticn but this turns out to be becaUse it

is picking up some of the non-linear effect of wife's Education. When I

addedlyife's Education
2
tothe equation (not shown here), the Coeff,lcient of

'husband's Education approached zero. More surprising, the 4oefficients of

all the wife's Characteristics are significant in the husband's Ln Wage

equation. Wife's Age and Age
2

prove to be more strongly related td husband's

Ln Wages than the husband =s own age variables. The wife's' education also seems

to,have a direct "effect" on her husband's wages. Among men at a given

educational level, well-paid men are more likely than poorly paid men to be
that

married to well-educated women. Since it is hard to believe many employers

are directly interested in a spouse's traits, these results may suggest that men with
high potential earnings

are more-likely to marry well-educated women, even with their

education controlled. (In equations predicting husbant's untransformed

wages the effects of wife's characteristics are much smaller.)

'Equation 3 of Table
9.10

adds spouse's Ln Wages to the variables\in

Equation 2. Because I an treating the dependent variable of one equ1tion as an

A. independent variable in a second equation (holding all the other exogenous

variables constant), the partial correlation coefficient' between spouses' Ln

Wages in Equation 3 is an alternative measure of their association. Con-
-,

1.

trolling the eight exogenous Variables, this partial correlation between

2
spouses' Ln Wages-is 0/153 and very significant. Tt seems unlikely that spouse's

t

Ln Wages have a major direct effect on own
1

Wages. r therefore assume that
,

. -
spouses must resemble each other with respect to other traits not in ;luded in

Equation 3 that affect their wages. These excluded variables include TO,

race, community characteristics, and so forth. Controlling the available

community characteristics plus race neduces the partial correlation to 0.115.

Selective mating on other traits presumably accounts for Art of the
1.

remaining partial correlation.

548.
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ti

Unfor nately, we cannot be certain that this-generalizations holds

for households in general, as against households where both spouses wcrk.

Conventional economic theory suggests that an increase in the husband's

earning power relative to the wife will lead_to a decline the wife's

,desire to work. Thus even if there were no partial correlation

between husbands' and wives' potential wages for the population as a,

whole, one would expect to find'a modest-positive correlation among couples

who both ,wcrk, .

The bottom of.101e 9.10 lists all.the other measured variables from

Table 1.8 thatweretry significantly correlated with spouse's

Ln Wages after 'controlling

a

ti
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the variables in the top of the table. It shows all variables that would enter

the equation with an F-level greater than 10.

9.11
Table shdiws the equations predicting Ln Hours Worked. Own Education

has a small positive relationship with annual hours for men and women. For men,
Ln

Age has a significant curvilinear relationship to/Hours Worked.

One percent of all men are in semi-retirement or retired during

the year while other older men may have reduced the number of hours they work.
the A HOULS

The unstandardized coefficients of/ wife's age variables in her Ln / nuation are

similar to those of the husband's age in Equation 1. But the

standard errors for females are larger than for males because female hours are

more variable, so the age coefficients for wives are insignificant.

When variables describing other family members are added in Equation-2,
Ln

the onl. additional variable related to husband ?s /Hours is the Age of the Young-,

Ast Child. Men in families with young children Work more hours. One is tempted

to argue that husbands compensate. for the wife's tendency to work less or not at

all when there are young children. But inclusion of spouse's .Ln Hours in Equation

4 raises the magnitude of the coefficient of Age of Youngesthild.

Perhaps men with,young children feel a greater need for earnings (or for a sense

of financial security for their families. Accordingly, they-might work longer

hours or take a second job, since hours are more subject to individual control

. than wages.
j Ln

The second equation for wife's /Hours is more interesting. The negative effect

Ln
of children, especially young children, on wife's/Hours is clearly reflected in

the regression coefficients. In addition, wife's Age exhibits a stronger curvilinear
her Ln 0

relationship to/Hours..Finally, the coefficients of wife's and husband's Educe-

Ln
tion have opposite signs. Equations 2, 3, and 4 for wife's/Hours all indicate

that 'the more education hr husband has, the less hours she will work. This could
k

be because highly educated men earn more. But when husband's Ln Earnings is added

.)
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Unstandardized RegressiOns of 1Jii Male anG.LL,te 1, Hours on Character-.

istics of 1134 Householdsspith Male Non-military, Non-student Head, Spouse

Present, Complete Data or. All Basic Variablei, and Both Spouses Working
at Some Time.

Male Ln Hours Female Ln Hours

Eot.3 Eg.4 Eg.1 Eg2 Eq. 3 Eq.4

Own Education B ,00876 C00463/ e01278 .01427 (.00774] .03047 [.02164] [.0.1897]

s.e.(.00402) (.00488) (.00508) (.00509) ()01222) (.01458) (.01512) (.01508)

Own Age B .04241 ,.04489 .04513 .04743 [.03855] .10469 .09641 .09415

s.e.,(.00942) (.01615) (.01597) (.01593) (.02157) 4.03579) (.03593) (.03580)

Own Age2 B -.00057 -.00059. -.00060 -.00063 [-.00032] -.00142 -.00132 -.00130

s.e.(,000l1) (.00018) (.00018) (.00018) (.00021) J.00043) (.00044) (.00043)

Number of B [-.019661(/.018411[-.01544] -.08224 -.08085 -.07634

Children s.e. (.01210) (.01197) (.01197)' (.02913) (.02909) (.02901)

Age of Youngest B -.00983 -.00948 -.01037 .02432 .02355 .02572

Child s.e. (.00343) (.00340) (.00340) (.00827) (.00826) 00.0825)

Spouse's B (.00965] .01238 (.01124] -.04426 -.04754 -.04877

Education
s.e. (.00606) (.00601) (.00600) (.01176) (.01184) (.01179)-

Spouse's Age B [.00794] [.01691] [.01298] [-.06334] [-,05888](-.06876)

s.e. (.01487) (.01480) (.01481) (.03887) (.03886) (.03884)

Spouse'is Age
2

B (..00007](-.00016] 1-.00011] (.000831 (.00078] .00091

s.e. (.00018) (.00018) (.00018) 4 (.00043) (.00043) (.00043)

Own Ln Wages B -.12749 -.1256% .11435 .12081

s.e. .._(.02476) (.02468) (.05272) (.052554

Spouse's Ln B .03633
.22573

Hours s.e. (.01221)
(.07143)

R
2

.05369 .06318 .08478 .09194 ,01851 .07294 .07680 .08494

Constant 6.80235 6.61474 6.45714 6.23631 5.71685 6.13935 6.2810E; 4.79592

S.D. of .424379 .42758 .42281 .42134 1.C5679 1.02935 1.12766 1.02358

Residuals
Other Variables
Race

Non -South

Origin
Physical
Handicar

Shortage of
Male Labor

Shortage of

Female-Labor
Self-Emph6yed

(male)

Job Tenure
(male)

Own
Occupation

Male Sentence Completion - +

Test Score
Risk -
Aversion

The sign corresponds to the,sign of the regresdion coefficient if that variable (alone)

were entered as the next step of the equation.

+
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to*the equation; its coefficient is insignificant but husband's Education retains
that included all households, this finding

its effect. In a / would suggest that men with

more education had prejudices against their wives' working, or that women who

did not want to go to worletended to marry highly educated men. However, neither

of these explanations is very plausible in an an&lysis restricted to women who

did work. -I have no explanation for this observed relationship. '

9.11
Equations 3 and.4 of Table add own Ln,Wages and spouse's Ln Hours to the

equations predicting Ln Hours WOrked (Spouse's Ln Wages were not significantly

related to own Ln Hours after contro2ling Own In Wages.) The coefficients of
. ,

4 the eight exogenous variables remain very similar to those in the second

sir

equation, except that own Education oecomt more important for men and less

important for women after controllirg own Ln 4.ges. Surprisingly, there is a

positive relationship between spouse's and own Ln Hours Worked for both husbands

and wives, even aftek controlling-thE eight exogenous variables and own Ln Waaes.

_ This directly wntradicts conventional wisdom, which would predict a pattern of

substitution between spouses' hours. It is possible that women (especially

those withmut vnuno rhilAron) ,hosgs ',ust-arvi.s woe, long hours will choose to work

longer hours rather than spend time alone at home. Note, however, that the sample

is notrictemi
/ to spouses who both worked some hothrs

\.

. As noted later, the relationship dis-

appears when one includes non-workers as well as workers in the sample.

Husband's Ln Wages are negatively related to his Ln Hours, while wife's Ln

Wages are positively related to her Ln Hours. Classial utility theory could

explain both results as a function of the_difference in average wage rates for

men and women (4.253 and 2.504 dollars per hour respectively). Fcfr any given

individual, there must be a series of different combinations of income and

leisure thatall seem equally desirable. These points define an "indifference

curve'"

Every poi

that . represents a specific level of well-being ("utility"):

t on a particular indifferenct3 curve represents a combination
any other

income and leisure as desirable as / combination represented

by the other points on the curve. Figure 1 shows several such curves. The

552
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are more deirable than toe on curve (I), and so on. But for any given indivi-

dual, the tra'e -off between income and leisure is a straight line, not a curve.

The slope of this line de; ends on the/hourly wage rate, since for each hour

or her

less of leisUre eacl hour of work) his/income increases by an amount equal

or her
to his/hourly wage. These lines are called wage constraints because they repre-

sent the possible coMbinations of leisure and income that are available to an

individual with a given wage. All wage constraint lines must intersect at the

leisure axis, because everyone has the same fixed amount of total time available.

Figure 1 shows two "low wage" lines, labelled A and B, and two "high wage" lines,

C and D. Utility theory predicts that each individual will choose the combination

of leisure nd income where his wage constraint line intersects the highest utility

curve. These points are indicated in Figure 1 as 11, b2, c3, and d4. The arrows

between them show how income and hours of leisurE would change if an individual

moved from wage A to wage B or from wage C to wage D. Those with low wages (in

this case women) will respond to an increase in wages by working more (consuming

less leisure). For them, leisure is an "inferior, good" because they choose less

of it when their wage constraint increases. Men, tn comparison to women, work

,more-hours and receive higher wages, as indicated in the figure. For them,,an

5.

increase in wages is associated with both an increase in income ani a decrease

ti

in hours worked (increase in leisure). This is th> typical pattern of substitu-

tion among superior commodities that is discussed in the economic literature.

(See Becker, 1965.)8
.

An alternative explanation of the positive relationship between women's

hours and wages is that many women have part-time jobs which tend to pay less

and obviously involve fewer hours. This reasoning does not apply to men because

most of them work full - time. The negative relationship between their hours and

wages could be due to a tendency for better-paying jobs to be associated with

shorter work weeks. Also, men whowork overtime and/or who have a second'job

8. The indifference curves in Fugu,re 1 are hypothetical. They have been

drawn to demonstrate the logical pussibility of men and women reacting

.differently to an increase in wages. One could draw an altar-native figure

which woul4 imply similar reactions for men and womb.

L-05,3
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Figure 1 - Hypothetical Relationship between Hdurs, Wages and Utility for
Men and Women.
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are likely to do so because they are. paid low wages and need the money. If this

.view that part-time workers and second-job holdefs receive loWer wages than

other full-time workers were true, one would expect to observe a curvilinear
)

relationship between :ours workc -" wages received. However, in the PSID data
0

such

there is no/relationship between Female Hours and (t(ageS. Male Waes and Hours

exhibit a significant negative relatidnship with no significant deviation from

linearity.

Some of the variables which were not entered into the equations exhibit

interesting patterns. First, RaCe has opposite-effects on husband's and wife's

Hours. An obvious explanata is that Black men face a,much higher unemployment

rate than Whites, thus decreasing their hours. Because of this and the fact that.

employed Black men earn much lower wages, there is more pressure on Black wives

to cork. Controlling nusband's hlurs and wages doeq not, however, appreciably

reduce the effect of race on the wife's hours. Thus if black male un-

employment really explains black it does'so by making black 1,3ives

reluctant to depend on their husbands' earning power even when his earnings

are relatively high. The other interesting relationship is that self-employed

vo 9 10
/mOWITTrs earn lower wAgel (se. Tabie ). As a result, their total earnings

d4ot differ significantly from those of salaried men of similar age and

education.

The results from Tables
9 .1

'

a
an

.11
can be summarized as follows:

1. Cm.ri Age has a curvilinear

peak i4 middle age.
,perversely, ,Ln

2. Wife's Age is/a better predict of busbano's/Wage than his own Age.

on both Wages and Hours. Bola curves

3. Education affects Earningsrecominantly through its influence on wages,

not nours.

4. The Age of Youngest Child and Number of Children have major effects on

wife's Hours and slight Effects on tusband's Hours, but they are dn-
.

related to either husband's or wife's Wages.

5. Spouses' Wages are positively related. So are spouses' Hours.

The above multivariate approach to relating wages and hours of husbands

ay%=17CFPO farniliP4 with two working adults".t
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40/ever, this represents only about half of all two-adult families and slightly

more than a third of all families. I therefore computed comparable regresSions

(not presented here) predicting Ln Hours and Ln Earnings for the sample of all

Or
two-adult families. (I did not try to predift Wages since it is-not possible to -

determine what wage a non-worker would command if he or she worked.) Since the

log of zero is undefined, all zeros were recoded to 1. As was seen earlier

liin the afialysis greatly creases the
9.4

(see Table ), including noratkers

standard deviations of Ln Hours andLn Earnings for both hus ds and wives.

;
The variance in these two,,variables is primarileassociated with the dichotomy

between those wno did and did not work. In the sample of two-adult families

with complete data, 51 percent of the ores and 96 percent of the husbands

woJked during at least part of 1971.

With two exceptions; the regressions predicting Ln Hours for this larger

9.11
similar to those in Table . The first exception is that

4

the Number of Children has a significant negative effect on husband's as well as

sample were

wife's Hours. Second, and more interesting from an economic perspective, there is

no linear relationship between spouses' Ln Hours after controlling the age,

9.11
education and children variables in Table . In particular, these additional

regressions exhibit neither the positive association between spouses' hours

evidenced in the sample of families with two working adults, nor the pattern_

.4ok

of substitution predicted by conventional economics. It seems that the wives of

husbands yho Work long hours tend to either not work at all or work long hours

themselves.
The regressions predicting Ln Earnings conform more closely to traditional

,

economic theory. For both husbands and wives, after controlling the eight

exogenous variables and own Ln Hours, spouse's Ln Hours has a significant nega-

tive.coefficient whil7Spouse's Ln Earnings has a positive coefficient. .This
Alk

implies that among men or women who work a given number of hours, thOse who have

spouses who work many hours also tend to have low earnings' although the

56
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I*
causality presumably operates from ft d%rni s to sp0Ne's Aurs. This corres-

ponds to the "Substitution" effect. The posirtive relationship-betveen spouses'

earnings after tsitrolling hours worked is due to the positive association
4100. .419 '

f i

between- workillg,spouses' wages discussed prtviously. As I suggifired earlier, this

relationship 4 probably due to SelecEive :ating and the common effect, ,local
. ..

. ' ..

economic conditions on the wages of both sThouSes. The,conclusion ikaf.sOuses'

wages are not causally related receives additional support later in he examina-

-

4
tion of the relationship betWeel cges ii spouses' earnings.. The regressions

. . . -*-

predicting La Earhingi 0Pe'also similar to thosi predi.IP cting'wagel (Table 9.10) .

in that once again the wife's age variablis,are inexplicablx more

C) .0 1/

e

I

tharithe husband's in predicting his earnings,

. 4 .
2i,nalyslis of Four-Year Income fOrt.Stalke ernolies

it' 41

The preceding discUssiOn has focused on tht. income received by a sample

. . .A
..

of families auing 1971. Betause of mare 0- less random-fluAuaticns and measure...

kan analysis .of a single 'year i, n t complete]' satisfactory.

es

irportant

-meneerior, A large

propoition of.tnis randomness can b contr(lleby averaging several independent

economic behavior or s ess over four
110

measures-6f
4.

cW'five successive years.
, 00 (defined on pkge 2)

*

.

I restricted this analysis to the'saMele-of stable families /with coMpoolte income-,
,

data over a four-year period. Because I think that there is A' relationship
.._

44,
I

between economic stability and family stability, I expeEted. the sample of stable
1, ,

..families- to display less variation in4thf srossnsectional

sample of all families. Thig if;

.9.12r-r--

olin ee .the/64be.
rp

Table. presents some tcmpariSpns between

the hull. 1972 sample and the sUb=sample of st7a4le-ramilies, as well as the four-
.* f

economic data Aan the0

/

the cross-sectional data for

year-average

. -
1967 economib,

.for the stable familiesNI-did not iiiclude in thli averages tilt'

It interview)aia (obtaihAO in the 1968 b:cause some vari les were

i
first yeA-'01 inliView+ng dirt not obtain

.
.

for 1967 and because theT
,

not
7 40

4111r____J

t.." **At; - ,

4-
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4,

Means and Standard Deviations for 3160 Households'witAtCoMpleteData on Basic
Variables and with Non-student, Non-military Head Aged 25 -64, and for gasample
of 2005.HousehoJ4cli, with No Change in Head. or Spouse from 1968 to 1972, Complete

Da a on Economic Variables from 1968 to 1971, Head Not a-Student from '1968
th 19714pr in Military in 1971. All Income Variablesin 1967 dollars.

lb

AdUlt Variables
r families with a

adult

Weeks Worked
Earnings

(` Earnings1/3
Ln Earnings
Proportion with Positive
Earnings

All r

Families

male

1971

N=2500

44.339
8942.990

19.257

8.537

-)1
Meand Standard Deviations

Con uous

1971

N=1654

44.581
9013.147

19.373

8.558

1968-71

Average

All

F'am'iliesVantilies
Continuous FaMtlies

1971 1971
1968-71 i/

Average/

N=1654

0 .45.775<

8ft1.021
19.864

8.818

N =2500

12. 75

8582:3 6
5,0 4
1.96

N=1654

12.031

6171.201
5.988.

1.977

N=1654

8.879
5257.577

4.472

1.248

.907 .956- .986

Female.Adult Varia4bles
for famitigs with a
female adult

\\'
N=2907 p=1916

4

N=1916

r

N=2907
-

N=1916 N=1916

tWeeks Worked. 21.784 20.960 20.945 22.047 22.140 20.642

Earnings 1,.963.748 1935.617 1868.630 2659.481 2675.468 2428.24
7.878 7.621 8.402 7.634' 7.718 7.025rEarnings

Ln Earni 4.378 4.204 4.925 3.901 ..940 3.572-

,Proportion with Positive ' \
Earnings .5/2 .545 ,.691

Other Income Variables N=3160 0=2005 N=2005 N:3160 N=2005 N=2005

Asset Income-
Taxable Income
Taxable income1/3
Ln Taxable Income

362.369

9233.614
,19.006

8.391'

333.400

9618.922
19.503

$.516

° 313.171

9%62.626
19.756

8.666

1195.396

7353.197
6.918
2.215

936.086
6908.707 "t,6139.501

. -6.651

t2.11.7

88.930

. 5.819

I 1.748

Proportion With Positive
Taxable income fr .946 .952. .913 4'

Welfare 105.626 104.994 100.458 516.069 526.4231 ' 500.837

Other Transfer ii0.526 363.276 298.941 104k.150 982.709 82.3.143

Total Transfer 5161152 468.270 399.398 1162.292, .1108.907 921.970 4

Family Income 9748./66 10087.192 9863.024 7046:671 6582.868 1891,.593

Family Income1/3, 20.229 20.620 20.623,e 986

,
4.726 4.210

Lft Family Igcome 8.915 8.992 9.011 1.- .897 .12 .663

Proportion with Positive
Family Income . .998 ; .998

ie.

558 4.
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Tabl4' 9.12 continued r "tt

4111

Comparison of Samples on*Basic Correlations

fl

Mala.Education with:
Male Earnings
Male Earninft1/3
Male Ln Earnipgs

/7
Female, liducarion with:

Females Earnings,
Female Earnings1/3.
Feitiale Ln Earnings

Race with:
Family Income
Family Income'/3

Ln Family Iftome

father's Education .with:
Family Income
Family Income' /3

Ln Fame ly Income

Father's Occupation with:

(Restacted to
families with a
male' adult)

At

(Restricted to
families with
a female adult)

*o_

All

Families
Continuous Families

19 71 1971
1968-71

Average

.408 .460 .487

.395 4430 .483

.272, .295 .325

.301, .32'6 .318

'.233 .251 .247

.186 .205 .193

.186 :210- .245-

.228 .244 .297

.208 .229 .3144

.213 .251

.246 .257

.1 .210 .245

Family Income 41.173 :191 , .211

Family Income' /3 .188 .190 ) .208

Ln Family Inn:gni:A_ .167 :166 / .192

40

559
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4
as good data as later,years. For the '1971 variables, the stable families tend

to have a_higher mean than the full sample. The standard deviations of the 1971
,

variables are usually 3 to 10'percent lower fO'r the stable families than for

the complete, sample: Within the stable sample, the standard deviations of four-
/-

year averages are 10 to 20 percent lower than the standard deviations for a
A

single year. The correlations of tackground and human capital variables with

four-year averages are also slightly larger,than the correlations with the 1971

economic variables, A few examples appear in Table 9.12..

Based,on these comparisQs between the cross - sectional and longitudinal'

' data one would expect to obtain the best,7fitting multivariate model of family

AP

income by predicting itslfour-year average with the sample.of stable families.
V

These expectatio

Income
1/3 Family Income fit muCh'Iletter than those predicting Familyor I.n

Income. For this.reason,-several equations predicting Ln.Family dike a

9.13
presented in Table (There were no families with non- positive fo -year

average income. This eliminated the usual problems with taking logarith s ins

2
cross--,sectional data.) iAt ithe bottom of the 41e I present the R. and sta ard

are confirmed. Furtherpre, models predicting either Family

deviatioh of the residdials ftom regressing other dependent variables-on the same

independent variables, Despite the fift that we can explain a higher poportiori,

of the variance of Taxable Income than Family. Income (as measured by R
2
), the

. .

7 0 .

margin of error (as measured by the standard deviat ion of the residuals) n-

*

predicting Tax.V.le Income

paradoxical situation can

than Family Income.
. .

is even larger than is PkedictiPci Family Income. This

occur because Taxable Income has a geeater.varianceb,I<

Two specific features of Tabli-9.13-are notevortify, First, in contrast.

0

to the analyses dislussed earlier it, the male age variables predominate over

the femareagirvariablep. Second, Female Education dominates the effect tf the

560
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_

Unstamdardized Regressions dt,Ln Mean 1968-1971 Partly /floors (1967 dollars for

2046 Households With No Change in *ii,fcf-2r SpOuse Between 1968 and 1972 Interviews,

Complete Data= All Basic Vaxiables,'Aild on 1968-1971 Boonosid Variables With'

Hourmilitary, Won-student Heat Aged 25-64. ,
-

idly Stiactsis
Eq .1 F.q. 2 Eq.3

Single Female Present B -.92023
s.e(.03290)

Single Male Present B *-.63790

-.87196

(.03024)

-.57424

.86986

(.31211)

.49219

s.e. (.06072) (.05464) (.23866)

BackgronpdVariables

White .27572 (-.04466]

s.e. (.03514) -(.)7655)

Father's Education' B .03166 .0941

(.00458) (.o0412)

Missing Data on -.23037 (-.093671

Father's Education ;s.e. (.06379) (.05575)

Father's - Occupation \13 -.00324 y(-.00208)
s.e. (.00148) (.00129)

Missing Data on B - .-.09383 (-.06471i

Father's Occupation s.e. (.04285) (.03731)

'Father White Coils: B .19833 ('(.06920]

s.e. (.059211 (.0547)

talent's Economic B (.01131] (- .00016!

Situation s.e. (.00872) , (.00768)

Father U.S. Citizen
A

(- :01355), (- .02809)

s.e. (.03260) (.02880)

Number"pf4Siblings B - -.02117 1-.00130) %

P.
s.e. (:00485) (.00430)

Non-South Origins

Non-Farm Origins

City ,Origins

, Age of Male Adult

Age
2
of Male Adult

131
s.e.

B

s.e

s.e.

-}3

s.e.

B

+

-

.12054
(,02700)

;13543

(.02964)

.12391

'(.02775)

(-]

I-1

(.033821

(.02373)

.10652
(.02583)

.08189

(.02411)

.04809

.(.01234)

-.100050

5"

s.e.

Age of Female AUlt, B. /-]
s.e.

Age
2
of Female Adult B

1 s.e.

.

Eq.4 Eq.5

.71269 .62240

(.30194) (.29787)

(.196951

(.23191)

(.19739],
(.22833)

et.

la

(.00423] J.04560]

(.07366) (.07273)

.00895 .00816

(.00391) (.00385)

(-.04858] (-.08107]

(,05261) (.05216)

(-.00150) (-.00167]

(.00122) (.00120)

(-.04743J (-.03182]

(.03522) (.03474)

(.06282)

(.04893) (.04 9)

[-.0

, (.0

[.00027]

(.02729),

(.00118)

(.00408)

] (7,00385)

27) (.00716)

(.04005)
(.02246)

r

:10300 -

(.02439)

'.0i088

(.02277)

.04754

(.01189/

-.00050

(.00013) (.00013)

(-1 yy
.02168
(01038)

(3

(.015151
(.01009)

-.00026 f-.00021)

\(.-00011) (.06011)

:A1548)
(.02701)

(.00079)

(.00401)

(..01168]

(.03070)

.07558

(.02426)

(.04448]
(.02279)

.0186
(.01 70)

-.00051

(.00012)

(.014941

(.00993)

It.00020)
(.00' 11
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Male Sentence Comple- B
tion Score
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E4.1 Eq.2

s.e.

Female S.fntence Com- B
pletionScore S.E.

Education Variables

Male Education

Sale Education
2

Female Educetoilk

AThite,t Head' s

Education

Black x FeLale

Head

Non-Schoc1 Training

Physical Handicap

B

s.e.

B

s.e.

B

s.e.,

B -

s.e.

B

s.e.

B _
s .e .

Family Characterist*s

Numbe*- cc Children B _

s.e.

Age of Youngest B

Child. s.e.

Number of Children
x 2-adult Family

Age MaAied
s.e.

B _
s . e.

Missing Data (in Age ,B

Married (or not) s.e.

4

Attitudinal Variables'

_0 Low EduCatioAal Goals B
for Children . s.e.'

as

(+1

ar

1-1

1-1

O

Eq.3

4...63675

(.00646)

. 02399

(.0096)

1.00723]

(.01546)

1.00087]

(.00070)

05620

(.00473)

.01408

(.00676)

lg,% -.25310

562

(.06680)

Ea.4 11L1_

-.02917 .03027

(0613) (.00E03)

1.00770] 1.00860]

(.00947) (.00933)

(-.000841

(.01482)

t.001061

(.00067)

=.010831

(.01472)

( .00133)

(.00067)

.04398 .94319

(.00458)- (.100452)

(.00805] [.00856)

(.00651) (.00642)

-.19197 -.17008

(.06575) (.96498)

.05800 .04901 ,

(.02220 / (.02190)

-.23250 -.13t07.

(.0'2613) (.02581)`e

1.01789] [.01438)

(.017/9) (.01753)

.00701 .0b633

(.00290) (.00286)-

1-.00816]. 1-.006231

(.01700) (.01675)%

(-.00396] (-.00314
(.00219) (.00216)

1.01004] [.00967]

(.0489,a). (.04817)

(- .0Q483] (- .00371)

-(.00990). (.00975)
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f-j
Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3

Achievement Nfttimittian B + 4 +
s.e....-,-

*Ask kmemikon B +
s.e.

Community Variables'

County Unemployment B 1.41

Rate s.e.

Distance to Nearest B -

City s.e.

NOn-South Region B

s.e.

R ;29624
Constant 9.19972

S.D. of Residuals .55664

2/
R ;and S.D. of Residuals
foi Analogous Eouations
for 4 Year Averages of Other Income

Variables

I-1

-

24.4 ,
'14'"

.00713 , [.096281

(.00366) (.0061)
, .

.07419 .07512

(,00707) (.00696)

[-3 (- .004161

(.00451)

-.00343

(.00045)

(+) q+) (.03401)

(.03166)

.44052 ,--.58440 .63390 .64586

8.60037 6.00724 6.19720 6.34899

.49780

2
ta

Family Income R, .17 .308

.43024 .40483 .39846

I

V.

,
.487 .514 .522

S.D. of Rbs. 5348 4920' 4243

Family Income
1/3

11

2

.270 .418 .580
4. S.D. of Res. 3.5gg 3.222 2.744

2'\

' .S.D1 of Res.. 5509
' .201 .328Taxable' Income' S01

5068 Th(376
2, .a/3

4141 4111

.622 .633'

2.608 2.571

.334 .54/{.

4239 4213

N.+ Taxable Income 11.- .304 .425 .556 .650 .656
S.D. of Res.'5.041 4.94 4.045 3.606 3.578

.

56,3

.
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linear and quadratic male education Variables. When I remove the quadratic

male education variable (in equations not shown here) the coefficient of the

'-

linear term becomes statistically significant but is consistently Tess than

half the 'coeff1(...:ent for Female Education,

I have ..no explanation for these two results Ncept to.suggest that

triere is much multi-collineari'y among some of the variables. Finally, the

large changes in the coefficients of tingle Female Preseft and Single Male

Present are due to the assiament of zeros to the missing persons,

v
The age and education of a "non-existe,,t"male are zero, for example.

10

k

'c

tl
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The availability of longitudinal economic data allows one to investigate

the annual fluctuations that are normally treated as random variation. Much, of

this variation is probably associated with national and local fluctuations in

economic oonditims that are beyond the scope of this chapter. However, fluctua--

tions in one component of family income may affect others In particular, I

hypothesized that for married couples, changes in one spouse's earnings would /
be negatively related to changes la...40e other spouse's earnings. If one thinks

of the family as a production unit wishing attain a specific level of income,

then one expects that when income from one source declines, family members will

try to increase the unit's incme from other sources, by adjusting hours worked.

To Pert this hypothesis, I regressed the change in own Earnings on the change in

spo'use's Earnings, controlling cwn and spouse's Earnings last year. I examined

such regressions (not shown here) for all possible years and for several trans-

formatioes of earnings and found no relationship approaching significance. Since

'there is not even a consistent sign patter", the predicted negative relationship

receives no stIpport from the PSID data% /To allow for possible delays in the

prodict-C effect, I also tested this hypothesis using two -year rather than

one-year intervals. Again there was no significant relationship. This raises

serous questions about standard economacinterpretatians of the cross-sectional

relationships between husbands' and wives' hours and earnings, discussed earlier.

4

Conclusions

. In this chapter I have used a wide range of analytical tools to exprote

4
dievsral aspects of family income. I conclUde with a summary of the main findings.

Male Farnings and.Female Farnings are the two largest components of Family

IAcome, comprising 91 to 95 percent of the total for families with heads aged

25-64. The relationship between the 1p components is ambiguous; their correla-:
I

tion is positive if 'the sample is restricted to fities with two workinciadults
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but negative all families are included. If the sample is restricted to

working couples, there is a positive correlation between spouses' hours as

well-as wages. This contradicts the "substitution" theory of economic

behavior amcny married couples. In,addition, amexamination of the longitudinal

data on all stable' families shows that changes in the earnings of one spouse

are unrelated to changes in earnings of the other.

I have shown that a family's composition is related.to the sources from

which a family receives income as well as the total amount of family income.

As one might expect, a family with a stable composition tends to have e some-

what higher income which is also more stable: Perhaps this reflects the ideal

of the "middle Ainrican" family which has a reliable (low risk) income,

pritaril'i from earnings in steadyemployment.

I have also showh that transfer income has a ,strong negatiVe relationship

to taxable income,P and that the existing distribution, of transfers reduices

economic inequality.- However, alternative distribution schemes could

most
reduce inequality more dramatically at cost to/taxpayers.

4

566

less

4
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Appendix: Table 9.14

Means and Standai-d Deviations of All Variables, Referred to-in This Chapter for Four
Subsamples With Complete Data on All Basic Variables and Non-military, Non-studentHead Aged 25-64

'Mean
1 2 3

Families
Families With 2

All With 2 "Working
Families Adults Adults
d=316C N=2245 N=1134

lackground Variables

4

All

Contin-
uous

Families
N=2005

Rade (White) , .857 .892 .883 .859
Father's Education 8.561 8 (11-1 8.714 8.477
Father's Occupation 27.790 27.774 28.282 26.984
Father White Collar .230 .222 .236 .208
Parepts' Economic Sit "ation 2.305, 2.294 2.244 2.244
Father U.S. Citizen .841 .h39 .850 .840
Number of Sibliims,

. 3.771 3.724 3.672 3.834
Non-Farm Origin .694 .685 .688 .686
Non-South, Origin .668 .682 .67. .675
City Origin .307 .291 .280 .297
L971_Male Adult Variables
for,families with a male

.42.0,2Age' 42.889' *41.793 44.132
Sentence Completizr Score 9.852 9.0 7 9.972 9.857

Scor' russing .091 .098 .088
Education 0

11.6841 11.7L4 11:A64 11.535
Occupation 38.597 39.019 40.463 38.399
Hours Worked >0 .957 .951 1.000
Hours Worked 2104.673 2131.017 2174.336
Ln Hours Worked 7.293 7.311 7.625
Weeks Worked ,44.339 44.7.4 46.378 44.583
hours/Week Workd' 42.870 43.2(0 44.057
Wages 4.273 4.1:? 4453" 4.36,7
Ln Wages 1.247 1.281 1.286 1.272
Earnings 8942.990 9224.378 8776.546 9013.147
Earnings' /3 19.257 19.570 L..19.936 19.373
Ln Earnings 8:537 8.619 .910 8.558
1971 Female Adult-Variables

for families with a female'Age 41,408 '39.984 38.563 42.252
.-,entence-Completion Score 9.718 9.878 9.864 9.771

".,core missing 14.701 .905 .906 .749
Education 11.548 11.702 1p 12.096 11.516
3ccupation
lours Worked > 0

21.810 .19.80r
.522 .519

3P.506,

1.000
2f.n7

:lours Worked' 788.709 656.448 1255.112
Ln Hours Worked 3.958 3.524 6.785
#eeks Worked 21.784 18.855 36.233 20.960
lours/Week Worked 19.733 17.341 33.282
Rages 1.457 1.269 2.504 1.419
1.1n Wages .415 .374 .729 .419
3arnings 1963.748 1598.894 3093.456 1935.617
Utrningsip/b3 7.878 , 6.835 13.10 .7.621

Earniss 4.378 3.883 7.4E4 4.204
Nib

\
56 7

I

Standard Deviations
1 2 3 4

Families All
Families With 2 'Conti-

All With 2 Working) uous
Families Adults Adults/. Families!
N=3160 N=2245 N=1134 N=2005

.350 .311
2:986 3.053
17.78 17.283

-.399

1.44t2) 1.398
.3a3 .365

2.10
.461

2.484
.465.

.471 .466

.461 .454

.322

3.074

17.57
. 409

1.403
.354

2.451

.464

.470

.449

.348

2.847
16.672

.389

'1.385
.364

2.494
.464

.469

.457

a
11.229/ 11.029 10.92 9- 10.855 .

1,90, 1.815 1,.740 i.909
.287 .300 .297 .284

3.822. 3.413 3.230 3;393
21.920 21.728 '''1 21.438 21.698

.203 .193 0.000
799.,195 773.495 618.882
,1.624 1.540" .440
12.275 11.774 7.514 12.031
13.720 13.277 8.996
4.209 IE.,35 3.724 4.592
.661 . )itt5 .571 .647

6582.306 762 4903.738'6171.201
6.034. -860 3.820 5.988
1.968: /2372 .691 -1.977

11.260 10.732 11.296
. 53 .623 .628 1.157'
. 458 .294 .292 - .434-

2.800 2.648 2.592 2.769
25.125 24.627 '21.594 25.114

.494 .500 0.0Q0
894.690 837.036 751.488
3.511 3.480 1.065

22.047 21:457 15.892 22.140
,19.398 18.915 12.152
1.999 1.796 1.815 ,1.981
.618 .590 .644 .602 _

2659.481 2357.356 2493.109 2675.468
7.634 7.368 4.611 7.718.
3.901 3.070 1.388 3.940
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Variables Referring to Head
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1 2 43 4 1 2 3 4

Ron-School Training .234 .235 .241 .404 .424 .428 .42
Age at'marriage 23.007 4.61
Physical Handicap

. .176 .145 .123 .171 .380 .352 .329 A137
Unice-Mikes

.260 .309 .312 .331 .439 .462 .4624 .46::
Self-Neployed 1.245. -1.288 1.234 1.219 .614 .665 .618 .28
Job Tenure 96.291 109.018 106.266 107.156 99.109 100.290 96.695 101.529

Family Structure

Single Female Present .209 0 n .175 .407 0 a .38
Single Male Present .080 0 0 .044 .271 0 0 .20
Nimbler of Children

\3
1.719 -1.531

-.T:1

1.541 , 1.670 1.692 1.576, 1.69
Age of Youngest Child

1. 10.560 11.024 11.593 6.422 6.442 6.294 6.40

_Attittidimal Variables

Risk Aversion 5.114 5.260 5.359 5.193 1.594 1.580 1.527 1.54
Low Rdugational Goals 1.146 1.295 1.222 1.219 1.270 1.149 1.234 1.27

for dhildren
Achievement Motivatidn 8.846 9.134 9.174 0.88

(1
2.733 2.630 2.570 2.74

Donaminity Variables
Ncn-South'Region -.718 .702a .720 .729. .449 , .450 .458 .44
Distance to Nearest City 24.737 25.808 24.993 24.474 22.824 22825 22.508 22.6C
Unemproyment Rate 5.751 5.735 5.627 5.734 2.156 2.168 2.183 2.17
Male Labor Shortage 4..032 4.020 4.006 .906 08 .875
Female Labor :portage

,c) Tvoical. Male Wage

al Typical Female Wage

,4.406 4.374 , 4.324
2.206 2.295

2.002/ 2.003 2.011

1.318
,.511
.349

1. 9
cll

1.238h,

.504

.350

Other Income Variables
Asset Income 362.369 391.159 317.86E 333.400 1195.396 1220.198 1006.508
Taxable IncOMe 9232.614 11214.430 12187.869 9618.922 7353.197 7413.952 5993.164

,930.08

6908.7C
Taxable Income 1/3 19.000' 21.245' 22.406 19.503 6.918 5:331 3.764 6.65
Ln Taxable Tn-)me 8.391 8.998 9.280 8.516 2.215 -1.348 .559 \ 2.11

WOlfare .105.626 40.581 14.753 104.994 516.069 351.347 186.911 526.423
.Other Transfer 410.526 325.908 218.485 363.276 1046.150 1001.445 687.544 983.Y 9
Total Transfer 516.152 366.490 233.238 468.270 1162.292 10611899 710,490 108.,1C7'
Family Income 9748.766 11580.920 12421.107 10087.191 7046.671 7204".621 5910.982 6582.86a
Family Income1/3 20.229 21.812 22.608 20.620 4.986 4.349 3.570 4.726
Ln Family Income ' , 8.915 9.184 9.316 8.992 .897 .699 .497 '.812

568

el%



Table 9.14 continaea

. 4k
4 Year Averages

,1971 Male Adult Variables
families with a male

Weeks Worked
Wages
Ln Wages
Earnings
Earnings1/3
Ln Earnings'
1571 Female Adult Variables

forlamilj.es with 4 female
Weeks Worked
Wages
Ln Wages
Earnings
Earnings1/3
Ln Earnings

Asset Income
_Taxable Income

(Taxable Incoms1/3)
(Taxable Income)' /3

Ln T7%7... able Lxome

Welfare

Other Transfer
Total Transfer
Family Income
(Family Income)1/10

Can Family Income

Sample 1 = all
Sample 2 = all
Sample 3 = all
Sample 4,= all

not
(Samples 2 and

1

-508-

2 .3 4

4p.775

4486
1.273

E92i.021
19. 864

8.818

1 2

20.945
1.158 '

.331

]868.630
4.402
4.925

.313.171
5463.625
19.546

19.756
8.666

100.458
298.941

399.398
9863.023

20.623,

9.011

households, N=3160
.

hou,e:-.olds with male head and spouse, N=2245
hodseholis with employed male head and employed spouse, N=1134
households with no change in head or spouse between 1968 and 1972
a student between 1968 and 1971, N=2005
4 are contained in sample 1; sample 3 is .:ontained in sample 2.)

dirorrr..r

ti

569

3

and head

4

8.879
2.635

.531

,5257.577*
4.472
1.248

20.042
1.389

-g29
. 2428.524

7.025.
3,572

' 858.930

6159.501
6.033
5.819

'1.748
500.837

823.143
921.971
5891.590

4.210

.6614.

WO.
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Appendix: Table 9.415

Correlation Matrix for

and Unstandardized Bivariate Regression
Each Component for 2245 Households With
25-64, Spouse Present and Complete Data

Male Fema/t
Earnings Earnings Assets

Male Earnings 1.00000

Female Earnings
10 .-

Assets...

-.02069

.25026

1.00000

.00606 IT0000

Welfare -.13824 -.06174 -.01319

.Other Trans, Inc. -.25282 -.05879 .08340

Taxable InCome :93402 .30089 .39154

All Transfers -.28223 -.07520 4 .071-1c

Total Family Income .91940 '.29851 .41388

B .994 .912 2.444

a

.

Components of 1971 Family Income (1967 dollars)
Coefficients (B) Preditng Family Incomes from

a Male Non-military, Non-student Head Aged'
on AllNLasic Variables.

ether
Welfare Transfers

1.00000

.02046

-..1401.2

* .34303

-.09960

-7.082

Total

Taxable
Income

Total

Total Family
Transfers Income

1.00000

-.23231 1.00000
.

.94631 -.26550 1.00000

-.09905 .98978 -.12527 1.00000

-.714 .962 -.847 1.u00,

.

Table A213:-- Variance-Co-ariance Matrix for Components of 1971 Family Income (1967 dollars)
for 2245 Households with Complete Data1on All Basic Variables (see Table 8) and
with a Non-student, Non-military Head Aged 25-64.

a

Male Earnings

Male
Earnings

Female

Earrings Assets Welfare

Total

Other Taxable _Total
Transfers Income Transfers

Total

Family
Income

44445710

Female Earnings 7315733 5557125

Assets 2035808 17431 1488884

Welfare -317618 -50164 -5545 118780

Other Trans. Iric. -1687926 -138789 101912 7235 .1002892

Taxable Income 46165853 5258751 '3542064 -373366 -1724824 94966683

All Transfers -2005554 - 188955 96375 126015 1010129 2098121 1136141

Total Family Income 44160152 5b69850 3638447 -247299 -714649 52868815 -2981998 51908 56 4

41,

.

0

0

A
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Appendix: Table 9.16

Correlation Matrix for Components of 1971 Family Income (1967 dollars)
and Unsiandardized Bivariate Regression Coefficients (B) Predicting Family Incomes from
EaCh Component for 1134 Households With Employed Non-military, Non-student Male Head
Aged 25-64 and Employed Spouse, and Complete Data c' all Basic Variables

I

Male Earnings

Male Female
Earnings Earnings Assets Welfare

Other
Transfers

Total

Taxable
Income

1.00000

-'emale Earnings .11803 1.00000

Assets .14163 .07147 1.00000

Welfare -.16210 -;06570 .02495 1.00000

Other Traps. Inc. -.15010 -.07161 '.02335 -.01111 1.00000

Taxable Income .89111 .52457 .31356 -.11506 -.14868 1.00000

A11 Transfers -.17212 -.08658 .01603 .25231' .96478 -.17415

Total Family Income .88297 .52146 .31985 -.08E33 -.03479 .99297

B 1.064 1.236 1.878 -2.73 -.299 .979

ed

Total
.Total Family
.Transfers Income

1.00000

-.05637 1.00000

-.969 1.000

Table A3B: Variance-C3variance Matrix for Components of 1971 Family Income (1967 dollars)
for 1134 Housolxad:, with Complete Data on All Basic Variables (see Table 8) and
with', Non-student, Non-military'Head Aged 25-64

Male Earnings

Female Earnings

Male Female
Earnings Earnings Assets Welfare

Other
Transfers

Total

Taxable
Income

24046643

1442982 6215592

Assets , 699036 179342 1013e$9 , - -

Welfare -93583 -30616 -4683 34937

Other Trans. Inc. --506068 -122748 16159 -1428 472717

Taxable Indome 26188747
/,..

7837921 1891447 -128892 -612646 35918016

All Transfers -599676 -153362 11463 33507 471289 -741546

Total Family Income 25589049 7684612 1902932 -95387 -141385 35176147
e

Total
Total 'Family
Transfers Income

1

504797

-236737 34939714
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Chapter10: Determinants of Individual Earnings: A Summary.,

By Mary Cor-oran

To what extent do highly paid jobs go to the brightest, to the most

educated, to the hardest working, to tne sons and daughters of the rich?
,

Previous chapters have looked at the effe ts of each of these factors

IFseparately. This chapter sum: ,___zes and synthesizes the evidence presented

in earlier chapters. Like previous chapters it assumes that family back-

ground, non-cognitive traits, test scores, education, work experience and

occupational status can affect earnings in two ways -- indirectly, i.e.,

by affecting the level of other factors, and directly, i.e., independently

o'7 other factors. In sorting out.these direct and indirect effects one

ridds to make assumptions about ti-M causal order of the different

factors. I use the sameife cycle", model as earlier chapters, which is

shown in Figure 1.

kJ
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I will concentrate on the determinants of'Ln Earnings. Such aelodel

predicts the percentage change in earninr's for each unit change in atother

factor.
r
We estimated the model pictured in Figure 1 for adult men aged 25,

to 64 years. Whenever possible, we omitted zero earners, military officers

and enlisted men, full-time students and institutionalized individuals.
a

We began wieh linear and additive assumptions and then explored non-line-

PIties and interactions.

1. Effects of Family Background

Demographic Background. .,lincan, Featherman, and Duncan's (1972:43)

tabulatJas for white non-farm malesaged 25-64 in the OCG implied that

Jather's'education, father's occupation, and number of siblings explained

betweeN. five and nine percent of the variance in 1961 tncome, depending on

the age of the respondent. (R
2
was higher for those aged 35-54 than for

thdse aged 25-34 or 55-64.) Jackson found that when he included blacks

and farm born men, extended the list of background variables to include

race, non-farm upbringing, noh-Southern upbringing, and living with one's

father at age 16, and dropYed mcn with missing data, R was for

25 to 64 year old males. Predicting the logarithm of.income instead of

income raised R
2

to 0.166.

o
This OCG estimate of the i.fluence of family background on Ln Earnings

is somewhat larger than that obtained in national studies of men 25-64

during the 1970's1 R
2
's varied from 0.194 for the PA (1964) to 0.166 for

OCG (1961) to 9.117 for PSID (1972) and 0.064 for NORC (1973). The in-

'fluence of background appears to have declined between

the early 1960's and early 1970's. Feathe -rman and Hauser observed a similar

trend in their analyses of the 1973 OCG replication.

4
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These-estimates are all biased downwards because they omit certain

potentially important background variables and fail to measure others ac-

curately. In Chapter 3, I estimate that including paractal income, religion

and ethnicity -nd eliminating measurement error might raise R
2

to 26 per-

cent in 1961-1964 and 19 percent in 1971-1973.

Unmeasured Iackground. Everi with perfect measurement, however, "demo-

graphic" characteristics may not .pick ap the full impact of coming from

one family rather than another. Iflorothers exert no direct effect on

one another, the interclass correlatio between their earnings is equal to

tae percentage of variance wc wo...11_: be able to explain if we regressed

earnings on 1 genetic and environmen-.1 facto:-s that brothers have in

common. Jencks et al (1972) estimated this correlation at 0.15, but their

estimate was based on brut:Ler' resemblance on test scores, education,
they did not have data on

and c:cupational prestige; / brothers' earnings. The NORC

Brothers Survey ylekded a correlation of 0.13 between the logarithms of

brothers' clrningsfor 150 pairs of brothers With complete data. The cor-

re'ation for men whose brothers NORC could not locate appears to be even

lower. Nonetheless, the 9. percent ccnfidence interval for this correla-

tile population as a whole runs from -0.03 to 0.29. All the other

data we have located crOorothers' earnings suggest that the true correla-

tion between bothers lies above the NORC point estimate rather than below

it. Olneck's -Kalamazoo data, for example, show that for 392 pairs of

brothers raised in Kalamazoo4he oorrelation lotween the logarithms of
ftsi

brothers' earniAs was 6.22. An independent study by John Brittain of

the Brookings Institution found a correlation of 0.44 between the logarithms

of earnings for a small sample of Igrothers whose parents had died in the

Cleveland area. Paul Taubman reports that in a national sample of nearly

1,000 pairs of DZ twins and 1,000 pairS of MZ twins, the correlations

45 7
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between the ,logarithms of twins' earning5Pwere 0.30 for DZ twins and 0.55

for ME twins.. One would expect DZ twins to end up somewhat more alike

than ordinarysibfings. This should be even more true fbr MZ twins.

Taubman.; results therefor suggest the . the correlation between ordinary

brothers' earnings is less than 0.30. Judging by the evidence now available,

an estimate on the order 0.25 seems reasonable. Corrections for random

reporting errors might raise the estimated value to 0.29 or 0.30 for

Ln Earnings in one ve4i. Using Jencks' figureS for-the transient compon-

entent of earnings, the esti ted corr..lation between'brothers' lifetime

earnings could b( as high',as 0.3o/0.71 - 0.42.

If the aSerlied Loricilations between brothers' earnings in a single

year were on the order off0.2°, and if demographic background character-
istics explained 49 percent

of the true variance in earnin,_45 in the early 1970's, unmeasured backgrourd

cha-_cteristics must have explained at least 10 percent. The ummeasuped

backgrOund characterikticsthat make alike with respect to earnings

,

are not the same-as those {hat make brothers alike with respect to test

scores, education, or occupational status. This means that parental

vie "advantages" cannot be/fully understood using one-dimensional concepts

like socioeconomic stal4s (SES). Parental attitudes and values probably

play a role ,too, and those that .Naximize one outcome May not maximize

others,

MeChanisms by whicif Background Affects Earnings. Employers do not

appear to hire or promote workers on the basis of their demographic back-

ground. Controlling test scores.en&educational attainment makes the

coefficients of father's education, father's occupation, number of sibling's,

and coming from a broken home extremely small and,usually insignificant
1/4,

in our surveys. Southern birth and farm upbringing exert some effect

even among men with similar test scores and education, but these effects

become negligible once we coe4t.z4q1, the size of the community and rolion, in
3
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The only demogr9phic chai-acteristic that consistently has a

stanti effect on earnings with,everything controlled is race. Race is,

of course, just a characteristic of the .respondent's parents but a

visible characteristic of the respondent himself. The, fact that employers'

pay mature blacks less than whites with the same test Scores and the same

amount of educa'_ion strongly implies that in this. instance employers engaged
*- .*

in "pl,re" discrimination. Alternatively, whites and noa-whites may differ

on acme important but as vet un asurekset of skills or qualifications.'
71/

When we turn to unmeasured featur ''s of famliy background, the picture

is quite different. Here, w_ i-nd that even after controlling demographic

4

background, test scores, educational atta-nment, and occupatirobal status,
. ,

brothers end.up more Alike with respect to earniAs than one would ex-

pect. This coilti mean that brothers resemble other with respect to

other traits that employers vague (e.g. attikudes and values). Or it

could mean that brothers share certain values that affect thee" earnincs

).ndependent of what employers 'are willing to payNf-e.g. taste for leisure).

,t could mean that brothers: affect one another directly.

41P

Conclusions about Background.

1. Measured parental advantages are moderately related to men's

earnings. The size of this relationship declined between 1962 and 1972.

What we have called "demographic" background accounted for less than a

fifth of the variance in Ln Earnings for mature men in 1973.

t2. Mo't of the effect of measured background is indirect. Parental

demographic characteristics exert considerable influence on children's

test-scores and educational attainments, which in turn influence adult

earrtIngs. The one exception to this is race. Placks earn considerably

less than whites with comparable schooling and test scores.

3. Parents' demographic characteristics do not cavture the full

r
I
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influence of family background on men's earnings. We could probably explain

an additional 10 percent of the variance in Ln Earnings if we could measure

all the .-kground traits that make brothers alike.

4. Unmeasured parental characteristics exert considerable impact on

sons' earnings, indepenr-e-tly of t:st scores and educational attainment.

T.I.runmeasured charac_tevistiCs that create these effects are almost uncor7

related with the measured .advantages typically found to influence men's

earnings.

2. Effects of Test Scores

Four of our surveys includ, J. some measure of cognitive skills, but

each used a different test. Only one nationally representative sample

(PSID) measured cognitive skill, and its measure was crude and unreliable.

Two tests Were given prior to school. completioni(TaTent, Kalama'z'oo); one

Was given to young adults ( Veterans), and one was given at the same time

earniligs data were collected (PsiD). The Veterans survey underrepresentqa

law-scoring and high-scoring me' because of army recruiting procedures

and because some army officers were not tested. All the Talent 2k -year

olds had completed eleventh grade sD low-scoring individuals are under-

sampled and those with.less'than 11 years of school are not sampled at

all. Since early test scores affect earnings partly by affecting the

amount of, education one acquires, systematically dropping either linen with

little education or men with a qteat deal of ed ation will bias, the

reduced-form coefficient of test scores'downw

the mediating'role played by education.

It will also underestimate

ill begin by discussing adolescent test scores and then will dis-

cuss adult test scores. I have standardized all cognitive test scores to

r 00
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a mean of 100hand a standard deviation of 15, so a one-point increase in

test scores has roughly the same meaning across surveys.

Observed Asociations for Adolescent Test Sobres. A one-point increase

in adolescent test scores was associated with an 1.1 percent increase in

earnings for Kalamazho Men 35-59 and with an 0.6 percent increase in earn-

ings for Talent 28 year olds. This spread in the magnitude of effects is

likely caused by age differences. This Yypothesi's is supported tly the

fact that a one-point increase in AFQT scores raised earnings 0.15 percent

for Veterans 25-29 and 1.2 percent for Veterans 30-34. The relationsnip

between adolescent test scores u Ln Earnings is almost linear.

Effect- nth Background Controlle,:. Very little'of the relationship

between adolescent test scores and LA Earnings arises because men4tth

ir_ch test scores come from advantaged families! A fifteen .point differ-

ence in Kalamazoo men's test scores is associated with a 17.'" percent dif- ,

ference in their earnings. If,we compare men th similar measured back-

grounds, a'fifteen point tust score difference results in a 15 ' percent

earnings difference. If we compare brothers, a fifteen test score point

difference is associated with a 17.1 percent difference in their earn-

ings. The pattern of results for Talent brothers is almost identical,

.though the unrepresentative character of this sample makes the findings

inconclusive.

Mechanisms by which_ Adolescent Scores Affect Earnings. Test score's

affect earnings partly because :men with high'adolescent test scores tend

to get more schooling and to enter higher status occupations than men with

low scores, but at is not the whole story. In Kalamazoo, a 15 point dif-

ference in brothers' test scores is associated with a 13.8 percent differ-

ence in earnings if la-I-others have the sameamotrit of schooling and an 11.4
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percent difference if they also have the same occupational status. Re-

sults for Talent brothers are similar. alyses of the full Talent sample

show mICh weaker test score effects, but schooling and occupational status

play a comparable role as intervening variableS., No interaction betweeh

test Cores and any background, aga, y,lucation or experience variable was

Significant in both the Talent urr: Kalamazoo surveys. This suggests that

cite 'cany account for th-, modest size of the correlation between tost

scores and earnings by saying that high scores are a necessary but not suf-

ficient condition for high earnings. High scores are neither necessary

nor sufficient. They are merely helpful.

Adult Scores. The Veterans and PSID surveys measure tes.scores

after school completion. Adult test scores are likely to be affected by

the amount of schooling men acquire, so they should predict Ln Earnings

more accurately than do adolescent test scores. The only study that has

test scores both before and'afb r school completion for the same individuals

fits this pattern. EagerIlncl (1')71) found that tests taken aftet school

completion predict economic success much more accurately for Swedish men

than do tests taken prior to scuool completion. But this pattern does

not hold for our samples. Comparisons between our samples are suspect,

however, because the underrepresentation of high-and low-scoring veterans

and the unreliability of the PSID test attenuate the correlations involving

adult test scores.

Adult test scores affect men's earnings in much the same way as do

adolescent test scores. A one point increase in,test scores increases.

earnings 1.8 percent for PSID m(.11 and 1.2 percent for Veterans 30-34.

Controlling measured background advantages reduces thew effuNs by about

55u
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for PSID men and to 0.9 percent Cp.,: Veterans
I

30-34. -Further controlling schooling and occupation reduces the impact

of a one-point increase in adult test scores to'a 0.6 percent increase

in earnIngs.-..e,L both PSID men and Veterans.

As with adolescent test scores, additive and liPear assumptions

adektely capture the of adult test scores on Ln Earnings.

The Test Score
2
term was insignificant in hoth the PSID and Veterans

-.regressions: No multiplicative interaction between 'test scores and other

variables was significant in both the PSID -ind Veterans analyses.

Despite variations i -n populations, tests-nd timing oftests, cog-
a

native test se-ores affected earnings in much the same way across sarveys.

Perhaps olases balance one another out.

Conclusions about Test Scaores

M-. with high adolescent te't scores earn more than men with

low scores. Very little of,this Tu.lodi1nt advantage arises because men with

high test scores are likely to come from Favorable backgrounds. Less than

half tne effect of adolescent test stores on earrings after 30 is explained

by thu fact that high adolescent test scores lead to high educational at-

*.

'tapiment and high occupational status.

2. Men with high scores on tests Laken as adults also earn more than

men who get low scores on similar tests.
ol

3. The economic benefits of hich test scores increase with age, at

least up to 30.

4. A one standard deviation increase in test performance i probably

associated with a 20-30 percent increase in lifetime earnings with

,background controlled.-
1/

-1r

1/ The observed coefficients for mature men are 0.0086 for Kalamazoo
'brothers and 0.013 for PSID. The Kalamazoo value is low because of re-
stricted variance ip Ln Earnings the latter is 1og because the test

551
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3.- Effects of Education 4r1 Earnings.
* .

Association of Schooling with Earninr3s. Table 10..2 shows -egres7

sions of Ln Earnings on eautation in eight surveys. Years of education

accountedfor 16 to 24 percent of the variance in Ln Earnings in the five

) 2
large national surveys (OCG, PA, NLS, Census, PSID).. The wariations in 1.1

are probably caused by sampling anemoasurement differences. Differences

among very low earners account for a large fraction of the total variance

1,1 Ln Earnings. These differences,are very weakly'related to education.

Eliminating them by grouping therefere reduces the Onexplained variance

and increases R
2

. The PSID :" RA Surveys aid not group earnings, but

neither ''d they cover as many men_with very low eaningS as the othLr

surveys. This, too, inflates R
2 2/

1/ (continued) unreliable. Correcting for uweliability could easily

yield a coefficient of 0113/(0,64)
1/2

= 0.016% A 15 point increase an

test scores would then imply th,lt earnings rose by e
(15Y (.016)

-1 = 2P
percerii. Trr coeff:cients for',oeng men are much lower,' so the lifetime
estimate is a compromise.

2/ Another way to compare predictability across samples is to look at
th- e S.D.'s of the residuals. These were: 0.794 in NI...S,.*0.740 in OCG,

0.658 in the Census, 0.674 in PSID, and 0.618 in PA. These '8.D.'s

represent the variation in Ln Earnings unaccounted for by education.
Parnes men have far more variation in residual Ln Earnings than do men from,
othcrr national surveys. This is an age effect; earnings of men 45 to

4 59are more variable than earrings of men 25-64. PA men have less vari-
ance in residual Ln Earnings thin do men from other national surveys.
This is probably a sampling effect. The,PA undersampled poor men--men whose
differences in earnings are less explicable by education differencds.
The PSID falls between the PA- and the Census in this respect. The OCG.
measured income not earnings, and grouped income, so It is not comparable
to the others.

a.

5
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In addition, the Census earnings data ray be leis reliable than that in

other surveys (see McClelland, Chapter 16). Education accounted fdr less

than eightiO.ercent of the Variance in Earnings among Veterans aged 30

to 34 and among Talent 28-year olds. This is boat an age and ,a sampling

effect; young men often have not y9t realized the full economic benefits

.of their education, and the variance ir.-educationis restricted in both

samplpe.

In the 1970 Census, schooling increased 1,,n Earnings in a non-linear

fashion. Three education,measures--tOtal years.cf schooling, years of

schooling past high school and 11'.- adequately captire these non-linear

effects. ''' The returns to 'four years of college were as great or' greater

than the i-eturns to four yearsof high school in the Census analyses.

Bait for colleg4 dropouts aad for men who went or to graduate school, the

Percenta3c return to an extra year of education was only half as large'

as the return to an extra (ear of high school. (The reader should keep

in mind that these are percentage returns. ,Actual dollar returns to a

ycarcf schooling increase after high school..) This suggests that there

may be' a "diploma effect." Attairong i BA,appears to confer a substantial

wage bonus or mature men. However, the years of higher education variable

groups all kinds of post-high school education together, whether graduate

or undFigraduate, liberal arts or professional. Bartlett and Jencks found

that graduate education it;ltased eatnil'Igs very Little relative to a BA.

This helps account for the low average benefits of a year of higher

education and the substantial "diploma effect."

3/ Bartl4tt and Jencks experimented with several measures before settling
on the above. Their attempts are summarized in A2pendix A.

583
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Table 10.2
Regressions of Ln Earnings on Schooling and Work Experience

Sample

Years
of

Sample *Mile-
ation

H4gher
Educ-
ation, BA

Work
Exper-.r
ience

Work
Exper-
ience 2

Work
Exper
iepoe' R

2
.S.D. of
Residuals

OCG, a/ 11,504 .1057 -.0924 .2743 '.177 .743-
'(1961) (.003) (.011) (.050)

.1126 -.0837 .4357 .0339 -,0005 .185 .740}

(.003) (.011) (.049) (.003) (.000)

PA, 1,188 .1036 [-.0171] [:0295] .238 .618
(1964) 0:008) (.029) .118),

[-.0108] [.0541] .0332 -.0005 .257 .611
(.009) (.029) (.117) (.006) (.000)

NLS 45-59 2,580 .1069 [-.0175] (.0708) .192. .794
Year Olds (.006) (.026), (.115)
(1966)

.0950 [-.0123] [.0744) 1.0582] [-.0007] .196 .793

(.007) (.026) (.114) (.031) (.003)

Census, 25,697- .0818 -.0255 .1110 .157 .658
(1969) * (.002) (.006) (.027) coriak

"I
# .0849 -.0166 '.1256 .0422 -.0007 .178 .650

4 ' 4 (.002) (.006) (.027) (.002) (.000)

.0864 -.0159 .1265 .0727 -.0021 .00002 .180 .649

(.002) (.006) (.027) (.004) (.000) (.000)

PSID, 1,774 .1042 [- .0494] .2314 .200 .674
(1971) (.008) (.024)- (.093)

.0841 [-.0129] .1828 .0549 -.0012 .249 .653

(.009) (.023) (.090) (.006) (.000)

Veterans 803 .0532 [- .0012] [.04331 .098 .473
30- 34,year 01,1s (.012) (.025) (.094)
(1964)

40952 {-.0055) [.0466] .0393 .109- .471

(.018) (.025) (.094) (.013)
b /

Talent- 839 .0792 [...0265]c (.0645] .168 .408
28 Year (.018) (..026) (.083) A

97

O(1dsl2)
.0799
(.018)

[-.0266]c

(.026)

(.0666]

(.083)

[.0066]

(.003)0'

.168 .408

a/ All OCG runs look at Ln Income
b/ Talent runs examine Ln Weekly Earnings
c/ This is years, of graduate school

[Coefficients in brackets are less than twice their standard error.]
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Years of education, years of higher education and BA are highly

correlated, so one needs a large sample to distinguish the effects of

the three education variables. As a result, only the three largest sur-

veys (OCG, PSIC And the Census) had significz.nt coefficients for all

three education measures. But, coefficients of the three education

variables were 3r-markably similar across surveys. The only two signifi-

Cant differences involved the two largest surveys, which hav6-tie smallest

sampling errors. A year of elementary or secondary education raised 1970

Census respondent's earnings by only 8:7 percent, compared with 10.4 to

10.7 percent in the other large ,A,..tional surveys. And after controlling

diploma effc-+s, a year of higher education raised OCG respondents'

a

incomes oy only 1.4 percent compared to 5.6 Lo 9.4 percent for PA, PSID,

Ni3, and Census respondents. Returft to tour years of higher education

were, however, quite similar in all five surveys, raising earnings by a

weighted average of 51 percent. Four years of high school raised earnings

by a weighted average of 53 percent.

Effects with Experiendikontrolled. ScheOing is not the only way

to acquire useful economic skills. Skills niy be learned on the job.

Even when they are not, earnings in certain occupations are directly

related to seniority. Staying out of the labor force to acquire education

therefore imposes two costs: the loss of on-the-job training and/or

seniority and loss of earnings during the period of schooling. Education

coefficients subtract out /first cost unless years of experience are

included in the equation.

time earnings are

. Life-

probably best estimated from equations that control

expeilence. Returns at any given age may, however, follow a quite dif:

pattern from the lifetime average.

585
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0
Controlling experience increased the estimated returns to education

."."%

little if at all for older men: In your ..?r. samples, increases in returns

to education were somewhat larger, since a year of lost experience costs

more when total experience is low than, when it is high.

twill

Effects with Backgrc,uild and Tes, Scores Controlled

Controlling demographic backciround'reduces the estimated effect of

four years of high school on mature MerC,s earnings or income from 53 to

16 percent. Controlling these same background characteristics reduces the

estimated effect of four years of college from 51 to 41 percent. These

estimates are weighted averages of results from the OCG, PA, PSID, and

NI,S surveys. The OCG data on brothers' educational attainments suggest

that controlling background characteristics would not alter the ptCture

appreciably. The Kalamazoo brothers survey also supports this conclusion.

The smaller NORC brothers survey implies that the estimated benefits of

education are not changed when one controls Lyackgrourfd, but this aber-

rant finding is probably a byproduct of rarydom sampling error,
r',

The Kalamazoo/esults indicate that nother quarter of Alb apparent

influe ce of schooling on Ln Earnings arises because men with high adoles-

cent to t scores tend to get more schooling. An extra year of schooling

is associa dd with a 5.1 percent earnings advantage over on'e's brother

in Kalamazoo. drops to 3.1 percent when differences between brothers'

test scores are controlled. Overall, about half the apparent benefit of

schooling disappears when featly background and test scores are controlled

1

in the Kalamazoo sample. The reduction in effects of schooling is, lower,

for Talent brothers, but they are only 28. These findings suggest that

for national samples of 25-64 year old men, the return to an extra year

583
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of schooling is between 4 and 8 percent, with the low end of the range,

more plausible than the hign end.

Percentage returns to formal education did not vary in any consis-

tent way from -ne subpopulation to another. Returns appeared roughly

similar for whites and non-whites, 'for men with white-collar, blue-collar,

and farm fatherL, for men with hi.qh, medium and low test scores, and for

men ao' 25-34, 35-44,'2,45-!4 and 55-64. rnis implies, of course, that

absolute dollar benefits wcre higher for whites, for men with white collar

fathers, for men with high test scores, ana for Alen 35-54:

We als. _ested for interactions be,:ween education, experience and

?

othet variables by creating mul'iplicative interaction' terms. No inter-

a(.tion involving education or experience was significant and had the

same sign in more than one survey. This is not surprising, since samples

other than the OCG and the Census are fairly small, and the different

interaction terms are highly correlated with one another and with inde-

p-naent Ikariables. A more useful test of consistency across s.Imples is

to ask whether an interaction that was significant in one survey would

a
be significant (or et least have the ri sign) if it were the first:

interaction added to the additive equation in otner surveys. I asked

this question for each of the six interactions involving education or

experience which was significant in at least one survey other than the

Census. None of these interactions had the same sign in OCG, PA, NLS,

PSID, and Census.

Mechanisms by which Education Affects Earnings

Many people assume that education influerices a man's earning potential

because it provides him with intellectual skills chat employers value.

^5 7
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To tes,t this theory we would need to know what cognitive skills
a

employers value. We have very little e.idence on this score. But we can

ask whether education provides men with general cognitive skills that,./

enhance earnings in all occupations. To A-nswer this question properly we

would need test scores both before and after school completion. Then we

could estimate how changes in test scores caused by different amounts of

schooling affected ear,.n4t. We do not have any such data. Instead we

have two samples with adult test scares and two samples with adolescent

test scores. If schooling increases earnings by increasing general cog-

nitl,,e skills, then co"crclling adult test scores should reduce the ]plareht

effects of schooling Ln Earp,ngs more than controlling adolescent

test scores reduced schooling effects. Fagerlind's Swedish data supports

this hypothesis. Our data do not, but that is probably because our two

samples with adult scores suffer from more serious biases than our two,

samples with adolescent scores.

Both Kalamazoo and Talent obtained a measure of grades in high school.

If schools increase men's earnings by improving skint' and if school

grades measure economically useful skills, then men who perforth well in

school shOuld also have a bett:r chance of doing well economically.

Even if grades do not measure the acquisition of skills, they might measure

how hard an individual works or how well he adapts to institutional

norms Yet for Kalamazoo men aged 35 to 59 years and forTalent128-year

olds, grades have no significAnt effects on earnings dnce education is

controlled. This is also true in Sewell and Hauser's Wisconsin data.

Evidently high grades improye earnings by improving chances of acquiring

more schooling, but they are not proxies for traits that employers finci,

valuable regardless of schooling.
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In large national samples, secondary education increased earnings

in good part because it provided access to high status occupations with

high average earnings. With demographic background, test scores, and ,

experience controlled, the earnings differentia;_ between men with 12

rather than-8 years of schooling is 23-24 percent in the PSID, Kalamaioo,

and Veterans samples. Controlling PSI'Vi crude occupational status

measure reduces the earnings differential to 18 percent. Controlling a

more refined occupatiOnal status measure reduces the differential to

about 9 percent in both the Veterans and Kalamazoo samples.

The pattern at the college level is less consistent. With demographic

background, test scores, an ex?erience controlled, the earningagiffer-

eutfal between men with college degrees And men with only a .1940h school

diploma is 46 percent in PSID ,;5 29 percent for Veterans and 22 percent

in Kalamazoo. Contralling the crude PSID occupational measure lowers

thedifferential fiorn 46 to 23 percent. Controlling the more refined

measure lowers the diffewtial to 10 percent for Veterans and 6 percent

in Kalamaxoo.

Non-Academic Training. The PA, NLS, Census and PSID also asked

respondents if they had had any education outsioe a regular school or col-
*

lege. Unfortunately, the questions anc, tne results varied from survey to

survey, so generalizations are diffioUlt.

The PA asked high school graduates wtio had not attended college whether

they had'had any non-academic training. 46 percent said theyhad. Those

men constitute 16 percent of the total sample. Their earnings did not dif-

fer significantly from the earnings of high school graduates without non-
.`e

academic training, but this could be because of random sampling error.

The NLS asked all its 45-59 year old respondents whether they had

had any non-academictrining. 49 percent said they-hild. After contx.11mg
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demographic background, years of formal education,' years of experience, and

weeks worked, NLS respondents with non-o_ademic training earned 10 percent

more than those who lacked such training. This difference became insig-

nificant once we controlled occupational status. This could mean that
3

vocational training enhances earninos by helping men enter highly paid
V

occupations. Alternatively, it could mean that men in highly paid occupa-

tions have access to mo__ vocational training. Unfortuhatery, NLS did

not collect data on the date of the non-academic training, so we cannot

say whether training preceded entry into one's current occupation or vice

versa

PSID asked respondents about all training outside the regular school

system, including vocational schooling, milifary'training, on-the-job

training, and formal apprenticeship.: A- quarter of all PSID respondents

reported some form of training. Thee men earned 11 percent more than

others with the same demographic baikground, years of formal education, and

years of experience. The,lr advantage fell from 11 to 7 percent when we

-ontrolled weeks worked, and to 6,percent when we controlled broad occupa-

tional group,

The Census asked respondents whether they had ever completed a

vocational training program and, if so, in what field. This would`

include vocational training rec(ived in high school as well as in less

Aormal situations. About 28 percent of all Census respondents said they

had completed a vocational training program: For men with equal school-
-

ing and experience, training in crafts, trades, businesS or engineering

increased wages while training in agriculture decreased wages. when

occupation was controlled, returns to training programs in engineering

dropped from 16 percent to 5 percent and returns to business training

59U
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'dropped from 5 to -4 percent. Controlling weeks worked (in 1969)

increased returnssto4,engineering *raining from 5 to 17 percent.

College Qilality

The..1DA colleges five categories: very highly selective,
.

highly selective, selective, non-selective, and unacCredited. Holding

family background and years ',I- education up through college constant,

attending any sort of selective college raised earnings by 28 percent.

The differences between sel-rttve, highly selective and very highly sel-

ective colleges were not significant. Coriirolling years of graduate

school did not alter this. Nor did controlling bread occupational cate-

R
gories or weeks worked.

Cl)

I

Concluhlons About Effects of Education

Controlling measured background, reduces the earnings advantage of

four year--; of high school from 53 tc 36 percent and that of four years of

college from 51 to 41 percent. In those surveys with test scores, control-

ling bo:h background and test scores ,reduced the aoparent. adval,tage of

extra edu7att, even further. This suggests that estimates of returns to

sch_01Ing which do not control for family background and test scores will_

be inflated, perhaps to as much as double the true level.

(2) Schooling affects earnings in ?art by affecting men's occupational

status. ^'his is particularly true cf higher education. When measures of

occupational status were added to the regressions of Ln Earnings on family

background and experience, returns to four years of high school dronned

from 36 to 25 percent and returns to-four years of college dropped from

41 to 13 percent. The appartInt returns to education for those in a given .

occupation fell even further when we controlled test scores, although, the

y0211101111d and Kalamazoo samples are the only ones with good tests detailed

occuoeidnual categories, and respondents over In. Four velars of eUIier school

or cblloge raised earnings by 6-10 percent with baAgroundotest scoresond

-'...0'd

occupational status controlled in these two samples. This suggests that

ucation boosts earnings milnly by provfeitd access to luz.rative occupations.
_/.71.
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(3) With family background and education cOniroli,d, attending a

selective college increases earnings for men byabout 26 percent.

.(4) Vocational training is positivel associated wi6 earnings; but

it is unclear whether training increases men's earnings potential or

whether high-status otcupations pay more and also giN4e mote training.

(5) High school grades have q\c_, erect on men's earnings once years

of education are controlled.
.0,'Ol

(6) With bac*ground experience controlled, the effects of educa-'

tion and experience on Ln Earnings do not vary consistently by age, face,

father's occupation, or test score in our samples.

5

4. Effects of Occupational Statu

The status of one's occupation substantially affects earnings. The

zero-order (orrelations between one's Duncan score and Ln Earnings iange

between.0.401 and 0.446, which means

'ithat

occupational status accounts for

Ln arnings
16 to 22 percent of the variation in / in our surveys. Adding occupa-

tion to the rerTression of Ln Earnings on family background, education and
/ (-

..xoPrience raises R
2
\by 0.02 to 0.04. A ten-point increase in Duhoan

score was associated with approximately a 9.1 percent increase in income

4
for OCG men with equal education, family background, and experience and

with a 9.4 percent increase in earnings for NLS respondents equal in edu-

cation, family background, work experience and weeks worked last year.

Effedts of occupational status were somewhat smaller for PA and PSID

respondents, presumably because the!PA and PSID coded only broad occupa-

tional categories.

Comparing effects of occupation across surveys is difficult-, since

the age of the respondents and the occupational classification scheme vary

from survey to survey, but certain consistent patterns emerge. Returns"
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to occupation are stronger for older men. Returns to occupation drop when

weeks worked are controlled, suggesting that occupation affects earnings

partly by affecting the number of weeks worked per year. Even when men

are equal in family background, cognitive abi-fty, education, work experi-

ence and weeks worked, however, the status of a man's occupation strongl

and directly affects his wa9.... Moreover, education affects earnings in

large part because it increases access to high status occupations.

5. Effec,:s of Not Working

S
Some men work part of the year: others work all year. Clearly the

number of weeks worked per year will influence annual wages. "Dual labor

market" ::,-onomists argue that high risk of unemployment is a characteristic

of certain jobs and treat weeks worked as an involuntary aspect of employ-

ment. Othc economists argue that there is a great deal of voluntary

non-employment; men often work less than a full year because they are in

school, because of sickness, or because of voluntary retirement. In these

cases , non-employment is a proxy for individual, not job, characteristics.

The PA, NLS, Census and PSID asked respondents how many weeks they

worked in the last year. With background, education, and occupation con-
0

trolled, -weeks worked has a coefficient of approximately 1.00 in the PA,

Census anc. PSID equations predicting Ln Earnings. The coefficient is

about 0.75 in NLS. This means that there is no partial correlation between

weeks worked and weekly wages for PA, Census and PSID respondents, once

background, education, and occupatir are controlled. As might be expected.

Ln Weeks Worked substantially increasesthe predictability of Ln Earnings,

increasing R
2
by 0.13 for PA and PSID and 0.20 for the Census. The in-

crease in R
2
's was lessIfor NLS respondents, perhaps because there

variability in the number of weeks worked per year among older men.

593
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Weeks Worked also varies less and explains less in yeara,with relatiyely

full employment.

6. Overall Explanatory Power of Personal Characteristics

It seems reasonable to ask how much of the variation in men's earn-

ings can be :xplained by variations in their characteristics when they

enter the labor force, i.e. their family background, their adolescent

test scores and personality traits, their educatiOn, and their age

or experience. Race, region of birth, education and work experience ex-

plain 21 percent of the yari.ace in Ln Earnings among Census respondents.

These ....ake characteristics plus demographic background traits explain

'24Cpercent Of the variance in Ln Income among OCG respondents. These

same variables (without father's occupation) account for 33 percent of--4'

the variance in Ln Earnings among PA men. They account for 29 percent-of

the variance in Ln Earnings among PSID men.

The explanatory power of individual traits would increase if we had

fuller and more accurate measures. Adding the unmeasured characteristics

that account for brothers' similarity, for example, would probably in-

crease R
2
by around 0.10,-though this estimate has a substantial margin

of errors (The true value could easily be 0.05 or 0.15.) In both the

Veterans and Kalamazoo surveys, adding test scores prior to entering the

labor market to the regression of Ln Earnings on demographic background,

education and experience. raised R2's by 0.02. Muesef's preliminary

analyses of Talent 28-year olds suggest that self-assessments of personality

traits in adolescence increase R
2
's by another 0.02. These traits may,

however, help account for resemblance between brothers, so the co*bined

effect of unmeasured backgrourid and personality traits may be less than

the sum of their separate effects. Adding unmeasured background, traits,

`cognitive skills and personality traits might therefore
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raise R
2
by something like 0.11) + 0.02 + 0.01 = 0.13. Our lowest plaus-

ible R
2
is 0.24 + 0.05 + 0.02 + 0.01 = 0.32 for OCG, while our highest

plausible value is '0.33 + 0.15 +0.02 + 0.02 = 0.52 for PA.

Measur..neit errors also lower estimates R
2,

s. As much as 12

percent of the variance in SRC earnings reports may be due to random error

in measuring earnings. Thi. iwplies that the true R
2
could be 0.52/0.88

0.59. Correcting for errors in measuring- background test scores, and

education might raise R
2

as high as 0.65. Analogous corrections in Census/

CPS data imply values of R
2
of at least 0.43, This is a considerable

margin of error. Still, we can say that something like,half the variance

in Ln Earnings awong men 25-64 is probably traceable to factors that are

in prinziple measurable prior to their entering the labor market.

Jencks suggests that even after correcting for error something like

a
1

quarter -f the variance in these individuals' annual earnings is prob-

ably accounted for by interannual fluctuations around each individual's

long-term mean. This estimate is based on eight years of PSID data.

One important factor in t-iese fluctuations is variation in the number

of weeks men work per year. It is not clear to what extent these v4ri-

ations reflect temporal changes in men's desire to work and to what

9 extent they reflect changes in macroeconomic conditions.

Conclusions

Initially we asked "Who gets the highly paid jobs?" The answers

have interesting implications for those concerned about income inequality

and/or equal opportunity. Background exerts a much larger influence

on earnings than past research `suggests, perhaps accounting for as much

as 30 percent of the variance in one year's earnings and as much as 42
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percent of the variance in earnings over an individual's lifetime. Even

more Furprising,.there seem to be as yet unidentified aspects of back -

ground. that do not affect a man's earnings by

affecting his test scores or ech.c.r.tion. If we define inequality of op-

portunity as the extent to which being born to one set of parents rather

than another determine- :ife chahtes, equal opportunity is still a long

way from being realized.

A man's qualifications, as measured by test scores, education and

training also influenr2 his earnings, but not so strongly as some have

argued. While high test scores moderately increased expected earnings,

high scores were neither necessary nor sufficient to obtain high earn-

ings. Men with lots of schooling earn more than men with less schooling,

but more than half this influence arises because men with privileged

backgrounds and high test scores both get more schooling and earn more

money. Furthermore, a large part of the remaining effect occurs because

education increases men's chances of working in highly paid occupations.

Indeed, education has very little effect on the earnings of men who

If education influences earnings by increasing productivity, this effect

operates in large part through occupational selection, either by workers

or by emplOyers.

Finally, our results suggest that workers' characteristics when

they enter the labor force explain 45 to 651percent of the total variance

in earnings among men aged 25 to 64. The sources of the remaining %rani-

!

ance have yet to be fully explored.

r 9.6
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10 Chapter 11
I

Measures of Economic Success

by Christopher Jencks

This chapte: investigates the relative mrits of several alternative

Measures of ee, omic success. It begins oy looking at various systems
,

for ranking occupations. Then it examim's var ous ways of scaiirg

earnihgs. It concludes with a dIscussio, of tile ive importance

of OccupatidWal status and earnings in d,terinining overall well-being

or "utility." Chapters 13 and 16 discus the reliability pf these

measu .

at
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Cliapter 11

1. Occupational Status

Measuring occupational status involves two distinct steps: assigning

each respondent to an occupational gro p and assigning a'status score

.to'each occupational group. The first task is very difficult. The

second easy, at 1(_,.t by comparison.

(a) Occupational Clafication
- A

One problem with assigning workers to occupational groups is

that there is no social consensus about how one should aggregate jobs

into occupations. Many People do not think of themselves as having

Schemes .

an occupation at all. Tbey simply think of themselves as holding a

job. If you ask them what they do, they tell you who they work for,

not what they do in their job. As a result, surveys that ask people

to name their occupatibn get a large number of unclassifiable responses.

The Census Bureau and other survey organizations concerned with

accurate occupational classification respond to this difficulty by

asking people both who they work for and what they do in their jobs."'

The Census,Bureau then uses this information to assign the respondent

to one of 441 occupational categories. For many purposes, however,

i 'aggregates these 441 "detailed".,0(or "3-digit") categories into 10"3 d̀igit ")

12 "broad" categories. Maim/ survey organizations, including the

Survey Researcti Center at Michigan, save time and money be coding re-
.

spondents iq these broad categorias to begin with. This As a

number of problems that we dis elow.

Both the "broad" and the "detailed" Census categories differen-

tiate jobs along many djffere t dimensions simultaneously. The most

0

important dimension seems to/be the skills and information required

to perform competently in a lob. But jobs requiring identical /

5.98
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activities may be assigned to different occupations if they-ivolve

working for a different sort of employer, require different paper

credentials, take place in different physical settings, or have

traditionally recruited different sorts of workers. The Census Bureau

has never tried to justify its occupational categories either con-

ceptually or er,Arically. Nor has the Bureau tried to assign specific

weights to the different factors it considers when deciding which

jobs to distinguish and which ones to lump together. Thus there is no

a priori reason for believing that the Bureau's classification scheme

tells anything whatever ahv:It,t jobs. In fact, however, it tells

us quite a 'mot.

A good occupational classification scheme should group jobs that
.0
Dave something in common. Wiat they should have in common{ is cle'arly a

fl
matter for debate. But one plausible hypothesis is that a gOod scheme

should group together workers whom employers regard as relatively inter=--

changeable.. One obvious way of measuring whether a particular classifi-

sdheme succeeds in this respect is to sae whether employers hiring .

workers fora given job typically look for applicants-Whose previous

job was in the same occupation. Applying this standard to the Census

classification,scheme, one finds that among men 18 and over who changed
C

employers ih 1972,, only 43 percent remained in the same detailed occupa-

tionaltional category. Ibis means that 57 percent of all jobs filled by

experienced workers were filled by someone whose 'previous job had been

in a different occupdtion. In some ca-se6, of course, the new recruit may

have haA experience in the relevant occupation at an earlier stage in
.4\

\et

1/_ Byrne (1975), Table H.
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life. In other cases, workers with experience in the relevant occupation

-may have been in short supply. In moL.._ cases, however, the emploiiex in.

question must have felt that a job in a different occupation was as rele-

vant as a job, in the same occupation. In a few cases this may have

invqlved rational "job ladders," id which saldIsmen are recruited into

management in'the same company, or semi-skilled workers become foremen.

This does not seem tc the usual pattern, however, since after the age of

, 30 moves are
/almost as likely to involve a decline in occupational status as an in-

,

crease.

TNE fact that 42' pe-cent of men who changed employers remained in

the same occupation suggests that jobs in some detailed Census categories

must .zemble each other far more than random jobs do. Unfortunaeely,

we cannot say how many detailed occupational categories meet this require-

ment or how well they do so. It could be that 200 of the 441 detailed

categories cover jobs that almost always recruit from within the occupa-

tion, while the other1 occupations include jobs that recruit randomly.

Or it could be that all detailed occupational categories recruit about

. 43 percent of thefr experienced workers internally. We know, however,

that occupations are not exactly alike with respect t recruiting patterns.

Table 11.1 shows the percentaqe of those remaining in the same detailed

lb
occupational category after changing employers. The table only presents

these data broken down by broad occupational categories, because there

are not enough cases in most detailed categories to yield stable re-
4

suits. It suggests that when employers hire professionals and

craftsmen, they look for pen with previous=experience in the same occu-

pation. When they hire for. clerical jpbs or for jobs that merely nvolve

operating machinery, they are much less likely-to feel that previous.

.

11.
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14 6

experience in the same occupation is important. They therefore recruit

men from a variety of previous cccupations. One would like to haVe com-

parable percentages for each of the detailed occupational categories within

these broad Lategortes, since there is no good reason to suppose that

just because physicists and school teachers are both classified as "pro-

fessional" wor,ers, their rates of internal recruitment are the same.

Unfortunately, such data are not readily,availabl,..
2/

The broad categories are less meaningful in,recruiting.terns. The

Bureau creates broad categories by grouping detailed occupations that it

thinks have something in common. One can estimate how much these detailed

occupatiox have in common by asking iow often a worker who changes his

detailed occupational category remainscin the same broad, category. If

one were to aggrega:e randomidetailevl occupations into broad categories

At

of the same size as those used by the Census, 12 percent of all individ-

uals who changed detailed occupations would xemain in the same broad oc-

cupation by chance alone.
1/

In fact, 20 percent-of those who change

2/ The 1970 Census provides data on the percentage of men in eat'occupa-
tion in 1970 who had been in the same occupation in 1965. But it does
not allow us to distinguish men who' were still in the same occupation
because they were still in the same job from men who were still in the
same occupation despite, having changed jobs. The latter statistic appears
more relevant for present purposes, though the former is also important.
In order to obtain statistics on detailed Census occupations, one would
need access to the CPS data 4escribed by Saber' !1967) or Byrne (1975).

3/ The proportion who would remain in the same broad occupational cate-
gory if these categories were simply random aggregations of detailed oc-
cupationeicategoriesis&i,wheim.is the proportion of all those whd131

changed detailed occupations falling in broad occupation group i. (This

formula assumes that pi is stable over the period under study, which is
essentially true.) The value in the text is derived from Byrne (1975,
Table 4).
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Table 11.1

PERCtNTAGE OF MEN 18 AND OVER IN 1972 RDyNING IN THE

SAME DETAILED OCCUPATIONAL GROUP AFTER CHANGING EMPLOYERS
SHOWN BY BROAD OCCUPATIONAL GROUP)

11:1GIad Occupational Groua in 1972 Percentage

Professional, Technical, and Kinc'--°d. 57.9

Farm Laporers 57.4

Craftsmen & Kindred 52.9

Managers & Administrators 45.5

Trinsportation Equipment Opera',.ives 43.8

Servile Workers 38.4

Sal,, Workers 37.3

5

Non-Farm Laborers 30.6

Clerical Workers 30.1

Non-Transportation Operatives 29.8

Source: 'Byrne (1975), Table H. The tabulations come from Current

Population Survey -data collected in January, 1973. The percentages
are for men 18 and dyer in 1973 who repoed a civilian occupation for
both January 1972 and January 1973, and A° repdrted having changed

iemployers during the nterval.

The broad occupational classification in Byrne's tables also includes
,private household workers and farm owners' and managers, but there were
not enough individuals in these two groups to provide reliable estimates
of the percentage remaining in the same occup*ation when changing employers.
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detailed occupational categories remain in the same broad categories.-
4/

This suggests that broad Census categories are not just rand*Agyrega-

tions of detailed categories. But the detailed occupations that fall

in the same broad categories have only (20-12)/(100-12) - 9 percent more

in common than detailed occupations that fall in different broad categories.

For all 1t5 flaws, the Census Bureau's occupational classification

scheme is the only one in widespread current use. While the Bureau's'

scheme clearly aggregates some jobs that have little in common, it still

'does better than chance. We have therefovp taken advantage of the de.:

tailed Census occupational cla==if,ication wherever it was available. We

used the groupings in SRC data, since that is all SRC provides.

(b) fne Duncan ,Scale

One a researcher,has assigned every individual to an occupation,

assigning each occupation to a status group is relatively simple. The

best currently available system appears to be that of Duncan (1961). His

system uses the detailed Census occupational categories for 1950. He

assigned each 1950 occupational category a status score based on the

percentage of men in the occupation who had 12 or more years of school-

ing in 1950 and the_percentage of men with 1949 incomes of $3500 or more.

He gave these t4O percentages ,roughly equal weight. Their weighted sum

varied from 0 to 96. The distribution was skewed, with a long tail to

the right; though it is less skewed today than it was a generation ago.

The 1970 mean for men 25-64 Was 41, with a standard deviation of 25.

4. Byrne, (1975:56).
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We could update this scoring system using more recent data on the

educational requirements and economic rewards of different occupations.

So far as I know, nobody has actually done this, so the empirical conse-

quences are unknown. I would not expect updating to make much difference.

The educational selectivity and relative economic rewards'of occupations

changed very little from 1940 to41950 (Hodge,1961) 'It would be

astonishing if they changed much between 1950 and 1970. In any event

updating the classification scheme would make it much more difficult'

ti

,compare surveys done at different times. We therefore decided to stick

with Duncan's original scores. As we shall see, they are quite service-

able.

We describe what Duncan measured as occupational "status." It

should not be confused with what NORC measures when it asks respondents

to rank occupations in terms of general standing or desirabilit}i.
5/

Most

investigators call this occupational "prestige," though the distinction

between "status" and "prestige" is obviously arbitrary and is not uni-

versally made. Until the mid-1960's NORC's "prestige" ratings were only

available for a handful of occupations. Survey researchers estimated

the prestige of other occupations subjectively. This procedure was not
. .

very reliable. Duncan originally developed his scoring system to remedy

this difficulty. He began with data from a 1947'NORC survey that had

asked respondents to rate more than 90 occupations as "Excellent," "Good,"

"Average," "Fairs," or "Poor." He found 15 occupati6ns on the NORC

list that corresponded closely to the detailed Census classification.

He then predicted the percentage of respondents rating these occupations

"Good" or "Excellet," using '1950 Census data on the percentage of men in

5/ See Reiss (1961), Siegel (1971),, Goldthorpe and Hope (1974).
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eath-occupation with 12 or more years of school and the percentage earning

$3,500 oz more. Having estimated this equation for the 45 detailed Census

occupations On which NORC had prestige rarkingq, he used his eauation

to predict prestige for all other detailed Census ocraipAtional groups.

Taken at cace value, Duncan's scale was merely a fallible device for
L,

estimating prestige. But w'ien Hodge4Siegel and RoFsi collected actual

prestige scores for nearly 300 detailed 'en,us categories in 1964 (Siegel,

1971), became clear th_ Duncan had stumbled onto something more

fundamental. When Duncan ranked :lari-ey ,-espondents using both Duncan

scor.-.:s and Hodge-Siegc,1 scores, their Duncan scores almost invariably

_predicted their ,other chardct,ristics (and their children's

characteristics) better than their

Hodge-Siegel score did. The correlation between fathers' and sons'

Dilncan scores, for example, was consistently higher than the correlation

between their Hodge-Siegel scores. The difference was large enough so

that with Duncan scores controlled, the partial correlation between

fathers' and sons' Hodge-Siegel scores was zero.
6/

This suggests that,_-

/
.that is really important about a man's occupation for purposes of itter-

.

generational mobility is the occukation"yeducational requirementS and

I,

economic rewards. Prestige scores have predictive power only insofar

as they correlate with these two occupational characteristics. Insofar

as prestige depends on other factors, its predictive power is negligible.

Itseems fair to conclude that when''occupational position is an independ-

ent variable, prestige scores are fallible Duncan scores, not the other

7
way round.

/

6/ See Duncan, Feathernall, and Duncan (1972); also Featherman, Jones,

and Hauser (1975).

7/ For further analysis see Klatsky and Hodge (1971), Featherman,

?ones, and Hauser (1975), an' the sources cited there.
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Confronted with evidence of this kind a sceptic may wonder

whether the respondent's Duncan score mi,nt not, in turn, merely he a

fallible proxy for the respondent's own education and income. It is

not. A father's Duncan score has a significant effect on his son's
4

education, occupation, and income, for example, independent of the

father's education and income (Sewell and Hauser, 1975; Bielby et al,

1976). This could cone:"-.-Ibly be because of errors in measuring

father's education and parental income, but'that seems unlikely. Certainly
OP

conventional wisdom suggests that a man's work shapes his life in ways

independent of his prior ecillcation or his consumption level. The mean

education and income of men engas7ed in a given line of work tell us

something about all those who do it, independent of any given worker's

own traits. The status of an'individual's occupation is thus important

in its own right, not just as a nroxy for his education or income. This

situation is in some ways analagous to the "contextual effects " of 4

schools, whereby the mean ability or aspirations of the students in a

given school affect individual students' chances of attending_c,ollege,

even with their own initial ability and aspirations controlled.
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This does not, of course, mean that Duncan's scaling procedure was

has convinced me .

perfect. Mueser / that a rigorous defense of. the Duncan scale

would require us to rank occupations according to a wide range of criteri,

including not only educational requirements and economic rewards but

social prestige, training requirements, cognitive difficulty, stability

of employment, degree,of authority over others, degree of autonomy and so

on. We would also have to obtain these data for each individual in a

given occupation. We would then have to use both the occupational means

and the individual data to predict other characteristics of individual

respondents (or their children). If the various occupational means had

the same r-lative weights when predicting all outcomes that interested

oonstructing _us, we could justify a single index of occupational position.

If the weights differed significantly, no single index would be defensihl.

If 6ccupational characteristics other than educational requirements and

economic rewards were significant, or if these two occupational character-

istics had dif.erent weights, our scale would differ from Duncan's.

We have no such data, so we cannot argue that the Duncan scale is

a "perfect" system for ranking occupations. It is clearly superior to

the most widely used alternative, namely the Hodge-Siegel-Rossi prestige

scale, but we cannot say for sure that it is better than more traditioill

scales, such as the one developed by Hollingshead (Hollingshead and

Redlich, 1958). Still less canme claim that the Duncan scale is superior

to alternative scm.es that start by grouping jobs into different

occupations than those the Census uses.
a

If one defines/ father's occupational status in terms of his sons'

life chances, the Duncan scale slightly overestimates the status of

farm fathers during the first third of the 20th century. It slightly

607
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underestimates the status of white collar fathers during this same

era. As a result, adding dummies fdr having a farm, father and A white

collar father consistently improves our ability to predict a son's

life ciiances. But with Duncan score co- _rolled, the residual effects

of farm origins are smaller for men 25 -64 in 1973 than in 1962.
NV

The effects of both fa_- upbringing and a white collar father are

also smaller for men born between 1927 and 1936 than for older

men in OCG. By 1950, when Duncan's data were collected, the residual

effects of having a farm or white collar father might well have been

zero. Rather than viewing the significanceja the dummies as evidence

of a flaw ilk Duncan's estimation procedure, then, one might view them

as evidence that no occupational ranking is completely invariant over

time. In any event, the implied flaws in. the Duncan scale are not large.

Our next question about occupational status was whether Duncan

scores constituted an interval scale in the sense that, say, income does.

Income constitutes an interval scale because a $1000 change in income

affects purchasing power by the same amount no matter where it occurs

on the scale. This means, for example, that we can average two people's

incomes and get meaningful results. But status does not buy anything

tangible. How, then, might we tell whether the difference between men

with Duncan scores of 10 and 2') is "the same" as the difference between

men with Duncan scores of 80 and 90? One possibility would be to define

status as a non-monetary reward of holding a given job. We could then

investigate the "price" people were willing to pay for additional status

by asking them how much income they would be willing _to sacrifice in

order tb raise their occupational position by a given amount. Men who

had spent many years in their present occupation might, of course, be
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less willing to make sacrifices that required them to change occupa-

tions. But one could get around this problem by asking young respondents

to specify the incomes that would make jobs in different Occupations

equally atteactive. Thus if two hypothetic..,1 men had Duncan scores of

10 and 20, respondents might typically feel that if the man with a score

of 10 earned $1000 more 'than the man with a score of 20, the two men were

equally well off. If it also took a $1000 income advantage to equalize

the oierall well-being of men with Duncan scores of 80 and 90, we could

say that each point on the Duncan scale was "worth" $100 and that the scale

ked interval propertilip. Rair;24-r has actually collected data that

would one to conduct crude test: of this sort, but we.did not have

the time or resources to analyze the data in the manner suggested. So

as I know, no oneelse has attempted such an analysis either. As a

result, we have no general, evidence that Duncan scores constitute an

interval scale.

The Duncan scale yields scores whose distribution is significantly

skewed, with a long taill to the right, If the "true" distribution were

normal, Duncan's skewed distribution would overestimate the magnitude

of status differences.near the top of the scale and underestimate dif-

feTgnces near the bottom of the scale. I tested this hypothesis in two

ways. First, I looked at the relationship of a son's occupational status

to his father's occupational status. Second, T looked at the relationship

of a man's occupational status in 1965 to his status in 1970.

If the true distribution of fathers' scores Mere symmetrical, and

if the true effects were linear, using a skewed scale would make.

the effects of a father's score on hig' son's score appear to diminish



aseone moved from the bottom of the scale to the top. This pattern

recurred consistently in most of our s-,mples. In the OCG, for example,

the estimated, curve is such that men whose fathers scored 20 on the Dun-

can scale outrank men whose fathers scored 10 by six points, whereas men'

whose fathers scored 90 outrank me whose fathers scored.80 by only

three poluts.
8/

Such a deviation rrom linearity is not large enough to

affect R
2
appreCiably, but it does suggest that the effects of a father's

occupational status may not be as skewed as Duncan's scoring system

implies. If the underlying dist_ibution of occupational status'were

really normal, the F:tandaru deviation of current occupational status

for 1_,pondents with high status fathers should also exceed the standard

deviation for men with low status fathers. This pattern appears in the

OCG and NLS, which classify fathers by detailed Census categories, though

not in the PSID, which uses broad categories. In OCG, fathers with'

Duncan scores of 9 or less have sons whose mean Duncan score is 28.5

with a standard dev tion of 21.2. Fathers with Duncan scores of 90 or

more have sons whose mean Duncan score is62.7 with a standard deviation

of 26.8.

Confronted with this evidince, we thought it worthwhile to .experiment

4with a power transformation. The squar root Of Duncan's original values

has an almost normal distribution. DLit taking square roots lowered the

correlation between father's occupation and son's occupation for OCG men

aged 25-64-from 0.412 to0.403.2
/
The correlations of both father's occupa-

tion and respondent's occupation with the respondent's other traits were

also depressed. This suggests that the skewness of the original scale

8/ This result was'calculated from Appendix B, Table 4B.

9/ This comparison was made f,)r a subsample that excldded men with no

father at home and men with incomplete data on other items. 'Ttv:
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representaireAlity_soatewhat_more_accurately -than-a-normally distributed

scale ,would. tat

This concluadon held Faith even greater.force when I looked at occu7

pational witAt a single generatioi . If a unit change in a

man's Duncan score meant less at the top of the scale that' at the dbttom,,

by men.
one would expect occupatio...1 movements/at the top of the Scale to look

'"longer" thanmvements at the bottom of the scale. In order to test this

hypothesis, I examinee' the absolute uhange in Duncan score of Census re-

spondents aged 25-64 in 1970 who changed their °Wailed Census occupational

4

category between i965 and 1970. The mean shift was 16 points_ The size

is shift correlated Only 0.04 with the respondent's 196,5 Duncan

scorev This suggests that the "data are almost homoscedastic.

These investigations do not ensure the Duncan scale will have interval

propertic_ in every conceivable context. "They do suggest that the

-. skewness of the scale does not distort reality very seriously. This

S M e

assumption is'sup4spted by the fact that while traits that boost an

F

Duncpn scorei tend to bcoet thevariance as well, the increase is neiVer

It l&10/
large nor con

10/
We therefore proceeded on he assumption

i

4- .

that the scale had roughly.interval properties
I_

..,

2. Earnings

91; (a) Measurement PrOblems

At first glance measiring earnings may selgt relajtivi177raight-
.

forward: one simply asks the respondent how much he,earns apad codes the

4

answer. But life is rarely so simple. First, there is the problem of

. .

how'to define earnings. tecond, there-4s the problem,of choosing an

0
-accounting.periodOtird, th(re

.
is the problem of what 40 do if tither

10/ See Tables 3A, 4A, SA, 6A, 7A, 'BA, and 9A in the Appendices.,, 4

611 ft
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the respondent or the survey organization has "rounded" the answers in

fit some waV. ' ourth, there is the problem If what to,do if tht survey

organization asked about income rather than earnings.

The Census Bureau defilies earnings as all income from wages, salary,

or self-emploSrmeAt. It excludes inr-me
0
from assets (dividends, interest?

rent) or transfer payments (ureemployment insurance,

private pelsions, gifts, and

of simplicity, and we have

dislike it because

.%

social security,

so forth). This definitlbn has the virtue

tried to use it therever-possible. Economists
A

income from self-employment includes not only returns

to labor but returns to capital investment as well. Unfortunately, one

never Knows how.much self-employment income is really "labor income" and

how much is "asset income." A farmer who.owns land and Machinery, worth

$500,000, for example, could make at least $25,000 a year without, lifting

a finger, simply by selling his assets and putting his money in savings

banks. If his actual income is only'$15,000 in a given year, the
fi

economist'S,analysis implies that he is paying $10,000 for the privilege .

V
of working his farm. From an accounting viewpoint, one might want ,to say

that his "asset income" is $2',,000 and that his "labor income" was

-$10,000,

natively.,

bringing his total to the 'observed value of $15,000 Alter-

one mighghant.tdOtay th'at if he works 2500 hours a year and

if the minimum wage for farm labor in his area is $2.00 an hour, h,i'S labor

no
income is at least $5000 and hi,p asset income is/more than $10,000.

The possibilities are clearly dndless. In the PSID, for example, SRC

requires that labor incomes be positive. If a self-employed man loses

money, the PSID assumes he hairno labor incAMe and a capital loss.
_ .

Rather than trying to defend ,,tich arbitrary decisions, we have tried 'to

use the simpler Census Burieau definition of earnings in all surveys.11/

11/ See Chapter 16 -and Apbendlx D for discussibn of the difficulties that
arose when we-tried to impose Census definitions on SRC's PSID data.
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t.lioice at. luting-period can-also-pose-problems-. Most-eeert--

omistt prefer.h) treat how many hours a man works and how much he earns

per'hourAqs separate questions. Hours of work.depend partly on one's

potential hourl'f wage, partly oh- one's other income (i.e. income from

assets, transfers, spouses), partly on economic need (number of dependents,

the life styl. e co which one aspires), and partly on unpredictable personal

idiosyncracies1("the subjective value of leisure"). If individuals could

always find work that utilized their talents for wnatever number of hours

they wanted to work, one could view all variations in hours worked as

.m7ifestations of personal prefe,-2nce. In fact, this is not the case.

Most matui corkers want a Ilteady" jt.;.). This means they prefer to be

emAloyed 52 weeks each year (including vacations). Most also want

-c, work roughly 40 hours per week. They do not went to be laid off, look

for a new job, make new friends, or learn new habits. But many employers

do not- offer steady employment of this kind. Those who do offer it

usualj.y

cln/get workers with any specific set of characteristics cheaper than

t 'iose who do not offer it. This means that an investigator who looks

44 only ac hourly earnings can get a mislead/ng picture of the relative

attractiveness of different jobs and of the relative bargaining power of

workers holding these jobs. A private constAction worker's hourly

earnings are likely to be'quite high, for example, but this is partly to

compensate him for'chronic temporary unemployment. A federal employee's

hourly earnings may be more modest, but this is offset by the fact that
(

he is less likely to be laid off or put on short time. , Annual earnings,
_

probably give a better picture of the relative desirability of these two

so ils of work than hourly earnings.
4,7r

Whatever the theoretical merits of hourly vs annual earnings, gac-

ticaf considerations forced us to concenttate on annual earnings. All fr

61,3
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our surveys except Talent provided data on annual earnings or income.

Only the Veterans and Talent surveys tollected data on current weekly

or hourly earnings. The PA, NI.S,,PSID, and Census provide data on weeks.

worked during the previous year., But these data are grouped in the
A

PSID and Census, sd'that all respondents who worked between 1 and 13 weeks

are coded in the saMe way, all tno5e who worked 14 to 26 weeks are coded'

in the same way, and so forth. This means that when Dne divides annual

earnings for t e previk_d year by estimated weeks Worked to get average weekly

earnings, the quotient contains,a certain amount of random error. These

problems become even more serious when ore tries to estimate hourly

earnings. Cens'us surveys typically ask how many hours the respondent

worked during the week prior'to the survey. Some investigators use

responses for the previous week as a proxy for average weekly hours during

the previous yOgar. But hours of4iork vary colisiderably from week to week.

This makes estimated hourly earnings even less reliable than estimated

weekly earnings. We therefore decided to stresq,annual earnings wherever
_ . .

The Append2cas,
possible. however, introduce weeks worked as an independent

variable where it is available; so' that tWreader can see how much of

12/
the variation in annual earnings'deptnds on hours of work.

,
12/ The reader interested in the detprminants of weekly earnings can
extract a considerable'amount if evidence from our equations. Let'An-
nual Earnings = A, Weekly EarnLngt = W, and Weeks Worked = S. Then
A = WS, and LnA = LnW + LnS.
Thus
(1) LnW = LnA
and
(2) S2 4= S2 S2 , - 2S S rLnW LnA + LnS LnW LnS LnA, LnS

We present equations in the form
(4) LnA = B1 X1 +-132,X2 + ....BsLnS + eA

When the X's include education and ogcupat,ional status, B = 1.00 in all
saltples but the NLS. Subtracting LnS from both sides thus s yields
(4) LnW = B1 X1+ B2 X2 + e

A

The- B's in equation 3 thus provide unbiased-estimates of the B's in an
equation with weekly earnings ds a dependent variabl,. (i.c. equation 4)

4
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Our third problem was wha o do when either the respondent or the

.

..,survey organization "rounded 46rnings repots. Respondents have a

strong tendency to round their estimates of their earnings to some con

There is not much we can da a' Alt this.
venient value., Partly because of this tendency, many survey organiza-

tions ask respondents to report their earnings in relatively*broad cate-

gories. Some s.xrvey organiz'tions argue that this reduces the non:

responFe problem, thOugh SRC's experience does not seem to support this

view. Even when the original data are reported exactly, some organizations

code these values into broad categoric:. This is especially commonat

the top, since there seems to be a widespread notion that reporting exact

earnings o. _ $25,000 or $50,000 might somehow violate the respondent's

anonymity. Whatever the rationale, the result is a mess. Grouped data

can yield biased estimates of both the effects of worker characteristics

on eacnings and overall inequality in earnings. A substantial fraction

of the.variance in earnings is variance among men earning more than

$2':,000 a year. A substantial fraction of the variance in the log of

rnings is among men earning less than $1000 per year. Grouping usually,,

eliminates such variance. Groupinr, therefore reduces measured inequality,

at least if one chooses the,eorrect mean for each group. But if one makes

even a small error in selecting the category mean; one can end up

overestimating the variance instead of underestimating it,. If

variation at the extremes depended on the same factOrs as vafOtion in

42/Imitigufid:.
1,00. The variance of e

A
is also the same for equations

3 andr4, so R
2

in equation 4 is:

(5) 123.'= 1 - S
eA

/S
2

LnW
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the middle of the distribution, grouping would also reduce the correlation

of earningS with other Workercharact _istics. But the characteristics

measured in our surveys do not have as- much effect at the extremes of

the earning distribution as in the middle. As a result, grouping

'usually raises the observed cc.rciaLion between earnings and other traits

Instead of lowering it. 'The combined effect of grouping on the variance

and the correlations d.,'-ermines its effect on unstandardized regression

showed
coefficients. Experiments with OCG-II / ! that grouped data raised

almost all correlations by about a tenth, lowered the standard deviation

of Ln Earnings by about a tenth, and thus left the unstandardized regres-

sion coefficients almost unchanged. McClelland obtained less uniform

results with Census and PSID (see Chapter,16).

Except when comparability was our sole objective, we retained as

much detail as possiV00 in earnings. We would strongly urge other survey

organizations and re-searchers to do the same. Grouping can only exacer-

bate the difficulties of getting meaningful results. The fact that

grouped data can be coded in slightly less space on a computer tape is

a ridiculous reason for eliminating infirmation that is vitally import-

ant to many analyses. The argument that the data are error-prone and hence
only approximate is equally fallacious.

A fourth difficulty in our work was that our data tape for the OCG

included only information on. income, not earnings. BUt 25-64 year old

men typically earn about 95 percent of their repOrted income, so analyzing

income rather than earnings has little impact on the results (see

_ Chapter 16).

(b) Scaling Earnings

Having measured earnings (dr income), one
111.

must decide how to scale

the responses. Sociologists seldom-study the deterMinants of oarnings,
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fe.

but when they do, they usually uSeNptrassformed earnings as their de-

pendent variable. We denote, this measure as Earnings. Economists

usually prefer the natural logarithm of earnings as a dependent variable.

We denote this as LnEarnings.

We will emphasize results using LnEarnings more than results using

A
Earnings. The most important advantage of LnEarnings over Earnings is

that regressions using LnEarnings as a dependent variable are scale-

invariant. If one multiplies everyone's earnings by a constant, this

will simpl,:y add a constant to the logaiithm of tleir earnings. Addinit,a,

constantto the dependent variable increases the intercept of the relgres-

sign ecIntion, but it doeS not affr-7t the regression coefficients, their

standard errors, or the variance of the residuals, This facilitates

comparisons between years. If inflation or society-wide gains in produc-

tivity .lave increased earnings at all levels by the same percentage,

the LnEarnings regressions will look alike. The Earnings regressions

will look different.

A second advantage of IiEarnings is that if the regression coeffici-

ents of the independent variables are small, they can be interpreted as

percentage'effects. Suppose, for example, that Y is _Sarnings, X is

11Q, K is a constant , and LnY = 0.01X + K. This implies, that a

one point increase in IQ raises the natural logarithm of earnings by

0.01. Increasing the natural-'1ogarithm of earnings by A.01 is equiv-

alentalent to*multiplying actual earnings by e 01 = 1.01005. Increasing

the natural log by'0.01 is thus equivalent to increasing dollar earnings

by 1.01005 - 1 = 1.005 percent. As the example illustrates, the

regression coefficient is not exactly equal to the percentage effect.
\.

4
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It always underestimates the percentage effect to some extent. The

size of the bias increases as the coeff cient increases. A coefficient

of 0.05, for example, implies that a unit increase in the independent

variable is associated with .a 5.127 percent increase in earnings. A

coefficient of 0.10 implies aflkcffcc,_ of 10.52 percent. A coefficient

of 0'.20 implies an effect of 22.14'percent. A coefficient of 0.693

implies that each unit "ange in the independent variable is associated

with a 100 percent increase in earnings.

Economists sometilmes argue for the log of earnings on still another
411

gronnd, namely that tn.,. oubjectilie value of earnings (i.e. their "utility")

is more likely to be a linear function oY"-LnEarnings than of Earnings.

Instead of assuming that a $500 raise is equally valuable to everyone,

for example, they assume that a $500 raise is worth twice as much to a

man with $5,000 as to a man with $10,000. But while a 1500j.ncrease is

almost certainly worth more to a man with $5,000 than to a man with

$10,000, it is not obvious that it is worth twice as much. Rainwater's

data on popular assessments of hypothetical individuals' overall stand-

ing suggest, for example, that a $500 income increase is judged more

valuable to a man with $5,000 than to a man with $10,000, but that it is

judged less than twice as valuable. The same holds when one looks at

the relationship between,family-income and personal happiness (Brad-.

burn, 1968). All these sources of evidence suggest that one should use

a power transformation of earnings to estimate their utility (Atkinson,

1972). Schwartz (1975) has assembled data suggesting that Earnings
1/3

is an optimal transformation. This transformation yields results

intermediate bftween those obtained using Earnings and LnEarnings. It

implies, for example, that if we measure well-being in-some arbitrary

metrime0, a $500 income increase raises the well -being
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of a man with $5000 by $55001/1 - $50001/1 = 0.501. For a man with

$10,000, a $500 income increase raises we'l-being by $10,5001/1,

,

$10,000
1/3
w = 0.301. It follows that $500 is worth 1.57

times as much to a man with $5000 as to a man with $10,000. Rainwater's

data on the relationship between inccr'P and estimated well-being are

more nearly consistent with this, view than with the idea that well-being

is a linear function of either E.;inings or LnEarnings.

The distribution of Earnings
1/3

is also closer to normal than he

distribution of Earnings or LnEarnings. Since a worker's exact position

in the tails of the dist/ibutioh is not closely related to his other

characte. .3tics, and since normalizing the distribution reduces the

relatqe importance of variance in the tails, normalizing tends to in-

crease R
2

. In addition, normalizing the distribution makes the estimated

standard errors more ac*,urate.

These considerations suggest that sociological analyses whift treat

Earnings as a measure of socio-economic status or of overall well-being

should probably rely on Earnings
1/3

rather than'Earnings or LnEarnings.

This is particularly true if one is primarily concerned with standardized

coefficients, as sociologists typically are. Earnings
1/3

does, however,

have several serious drawbacks. First, it is unfamiliar. Second, the

unstandardized regression coefficients from equations that utilize

.

Earnings
1/3

as a dependent variable have no obvious interpretation.

Third, unstandardized results using Earnings
1/3

are not scale invari-
,

13/ant. 'This makes it almost impossible to interpret differences between

13/ Schwart: (1975) argues that this may be aT advantage.
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samples with different means. For those who are concerned with unstand-

ardized rather than standardized resul, , then, either Earnings Or Ln

Earnings remains superior to Earnings
1/3

In light of all this, we decided to conduct parallel analyses using

1/1
Earnings, LnEarnings, aud Earni..gs . These analyses are presented in .

the Appendices. In the text, however, we stres s LnEarnings.

3. The Relative Importance of Occupational Status and Earnings

Ideally, we would have liked to subsume all aspects of economic

success into a single :otrrosite index. TO do this, we would have had to

get each respondent to assign a cashvalue to all the non-monetary costs

and benefits of his job. This amount might be either positive or nega-

tive. Adding it to his cash wages would then give us his "true" earnings.

One way to do this would be to ask people how large an annuity it would

take to persuade them to quit working and never return to the labor

market. Those who felt that their current or prospective employment was

attractive for either monetary or non-monetary reasons-would demand large

annuities. Those who did not place much value on the jobs to which they

expected to have access would settle-for small annuities. The size of

the annuity would be the net subjective Value of a man's economic oppor-

tunities. Unfortunately, we have no'data of this kind.

,e do, however, have data that allow us to estimate the monetary

value the public places on one non-monetary aspect of a job, namely oc-

cupational Status. Rainwater asked his Boston respondents to provide

magnitude estimates of the "general standing" of hypothetical individuals
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with various cualinations of education, occupation, and

income. A respondent's rating (W) is thu, a function of the education

(U), occupation (X), and income (Y) of that profile. When Rainwater

.regressed a profile's general standing on its education, occupational

status, and income, the standardized :egression equation was:

W = 0.2U + 0.2X 0.6Y

Rainwater deliberately used mc-...profiles with very high and very loW

incomes "ln with intermediate incor's. The standard deviation of Ln'

Income in his sample of profiles was thus 1.00, whereas the actual standard

deviation of baincome is about 0.70 for families with a male head aged

25-64. The standard deviation of Duncan scores was 24.9,

which is almost identical to the population value for men 25-64. The equation

thus implies that a 24.9 point increase in Duncan score would boost

a profile's overall standing by a third as much as,1.00 increase in

LnIncome. A one point increase in Duncan score is thus equivalent of an

increase of 1.)0/(3) (24.9) = 0.013 in Lnlncome. Men concerned wile

y

maximizing their "general standing" in the eyes of the world should 1-

therefore be willing to take a 1.3 percent income cut in order to raise

their Duncan score by 1 point. Conversely, they should be equally will-

incito take a 1 point reduction in Duncan score to raise their income by

,1.3 percent.

The reader should obviously treat this estimate quite cautiously.

It is not clear that "general standing" is synonymous with subjective

"utility." So far as I know, nobody has asked respondents to rate' the

6-21
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overall desirability of various outcomes from their own personal viewpoint..

In addition, as Rainwater himself has Jted, raters asked to assign a

numerical estimate of general standing to a hypothetical profile may place

more weight on income than on occupation simply because income is given

in numerical form. In ranking ,.ear people, ratersmay take account of a.

much wider range of cues. These cues-may depend more on occupation than

A
income. Hodge (1970) 1---; shoWn, for example, that a number of attitudes

depend more on occupational status than on income. If people use such attitudes

as clues to one another's status, occupation could

be more important Char the public thinks it is. In the same

vein, Sewell and Hauser (1975) found that a Wisconsin man's

IQ score, educational attainment, and early occupational status

depended more on his father's occupational status than on his
6

parents' income. The sons' income, in contrast, depended more

on his parent' income than on his father's occupational

status.
AY

If the personal traits that maximize a child's

life chances are similar to those that determine parents social

standing in their neighbors' eyes, occupational. status is probably

more important than Rainwater's data imply.

It would also be useful to obtain data on the b ec ive importance

workers place on occupation vs. earnings in the r own lives.11 It is

S.

14/ Both father's occupation and parental income were taken from Wiscon-
sin tax returns. Parental income was defined as the parents' mean income
for the four years immediately after the son completed high school.
Given the casual way in which tax forms ascertain occupation and the
precision with which they try to ascertain income, the measure of father's

occupation may be less reliable than parental income. For additional
evidence on the relative importance of these two traits for sons' life
chances see Bielby, Hauser, and Featherman (1976).

12L Richard Coleman's analyses of qualitative data collected in several sur-
veys suggest that respondents emphasize occupational position more in
explaining Why other individuals rank lower than themselves than in ex-_ _ _
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significant in this regard that NLS 45-59 year old men's statements

about their overalk satisfaction with the,: jobs depend more on their

Duncan score than on their hourly wage (Quinn and Baldi de Mandilovitch,

1975). In our sample of 25-34 year old veterans, in contrast, job

satisfactl.on correlates better with annual earnings (and still better

with LnEarnings) than with occupational status.
16/

,Even among veterans,

,hcoever, earnings are not 77.i.g like three times as important as

occupational status.

In light of all this, I am inclined to treat Rainwater's data

as providing a minimum estiwte of the price people are willing to pay

for additional status. I would not be surprised if the average male were

to prefer a 10 point advantage on the Duncan scale to a 15 or 20 percent

income advantage. But a 10 point increase in a man's Duncan score

would have to be worth as much as a 30 percent increase in earnings for

occupational status to explain as much of the variance in perceived

economic success as earnings explain. Rainwater's results suggest that -

relatively few people value occupational-status Phis highly. It follows

that disparities in earnings contribute wore than disparities in

occupational status to overall economic inequality.

15/ (continued) plaining why other individuals rank higher than' themselves
(Coleman and Rainwater, forthcoming). He says that respondents placed 1"
almost exclusive emphasis on income in explaining why another individual
ranked higher than themselves. This suggests that low status raters should
plece'ibreeiphasis on income than high status raters, since low status
raters would mostly be rating profiles that ranked higher han their own)
while high status raters would mostly be rating profiles tt ranked lower
than their own.

Quinn and Heidi de Mandilovitch16/ Many-of the other data sets reviewed by / _presumablyprovide evidence on the relative importanbe or status And earnings forvarious aspects of job satisfaction. So far as, know, -no one h., reviewedthe evidence on this issue systematically. 6 2;3
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Chapter 12

Measuring the Efiects of WoOker Characteristics

by Christopher Jen-7.:s

1

This chapter explains how we measured four sorts of yorker character-

istics: educatio nal attainmenL,, labor force experience, cognitive skills,

and family background. (Mueser describes our measures of personality

traits in Chapter 5.) 1 .also describe the statistical

procedures we used to capture the non-linear and non-additive effects

of these characteristics.

624
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l., Respondent's Education'

-. /1 r
'(a) Measurement

a.

I

'-,

.

Ideally, we would likeato measure,three.educational "inputs": the
.

r ,. '4

number o: Bars the respondent spent in s4 ,00l, the subjects he studied,
.

and
. the 'characteriC fos of the institutions he attended. We would also

like to measure three "c _e4ts4110 ihighest grade he completed, the

401diplomas and degrees...he received, what he learned."'
, e lb

. Our surveys pro4de little data on inputs. None measures the amount

of.time an individual spent in school, as distinct from the highest

110

°

grade he completed. Since men repeat a yearoiie often than they skip

one, 1114.st,ituting highest grade completed for years in attendance leads

to 2. undereilamate of the "costs" of education and* overestimate of4 *i -
the likely rafe of economic return to "investment" in education.

71-, Veterans and ent surveys provide some data 'on the subjects

respondents stUdieci;since th y asked respondents what high school cur-
.

riculum they were etifolled in. The Taleht survey also asked respondents

their college manor. analyses Of both stirveys'showed that high school

curriculum had significant effeCts on highest grade completed but thatit

had no ndependent effect on economic success after controlling hjlehest

gcade completed. We therefore ignored high school curriculum in our
,)

'analyses. We have i?ot,analyzed the effects of studying vnef.ubject

rather'ather' than another in coliegeor graduate school, since our Talent

sample was not large enough to yield stable_ estimates for any but the most

broad1.4 defined fields. c A I
*'A, PSID, and Talent asked what college the respondent had attended.

The PA sample provides no data-on initial ability. It shows that men
7--

25-64 who attended selective co1;14g0s%had similar ocdipations but earned

420 62b

4

4
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about 25 percent more,than men from similar backgrounds who attended
14

4

unselectile colleges. The PSID datjo- college quality became available

too late for us to include them in our analyses. Nor did wv analyze the

Talent data on college quality.

41t.

Our measures of educational c...Leut are only slightly more satisfactory

than our measures of input/ ,Census Bureau surveys routinely measure the

A

104 W

highe t grade thelerespo^,lent completed. They do not ordinarily ask about

respondents degrees, if any. rAt the graduate level, the Census

lumps together all respondents with "six or more years of college." SRC,

in contrast, lumps together men who finished 0 to 5, 6 to 8, and 9 to ii

years of'school. At the college level, it does not,,measure yearl of

education but instead distinguishes respondents wieh,three-kinds of cre-

'dentials: those with, some college but without BA's, those with BA's

but no graduate degrees, and thOse with graduate degrees. -

le defined "years of education" as the hi hest grade an individual

had completed. We al:o refer to this as educatiOnal attainment."

did not include vocational training in non-degree-granting institutions

our measure of "years of ejuCation." We estimated the mean educa-

tional attainment of men in each of SRC's educational categories and

assigned th. mean to everyone in a given category. ,Ach grouping

eghtly reduces both the standard deviation of.education and its cor-

relation with econcic success: it should leave the unstandardized re-

gression.coefficient of education essentially unbiased. But because the

SRC education categories Sre based not only on the highest grade completed
)

but on earning a, degree, they systemat34Cally he effect of

school attendence per se. Those who attend g ate schooliput get no

degree, for example, are ignored in calculating returns to graduate.

0

I

4,1

3
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education. This tends to inflate both the correlation of education with
P

economic-success and the .unstandardizea recression coefficient of educa-

tion. This bias roughly offse s the bias cue to grouping. Thus when

collected
.SRC d.ta on highest rade compjet 1 in 1975' (too late fomous

r

0

. 4

41,

to use it in our principal analyses),,the correlation of this measure with
The too measues/

the usual SRC measure wat :276. corr'lations with occupational
and the direction6 .

status and earnings never differed by more than 0.01, of the difference
varied from year to year.

(b) Scaling

quite
Education kqoes not constitute an interval scale id/the same sense

thatysay, money does. A year of high school provides different exper-

iences from a year of4college. And while the fourth year of hi school_

I
IP

or college may'AiT much the same as the third in educational terms,. the

folfth year usually leads to a diploma. These diplomas may have rnde-

. .

pendent ffects on economic success, over and above the effects of the

education they symbolize.

One way(to deal with such prOblemu is to calculate the mean level

of economic success for merat each educational ledel. One can accomplish

this in a regression frameworkby regressing economic success on a serid(w.
,a111%,

of dichotomous variables that represent completion Of successive years

edtc20.0.d. Thus if schooling is coded in years from 0 to 18, there

will Pe 18 dummy' variables. Their coefficients will represent,the effect

of completing a given year of scliool or college. R
2
will represent the

petteutage of the total variance in economic success explained-by educa-

tion, i.e. the percentage that fall's between educational groups rather

than within them. Equation 1 in Table ,12.1 shows the value of R
2

(but not the coefficients) for such equations using the Census 1/1000

sample.

5
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Equations of tp.is- kind have, two drawbacks. First, since there are

not many people in certain educational ategories, the means of these

categories have large sampling errors. Second, even when the samples are

large enough to generate regression coefficients with small standard

equations eroduce etailed information than most peopleerrors, such

want. Few readers want to ponder the reasons why those who finish 9th

grade earn $500 more those who finish 8th grade, while those who

finish 10th grade earn only $270 more than those who finith 9th grade,

even if the difference is statistically significant. and holds up after

controlling background apri ability. Most people want to know whether

certain broad classes of education have different effects from other

classes of education. They may also want to know whether the last year

of high school or college appears to,have larger effects on earnings than

4e.

prior pears,

There is no good priori basis for

of education should be distinguished and

so we conducted a variety of experiments.

deciding that certa'in classes

others should be lumped together,

First, we identified two' points

at which "diploma effects" might be important: high school graduation

and-College graduation. We represented these two points with dummy vari-
e..,N

a value of 1 if the respondent"-ables. High School Graduation has

finished high'school, 0 if he did not. College Graduation has a-value

of 1 if the respondentffinished four or more years of college, 0 if he

did not. We also identified four types of education: elementary educa-

tion, secondary education, ceirlege education, and graduate education, We

represented these four types of education with one comprehensive variable

(Years of Educa,tion) and thre., "splines" (Years of Elementary School,

Years.of College, and Years of Graduate School). These variables measure what

'thelvnames imply: the number of yearti, of school an individual has beyond some

- (3



Tale 12.

Regressions of Occupation anliarniLgs on Educa&on Using Various Specifi-
cations for Civilian, Non-Student, Non-Institutioral Males Aged 25-64 with
Positive Earnings in 1969: Census 1/1000 Complete Data Sample (N = 25,697).

Unstandardized Regression Coefficients of Independent Variable_' (With Standard Errors'in Parentheses)

Dependent
Variable

Occupation

Earnings

,,.....,

zi,nEarninqs

Years of
Education

Years of
Elementary
School

Ye.rs of
Co:lege

Years of
Graduate..

School

H:gh
School-
Graduation

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Dumnies

2.78

(a.18)

2.93
(.05)

4.34

)3)

-1.59

(.26)

4.12

(.27)

(.00)

(.28)

3.80

(.58)

(1) Dummies,

A

(2) 489 1-861 459 621 [333)
(65) (94) (98) (101) 2'0)

(3)- 503

SOO)

(4) 790
(12)

(1) Dummies,

(2) .079 [.001) [-.010] -.038 (.012)
(.006) (.009) ,(.009) (.010) (.020)

(3) .082 '.111
(.002) (.027)

(4) .078

-(.001)

College
Groduation

i.82)

4.b1

(.77\

758

(300)

4

[543)

OZ79)

\ '

\

-

Years of
Higher
Education

2
R

.4244

.423G

2.47 .4111 -
(.16)

.3653

.1536 r

1527
1,

550 .1523
'59)

.14n6

.1510

.085 .1491
(.029)

4

-.026 .1488
(.006)

.1481
'

1



Dependent Years of

Variable Education

(2) .467

(.038)

(3) .474

(.012)

(4) .530

(.007)

. Table 12.1 (ContInuedi

Years of

Elementary _

School

Years of
Coll eye

Years of

Graduate
School

High

,Sehool

graduation

College,

Craduation

Years or

Higher

Education R
2

.1804

[ -.033) [.069) [ -.0461 (1?)] . 571 .1788
* (.055) (.057) (.059) 1.12_1) (.177)

.670 [.014) .1785

(.164) ( .135)

.1767

[Coefficients in brackets are

631

than twice their standard error.]

V

Lrt
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specified level. Years of College is thus
rising

'12 or fewer years of school, /
to a maxirum of 4 for those with 16 or

0 for everyone wit

years of school.

We th -egressed each measure of econr ac
) success on all six eduCatione

12.1
measures simultaneously. Equation 2 in Table / displays the results. Since

equations of this type are in generel use, some explanation may be help=
#

ful. With all six variables in the regression equation, the coefficient of

Years of Education is eunal to the averageeffect of the years not specifically

included elsewhere in the equation, i.e. Grades 9, 10, and 11. Completing

9th, 10th or 11th Grade thus raises a man's Duncan score by an average of

2.78 points. The coefficient of Years of Elementary Education represents
1

tne difference'-between the average effect of Grades 9 to 11 and the average

effect of Grades 1 to 8. The average effect of Grades 1 to 8 on a man's

Duncan scnr- is thus the sum of the coefficient of Years of Education and the

coefficient of Years of Elementary Education, i.e. 2.78 - 1.59 = 1.19 pdints.

The standard error of the coefficient of Years of Elementary Education is the

standard error of the difference between the effect of a year of elementary

scnoci and the effect of Grades 9 to 11. This difference is highly sig-

nificant for Duncan scores. For Earnings, LnEarnings, and Earnings 1/3

the difference is insignificant. The coefficients of Years of College and

Years of Griduate School are ana ^jUs to the coefficient of Years of Ele-

mentary Sch3o1 in that they a'eallrrcpresent deviations from the secondary

school "norm.' The effect of years 1 to 3 of college is thus 2.78 + 4.12 =

6.90 points per year. The effect of a year of graduate school is 2.78 +

0.00 = 2.78 points. The coefficients Of High School Graduation tells us

that the last year of high school is worth 2.78 + 3.8Q = 6.58 points, while

the coefficien.of College Graduation tells us that the last year of college

is worth 2.78 + 4.12/+ 0.53 = 7.43 points. If one assumes that the last

year of_liih school or college Increases "productivity" by the same amount

1.)
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as the previous three, and that selection on prior traits is also linear,

the coefficients of High School Graduatio and College Graduation represent

"diploma effects" or "crOentialism."

The six variable specification assumes that the effects of Grades 1 to

8 are all the same. It ma!-e anal:gc,!_. assumptions regarding Grades 9 to

11, 13 to 15, and 17 to 19. Since this is not quite true, the six variable

equation yields a slightly lower R
2
than` the 18 variable equation. The prin-

cipal reason isthat the effects of elementary education are not monotonic.

The handful-of men reporting no education or only one year of education do

slightly better economically than men reporting two or three years of-educa-

tion (see Table 9A, Appendix A). Since the coefficient's of College Gradua-

tion and Years of Graduate School are insignificant in the Occupation equa-

tion, dropping these two variables would not lower R
2

significantly.

This suggests that Years of Education, Years of Elementary Education, Years

of College and High School Graduation predict occupational status about as

well as' 18 dummy variables.

When we turn to annual earnings, the picture is different. Olfice again,

six education measures explain airost as much as 18, and two of these six

are insignificant. But the two insignificant variables are no longer College

Graduation and Years of Graduate School. Now they are High School Gradua-

and Years of ElenEary School. For LnEarnings, Years of College is

nsignifican mplying that we can get by with only Year of Education,

College Graduation, and Years of Graduate School.

The correct way to deal wiW'such findings is to choose the specifica-.

-tion most appropriate to a giien outcome and use that specification for all

analyses invol-ving that outcome. This was not what we did, however% For

the sake of consistency, we decided to use Years of Education, Years of

4

4
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Higher Education, and College Graduation to prediAt all dependent variables.

We chose these three education measures not because they maximize R
2
but because

they correspond to structural features of the educational and social system

about which .::ceders are already likely to ha% differentiated-perceptions.

Thus even when the coefficient of the "spline" (Years of Higher_ Education) is

insignificant, that is a "toing." The same holds for the College GradUa-

tion dummy. )

Equation 3 in Table 12.1 shows that this specification does nowt fit

quite as well as the more elaborate models. But equation 4 shows that it

fits better than the linear specifications used in most other research or

this kind, especially when predicting occupational status.

Ce_tain chapters in.this report and a large body-of other research

3nvestigete the determinants of educational attainment by regressing Years
4

of Educat-_-1 on a respondent's other characteristi.cs. This procedure implicitly

assumes that all years of education are equally important. Ou"ata suggest

that matters are not this simple. Four years of college are worth twice

as much as four years of high school if the yarai!ick is a man's eventual

Dun8an score. High school and college are worth almost the same amount if

the yardlltick is the percentage by which they increase earnings. Using

our best estimate of "utility," .e. Earnings
1/3

, each year of education has

roughly -die same value, except that the last yea: of college is worth about

twice as much as other years ksee ;able 12.1). These findings suggest

that treating education as if each year were equally valuable makes/ as much

sense as any single alternative assumption. Since treating years Of education as

an interval scale is certainly much easier than transforming education into

a less intuitively comprehensible metric, we decided to proceed on this
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basis. Those whose primary concern is with occupational status rather than

earnings should be'ar in mind, however, 862 higher education affects occUpa-

tional status more than elementary or secondary education does, and that"

the determinants of years of higher education may not be exactly the same as

the determinants of years of education as a whole.

2. Non- aJ1ool Experience

We define "experienc,: as the number of years the respondent has been

out of school since age 14. If every respondent

entered first grade when he was six and advanced one grade per year, we_could

estimate experience from LhE equation:

!A) Experience = Age - (Education + 6)

But not all men enter first grade when they are six, and not all advance one

grade per year. _Furthermore, we do not have exact values for Education above

17 years in our Census surveys, and we do not have exact values at almost any

level for SRC surveys.,

Mincer (1974) tries to get around this difficulty by substitiffiiig the

,e:n age at which men with a given amount of schooling last attended schoolfor

(Education + 6) in equation A. This would be reasonable if all education

were full-time and continuous, but it is not. Mincer assumes, for example,

that college graduates' mean,age on entering the labor market is 25. Thi s

mean is presumably based on a skewed distribution. Most men probably get

their BA at 22 or 23, but a few are much older. These older BA's are

unlikely to have been in school continuously since the age of six. Most

have interrupted their education to tat part-time or full-time lobs.

There is no obvious reason for ignoring such interludeS. Certainly on-the-

job training can and does oecu n jobs taken prior to school completion.

63 6
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We tnerefore adopted a slightly different approach.,cLike Mincer, we as-

sumed that all respondents
were enrolled continuously from their 6th through

their 14th birthday, even if they did n't complete 8th"grade. This assump-,n
tion is cledlly inaccuarte for some old r reJpondents, especially those raised

on farms. But since additional non - scholastic experience has little impact

on earnings amoni'oldereeiJolents,
mi,estimating these respondents' experi-

ence by a few yedrs is of little consequence. Like Mincer, we assumed

that after their 14th bil.chdays respondents lost only one year of non-school

experience for each year of school they completed. In fact, more people

repeat grades than skip them, sr, the t'oical respondent takes . more than

one year to complete the average grade But many students are also likely

to work part-time during the school yep and full-time during the summer.

Nher Tah.nt asked its respondents to e: :mate the total number of years they

had wore: since 11th grade, and to report the highest grade they had completed,

the results were almost perfectly consitent with our assumptions (see Ap-

perdix H, Table 2). This suggests that we can gat a reasonable estimate of

-Ion-scholastic experienc, for young respondentsIsing/the following formula:

Experience = Age - 13 if Education 4 7
Experience = Age - (Education + 6), if Education 8

A23 Year, old college graduate is thus presumed to have 23 - (16 + 6) =

1 year of non-schoillexperience.

This formUla makes non-school experience an almost perfect linear func-

tion of age and education. In the Census, for example, R
2
= 0.996 in a

linear regression of experience on age dnd eduption. This means we cannot

distinguish the, joint effects of age and education from the effects of non-

school experience. The only reason we use non-school experience rather than

age in our analyses is that the effects of education and non-school experi-

ence on LnEarnings are almost additive, whereas the effects of education

C 3 7
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4

and age on LnEarnings are somewhat multiplicative. Additivity simplifies
1.

both data analysis and interpretation. does not, however, constitute a

very compelling argument for believing that the relationship between earnings

and age /experience is caused by labor fcitce participation rather than

biological aging.

Our comprpensive definition 'of experience makes the relationship between

experience and economic success difficult to interpret. Mincer (1974) and 4%4

other human capital economists have argued, for example, that experience

affects earnings because it is a proxy for.."on-the-job training." Yet

'there isno direct evidence that years of non-school experience are a good

proxy for the amount of on-the-job training men have had.. Nor is there any

direct evidence that on-the-job trainiv accounts for an appreciable fraction

of theobserved association'between experience and earnings.

Because of the way in which we constructed our experience measure, each

extra year of schooling beyond 7th grade means a year less non-school ex-

perience for Men of a given age. But since educated men live longer and

have higher labor force participation rates than uneducated men,, they end

4
fOrce as less educated men. An extra

year of educati aspen's working life rather than shoTtening

up spending as many years in th!, labor

therefore delays

it. As Mincer (1974) has argued, the net effect of an extra year of educa-

tion on lifetime earnings,is thus closer to the effect with experience con7

trolled than to the effect without experience controlleelbut see Psachar-

-.opoulos and Layard, 1976). The net effect of education on earnings at a

given age is the difference between the benefits of a year of education
4

and the cost of losing a year of experience for men of the specified age.

One can estimate the net effect of education in two ways. One is to use an

equation that. controls age but not experience. Alternatively,

one can FontrOl experience and then subtract the coefficient of experience

638
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from theOpeffieient education to get the net benefit oian extra year of

educatior. If, the e ffects of experience are non-linear, as they usually are

educa-

tion

samples with a wide age range oothe net effect of an extraDyear of educa7

tion will vary with age. Estimating the net affect of education is then a

A three'stepprogess. First, one determireq how much non- sdlool experiencelk

respondent of a given age would have had if he had quit school during

t4e. yeer in question. 9econd, one estimates the marginal value of this year
0'

of experience: Third, one subtracts the marginal 1.alue of this year of.ex-
.

perience from the coefficient of the r:levant year of education. I will il-

tA
Iiittrate this calculation t.,elow,..A.,at first I must discuss the way in wPillh we

esiiimated _ non-linear eflifts-of experience.

41.P.

f
(b) Scaling Experience

AC ,

t
-14

The effect of an extra year of experience onoearnings,diminishes as men

accumular; 1

' /more of it, reaching zero after 30 or so years,out of school. The best way

.c

Mit
to get a ''Lear picture of this relationship is to use a dummy var" for

....

.

each level of experienr But just as with education, dummy variabps yield

rr-re detailed information th

A

break experience into concept lly distinct categories,,as we can education,

we would use spline variables to summirize_the non7. ar effects of experi-

most people, actually want. It we could

. ence. But our surveys do not provide enough data on varieties of expe:rience

A
. !-

to'justity this- approach. We therefore treated non-school experience as a
or.

homogeneous good, measured on an interval scale (t-Isle). We then looked for

a, simple mathematic0 function that would reproduce the curvilinear effects'

Of experience on earnings. Ake began with.a general formula:

(1) Y aB + + e
0

IP

j.

where Y is S measure of economic Success, B0
is -a constant, B 'S\-the averagn.,640

value'of one'4.non-school experience, T is total non-Sch 1 experience to
*

0! * I
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EcN

date,-and e is an error to m embodyirig the effects of other traits. If B is

1

independent of T, Y will increase by the-eltme amount FE- ) for each unit in-
,

1./

crease oT T. This is'ty e familiar linear model. But if B de on T,

Y will no lon4er be a2linaar function of T. The simplest alternative is to
4

assume that B is itself a linear func+4on of T, i.e.:

(2) F = B
1 2

T'

I the ;paw of diminishing returns applies to experience, B
2
wi11 be negative.

Subsfttuting from equation 2, into equation 1 one t en

-
(3) Y = B + B

1
B2T2

2

0

Equation 3 implies that the relationship between'experience anc economic

success parabolic rather than linear. If the parabolic model is not sig-

nificantly better than the linear model, B
2

will be insighificant and BI will

snot differ significantly trom B in equation 1.

41h.

If one is interesOd in the marginal value of an e;trayear of experi-

ence rather than the average value of all years of experience, one takes the

first derivative of equation 3, i.e.:

(4) dY

dT
4t.

131
2B2T

In the Census, for example, the earnings equation for 25-64 year'oldslit

(5)_ Y = 7.509 + .0422T - .00073T2 + .p849U - .0159U' + .127U" + e

where Y is LnEarnings, T is Experience,4 is Years of Education, U' is Years

of Highei Education, U" is collsegeGraduatiOn, and e is an error term.

1 IP

The-

implied value of the 10th year of experience is the derivati ve hen

T = 10.5, i.e. 0.0422 - (2)(0.00073) (10.5) m 2.7 percent: tpd implied
A 4 9

C..- _

value of additional experience falls to zero when 0.0422 - (2)(.00073) fl
ik

= 0, i.e. after 28.
i

years of experience. To find the marginal value /

Aik11
t

the 14th year of :Wation for a 29 year old, one first determines th#t a

6
29 -year old with 13 years of schooling would be in his 10th year of

4,
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experience, making the mean value of T equal to 10.5. Taking the first

derivative, one finds that foregoing this year of experience reduces a man's

earnings byL2.7 percent. But the 13th year of education raises LnEarnings
.

it.

by 0.0849 - 0.9159 = 0.0690.001e net effect of the 13th year of school at

age'29 is therefore to boost earnings by 0.069 - 0.027 - .2 percent. At

'
28.9 years, of :1-perience (i.e. age 48), an extra year of experience is jorth

nothing, s'o the 13th year of education 'boosts earnings by 6.9 percent.

There is, -Of course, no guarantee that the average value of an extra

year of experience will be a linedr funr:tion of the total amount of experi-

ence one has accumulated. The 4,-crage value of experience could, for example,

increase at : diminishing rate, but th,: rate of diminution could decline',

as T increased. Then:

(`i) = - B2 T + B3T2

Substituting in equation 2 now, yields:
ti

( 7 ) Y = B ' + B
1
T - B2T

2
+ B.

3
T
3

B
3

is highly 'Significant in both,the C6psus'aritrOCG when predicting earl/

ings. The Census equation for LnEarnings among .25-69 year olds is

(8) Y = 7.31925 + .07268T - .00214T4t .00002T3 + .08643U .01591U'.

+ .12650U"

Constraihing B
3
to be zero, as equation 3.implicitly does,can-therefore

-

lead to misestimation of the effect of experience on earnings. This is' '

particularly true for men with very little experience. E4uation 5 implies

that' the first year of experience raises earnings by about 4.2 percent,

. .

whereas equation 7 implies an increase of 7.3 percent. Among 25.64 ear

.
. .

olds, however, the two equa':ions yield nyite similar estimates. ThA typical

25 yeat old is in his seventh year of experience. Equation'5 Implies that

4 the seventh year of experience increases earnings by 0.0422,- (2)(1.5)

(.00073) = 3.1 percent, whereas equation 7 Aiplies that the seventh year is

641
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worth 9.0726a - (2)(7.5)(.00214) + (3)(7.5
2
)(.00002) = 4.4 percent!). The

diffe7enCes for older men are even smaller. We-therefore decided to use the

quadratic form for most of*our analyses.

Confrorced with curvilinear

tr' transform experience so as to

relationships of this kind, it is tempting
%

(A

its ffects linear. Mincer, for

example, obtained good results using a Gomp rtz transfdrmation. He defines

.

a new measure, T*, such that T* = e
i5T

where e is 2.7:33: Thn t'y.wit'l this transformation--or any oeler-

.

is that ..,rile it may produ lir,ea, effects for one outcome, it cannot pro
mt

duce linear effects in all outcomes.

fit

This reflects the fact that the curves'
.

t

for different outcomes ate not-.parallel. The curve for occupational status

rises rar lesp rapidly than the curve for earninrs during the ear'y year's

of experience, and it keepi rising throughout.men's working lives instead
4t#

of declining after 110liads-in_thelakbor force.

We therefore abandoned the quest for a transformation that

would have linear effects-on boo occupational status and earnings. Instead,

we stuck with the more flexible quadratib form.

111

Unfortunately, the linear a --d quadratic ters. (i.e. T-ana T
2

) tend to

be highly correlated with one another. This means that when we enter both

in the same - equation, they have quite large standard errors. This makes it

hard to tell when s'ampl,es differ significantly. Such comparisons are doubly

difficult if, as often happens, the qqadratic term is insignificant in (one-
_

ot.the,two samples and is therefore bmitted. In order to facilitate com-

parisOns between samples we therefore cread a set of orthogonal squared.

.terms, i.e. terms that-were uncorrelated-Vith thLr linear counterparts.

4-
642
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Ph logic of this iransformatior is best illustrated by, an imaginary

example. Suppose that a sample includes the same nuMbdr of men at each

,level of experience, and that T ranges from 1 to 39 years, The mean and

median of T would then both be 20. The correlation of T and T
2
would- also be

very high. But if we define a new variable, T* = T it will Y'ange

from4-19 to +5.C. Since.'' *` is equally large when T* im -19 or +19, and

the distrihut+on of T ie symmettic, the correlation betWten T* and T*2

is zero. Adding T* '1/4to the regression equation will therefore leave the

coefficient of T* uncharged.' Furtherr-)re,.the increase in R
2
when one

4

-adds T*
2
to an equati

.

oneyt:Lch y, Ludes only T* is
the square. of

2
the zero-o: Thr correlation eari and the dependent variable.

In wor14he distri tiOn of T notlsymmetrical. As a

-esult, subtracting the ratan from T ill not make the quadratic term per-
.. e

fectly ortnogonal to/the linear terms There is, however,, always some trans-

formation of T that will acoOMi;1 ghthis result: Tg findjt, one estimates

the regression Fuation:

(9) = *? t
T + e

where e is the usual error term, uncorrelated w..th T by construction.

2
Subtracting BT from both sides and Sqtting e = T* we have:

, t

(10) T*
2

= T2 - BtT

T*
2 is-now uncorrelated with T, so we estimate the regression

(11Y Y = B4 + B5T + B6 T*
2 +e
A.

Substitutirg for T*
2

from ,equation 10 we have

(12) Y = B
4
+ B5T * B

6
(T

2
B
t
T)

= B
4

+ (B
5

B
6
B
t
)T + B

6
T
2

One can usg'the coefficients in equations 10. and 12 to reconstruct the coef-44

ficients in equation 3. Comparing equations 12 and 3, we see that B ARB
(1 4'

a. &

1

64;3
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B1 = B5 - B6B and B
2

= B
6

. Thus the use of T*
2

in place of T
2

changes

only the - ear coefficient of T. -The coefficient of the squared term is

linear

unaffected: Fu'rthermore, Lhe/coefficient of T controlling T*
2
is equal to

the coefficient of T '410 controls. This means that one can easily comCdre-
1

2 2

equations that include T* to equations that omit it. Substrtutinq T* for

T
2

does, however, complicate the first derivative.: Equation 4 showed that

dY/dT = B1 + 2B
2
T. Substituting from equation 12, we have:

(13) dY-
=

dT
B5 - B6Bt + 2R FT

This meE.--,that one must know B to -alculate the marginal value of addi-

tional experience. The values of B for each sample ap ear in the Appendices.
tip` t

.

%Dte that in the Census samplc. we :lid not orthogonalize Experiencc
2

.

3.- Cognitive Skills

Psychologists have never been able to offer a satisfactory genorl

res
ition of cognitive skills, so wecwill not attempt one here. Rather, we will .

follow their lead and define cognitive skills as "whatever cognitive test-,!,

measure." This is, of course, a meaninglesafdefinition unless une
I

describesithe tests. It-may be mi-_,hningless even then. Nonetheless, it 4.s

the best we can do-. /
(

Our,surveys ugbd four tests, two of which were administered to adUlts

with different amounts of formal education and two of which wer administ(red

to adolescents who had compleYed a specific amount of- school.

The PsIa Sentence Completion Test. SRC developed this test from

the Lorge-Thorndike "intelligence" test. It only correlates 04 r() n 5

4;

with other IQ tests. Each item is'a sente6ce with a mtss4n4 word. The

64 4
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>-
terviewer'reads the sentence and then asks the respondent which of five

words belongs

"False facts
1.

2.

3.

4.

,'

in the sente;Ice.17 The,following

are highly

is a fairly typical item:

to the progress of science."

.

Tnjurious

Necessary
Devoted
Useful
Instrumental
No .P_Aswer, Don' t now

(69.2)

(11.0)

, ( 2.2),

(10.0)

( '.").b)

( 2..())

The per,:entage of 25-64 year old respondents giving each answer+ is shown in

prentheses. Like most of the PSID items, this one does not have an b

uneguivocally,correct answer. But a respondent familiar with the culture

from which knit/item emerged woul '2. elmost
certainly know that the kinds of

people w10 cc ,-..uct surveys probably believe that "injurious" is correct.

MeCq who give the "correct" answer earn about45 percent more than men who

gi\e one of the "incorrect" answers.
Knowing what answer an interviewer

wants thus appears to relate to othei forms of success.

The best way to scale responses to )uch items would probably be ,to

create dummy for each possible response. One could then regress economic

st oeis on all these dummy variables (omitting NA's) to determine which

4 , .

specific responses predicted dcdnomic success and which did not. But we

did not do this/ Instead, we dichotomized responses to each item iQto the

es

one SRC de:emed"correct" and the four SRC deemed 'incorrect." This simplifi-

cation sacrifices
information only if some allegedly "incoact" responses

are "less incorrect" than other?. Paving- dichotomized
each item, we found

that " correct" responses to some items predicted eeonomiosuccess better

1/ Although SRC tried, to interview the male "head" wherever one was present,

It lied to settle for someorie else (usually'the wife) in one household out of

seven-in 1972. The spouse's test core is recorded on the data tape for

those households. We eliminated these respondents from,our analyses. Some

other,analysts have retained them. Wives' test scores presumably predict their

husbands' economic.success less accuraterY than the husband's own score would.

645
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than "correct". responses to others. But the ambiguous items predicted

educational attainment and economic succe- at least as well as the unambiguous

ones, and the differences between items were not statistically significant.

We therefore decided to weight all 13 items equally and treat the total num-
.

ber of "correct" answers a scarf.. T!-ese scores have a mean of 10.0 and

a standard deviation of 2.0 for men 25-64. The distribution is skewed,

s'acL no respondent,can score above 13, while 5.8 percent score below 7.

Differences within the bottom tail of the distribution generiOly have less

impact on economic success than differences near or above the mean. This is

.

what one would expect if thr underlying distribution were normal. It is also

w-at one would expect if low scorer, included some who refused to answer

all the questions out of_irritation rather than ignorance. These rion-linear

,

\ffects are not apparent for all outcomes, We therefore decided against

using a transformation to normaliie the diseTibution of scores. In-

stead, we included Test Snore- as 4e 11 as Test Score in all regressions

where Test ==c-ore
2
was significant. The Test Score termterm usually na: a

tive sign, nut it is not usually significant.

Mueer's analysis of the PCII: data an Appendix D uses raw scores.

Crouse's analyes in Chapter 3 convert thee raw scores to the conventional

"IQ" metric: i.e., a mean of 100 and a,standard deviationof 15. ThIS trans-

formation ttas no substantive effect on the results, but it facilitates.

comparisons with other samples.

B. The Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFOT).This test is a
a

c4taendent of the Army General Classification Test used dui-ing World War II

0
and Army Alpha. used during World War'I. It is suOposed to measure a respond-

'

an enlisteg man.ent's capacity to carry out the tasks normally required of

It is a multiple choice, paper and pencil test, usually administered to

646
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large groups under less than ideol conditions. Prior to 1953 the PAT

consisted of 30 vocabulary itetts, 30 mathematical items, and 30 spatial re-

lations items. These items were very sittilar to those used in other group

tests that purport to measure "academic aptitude': or "intelligence." From

1953 on; the AFQT included 2') items from each of the three original cate-

gories, plus 25 :_temsd,on the use of tools. The tool items appear to have low-

ered the correlation between AFQT score and educational attainment, while

raising the correlation between AFQT score and efficiency ratings within the

military.
4

We have AFQT scores for ,a-saft.k.le of 25-34 yea old veterans who were

tested at't)-.- time of induction.

These men had completed different amounts o' formal schooling when they took

thl AFOT, so their-scores on tie test are likelysto depend- in part on their.-

educational attainment. Some veterans returned to school after military

service. Most did not.

Our data tape did not include separate scores for the four A'QT sub-

tests. Neither clic it include tne exact number of right or wrong answers.

Ail we had were percentile scores, grouped in quite bro'ad intervals. (The

percentile scores are relative .to men mobilized in 1944.) We resealed these

percentile ranks to a prulation mean of 100 and a ,tandard deviation of 15,

on the assumption that.the underlying distribution wars normal. When sca;ed

in this way,'the effects of test pe/iormance on economic success,a e essen-

tially linear.

U
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c. The Project Talent Academic Composite. Project Talent gave a two-
.

day battery of tests to high school students in 1960. Our sample is restricted

to males who were, in the 11th grade at that time. The test battery covered

.a wide range of academic and non-academic ,..objects. Crouse describes the

properties of these tests in detail in Chapter 4. He shows that the first

principal ccmnent of the tests explains most of their variance, and that

4 -
random error explains most of the rest. But he also shows that,a broad

measure of many different academiA}Cills and information predicts eventual

1

educational attainment and econo c saccrss slightly better than any single

test does. Tests that -do 'ot -n elate strongly with one another do not gen-
,

eraily ccelate with economic success either.

v.ost of bur analyses of the Talent data rely on a measure that Talent

Labelled "Academic Composite." This measure includes tests.of Vocabulary,

Reading Comprehension, Mathematics, English, Abstract Reasoning, and Creativity.

A respondent's composite score is the Unequally weighted sum of his correct

answers on these tests. The weighting scheme was based on a priori reasoning.

The resulting store' 11;Ive a roughl,,, normal distribution. We resealed them

to a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 for those who reached 11th

grade. Crouse describes the test in more detail in Chapter 4 and in Appendix H.

d.. The Terman and Otis"Intellience" Tests. One or the other of these

tests is available for all Kalama2oo 6th graders. They are group tests,

' primarily verbal rather than qua-titative in chatracter, and consist of multiple

choice items. The two tests were.not standardized to the same 'mean 4nd

variance. Olneck (1976) tried to correct'this in the Kailanazoo sample by

,adjulting the means.

(

'We do not knOw how strongly our different tests correlate with one

another, so we cannot say to what extent they measure the same underlying

traits. We do know, however, that other reliable tests of this kin

648
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typically correlate at the 0.65 tb 0.85 level. Furthermore, Crouse shows in

Chapter 4 that if one extracts the first principal component from a battery

of heterogeneous tests, this principal component explains almost as much of

the variance in economic succesys the separate tests in a multiple regres-

sion. It therefore seems reasonable to proceed on the assumption that the

different test's ,..11 correlate with economic success largely because they

correlate with the same underlying trait Cr traits.

4. Father's Education

(a) Measurement

Father' Cducation is*the highest grade of school or college the re-

spondent said his father (or some_ designated substitute) had completed.

Somr, surveys determined the exact number of years fathers completed.

Others obtained categorical answers-like, "Didn't finish elementary school,"

"Finished elementary school," "Entered high school, but didn't finish,"

and So forth. We coded categorical responses by estimating the mean number

of years completed by men in each category and then assigning all respondents

. the estlated mean of their category. This procedure reduces the standard

deviation of Father's Education and usually reduces ,.ts correlation with

other traits, but the reduction is trivial:

Measuring father's education poses two problems that have not been dealt

with adequately in the literature. First, one must decide how to handle men

who were not living with their. father when they were growing up. In OCG,

for example, only 82.6 percent of all respondents said they lived with "both

parents most of the time" whn they were growing up. Another 3.7 percent

said that they lived with their father alone. The remaining 13.7 percent

said thy were not living with their father "most of the time."

649-
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Most investigators see "father's-education" primarily as a eroxy.for

the cultural' sophistication of the respono,_nt's home. If the respondent was

mostly living with a step-father, such investigatoLa_sliould determine the

step-father's education. If the respondent mostly lived in a female-headed 4

family, such investigators should oetermine this female's education. Census

Bureau surveys such as OCG and OCG-II hal.Pt been constructed on this "environ-

mental" theory. They ask the education ot the head of the household in

which the respondent was living at the age of 16. Men who were not living

with their father most of the time are less likely to answer the question,

but what we call "father's'e2Jcation is the step-father's educatio-n or the

mother's education for 12 percent all OCG men aged 25 -64.

A few investigators set father's education priffiarily as a proxy for

\i\afather's genotype. If this view were correct, the corre tion between

father's education and thd respondent's own characteristics would not depend

on whether the respondent actually liv 1 with his father when he was growing

- -
up. CorverQuly, a stepfather's education should have no partial correlation

w.:.0 the respondent's characteristics after controlling the mother's characteris-

tics. The PSID was apparently constructed on these assumptions., It

solicits information about the respond-,nt's father. It does not ask whether

the respondent's father was living at home. Neither does it solicit any

information on step-fathers or other males who migbt have played a paternal

role if the fatheriwas,absent.

The best way to choose between the "genetic" and "environmental" inter-
,

pretations of father's educatAn would be to collect data on respondents who

were not brought up in their father's home., One could then regress the

respondent'& characteristict on his father's and stepfather's charac--

teristics simultaneously. Unfortunately, no data on this type are available.

(35 u
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OCG does, however, allow us to compare the effects of father's education on

the characteristics of men who grew up with their fathers to the effects' of

stepfather's education on respond.-,nts who grew up with a stepfather. Table 12.2

itk

shows the regr e -sions of respondeit's educatioh on the education of the head

of his household when he was 16, )y type of household. Comparing the unstand-

ardized regressicn coefficients, 4e cansee that the effect of the head's

education is weakest for respondents livin4 with both their natural father

and their natural motheit. It is strongest for men living only with their

mother.- In households headed by some "othermale." most of whom were oriegUm=

ably stepfathers, the effect cf aead's education on the respondent's

education is she same.as for men living 'nly with their natural fathers, and

narginally larger than for men living with both their natural father and

nah.-ral mother. None of th2ge differences is statistically significant. I

4

made analogous tables using other depend nt variables, such as respondent's

occupational status and tespondent's earnings. But since father's education

las very little direct effeeon these outcomes after controlling respond-

ent's education, these additional tables yield virtually the same results

as Table 12.2'.

These comparisons stron y support the "environmental" theory und rly-

ing the OCG approach to meas ing "father's" education. The edulaion of the

household head affects thd res ndent in much the same way regardless of

whether the two are genetically re .ted. If this roncdusion is correct,

the "genetic" theory underlying'SRC's approach to measuring father's educa-

tion must be wrong. We cannot test this directly. however, since SRC does

1

not distinguish fathers who were living at home from fathers who were not

living at home most of the time wheh the respondent WAS 4rowing up-- FOr a

conclusive test we need a large -scale survey that asks re4kIndents about

G 5 I
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TABLE 12.2

:A
BIVARIATE REGRESSIONS OF RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION ON
-EDUCATION OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD WHEN RESPONDENT WAS 16
BY TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD FOR 10,895 OCG .LEN AGED 25-64
IN 1962 WITH COMPLETE DATA / AND NON-ZERO INCOMES in 1961.-

REGRESSION R
2 0

TYPE OF COEFFICIENT (S..D. of (Respope
HOUSEHOLD (STANDARD ERROR) RESIDUALS) Rate),

Natural Father
& Natural Mother

.39459

(.008_41)

If not 11,1ng with father
and mother at 16, head of

V housenold wa§:

Father

Mother

Other M tl e

.1377

(3.248)
9537
(90.0)

.41583 .2279 374

(.03968) (3.286) (85.1)

.47494 401 .2382 561
(.03592) (3.338) (87.7)

.441583 .2028 311

6..04690) (3.559) (81.6)

Other Female .54514 .3669 86

(.07813) (3.262) (69.9)'

vo Ammer .34431 .1)28 24
(.15022) (3.317) (32.2)_

All

4

.40311

(.00787)
.1939

(3.278)

10,895

(88.2)

a/ Respondent excluded if data missing on head's education, head's occupation,
eduCation, occupation, income, age, or hoLsehold type.

b/ Response rate for father's education, based on all OCG men reporting specified
household

type. ("Is 7 2)0T151-u51P&th9gt.w1th.1111AOSIAA.9.0 on-Atm, .111
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both their father's educatiormatheir s

A second problem in.medouring

fat is 1#ucation

ther's education is how to treat non-

4." 47responae . In OCG,for example, 11.trpercent of all men 25-.64 with

44-
incomes failed .to answer the que stiop abodt theirfather's education.

a fifth of then" non-respondents were not

pos

Ab`OU

livi-g with their fAther "most of
A :

..°the time" up to the age of We assigned those men who kiled to answer

c Aand mho'wev no 1 ving with ,neir"father the "dean and thenapincluded a

4 dummy variable-to capture the effect. of catillavinv a
* Oft

This was an error in
4i al (

itingrred
`the case of OCG, s nce these mensshonld Lave

father at home.

)
on some other head ,

of their household. Thiprbrdureamakes sense,bowwer,

only lk.ou... the'natuiai father.

father's education

for surveys that ate

It slightly reduces both the vsariance.of%

and its correiltion-with other-outcomes. It should not
f.

aftPct the unstandardized rkgreston coefficient, since the dummy variable
*

. .

not having father at home'wil capture any difference between these re-

sponderlbs'.predicted/aohd actual succe p.-
2/

Since SRC did not.ask

for

about family

structure,: we had to improvise vario pr(cedures for handling non-response

in the SRC surveys.

Lbles .n each case.

0
The a lit dices describe how we coded the relevantAari-

,
mag,

They also indict/1e how the coding progdures affected
'00111 -4

the correlation between fatiLe)C education and 3thcr rdiths: The "parewl,se '

-,

y

o
correlations presented in Tore 2flolf each appendix coven all Men who acAally

. rearrtednheir father's education," The correlations for the "com

samples-includpmen who hadicOrplete data on all items other than
t v

characiartfTrcs aneeithei (a) reporee thatr father's education,

`report/ er's adhCation,

'4101/41 therefore

were

lete dita"

it father's

or(b) failed to

not living with their tither dt 16, and

\ -
. 4 $

oa Able 12.2,' for ,example, the 4w qprrelation between tat
educat on. in OCG 140.440. .Appvmdix'B covers the same sample
iddi6Q9 mac who said they were notliving wi'h their father a

report .their stepfather's characteriAics. Tsai& ned
.*ther's education. Tha ?Ulf cArelatton t s sample falls to 0,428.

e unstdadardiiad regression.coefficient is 0:403 in both samples. -

er's and sons
xcept that it
d who'fiiled
e men the mean.

*
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a

assigned Alie mean. These differences are never large enough to be of sub-

'," stiptive interest.

(b) Scaling

effects of f er's educatifri are silightly non-linear ir*OCG and PA,

*

with xtra year of school counting !. .,,,,s at the bottom than at ,the ydp.

In PSID, the pattern is reversed, allugh the deviations from linearity are
th

.

never-statistically signir-lt,. In retrospec , I would argue that we should

o 14111' . .

have treated these non-linearities.in the same y that we treated the non-
'.

linear effects of the respondent' town education using §pline variables that

d-coincide.mrg with widely -reco7ni7ed different s in' the institutionat'structure
.' , 0 .

of education. Instead, we sought to capture the non-linear effects of father's.

, -

lb

education by including Father's Education
2 ih"our'regressions whenever it

was statistically'significant. In order to maintain some degree of'Compara-

bility between samples, eve made Father's Ed tion
2 Orthogona' to Father's

Education in our 90.tivariate analyses-(ide. Tables 12-18 of the Appendices);

though not in our bivariate vhalyses (i.e. T.;ble 31of each Appendix).
2./

5. Father's Occupation

.o

Most surveys'ascertain father's cccuPation by asking 04 respondent'.

what kind oework his father was doing when the respondent was 15 or 16.

.'Classifying the responses poses the safe retical and empirical problems

3/No e that our procedure only riaintOnscompar y between samples if

the l'near.coeTficientS are sj.milar.in4a0p.leam If tile curvilinear

coeff ci&its are similar *rt the frequency distri ions differ from sample

to sample; the linear coefficients will differ. Our equatiorit will reflect

. this difference, whereas an ordinary'quadratic kill not.

a
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ifying.the respondent's own wor)c. We tried to adopt' the same
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solutions.. The OCG, Veterans, NLS, NORC Brothers and Kalamai-90 surveys

classify father' occupations using the Census 3-digit code. The'PSID clas-

1

9 sifies fatherN ']sing 9 broad Census catelories. Talent used a multiple choice

item that,asked respondents to classify their fathers into one of 17 broad

'P.
4/ .

categorier, The PA and Census. did not alA about father's oCCupation.ti,
4. .

Once again we had to decide hoc./ to deal with men who were not living
40

with their father whe$they were growing,up. I ran regressions of respond- .

to f ent's Education, Occupation, and Ln Earnngs cn the Duncan score of the head,

r.

of hiS.housenold when he was 16, ,:sing O'G data parallelto those in

Table 12.2. -,nce none of the differencs between men from househol6 headed

_

by the na -ural father, the natural mother, another male, or ano-ther.female

*approached statistical significance and since they showed nensistent pat-

tern, I hav)lonot reproducedihe These findings suggest that

father's occupation,_ like father's edu tion, is a proxy for the cultural

condEtiOns in a man's home, not for parental genotype. "On-ce again I was

unable to test th'Isillonclusion since.I did hot have data onboth

stepfathers: and natural fathers of men who lived'with stepfathers -most of

the time when they were growing up.

and extremely useful.

Stich datS would be easy to collect

The response rate among men who'were not Living with their natural

,father was somewhat lcyer than for other men. This was a particularly ser=

ious problem for men'Who grew up in hous@holds headed by their mother, since

ihothers wo!re less likely to hayg had an occupation. ther thaniliminating

_

4/ For a discussion of'the pitfalmw of this procedure see Taylor (1976).

C 5 5
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these respondents, we assigned them the mean. The dummy variable for not

living with one's Either should pick up any liscrepancy between the level of
C.

economic success predicted on the.basis of this assignment and the observed

level. x'"

One final problem
1
is tt,at some caT''.,rs change their,occupations while

their sons are growing up. Since a generation averages about 28 yearsi the

typical son is reporting on his father's occupation when the father Was

about 44. The correlation between occupational status in 19'70 anu a

retrospective reoort oflOtatus in 1965 sass 0.90 for Census men aged 40-49 in 1970.

The correlation between occ4pationdi status at

age '44 anc. e 28/, when the typical sun was born ,could be as low as 0.70.

0
The cop latipn between a man's occupational status when his son was 15

bi,

And his mean- occupational status between the timeof his son's birth apd the

AILtime when the.son left
.1

home is unlikely to exceed 0.90. .su ests

if we are really interested in the father's mean occupation status, measur-

ing his status at, a single point in time is likely to introduce certain

amount of error/. ,turvey researchers usuONally try to get around this ifficulty

by askiA.the rkspon6ent
A
for :us rather's "usual" occupation-"around the

time" the 'respondent was 15 ad 16, This is meant to eliminate short-term,

.

temporary jobs, add t may well succeed in doing so. -The correlatiOn between

responses towthe usual survey question and the father's mean occupational

Status between the lespondent's birth andhis leaving home is, however,

unknown.

4

I

ve,
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6. Siblings

(a) Measurement

1

Asking a man how may Lrothers and sisters he had is fairly straight-

forwa,;*1. There is room for ambiguity in the instrucLions (or lack of in-
<

;tractions) about whether to count half-siblings, step-sibling3, foster-sib-

lings, and-siblings who-died very young, but this is seldom a major problem.

In additaon, 3urvey organizations differ in their treatment of very large.

familie S,,me trwlcate the distribution relativ'iy low (e.g. "seven or More')

while others obtain exact values.

(b) Scaling

The effects of additional sibtingS on education and econihic.suecess

are consistently non-linear. Amman with one siblin oes better than anyone

C5 7

rs

I
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else. Men with no siblings do slAhtly worse, than men with one, but better

than others. Additional siblings consiste zly lower educational and'economic

attainment. But the Marginal "cost'of the second siblfn/ is higher than

the marginal cost of, say, the ninthAibIing.

V -
It is not clepr*why o7nly child should be handicapped relative to

those with one

"
sibling. Only childr n are more likely to come from female-

headed households and to.ha1 low Status fathers but this is not, the whoie

,5 0
littory. They may be more likely to have unhealthy, mothers, and to have had

a difficult time in the womb. Or the absence of a siblLng.may be a handicap

in its on right. Tql any event, the disadvantaged position of only children
fp\

can only be captured if oa VL,Ses a dummy variable to distinguish them from

-children raised in larger families. Unfortunately,' we did not do this.

Fortunately, only children constitute less than'seyeg) percent of all men

25-64,and they do almost as.well as men with one sibling,iof.opdtting the

5/ N.N

dummy is of little- moment.- Nor is it clear why having more than one sibling

shOuld be a handicap...The most dbvious explanation'is that large families

have to.divide their economic andlopption'al resources among more competitors.,

If this were so, one would expec,'Lhe effects of additional siblings to be

a linear function of the regpondent's:share of the pie, however one defines

"pie." If the number of siblings is S, each sibling's phare of, available

4

resources is 1/(S+1) = S. The effects of additional siblingsehould becor
1

7
_,....

\
_)

t

\

. .

* V The difference in educational attainment between men with no
,

siblings
and men wi one sibling is barely significant in Mt. Differences in oc-

4 cupational atus and earnings are insignificht in all samples. But if one ,,

predicts education, occupation, or i'n'come using a linear or quadratic equation,
only children have predicted values above men with one sibling, and the
obsered value is siignificantly below the regression line. The increment

J in R after, adding the dummy for older.childreh never exceeds 0.002) however.

A/ .

.
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linear when one regresses dconom],o success on S*: This Is not actually

the case. S predicts Educttion, Occupation, and Ln Income better than S*

in OCG. This is largely because.S* 'yes

children. If one adds a dummy for only chiluren (D), S* and D together

much worse predictions forPonly

yield slightly more accurate predictiins of both education and economic suc-

cess than S and. D. But even with D in the equation, the effects of S* are

not linear, since S*
2

is highly sLgnifici..nt when added to the equation. The

notion that family size affects e,:onomic ssccess by affecting resource

shares is further weakened by the findig that additional siblings lower

attainment slgnificantly oldest- children than. for youngest children.

(Middle chi' .ren have intermediate coef.ficients.)While S* and S*
2
produce

somewhat 1-igher R2's than S and S-2, the differences do not seem larg

e -iuugh to warrant the use the unfamiliar and theoretically tenuo s S*

it by adding S
3

totransformatiLin. If one wants an exact fit, one can get

the eqUation.-alfr'orWe simply uied Siblingdivhnd Siblings2.

6/ S,
3
had a

education, occ
higher than 18

gnificant negative coefficie2t in 09 equaitons predicting
ation, and income., D, S, S , and S 2yield of R

variables. So do D, S*, 9d S* . Among OCG-Men Z5-
-64 with compliete data fi - 0.1161 with S a'd S vs

2
0.1197 18

dummies. For occupation and incorle, both R and R are ller%

659
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7. Race

(a) Measurement

Until recently, Virtually all ;
_

Ivey organizations told their inter-

viewers to determine the respondent'Wrace by visual inspection. The OCG,

Veterans, PA, NLS, and P SID'sample8 usc tills method. The 1974 N6RC Brothers'

survey instructed interviewees to ask the respondent if they had any doubt

about his -race. The Censu" -2-1d Talent suMples relied largely on mailback

guestionrlaires, which asked about race directly. J

It is not clear what standar4s interviewers use to;determine, a person's

O race. Official procedures s'uh as those for birth certificates, have

traditionally assumed the existence of a racial hierarchy running from white

to yellow to red ty6 black. Children of mixed parentage are then assigned

to the race that ranks lower in the officigl bteckin order. I suspect, 'but

,cannot prove, that interviewers reason in;much the sa way, clas4fying

individuals as non-white if they have any Clearly non-Caucasian,features.
lio

the respondent's physical characteristics are.not easily classifiable, the

..--erviewet probably assumes that the respondent is black if He lives a

I f

black neighborhood, white if he lives in a white neighborhood, and's° forth.

If so, Nlacks living in predominanily white neighborhoods are more likely'

tq be misclassified than blacks living in.blaCk neighlorhcbds. VIsual clas-

4sification may therefore overstate the degree of eccnojuic inequality between

blacks and whites to some modest degree..

I'

The usual alternative to visual classification is self-classification.

'4110.
This mikes race a matter of persral identity, like .ethnicity. A man is

only-"black" or "white" if he says he is, This seems perfectly reasonable

for,ambiguodN cases, b5t when an individual looks clearly Caucasian'or

c
Negroid, his appearance may-affect his economic success no matter what group

k
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he- identifies with subjectively. In order to test this hypothesis we would

need both an interviewer judgment based on ap- arance and a self-report. One

might also want interviewers to treat appearance as a continuous rather than

a categorical' variable, i.e. "Very White," "More White than Other,"

"Very Black," "More Black than Other," ant' fo'rth. Needless to say, we do

not have such data.

P.,;gardless of how one defines race, it is theoretically possible for

to belong to a different racial group than his parents. Indeed, so

long.as. race is a categorical rather tha,i continuous variable, children of

mixed marriages must -belong to a dirferent'group from at least one parent.

`:one Jf oururveys inquired about the race of the respondents' parents,

however, so we cannot distin. rsh the effects -of parental race from the ef-

fects of tht respondent's own race. We therefore had to assume that the

arespondents' parents were both of the same race as the respondent himself.

This assumption is presumably correct in the great majority of-cases.

ift

Unfortunately, this assumptinials.o makes race both a faAlty backgtound

facteristic and a characteristic of the respondent himself. We treat

it.primarily as a backgrOund chararistic, since that usage seems to 'o-

incide with what miast people mean by "family background." 8'14 the reader

should never lose sight orthe fact that race differs from other backtfi-ound

chajacteristics in that it 15 alo a visible characteristic of the .re-
...-044

spandent.

We classified respondents as "white" and "nontfhite."..InOsome table;

we also distinguish between "blacks" and "other non-whiee."- In most cases,

Op
"others" are mainly Orientals and American Indians. In thePSID, nowever,

. ....

,Mueser classified "Spanish-American" respondents as "non-whites." This
fr

4100
.

means there are more non - white, an the PID than in dither surveys. Mont

I

4010 . 1111
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impdrtant, it,means that only 72 percent of PSID non-whites are black, corn

pared -to around 88 percent its other sample' One must therefore be more

cautious in generalizing from non-whites to blacks in the PSID than in our
ti

other samples. In retrospect; I think it would have been wiser to distingt,)

blacks and

have done.

non-blacks thrcuehout rur AR nnnemn an0 h4, c^1144°"

(b) Scaling

Since we tried to scale.most variables so that advantages had high

values, we assigned whites a one, nou-whites a zero. The unstandardized

coefficient of "white" is therefore the difference between whites and 11,p,

whites. In large samples that include dummy variables for:both White an0

Other,.the coefficients repregenthese two groups'. respective advantag

over the omitted group, namely blacks.
P

8. Father Foreign Born

111

This is a dichotomous variable with a value of 1 if a man says his

father was born in a foreign country, 0 if he says s father was born in
,..

the United States. The measure available in the OCG, Census, PA, PSIP,N1'

and Kalama-zoo. It generally had a poSitive effect on economic, success, L,'

this effect was quite small and disappeared when we controlled current

of residence and size of city. As a result, we did not include it in most

of our analyses of the Census and OCG samples. We did include it'in analy
- k

of jhe PA, PSID, NLS, and Kalamazoo analyses. The differtike reflicts.thc

difficulty of getting large numbers of investigators to follow precisely

comparable proc a s, even when they work on the same project.

662
,
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9: gather Not at Home

This dichotomous variable is supposed t measure whether the respondent

grew up in the same houaehOld with his natural father. Since differ Sur

(7/
veys asked different questions about the structure of the hous cold in which

. __---

the respondent grew up, it dc2s not have quite the same operational Meaning

in different surveys. SRC surveys do not ask the question at all, though

MuesIr constructed a proxy f^,- the PSID. The reader' interested in, the unique

0

effects of family structure should consult the reie'vant appendices to see how

the variable was constructed for a particular survey before trying to inter-

pret the coefficient.

10. Non - South Upbringing

This is a dichotomous variable based either on the state in which the

respondent said he was born or on the state in which the respondent said

he lived ,"most of the time" when groWing up. The "non-South" includes all

. states north of the Mason-Dixon line and the Ohio Rive amd'all states west_

)0t
c_ *he Mississippi except ,Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas

includes foreign countries.

Oklahoma. It also

'11. Non-farm Upbringing

0 41
.

This is a dichotomo4 variable basli either on'the respondent's report

of whether he. grew up on a'farm or, if that was not available, oh the re-

spondent's report of his father's occupation. The two measures are not

synonymous. Some respondents report that they grew up mainly on a farm even

though their father's principal, occupation around the time they were 16'was

not in agriculture. This could happen in several ways. Some respondents'

presumably grey up mainly on a farm but moved off the faim by the time they
4

3 1

1
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were 16. Other respondents presumably dived on marginal farms that would

not support the family, and had fathers who worked in some oth9r job to Ake
& "'-__ . communities.
ends meet, This is quite pommon in "marginal, farm/ conversely, some re^

spondents report that their father was a farmer or laborer when they

were 16, but that they did not live on a farm most of the time when they

were grNing up.

Multiple regression shows thacboth growing up °qua, farm and having a

)

father engaged in. agriculture affect edUcational attainmept and economic

This holds even with
t

thf father's_ Duncan score controlled.success(

The independent effects are not large, howeyer. Since the two variables are

go

highly correlated, we did not try to distinguish them pi our principal

analyses.

GC 4

I
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Chapter 13

The Reliability of Socio-econdmic Meas'ures

by Christopher Jencks -\

Survey respondents do not always answer questions accurately. In some

cases the distortions are systematic. In other cases they are essentially
1

random. We have very little good evidence regarding systdbatic distortions.

This chapter deals entirely with random errors.

,

The conventional method for describing the magnitucie of random errors
to ,

is/report a "reliability coefficient." Thi= is the correlation between two

independent estimates of the same underlying cha'racter1 .6.tic. By "independent",

we mean that errors in the twoe;timates correlate with on) another dnly 4

insofar as they correlate with t-ue values. If the, errors in each estimate

are uncorrelated with the true values, the total variance of each measure

will be the sum of the true variance and the error variance. The reliability

coefficient will then equal the ratio of the true variance tothe total

variance. But 3.1 respondents' reports are constrained to fall within some
r
limits, i.e. if the measure has a "ceiling" or a 'floor", errors will tend.

to be negatively correlated with-true values. The measured variance. will

/
then be the sum of the true variance and the error variance, minus twice

the covariance of the true valdes and the errors. If errors are correlated

with true values_ in this fashion, the reliability coefficient no longer
'4111

estimates the, ratio of the true, variance to the error variance., It does,\

however, still estimate the percentage of variance 113 the measured values

exp/ined by-"the true valueS.. It therefore equals the square of the cor-

relation between measured and true values.

---- -A.
1,-

The amount of error-in_reporting a given characteristic depends on

the precise wording of thee-question and on the characteristics of the re-

spondents. It may also depend on the characteristics of the interviewer

1

44.

kr,

110
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and on the year of the survey. Generalizing about reporting error

from one survey to another is therefore hazardous. l'his will be

4
particularjw true ifflifferences betw,een the two surveys have

altered the variance of obser d responses. Such observed dif-

ferences,can be due to diffe ences in the true variance, the error

4-

'variance, or tiliprovafiance true values and errors. One seldom.

knows which is really involved.

If observed variances differ solely because the target populations

differ, this usually implies that the tpue variances differ. The error

4

variance may or may not differ. If the error, variance and the correlation

between errors and true values are thlpsame in both surveys, one can use

a reliability coefficipnt from one survey to estimate'the coefficient for

the other survey. The observed variances may, however,. differ because of

the way in which the questions are worded or coded. This is likely to be ,

the case when one survey'groups responses while another \does not, or when

the grouping procedures differ between surveys. GrUPing usually reduces

both the true variance and the error variance. If'both the true variance

Sn'd the error variance fallby the same peicentage, and "If the correlation

o -between errors and true values is negligible, the reliability toefficient

, 'will be the same before and after grouping.

In what follows we will report both reliabilities and the estimated

error yariance. Our estimates of error variance Assume that errors are

uncorrelated with true values. Since thisis unlikely, the error vIri-
e

ances,should be treated cautiously.

If errors are uncorrefated with true values, and liaft

is the error variance, Var(M) is the measured variance, and r* is the

- reliability coefficient,

Var(E) (1 - Var(M)

r

4
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cu,?ational Status

If different interviewers ask the same man to describe his work,

he will not always give exactly the same answer. Even if he does give

the same answer, different coders may assign him co different occupa-

tional groups. This means that there is a certaih amount of random er-

ror in any single set of :estimated Duncan scores. 0 '

The reliability of Duman scores for men's current.otcupations has

never been estimated very satisfactoril. The best data base appears

to be that collected in connection with OCG-II. The March, 1973, CPS

obtained occupational data from ekthefr the OCG respondent or (more often)

his wife. CPS reinterviewed about 1000 of these respondents by tele-

phone in.the fall of 1973. Bielby, Hauser, and

Featherman (1976) have analyzed these data for 578 white males aged

20-64. They report a correlation of 0.797 between Duncan scores as-
,

signed on the basis of the March)ob descriptions and scores assigned

on the basis of the fall job descriptions. The "error" Tar/ince for -the

two surveys has a geometric Mean of (1=.0.797) (24.81) (25.21) .4. 11.27 2 :

This variance has at least three distinct sources:

1) Assignment of occupations to rien for whom no data were available in

March, 1973. 1

2) Real changes it status between March, 197,, and the following fall.
r

3) Actual errors in reporting men 'soccupations.
1

In or/J.4r en qti.Bte (1), ur must first estimate (1) and (2).

) ,
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(1) Bielby found that.0.5 percent of all OCG - 'tI reinterview respon-,

dents failed to report an occupation,in the March interview. Another

1.7 percent failed to report t occdpVion the following fall.

Deleting these men raised the corlation from 0.797 to 0.825 (Bielby,

in correspondence).

(2) CPS did not ascertain how many OCG1-II respondents had changed occupations

between March and the following hall, but the January, 1973, CPS asked

men to report their occupations in both January, 1973, and January, 1972.

Since the two reports were simultaneous, men who had not changed jobs

simitly reported that fact. Among men aged 20-64 who had jobs at both

times40.9 percent described the two jobs in such a way that-Census coders

felt they had changed their detailed occupation. I therefore ,xtfer that in the

period between the two OCG-II interviews at least 8.9/2 - 44/ percent of

/

all respondents had changed occupations. This estimate may well be too low,

however. Miller (1977) found almost twice as much ap9irent occupational

movement in longitudinal da,a from NLS as in retrospective Census data

./
over a five year interval& If the same holds for'one year retrospective

data, as many as 9 percent of all respondents/May have changed jobs over a

seven month period. Some of the apparent movement in NLS is, howeveT

due to measurement error rather than real/movement. I will therefore treat

4.5 percent as a,reasonable value. Amotig Census respondents aged 25-64 in

1970 who had changed occupations duri# the previous five years, the

correlation between Duncan scores in/1965 and 1970 was 0.591.
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Assuming equal means and variances for job changers and,non-changers,

the observed correlation between spring and fall Duncan scores would be

0.825 = (0.045)(0.591)±(0.945)(r) where r is the correlation between

spring and fall reports for ma who did not chan0 occupations and

reported at both. times. Solving, r = 0.836.

After comparing the correlations of the March CPS occupation report

and the fall reinterview report to other variables, Bielby et al con-

cluded that the March report had a reliability of 0.84 while the fall

report had a reliability of only 0.71. This difference is partly due

to the fact that the fall reports include more allpeated values. If

we were to eliminate men with allocated values, the difference in

reliability would probably be no more than 0.05. Thus the estimated

reliability of the March reports is probably around 0.86, (Note that

two-thirds of the Mafth reports came from spouses, compared to only
a

a third of the fall reports. Wives evidently report their husband's

occupation about as well as he does.)

If the ratic of error variance to true variance is the same

Within broad occupational groups as between such groupg, the relaibility

of occupational status estimates will be the same regardless of whether

we use tried or detailed categories. Unfortunately, we do not have

reliability data using broad occupational categories for the OCG-II

reinterview sample. The Census Bureau has, however, dross-tabulated

respondents' broad occupation groups as reported to the March, 1960,

Census and the March, 1960, Current Population Survey. Siegel and

!lodge assigned Duncan scores to the broad occupational groups, excluded
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non-respondents, and obtained a correlation of 0:861 between the two

reports. Itris not clear whether the Census or CPS reports is likely

to'be more reliable. In the absence of evidence, it seems best

to assume that the two repottS are equally reliable.

670

4

ifk
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One can also estimate the reliability of occupational status

scores"from the PSID by looking It, the correlations between status scores

in sequential years. Let us suppose that a man's'"true" score in a

given year CT
i
1. is the sum of tv, components: a "latent long-term

score" (T*) and Ptransient devi,ttion from the latent long-term score

(D ). Let is define the f(tent long-term score as the mean score of

all men with a specified set of stable characteristics, measured and

unmeasured. Let us suppose that a man's deviation from his true lOng-a

term score depends on temporary factors that are governed by Markov

Di decay

3

.r DI, D2

This implies that the cc4relations between successive values of

2
at a geometric rate such that r = r while r

D1,D3 D1,D2' al,D4 =

and so forth. Now let us further assume that men's measured

scoresindgivenyear(M.)are the sum of the true score and an error

(E). Finally, assume that errors are uncorrelated over time.

Figure 1 summarizes these assumptions in a path diagram. The model

has five unknowns. One needs four years of data to estimate these

five unkQowns,so the model'has been drawn to cover four years. It could

easily be extended to cover five or more years. Each additional year

provides an additional equation but creates no additional unknowns..

Additional years of data therefore allow us to test the validity of

the assumptions used to construct th model. The model also assumes

that the observed interannual correlations are stable over the period,

__under study. This assumption should betetted before using the model.

Algebraic manipulation of the equations in'Figure 1 shows that
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F I MIRE 1
A

POSSIBLE PATH MODEL FOR DETERMINANTS OF MEASURED
ECONOMIC SUCCESS IN FOUR SEQUENTIAL YEARS

.,

Equa't ions
8

(1) 1 = d
2
i e

2

(2) = a
2
+ b

2

(3) r) M2 rM2,MO =

(4) rM1 ,M3 = - rM2 ,:;4 7'

(5) rM1,M4 = (a
2

+ 11
2

PM3 ,M4 =

( a2 +. 112

c3)(e2 )

( a2 1,2

c2)(e2)
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f
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D4
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e

b.
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(6) = rM11143 7 rM1,M14.

Ml,M2 rM1,M3

rM1,M2 ,M3

r
Ml,M21- )

rM1,M2
1 - (1. c)b2

i7) b2

(8) e2

Sind;

r
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Ml,M3(1 c)

rM1,M2 + (rM1,M2 - rM1,M3)2

. . rM1,M3,- KM1,M4 2

e is the correlation between the measured,value and the true value

a given year, e
2

is the expected correlatoion between two independent measures

in the same year, assuming the errors are uncorrelated. e
2

is therefore the

-reliability.

If we substitute the mean values of r
Ml,M2,

r
M1,M3'

and r
MT,M4 from 8

years of the PSID data on 25-64year olds into this

are a
2

.838, b
2

.162, c .743 and e
2

0.952.

procedures to refine these estimates, "tor

a

in

model, the average values

I have not used maximum likelihood

havgd condueeed firrmal tests

of fit. But even" the fit is satiated dry, the standard error of e is large.

Taken at face value, my results imply 4hat PSID occupational status has a

2

for goodness

reliability of 0.952, which is far highe than Census or CPS.

.
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,We can set a lower limit on the reliability of the PSID measure

,that has a much smaller sampling error.

The correlation between measured scores in sequential years is

2
(9) r

Ml, M2
= e r

T1,T2

so

(10) r
Tl , T2 rM 1,M2

e

10

Likewise, the correlation over a two year intervalits:

2
(11) r

Ml, M3
= er

T1,T3

SO

(12) r
T1,T3

r
M1,m 3

e
2

On any of plausible assumptions, including those in this/ model,

we can say that

(13) r
T1,T3

r
T1,T2

r
T2,T3

Substithting from equations 10 and 12 into equation 13 and multi-

plying-through by e
4
/r

m1,M3'
we get:

(14) e
2
= r

m3m2 1.142,m3

r
m4M3

Allying this equation to the PSID data we get e21 0.943. This value has a

sampling error of about 0.02. The PSID data thus appear more reliable than

than, the Census data on broad occupitional group.

614
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2. Earnings

None of our surveys

-612-

reinterviewed the same respondents

about their earnings in a given year, The Census

Bureau has, however, collected data on earnings in, the same year using

two different survey methods. And SRC has collected data in sequential

years using the sane method.

The Census Bureau publishes cross-tabulations of individual in-

comes as reported to the decennial Census and to the Current Population

survey in the same year. Siegel and Hodge (1968, obtained a correlation

of 0.82 between Census and CPS reports of 1959 income for men 14 and

over. McClelland obtained a correlation of 0.78 bet.1een Census and

4

CPS reports of 1969 income for men 14 and °vet with non-zero income.
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In general, eliminating

men with zero income tendsto raise income correlations, so the actual

difference between 1959 and 1969 is probably 0.05 or 0.06 rather than

0.041qince these samples cover about 5000 mdn, the difference is highly

significant.

One possible explanation is that both sets of data are grouped.

Applying/ the 1970 Census income categories to the PSID lowered the

interannual correlations by about 0.04. The magnitude of the difference

depends, however, on the relationship of the income categories to tfle

mean. These relationships changed between 1959 and 1969. The corre-

lation of the grouped responses could therefore have changed even

though the correlation using the raw data did not. Thi.s could account

for most of the observed difference.

There is another puzzle, however. Mean income rose substantially

between 1959 and 1969: The standard deviation rose proportionately.
were

Thus if the absolute magnitude of respondents' errors/proportional to

their true income, changes in the mean would not affect the ratio of

the error variance to the total variance. The reliabilitykwould

therefore remain stable. But the cross-tabulation of Census and CPS

responses shows that discrepancies between responses are not proportion- e

ate to the Mean response. Men who report high incomes tend to have

larger discrepancies than men who report low incomes, but the dis-

crepancies do not increase as fast as the mean. If this pattern per

sisted over time, and if the ratio of the true standard deviation to

the mean were stable over time, the ratio of the error variance to the

true variance would fall. This would make recent income reports more

676
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reliable' than oldef reports. Since no such improvement'is apparent

between 1960 and 1970, we must entertain the hypO..hesis that respondents

at any,given income level were less careful in 1970 than in 1960.

."" If census and CPS reports weralliegually reliable; the correlation

Aiken the two would provide an estimate of their reliability.-- But
4

Census reports are obtaindd largely from mailback survey filled out by

the householder," while CPS reports are obtained from interviews with

any adult in a hOusehold who is at home when the interviewer calls.

This implies that Census data come mainly f.com males, while CPS data
their'wives.

come mostly from / I would expect males to gi6 more content
%

6 their wives

estimates of their incomes than / give for them. tpI would therefore

expect the Census reports to be somewhat more reliable than CPS reports.

o

McC41411and found, however, that the 4tandad deviation of Census wage

and salary reports was $6257 vs $5820 for the sane individuals'CPS

reports. Thus if Census reportsare more accurate than CPS reports,

CPS errors must have a stronger nigative correlation with true values

than Census errors. This could happen if wives who were uncertain about

their husbands' incomes tended tiOreport values near the mean. Alters"'

natitosilyi the CPS data may be more reliable, and the Census standard

deviation may be inflated by random errors.

We can get some additional evidence on the reliability of CPS

Wage and salary reports from published cross-tabulations of husbands'

and wives' total 1972 wage and salary income as reported to CPS and

to the Internal Revenue Service. Reports to IRS are obviously not

flawless, but Since most wage and salary data is first reported by

employers and then verified by the recipient, and since there are

severe penalties for failure to report income, the data are probably

U
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quite good. In any eventit-seemg.;revonable to' hypothesize that CPS

respondents treat their, reports to the IRS as the standard they should

approxima%e when talking to CPS' interviewers. If they have misled IRS,

either deliberately or accidentally, they will,probably

treat this deception as if e.the truth when reporting to CPS. IRS

reports thus constitute "true scares': in the'psychometric sense,' since'

if one could average large numbers of CPS interviews of the same indiv-

idual, the mean would converge on the IRS value.

McClelland obtained a'correlation of 0.887 between CPS and IRS

reports of total wage and salary incomes for 33,390 machechliouseholds,

including some that reported no income from wages and salaries. Excluding

households with no wage or salary income raised the correlation to 0.904.

Taking logarithms then raised it to 0.922, suggesting that discrepancies

between CPS and IRS are larger a the top. If CPS reports vary around the

IRS value, the implied CP11 reliability for couples with positive wage or

salary income is 0.904- - 0.82.'The correlation betweeh Census and CPS reports

of wage and salary income for 5036 males with positive re0orted.values in

both Census and CPS is 0.84. The two figures are'not strictly compar-
.

able,'since one pertains to the sum of male and female wages while the
_

other pertains to male wages alone. Nonetheless, the pattern is

*
about what we would expect if IRS reports were-completely accurate and

Census reports were slightly more accurate than CPS reports. My reading

of these data is thus that grouped CPS wage and salary reports had a

relia4ilityof about 0.82 in 1970, while grouped Census wage and salary

reports had a reliability of about 0.861
Applying equation 14 to the

interannual correlations in the PSID suggests that the rellabi4ity of the raw

reports is about 0.04 higher than the reliability of the grOuped reports.

-44

1/ For an alternate reading of the same data that assumes random errors, see



The analyses in this volume are ccacerpectwith earnings'from all

sources, not just earnings from wages ala salaries.' Earnings. from self-

employment are not as.reliably reportec as earnings from 'Wages and

salaries. The 343 men who reported nor-farm self#employment incomg to

)-

both the 1970 Census and the 1970 CPS, for example, reported values ehat

correlated only 0.69. The',value for fim income might be even laver.

Fortunately, not many men have much income from self-employment. -thus

the reliability of total earnings is probably -only 0.01 or 0.02 less

than the reliability of wage and salary income. -

All these estimates are for m'en 14 and over. McClelland found that

IF restricting the age range to 25-64 year olds did not alter the interannual

correlations in PSID.- This suggests that reliability is about the'same

for men 25-64 as for all men:14 and over.

Aftercorrecting the Census-CPS figures for the exclusion of selfj

employment income and for the effects of grouping, the implied reliabil-
#

ities are about 0.84 for CPS earnings and 0.88 for Census earnings. The

'implied reliability of LnEarnings is about 0403 higher than the implied

reliability of Earnings; at least judging by the CPS-IRS match.

In- order' to estimate the PSID
seiiabilities, McClalland looked at

correlations between sequential reports.of annual earnings for PSID'men

aged 25-64 in 1970. Inserting PSID data i* equation 14 suggests that

the reliaoility of annual earnings was at least 0.89 in 1968, 0.88 in

1969, and 0.95 in 1970. The standard errors of these results are about

0.03. Their' geometric -mean is0.91. For LnEarnings, the minimum estimate

0
of reliability averages 0.86. The PSID pattern is thus the opposite of

the Census-IRS pattern,. where taking logs raised the estimated relia-

bility. These correlations suggest that PSID earnings data may be

(3 7 9
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. 1: .7

slightly Atre reliable than CPS or Census earnings data, but that thits'

is At true for LnEarnings. But since equation 14 yields a minimum rather

than a point estimate of reliability, the PSID reports could 1* more

reliable than Census or CPS repbrts for LnEarnings as well.

3. Education'

The 1960 Cehsus,followed up 9000 respondents using the same pro-

cedures as the original Census. Bishop (1974) reports that the two reports

of education correlate4 0.915. The correlation was the same for the

*

7500 respondents contacted via face-to-face interview as for.1::).0 1500

respondents who returned mailback questionnaires. These data cover

both Meles and females 25 and over. The error variance (a4suming random
.

errors) is 1.04
2
years.

In 1970, the Census matched about 20,000 individuals' reports of

their educational attainment with their reports tb# the 1970 CPS. Bishop

reports correlations of.0.887 for males and 0.875 for females. These nualbers

are not strictly comparable to those for 1964 since the true variance changed in

the interval. If the error variance had been the same for 1970 Census reports as

for 1960 Census reports, the Implied reliability of the 1970 Census reports

would have been about 0.90. If the error variance wassstable from 1960 to

1970, then,the itplied 1970 CPS reliability would be about 0.88
2
/0.900.86.

This implies that
/ CPS reports are less reliable than Census reports. But the Census and

CPS ririances 4eyJITTilly identical, and the 1960 Census reinterviews suggest

that face-to-face interviews yield education reports exactly as reliable as a

mailback questionnaire. An alternative explanition is that 1970 Census and CPS

reports were equally accurate, but that neither was quite as accurate as the 1960

Census reports. The implied 4970 reliability fdrmales 25 and over would then be

680
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0.887. With random errors, the implied 1970 error variance would be

(1-0.887)(12.1) 1%179 for males and (1-0.875)(9.4) = 1.082 for females.

As a partial check on these estimates one can compare March, 1973,

CPS reports on non-black males aged 20-64 to their reports in the OCG-II

mailback survey in the fall of 1973. Hauser (in correspondence) reports

a-correlation 0.854 between the two sets of reports(MN25,000). The stand-

ard deviation of the CPS reportgNwas 3.07 years. If we acc6i'\the

evid&ice of the 1960 Census, OCO-II's mailback reports should be as

accurate as the CPS interviews. This implies that the CPS interviews

had an error variance of (1-0.854)(3.07)
2

= 1.17
2
years. This is identical

to the 1970 Census-CPS estimate, even though the OCG-II data do not cover

blacks or men over 65.

1

These estimates may be compared with Bielby et al.'s analysis of

the OCG-TI reinterview sample. The reinterview sample included 578 non-

black males aged 20-64. These men not only reported their education in

'the March CPS (U
o

) and the OCG-II mailback (U
1

) but also in a,telephone

intervie', after the OCG-I4ISIlback (U
2
). Bielby et al. report that

for this subsample r
01

= 0.801,r
02

= 0.921, and rig = 0.838. The value

of r
01

for this subsample differs from the value for the full OCG

sample (0.354) by 2.7 to 3.7 tIme8 its standard error, depending on

the estimatel efficiency of the reinterview sampling fr ame. Either the

March CPS report or the OCG-II mailback report was considerably

less accurate for ts,reinterview subsample than for the full OCG-II

sample. After analyzing the correlations between the three education

reports and the respondents' other traits, Bielby et al. concluded

that the reliabilitied for this subsample were 0.89 for the March

CPS, 0.70 for the OCG-II mailback, and 0.96 for the telephone reinterviews.

C 1
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The standard errors of these estimates are repbrtedly about 0.03. Unfortunately, th

evidence already cited suggests that the population values in fact dif-

fer substantially from these sample values, id I doubt that even the
-110.

apparent discrepancy between the CPS and OCG-II mailback reliabilities

would hold for the tul).

The SRC education measure is SOiliewhat different from the Census

Bureau measure, in that it used broader categoties and placed more

emphasis on degrees. The COrrelationtetween reports of-educational

attainment in 1968 and 1975 fdr, PSID males aged 25-64 in 1968 who were

not in school during the interval was 0.92. With random errors the

error variance wogld be 0.86
2
years. 'r'hese findings suggest that SRC education

measures are slightly more accurate than Census measures. For samples

i *.D.

with restricted educational va!iaace (e.g. Talent) reliability could be

much lower.

4. Father's Education
a

There are at least four different approaches to estimating-the re-

liability of men's reports of their father's education.

1. Ask men the same question on two different occasions and cor-

relate the results. This is analogous to a test-retest reliability.

2. Ask two brothers with the same 'father how much education he had

and Correlate the results. !:.This is analogous to an inter-rater reli-

ability. It should yield a rower value than the test-retest method,

since.errors are less likely to tie correlated.

3. AA men their father's education, then ask the fathers, and

682
6
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Correlate the results. If fathers' reports were accurate,.this would yield

4

a validity coefficient. Since they are not accurate, the,correlation should

equal the geometric mean of the two reliabilities.

4. Compare correlations between father's education and father's

occupation to correlationsIbetwten self-reports of education and ocpupa-

tion by the same men. This method is a useful supplerpent to the previous

one.

Reinxerviews

et al. (1976) obtained a test-retest reliability of 0.939

for father's education in the OCG-II reinterview project. This estimate

non -black

is based on just over 500 / males aged 20-64. After examining the

pattern of cAlielations between men's reports of their father's educa-

tion and their reports of their other characteristics, Bielby'et al.

concluded that the regular OCG-II mailback questionnaire reports probably

had a reliability of about 0.93, while the telephone reinterview reports

.

had a reliability of 0.95. The 4lepaied error variance for the mailback

A'
questionnOires is 1.12

2
years, which is no larger than for self-reports.

-4-

Bielbylet al. tried to test the hypothesis that the apparent reliability

was inflatelby'respongh-ts' making the errors in both the mailbapk

questionnaire and the telephone reinterview. But what,they appear to have

tested was the correlation between errors in reporting one's own education. Their

data suggest that errors in reporting one's own education are independent, but

it does not follow that this is also true for errors in reporting father's

education.

Brothers

Olneck (1976) reports a correlation of 0.777 between-Kalamazoo

brothers' reports of their fathel4s education (N = 346 pairs). His

0

sample of fathers was somewhat more homogeneous than_the OCG sample,'

however, so his results are not as different from Bielby et al.'s as

GQ3
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they first seem. Still, the implied error variance in Olneck's sample

was (3.33)
2
(1 - 0.777) = 1.57

2
. Comparing this to Bielby et al.'s estimate

yields ark F-ratio of (1.57/1.12)
2

1.97, which is highly significant.

As a check on the validity of this Kalamazoo estimate, I looked at

616 pairs of same-sex twins identified by Schoenfeldt (1968) in the

Project Talent sample. The twins were enrolled in grades 9 to 12 in 1960.

Both members of 468 pairs provided data on their father's educ.ation.

This sample had better educated fathers than Olneck's Kalamazoo sample

el

or the OCG sample., (The mean of fathtt's education was 11.7. with a

standard deviation of 3.756.) The correlation between twins' reports

was 0.820, implying that the error variance was (3.756)2(1 0.820) =

1.594
2

. This agrees very closely with Olneck's estimate.

These data suggest that reporting errors are about as serious for

today's high school students as, for older respondents- with less education.

They'also suggest that Bielby et al.'s test-retest reliability is

inflated by the respondent's tendency to make the same error in both the

questionnaire and telephone reports. If the error variance is 1.58
2

and the population variance is 4.00, as it is in OCG, the population reliability

will be 0.84.

Father-Son Matching

CPS surveyed men aged 45-59 in 1966 as part of the NLS, Four months

later it surveyed men 14-24. The sampling-frame was such that 1013 of

the 1124 year olds were sons of the 45-59 year olds. Only 14-24 year ,

olds living at home had fathers in the 45-59 year old sample. Borus and

Nestel (-1973) found that sons' repo.rts of their father's education cor-
.

related 0.954 with the fathers' self-reports (N = 943). If one as-
.

sumes that fathers' reports are completely accuratljthe implied reli-

ability f tne menIA reports is 0.954
2

= 0.910, and the error variance

is 1.19
2

years. This is comparable to Bielby et al.'s estimate'from

684
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OCG. The notion that fathers' reports are completely accurate seems
1...*

implausible, however. If one treats fathers' and sons' repdtts as

equally accu ate, the implied reliabilities are both 0.954, and the er-

ror variance Ai.s 0.852
2

years. This is far less than the error variance

implied by the sibling data, and somewhat less' than the error variance,

implied by Bielby et al.'s results. It is. also far less than the error

variance for, mature men in other CPS data. It is not clear why the NLS

interviewers got such consistent answers from these fathers and

sons. Perhaps the same interviewer talked to'the sons

as had talked to the father four months earlier. Interiiiewers may have

rejected responses from sons that did not conform to their rectqlec-

tion of what the father had said. This would inflate thelcorrelation.

Correlation Between Reports of Father's Education and Father's Occupation

Appropriate teliability corrections should make the correlatibn
40

between sons' reports of father's education and father's occupation

equal to the correlation between fathers' self-reports of education and
could not get

occupation. We these data for the NLS father-son sample.

In their absence, we can simulate the experiment by taking advantage of

two facts. First, the correlation between education and occupation

does not appear to increase after the age of'30=
1/

This means, for example,

that the correlation betweeh education and occupation among men

55-64 in 1962. should be a good proxy for the correlation between educa-

tion and occupation among men 40-49 in 1947. Second, the correlation

between education and occupation does not change when one weights by

the number of sons men have had.?/ Since a generation is about 0 years,

1/ This conclusion is based on cohort comparisons between OCG and
OCG-II and on 1970 Census data on occupational status in.1965 and 1970.'

2/ This conclusion is,based olflqq,data for/men 45-54 in 1962.

000



this meets that the correlation between education and occupation for men

aged 40 to 49 in 1947 should be the same as the correlation between

father's education and father's occupation for sons born1927

These sons would have been 10 to 19 in 1947 and 25-34 in 1962. Thus if 25-34 year

ol0 sons' retrospective reports of their father's education and occupa-

tion were as reliable 'as their fathers' reports, the correlation between

reports of father's education and father's occupation for OCG men aged

25-34 in 1962 would equal the correlation between self-reports of educa-

tion and occupation for OCG men aged 55-64 in 1962. In fact, the cor-

relation between sons' reports on their father was 0.489, whereas the

correlation between the fathers' self-reports was 0.567. These values

have standard errors of about 0.02 so the difference is statistically

significant. It seems fair to conclude that sons' reports of their

father's education and occupation are notas reliable as self-reports.

We can formalize this argument by designating self-reports of

father's education as U, self-reports of father's occupation as,X,

sons' reports of, father's education asfU', sons' reports of f4t.her's

occupation

ru,p, and r
X'X'

', and the reliabilities ocuthes4 reports as r , r ,

UU . XX

respectively. Then if we designatethe true correla-

Lion betweenX and U as r*
XU

and if we assume that errors in report-

ing X and U Are independent,' we can show that

(16) r = r* r )

XU XU XX UU
1/2 .

1/2.
(17) r

X'g
r

XU X'X' U'U'
= * (r r. )

Dividing equation 17 by equation 16 and rearranging gives us:

(18)
1/2

r
X'U'

r r r.
XX UU XU

(3S6
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If we assume the values suuested above, this yields:

(r 9 ) r
U'U'

1/2
= /0.489)

r r
XX UU

= 0.862

If we also assume that the relative reliability of,education and occupational

status is the saMe''fcitskreports on, fathers as for self-reports,

(7.9) r
XX =

r
X'X'

rUU rU'U'

c

Orr

SD
lving'for rxt

X and substituting in equation 18,then yields:

(21) r0,U, r r
U'U'

=
UU X'Uf

rXU

If we assume that the CPS reliability for self-reported education is about

0.90, we obtain:

(22)
U'U'

= (0.90)(0.489) -1" 0.78

0.567

The .implied error variance in father's, education for OCG 25-34 year old men is

thus about (1-0.78)(3.818)
2

= 1.79
2

years. If the CPS reliability is

0.85, the reliability of reports on fatheP s is 0.73 and the error

variance is 1.97
2

.

In summary, the OCG-II reinterview study implies A reliability of 0.9/ for

reports of father's education, while the N1,3 match of fathers' and son's reports

implies a reliability between 0.91 and 0.9E4. The two sibling studies imply that the

reliability for representative samples Of men 25-64 must be about 0.84.

A
Correlations between reports of father's education and father's occupa-

, between and
tion imply d reliability / . 0.73 / 0.78. Having already estimated

A.4
the reliability of,self-reported education at 0.85 to 0.90, I am reluctant

to accept estimates ill excess of 0.90 for reports of father's education..

I am therefore ipclined to discount the OCG-II reinterview data and

the NLS data. The OCG-II reinterview data tell us that respondAs:

reports of their father's education are temporally stable. The low
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correlation between brothers' reports suggests that part of this stability
a

is due to correlated errors. The NLS estimate is' hard to reconcile .

with either the OCG-II data or the sibling data. 'Perhaps the NLS data

are contaminated. Alternatively, they may be of unusually high quality.

if the NLS resuits,were generally applicable, there would be no obvious

'explanation either for the relatively low correlation between brothers'

reports or for the depressed correlation between reports of father's

education and father's occupation. In light of this, I will procee

the assumption that sibling data provide the best basis for estimating

the reliability of reports on fathers' characteristics. The implied

reliability of reports 5f father's education is then about 0.84.

4. Father's Occupation

I used the same fouz methods to estimate the reliability of

father's occupation as to estimate the reliability of father's educa-

tion.

Reintervaews

5ielby et al. obtained a correlation of 0.869 between the mailback

questionnaire and telephone reports of father's occupation for 500-odd noti!-

black males aged 20-64 in the OCG-II reinterview project. After analyzing

the overall pattern of correlations, they concluded that the reliability

of the mailback questionnaire item was 0.85, while the reliability of

the telephone item was 0.89. They estimated the error variance of the

mailback questionnaire reports as 9.37
2
points.

Biothers

Olneck (1976) obtained a correlation of 0.765 between 409 pairs

of brothers' reports-of their father's occupation in Kalamazoo. This

correlation is not precisely equivalent to an inter-rater reliability,

sirke Olneck asked each brother
688
to report his father's occupation when
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the brother in question was 16. Since brothers' ages differed by an

average of 4:5 years, some fathers could really have changed 'their oc-

cupations between the time the first brother reached 16 and the time the

second brother reached 16. The 1970 Census, for example, asked men

about their jobs in both 1970 and 1965. Those who had the same job

presumably said so, eliminating random errors for non-changers. None- If

theless, the correlati6 between Duncan scores in 1965 and 1970 for men

40 to 49, was only 0.90. In PSID, thecorrelatinn was 0.826 over five years.

Correcting for unreliability, the implied- "true" correlation was 0.868.

Ass .g the correlation over a 4.5 year inter-

val was 0.91., the population variance due to real changes over a 4.5

year interval would be about (1 - 0.91)(25)
2

= 7.5
2
points. The total

variance not common to brothers in Olneck's sample was (1 - 0.765)

(22.52)
2

= 10.92
2
points. :If 40-49 year olds changed occupations as

much in Kalamazoo as elsewhere, the error variance for Kalamazoo brothers'

reports would be 10.92
2

- 7.5
2

= 7.93
2

points. But occupational shifts

were probably not as common in the Kalamazoo sample as in the nation as

a whole, since the Kalamazo) sample includes few geographically mobile

'fathers, and geographic mobility tends to correlate with occupational

mobility. I infer that the error variance for the Kalamazoo sample

4

exceeds 7.60
2

but is less than 10.68
2

. The Kalamazoo error variance is

thus potentially compatible with Bielby et al.'s error variance.

The Talent twins' 'reports of their father's occupation are not

entirely comparable to Olneck's or Bielbyet al.'s measures, since the

twins did not actually describe their father's job. Instead, they as-

signed their father directly-to one of 16 broad occupational groups.

We then assigned the father our best estimate of the mean Duncan score

of his group. The correlation between twins' reports (N = 481 pairs)

is 0.856. The error variance is (1 ;0.856)(23.252)2 = 8.824 points

639
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which is slightly smaller than Bielby et al.'s estimate. This may mean

that respondents have a clearer Idea of their father's current oc-

cupation when they are in high school than when asked to supply retro-

spective information about his occupation 30 years later.

Father-Son Correlations

After eliminating all men who might havechanged occ ons between

Aterviews, Borus and Nestel obtained a correlation of 0.89 between

fathers' and sons' reports of *he father's occupation. If one assumes

that the father's report is completely accurate, which seems unlikely,

the implied reliability for sons' reports is 0.89
2
= 0.79. If cne as-

sumes that both fathers' and sons' reports are equally fallible, the

implied reliability of both fathers' and sons' reports is 0.89. In agcy

hF

event, the implied reliability of.the fathers' self-reports is higher

than in most other surveys. If one assumes that fathers'and sons're-

ports are equally accurate, the implied error variance is (1 - 0.89)

(24.12)
2
= 8.00

2
. If fathers' reports are more accurate than sons',

the error variance in Sons' reports could be as high as 11.00
2

.

*Oh

Cbrrelations between Fathe;'s Education and Father's Occupation

Solv,ing equation 19 for r
X '

and assuming r
XX

= 0.85, r
nu

,' U.90,

and r
D

,

U
, - 0.78,-,,a

implied tenability of father's occupation for men 25-34 is 0.73. The

implied error variance for our OCG sample is (1 -n.73 )(21.417)
2

= 11.1
2

points.

The estimated standard error of father's occupation thus ranges

from 8 to 11 points, depending on the sample and'estimating procedure.

Since the standard deviation of father's occupation is 21 points

2
our OCG sample; the implied reliability falls between 1 - (8/21) =

0.85 and 1 - (11/21)
2

= 0.73. This is a considerable margin of error.

6
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f.

Since no one estimation procedure seems clearly superior to the others,
.. i

. .

one should probably assume an irtermediate Standard error, such as 9.5.

In a sample with an observed variance of 21-points, this implies a,

0
reliability of 0.80.

This estimate applies to reports that are ceded into detailed

Census categories and then assigned a Duncan-score. When reports are

coded into broad categories, the reliability may pe slightly higher,

though we cannot be sure of this.

6. Siblings

Olneck obtained a correlation of 0.942 between Kalamazoo brothers'

reports of their number of sibluigs. The implied error variance was

(1 - 0.942)(2.53)
2
= 0.61

2
siblings. If this level of error prevailed

in OCG-I as well, the implied reliability for men 25-64 with income

,
would be 1 - (0.61/3.20) = 0.96.
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Chapter 14

-,. The Effet:ts of Selected Sample Restrictiol

By Christopher Jencks

The analyses in this report cover economically actiVe males

between the ages of 25 and 64 who were not in school, not in the

t .

military, and not in institutions at the time they were surveyed.

The multivariate analyses are further restricted to men who provided

complete data on the items that interested us. This chapter explores

the effects of these restrictions. It begins by analyzing the

factors that determine whether an individual is economically active

and the effects of excluding econc,mically inactive men from our

analyses. It then turns to the effects of excluding students, soldiers,

inmates, men under 25, and men over (-,4. It does not analyze

the effects of excluding women. I hone to repair this gap at a

later date. The chapter concludes by looking briefly at the

effect of omitting non-respondents.

1. Labor Force Participation

An exhaustive investigation of the determinants of labor-force

participation would require a book in itself
. My aim here is

merely to assess the effects of omitting non-participants from

our analyses. To answer this question4I will investigate what effect, if any,

race, Southern birth, education, and experience had on-a man's

chances of working. for pay in 1969, usinu 1970 Census data. It

would be useful to extend-this analysis to include other background

S
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'characteristics,

did ndli attempt this.
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test scores and'pel-sonality traits, but

Table 14.1 shows regression equations from two 3970 Census

samples. The first sample covers all men aged 14 to 99 in 1970.

(Men coded as aged 100 or gRre have defective records on the )11000

tapes.) 78.65 percent of all men 14-99 reported positive earnings in

1969, 0.22 percept reported negative earnings (from-S6A-emploY-

ment), and 21.13 percent reported no earnings whatever.. The first

0

four evations ip Table 14.1 estimate the probabili,:y that individuals

with various chcracterics reported positive 1969 earnings. Like all

0
regressions withdichotgmous dependent variables, these equations can,in theory

greater than 1.00 or less than zero. In
predict Proportions,

practice, this is a minor probliem. The Constant equation 1 implies

that amonglen who were neither white norillbrthern the proportion with

earnings in 1969 was00.71,11. For thope '.ho were Northern but non -

whit the estimated proportion was 0.7111 + 0.0061E = 0,71727..

F9F t ose whc were both white and Mbrthern, the estimated

was 0.7111 + 0.Q0616 * 0,07937 =-0.79664. I have -not bothered to

4

report. standard errors, since they are all less than 0.01.
1/16.

0

14 412

Equatior 2 shows that thqp proportion of men with positive

earning-a4iies by 0.037 ah edtcation rises-one year. This is

more
partly because respondents with 1,ittfe education are/often ill

1/ Since the dependent variable is dichotomous, the residudts are
"-not normally distributed. The standard errors can therefore be

'misleading.

693
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Table 14.1

Regression of "Worked for Pay" in 1969 on Selected Characteristics of 1970 Census Respondents:

All Mgies 14-9q,e4pept those with allocated values on Age

INDEPENDENT Men 14-09 (N=69912) Men 25-64 (N=42,587)
VARIABLE (1) (2)

' ,White .07973 .02814
,

.

Non-South [.00616] [- .03062)
Upbringing

Education .03668
tra

.
Experience -

' Experience
2

EXperience
3

Education 4
Fxperience

Education Past 4

High School

a2k

No Dihbility

Not'-in School

Not in School*Age
w

r
,

Institutionalized

OtConstant .71111 .38744

R2 .00389 .10612

S.D. of Residuals .40901 . .38745

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

.04060 .04522 .05963 .04107 .04549 .0354

[-.00409] [.00131] .01627 [.00096] [.00384] [- .00111]

.02243 '06673 .01186 .00790 .01302

.02577 .04906 .00750 [.00184]

-.00051 -.00053 -.00020 .00029

[-.00000] -.00001

-.00125 -.00012

-.02553 .00835

'

-.0520 [.00043] ,

.19571 .22752

.47865 .18392

-.01256 -.00370 oo

-.36690 -.53892

.37181 -.42561 .86701 .76024 .76365 .42301

.29257 .41023' .00709 .03608 .06081 .2656 3

.34469 .31472 .25146 .21776 .24456 .21620

0[Coefficients in brackets are'less than twice their stancierd errors.)
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in school. Equation 3 is more instructive. ItOshow6 that with

Experience and Experience
2

controll'e'd, eachextra year of education

increases the proportion of men, with earnings by 0.02243. The

coeffidients of Experience and Expefience2 show the familiar

curvilinear pattern The probability of having earnings

rises during the first years of experience,'peak after,

=

0.02577/(2) /0.00051) = 25 years, anci then diminishes at an

accelerating rate. This cure is almost identical to the curve

predicting Ln Earrings among labor force participants.

Equation 4 shows that both additional education and additional

experience substantially increase the chance of having earnings

if one has not completed high school, but that neither has

much - effect on those who have finished high school. The

reason is vmple. Among 25 year old high school graduates who were

not in school, institutionalized, or disabled, an estimated 99;45

-percent had earnings in 1969. Thus there was - little room for further

improvement as they acauired wre exparisbcf.

Equation 4 also shows that men who were in school or in

institutions, or who were disabled, were appreciably less likel'

to have earnings. The negative coefficient of, the interaction

between school attendence and age indicates that,th2 impact of

school attendence diminishes with age. For a 14 year old, school
10,

attendence decreases the probability of having earnings by 0.47665 -

(14)0.01256) = 0.30281. For'a 34 year old, the decrease is only

p:47865 - '34)(0.01256) = 0.05161: The equation implies that

school attendence actually increases the chances of having earnings

among men over '38. ThiS implication ins almost certainly misleading.

,P

lv

11.
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It indicates that the equation makes inadequate allowance for non-

1_ ,,,ar p,11

The right side of Table 14.1 shows regressions restricted to

1

25-64 year olds. This restricted sample eliminates certain non.

linearities and interactions that were not adequately. specified in

the equations for all men 14 to 99. In this sample 93.16 percent

of all men reported positive earnings in 19E0, 030 percent reported

a
negative earning from self-employment, and 6.54 percent' reported_

no earnings. The effects of education are only a third

as large for 25-64 year olds as for 14 to 99 year olds. The reason

for the change is that mean labor force participation is much higher

for 25-64 years olds. As a result, additional education cannot

increase participation as much.' An extra year of school raises

the proportion of men with positive earnings by only 0.6079.

Equation 4 shows that elementary and secondary education again

have more ,impact than higher education. -School enrollment again lowers

labor force participation, but not much. Among 25 year olds,

school attendence lowers the proportion with earnings by 0.09142.

4' Among 35 year olds the reduction is only 0.05442. The implied

effect of school- enrollment does not become positive until the age

of 50. This may still be unrealistic, but given the small- number

of students over 50, the error is 1,robably insignificant.

The reader should bear in mind that characteristics

like school enrollment, institutionalization, and diAability are

ascertained as of March, 1970, whereas earnings are ascertained

for 1969. The effect of measured characteristics on the chances
a

of hing earnings is therefore undeistated the, degree that the

697
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characteristics in question changed between 1969 and 1970,

The effect of a given trait on economic successepr the weighted

4,
sum of Its effect on a man's cbalces of working and its effect on

his success he works. Lookin; only at a trait's effect on success

of those who work may therefore distort its overall effect. We can

illustrate this by considering_ tie effects of race on occupational status.

If w is the proportion of whites who work, n is the proportion of non-whites

who work, ! is the mean status of whites who work. is the mean
n

status of noniwhites who work, and Y
u

is the status of individuals

who do not uork, the true difference (D
t

)
between whites and non-

whites is.
4

(1) D
t

= rws w
(1w),,) Eni

n
+ (1 -n) Yu] = wV

w
-

n
- (w-n) Y

u

If we look only at those who work the observed difference (D0) will be:

I .

(2) Do = Y
17

- Yn

The bias in this estimate is therefore:
r

t'

, (3) D
o

D
t

= (1-w)Y
w

- (1-n)7
ii

4.(w-n)Y
u

nil

,

Unless we know the status of individuals who do no* work, we
/
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cannot estimate either the true difference or the bias. If we are

willing to assign non-workers a status, we can calculate both

quantities. If, for example, we treat men without jobs as having

Duncan scores at the bottom of the scale (i.e. 0), we obtain:

(4) Do Dt = (1 -w)1w - (I-n)i
n

greater than n.

This bias need not be negative, even if w is

If non-workers have the same status regardless of

race, and if .-acial differences in the proportion of non-workers
,

are smaller than racial differences .M status among workers, looking

only at workers will overstate the"overall difference between races

.(1

rather than understaLing it. In,ithe present instance, Do - Dt

is roughly (0.06) (41) (0.13)(25) = -0.8 points. But if only-80

percent of whites and 75percent of non-whites had worked, the

blis would have been'(0.20)(41) (0.25)(25) = 1.95 points

The status gap between blacks and whites who worked would thus have
!

been larger th'an that between blacks and whites generally.

One,-can easily make similar computations for other determinants

of occup4tional status. Appendix A suggests, for example, that men

with 8 years of school have Duncan scores of about 28 while men
1

with 12 ars of school have scores of about 42. Among white

Northernmen aged 25-64, equation 6' shows that labor force partici-

pation a+eraged 89.7 percent for men with 8 years of schooling and

.94.4 per6nt for men with 12 years of schooling. Looking only at

labor.fo ce participants this overestimates the benefits of high

school by (1-0.897)(28) - (1-0.974X42) = 0.5 points, which is hardly

a conseqUen\tial bias.. The bias is in the oppbsite direction for

higher-education, but is again tiny.

.4% ^ 699
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One can also make such calcula

tiona for earnings. Including men who do not work and assigning

uA
them zero earnings does not appreciably alter our results so long

a

1,t actual
variableas the dependent a is/earnings (see Chapter 16). If the

dependent variable is Ln Earnings, the inclusion of men without

earnings leads to nonsense results. 4 S.

Differential labor force participation has another consequence

that desfrves comment. When we estimate the benefits of education,

cognitive skills, or family background, we typically make

estimates for a single year. But we are often interested in

lifetime benefits. A trait can affect lifetime earnings either

by affecting average earnings in the years men work or by affecting

the total number of years men work. Precise estimates of a trait's

impact on the number of years men work depend on the

probability that men with a given trait will survive to a given age

and the probability that survivors will work at that age. The

product of these two values is the probability that men with a

specified trait will have earnings at a given age. If we assume

that these cross-sectional probabilities also apply to a single cohort

followed through time, their sun gives us the expec:ted working life:
L-*-

ofNmen who have a given trait.

Kitagawa and Hauser (1973) provide differential mortality data for

men with various socioeconomic characteristics, but not

in the detailed form needed for constructing the matrices described-

also
above. Fortunately they/ estimate the mean differ.Ince in life

expectancy between men with certain characterioics. The bottom

lines of Table 14.2 show their estimates ,fOr men with varying

amounts of education. 25 year old'man with

I (,
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Table 14.2

PERCENTAGE OF MEN WHO REPORTED POSITIVE EARNINGS DURING 1969
BY AGE AND EDUCATION: 1970 CENSUS 1/1000 SAMPLE OF MEN 14-99

REPORTING RELEVANT VARIABLI (N=62,724)

AGE IN YEARS OF EDUCATION
, 8 . 9-11 12 13-15 16 171970 0-7

14-19 15.8

20-24 78.6

25-29 80.4

30-34 87.4

35-39 84.7

40-44 88.1

45-49 87.7
50-54 83.9

55-59 79.9

60-61 77.8

62-63 66.9

64-65 56.6

66-67 47.6

68-69 30.8

70-71 29.2

72-73 19.9

74-79 13.2-

80-84 4.9

85-89 0.9

90-94 [0]

95-99 -
Mean
Years unT),....1 11.1

by Survivors
from 25 to 64

Mean

Years Worked
by Survivors
from 65 to 71

3.1

Life Expectancy
at 651/ 12.8

Life Expectancy
at 51/ 43.7

21.9 52.9 85 91.8

81.4 91.0 4.1 90.6

93.8 96.0
95.7 96.4
95.5 96.9

94.3 96.6

94.1 95.4
Q2.7 93.8

90-3 92.4

84.R

78.4

70.3

50.2
41.4

31.9.

28.2

85.2

79.7

68.4
49.1

41.6

28.9

[33.3]

97.9
98.1

97.6

97.4
06.2

95.1

92.6

88.1.

81.3'

74.2

58.7

47.4

[39.8]

[32.9]

95.7

97.4

98.6

97,7

96.8

95.4

94.8

(93.1

81.6

78.6

[67.7]

[39.7]

[44.4]

[40.3]
'

94 3 88:2

97.3
99.1

98.6
99.3
99.2

95.2
94.3

[93.3]

[87.1]

[79.7]

[60.0] ,

[34.4]
[39.3]

[39.4]

95.6

97.1
99.3

99.5

99.5

98.1

96.8,

[91.8] c

[91.0] it

[77.*]

[72

[56.8]
[46.7]
(43.R]

ALL

48.0
91.5

1

6.9

96.6

96.3
95.3

93.0
90.1

85.,

78.:

67.'

52.;

39.7

33.(

28.1

15.4 21.7 19.7 [17.5] [42.1] [39.5] 17.3

10.3 [7.0] [22.2] [14.3] [5.0] [33.3] 9.1

[8.8] [0] [0] - - - 4.0

- - - - [2., 1

- -

16.9 17.4

3.7 3.7

13.0 13.5

44.8 45.6

17.8 38.2

4,3 4.6

r.
12.9

38.5 38.7

4.3 5.2

13.1

46.0 47.1

Percen tiges based on less than 100 cases are in brackets.
Percentages based on less than 20 cases are omitted.
1/ Data from Kitagawa and Hauser (1973).
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-16 years of school can expect to live 47.1 more years, while 25

year old men with 8 years of school can only expect to live 44.8

more years. The previous line of Table 14.2 shows tnat if men with different
amounts of schooling

reach the age Df 65itheir life expectancies are virtually identical.

The diffei?ence between them, then, is almost entirely due to

differential mortality ,between 25 and 64. Sine relatively few

men retire r..uch before 65, differential morality between 25 and 64

means differential labor forceoparticipation as well. Differential

mortality will thus make the working lives of men with 8 years of

school about 2.2 years shorter than the working lives of men with

16 years of school.

Table 14.2 also shows that survivors armess likely to work

if they are poorly educated than if they are well educated. This

primarily
is not/because the highly educated retire later. If we define the

median age of retirement as 1.3 years prior to the age at which

50 percent of Census respondents report no earnings for the

previous calendar year, interpolation suggest that it falls at 65.7

for men with 8 years of schooling and 66.5 for men with 16 years

of schooling. But while the median retireMent-ve is very similar
.40Y

at all eductional levels, Table 14.1 made clear

that labor force participation prior to retirement varies significantly

by education. Table 14.2 confirms this. The fourth rowfrom the

bottom shows that men with 8 years of school who survive from 25

to 64 work in 36.8 of these 40 years. Men with 16 years of school

work in 38.5 of those years. Those with less than 8 years. of

schooling work only 33.1 years. The effects of education on labor /

f)
4.
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2/

,

force participation are thus strongly non-linear. Men who failed

to complete elementary school are quite likely to spend a substantial

number of years outside the labor force. Men who manage to complete

elementary school usually 11.4ve t' basic competencies` needed to find

and keep a job of some sort, and most do so. As a result, additional

schooling cannot greatly increase their chances of working. It can

only increase their probable earnlrigs.

An additional schooling abov$8th grade is typically

associated with an 0.3 year increase in life expectancy and an increase of

0.2 years in the working life of survivors between 25 and 64. The increase

in working life of survivors is 0.1 year-6 between 65 and 73. These effects are

not fully additive, but each extra year of education is almost certainly

associated with at least an 0.5 year increase in the number of years in which-a

25 year old can expect to work.
3/

The next question is how much an extra year of school reduces a man's

working life prior to 25. Among men 14 to 24, 49.4 percent of those

who were enrolled in school in March 1970, had 1969 earnings, compared to

84.3 percent of those not in school. This

suggests that an extra year o scho,1 attendence typically leads to Jo,

b.349 fewer years with earnings prior to 25. Weighing this against

the 0.5 years gained after the age of 25, I conclude that a year
total

of school attendire typically increases the/number of years in
between the ages of 14 and 99

which a man has earnings/by between 0.1 and 0.2. This is close

enough to zero so we can ignore it for most purposes.

The foregoing computations are extremely crude. They add the

2/ This non-linearity is apparent in equations 4 and 8 of Table 14.1.

but it is not fully captured by the specification used there.

This estimate appears to be appreciably lower than Mincer's (1974).
We have not explored, the reasons for thy discrepancy.
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force participation are thus strongly nor-linear. Men who failed

to complete elementary school are 4ulte likely to spend a substantial

number of years outside the labor fnrce. Men who manage to complete

elementary school usually have tit haFic competencies needed to find

and kep,a job of some sort, and most do so. As a result, additibnal

schooling cannot greatly increase their chances of working. It can

only increase their probable earn:flgs.

An additional year of schooling above 8th glade is typically

associated with an 0.3 year increase in life 915ectancy and an increase of

0.2 years in the working life of survivors between 25 and 64. The increase

in working life of survivors is 0.1 years between 65 and 73. These effects are

not fully additive, but ehch extra year of education is almost certainly

associated with at least an 0.5 year increase in the number of years in which a

25 year old can expect to work. 3!

The next question is how much an extra year of school reduces a man's

working fife prior to 25. Among men 14 to 24, 49.4 percent of those

who were enrolled in school in March 1970, had 1969 earnings, compared to

84.3 percent of those not in school. This

suggests that an extra year of' schnol attendence typically leads to

0.349 fewer years with earnings prior to 25. Weighing this against

the 0.5 years gamed after the age of 25, I conclude that a year
total

of school attendence typically increases\the/number of years in
between the ages of 14 and 99

which a man has earnings/by between 04 and 0.2. This is close

enough to zero so we can ignore It for most; purposes

The foregoing computations are extreMey crude. They add the

.2/ This lon,ainearity is apparent in equations 4 and 8 of Table 14.1.

but it is hoefully captured by the 'specification used there.

This estimate appear;; to be appreciably lower than Mincer's (1974).

We have not explored the reasons for the discrepancy.
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effects of differential mortality and differential labor force

participation instead of multiplying them. They also treat all

years of work as identical, when in fact some years represent sub-

stantially more weeks and hours than others. Census data suggest,

for example, that male students 14 to 24 who worked in 1969

averaged 2:1 weeks in the labor force while non-students who worked,

averaged 40 weeks. Furthermore, students who worked during March,

1970, averaged 21 hourAdPer week while non-students averaged 42
4/

hours. After school completion, however, extra education

usually leads men to work more weeks in a given year.

Despite these difficulties, it seems reasorahle

to conclude thaeducation has little impact on the total number

of years,doring which men work, and that its overall impact on the number

of weeks they work is relatively modest.

One cou:id make analogous calculations to see whether these

conlusions with respect to education apply to race, te6t scores,

personality traits, and so forth, but I have not made them.

2: Students, Soldiers , and Inmates

Wherever possible

full-time, who were in

Our rationale was that

these men are
and likely

being / lifetime success,

All three groups receive

we eliminated men who were enrolled in school

the military, or
current

the/occupational status and earnings Of

who were in institutions.

were poor indicators of both current

substantial unrecorded income.

Students often get transfers from their parents, schools, or govern-

4. One should not multiply weeks worked by hours of work to estimate

annual hours cf student employment, because students -are more likely

to be working part time in March than during the summer.
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ment. Students also look forward to substantially higher earnings

once they finish school. Most soldiers were in a similar position during

the period covered by our surveys, since they were drafted for only two

years and paid far less than their market wage. They too could expect
%----N
much higher earnings after returning to civilian life. Inmates

seldom have any earnings while the, are institutionalized. Their earnings

for the previous Year, if any, are likely to cover only part of the

year. They, too, will usually eJrn more if and when they are released.

Excluding students, soldiers, and inmates can make a substantial

difference in samples that include men under 25. It is less consequential

when we look only at 25-64 year olds. Table 14.3 gives the percentage

in each group that worked d1,1_;.nv lTO, the numhe'r of weeks they typically,

worked, and the number of hol.;rA they worked per week, broken down by age.

The difference between students nnd non-students.is clearly, substantial

In any revent,..onLY
for men 14 -24. It is much smaller for men 25-64. 2.4 percent of

all men 24-64 said they were enrolled in school at the time of the 1970
1

Census. Soldiers do not differ ruch from their civilian counterpart's

but
on the indices in Table,14.3, 4;otdiers reported mean earnings of only

$91 per week for 1969, compared to $153 fo civilians' who were, not in
ts

school or in institutions. Less than two percent of all meq,25-64

reported being in the military. Inmates are dramatically different from thp

rest of the population, but they constitute only 1.3 percent of all men

25-64.5!

5/ Ideally, we would like to exclude men who were in school, in the

military, or in institutions at any time during the year covered by

our earnings data. Our surveys did not collect such retrospective informa-

tion, however. Our longitudinal tirvevs provide data on the respond-

ent's status at some point during the previous -ear, but if a respondent

waeti tboloalitarv, or in school, or 'Ivan institution dUring part of

the privioilh'year but not all of it, our longitudinal surveys might A

not tell us this.
7 05
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Table 14.3

PERCENTAGE OF MALES WHO WORKED FOR PAY, MEAN WE WORKED, AND

MEAN HOURS WORKED, BfAGE: 1970'CENSUS 1/1000 S OP MEN

REPORTING RELEVANT VARIABLES IP l 0
. HOURS

MEAN , WKED IN

WEEKS WORKED LAST WEEK

-- PERCENT IN 1969 BY OP MARCH,

AGE & STATUS N dr illig 1969 THOSE WHO., 1970, BY THOSE

*Iii MARCH, 1970 INGS WORKED WHO WORKED
41C,

.4

14-24 iifi 17,686 64.9 32.7 33:7

Sttident . 10,297 49.9 23.04 20.9

Militaty 1,162 94.9 43.6 NA

--, Instftutionalited )94 27.8 22.9

Other 6,033 86.! 40.1 . 4n1

25-69 39,698 93.7 48.0 44.4

Student 964 91.5 43.6 39.0

Military . 780 94.9 49.6; W. NA

histitutLnagied 491 20.6 31.3 NA

I-, Other , 37,463 94.7 48.2 44.5
4

65- 99 -' 7,601 31.2 37.2 35.4

9 Student .
41 24.4 44.0 35.1

JMilitary 20.0' 7.0 'NA

Institutionalized 287 2.1 . 35.5 NA

Other 7,268 32.4 37.2 35.4

All 64,985 78.6 44.1 42.2

at
Note :

5 40

V

The Census heasure of sehool e;Irollvent does not distinguish part-time from

full-time students. Tbusthe difference between "studentNand "non-studehten

is less than in some of our other samples which treat part-time students like

,non- studentu. ,Qn the other hated, these samples have substantially fewer

25 -64 -year old "students'.' `than the Census.

t"5

4

4
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usual sample of civ lean, non-,, rm.institutional makes
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Table. 14.4 displays two sets of regressions, one covering our
.

aged 25-64, the othcr rovering s sample o' students, soldiers,
10

and inmates aged 25-64. -Both sa:m:, are restricted to men with

positive earnings in 1969 and com;lete data 41111 all' relevant
T.

variables. Both come from tho I The first eauation

for each sample is the regress;. = rrE==rnir,1, len race, region

Of birth, three education meashr.-, a-d two exrerience measures.

The regression coefficients for 1-hr t4,-, .,amples dIff6r, but the'

differences never exceed twice tne r arr,; !IQ error. The

--constants for the two samcles diff,r This reflects
1,X4

the fact tat the nr. f. r r , 3 r,, and inmates

includes dummies for being a stnde-t or a soldier, so the constant

for this sample is based -,1!52!1-1,; of inmates. But the earnings

ft
of students and solaiers are also -uhtantiallv lower than for our

usual sample. The unewlained variance of LnEarnings is also larger

p
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Table 14.4 ,,

Regressions cf 1969 Earnings,on Selected Chaiacterisiics of 25 -64
Years Old Males with Positive Earnings and Complete Data,'by
Institutional Status in 1970: Censual/1000 Sample

CIVILIAN
NON-STUDENT

416.

MILITARY
STUDENT OR

INDEPENDENT NON- INSTITUTIONAL INSTITUTIONALIZED
VARIABLE (N=25,697) (N1291)

Ln Weekly Ln Weekly
of Ln Earnings Earnings Ln Earning! Earnings

White B .284 .249 .381 .299

(S.E.) (.015) (014) (.075) (.058)

Non-Southern B .116 .122
.1

[-.011] . [.010]

Birth (S.E.) (.009) t" (:008) (.051) (.039)

B .073 .060 .108 .087

(S.E.) (.002) (.002) (.019) (.015)
11

Education Past B [-.007] .010 -.075 -.041
High School ; (S.E.) (.006) (.005) (.030) (.023)

BA B .124 .111 .143 [.094]

-.'" . (S.E.) (.026) (.023) .(.108) .083)

'experience B .042 .034 .070 .055

. (S.E ) (.001) (.001) (.006)
------)

,(.008)

Ekfirience2 B -.00075 -.00057 -.0012 -.00098
(S.E,), (.000n3) (.00003) (.0002) (.00016)

Student
/

B - 5.71 .268

(S.E.) (.096) (.074)

Military B - - .543 .093

(S.E.)
.

10 irr'
(.095) (.073),

Constant 1- 7.111 3.690 5,859 2.877

R2 .198 .200 .170 .175

S.D. of .641 .575 .780 .600'

Residuals

4

1
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for students, soldiers, and inmates. The eteusion of Students,

soldiers, and inmates thereforereduces both the,,ariance of

LnEarnings and the variance of the residuals in our samples. It

does not appear to alter our regression coefficients to any

appreciable degree.

The second equation' foreach sample substitutes weekly earnings

for annual earnings as a dependent variable. This makes the

unexplained variance for students, soldiers, and inmates very

similar to that for our usual sample..

3. Age Restrictions

We restricted -all our analyses to men between 25 -and 64. The

rationale for this was that men 25-64 are more strongly coMmitted

to the labor force than older or younger men. Table 14.E indicated

that they are more likely to work for pay. Table 14.3 indicated

that they are also more'likely to work full-time, year-round.

This is partly because employers are more willing to hire them.

But it is also partly because they arg under more social and

economic pressure to pursue a careerg4ring these Years. Strong

labor force attachment should minimise the variance of motivational
4

factors, such as preference for leisure rather,than cash, and should

raise the correlation of "human capgal" measures wi,th earnings.

It should also
4
raise the correlation betWeen current earnings a

lifetime earnings, at least if age expl.ifns a substantial fr ction

Joof the'variance in motivation. Unfortunately, we have not
f
tin

very far into our exploration of,lifetima income inequality, so

this argument is entirely conjectural.

We have, however, explored the effect of omitting men under

and over 64 from our regression analyses. Table 14.5 shows the

709
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regressions of Occupation, LnEarnings, and LnWeekly Earnings on race,

region of birth, educational attainment, and post-educational
vri

experience for men 14-24, 25-64, 65-99, and 14-99. The first column

gives the mean and standard ceviation of each neasure of economic

success for each group. The means follow the familiar curvilinear

V pattern, starting low, peaking in middle age, and_falling in old

Ln Earnifigs to those for u.
-

age. Comparing the means for/LnWeeklyEartinqs, and recalling that

LnWeeks Worked = LnEarnings -,Ln Weekly Earning.;, we can see that

LnWeeks Worked must also be substantially higher for men 25-64 than
of

for older or younger men. This is consistent with Table 14.3, which

showed that men 25-64 worked an average of 48 weeks per year if they

worked at Ell, while men 14-24 worked 33 weeks, anc men 65-99 worked

37 weeks.

The first column of Table 14.5 also shows that the standard

deviation of occupational status is restricted for 14-24 year olds

but not for 65 -99 year olds. The standard deviation of LnEarnings,

in contrast, is higher for 14-24 year olds and 65-99 year olds

thin for 25-64 year olds. This is partly because fewer 14-24 year

olds and 65-99 year olds work all year. When we look at LnWeekly
the standard deviations fo-

Earnings, the difference between/14-24 year olds and 25-64 year

olds is quite small., The difference between 25-64 year olds and

65-99 year olds is still substantial. These remaining discrepancies

might disappear if we could control mean hours worked per week in

1969. They do not disappear, however, if we merely control hours

worked during the last week o' March, 1970.

Tuning to the regression results, we look first at occupatiOnal

status. With educatio controlled, having a white skin provides

a smaller advantage'to men 14-24 than to older men. This is'

71
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Table 14.5

%REGRESSIONS OF SELECTED MEASURES OF.SUCCSS ON RACE, REGION OF BIRTH, EDUCATION, AND EXPERIENCE FOR
CENSUS RESPONDENTS AGED 14-24, 25-64, and 6 9 WITH POSITIVE 1969 EARNINGS, COMPLETE, DATA, NOT

IN SCHOOL, NOT MILITARY, AND NOT IN INSTITUTIONS

uzFcaiainT

VIABLE & Dependent White Non-South
AGE Variable ' Birth
upation
14-24

N=3864)

.25-64

N=25697)

65-99
N=1630)

All
N=31191)
Earnings

14-24

25-64

65-99

Mean and Regression Coefficients of Independent Variables
(S.D.) of (with Standard Errors) 1

,

11

1

65-99

All

30.400 4.621 [.843)

(20.391) (.948) (.620)
1

40.794 8.441 f.084]

(24.543) (.444) (.267)

35.918 7.596 [-.419]

(24.989) (1.975) (1.259)

39.252 7.842 [.176)

(24.344) (.397) (.242)

8.076 .294 (.022)

(.995) (.048 (.032)

8.981 .284 .115

(.716) (.015) (.009)

7.972 (.217) (.070)

(1.286) (.119) (.070)

8.816 .280 .103

(.871). (.016) (.010)'

4.508 .168 .080

(.706) (.036) (.024)

5.125. .249 .122

(.643) (.n14) (.n08)

4.532 .260 .130

(1.076) (.100) (.059)
.

5.018 .235 .119

(.719) (.013) (.008)

711

Educa- Education Exper-

Lion past H.S. B.A. ience

'3

2.680 4.173 7.957 2.415

(,21R) (.511) (1.988) (.476)
,,

2.950 2.587 4.021 .249

.(.960)-s\ .164) (.763) 4(.042)

2.684 2.290 (-2.542) . -4.044

(.205) (.7984 (3.761) (1.158)

2.896 2.784 4.480 .473

(.054) (.152) '(.703) (.024)

.234 -.132 f.1511 .387

(.011) (.026) (.101) (.024)

.073 [-.006] .124 .042

(.002) (.006) (.026) (.001)

.047 [-.068) (.153) -.257
(.012) --(.0410 (.227) (.002)

.074 (.0(A] .150 .080
(.002) (.006) (.028) (.001)

X133133 -.057 .110 , .173

(.008) (.020) (.076) (.018

.060 (.010) .111 .034

(.002) .005 (.023) (.001)

.027 -.020 .095 -.197

(.010) (.041)* (.191) (.059)

,.

.059 .015 .120 .053

'(.002) (.005) (.024) (.001)

Exper,
ience Constant--

-13.793

, S.D. of

Relidual!

PI )

17.058
(.300)

-.143
(.060)

-.0028 -8.608 18.645

(.0008)0, (.423)

.037 112.346 19.805

(.010) (.372)

-.0057 -11 345 18.599

(.0005) (.416)

-.01798 4.224 .869 1

cy,

(.00304)
(.237) .c.

...1

...,

.00075
7.311 ' .642.

(.on003)
(.198)

.00181
15.757 1.195

(.135)
(.00063)

-.00143
(.00002)

6856 .736
(.287)

-.00681 2.355 .656

(.00230) (.139)

,.00057 3.690 .575

(.00003
(.200)

.n0138 10.432 1.006

(.00053) (.125)

-.00092 3.473 .622

(.00002)
(.251)

712
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partly because very young whites are seldom in high status occupations. This

reduces the potential effects of race on status among the young. In addition the

small coefficient for young men refle,ts secular improvementflin the position of non-

wKites,wilich has affected the young more than their elders. Southern birth is

consistently inconsequential with education controlled. An extra

year of elementary and secondary educatiofthas slightly more

effect (measured. by the coefficient of Education) for,men 25-64

than for younger or older' men, but the difference between samples

is not significant. Both a year of higher education and a BA have

more impact on men 14-24 than on *unger or older men. This is

consistent with.the pattern shown in Appendi0A for cohorts aged

25-34, 35-44, 45-54, and 55-64. The effects of higher education

on occupational status are stronger for younger men. This could

imply a secular increase in the effects of education, combined

with a segmented labor market that allowed older men to retain

high status jots even ifthey had less education than young

applicants. AlLernatively, the status benefits of higher education may

decline as individuals get older. We have not Isxrlore4 thin issue in detail.

The coefficients of Experience and Experience
2
differ dramatically from one

age group to another. While the effetts of experience are clearly curvilinear,

the variation in coefficients for samples of varying age means that the overall

curve is not a parabola. It rises rapidly during the first years of experience, but

at a sharply decelerating rate. The rate of deceleration in turn declines, implying

that one needs at least a cubic to capture the trend. The estimated curve among men

over 65 is concave upward instead of downward. As noted in Chapter 12, then,

Experience and Expecience
2
will not estimate the marginal returns to a given year

of experience very accurately in samples with a wide age range. Both the

1;j
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initial returns to experience are understated and the eventual4

costs are Overstated by the quadratic specification.

When we turn from occupational status to LnEarnings, the per-

centage increase in earnings associated with a white skin is as

large for men 14-25 as for older men once education is controlled.

Comparing the equations for Ln Weekly Earnings to these for Ln

Earnings we can see that an appreciable part of the earnings gap

between 14-24 year old whites and non-whites with similar education

derives from the fact that whites worked more weeks during 1969

than equally educated non-whites. This is far less true for

older whites and non-whites. The finding is, of course, consis-

tent with the well-known fact that in absolute terms unemployment

differs more by race among teenagers than among adults.

The effect of an extra year of elementary or secondary educa-

tion is 0.234 for men 14-24 vs 0.073 for men 25-64. So far as I

know, no other sample of young men implies returns to elementary

or secondary education of this magnitude (compare e.g. Griliches,

1976). I suspect that my result derives from the inclusion of

youniumen who were students during part of 1969 but were no longer

students in March, 1970. Almost half the returh to elementary and

714
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1

secondary education among 14-24 year olds disappears when we look

at weekly instead of annual earnings, while only a sixth of the

riturn disappears for 25-64 year 014. This is consistent with

a very high uremployment rate for 14-24 year olds who have not

finished high school. Returns to higher education are not

significantly create* for men 14-24 than for men 25-64, Returns

to all levels of education are lower for men over 65, though

for LnEarnings

the differences ate not quite significan /in this Epecificatipn.

They become significant when we look at ,7eekly earnings.

The experience coefficients vary wi_dly by age group,

suggesting that the quadratic specifications is imprecise.

Up to now I have said nothing about the equations for all

men 14-99. The Aucation coefficients are her similar to the equations

for 25-64 year olds. Even the experience coefficients are fairly similar.

The curve is clearly steeper for 14-99 ye-ar olds than for 25-64 year olds,

but both peak at about the same point. Thi; is largely because 82 percent of all

men 14-99 with positive earnings in 1q69 were 25-64. But the coeffici4its
t-

for men 25-64 are also quite similar to those for men outside

this age range, even'though the means and variances differ.

Omitting men 14-24 and '65-99 therefore has little impact on

coefficients. It does, however, reduce the standard deviation of the resid-

'71 5
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uals. Restricting the sample to 25-64 year olds therefore under-

- estimates the degree of inequality among men 14-99 who have the

same education, experience, skin color, and region of birth. The

same probably holds for men who are alike with respect to other

traits measured in this survey. But while the standard deviation'

of the residuals is larger for all men than for men 25-64, R
2

is

also larger.- Thus if we were to assess the explanatory power of

our models solely in terms of R
2

our use of a 25-64 year old

the model's
sample would lead to an underestimate of / power for men 14-99.

I

4. Background Restrictions

Unlike many investigators, we included both non-whites and men

with farm fathers in our principal analyses. Table 14.6 shows

the regressions of Occupation and Ln Income on Father's Education,

Father's Occupation, and Education for OCG 25 -64 year olds in the

experienced civilian labor force who reported non-zero incomes for

/
1961. The\regressions are all restricted to mete with complete data.

4.

-The regressions show the effects of eliminating non-whites and men

with farm fathers, as others_have often done.

Eliminating non-whites makes very little difference in the

Occupation equations. In the Ln Income equations, White, Non-
_

Farm Father, F'ather's Occupation, Father's Education, and respdon-

dent's Education explain 21.3 percent of the variance. Dropping

4. Men who failed to report their race, education, or income
received an allocated value from CPS, so there is no missing data on,these items'.

I excluded all men who faiftd to report Father's Education or

Father's Occupation eVell if they 444 no father at home, in order to maintain
comparability with other investigators' results. Thih makes Table 14.6

slightly diffmrnt from mewr fl( triel.es in this volume.
4
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Table 14.6

Regressions of Occupation and Income on Backgrounlb and Education for Men 25-64
in the Experience0Civilian Labor Force, with Non-Zpro Income in 1961 and with
Complete Data on Father's Education, Father's Occupation, and Occupation.1.1

Occupation Regressions ' x Ln Intome Regressions
White White

Independent Non-Farm Non-FarmVariable White& Father All Whites Father
(N104892) (N- 10,000) (N -7161) (N..10,892) (N10,000) (N -7161)Father's B [.015] [.040] -.009 [ .042] [-.003] [.0040 .001 [-.001]Education beta (.002] (.006] -.001 (.0071 (.014] (.002] .004 [-.007]

r .325 .325 .304 .284 .222 .222 .189 .147
Father's B .186 .209 .191 .136 .002 .003 .004 .003Occupation beta .157 .177 .165 .125 .061 .010 .111 .090

r .411 .411, .396 .358 .261 A261 .247 .204
White B 8.623 NA NA .558 NA NA

beta .094 NA NA .189 NA NA
r .222 .222 NA NA .264 .264 NA NA

Vona -Farm B 3.486 NA .210 NAT1 Father betA
q7)

.057 NA .106 NA
r .219 .219 .224 NA .200 .200 .194 NA

EduCation 3.492 3.637 3.779 4.092 .068 .077 .068 .058beta .510 .531 .537 .554 .366 .347 -.311 .284
r .611 .611 .608 .609 .400 .400 .361 .318

S D of Residuals2 . 10.184 19.363, 19.368 19.452 .721 .740 .711 .654R .411 .400 .391 .384 .213 .170 .141 .107

1/ CPS allocated missing values on race, education, and income.

[Coefficients in brackets arelless than twice thcir standard error.]
e-
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o

White and Non-Farm Fathers from the equation reduces R
2

to 0.170.

Dropping non-whites from the sample then reduces R2 to 0.141. MIst

of this reduction_is attributable to thefact that 'the correlation

ilkbetween Education and Lnlncome is lower for whites than for the

full sample.

Eliminating men with fathers in agriculture lower$ the

correlation between father's occUpatfonal status and respondent's

occupational status from 0.396 to 0.358 but has little.overall

impact on the equation for occupational status. Eliminating men

with farm fathers has a more dramatic effect on the regrdbsions

involving Lnlncome. The correlations of Lnlncome with background
all

and education measures/ fall by at least a sixth. R
2

falls from

0.141 to 0.107.
.

Table. 14.6 helps explain why we obtaindd higher values of R
2

than Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan (19721 or Jencks et al (1972).

They all looked at white, non-farm OCG men. Expanding their sample

to include non-whites and men with farm fathers does not appreCiably

alter the results for occupational status, but it doubles the

percentage of variance we can explain in LnIncome. But as noted

earlier, R
2
is a deceptive standard for comparing samples with

#ifferent variances. Despite the icrease i,n R
2

, the standard

deviation of the residuals is 'larger for our usual sample

than for a sample restricted to Vhites with non-farm fathers., This-

also holds when we use Income rather than LnIncome as the dependent

variable and divide the residuals by the mean, .

Inequality among men who are alike on race, farm background, father's

education, father's occupational status, and their own education is

therefore slightly larger whell-one looks,at all males than when,one

719
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4
looks only It1White non-faz-M mal,es)k

5. 'Men with No)Tata I/ --4

Bureau reports .
,

' .../.:- The Cleasus- %% that it fails to locate about 2 perCent
1,

of 'ill 25-64 year' old male's-living in'the4U.S.

4w . .

. ,/
.

Of those whom it does
r

.

. , .

locate more than 99 percent -asjibme data. Most

t -65471 .

surveys do far less well. In OCG, for e, only 83

percent of those originallyicontacted by CPS returned the mailback

*
guestiOnnaire, even after repeated followups. In the PSID, only

.

76 percent of the initial sample was located and awd-to Le

interviewed and by the time of the fifth interview, on which we

liased most of our wlyses, only 55 percent of the original sample

'remarned. The figu4es for other surveys are similarwith Censds

"BureaU surveys genefally eliciting more cooperation than private

surveys.

In order to compensAte for non-response; survey oxgaization,s
,

weight different groups of vspondents according tc their

' "-estimated response rates. Thais tf 80 percent of whites but-only

rcent of:blacks participate in the survey, each white

ioant gets a weight of 1/0.80m 1.75, while each black gets t

, . 1
Mi 1/0.60 =-- l.6q. Unfortunately, there is no way of- knowing all the

0 .
<s{z.

chars teristicS. that affect a resymndent's chance ot:'

),

participating. Ifsione had suoh data, the survey would not be

needed in the first place. One can, hiswever, t,ii.fy.cebn
.14

g'r6ss dem9praihic characteristiclKhat affect response rates, like

place of residence, Sex,'age, race,, education, and income. If

%
.

ohe believes Cehsus estimates of the dis tr ibution of, these.t
41

,

.
characteristics for the target population,jone can weight one's

v.*

Itt

I

1
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sample to produce comparable distributions. This may or may not

suffice to make'the sample distributions o other subtler traits

approximate the distributions in the target population.

Weightins a sample to reprqduce the population means and

NPR-lances may not be either necessary or sufficient'to reproduce
4

,A

the population covariances, and Ilence the population correlations

A
and regrees'on coefficients. All we can say is that as the

"Irespons ate falls,ilthe likelihood that'weighting will compensate

adequately for non-response also falls. The reader should there-

fore be somewhat more suspicious of results obtained from samples

with low overall response rates, such as PSID, than of ren-ults_

'..

from samples with high response rates, such as the Census-end OCG.

This is particularly true if, as is the case with PSID, the

weighting scheme definot hven appear to reproduce the distributions

6./
of basic demographic variables.altogether accurately.

a- _.

Weighting has one further effect that also,deserves brief _comment.
* 4

Weighting some inividuarS' more heavily than others usually inflate?-;

e
t

e stard errors of one's estimates: But the relationship is

not'simple and cannot he estimated accurately simply by knowing
t

the distribution #the weights. One can get rough estimate% of

the maliktude of the bias by drawing a large number of, weighted t'

subsamples from the fu sample and comparing the vaeiance of

statistics from these subsamples to the variance one would anti-

,cipate in an unweighted sample.'

The ratio of weighted to unweighted sampl es

4e .
. .

gives the "efficiencr of the sampling design. A hte samplik

These issues are discussed in more detail in Chapters 7, 15, and
16 and inAppendix D.

7A.
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of 1000 with an efficiency of 0.50. for example, Is Sampling

variances comparable to an unweighted sample pf 500.

In order to get accurate est aces of standard errors in

regression analyses, one should standardize the_weightsiso their

mean is equal to the efficiency, of the sample. But in stratified

samples such as ours, the efficiency of the overall sample is not

94Ual to the efficiency of various gubsamples. PrecisiOn therefore

14

implies constant reestimation of efficiency and restandardization

of weights. We dill not attempt this. Instead, we standardized

our weights to 1.00. We then treated differences that were more
,

than twice their standard error as "statistically significant." 4111/

In an unweighted gnple, such differences would be significant.

at th110.05 level using a two-tailed ,test, or at the 0.025 level

using a one tailed test. In weighted samples they nay only be

significant at the 0.,l0 ox 0.20 level: But since4he 0205 level

is an arbitrarytcutoff point to begin With, the fact that we

- 4
are often using a somewhat wore liberal standard should not cause

much concern.

'e

6: Men with Partial Data

Even when respondents agree to be interviewed or return their question-
.

'naires, they seldom provide complete data Item non-response of 15 percent

is quite common in data of the kind-that corcerns us.

The Cenpus Bureau usually assigns non-respondents the value reported

by the last previous respondent who resemblos the non-respondent on some
r,-

presumptively relevant set of traits, such pex, race,.pge, and the like.

This is a good strategy if one's aim is to reproduce population distribution

722
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of sibgle variables. If one uses all the available data to allocate miss-
.

ing values, and if non-respondents are in fact like respondents with similar

measured characteristics, it will also reproducethe'bivariate distributions.

_ Rut in samples with large numbers of variables it is often impossible to

find another sample member who resembles the non - respondent in every re-

spect. Not elfin the Censud Bureau tries to do this. If this is not done,

usually
correlations and regression coefficients will/be,biased downward.

A second common strategy is to compute every statistic for all individ-

uals reportiqg the necessary data and then to assume that these %individuals

are representative of the entire sample. If this assumption is correct,

one can treat all the observed means, standard deviations,'and correlations

as if they applied to the full sample and can use them to compute regres-

sion equations for the full sample. 'If the assumption is-incorrect, however,
9

one can easily get results that do not apply to any population. If, for

exaMple, poor people fail to report their occupations, perhaps because
'

they have trouble describing their work comprehensibly, while rich people

fail to report their incomes, a "paifwise present" correlation matrix in-

volving education, occupation, and income will end up using some data for

the rich, some data for the poor, and some data for both. The results are

unpregc&able. In some cases one can get complete nonsense.

A third strategy, which appears preferable in almost every respect to

the second, is to use only individuals with complete data. These individuals

constitute the "listwise"'samPle in SPSS, which was the statisticalipackftge

we used for most of our analyses., The listwise sample typically excludes

something like a third of the initial respondents, so it is important to check

each of the listiise statistics against the analogous pairwise statistic

to see if they differ to any appreciable degree. If they differ, we know that

the complete data sample is unrepresentative. It does not follow however,

ti ', I (-Ai
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that we are then better off analyzing the "pairwise" sample. The pairwise

sample will, of course, have the apparent advantage of being larger, since each

statistic is computed from a larger number of cases. But since multivariate

statistics from the pairwise sample inv6lve pooling a large number of over-
-.

lapping samples, we cannot compute their sampling errors in the usual way

even if we assume that item non-response is random. If non-response is not

random, the pairwise-results have no clear interpretation,

Fortunately, the pairwise and listwise samples yield essentially the

same results in all our major samples. The Veterans sample was the main

exception. There, missing AFQT scores were non-randomly diptributed. The

nairwise sample therefore miseitimated the change in the coefficient of

education when predicting earnings. We therefore used the listwise

sample in all our multivariatO analyses.

11.1ra'' 4hr
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Chapter 15

DO DIFFERENT SURVEYS YIELD SIMILAR RESULTS ?

by

Gregory Jadkson

Chapterl described our overall target population: non-student, non-

military males aged 25-64 with positive earnings. The Veterans, NLS, Talent,

and Ka*lamazoo samples cover different subsets from this targetpopulatiob;

restricted by age, geographic location, or military experience. Thelapters

describing these samples all attempt to assess the impact of these restrictions

and.1 will consider them no further.

The OCG, }A, Census, }SID and NORC Brothers surveys purport to represent

the target population. The NORC Brothers sample is so small, hoWever,, that-

even large differences between it and national norms can be due to sampling

error. I will therefore ignore it. There are some minor differences

among the othe( 'four samples. The Census, for example, covers military

families. The samples also span the eleven,vears from 1962 to 1972.
There are also differences in tHe way different

organizations drew their samples, in the survey instruments, in thu definition

of certain concepts, and in the coding of variables in the data files wp

obtained. It is possible to eliminate many of these differences,,but in

order to do'this one must' deliberately reduce the_data to crude form, wasting

much of its potential value. We therefore based our substantive analyses

on samples and coding procedures we know too be somewhat dissimilar, in order

to extract maximum information from the data. But it is important to know

whether the surveys yield aimilar results when known differences_ are

eliminated. I eliminated as many differences among these five,

surveys as I could, first%by making sample coverage as similar as s$ible

and second by making variable definitions and codiog as similar ap possible.

I Can thus: investigate pod certain basic relationships differ irom sample

to sample. If the differences are small, then our diverse samples probably

represent a common.population.

2 5
f tney are not, the verywe must be ve

17
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' Chapter 16 shows precisely hcw changes in sample coverage and

measurement affect the apparent, relationship between education and earnings.

It is thus complementary to the present analysis, although it is confined

to only two varia.ales.

My analysis tries IDo define the. five samples as similarly asipossible.

Most other studies for this project eliminated student ane military respondents.

,

However, this was impossible for the OCG sample. Moreover, the PSID and PA

surveys were restricted to heads of households. I therefore kept stUd4nts

and military men it and eliminated men who were not household heads from all
a

five samples. I also excluded respondents lacking data oa any of the variables

under consideration (except for men who had no father at home at age 15 and

faileo to report his education or occupation). This has c:ifferent effects

in different samples. 0CC respondents who failed to report education or

income were allocated valu2s using standard CPS procedures. There were no flags'

on the OCG tape for ident Eying allocated values, so OCG respondents who had complete

data on other items r,emair in my sample. Census respondents who failed to report

an item also received allocated values. The flag identifying allocated income values

was defective in*the tape I used, so men Who reported all items other.than income

remain in the Census'sample. PSID men who failed to repot education but were il-

literate were allocated tc the lowest education category. These men could not be

excluded.

The resulting samples thus consist of male household heads, aged 25 to 64, with ,

positive income and complete data cm the relevant variables. ,'leaves 10,770 men

in my OCG. sample,.1,223 men in the PA, 331,738 in the Cenpas and 2,301 in the PSID

Variables

I used nineteen variables for these

\

sample comparisons. In several cases, I

sacrificed detail ,:o insure comparable coding for all surveys. The surveys' reports

of Father Absent, Father White Collar,-Father Foreign, Race, Age, Nonsouth Upbringing,

and Nonfarm Upbringing were comparable already, and required no sacrifice or modification.



The PA and ZIDolid not codes Father's Occupation or Occupation into

detailed categories. I therefore coded occupational data from all surveys

44Itto nine broad categories. I then assigned each category its estimated

mean Duncan score. (The actual values are given in Table 15.f.) If an OCG

respondent had no father at home when he was 15 or 16 years old and failed

to report Father's Occupation, I assigned him the sample mean.

The PA and PSID also used different categories from the Census and

OCG to code Father's Education and Education. I collapsed categories to

make all the surveys alike,-"

When a respondent reported fewer than nine years of education for himself

or his father, I assigned him a value of 6.5. I assigned,mean Father's

Education values to rionrespondents who had no fathers at home at age 15

or 16.

The only adjustment required for Siblings was to code any respondent

who had more than eight sibling's as though he had reported ten.

Income and/or earnings was available in dollars in the PSID and PA

surveys, in hundred-dollar-intervals in the Census, and in seventeen

differently sized categories in the OCG. Moreover, the mean income of

Americans almost doubled from 1961 to 1973, according to the Current

Population Survey.

To complicate matters further, A variable

giving earnings as distinct froth total income was unavailable in the OCG.

1/ After preliminary analysis, I realized that in fact the Education and
Fathers Education codings were slightly different. Specifically, onlyPSID and PA respondents who completed advanced degrees were coded 18, whilein the OCG and Census any beyond sixteen years was so coded.
This error, which I could not correct in time, probably inflates the

6estimates of advanced schooling's effects on occupational and financial
success for the PSID and PA surveys.

tilk
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Table 15.1

frequencies, Means and Standard Deviations of Specially Definid Variables
fof Subsamples of Four National Surveys

Variable
Description Coding OCG PA Census PSID

N 10770 1223 33738 2391,--'

White 0 8.7 9.5 8.4 11:0
1 91.3 90.5 ) 91.6 89.d ,y

Mean .913 .905 .916 .890

S.D. .282 .291 .277 .313

Father Absent At Age 15/16 0 84.8 (NA) (NA) 98.9

1 15.2 1
S. 1.1

Mean .152" .011

S.D. .359 .104

Father's Occupation
Laborer 12 13.0 (NA) (NA) 9.7

Farmer 14 26.3 26.9

Operative 18
,
14.1 16.2

Craftsman 31 17.7 22.2

Clerical, Sales 47 7.5 5.2

Self - Employed Business 48 7.5 7.3

Manager 58 3.8 4.9

Professional 75 4.7 6.6

,

Father Absent & NA 1 5.5 1.1

Mean 27.590 28.739

S.D. 17.172 18-.245

Father's Education 4,

8 or less 6.5 66.3 75.6 (NA) 66.2

Some high school 10 9.5 6.2 7.2

Finished high school 12 12.7 10.2 13.6

Some college 14 4.2 3.7 4.4

Finished College 16 ,2.7 3.4 3.7

Some Graduate Eduption lq. 1.7 0.8 1.8

Father Absent & NA * 3.0 /2 1.1

Mean 8.351 7.976 8.411

S.D. 2.951 2.816 3.103

Father White Collar 0 71.0 (NA) (NA) 75.0

1 23.5 23.9

Father Absent & NA3 41 '- *' 5.5 1.1

Father Fore.ign

Mean .248

S.D. .420,

.239

.427
4

0 75.7 80.9 (NA) 84.2

1 24.3. 19.1

Mean .243

S.D. .429

.191

.394

15.5

.155

.362
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Variable Description Coding

Siblings 0

1

2

3

4

5 V

6

7

10

Mean
S.D.

Non th Upbringing 0

:57

Non Farm Upbringing

Age (grouped)

(ungrouped)

Education

Experien

(ungrouped)

uped)

1

Mean
S.D.

0

1

Mean
$.D.

25-29
30-

35-

40-

45-

50-_

'55-

60-64

Mean
S.D.

6.5

10

12

14

16

18

Mean
S

1-5

-10
-15

-20

-25

- 30

-35

- 40

- 45

-50

Mean
S.D.

-66j-

p OCG PA Census PSID

5.8 7.4 (NA) 6.2
12.2 14.8 16.2

15.0 17.3 15.8

13.8 12.4 15.3
11.1 10.3 12.2

9.5 10.1 8.6

7.8 7.8 7.0
6.6 5.6 6.0

18.4 14.2 12.7
4.515 4.065 3.967

3.179 ,3.062 2.955

29.4 31.9 (NMI' 31.0

70.7 68.1 -""69.0

.707 .681 .1114°

.455 .466

21.4 37.9 (NA) 31.7

78.6 62.1 68.3

.786 .621 .683

.410 .485 .465

. .

12.0 12.3 13.2 16.7

14.2 12.1 12.5 12.7

'1!.6 13.2 12.7 12.2

14.9 14.6 13.7 15.5

13.4 14.6 14.1 13.7

12.6 124 12.8 11.8

10.0 11.0 11.5 9.2

7.5 9.6 9.4 8.2

42.899 43.769 43.697 42:481

10.619 11.057 11.114 11.137

27.8 24.2 , 21.4 18.0

19.1 19.1 19.4

28%6 29.9 31.3 30.9

10.4 11.5 11.9 16.5

8.2 11.7 7.9 11.9

6.0 3.6 8.1 6.4,

10.988 11.202 11.375 11.878

3.470 3.329 3.571 3.312

0.1 0.2 0.1

2.7 3.4 3.4 5.1

9.9 10.4 11.1 13.1

13.3 10.9 12.1 13.2

14.1 i 3.1 11.9 1111.C,)

/1.4.1 13.6 12.2 13.6

.'
i

12.7 13.1 13.3 13.5

I 11.4 11.6 11.9 10.6

1 9 9( . 9.9 10.6 8.6

7.5 8.3 8.4 7.0

4.3 5.8 4.8 3.9

24.772 25.446 25.148 23.513

11.859 12.354 12.340 12.221

729
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'Variable Description Coding OCG PA Census PSID

Occupatiqn

aborer 12 12.4 9.4 12.3 8.9

Farmers 14 5.9 5.8 2.9 3.8

OperativesS 18 18.9 15.5 18.8 16.4

Misc. 29 3.5

Craftsmen 31 21.2 21.9 23.6 21.5

Clerical, Sales 47 11.6 11.1 13.7 11.5

Self-Employed 48 7.5 9.5 3.5 7.3

Managers 58 9.2 9.4 9.4 13.7

Professionals 75 13.5 .13.8 15.7 16.9

-Mean Mean 36.745 3E.147 37.937 40.752

S.D. 20.986 20.45: 21.310 21.298

Income 250
\

2.6 0.8 1.4 0.5

750 2.0 1.7 1.8 0.9

1250, 2.4 2.0 2.3 1.9

1750 2.4 2.5 3.0 2.0

2250 3.7 2.4 2.4 3.2

2750 3.7 3.9 oftis 4.1 4.2

3250 5.7 3.4 5.5 3.8

3750 5.1 4.8 6.4 4.5
4.,

4250 6.5 7.5 4.7 6.1

4750 6.7 5.9 ' 8.9 6.6

5500 16.2 13.4 16.6 13.2

6500 13.0 13.1 ' '12.4 12.6

7500 10.3 11 MA e rlf9.4 11.0

-'
A 9.3 14.49000 8.8 13 T

12000 7.4 '8.8 7.5 10.2

18000 2.8 3.3 2.9 * 3.7

33000 1.0 2.0 1.3 1.2

Mean 6250 7049 6436 7066

S.D. 4397 5082, 4626 4601

--.

Ln Income Mean 8.499 8.646 8.549 8.678

S.D. .792 .702 .726 -.646

% .

Income 1/3 Mean 17.535 18.312 17.752 18.435

S.D. 4.047 4.010 3.935 3.753

1/ PS ID did not ask this question. We treated fathers as absent if sons reported neither

Father's E ducation nor Father's Occupation. OCG nonrespGrdents were assigned 27.1.

PSID nonrespondents were assigned 25.

2/ PSID did not ask :his question. We treated lathers as absent if sons reported
neither wae-er's education nor "ather's lccupation. nnn respondents wereiassigned
8.4. PSID respondents were assigned 8.

3/See footnote 2. OCG respondents were assigned 0.237. PSID respondents were assigned
0.25.

4/ The Census asked this question, but it was not available on my extratt tape.
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These complications dictated a three-step adjustment procedure.

First, I used total income rather than earnings in all surveys. Next,

I deflated income to 1961 levels, using the ratio of CPS mean income for

25-64 year old men in the year under study to CPS mean income in 1961 as

a divisor. Finally, I assigned the responderft the midpoint, dollars,

of the OCG category into which this deflated total fell (see Table 15.1).

When Are Samles "Similar"?

The basic criterion for sample similarity is simple: it must be

reasonable to assert that the samples are drawn from the same population.

This is impossible to determine directly, since the characteristics of

the population are unknown. The usual procedure is to use data from

different samples to,infer a set of population parameters.and then to see
-°

whether the distribution of sample estimates accords with statistical

predictions. However, even when deviations from such ideal distributims

are significant, as they almost always are for the 'ewe) largest samples in

my analysis, they are often too small to deserve serious attention. Rather

than rely on statistical tests of significance, therefore, I will present'

the actual parameters, along with enough statistics for the reader to make

such tests as he or she ggire.

The bulk of the analysis in this report involves multiple-regression

equations. Regression results depend on sample means, standard-deviations and
section

correlations. The next/of this chapter discUssee the variables' frequency dis-

tributions, whictipdetermine their means and standard deviations. After that I

examine bivariate relationships, both by Comparing regression coefficients

and by considering changes in the mean and standard deviation of the outcome

,variables -- Education, Occupation., and Income across categories or

specified ranges of the background variables.

731
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This set of analises will permit me both to evaluate they general

hypothesis that these four samples represent the same p:43ulation and to

identify differences'in some detail. Since I have chosen not to use

formal statistical tests to examine the differences, I must specify some

alternative criteria for

1/34

characteristics Ee imp
4754

or distinct features, and central tendency.

similarity. For frequency distributions, three

general shape, the presence of outliers

(I consider dispersion to be

part of shape.) The sample-to-sample variation in the first two can be
4

assessed from a simple frequency table, that of the last from the mean,

,median, and/or mode of the distributibn. For bivariate relationships,

there are also three important characteristics: whether the relationship

is linear, the slope of the regression line, and the amount of variation

around the regression line. Differences in these characteristics.can

be assessed from the tables which give the mean and standard
tr,

deviation of a "dependent" or outcome variable for each category or range

_pf an 'independent" or background variable.

The tables/ l'-the next two sections include
in

enopgh information

to perform standard statistical tests.' II general, however, I willil compare

variables' distrib tibris and interrelationships using graphic methods,

and will comment ofingiftfeatures.that make particular graphs very different.

Frequency Distributions

Table 15.1 presents frequencies, means, and sianfard deviations for Bach

variable by sample. It is important in_ examining these statistics to

4
remember that the data span ten years, and that only Income is adjusted

for changes over this period. With that warning in mind, I will proceed

to consider them seriatim.
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The PSID sample has the highest proportion of non-white respondents,

11 percent, while the Census has the lowest, 8.4 percent. The difference

between ISID and the ether surveys dprives from the inclusion of Spanish

Americans as non-whites - a regrettable error. 'The other differences are too

small to deserve analysis. 11*

Thcr. mean Duncan scores for Father's Occupation in the OCG and the PSID

differ by 1.1 points. An examination of the frequencies suggests that

this difference arises in the extremes of, the distribution: 'there are

3.3 perce'nt fewer laborers and service workers (Duncan score 12), 1.1 perce4t

more-managers (58), and 1.9 pe-scent more professionals (75)-in the PSID

than there are in _the OCG. Again, given the 10 year interval between surveys,

the differences appear reasonable and minor.

The Aistributions of Father's Education are remarkably similar for

the OCG, PA, and PSID samples. The PA mean is one-half year lower than

the others, primarily because about 8 percent more respondents in this

survey had fathers with less than eight years ot schooling. Since two

thirds or more of the responses are grouped in tIis lower. category, it

is difficult to say whe er the differences across the four samples on

this variable are consistent with any partic/kar explanation.

The proportion of respondents whoSe fathers were born outside the

U.S. varies widely, from 24.9 percent in the OCG to 15.5 percent in the

"I
I

4

4-
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PSIS. This presumably reflects the decline .in irmnigration'after 1914.

n '

The data fo,' Siblings reflect the-lberican trJnd toward smaller families.

The mean declines from the OCG's 4.5 to the PSID's 4.0; the incidence of

smtll families- increases while that of large families declines.'

The proportion of responden't's born or raised in the South does net

yaw Mech from survey to survey.. This is not true fpr farm'upbringing:

the 21.4,percentof the-OCG respondOnts who were raised on a farm is 10

percentage points less that, the PSID's 31.7 percent and a.full 16 percentage
t . to $

points' lower than the PA's 37.9 percehL This. probably) results from dif-
..-

gii,ferences in the questions used *obtain these data. ,PSID and PA espondenti':
. .

wer$
.

wers all asked whether they had grown up on a farm. OCG respondents-were

s .
asked whether they were still living in the same community as-when they

t ,

were 16. If they had moved, they were then specifically asked if they had

itlived on a farm at 16. If they had not changed conmtunities, they were

only assumed to.have lived n a farm at 16 if they lived on a farm at tiv,

time of the survey,. Those who haB moved from a fart to a town in the.same
A

"community", or whose "community"' h volved from farm b town were thus

treated as having grown up in a town.

The Age,ana Education - distributions do, not vary marke4ly from survey

to survey, except to refleOkthe continuing increase in average educational

iptainment. There are some differences, most notably the 8.1 percent-df
ry

the Census respondents wfo reported more than sixteen years of schooling.

41(4
,This is probably due, as I noted before, to the Census' willingness to

ror,.
count years of schooling beyond A even"if no degree ensued..I.The Experience'-

1
4

° L . .

Ordriable in
each survey is ronstepcted from Age and Educati^n,,and s used

N
. , . .

primarily ty redudb"the bias in multiple- regression estimat df Education's
.. , .

f

73 -4 ,f



effects. Therefore, its dist ibution is completely determined by these '

variables' distributions and interrelationship, and I will not analyz

in any detail.
. 4

As the U.S. has mo rom a labor-bound to a service- and supervision -

oriented economy,'the iStribution of Occupation should have changed.

Since services and supe isory occupations have a higher status in_Duncan's
. -r

scheme thair labor occupations, the average Duncan,score s uldlphave risen.

1(m
This trend is evidentin the four surveys I am comparing, owever, they

also display some Systematic variation that.` is not consistent with this

trend. Specifically, the PA and PSID respondents, who were selected and

interviewed by the University of Michigan's Survet Research'Center, have

Vhigtier average Duncan score than the OCG and Census respondents, who were

selected and interviewed by the Census Bureau. he source of these differences

is apparent.in the distributions themselves: the SRC seems to'find and/or

.sudtesdfulf;..intervie fewer laborers and operatives and more self - employed
A

businessmen than the CensusBureau does. I have neither a ready explanatiop,

for these findings nor any estimate of their likely-impact.

It is worth_noting that neither PA nor PSID respondents are more -

likely than OCG respondents to be f4me'rs, which reinforces my view that

14,

the disparities among samples in Nonfarm Upbringing are due to the questions

used and not to sanile pifferences.

The differences between SRC and Census Bweau'samples'reappear in the

w

Income statistics, which are adjusted to 1961 levels. The kZand PSID 4

means are virtually identical, and six to eight hundred 1961 dollars hiofite

th4 the.00G'and CensuAlin sill' The distributions reflect these differences:
, .

.

.

there are fewer poor and more well-off respondents in the PA and PSID

Y
':-,.samples than there are in the Census and OCG samples.
,IP ,

, J

J.
7:3,5
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It is clear from this retiew of simple - frequency distributions that

the four samplts I am-comparing do not describe the same population. .Instead,

CAy describe popuAtions that differ in two systematic ways, over time
.00.

and by survey organization. The first of these is to be ez cted,.and

need cause.no worry, but tIle second is more troubling.

The basic difference between the populations sampled by the Survey,

Research Center and-the Census Bureau is'their socioemnomic status, whether

measured by mean Duncan score, the sLae of different occupational categories,

or mean income. Relative to the Census sampling frame, the SRC tends to

successfully interview either fewer poop, lot- status respondents or more

well-off, high-status ones than it should.

However, its respondents' race, family size, and ipbringing do not,differ

fran those of Census BrueaU respondents, so the b as mist be accomplished

ip subtle ways.

4, 6

AP

1 I have intentionally implied. that the Census frame it- more realistic;
Most evaluations of the Census Bureau's`surveys contend that low-status
persons iie,underenumerated, Therefore, if both organizations err, the
SRC's err Zr is in the same direction as and larget than the Cehsts'.

_

4

L--
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Only a two-way Joint frequency distribution fully describes the relation-.
r

ship betweeh two variables. Unf9rtunatcy, displaying these distributions

takes *great dealsof speed, and the amount of detail they Contain makes

'1
them very difficult to interpret,let alon compare. In this.aitalysis

I will not exapine'joint frequency dis ibuti but summary tables giving
P

the 'mean and standard deviation of Education,

ccupotion, and Income for each category of each kausally prior

variable'

and assess'their e4planatory p er, but I will not emphasize this application.

. Such tables can be Used to construct regression equatio:.s

My interest is whether the relationship of outcome to background variables

varies from survey to survey. These tables provide a clearer

answer than regression coefficients do. The progressisin of means reflects

the linearity or nonlinearity Of the relationship. whilevathe pattern of

standard deVlations indicates how coherent -- that is, grouped around the

average trend -- the_ relationship is. 4 From this information it is posLble

to infer how accurately the'bivariate correlation and regression coefficients,

which both assume linearity,, summarlre the relationships. Tables 15.2 through 15.16

give means and standard deviations of eat outcome variable by categories
1/4

of each background variable and the corresponding correlation and regression

coefficients. Plots of outcome means by background-variable .

categories accompany mostaLof the tables, and are numbered correspondingly.

I will start by looking at the impact of a,respondent's traits on his

education. Then I will look at these same traits' impact on his occupation.

Finally, I will look at their impact on his income.

(I

C-
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The Determinants of Education

4

I

Figure 15.2 displays the progression of Education means for the OCG

;"4ind PSID samples (the data are fraaTable 15.2). The two patterns are

similar except the PSID is generally higher, and particularly so at

the lower end' (laborers, service workers, farmers, and ope'ratives). - Since

almost halt of each survey's respondents fall in this lower range, the
Mt

best-fitting regression lines have different slopes: a ten -point difference

in father's Dun:an sore is associ.ated z..:ith an 0.65 year increase in Rucation

in OCG and an (.67 year increase in PSID. There are also differences in the

variation aroupu this line: the Ibrl) men with tow status tatners brave more varied

education than. their (CG counterparts, while PSID men with high status fathers

are lessvaried than their counterparts.

The kuarent effects of Father's Education in Table 15.3 resemble

one another more than thq_se of Father's Occupation. There_ appears to

be a rather uniform, linear relationsh p between Paprer'ff Education

and Education. Ian eadi survey, hbwever, about three quarters b&the

respondents' fathers completed eight or fewer years of schoolin9, and

this weights heavily the left or lower part of the plots -- where the

sUtys differ most -- in least - squares calculations. The regression

coefficients in Table 15.3 refleeyhir.The PSID curve, which rises most

slowly on the left side of the plot, yields the smallest coefficient,

while the other two surveys' virtually parallel lower'prot's constrain

their coefficients' to be almost equal.:1-/

c

3/ Differences between little-eduCat,edfathers may have

a smaller impact on Education in the PSID than they do in other surveys.
An alternative explanation, however, is that 6.5 years reasonably characterizes
the zero-to-eight category in the OCG and PA samples but is too low for the

' PSID. A

738-
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d'f Table. 15.2

Education by Categories of Father's-Occupation for OCG and PSID Male

Household Heads 25-64 With Complete Data and Non -Zero Income

Father's Occupation
(Duncap Score)

)41)

OCG

k

PS=
' Mean

(S.D.)

N Mean

(S.D.)

Total 10.988 10770 11.878 2301

("3,470) (3.312)

Laborers or Service (12) 10.094 1395 10.278 223
(3.074) (3.183).

Farmers (14) 9.450 2825' 619

(3.167) . (3.390)

Operatives (18) 10.715 1621 11.806 372

(3.084) (3.085)

Craftsmen, Foremen(31) 11.219 1908 14699r 510
(3.105) (2.821)

Cleri:cal, Sales (47) 13.154 13.301 120

(2.941) (2.732)

Self-Employed 1.21854 803 13.843 167
Business (48) (3.432) (3.202)

Agnagers, Officials (58) '13.863 411 14.267 112
(2,800) (1.986)

Professional, 14.502 504 14.383 152
Teachers (75) (3.165) (?.629)

Father Absent * 9.907 593
1

10.-807 ' 25

(.3.098) ,,' (3.142)
.

4

4()

Correlation (r) .41895 e 11,37525

Urstandardized Regression .04466 i .06762
Coefficient,(b). c.

*Question not asked in AID. .Category includes men who failed to adswqr questions
on both father's education and father's occvpation. -

739
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Table 15.3

Education by Categories of Father's Education for OCG, PA, and PSID
Male Household Heads 25-64 with Complete Data and Non-Zero Income.

Father's
Education

OCG PA PSID
Mean
(S.D.)

N Mean
(S.D.)

N Mean
(S.D.)

Total 10.991 10764 11.202 1223 11.878 2300

(3.469) (3.329) (3.312)

f

0-8 (6.5) 10.188 7130 10.416e 925 11.104 1570

(3.274) (3.146) (3.247)

9-11 (10) 12.011 1024 12.789 76 12.886 165

(3.055) (2.459) (2.884)

12 12.663 1363 13.304 125 13.334 312

(3.055) (2.701) (2.687)

13-15 (14) 13.390 447 14.411 45 14.178 101

(2.932) (2.507) (2.384)

16 14.448 292 14.905 42, 14.405 86,

(2.886) (2.128) (2.521)

17-or more (18) 15.673 183 15.600 '10 15.977 42 /

(2.594) (1.838) . (1.902)

Father Absent * 9.367 326 10.807 25

(3.005) (3.142)

r .38739 .43062 .37306

b .45552 .50907 .39819

*Question not asked in FSIlt Category includes men who failed to answer questions

on both father's education and father's occupation.

t" 4
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ti

kThe'different surveys' correlations between Educ ion and Siblings,

in Table 15,4, cluster around -0.32. The regression coefficients are also
and

.

similar,/ figure 15.4 demonstrates why this is so: the OCG and PA

patterns are virtually identical and parallel tothe PSID pattern, which

is about 0.7 years higher.

1'5.5, .,
Figure 15.5 presents the data frohTable / but with Age translated

intONyearof birth. Since Education generally increases little past the

and 35 men who were, say, 35 to 39 years old in the

1962 OCG survey should have the same mean

Education as those who were 45 to 49 years old in the 1972 PSID survey.

'The plots support this view very well for men bokn after 1925. They

r

s...,
.

support it reasonably well for older men, and'there is no c ar.pattern

to the departures.

The Determinants of Occupation'

Figure 15.2 and Table 15.2 showed that men with low-status lathers got more

education in the }SID than in the.00G. It is reasonable

to expect these better-educated"men to have entered higher status'

occupations, and the data in figure and Table 15.6 fulfill this expectation.

Thd1152 men in the PSID sample whose fathers' occupations were professiOnal

or technical. got Itoutithe same Education as their OCG CounterpiFts, but

their-occupational status was 6 Duncan points --,or about two sevenths of

a standard deviation -- lower. In general, both the table and the.plots

suggest the differences in the effect of Father's Occupation on Education

carry over into its effects on Occupation.

The sample-to7sample differences 'in the effect of Father's Education

on Education also carry forward into Occupation. Again the regression

and correlation coefficients are heavily influenced by the mean for

74 5
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Table 15.4

Education by Number of Siblings for OCG, PA and PSID Male Household Heads 25-64

with coloplete Data and Non-Zero Income

t--

OCG PA , -PSID

Mean
(S.D.)

N Mean
(S.D.)

N
r

Mean
(S.D.)

N ,P

; I.

Total 10.988 10770 11.202 1223f'` "11.878 2301

0.470) (3.329) (3.312)

0 12.578 628 12.555 91 13.342 143

(3.'302) (3.268) (2.993)

12.865 1308 12.680 181 13.187 373

(3.266) (3.202) (2.975)

2 " 12.106 161U 12.012 212 12.867 363

(3.261) (3.216) (3.194)

r ,
3 11.192 1484 11.638 152 12.367 352

(3.389) (2.922) (3.057)

4 10.868 1.94 10.913 126 11.479 281

(3.268) 1 (2.991) (3.077)

5 10.339 1017 10.460 124 11.237 197

(3.287) (2.894) (3.066)
4

6 9.843 844 9.895 95 10.449 160

(3.057), (3.275) (2.968)

7 9.660 707 1 9.603 68 10.163 139

(3.190) (3.243) (2.882)

8+4) 9.547 1978 9.667 174 10.092 , 293

(3.241) (3.268) (3.447)

-.34552 -.31899 -.33916

b -.35532 -.372 -.38013 A Jr

.'N

(
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Table 1573 Isp

Education by Age ior OCG, Pa, Tuattand PSID Aausebilld Head/125-64 rithl)
Complete Data and Non-Zero Inc

t9
(1964) Census (1970)OCG (1962) PA PSID (1972)

Mean N

Total 101988 '10770
(3.470)

25 -29. 12.039 1289
(3.b84)

30-34

,

11.915 ' 1527

(3.313)

11.51E 1679

(i.393),' 4 ' 11

11.146

(3.344)

Mean N

-AP
11.202 1223

(3.329)

12.503 151
(2.829)

4.*

12.155 148
(3.343)

11.719
Oft

162
' (3.064)

Mean N

11.482 33738
(3.113)

12.639 446G

-(2.p42)

12.356 4229
(34124),

1603 11.699 178

(3.(k2) Y

16.941 179
(a.219)

10 1Z68 1441

(3.756)

10.316 -1358

(3.5011

55-59 9.694 1070

(S.449)

"s1/4

60-6411 9.360 802

(3.518)'

-.08117

Iv,

0

4.6

1043 *52 fp
(0.3861b

70.252

(3.420)'

8.953 4118

(3.142)

\

-.2951111.

-.08885

12.137 4281
(3.1p6)

11.614
(3.4,12)

I
4622 .12.223

(3.299)

11.146 4754

(3.346)'

40.894 4330'
(3.356) ft

Mean V
(S.D.)

144878

(3.312)

2301

12.46. 383
ft(2.6 )

12.635

(2.864)

12.294 282

(3.473)

P9293

3.p.331

- (3.458)

)i85:5

3175
8)

G-.25462

11.08181

-4

11'

4

356

11.405 ,316

(3.426)

11.736 272

(3.429)

10.47k 211

(3.503)

aS6 188

(3:642)

-.22194 `

7.06090
4.4

0

41
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Table 15.6'

A.
.

Occupatio (Status by Father'abccupa ion for OCG and .PSID Male Household
Heads 25- ith,Complete Data and Non Zerq Income

,

Fatbir's OCG) 1

.1
Occupation. Mean

M.D) I

1

i

1Total
1k.

36.745 10770;

(20.983)

-----

Laborerict Servie (12) 30.493 1395
`118.815)

Farmer (14) 28.634 2825
.

. (1842)

Opexativ,/(18) 34.888 1521
0 ! , (20.111)

...

Misc (19/29)..

Craftsmen & Foremen (31) , 38.654 1908
(19.662)

'Clerical &Sales (47) 48.387 811
,(20.492) ;4)

.

Self-Employed (48) " 4 aa7.7....--P sou
Business. '(19.33dr)

,

_ .

Managers, Officials (58) 51.487 411
(19 439)/

A-4,
.

Professionals, 5571S1 504
...

Teachers (75) (`2"1.196)

,Father AhSent

1

r

31.657 593
(19.1/14)

p38129

/.46598

(

PSID t
Mean .

(S.D.)

N

40.753

(21.298)

32.430

2301

223

(19.656)
t

34.242 619

(20.325)

40.610 372

(21.581)

.41.980 510 ) -;
1 (20.024)

,48.4; 120
(19.40 )

51.376 .167

(19.187)

154.460 112

(17.775)

)49.191 152
_ti

"(22.135)

34.506 25

19.661

.27637

.32262

I

I
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1

respondents with little-educated fathersAut in general the plate.in

Figure 15,7 are parallel. The 10 PA responderits'whose fathers got 17 or more

years of schooling had a mean'OcOupation st =ikingly lower than their OCQ

and PSID counterparts, but'since there are only 10 of them, their statistical

-
impact is smaXl. co

The relationship been Siblings, and Octupation in Table 15.8 is quite

similar in the different samples, as the near-equal regression and correlation

ooefiiMOrpts suggest.' The plots support this, except that

the 152 PA respondents who had three sibling's seem to have. had a higher

mean than their counterpart in the "other surveys. This discrepancy is
0

not due to differences in Ed caticl$0the three-sibling respondents in all

three surveys got about the same *amount of schooling (see Table Ina Figure

15.4.

Duncan's status coding for occupations depends on the educatien,and
le$

income that men in each occupational category reported to the 1950 Census.

The coincidence of the plots en Figure 15.9 (and of the corresponding

data in Table 16.9) indicates.that the geoppel distribution of Duncan scores

within education"categories has remained banstant. This, in turn,)suggests

both that the relationship between education and occupational statug\has

remained fairly constant or, in effect, that the Duncan scale's validity

as,a measure of educationally-defined occupational status -- at least

this aggiegate level -- did not change-over the 1,61-1971 period.
,

1$did not"consider Table 15.10, Occupation by Experience, in any-detailI.
because of. the dep once ofEliperience on Age and Education. In any

event, there are'only minor differences to explain.

.753
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Table i5.7

'ccupational Status by Father's Education for OCG, PA, and PSID Male Household
Heads 25-64 with Complete Data and Non-Zero Income

Father's OCG ° PA

.Education Mean N Mean,

Total

0 -8

9-11

(S.D.) (S.D.)

36.753 10764 38.147 1223

(20.991) . ,(20.453)

33.106 7130 34.717, 925

(19.533) (19.325)

40.104 1024 45.039 76

(21.472) (20.3.89)

12 44.356 1363' 47.504 125

(21.760) (19.996}

13-15 48.332 447 52,289 45

(20.529) (21.116)

16- 54.014 292 56.143 42

(20.493) (17.092)

17 or
more (18)

Absent

r

b

57.166 183 46.900 10

(19.399) (23.530)

31.414-4"
(18.429)

.29306

a

O

326
O

.30154

2.1901

4

w

A

PSID
Mean
(S.D.)

40.754 2300

(21.293)

37.348 1570

(20.583)

44.375 165

(22.289)

47.898 312

(20.362)

50.794 101

(20.411)

52.847' 86

(18.360)

55.659 42

(21.367)

34.506 ' 25

(19.661)

%.2548S

1.7494

rt
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Table 15.8

nccupational Status by Number of Sihlincq for nra, PA, 1-1,1 pc,Tp Male Houseol,'
Heads 25-64 with Complete:Data and Non-Zero Income

Number of
Siblings

'OCG

- Mean .

(S.D.)

N

PA
Mean
(S.D.)

N
P6ID
Mean

(S.D.)

N

Total 36.747 10770 38.147 1223 40.752 2301

20.980 (20.453) (21.299)

0 43.654 628 42.758 91 44.835 143

(22.236) (22.162) (23.761)

1 45.155 1308 43.492 181 47,911 373

(22.120) (21.158) (20.583)

2 41.176 1611 42.005 212 46.029 363

(21.496) (21.142) (21.533).

3 ?7.390 1484 42,513 152 40.762 352

(0.788) (20.270) (21.464)

4 36.497 1194 36.087 126 38.055 281

(19.980) (18.445) (19.755)

5 33.589 '1017 33.21$ 124 37.823 197

(19.752) (18.796) (19.960)

p

6 31.573 844 33.274 95 36.573 160

(18.571) (18.889) (20.061)

7 31.736 70T 32.397 68 34.048 131

(19.175) (18.356) (19.330)

8+ (10) 30.679 1978 31.517 174 33.580 293

(18.888) (18.502) (19.554)

r

e
b

-.22830

-1.5071'

-.21560

-1.4401

-.22058

-1.5898

4

0
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Table 15.9
r

ne-cunational status PAucation for ECG, PA, ,C,,,nsus, and PSID Male Household
*ads 25-6ifewith Complete Data and Non-Zero Income

EduLatiOn
6.

OCG
Mean

(S.D.) N

PA

Mean

(S.D. )i

Census P

Mean

(S.D.) N

PSID
Mean
(S.D.) N

Total 36.744 10770 38.147 '1223 37.937 33738 40.753 J2301

(20.986) (20.453) (21.310) 0 (21.297)

0-8 24.289 2992' 24:436 296 24.186 7207' 25.530 414

(13.817) (12.737) (12.929Y (14.426)

9-11 29.271 2051 #30.468 233 29.054 6537* 30.239' 374

(15.842) (14.538) (15.513)4' 45.826)

12 36.198 3075 3/.732 366 35..-730 10544 37.128 /10

(18.151) . ,0.8.101) (18.489) (17.864)

13-15 4b.396 1124 48.908 141 47.315 4026 . 46.874 380

(19.345) (19.695) (20.119) (18.551)

16 61.665 877 59.531 143 60.027 2676 61.813 275

(15.357) (16.452) (16.559) (15.733)

17 and 69.871 651 70.523 44 68.356 2748 72.569 148

over. (10.689) (10.440) (12-708) ( 6.845)

r .60456 .59748 .60103 .60752

b 3.6563 3.6708 3.5867 3.9067

(5
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Table 15.10

Occupational Status by Ekperience for OCG, PA, Census, and PSID Male Household
Heads 25-64 with Data and Non-Zero Income

.1

C4G PA

Experience Mean Mean
(S.D.) N /J (S.D.) N

1

Total
)

36.747 16770 38.147 1223

('20.982) i -- (20.453)

0 71%470 12
..^,N (9.623)

1-5 , 61.150 ! 289 59.122 41

(19.790)1
/

(19.568)

(-
6-10 43.15/ 1066 42.244 127

(23.2586 (22.8 90)
/

11-15 39.2617 1430 40.827 133

(22.642) (20.144)

I

16-20 36. 05 1520 39.688' 160

(20
1

67) (19.766)
i

21 -25 3E4307 ' 1522 38.307 166

(1/4.960) (2Q.939)

/

26-30 5.445-- 1366 38.762 160

40.039) (20.048) 4

/

31-35 34.295 1231 37.049 142'
,

(18.587) (18.944)

36-40 33.696 1060 32.620 121

(19.520 (8.444)

30.415 806 32.333 12
(17.627). (17.908)

28.432 468 28.423 ' 71'

(17.586) 416.2g9)

41-45/

if

46-*1

-.21675 -.23125

-.38357 -.38288

7 G :1)

Census PSID
Mean

(S.D.) N

Mean

(S.D.) N

37.937

(21.310)

33738 40.752
(21.299)

2301

69.507 71 75.000 2

(16.489) .( 0.000)

61.151 1149 54.236 118

(19.293) , ,(22.719)

42.095 3750 43.849 301

(22.473) (20.718)

40.478 4086 43.348 303

e2.107) (21.533)

40.214 4007 42.748 261

(21.679) (22.887)

38.833 4123 42.737 312

(20.966) (21.208)

36.931 4495 40.248 310

(20.380) (19.936)

35.760 4023 35.197 245

(19.903) (18.856)

34.050 3583 39.604 197

(19.365) (20.626)
4

30.705 2838 29.385 160

(17.553) (16.606)

25.559 1613 29.927 90

(14.397) (18.362)

-.24672 -.22834

-.42606 -.39794
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The Determinants of Income

The remaining tables describe the det-3rminants

4

4,

1

of Income. The average Income in the PA and PSID samples. even

when deflated to 1961 levels, was higher than it ,:as in the OCG and Census

samples. This general finding reappears in the broken-down statistics;

with few exceptions the PA and PSID plots of Income by background character-

istics lie above the OCG and Census lines.

From Table 15.6 I found that respondents with high-status fathers had

considerably lower-status occupations in the PSID than they did inthe

OCG, but that otfierwise the PSID curve lay above the OCG one. This pattern

is repeated, for Income, in figure and Table 15.11, and it accounts for the

difference in the,regressiOnand correlation coefficients. The variance

for the 411 OCG and 152 PSID respondents witL high-status fathers is larger

than the average variance, but the pattern does not differ from survey

to survey.

V
The relationship of Occupation to Father's education (Table/Figure'15.7)

was quite similar for the OCG: PA/and PSID samples, except that PAi men

with well-educated fathers got less schooling than ore might expect from

the plot or the other surveys. These.similaritiec do not obtain for Incothe
.41

(Figure 15.12); only the PA plot resembles its Occupation counterpart. The

association of Income with Father's Education is linear in the PA except

for the top two categories. The OCG plot of Occupation by,Father's Education

--Was virtually linear ; for Income it parallels the PA's decline in the

high range. In the PSID sample; mean income rises only slow* with Father's

Education, but the 42 men whose. fathers got more than sixteen years of

schooling had a wean Income of $10,758 -- or $2600 more than the mean for

respondents whose fathers got only sixteen years of schooling.

76'1 .
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Table 15.11

Income (in 1961 Dollars) by Father's Occupation for OCG and PSID male
Household Heads 25-64 with Complete Data and Non-Zero Income

.

Father's
Occupation

Total

Laborer and
Service (12)

Farmer (14).

Operative (18)

OCG
Mean

(S.D.) N

6251 1770

(4397)

5308. 1395

(3284)

4755 2825

(3144)%
Air

6124 '

(3444)

Craftsmen and 6590 1908

Foremen (31) (3616)

Clerical and 7932 811

Sales (47) (5689)

Self - employed (48) 8026 803

(5589)

Managers (58) 9320 411

(6268)

Professional (.75) 8900 504

(6237)

Father Absent 5610 593

(5073)

r

b

.18592

17.606

PS;D
Mean
(S.D.) N

7066 2301

(4601)

6105 223

(3938)

6248 619

(4582)

6949 372

(4155)

7189 510

(4078)

7799 120

(5708)

9290 167

(6073)

8976 112

(4527)

7622 152

(4394)

5325 25

(2671)

.15736

39.683
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Table 15.12

Income (in 1961 Dollars) by Father's Education for OCG, PA, and PSID Male
Household Heads 25-64 with Complete Data and Non-Zerd Income

'

Father',s

EducaE

Total

0-8

9-11

12

13-15

16

17 or over

Father

Absent

OCG PA PSID
4,Mean

(S.D.) N

Mean

(S.D.) N

Mean

(S.D.) N

6251 10764 7049 1223 7066 2300

(4398) (5082). (4600)

5699 7130 6403 925 6700 1570

(3823) (4467) (4494)

6534 1024 8164 76 7367 165

(4100) .(5996) (4373)

7479 1363 9030 125 7884 312

(4785) (5950) (4339)

8070 447 10028 45 7711 101

(5864) (6349) (3792)

9485 292 9732 42 8/50 86

(7315) (7470) (5233)

9024, 183 8875 10 10757 42

(5920) (5508) (8289)

5370 326 5325 .25

(4922) (2671)

r .13421 .22551
r

Ib -199.97 406.98

.14186

210.34
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One possible reason for these leifferences amo -g samples is that the

top category of Father's Education includes all those with ; or more years

of schooling in the OCG but includes only those with'a gr3duate degree in

the PA and PSID. One test of this explanptiow_i_ to calculate a mean Income

) for the combined 16- and -l8 -year categories. For the OCG, this rocedure

yields a moan of about $93001 ' the PA, $9,560, and for the PSID, $9000,

(see Figure 15,...2a). Thus the incomes of men with well- educated fathers,

in the three samples are not so different after ail.

But this, test conceals as much as it discloses., If the miscoding

explanation is correct, the PA and PSID plots for the 16 and 18 year

categories houl3 be similar to each other and different from the OCG;

this is not the case. Moreover, even after collapsing the education categories the PA

line rises monotonically to the 14-year category and then falls;

the OCG. and PE= lines rise steadily.

pasternsThespasterns in'(the effect of Father's Education are not apparent

in the regression coefficients, which suggest that the average impact

02 a year of-Father's Education on income in the PA is about twice what

it is in the OCG and the PSID. This is.due, as it was for Education and

IrOccupattoni* tri the preponderance of responOents with little-educated

fa tin 011 these samples: It is compounded, for Income, by the

.tendency of variances4stall. three surveys, and particularly the PSID,

to increase as tha mean increases.

The plots of mean Income by Siblings, in figure 15.13, resemble thosO

for Occupation in Table 15.4,'which is to say the samples are very similar.

The within - category variances are relatively larger for Income than they

were ler Occupation, so the point estimates for the lines are less reliable.

This may help account for the jagged plots.
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Table 15.13

Income (in 1961 Dollars) by Number of Siblings for OCG, PS, and PSID Male
Household Heads 25-64 with Complete Data and Non-Zero Income

Number
of Sibl4IL

40 OCG PA PSID
Mean
(S.D.). N

Mean
(S.D.) N

Mean
(S.D.) N

Total 6251 10770 7049 1223 7066 2301
(4397) (5082) (4601)

7266 628 8316 91 8150 '143
(5116) (6660) (5279)

.

1 7577 1308 7711 181 8203 373
(5262) (5316) (5532)

2 7116 1611 7588 212 7279 363
(4740) (4935) (4037)

-4 3 6397 1484 8189 152 7406 352
(4349) (5819) (5068)

6157 1194 6960 126. t, 6..e4 281
(4344) (5181) (4105)

A

5 5777 '1017 6454 124 . 7155 197
a -(3833) (4720) (5029) 41'

6 5528 844 6032 95 5972 160
(3704) (4212) (3049)

7 // 5378 707 6386 68 5865 . 139
(3134) (4870) (3573)

8+ (10) 5159 1978 5348 174 1'''5893 293
(3741) (3153) (3694)

r -.11612 .-.17884 -.16191

b -180.61 -296.82 -252.10

IP'
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The plots of mean Income by Dduc tion, in Figure 15.14, are remarkably

similar. The impact of years of schoo ing beyond some,college is larger

in the_PA and PSID than it is in the OC and Census simples. The regression

coefficients reflectthis difference, w'ich is probably due to the fact that years

beyond the sixteenth always imply advan ed degrees in the first two samples.

The association of Occupation with
4

, In Figure and Table 15.16, is

fairly consistent from sample to sample, but there are some exceptions.

The plots a;pe not smooth. 'Instead( they are quite linear -- and indeed

almost coincident -- for blue-collar and clerical/sales occupations (Duncan

scores 12, 14, 31, and 47). Moreover, the variances around the line are

sthallend consistent in this range. Seif-employed businessmen (48) have

unsystematically different mean Incomes in the four samples,

and the corresponding variances are twice what they were for

lower-status respondents. This may be due to inconsistencies in the

definition of "Self-employed"- . in the different surveys. In the Census,
4

manager/official and professional/technical respondents had about the

same mean income as self-employed businessmen. In the other samples,

mean Income was highest for man r /offic,ials. These ill-formed

relationships combine with different Occupation distributions to yield

different regression coefficients Eft the four samples.

Can Different Samples Be Made to Yield Similar Results?

It is obviously possible to make different samples yield similar

distributions and relationships. Indeed, this is what "weighting for

nOnresponse" t es to do. Thus I need not ask whether survey results

can be made similar, but rather how similar they become when certain

definitions-are applied uniformly.
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Table 15.14

Income (in 1961 Dollars) by Education for OC PA, Census, and PSID Male
Household Heads 25-64 with Complete Data and Non.-/-Zero Income

Education
OCG PA Census PSID
Mean

(S.D.) N

Mean
(S.D.) N

Mean
(S.D.) N-

' Mean
(S.D.) N

T.T.,'-21 6251 10770 7049 1223 6432 33738 7066 2300
(4397) (5082) (4629) .(4601)

0-8 480 2992 4414 - 296 4359 7209 4559 414
(2695) (3097) (3147) .. (2892)

9-11 5538 2051 6293 233 5391 6537 5709 374
3576) (4246) (3171) (2571)

12 6375 3075 7115 366 6317 10544 6863 710
(3410) ti (3768) (3660) (3562)

. 13-15 l 7582 1124 8323 141 7326 4026 7354 380
(5155) (4'23) (4798) (4376)

16 9488 877 10.35 143 9491 2676 10017 275
(5837) (6(_43) (5991) (5949)

17 and over 10310 651 13148, 44 10503 ft2748 12282 148
-(6770) (8'J38) (7235) (6935)

AN-

r .237'47 .11346 .38070 .42271

b 300.91 631.18 493.17 587.22

4

4i,

7 1 b
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Table 15.15

Income (in 1961 Dollars) by Experience for. OCG, PA, Census, and PSID Male
/Household Heads 25-64 with Complete Data anc Non-ZeroIncOme

Experience

6 -10

11-15.

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

r

b

'Aotal

1-5\

)CG , PA Census PSID,
Mean Mean Mean Mean
(S.D.) N (S.D.) N (S.D.) N (S.D.) N

---,

625i 10770 7049 1223 6435 33738 7066 2301
(4397) (50E2) (462.0 (4601)

3532 12 - 4039 71 5297 2

(3436) (2552) (5393)

6088. 289 6274 41 6010 1149 5548 118
(3344) (2843) (3496) (2595)

5278 1066 6638/ 127 6007 3750 6632 -301
(3659) (3456) (3310) (3886)

6750. --1430 6850 133' 6693 4086 6943 303
(4388) (3312) (4268) (3686)

6593 1520 7828 160 '7085 4007 8124 261
;4255) (5967) (4369) (5758)

6787 1522 7584 166 7223 4123 8352 312
(4825) (5149) (5088)(5038)

6509' 1366 7966 160 6929 4495

(3878)

310
(4338) (5905) (4971)

61S,5 1231 7192 142 6759 4023

(4733)

7053 245
(4783k (5173) (5235)

5699 1060 7279 121 6120 3583 7430 197
'',4322)

5181 806 5809
(4275) (5321)

4469 ' 468 4637
(3193) (4422)

-.07230 -.Q6168

-26.807 -25.375

s.

(6006) (4810)

102 5241 2838, 5212 160
(4155) (4073)

71 4165 1613 4394 90
(3370) (2967)

-.07142 -.04349

"1.

-26.774 -16.373

(5781)

11=111
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Table 15.16

Income (in 1961 Dollars) by Occupation for OCG, PA, Census, and PSId,lale
Household Heads 25 -64 with Complete Data and Non-Zero Income

Occupation
OCR PA Census YSID
Mean
(StD.) N

Mean.

(S.D.) N

Mean
OS.D.) N

Mean
(S.D.) N

Total 6251 10770 7049 1223 6433 33738 7006 2301
(4397) (5082) (4628) (4601)

Laborer or 3886 1332 3291 115 4082 4166 3931 205

Service (12) , 7(2206) (2041) (2548) (2199)

,

Farmer (14) 3197 632 5729 71 4640 994 4793 87

(3255) (5716) (4633) (4180)

Operative (18) 5028 2033 5636 190 4940 6352 51,29 378

(2148) (2996) (2593) (2095)

Misc 36(19/29) 5983 43

(2522)

Craftsmen (31) 5964 2282 6320 268 5825 7946 6269 494

(2620) (2595) (2927) (2600)

Clerical (47) 6233 1243 6835 136 6681 4626 6481 266

(3420) (3997) (4327) (3015)

Self-employed 7374 804 9772 116 9190 1182 8439 167

Business (48) (6395) (7760) (7746) (6574)

Managers (58) 9774 989 10459 115 9163 3188 9973 316

(6199) (6922) (5967) (5726)

Professional (75) 8898 1456 9161 169 8853 5284 9583 389

1(5534) (5575) (5920) (5462)

r .22901 .35096 .36418 .41855

b 47.982, 87.204 79.057 90.419

S
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The answer to my question is simple, at least as far as our model is

concerned: 'survey resultt become very similar. They do not become identical,

nor are the differences random, but on balance the fourlsurveys I have

constrained and analyzed provide a consistent view of the relationships

between background and economic-success variables. The major differences

are as follows:

14 There is a general systematic difference in the surveys over time:

the average respondent's education, occupational status, and

income rise and the size of his family declines.

2. ',The Survey Research Center respondents seem to be somewhat better

7f, in both income and occupational status, than the Census

Bureau ones.

3. The average PA respondent whose father got over sixteen years

of schooling got less education, entered a loWer-status occupation,

and earned less than predicted either by simple extrapolation or

from the corresponding OCG or PSID data.

4. The average PA respondent with three siblings entered a higher-

status occupatiArl and earned more than his OCG or PSID counter-
. --

parts, although e got no more schooling.

S. The average PA o PSID respondent who got over sixteen years of

schooling earned more than his Census or OCG counterparts. This

finding is probably

due in isle Part to coding differences for years of schooling

beyond the sixteenth.

6. The average income of self-employed businessmen and of managers

and officials varies unsystematically from survey to survey. This

is not true of other occupational categories.

~-4
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None of these differences seriously challenges toe view that these

samples are drawn from roughly the same population. But neither do they

permit us to blindly combine multiple-regression results from different

surveys. The statistics relevant to least-squares calculations -- in

particular, correlation coefficients -- do vary frOm survey to survey,

influenced by small differences in large categories, different clusterings

of sample respondents, and the sample:differences I listed above.

The influence of large Categories and the concentration of a sample's

respondents in a particular region of a nonlinear plot are general probleMs

in regression analysis. The nonlinear relationshiitof, say, occupation

to Siblings in the OCG requires attention even if no other samples are

involved. Moreover, such attention is likely to reducs findings' dependence

on single coefficients. In doing so, it will reduce the effect of sample-
.'

to-sample differences. The analyses we conduct in the rest'of this study

do in fact pay attention to nonlinearities, and therefore the effect of

the differences in the samples' concentrati)ns is diminished.

The analyses in previous chapters mad( far less effort than I have

made to ensure comparability between sampl(S. They are thus able to capitalize

on the strengths of each sample.° By so do ng, they produce results that

differ from sample to sample. I have shows here that these differences

do not, in general, stem frdOm iqadvertentl, different samples, for when

I define variables and samples simlilarly olly a few major differenCes are

apparent in the basic relationihips.

7S6
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Chapter_ 16

WHY DIFFERENT SURVEYS YIELD DIFFERENT RESULTS:,
*THE SASE OF E UCATION AND EARNINGS

$By Kent McCle land

. 1 Motivation for This Inves,rigation

I
A question that comes up again and again in this repor tis how to account

for differences in survey results. Even 1.4tesurveys that cover exactly

the same populations at the same point in time some differences are inevit-

4 able, if only because of random sampling error. Surveys that cover different

populations at different points in time

differ for substantive as well as 'statistical reasons;

and it is not alc4ays an easy matter to separate the effects of population

trends from variability due to sampling error. A third kind of difference

iswthe most disturbing, however. This *.the avoidable difference--

one that is entirely-gue to differences in the Methodological

procedUres,followed by the researchers or research organizations-who gathered

and analyzed the data. Suph differences have no substantive interest. Yet

we cannot cope with them.bS7 using the statistical techpiques that help us

deal with random sampling errors. My purpose in this chapter is to show

how such avoidable mehtdologibal differences can affect our survey comparisons.

Any researcher whoitries to analyze data from more than one of the

Major survey,organizations soon learns that while there is agreement onthe

broad outlines of scientific survey procedure, there is practically no

agreement about details. ,Each of the leading sure organizations (e.g.

the Bureau of the Census, the Survey Research Center at Ann Arbor,'the

National Opinion Research Center:at Chicago has developed a set of . survey

procedures that it uses Consistently from one survey tc he next, but

767
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the procedures are different for each organization. These differ-

ences involve sampling frame and technique, choice of informant, question

wording, interviewer training and experience, question and interview response

rates,-,weighting of cases, editing and coding of esponses, allocation of

values to missing data, differdhces in definitions of variables, rates of

keypunch or other processing errors, computer procramS used for statistical

analysis, and target pppulation or choice of subsample for analysis.

In preparing the appendices, we

went to a good deal of trouble to make arbitrary decisions about how to

do the analyses uniformly, -so that many of the avoidable differences would
4

be eliminated. One impoftant objective of this chapter will be to assess

the probable eff ?cts of some Of those decisionb on the results we obtained. In

Chapter15 Jackson went even further than the appendices in eliminating

avodable differences by narrowing his-focus to four nationally representative

surVeyse and by imprsing uniformity even when this involved considerable

loss of information. I will narrow my focus even more, by concentrating

on two major surveys from the same year and restricting my attention to

a single relationship -- that between earning and education.

The focus on a single bivariate relationSlhip allows me to investigate

procedural alternatives more thoroughly than. could for a complicated

multivariate model. I chose the diducation-e ings relationship bedaUse

our preliminary'anaj.yses'showed rather dramatic differences from survey

to survey in the measured strength of the relationship. These differences

were too large.to attribute to ;sam¢i ing ariation. MI choice was also

motivated by the important policy mplicatios surrounding the controversial
14,

issue of whether'affects of education on earnings are relatively weak or

relatively strong.



This chapter wilJ try to answer two related questions. The first

question is how much any given finding can be changed purely by the

manipulation of procedural details. What scope is there for pushing and

;Dulling results intot,d4ffkrent shapes? I will look only at strictly "legal"

procedures--ones within the accepted range of good methodological practice

--but the fact that-i0le "legal" manipulations can affect results indicates

the extent to which an unethical or overzealous researcher could massage

his data to produce the result he wanted.

My second question is to what extent the manipulation of pro6edural

detaXs can iron out apparent differences between results from two or mare

surveys. When the avoidable differences are removed, do different surveys

give similar results? Of course, I will only be able to manipulate some

of the avoidable differences. Matters of samAing techniques, question-

naire wording, interviewer training, response rates, transcription errors,

and the like are totally outside the control of the secondary analyst.

My strategy for the bulk of the analysis in this chapter will be to

deal with only two major surveys: the 1970 Census and the 1970 wave of

tne Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Since these two surveys cover

virtually the sane population and were completed the same spring, population

trends are not the source of any differences I find.

In Parts' 2 to 6 of this chapter I will focus on the second and Wore

narrow of my two principal questions:_"Can careful.secondary analysis

resolve the differences between result4 from the Census and the PSID?"

,
-

Part 2 will cover the procedural differbnces betvieen the two

surveys. Part 3 will show the eictent.to which parallel sample restrictions
\41,

resolve the differences. Part 4-will deal with differences between the

surveys in measurement reliability. Part 5 will explore Possible diffeN-

789
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ences in coverage of self-employment
income. \rsi part 6 I will investigate

the question of whether panel designs have specfel sampling problems by

comparingresults from the PSID,td results from the National Longitudinal

Study of Mature Men (Parnell Studi).
,044:

Arts 7 to 10 of this dhapter wit 'mainly focus on the more general

question of whether common procedural decisions have an important effect

on results. ?art 7 draws_on data from the Census and PSID to explore the

effects of coding, alternative income definitions and functional forms.

Parts 8 and 9 use data from several years of the PSID to show the effects

f,of extending the income accounting period and using wives as inc 4116 informants.

, Part 10 covets a number of commonly used sample restrictions with' data from

the PSID and Census. Where the effects of a particular procedural manipulation

are in the same direction and of about the same magnitude for the.two surveys,
I

I will infer that the procedural alternAtive would have approximately the

same effect on other surveys,, as well. Where a manipulation has inconsistent

effects, I will look for an explanation in terms of other avdidable differ-

ences between the surveys. The danger of this kind of analysis is that

fluctuations caused ly random sample variation or random errors of response

'and transcription. will be interpreted as haf0.ng-some substantive. meaning.

Still, to the extent thaj my analysis is successful, it provides a guidebook4
10

to the way certein arbitrary choices can color research findings.

2 A Compaiisol of the Two 1970 Survets: How the Surveys Differ

This section
compares a saMple'of men from the 1970 census

to a 1970 'national sample frOm the Panel Stray of Income Dynamics. (See

Bartlett and Jencks, Appendix A and Mueser, Appendix D for other results

from these two surveys. ) Two well-known survey organiiationsolthe'United

<<i(!
114
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States Bureau of the Census and the Survey Research Center of the Institute.

for Social Research at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, are responsible

for the two surveys.

The samples they have produced differ in a number of important ways.

The Census sample is one of several 1/1000 Public Use Samples from the 1970

Census of Population and Housing. The sample we are usingis a stratified,

systematic subsample of the five percent of the population that received a

/
long formEthe Census questionnaire.1

Thb PSID sample, on the other hand, comes from a longitudinal study that

began in 1968. The original sample for the PSID was drawn from two sources:

a subsample of low income resondents from the 1967 Survey of Economic

Opportunity (conducted by the Bureau .of the Census) , supplemented by a,

cross-sectional sample of dwelling units in the 48 contiguous states drawn

by a multistage, stratified, cluster technique?-"

Most Census respondentstfilled out their own questionnaires; the PSID

data comes from personal interviews. *Possibly becal

of the difference in interview techniques, the missing data rates are

generally lower for the PSID than the Census. The panel design of the

PSID means, however, that the overall response rate for the PSID-is much

1 See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Public Use Samples *tit Basic Records from

the 1970 Census: Description and Technical Documentation, Washington, D.C.,

1972.

2/ For further information, see the Survey Research Centerp4blication
A Panel Study of IncoMe Dynamics: Study Design, Procedures, Available
Data; 1968-1972 Interviewing Years, (Institute for Social Research,
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1972) Volume I, pp. 9-22.

=ms say-
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lowe4idiCmly 76 percent of the original sample were actually interviewedTrmF

in 1968. By 1970, the third year of interviewing, only 66 percent of the

origiril cases remained in the sample. SRC augmented the sample by

interviewing members of sample households (often grown-up children or

divorced spouses) who, in the course of the panel study, established "split-off
households of their men. (This procedure helps to maintain the representative-ness of the PSID sample.) The estimated Census response rate

for white males varies from 95 percent for the 25-29 year olds to over

97 percdnt for men 50 and older. For black males the estimated response

rate is about 90 percent:32

Beyond differen(es in sample design, interview procedures,and response
4

rate, the samples diEfet in the way the two organizations processed the

data. The original Census sample was weighted. to conform to the'overall Census

count for a number of characteristics. Each household head was given

a weight for sex, household size, children under 18, race and age. These

weights determined the probability of-the selection of the household into

the 1/1000 sample with which we worked. The actual selection process was stratified

with local areas by sex pf household head, household size. children under 18, race,

et
and the owner-renter dichotomy. Before selection, if a record of a person

orhouSehold was missing due to nonresp6nse or a date. processing error,

the Census
/ substituted the information from another nearby unit. In effect,
p

this gives a double weight to some individuals and households to compensate

for nonrespons2.-

3/ See U.S. 3ureau of the Census., Censitis of Population and Housing:
1970, Evaluation and Research Program PHC(E)-4, Estimates of Coverage
of Population by Sex, Race and Age: Demographic Analyses, Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government' Printing Office, 1973, pp. 4-7 and 28-29. Nonresponse

rates in the 5 percent subsample are likely latter than this estimate, since
the Census followed up these respondents more

A
closely than others.

4/, 'S: BUreau of the Census, 2R. cit.', 1972, pp. 191-198
,

122
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The PSID sample has also been given weights to compensate for ilonresponse,

as well as for the deliberate oVersampling of low-income respondents (to

get adequate numbers for analysis), and the addition of.split-off households

to\he *ample. The PSID weights are supposed to offset biases due to differ-

ential sample attrition in different geographic areas and in groups with varying

demographic characteristics. 5/

Because SRC constructed weights only for the interview years 1968 and 1972,

I found it necessary to use the 1972 weights (with slight modifications

for respondents who got married between 1970 and 1972) and restrict my

1970 sample to respondents who remained in the panel through 1972.

The two survey organizations also used somewhat different alltion

procedures for dealing with cases that have missing data. For missing

income amounts the Census allocated the response given by the last person

previously processed with the same sex, race, and houiehold relationship,

and similar age and employment characteristics. The PSID made income

allocations on the basis of the individual's response in the previous

year of the survey. Where that was unavailable or the respondent had

changed jobs, PSID allocated a response from tables based on education,

age, marital status, distance to the center of a city of 50,000, race,

sex, the population density of the county, and hours worked.-'6/
4

5/ See SRC, 2L. cit., pp. 24-25.

411

See U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1'972, p. 191, and SRC, 1972, p. 311.
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in more detail
,I can describe the education

allocation procedures / after "Dresenting
4416

the wording of educatio questions.
16.1

,.2Table/ compares e wording of questions, and Table /16compares the

coding and frequencies of responses for Years of Education, 1969 Earnings

and 1969 Personal Income variablds from the 1970 Census and the 1970 PSID.

The Census and PSID Education questions illustrate two competing

theories about which aspects of education are most important. -The Census question

;focuses ea

successful completion of academic grades or years. The PSID question.

also covers a number of otner aspects of the educational experience:

literacy;_ type of schooling (academic or vocational); and degrees attained.7-/

Since number of years of schooling is an element of both Education variables,,

I can make th= two nearly comparable by using a "lowest common denominator"

coding that differentiates completion of six schooling levels. This

standardized coding appears in Table 16.2. Use of the six-category code

leads-to some loss of detail. In this ease, the

most serious loss of detail is at the upper end of the educaPion spectrum,

college graduate and above, where the Census coding of academic years and

the PSID coding of higher degrees are fundamentally incompatible. .e grouped

all men with four years of college or more in the Censul sample and a college

bachelor's degree or more in the PSID into a single category with a mean

years of education estimate of 17.25. (I estimated means of all these

categories from the distribution of responses in the original Census sample

and then rounded off co the nearest quarter year.)

3/ The PSID coders were evidently influenced by a practical as well as
a theoretical consideration: the desire to save computer storage space
by restricting "tne education code to no more than ten categories--one
computer colttma.
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Table 16.1

Question Laiiguage and Coding for Education and Income Variables
1970 Census 1/1000 Sample and the 1970 Wave of the.PSID

YEARS OF EDUCATION

Question

Coding

CENSUS

1. What is the highest
grade (or year) of
regular school he has
ever attended? (Q 21)

2. Did he finish the
highest grade (or year)
he attenAed?(Q 22).

Vever attended
school

Elementary

through high
school (grade
or year)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

College

(academiC year).
1

2

3

4

5

6 or more

PS ID

from the

1. How many grades of
school did you (Head)

finish? (M 3, 1968)

2. (If 6 Grades or Less)
Do you have any trouble
reading? (M 6, 1968)

3. (If 7 Grades or More)
Did you have any other
schooling? What other
schooling did you have?
(M 7-8, 1968)

4. (If College) Do you
have a college degree?
What degree (s). did you

receive? (M 9-10, 1968)

0-5 grades and has dif-
ficulty reading . . . .

0-5 grades, no difficulty
reading

6-8 grades
9-11 grades
12 grades (completed
high school)

12 grades plus non-
academic training .

College, no degree . .

College, bachelors
degree (A.B.; B.S.,
etc.)

College, advan^ed or
professional degrees
(M.A., Ph.D., LLB,
BD, M.S., etc.) . .
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Table /

16
continued

EARNINGS

Question

41*
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CENSUS

Earnings in 1969- -

Fill parts a, b, and
c for everyone who worked
any time in 1969 even if
he had no income. (If

exact amount is not known,
give best estimatb.)

a. How much did this
person earn in 1969 in
wages, salary, commis-
sions, bonuses, or tips
from all job e? (Before

deductions for taxes,
bonds, dues, or other
items.)

b. How much did he earn
from his own farm
business, professional
practice, or partnership?

(Net after bubiness ex-
penses. If business lost
money, write "Loss" above
amount.)

c. How much did he earn
in 1969 from his own farm?
(Net operating expenses.

Include earnings as a
tenant farther or share-
cropper. If farm lost
money, write "Loss"-above
amountt)

(Q 40)

tialr9t;

PSID

To get an accurate

financial picture of
people all over the

country, we :need to
know the income of all
the families that we
inte rview.

1. (If Farmer) What were
-ifour total receipts from
farming in 1969, including
soil bank payments and com-
modity credit loans? what .

were your total operating
expenses, not counting
living expenses? That left_
you a net income from
farming-of ? (H1-H4, 1970),

2. (If R and Family Owned
An Unincorporated Business
at any Time in 1969) How
much was your (Family'Sr
share of the total income
from the business in 1969
- that is, the amount you
took out plus any profit
left in? (H5-H7, 1970)

3. (Everyone) How much did
you (Head) receive from wages
and salaries in 1969, that
is, before anything was de-
ducted for taxes or other
things? (HS, 1970)

4. In addition to this, did
you have any income from
bonuses, overtime, or com-
Missions? How much was that?
(H9-H10, 1970)

5. Did you (Head) receive
any other income in 1969
from a) professional
practice or trade? How
much was it? b) farming
or market gardening, roomers
or boarders? How much, was
it?

(H11, 1970)
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Table / continued

EARNINGS Continued

Coding
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CENSUS PSID

Variable is sum PSID codes arvariable
oOtiimounts in named Labor Income, which
a, b and c. , is different from the

Coding is by Census definition of
hundred-dollar earnings. (See text.)
intervals up To reconstruct a comparable
to $49,999. earnings vaiable, I com-
A code of-50 biped variables coded in
was assigned, dollars to $99,999 with
for $1-99, 150 variables coded in nine
for $100-199, categories. See text for
etc. description. I-then recoded

Sums of $50,000 estimated dollar earnings to
or over got a conform to the coding to
code of 70000. of Census 1969 Earnings.

Ti
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Table / continued

1969 INCOME

Question

Coding

-720-

CENSUS

Income other than earnings
in 1969--Fill parts a, b,
and c. (If exact amount is
not known, aive hest
estimate.)

a. How much did t;iis per-

son receive in 1569 from
Social Security or Rail-
road Retirement?

b. How much did he re-
ceive in 1969 from rIblic
assistance or welfare
payments? Includt aid
for dependent chjldren,
old age assistance,

general assistance, aid
to the blind and totally
disabled. Exclude separate
payments for hospital or
other medical cart.

c. How much did he re-
ceive in 1969 from all
other sources? Inqlude
interest, dividends,
veteran's payments,
pensions, and other
regular payments. (See

instruction sheet.)
(Q 41)

This variable is the
total'of 1969 Earn-
ings and the amounts
in parts a, b and c
shown here.

Coding is exactly the
same as that for the

1969'Earnings var-
iable.

798

PSID

1. Did you (Head) receive any
other income in 1969 from;

c) dividends, interest, rent,
trust funds, or royalties?
d) ADC, AFDC?

e) other welfare?
f) Social Security
g) other retirement pay,
pensions, or annuities?
h) unemployment, or workm-n's
compensation?

1) alimony? child support?
]) help from relatives?
k) anything else? (Specify)
(If "Yes" to any Item, Ask
"How much was it?")
(H11, 1970)

2. Did anyone (else) not
living here now help you
(Family) out financially
I mean give you money, or
help with your Expenses
during 1969? How much did
that amount to last year?
(H12-13, 1970)

3. (If Income from Welfare
or ADC, AFDC) Did welfare
also help you o"t in any
other way - like with your
rent or other bills? About
how much did that amount to
in 1969?
(H14-15, 1970)

As with PSID earnings, this is
a constructed variable. I

used income totals derived
from the questions here plus
the earnings questions less
spouse's income (categorized).
(See text). Like Earnings,

estimated income totals
have been recoded to conform
to Census coding.
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Table 16.2

Frequencies of Responses for Education, Earnings and Income Variables from the 1970
Census and PSID. Sample E: Men 25 to 64 Years Old in 1970 with Complete Data on
Aqp, Sex,- Household Status, Education and Earnings.
25 to 64 Years Odd in 1970 with Complete Data on
Education and Income.

Original Coding for Education
Census PSID

Sample G: Heads of Households
Age, Sex, Household Status,

Standardized Coding for Education
Census PSID

Standard Sample E Sample E
4Coding N = 32549 Weighted N = 2338Coding Sample E

Coding Sample E
(years) WeigntedN = 2338

(years) N = 32549 Unweihted N = 2349 (years) Unweighted N = 2349

0 .7 0 to 5 2.0
(illiterate)

1 .2

2 .5 0 to 5 4.9 4.9
4 = 3.0

3 .9 0 to 5 2.9
VP'

(literate)
4 1.2

5 1.5

6 2.8

f 3.6 6 to 8 16.3 6 to 8 16.9 16.3
= 7.5

8 10.5

6.1

10 7.3 9 to 11 16.9 9 to 11 18.9 16.9
= 10.0

11 5.6

12 20.0
12 31.2

12 + non-academic 9.9
12 31.2
= 12.0

29.9

13 4.3

14 5.6 13 to 15 15.3 13 to 15 11.9 15.3
= 14.0

-15 2.1

16 8.0_ 16 (B.A.) 10.4 .16 and 16.1 16.7

over
17 2.2 =.17.25

18 6.3
19 5.9 (graduate

100.0 degree) 100.0 100.0 100.0
No Answer N = 1018 No Answer .N = 21

799
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Table /continued:

.

,Weighted N
Unweighted N

-:22-

1969 Earnings

E

1969 Income

r

.
Census

Sample ,E

32549

PSID

Sample
2338

2349

Census

Sammie G
31171

PSID

SaMple G
2297

2313

Net loss of income .1 .1 .1 ` .1

Zero rncome 4.7 -3.0 .8 .1

$1-999 1.5 1.4 1.6 .7

1000-1999 2.2 1.9 2.7 ,1.7

2000-2999 2.4 2.3 3.0 2.7
.

-4-...6
3000-3999 3.6 3.3 4.0

4000-4999 4.8 5.5 4.9 6.0
4

5000-5999 6.9 7.2 7.0 6.4

6000-6999 8.7 7.1 8.5 7.7
.

7000-7999 10.5 9.6 10.4 9.8
.

.8000-8999 10.1 * * 8.3 10.1 8.0.

9000-9999 8.4 9.3 8.6 9.5

.10,000-11,999 13.7 14.3 14.0 15.0

12,006-14,999 11".3 12.8 11.0 12.6
1 40

15,000-19,999 6.6 8.3 7.0 9.8

20,000-24,999 2.4 , 2.6 2,.7 2.7.
a

... -

.25,000-49,999 2.5
t

2.4 7:8, 3.1

50,000,and over .6 .3 .7 .4
........-

.

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .6.

A
,

No' Answer N = 5065 N = 22 N = 6786 N = 63
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The Census educatioAquestiue has twq parts, anpiethe allocation

routines for missing data on the two parts-weredifferent. If a respondent

ahawered the 1phest grade attended" question but failed to indicate

whether or not hefinished that grade, the Census allocation routine

assumed the grade had been.completed.. If the respondent failed to

answer both questions, the Census allocated the response given in the

'N4.1
last processed case with similar characteristics. Conformingto the

decision made by Bartlett and Jencks (Appendix A), I treated the second
41,

kind of allocation as missing data for.the purposes of deletion, but not

the first. Because non-respondents to the question of whether the grade

had.been finished were spread across the whole education range, including

these non-respondents has a minimal effect on the Census education and

earnings statistics. (They constitute about 1.7 percent of men 25 to 64"

' -

in the Census sample.)

w 'Although the PSID did not make Allocations of missing fpucation

sle
the wording of the PSID question was such that some education non - respondents

were, in effect, allocated an education responalion the basis of*a question

aboit:whetherthey could read. (See Table 16.1) The missing data rate for PSID

Education (0.9 percent) ,is correspondingly lower than that for the Ce nsus (2.0

. percent). (See,Table16.3.)I infer from the PSID codebook, althAh it is ambiguous

on this /loint,.that most of the'respondentscategorized on the basis of
(ii

.* literacy ended up-inthe "0 to 5 grade? category is no way to

i

omit these respondents from the analysis. I did eliminate respondents
. , . , e.

who failed to answer all of the education questions including the literacy

...,---"

question. The PSID question, thus, forces me to classify as respodents
. , 4

,

$

some who wo,Sbe non-respondents to the Census quistion. Bdtause the'. s., i 4- -N

group of added PSID respondents falls,at the bo.ttom end ofethe education

0
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p_ .

distribution, it lowers the PSID mean relatLve to the Census. The effect

0

'ton the ,PSID education mean could be on the ,)rder of 0.1 years, if the

Census nonresponse kercentage,is a.good estimate of the true PSID rate

10
of nonresponse to the "grades completed" question.

Jib

Both the PSID and the Census surveys five iroome questions that axe

quite comprehensive, but differences in approach complicate my attempI

to construct Sully comparable earningg variables. I will discuss first

the lifferentes in coverage of Lncome Components, then the differences

in coding and the steps I took to resolve them.

Questions from the two surveys cover the same manor components of

income, but differ in their cov_trage of a number of minor details (see

Tableable/ n the category of basic wage and salary income, both question-

naires ask about wages, salarie'" commission) and bonuses, bUt the Census

questionnaire) mentions tips, wh'le the PSID questionnaire asks 'about

overtime. With regard to other components of earned income, both question-

naires cover net income from the resuondent's own farm, business, or pro-
,

fessional pratice, but the Census questionnaire adds probes about incdme

fidgia.partnershlos and tenant farming to its questions; the PSID questionnaire

prbbes for income from the practice of a trade apd mentions soil-bank

'payments and oommodit credit loans in its question on farm receipts.

The PSID also adds a question about income from farming or market gardening

or from roomers or boarders.

Under the heading of unearned income, both surveys inquire about

Social Security payments, welfare, interest, dividends and pensions.

1

The Census question also includes Railroad Retirement, public' assistance

and, in the question covering "all other sources", asks about "other

regular payments." The PSID questionnaire specifies ADC. and AFDC payments

SO2
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in its question on welfare income; it probes for income from rent, trust

funds and rqyalties; it also explicitly asks about private transfers in

questions about "help frRm relatives" and "help from non-relatives."_

The PSID income questions ask for a greater number of separate totals

than the Census. The PSID questions are, on the whole, the more detailed,

of the liwo sets.

In coding of income responses the differences between the Census and

PSID surveys are substantial. The PSID researchers have not coded

an earnings figure. Instead, they code a variable called Labor Income.

Thi5 differs from thensus conception of Earnings in two ways. First,

part of an individual's income from his own farm or

business is treated as a return On assets and excluded from Labor Income.

Second, any net losses the individual may incur from the farm or-business

are attributed entirely tb return on assets; PSID Labor Inco is, am-

t. sequeAtly, never allowed to take on a negative value. To es mate the

proportion of farm or business income that should be counted as a com-

pensation for labor, the PSID codeirassigned one dollar for every hour

K

worked to Labor Income, then split the remaining self-employment income

equally between Asset Income and Labor'Income. If the respondent netted

from his self - employment a positive-amount that was less than a dollar

for every hour worked, the whole total was assigned to Labor Income.

The esteation procedure I used reversed these steps to find the total

amount of farm or business income.

TheySID'Labor Income conception has some distinct .theoretical

advantages, especially if one's object is to get an estimate ofi returns

to human capital that is uncontaianated by returns to other assets. My

. purpose, however, was to achieve comparability, so I prefered to use,the

-AO
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Census definition of earnings, as has been done elsewhere in this report.
. /

I first adopted the algorithm for transforming labor income to earnings

used by Mueter (Appendix D), but discovered that it cverestimated the

earnings of men with self-employment losses and men with both farm or

nonfarm business and wage income. These men constitute about 4 percent

of the population.: My.final estimation procedure foi derivingan estimate

of earnings from the available PSID variables was as follows: a) for

men with no asset income from a farm or business, Earnings = Labor Income;

b) for men with positive asset ancome from a farm or business and no

income from wages, salaries, overtime, bonuses, commiss.Lons, professional

practices or trades, Earnings = (2 x Labor Income) - (Hours' Worked Last

Year); c) for men with farm or business losses and fcr men with farm

or business income, and also income from wages, salaries, overtime, bonuses,

commissions, professional practices or trades, tarnings =:* (Head and Wife's

Total Taxable Income) - (Wife's Labor and Asset Inconel - (Head's Income

from Rent, Dividends, Interest, Trustj'unds, or Royalties). Unfortunately,
, -

the PSID does not code Wife's Asset Income and.Head's Income from Rent,

etc. in exact amounts, so I hadlq estimate therix from broadly categorized

variables. (The PSID codes all mther6componenta of Labor Income in actual dollars,
up to $99,999:)

The PSID cape does not provide a dollar figure for Head's Total Per-

sonal Income, since the PSID investigators were prima.:ily concerned with

family finances. To estimate 1969' Personal Income I used the following

equation: Personal Income-= (Head and Wife's Total Taxable Income) +

(Head and Wife's Transfer Income) - (Wife's Labor and As Incmme + Wife's

Transfer Income). It was necessary Uo estimate Wife'sl.Aset Income and

Wife's Transfer Income from broad categories, but this introduces inaccuracies

in.only a fairly small percentage of cases. (Other ccmponente of income were

coded in actual dollars up to $99,999.)
-

8-64
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a

For the Census income variables the obstacle to comparability was

not a matter of income components and definitions, but a matter of coding.

With the stated purpose of PrOtecting the anonymity of respondents, the

Census Bureau recorded income variables in a relatively fine- grained

categorization rather than in dollar amounts.

The Census code has a'category for every hundred-dollar interval under

$50,000 (and, for self-employment income, intervals for negative responses

down to $9,899). The remaining three categories group responses of $9,900

or less, responses of exactly zero, and responses of $50,000 or more.

Bartlett and Jencks (Appendix A) used category midpoints (50 for 1

to $9, 150 for 100 to 199, etc.) to estimate the means of the, categories

4
fertile Census income components. They assigned an estimated mean of

$70,080 to income amounts of $50,000 and over. To calculate Earnings

and 'Personal Income totals they added up the income components, retaining

the sum even when it came to over $50,000. In order to insure LMpai44ity,

I used this same procedure for both the Census and PSID data, except that

I recoiled sum.; over $50,000 to exactly $70,000.

Abclut 12 p4ent of Census household heads had no earnings data com-

pared to less ,tnan 1 percent of the PSID sample. Two factors may be

contributing to the'difference. The PSID use of interviewers rather than
A

self-reporting foims i*Oabty encouraged more complete answers;,moreover,

individuals of the type did not want to answer income questions had

probably already dropped ojt of the PSID by 1970."

Elimination of respondents with miping data makes the,samples less

repreSentative of the target population but controls for the idiosyncracies

of the two survey organizations' differentTalloCation routines.

805
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3 Reconciliation of Census and PSID DLfferences: Basic Sample Restrictions

6.
showsshows educationsend earnings results for samples from the PSID

and Census to which some basic- sample restrictions have been applied. It

also shows the intermediate t as restrictions are added one by one.

16.3
All the samples in Table (andffsubsequent tables) are restricted to men

between the ages of 25 and 64 in 1970 wflth complete data for sex age, and

household relationship. The age limitations duplicate. those placed on

most of the other sample analyses reported in this book.

The first step reported in Tabie
6 3

(Sample A compared to Sample B)

was to eliminate men who were not heads of households from the Census.

I constructed Samples C and D by dropping from Sample B first respondents

with missing education data, then res
8 /

dents with missing earnings

Sample E has no cases with missing data on ether education or earnings.

Sample F duplicates sample E, but also omit men with zero or negative

earnings. Samples E and F are the ones I ul.e most often in subsequent

tables.

We can u3eTab1e1 , Aco make two kinds o- comparisons. We can look

at the statistics from the same survey but iifferently restricted samples,

to see, fox instance, what effect restrictilg the Census sample to heads

of households has on the Census means and standard deviations. -On the

other hand, we can compare the two surveys to see how they differ when
ti

we put similar restrictions on the samples. I will begin by assessing

11/ For sanplosB and D et the PSID survey, I allocated a value that
approximates the sample mean to cases with nassing education data., There
were 22 ef.q,cases. In'the Census samples I used the valuf -',(dy
allocated try ihelCensuis Bureau to non-respondents. For i

of the relevant allocation procedure', see Bartlett and Jeri-c.ns, Appendix A.

S
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Table 16.3 -

Comparison of Census and PSID Sample Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations and Regression Statistics for Years
of Education and 1969 Earnings."
Sample A: All Male Respondents 25-64 tears of Age'in 1970
Sample B: Male Heads of Households, 2 -64 in 1970.

..

Sample C: Male Heads of Households, 2'5 -64 }n 1970, with complete Education data.
Sample D: Male Heads of HouseholdN25-64 in 1970, with complete Earnings data.
Sample E: Male Heads of Households, 25-64 in 1970, with complete data on Education and Earnings.
Sample F: Male Heads of Households, 25-64 in 1970, with complete data on Education and Earnings, and Earnings >0.

Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D Sample E Sample F
Census Census PSID Census PSID Census PSID Census PSID Census CPSID

.Weighted N

Jnweighted

Education
Mean

Education

S.E. of
Educ.' Mean

Earnings
Mean

Earnings
S.D.

S.E. of
Earnings 'Mean

Correlation
Coefficient

41251 37237 2381 36504 2359 32763 2359 32549 2338 30969'

2393 2366 2374 2349

11.3747 11.4713 11.6691 11.4932 11.6693- 11.4940 11.6672 11.5017 )11.6674 11.6246

3.6214 3.5762 3.6014 3.5752 3.6177 3.5831 3.6020 3.5823 3.6182 3.5176

Unstandardized
Regression Coef.*

S.E. of Regres-
sion Coefficient

R
2

S.D. of #
Residuals

S0.1

.01783' .01853 .07364 .018/1 .07439' .01980 .07394 .01986 .07470

8837.68 9323.25 9899.56 9360.63 9909.23 9311.66 9829.76 9329.99 9838.39

7480.73 7584.02 6891.46 7618.29 6896.41 7476.00 6804.91 7483.27 6809.23

36.83 39.30 140.91 39.87 , 141.81 41.30 139.69 41.48 140.52

.36042 .35870 .43401 .35972 .43565 .37026 .43920 .37020 .44089

744.52 760.70 840.49 766.53 830.48 772.54 829.73 773.32 829.72

9.49 1 10.26 35.25 10.41 35.29 10;71 34.84 10.76 34.86

.12990 '.12867 .18837 .12940 .18979 .13709 .19290 .13705 .19438

6978.04 7079.41 6209.86 7108.40 6208.90 6944.78 6114.76 6951.71 6113.01

* Earnings the Dependent Variable

2268

2255

11.7582

3.579C

.01999 .07538

'9(37)9.59 10146.8E

7354.98 g678.03

41.80 140.66.

.35639 .42990

745.17 802-.13

11.10 35.49

.12701 .18481

6872.15 6030.7E

SOS
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the effects of the sample restrictions on each survey separately. Then

I will proceed to a comparison of the two surveys.

9.7 percent of the men between 25 and 64 in the original Census

sample were not heads of households 1'
ti

,

Men who are not heads of households differ from other men between 25 and

64 in a number of ways. In the Census sample about half of the men who

are not heads of housefttrids are less than 35 years old. They are about

twice as likely as household heads to be nun-white, educated eight years

or less, or still attending school. About 15 percent of the non-heads

have ;d1Sability which prevents them from holding a job. They therefore

make up over half of those with zero income. Non-heads are more likely

than heads of househoitds to have had less than fifty weeks work in 1969,

to have occupational status scores under thirty, and to have total personal

incomes less than $6,000. Removing household non-heads from the Census

(Sample B compared to Sample A) increases the mean for Years of Education

by 11.47 - 11.37 = 0.10 years 'and t}-e mean for 1969 Earnings by $9323 -

$8838 = $485. ,(Sinte the 'PSID tape I used contained only heads of households,

Sample A is not available for the PSID.) The Census heads-of-households

sample also has slightly larger standard deviations for education and

earnings. Changes in the correlation coefficient and unstandardized

regression =efficient are negligible.

ery In a comparison of the Census to the PSID individuals tape/ r
Auesound

about twice as many household non-hedds in the Census as in the PSID.,
(See Appendix ri) It seems reasonable to me that the Census count would
be more'acpurate, since the Census is in the business of finding every
individual, while the PSID sample is oriented much more stonyy toward
households. tionetheless, it must be noted that evideno: PSID

S I
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The deletion of cases with allocated data on education and earnings

(compare Samples E and B) produces only one noteworthy change in the
1

results for either survey: an increase of about 0.01 in the Census

earnings-educati.on correlation coefficient. Since the Census does

not make its allocaLoms on thc basis of the education-income relatio:;-
r

ship, it is reasonable that eliminating allocations should increase

the correlation. The only surprising thing about the result is that,

with over 12 percent of the Census heads of households having alloiated
4/ tli

values, deleting them makes so little differe:Ice.

16,3
The difference between Samples E and F in Table / is the deletion

of respondents with zero or negative earninas, a sample restriction

used in most of the other chapters. of this book. This group of extreme

cases constitutes nearly five percent of the Census ample but only about

three percent of the PSID sample. Excluding them raises the Census mean

by $480 and/the PSID mean by $309, The earnings standard deviation is

reduced by about $130 for both surveys. Low education is associated

with zero earnings, so eliminating these cases raises the educatioh

mean by about 0.1 years in both surveys. Negative earners tend to come

from the middle of the education distribution. Eliminating men with

zero or negative earnings lowers the correlation coefficients for both

surveys by just over 0.01 and lowers the unstandardized regression

coefficients by $28. To sum up, the exclusion of zero and negative

earners has a substantial impact on earnings means. It has a very small ,

effect on the earnings-education regression statistics.

How do the basic sample restrictions affect the comparison between

Census and PSID results?

(Sample B) the PSID education mean is greater than the Census mean by

In samples restricted to heads of households

81O
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11.67 - 11.47 m. 0.20 years. Removal of education and earnings allocations

reduces the difference to 0.17 years (Sample E). Eliminating zero or

negative earners reduces the apparent difference to

0.13 years of education (Sample F). I must stress that these.are only

"apparent" dif!.erences, because in the treatment of mie.3ing education

data the PSID mean is biased downwards relative to the Census (see section 1

above). If as many as one percent of the PSID respon&iits failed to report education,

were assigned to the "zero to five grades" category on the basis of their answers to

the literacy question, and were actually like the men who failed to report to the

Census, this w^uld bias the PSID mean by 0.09 years relative to the Census. The LL-Q:

Census-PSID dlIference, then, may be as much as 0.29 years for Sample B, 0.26

for Sample E and^0.22 for Sample F.

Whether the differences between the education means' from the Census

and PSID are statistically significant is a matter of conjecture.

Because the PSID is by far the smaller of.the two surveys, standard errors

of the differences in survey means depend mostly on the size of the PSID

standard errors. The cluster design of the PSID sample maces standard

errors for the PSID larger than for a random sample of the samessize, and

weighting affects standard errors in unpredictable'ways. Morgan et al.

conclude that true standarA errors for multiple regmssion coefficients

based on the PSID data may be larger by a factor between 1.2

and 1.8 (depending on the liariables invo±ted) than standard errors cal-

culated by the ordinary formulas. They report that the design effect for

standard errors of bivariate regressions is likely to be not quite as

large
12/

James Morgan (ed.), 1974, Five Thousand American FamiliesPatterns
of Economic Progress, Vol. 1, Institute for Social Research, University
of Michigan, Appendix B.

_al
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If I take 1.5 as an arbitrary estimate of the amount by which my calculated

PSID standard errors must be increased, th standard error for the difference
of the education

means in SAmple E could b ((0.07470 x 1.5)
2
+ 0.01986

2
)

0.5
--

= 0.1138. COnsequently, a difference of 0 4138 x 1.96 = 0.22 between the

Census and PSID means ,aquld be statistically
significant at the 0.05 level.

I conclude that,.faking
into account the d fference in treatment of missing

data, ,the.Census-PSID differences are probably significar for Samples B and F.-

and may be marginally so for Sample F.p Though this conclusion must be taken

with a great deal of caution, it points to a systematic PSID oversampling of

highly educated respondents (or undersampling of poorly educated respondents)

as an importa .pt difference
beti.Jeen tne Census and PSID. Education standard

deviations from the two surveys show only negligible differences.

PSID samples also have higher mean earnings than

-..milarly defined Census samples. The heads of households samples

(Sample B) differ by $9899 - $932'3 = $576. Removal of allocated earninas

and education &Eta (Sample E) lowers the difference to $508. The samples

with positive earliings (Sample F) differ by only $337. Assuming once

again that PSID standard errors must be inflated by a factor of 1.5,

the standard error of the differerN in earnieg14means for Sample E

is ((140.52 x 1.5)
2
+ 41.48

2
)

0.5
= $214.82, and a significant difference

is $215 x 1.96 = $421. This suggests that _the Census and PSID earnings

means are probably-significantly
different in samples that include zero

earners, but once respondents

with zero or negative earnings are omitted, the remaining differences
AI

are nonsignificant.= Part of the remaining differences can be explained

by the difference between the surveys in Years of Education. . In Sample F,

S12 \
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for instance, the Census and ?SID education means differ by an estimated

0.22 years (allowing for differences in treatment of missing data). On

the basis of the Census Sample F regression coefficient one would expect

surveys with that much educatioha1 difference to differ in earnings by

745 x 0.22 = $164; in fact, they_differ by $3372j/. Jackson also reports

that 54.7 percent o-c Census household heads held blue-collar jobs comnareA

to 46.8 percent of PSID respondents. This would help explain differences

in earnings.

While earnings meabs from ile PSID and CenSus show some tendency to

converge as I add sample restrictions, substantial differences in the

variance of the earnings distributions persist. Even for Sample F the

standard deviations of Census and PSID 1969 Earnings differ by $7355 -

$6678 = $677. The F-test for the significance of the difference yields

a ratio of 7355
2
/6678

2
= 1.21, which is significant at the 6.01 level.

Census earnings distributions have relatively greater numbers of extreme
0

cases than comparable PtID-distribiations (see Table 16.2).

When one regres ;es earnings on education, R
2

for the PSID samples

is consistently about 0.06 higher than for the Census. Sample restrictions

appear to have little effect on this difference. The Census-PSID divergence

in earnings variance and R
2
may be

A
due either to differences in measurement

reliability between the surveys, or to sampling differences, or to some

combination of these two factors.

In the next section I will explore the possibility that differences

r

in measurement reliability account for the differences in Census and PSID
correlations.

12/ The presence of PSID respondents whose education has been "allocated"
by literacy probably biases the PSID Earnings mean as well as the Education

M.
mean with respect to the Census. My guess is that they lower the Earnings
mean by an amount less than fifty doll4gs, For evidence on

81 4his point, see the discussion of Table "below. If my es :4,0,-e is correct,
-1-q.he obser"ed PSID-Census earnings differences slightly understate the true

differences. but none of the conclusions about significance neepts to be



4. Reconciliation of Census and eolt, u'ifferenees: Measurement Reliability_
4

There is reason to believe that PSID earnings ar'e moreireliably

measured than CeAsus earnings. Sint.:: PSID interviewers returned annually

to the same respondents, the resoon(icnts knew ahead of time what.guestiOns

to expect. The PSID researchers cite instances Of respondents having tax

records ready to help in making accut )to replies to income questions.

seems likely that PSID respondent4Is took mote time ad (are in th, tr an,:wt,

than the average Census respondent. fiecaus,, we have measurements of PHU)

earnings from several .years, we can (alLulate a lower-hound estimate

of PSID earnings rfliability on the ba,Is of tHr Markov model that assumes

re
true earnings in year one /

a
riot rwgatively correlasted with true earn-

ings in year three even with earnings in year two,contro-lle4

J(Jicks, Chapter 13) Applying this model to the subset of my Sample 1

that has no altocatd data for any ot- the five years from 1968 to 147*

I calculated the reliability of 1970 PSID earnings as at la,J .

x r
70.71

) / r
69.71

= (0.86998 x 0.9'7138) / D.86140 - 0.98 via,(r
69.70

r stands for the correlation between earnings measurements in the sub-

scripted years.

I am not, aware of any published estimates of the reliability of 1()7'1

Cewius Earnings, bait the Bureau of ttw CensUs has publihed the result,' of

4
a study that matches the respAses of bndividuals who partiApate,d in hoth

.40

4
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the 1970 eenAtsi/survey andthe 1970 Current Population Survey (gips).

calculated correlation coefficients from the cross .tabulations of Census

I

and CPS reiJorts of idcome for the same individuals. If, Census and7,CPS
o

'',
4

reports are equally accurate, these correlations can be taken as relia-
Y(

bility

*

coefficients. The cotr i 'for e wage or salary income. of
4111°t

5936 men, aged 14 and over, who
w

non-zero wages .ln both surveys

is 0.84. The correlallion for total income Of the 6443 men over' 4 who

reported non-zero income 14 both surveys was 0.78. The correlation for the

341 men who report6d nonfarm self-employment li;nings in both Surveys Was

12
9.69.-4T

/
These correlations are biased downward because they are calculated

from categonx4ed income data. Applying the,saMe categorization' to PSID
A

earnings lower the interannual intercorrelations by an average of 0.04.

I estimate, then, that the'true cortelation between the. CPS and Census wage

*

reportswis about 0.-84 + 0.0 0.88.

The assumptaioe...that Census and CPA earnings repoits are equally dC-
ft

curate may be false. ihe standard-deviation of the Census wage reports

for men in'the matched'4amete is $6257., while the standard deviation4of

the CPS:repor is $5820. If the difference in standard deviabiow were
;

due different levels of random error, we c'uld estimate the Census reli

ability as (0.88)(58020/6257) = 0.82, and th-'CPS wage reliability as

410.88),(6257/5820) = 0.95. Thi0tzestimate Dor .1)S wage reliability is perhaps

higher than dtle would expect, but ('PS uses experienced interviewers, rot

1-2/ 4Fhe original tabul4tic are in U.S.,Bureau of the Census, Accuracy
of Data for Selected Population Characteristics as Measured by the 1970
CPS-Census "-Ch, PHC(E)-1l, Washingto D.C., 1975. Tables 4H, 49 and
50, pg. 97-

/
I

4
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than self-report forts, to gather data Evidence from another Census 4ureau
1:

matching_0(tudy indicates that, giver certain assumptions, the high estimate

for CPS reliability is not Areasonal,lo.
a A

In 1973 the Census matched 1972 income r4orts from.the P-3 to
'

4$ income taxreturns and Social Security income report,, for the same people.

ar>
33,390 husband-wife couply repoifted non -zero 1972 wage or salary income to

both then CPS and the IRS. Theirq-epbrts
4

aga i.-s from categorized data, so the true PS-IRS Correlation is likely

c )rrelated '1:90.13/ The estimate_ ,

be about 0A4, The ,mean of the (P, reports is about 98.5 per(ent Of

the I mean, and the ,tandard devid' ions of the two wa.1_.and 1-

butions are ap1-roximatc1/ equal ($7z . for '_'PS an6 '373(L. for IRS) .

1

The interpretation of these data depends on bur assi,s-,ment of the a,-

curacy of the IRS reports.: If we ac ume that tax returns are comple tely

-reliable, the correlation of the CPs report with the IRS criterion is equal

to't0 square root of the CPS reliab;lity. Under.this assumption,, the

'reliability for CPS wage arld salary innome repots would be'0.94
2

But given the assumption of completely aCicurate IRS reports, the equality

SIRS and CPS variances we observe ,ould only be due to errors,infr 'TS

relibrts that are negatively correlat, d with true wagOs. (It might 11101,n,

s.ay,'that perigons with higl! salaries tend to.under-report to the CPS, w11,11e

40E- i

,spondents 'in the doter
_
wage braLket, maessentially

411

,-,

N'
However, I found that the correlation between matched Census and CPS wage

random errors.;

13/ 1 have calculated the correllion coefficient from Table 5 in Roger
A. Herriot and Emmett'F. 5piers, Pleasuring the Impact on Ihcome Statistics
of ReportIng Differences Between Ct Current P pu tion survey and Admin-
istrative Sour,es,"pp. 29-39 in U.S. 8vreau o 1 u!,, Some Prlliminary

Results from the 1973 CPS-IRS-S iA Exact Match shington, D.C., 1-977.

Ai,-(These papers were T5Tiyered attTt, 11f/5 ann mee nil ofAhe Ame(t,,in

Ntatistical'So,'Iety and'appear in the 19,5 Proceedings of The ';O(1-,1 statis-
tic:, SectiO'n.) h My calculation is on the bais of estimated means assigned
to t4 cells of a 16 cfategory by lh (ategory ross-t ulation of Ihrorm-
repOrtS.

816
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---,,f about U \or 0.02 less than wages reliability.
My interest, too, is confined,
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reports.was also about 0.88, so this line of argument would force u4 tOack

elude that the reliabilities the CPS and Census wage reports were aogroxi-

mately equal, a,though the ariance5 of their distributions are strikingly

. 6
4.

different. Teriencies toward negatively correlated errors in the CPS would

-----__ c--

have to be abselt from the Census. The alte7tive assumption is pat CPS

and IRS reports are equallyefaulty, indicators of true wages. In this case we

could assume that all errors were random, and that the reliabilities of CPS

and IRS would both equal 0.94. This reliability figure,cor-

responds closely to the indepeniently derived estimate of CPS wage

bilitylbn the .iasis of the Census-CPS match and similar assuillions abobt

random erroAl. Myirnclination is to accept the second assumption of IRS

ell4b1lity and random errors and to conclude that.CPS wage reliability

is about 0.94 ox 0.95-a iensuS wage reliability is about 0.82.114

What I aT really n eeested in is the reliability of earnings, not

41,

,

wage and salary reports, Earnings include self-employment income, which is

less vellablv measures than wages.
Butself-employment income makes a small

4.1

enough fraction of total. earnings that the overall,reliability should be

(1te
I would guess that earnings reliability }Aqui411m

decre,ised only >lightly.

.

( to estimating reliabilities for respondents between the ages of 25 and,64,

not 14 and over. My experiments, with the PSID sample, however, indicate that

-.4..the width of i.he age range has little impact, on the reliability estimate. I

conclude, then, that the reliability of Census earnings for men 25 ,to 64 is

ut 0.81.

14/ For 8rdiEcussion of errors in IRS reports, 'see Simon Kuznets, 1953,

Shiares of 'Upper Income Groups in Inoome and Savings, New York: National

Bureau of Economic Research, Chapter11.

81 r
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As long as measurement error is random with respect to the variable

being measured,measured, the measured variance will be equal to the sum of the

true population variance and the variance attributable to measurement

error. The reliability coefficient is then equal/to the ratio of the

true plpulaticsr,iance to the observed variance. If errors were random,

then, the true variance for the Census Sample F would be (0.811(7355)
2

=

(6619)
2

while the true variance for PSID Sample F would be (0.88)(6678)
2

(6265)
2

. These values -still differ significantly, so wet cannot explain

the difference in observed variances solely in terms of the greater

reliability of the PSID responses.

The bivariate regression results depend on the reliability of botho.
I

the education and the earnings measurements. In the 1970 CPS-Census

0

matching study, education reports for men over 25 correlated 0.87; if

Census reports were as reliable as CPS reports, this correlation would

15/
_estimate the reliabi4ty of the Census education measure.

The standard deviations of the two sets of reports ars virtually identical

(Census 3.52; CPS 3.53)---, so I will proceed on the assumption of equal

reliability.

4

1S / Data from U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975, Accuracy of Data for Selected -
Population Characteristics as Measured by the 1970- (PS- Census Match,
.13NnE)-11, WAhington, U.S. GhvernmentPrinting Office, Table 24,
p. 44. .I applied my standard 6-category code for education to the subtable
for men 25 years old and over. Since men over 65 are included in this
wry-elation, dnd rOVability appdre_hlly deteriorates with age, the reliability

fur a 2') to WI year Old would i c q11(.4111 1y h fist r 1.1an 0.47. T1n

pattern of marginals suggests th,,t_ P rusponbeb ark more likely Lc, IA.

,rounded off than Census responses, so the Census responses mdy be more

accurate. For more on education reliability, see Olneck, Chapter xx, and
Bishop.

k

N.f
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In the 1975 wave of the PSID, SRC asked respondents about their

r .

education level a second time, 'making possible an estimate of PSID

education reliability from the correlatiCh of the two reports. The two

reports (coded in my six-category code) correlate about 0.90 for the male
w io were

respondents. between 25 and 64 in 1970 /. heads of households

from 1968 to 1975. This is probably a lower bound estimate of reliability

because the accuracy of education reports declines for older respondents

and some younger respondents Bet additional education. The correlation

for a sample of respondentsat least 35 in 1968 and no older than 64 in

1975 is only 0.91, however, so these factors are relatively unimportant.

With estimates of earnings and education reliability available for

both surveys, I am able to apply the familiar correction for attenuation

(McNemar, 1969) to the earnings-education correlation coefficients from

the two surveys, to see whether reliability differences account for the

differences between -correlations, ane, by extension,'the differences

between variances explained (R2 coeffiCients). Using SaMple F, again,

I find an estimated true correlation coefficient for the PSID to be

0.,42990 / (0.88 x 0.90)
0.5

= 0.48 and an estimated true correlation

coefficient for the Census to be 0.35639 / (0.81 x 0.87)
0.5

= 0.42.

Thus, a difference in correlations of,0.06 remains even after

correcting for attenuation. Correcting for unreli4hility leave's

the difference in R
2
unchanged. I conclude that difierent levels of

measurement error do not provide an explanationief lbserzed differences

in the'strencth of the education - earnings relationship between the PST() and census.

Unstndardized regression coefficients are only affected by measurement error

in..the independent variable -- education, in this case. 'My estimated reliabilities
.

for Censup and PSID education are not iifferent enough ` to,account for any

appreciable amount of the difference in regression coefficients.

4

819
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5 Coverage of Self7Employment Earnings

In this section I pUrsue the possibility that the reason for the

differences in PSID and Census results may be differences in their coverage

of various components of earnings. It is generally thought that wage and

salary income, which is by far the largest component of earnings, is more

fully and reliably reported in surveys than the components of earnings

1rS
deriving from various kinds of self-employment income.-

In the CPS -IRS matching study cited in Part 4, the mean of the CPS-rep9rts
1;

was better than 98 percent of the mean wage and salary income reported

to the IR51.7-2

I found that Census reports of wage and salary income had a mean about 2 percent

higher than CPS reports'for respondents in the Census-CPS match. If

wage and salary income is fully covered in most surveys, it seems reason- ,

able to expect that non-reporting or ,under-reporting of self-employment

income Will be the main source of discrepancies in survey earnings totals.

16.4
Table divides tne Census and PSID Sample E into four, mutually

exclusitre subsamples. Subsample E.1 includes men who report 1969 we

and,salary income, but no self-employment income. Subsample E.2 Includes

men who report self-employment income (defined as net farm Income, net 0
lk

income from non-farm businesses, and income from professional prIctice,

16J See, Iqr instance, Herman P. Miller, 1966, Income Distribution in
the United States (A 1960 Oensus Monograph), Washington, D.C., U.S;
Government Printing Office, Appendix A

IL/ Herriotand Spiers, p: 31.

8"
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,Table 16.4 kelative Coverage of Self-Employment and WagE and Saliry Earnings in Census'
and PSID. Samples Shown are Subsamples of Sample. E: Male Heads of Houqeholds,
Aged 25 to 64 in 1970, with CompJete Data for Ye'ars of Education and 1969
Earnings. Self-Employment Earnings includes Net Farm Income, Net Income
from Non-Farm Unincorporated Busihesses,',and Iricore froM Professional Practice
or Trade.

Weighted N

Percent of Total

Tye of Income Reported
Wage and Salary Self-Employment
Only Earnings Only

Both Wages
And S.E. Earnings

Neither

Sample
Census

E.1

PSID
Sample E.2

,,Census PSID '

Sample E.3
Census PSID

Sample E.4
Census PSID

26551

81.6%

1840

78. 7%

2760 187

8.5% 8.0%

1698

5.215

221

9.52

1540

4.7% .

90

3.6%

Mean Wage
and Salary

9444.91 9898.53 0 0 10121.97 9125.56 0 0

Wages 6179.49 5831.67 8826.63 6766.08
S .D.

Correlation of .36092 .46026 .32012 .43367.Wages and Educ.

Regression 637.59 749.46 792.33 890.74Coefficient Wages

MeASelf- 0 0 10461.43 11482.72 4124.03 2391.67 0 0Employment Earnings

Standard Deviation
11614.58 11789.19 7756.58. 2977.37

Correlation of S.E.
.42887 :34858 .16210 .09676Earnings and Educ.

Unstd. Regression
1380.5.4 1156.47 352.57 111.21Coefficient

Mean 1969 9444.91 9898.53 10461.43 11482.72 14155.65 11476.44 0 1124.0_Earnings

S.D. Earnings 6173.49 5831.67 11614.58 11789.19 12357.85 6947.34 4027.50

Mean 1969 PersonaI7 9793.08 10453.7p 11031.47 12753.76 14739.78 11973.74 2613.90 3774.41Income

S.D. Income 6559.08 6280.57 12282.18 12810.81 12837.51 7248.41 NA 4068.58

Mean Yers of 11.6180 11.7110 11.2361 11.4147 12.3441 12.7182 9.0424 8.6997Education

S.D. Education 3.4980 3.5814 3.6081 3.5535 3.5662 3.3824 NA 3.5044

Mean Age 42.6819 42.3571 47.1373 46.5467 44.114E- 40.2061 53.5936 54.4543
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partn7rship, or trade) or self-employment losses, but zero wages and

salaries. Subsample E.3 includes men who report both kinds of earnings,

and Subsample E.4, men who report neither wages and salaries nor self--
employment earnings.

In order,to divide PSID earnings into their component parts, I had

to make several unsatisfactory assumptions about the possible combinations

of earnings components. PSID provides only two of its earnings variables

in dollar amounts: the overall earnings total (recomputed from Labor Income,

see Part 2), and a dollar figure for wages and salaries excluding bonuses,

overtime or commassions. Other earnings variables are coded in nine broad

categories. Tne PSID earnings question Solicits information about income

from "farming or market gardening, roomers or boarders," not a separate
16.1

component in the Census (see Table ). I assigned a respondent to Subsample

E.1 if his (narrowly defined) wages and salaries were greater than, zero

and the category variables indicating net farm income, net unincorporated

business income, and income from professional Practice or tradeig4;alled

zero, whether or not he had income from farming or market gardening, etc.

I assigned the entire earnings total for respondents in Subsample E.1 to

Wage and Salary Earnings. assigned respondents to Subsample B.2 by a

similar scheme and assigned their entire earnings total to self-employment,

whether br not the "bonuses, overtime, or commissions" indicator-was zero.

In dividing up'eaxni..gs in Subsample E.3, I made the assumption that if a

respondent had was and self-employment income, he would not have bonuses,

etc. as. well. So I took the narrowly defined, wage variable as Wage and

Salary Earnings and assigned the rest to Self - Employment Earnings. These

assignments and assumptions lead to certain antiquities in the results

In particular, the positive earnings total in Subsample E.4 for men 1-1c`

a
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report zero wages and zero net farm, zero net business and zero wofess.onal

income. About seven of these 90 men have non-zerd bonuses, etc.,, or non-
e zero farming and market gardening, etc., and 70 are genuine zero earners,

but the source of earnings for the other 13 is a mystery to me. The

difficulties ii. apportioning the components of PSID farnindk must be kept

in mind as we compare the PSID and Census results.

While a slightly
smaller proportion of PSID respondents than Census

respondents report wages:as their only source of earnings (Sample E.1),

a total of 88.2 percent of the PSID report
non-zero wages compared to 86.8

percent in the Census (add E.1 and E.3). The- mean Wagc and Salary Earnings

for those who report earnings is $9816 in the PSID and $9486 in the Census,

or a difference of $330, about the same as for mean 1969 Earnings in Sample

F (Table 3)181
18 /

Contrary to expectation, then, the differences in PSID and Census

earnings totals have at least as much to do with the reporting of wage

and salary income as with self-employment income. Table 4 shows that

wage and salary income
is also the source of, the higher correlations

and regression coefficients for PSID earnings.

A total of 17.4 percent of the PSID sample report non-zero Self-

EMployment Earnings as.do 13.7 percent of the Census (add Samples E.2

and E.3). The mean amount of Self-Employment Earnings reported is less

in the PSI #($6552) than in the Census ($8048). But because more PSID

La/ 'The PSID wage mean is biased upward slightly by the inclusion ofincome from farming and market gardening,' roomers and boarders, for about2 percent of the 1840 cases in Sample E.1. But the wan is 1-..1,t..Pd downagain by the assignment of income from bonuses, overtime and f-v4mn1salonSto Self-Employmnt'Earninc's
for 8.4 percent of the 221 cases in sAmnl. P 1
823

-
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respondents report non-wage earnings, mean Self-EmploymenttEarnings for

the whole PSID sample is $1140 compared to the Census $1103. The 3

percent difference betweeh the two samples in self-employment income

nicely matches the 3 percent difference in gages and salaries.

In contrast to results for Earnings, Census Self-Employment Earnings

shows higher correlations with education than does PSID. Th /correlation

for PSID Self-Employment Earnings in Sample E.3 is biased down

because of errors introduced when I used a categorized income amount

to re-estimate the Earnings of about half of these men (see Part 2).

,Even so , Census self-employment Earnings reports appear to be more

predictable than PSID reports.
possible

16.4
differences

One /assessment of Table is that the/ between the Census and
4

PSID are probably due to non-reporting, rather than under-reporting,

4

and non-reporting of wages and salaries as well as self-employment income.

The most striking differences between Census and PSID results are for

Sample E.3, men who report both kinds of earnings. PSID Sample-E.3 is

significantly younger than its Census counterpart and evidently,contains

a relatively larger number of men with small amounts of income from self-

employment. In the Census-CPS match, men who reported wages to the CPS

ut failed to repo them to the Census had a mean of $3350. The figure

for self-emplAt

ssuming 1.4 percent of the Census sample failed to report wages andpercent
salaries and 3.7/failed to report seltemployment earnings (froOth

.,-ferences in PSID and Censps percentages)-and
using the CPS -means given

earnings was about $33103/.

_

are
- 12/ 0My calculations /from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Accuracy of Data,

etc., 1975, Tables 49, 50 and 51.
-

821 .
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above, I calculate that the CPS earnings mean could be biased downward

by something like $170. Most of the assumed non-reporting would be on

.the part of men who reported wages but failed to report their self-

1 employment earnings, or vice versa.

An alternative explanation is that

real sampling differenc:Z'accourt for the differences ar the proportion _

reporting various kinds of earnings in the two surveys. It could be that

Census sampling procedures locate a group of men with low.wage incomes

Milde
who completely escape the Psip net. (My comparison of education levels

for the two surveys supports th3s theory, c.f. Part 3.) In the next

sectionrI will compare the PSID and the NLS, two panel studies, to see

if the PSID panel design can be invoked as an explanation for the PSID-

Census discrepancies.

6: Problems --of Panel Desiqns: A Comparison of the PSID and NLS Surveys

In panel designs, where interviewers return to the same respondents

year after yearp the problem of initial nonresponse is exacerbated by

yearly attrition from the sample. Respondents drtpping cut of the

sample are not necessarily random. Longitudinal designs tend to retain

respondents on the basis of stability; highly mobile or unstable families

are difficult, to trace from year to year. 'In this section I will compare

results from the PSID to results from another panel study, the NLS Mature

Men, . to see if there are similarities that can be attributed to the

common problems of panel designi).

)
The NLS is particularly interesting the oontext of my comparison

between the Census and PSID. Although inte ew 'reparation, coding,

8 2
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data analysis, and published reports on the NLS have been the responsibility

of, the Center for Human Resource Research at Ohio State University, (and

the survey usually goes by the name of NLS director Herbert Parries), the

Bureau of the Census designed and drew the sample, conducted the field work,

and carried out the initial data processing ?-(2/

A basic limitation of the NLS sample I am using is that it only covers

men who were between the ages of 45 and 59 in 1966, the first year of

the survey.

To get the NLS sample, the Census Bureau took a preliminary, multi-

stage: national Iprobability sample of 35,366 housing units in early 1966.

From the list of occupants they selected a sample of 5,518 men between

the ages of 45 and 59. They stratified`the Sample by race within localities

and over - sampled blacks to get a Subsample large enough for separate

analysis. The

from 5,020 men or 91 percent of the ;original

summer of 1966% They weighted the 10
cases to adjust for the systematiq)over-sampling

Bureau got usable interviews

sample during the spring and

(444414'419
. They also

applied weights to compensate for nonresponse that would.make the sample

and
totals match the 1960 Census percentages for regions of the country urban

or rural residence. The NLS was not reweighted in subsequent yearsi,

The NLS Earnings querpg are closely parallel to the three Census
)4,

Earnings questions. The only differences are the omission of the term

"bonuses" from the que4tion on wages and salaries andthe phrasing of

291/ My comments'on technical speci
The National LatiigtAlastex.sj
7esearch, The Ohio State University
a young male c9hort, ayoung female
sample in addition to the sample of

fications of the NLS are derived from
, Center for Human Resource

, 1973, There are four NLS samples,
cohort, and a middle-aged female
mature men used here.

826
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the net farm Income question in terms of the fhtily instead of the individual.

Questions on other income components in the NLS are considerably more

detailed than the Census questions. They ask for fourteen different

totals instead of three. The list of specific probes for income components

J-n the NLS pretty much duplicates that in the PSID. All NLS income com-

ponents are coded in dollar amounts to $50,000.

1.c
Table

6presents
earnings and education results from the 1969 waves

of the PSID and NLS surveys. The PSID survey has been restricted to men

between the ages of 48 and 62 in 1969. The samples shown are analogous

to samples E and F in earlier tables. The first pair of columns includes

only heads of households with complete data on Age, Sex, Household Relation-

ship, Years of Education and 1968 Earnings. The second pair of columns

-has similar restrictions but omits men with zero or negative 1968 Earnings.

The PSID sample uses 1968 weights. It estimates Earnings using a procedure that

slightly over-estimateisone self-employment earnings.

As was the case for the Census-PSID comparison, the PSID sample has

more education than the NLS. Because of the small sampli size of the PSID,

however, the differences are probably not statistically significant. Mean

Earnings forlit.two surveys are practically identical. Again mirroring

the Census-PSID comparison; the standard deviations of Earnings differ

Significantly (F larger than 1.2). In a reversal of the pattern, the

PSID has smaller unstandardized regresiir coefficients althbugh the differences

1

are not statistically significant. The PSID correlation coefficients and R
2
totals

exceed the NLS by almost at much as they exceeded the Census results, but the
differences, again, are not significant. Thitotals are not shown in Table 5,
but.the ioSID finds about $300 more unearned income per person than the

NLS. In sum, the NLS-PSID comparison reveals some familiar elements-- 4

higher'PSID education, lower PSID standard deviations of Warnings, higher

82



Table 16.5

Comparison of Earnings and Education Results from the PSID and NLS. Means,
Standard Deviations and Regressions with Years of Education for 1968 Earnings
and Ln Earnings:. Samples are Male Heads of Households, Aged 48 to 62. in
1969, with Complete Data on Age, Sex, lousehold Relationship, Years of
Education 'and 1968 Earnings. .(The second sample omits men with zero or
negative earnings in 1968.)

r-

Unweighied N

NLS PSID

Earnings Greater
Than Zero
NLS PSID

4041 690 3728 629

Education Mean 10.1117 10.4379 1J.2338 10.5955

Education S.D. 3.7017 3.8350 3.0546 3.8139

0
Earnings Mean 8504.76 8492.43 9174.53' 9103.77

Earnings S.D. 8141.07 7377.75 8062.53 7264.07

Correlation .41515 .45595 .42016 .44705

Reg. Coef. 913.05 877.16 926.93 851.48 t

S.E. 31.49 65.32 32.80 68.09

R2 .17235 .20789
. I .17653 .19985.` 4

Ln Earning Mean 8.8432 8.8562

Ln Earning S.D. .9231 .8393

Correlation .40523 .47570

Regr. Coef. .10236 .10468

S..E. .00378, .00774

R2 .16421 .22629

828
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PSID correlations -Land some novelties =- closely matched, earnings means, insignificantly

_lower PSID regression coefficient's. These last two devi.azions frost the Census-PSIIIS-
.0.

comparison patt2rn are more appaient than real, however. When I compared live-year

cohorts from the Census and PSID, I found that the PSID had lower meacrearnings than
0

the Census for cohorts 50 to 54 and 55 to 59 in 1970. PSID regression

coefficients were also lower. than the Census coefficients for the 50 to 54 and 60 to

s,64 year-old cohorts. These cohorts include most of the PSID respondents in the PSID-
.,

NLS comparison. The only significant difference between PSID and NLS is the variance

of
I
earnings.

The earnings reliability figures shed no light on
4 %. is ; - f __,

the sources of the discrepancies between the_NLS and PSID results. The estimated

reliability Of the earnings report4tof PSID ren over 45 is slightly.3
Swer than for the sample:as a whole, about'0.86 for 1968 Earnings. The

NLS provides earnings reports for 1965, 1966 and 1968 Earningsp Is-Zart

calculate reliability for the middle year of the three by the us of a
y'`

simplex model and 4.e intercorrelations of the reports. Orhe resulting
. .

at least
reliability estimate far t.S 1966 Earnings is/e.90. Yet comparison of

standard deviations and R 's for the two suglilys suggests that, if

errors were mainly random and the surveys were sampling the same population,'

4

shouldtbe higher than NLS'reliabinty rather than lower.

Only two explanatiAS seem possible:

in fact, sampl,ing the same population, or

0,
question wording, editinj data processingvor some other 4.innamed "survey

. - #

a) the two surveys are hot,4
b) interview techniques,

organization" effects beyond the reach of the secondary analyst are,

responsible for the differences. The answer is probably some\combinatio

of the two.

"
s

L.
Pq
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I.conclude that a differences
between the Censts and PSID cannot

be attributed to pr lems common to all panel designs. There 1

reason to believe That / some of the anomalies of the PSID re ults can

be traced to specific PSID sampling problemS. The PSID tape is set uP

'

in such a way'that one can only process cases from families that still

Thus the

xemalined in the sample in 1972, the fifth year of the panel. /' detri-

.

mental effects of year to year attrition
cannot be avoided by

using,Parlief panel year. An important
subsample of the PSID, the low-

income respondents from the 0E0 s'aMple, is,subject to seve years rather

than five of sample attrition. This subsample
lost cases in the two

4

years the Census Bureau followed it andathen ,lost even more in the

transition to the PSID. The nonresponse rate for the low - income group

"If

in the initial PSILY interview (1968) was exceptionally
high because of

respondent refusal to sign release forms, OEO's failure to supply some

addresses, and SRC difficulties in'locating
some of the respondents for

whichsit did have release forms and addresses:-
21/

a
'

The PSID .,weights
were-intended to compensate for nonrespohse, bu the

use of weights depends on the assumption that those who do respond

from a given neighbothool/can e'taken as representative of those who

, 11

are

21A/

not at home or refuse to be interviewed. -- This is undoubtedly a

faulty assumption, because most neighborhoods are hete4Opeous to some

degree, and nonrespondents are likely to be dr,IWn from, the ranks of the

u

highly mobile and
economically margLnal in any setting. SRC reports, d

for instance that apartment dwellers had higher rates of no ns#

.A.---
2-

4

21/ See SRC, 1972, pp. 9 -33.'

4

411A
.
21A/ Thii argument applies only to use of weights to compensate for - #

nonresponse in the first' year of the PSID. Subsequent rew&ighting was based

nn -rhar nonresnondent characteristics
in addition to locatiot.
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in the PSID than-honeewners. The dafficulties of nonresponse and
reweighting for the low-income 0E0 subsample of the PSID may be reflected
ia the res.tts for PSID non-whites (see Part 10 of this chapter), which

00"
are especially divergent from Census results.

7 Coding, Definitional Differences and Functional Formg

In this section and the ones'that follow, I shift my primary emphasis
from the question of whether the Census and PSID can be made to yield

similar results to the question of whether procedural
treatments have

consistent results in the Census and PSID and can, thus, be expected to
affect otherligurveys in the same way. This section begins by asking
whether` my substitution of'a standardized coding for education and earnings

introduces"any distortions into my results. It goes on to discuss the
ways in which the choice of income definitions, ctioice of functional

0
forms, and,use of broad-category income cods, affect outcomes from tKe4

Census, and PSID.

6.6
Table demonstrates that my ace of a six-category

code for Yeti's

of'Education has no important impact'on the earnings and education
statistics or the Census or the PSID or the comparison Of `the two

U surreys. The oolamns labelled Original'Coding in Table6.6report

statistics based On the Census education coding used by'Bartlett and
Jerk (Appendix A/N, and the PSID education coding used by Mueser

(Appendix D). The remainder of the table makes use of a standard
,

six-category code. The categories' are: 0 to 5 years .of education

(estimated mean 3.0 yeari)', 6 to -8 years (mean 7.5)
, 9 toil]. years

(mean 10.0), 12 years, 13 to 15.years'(mean
14.0), and 16 years and

over (mean 17.25). I haye used a standard #oding for tae 1969 Earnings
. , variable throughout the table.

8:31



Table 16.6 Effects of Standardizing the Educatio
and CorrelatipPs (with 1969 Earnings
Standard Code of fears of EdUcation.
holds, 25 to 64 Years Old in 19709orri

to Respondents with Earnings Gier-r
are in Tables 8 and 9.).

Weighted W.-
Unweighted N

Education. Mean

EducatiOn S.D.

'St d Error,1
of duc. Mean

Correlation with
1969 Earnings

3 Codes: Comparison of Means, -Standard Deviations
in Standard Form) for the Original Codes and
Sample E: Censtis andPSID Male Heads of House-
th Cdmplete Data. Sample F: Additional Restrictior
than Zero. (Earnings mean and standard de'riationE

SAMPLE Ef
Original Coding ti Starkcfard

of Years of *. Coding of Years,
Education , of Education

SAMPLE
Original Coding
of Years of
Educatidn

F

Standard
Coding of

Education
Census PSI

32549 '2338
2344n

Cens4

325%9

PSID%

2338
23,49

Census PSID

30969 2268
2255

Census

30969

PSID

2268
2255'

11.4813 11.547 11.50 1.6674 11.6084 11.6732 11.6248 11.7583

C-

3.6414 3.5156 ,3.5823 3.61 82 3.712 3.4744 -3.5176 3.5790

A
.0202 .0726 ..0139 .0747 .0203 .0732 .02 0 40754

17599 44 99 .37020 .44089 .36243 .4.3035 .35639 - .42990

Unstandardized
RegreSsion Coef. '

Standard Error of
Regression Coef.

4120 R2

Correlation with
Ln Earnings

Unstandardized
Regression Coef.

Standard Error of
Regression Coef.

R
2

772.66 83°4.15 773.32 829.72

10.56 35.97 10.76

.14137 .19448 .13705

4

4

832

I

34.86

.19438

746.45 827.17 745.17

10.91 36.45 11.10"

.13136

.37321

:07450'

.06105

.13928

.18520 .12701

.45/51'0 .37357

.08967 .07571

.00374 .00107

.20250 .13955

802.13

-35.49

.18481

.44938

.08692

-00363-

:20194
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The six -category code appears to increase the difference
between._the

Census and the PSID education means. This effect is due to a faulty
choice of category means for the original PSID education code. The
estimated average of two years beyond college graduation for men with
advanced or graduate degrees was almost certainly too low. The proper_

estimate may be as high as 14 years of education for these men. The
next-to-the-top PSID,education category includes some men who have
completed one or more years of

graduate school in addition to the men
with exactly 16 years of edubation, so the estimated

meal of 16 in. the
original PSID code is a little low for this category, us well. What is
happening.is thepPSID sample is better educated than the Census
sample, and the are of the standard

education code makes this fact
more obtfious.

,
.._

-- - . __

. The shift to the siX-ate ry education code appears to reduce the
'difference between unstandardized

regression coefficien or the two
surveys, but, once again, the changes can be traced to my

respegification
of category means for the PSID education variable. Given certain reason-

4

able assumptions,
categorization of the

adjacent values of an independent variable will not bias unstandardized

22
regression coefficients, unless the category miens used are inaccurate,
The Census

regression coefficients are, thus, virtually
unchanged by

substitution of the standard education code. The mistaken estimation
of category means for the'originalPSID

education code had biased thec

22_/ On categorization and bias, see Blalock, 1910, op. cit., and MichaelT. Hannan and Leigh BUrstein, 1974, "Estimation from Grope Obf;ervatio-ls,"''
Americanf?clq019431r41RaMixx39 (June): 374-392.

tr.
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regression,coefficient up a little;
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the standard code

eliminates that bias.

The six,-category education code makes earnings-education correlation

coefficients drdp a little, because' of the loss of some within-category

variance for Years of Educatioh. Since th'e loss of within-category

variance is greater for the Census, Census correlation Coefficients

show more decline, making the difference between surveys a little larger

23/
than in the original comparison.

2a/, The standard treatments of ."grouping"(e.g. Blikpck, 1964) presuppose

thd kind of aggregation that involves a change in tor level of analysis,

as, `for instance, in calculating income and *ducation correlations from

means for Census tracts instead of individual reports, or the regression

of mean test scores for school classes on the mean social backgrounds of

the students. The kind of procedure I discuss in the text is
perhaps better labelled "categorization" than "grouping." I substitute

-a single mean for several adjacent education responses, but do not change

income responses. Thus, only the independent variable suffers any loss
of within-category variance, and correlation coefficients are biased

downward. Sincd r = bs /s ,

x y

Where r is the correlation coefficient, b is the unstandardized regression
coefficient, and s and s are standard deviations'of the independent
and dependent varigbles, LI increase in the_ ratio of s

x
to s with b

Y
unchanged will bias p upward. If b and 4 are both unaffected, as in the

a

case formy data, the reductiodin s
x

due to grouping will reduce r.

. .4

834
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Table
6.7

presents means and standard deviations for standardized

1969 Earnings within each category of the .original and standardized

24/
education variables.

A few findings from the -columns labelled Standardized Coding deserve

a brief mention. The Census and PSID differ most in the earnings means

for the lowest andthe highest edlication categories. 'The lowest category

is the only one for Which the standasEdeviatieNn of PSID earnings-exceeds

the Census. This shows the effects of differences in question wording

(see;a4ke). The extra question on literacy in the PSID allowed SRC

cOders to treat as valid some responses that would otherwise have been

missing data. This increased the number and heterogeneity of PSID

respondents in the lowest education category. The only category for

which the PSID has a lower earnings mean 'than the Cenrus is the "9 to

11 years" category. . For the" highest education category the PSID mean

isrover $1000 larger than the Census mean, but the finding is of doubtful

statistical significance, because Of the small-number of PSID respondents

at'this level.
.

16.12 r
Tabler6A.hrough / explore differences in results caused by alternative

11§
16.8 16.9

income codings, transTormations, and definitions. Tab s / and / present.

Censils and PSID 1969 Earnings results for Samples E and F, respectively:

The differenCe between thertwo samples is that zero and negative earners

ar, excluded from Sample F. The first few columns of Tablei" andi"answer

_SP

24/ .In the column that -gives the original coding of the PSID education
vatiable,,I hav3 shown the SRC distinction between literate and illiterate
respondents with less .than six years of education and between high school
graduates with nonacademic training and-others, even though I giouped
these two categories together in the calcplations labelled "6.rLninal
coding" in Table. 6.

I,

835 .
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Table i6.7
1969 Earnings Means and Standard Devi, .ions by Years of Educatio- Categories for
Education Coding Alternatives. Ctnsus ,and_PSID temple E. Category N in Parentheses
Under Means. .

Original Coding of Years of Education Standardized Coding of Years of Education
Stand-

Census PSID and
Code-
ing Mean

(years)

All 9330
32549

S.D.

7483

Code-
ing Mean

(years)

All 9838

2338

S.D.

6809

Code-
ing

(years)

All

Census PSID
Mean

...._

9330

32549

S.D.

7483

Mean

9838

7336

-S.D..

6809

0 4708 7363 0 to 5 4822 7500
(213) (illiterate) (47)

1 3749 3715

(67)

2 3347 2981

(149)

3726 .0 to 5 4994 3792, 0 to 5 4270 4250 4924 5575
(283)

,3427

(literate) (69) (1603) (116)

4 4051 3482

(388)

5 4903 3659

(503)

6 5350 3756

(900)

7 613 4935 6 to 8 6617 426? to 8 6447 5055 6617 4268
(1182) (381) (5497) (381)

8 1,1 6832 5337

(3415)

9 7444 5018
.(19/0)

10 7788

(2364)

4592, 9 to 11 7632

(394)

396. 9 to 11 7828 ,

(6168)

4945 7632

(394)

3961

11 8307 5240

(1834)

)12 9473 4094
.

(468)
%

e

L2 9229 5696 12 + non- 10153 6564 12 9229 5696 . 9698 5049

(10155) academic" (231) (10155) (6981

13 10400 7672
(1395) 1

14 10909
(1812)

81117, 13 t6 15 11127

(358)

619.2 .11 to
15

10830

(3887)

8075 11127
(358)

6192

15 11518 8580

(680) .

16 13753 9652 16 (BA) ' 14859 8333

. (26d3) (243)

17 14585 9467 4 16 and 14728 11208 15734 9797

(705) over (5239) , (390),

19 16101 13409 18 (grad- 17177 11713
(18 (1931) uate degree) (147)

or'more)

Eta
2

.1491 ( .2160 .1438 .2108

S36



Table 16.-

Effects of Incolie Definitions and COding: Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations
for 1969 Earnings, Ln Earnings,,md Earnings1/3 with a Standardized Years of Educatidh
Variable. 1970 C,znsus and 1970 PSID male Heads of House..olu tiqed
25 to 64 with Complete Data for 11arnings, Ec-ucation, Sex, Age, and Household Status.
Maniple

1969 Earnings: 1969 Earn_ngs Ln Earnings Earnings
1/3

Original Code Standard Code (Standard) (Standard)
Census PSID PSID Census 1SID

(new

calcula-

Weighted N
N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard Error
f ,Mean

Correlation
Coefficient

Unstandardized
Coef.

standard Error
of Regression Coef.

R2

Standard Deviation
of Residuals

tion). *
32549 2338 2338

p349 2349

9334.07 9823.99 3803.18

7535.35 6870.92 6822.90

41.78 141.79 140.80

.36785 .43852' .44102

773.76 832.74 831.64

10.84
-- 35.22 34.93

.13531 .19230 .19450

-7007.11 6175.04 6124.83

Census APID

Education 11.5017 11.6674
Mean for
Sample E

Education 3.5823 3.6182
Standard

Deviation

32549 2338

2349

9329.99 9838.39

7483.27 6809.23

41.48 140.52

.37020 .44089

773.32. 829.72

10:76 34.86

.13705 .19438

Census PSID Census PSID

32599 2338 I 32549 233u
2349 26;4

8.5437 8.7612 19.4736 2')01.73i

2 0513 1.6857 6.1564 5.5122

,01137 .03479.03412

.26449 .30776 .38006

.15145 .14338 .65315 6$.311_

.00306 .00915 .00861 .0,.:811

.06995 .09472.44445 .1903J

A951.71 6113.01 1.97826,1.60424 5.69447 4.93165

* This column contains figures based on my slightly modified procedure for
estimating PSID earnings. (See text) The column to the-left of this one
contains Mueser's estimate. (See Appendix D) All subsequent PSID columns
are based on my modified estimate.

8 3



Table 16.9

Effects of Removing Zero Earners: Means dard Deviations and Correlations for
1969 Earnings, Ln Earnings, and Earnings wi h a Standardized Years of Education
Variable. 1970 Census and 970 PSID Male Heads of Households Aged
25-64 in 1970 with Positive Earnings and with Complete Data for Earnings, Education,
Sex, Age, and Household Status. (Sample F)

a

1969 Earnings: 1969 Earnings Ln Earnings Earni-gs
1/3

0Iciginal Code Standard Code Standard Code Standard Code,
Census PSID PSID Census PSID Census PSID Census PSID

(new

calcula-

tion) *

Weighted N 30969 2268 2268 30969 2268

Unweighted N 2255 2255 , 2255

Mean 9813.89 10132.02 10110.56'9809.59 10146.88

Standaid 7410.38 6743.60 6694.1 7354.98 6678.03
Deviation

Standard Error 42.11 142.04 141.00 41.80 140.66
of Mean

Correlation .35393 .42746 .43008 .35639 .42990
Coefficient

or
Unstandardized 745.61 805.43 804.41 745.17 802.13

Regression Coef.

Standard Error 11.20 35.89 35.57 11.10 35.49
of Regression Coef.

R
2

.12527 .18272 .18497 .12701 .18481

Standard Deviation 6930.82 6096.45 6044.74 6872.15 6030.78

of Residuals.

Education mean
for Sample F

Educallo,, staniard

deviation-

Census PSID

11.6248 11.7583

3.5176 3.5790

30969 2268 30969 2268

2255 2255

8.9796 9.0324 20.4671 20.7952

.7129 .6923 4.4158 4.2821

.00405 .01458 .02093 .09019

437357 .44938 .40487 .47638

.07571 .08692 .50825 .56996

.00107 .00364 .00652 ,02216

.13955 .20194 .16392 .22694

.66128 .61860 4.03777 3.76587

* This,column contains figures based bn my slightly modified procedure for estimating PSID,
earnings. (See text) The column to the left of this one contains Mueser's estimate.
(See Appen x D) All subsequent PSID columns are based on my modified estimate.
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the question of whether my standardization of the income codes for the

CensuS and PSID introduces any distortion into the analysis. Columns

labelled "Original Code" use the same codes as Bartlett and Jencks used

in Appendix A and Mueser in Appendix D. The only nontrivial difference

arising from my use of a standardized code is the small contraction of

the standard deviation of earnings for both surveys caised by my s"b-

stitution of a tingle estimated mean for a range'of values over $50,000.

(See Part 2 above.)

16.8 and 16.9
I have included a column in Tables , to show the effects of my

modification of Mueser's algorithm for reconstructing PSID earnings.

The reason for modifying the calculation of PSID earnings was.to get a

better estimate of the earnings of men who had both self-employment

and wage earnings and of men whose self-employment losses had been

excludgd froM the previous earnings calculation. These Men constitute

no more than 4 percent of the PSID respondents. I decreased these teen's

estimated 1969 Earnings by an average of abOut $550. This lowers the

overall sample mean by $21. (Compare columns labelled "PSID original

code" and "PSID new calculation" in Tables 16.8 and 16.9.) The changes in the

standard deviations and correlations for the overall sample are equally

trivial. The modified earnings calculation only makes an important

difference for subsamples that isolate self-employmed raspondents:

To this point I have, been dealing only with income in dollars.

Elsewhere in th-.1 book, however, &e have reported equations that make

use of two income transformations: thg natural logarithm and the cube

root. Tables6.8 and 14.g. what happens when I apply these transformations

to 1969 Earnings for the samples I am discussing in this chapter. The use

of a logarithmic transformation is entwined with another theoretical and

4 839
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methodological issue:
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. -

what to do about men in
4
the sample who report

zero earnings or losses for the year in question. The theoretical

question is what it means to include men who did -net work in the previous

year in estimates of economic returns to education. Lack of education may,

of course, be one reason why some men do not work. But if we want.to assess

the effect of education on labor force participation, it is better to do

this directly than to merge the issue of participation with the issue

of earnings in a single analysis. This suggests dropping men without

earnings from analyses of the determinants of earnings.. If these men t--

are included, one must decide what logarithmic valueto give them. The

logarithm of zero is defined as -oo. Assigning this value will lead to

nonsense results. Researchers wAlorwant to employ the logarithmic trans-
4 2.

formation while retaining men without earnings often ssign a logarithm

of zero to cases with zeroVarnings or income. (I have done this in

Table This istheMatically equivalent to assigning these men

earnings of $1.00 for the year--hardly a tenable theoretical proposition.

,Another expedient is the assignment of $0.01 for zero earnings.25/ This

assignment approximateitzero more closely and has a finite logarithm.

25/ Leonard Weiss and Jeffrey G. Williamson, 1975, "Black Education,
Earnings and Interregional Migration: Even Newer Evidence," American
Economic Review 65 (March);-241-244, claim that 1hurow used 0.01 in an
earnings equati . Their claim is probably mistaken, sire Thurow's
data (income me ans for age-education groups)'shopld not have zeros.
Weiss' and Will amson's confusion apparently arose from Thurow's use
of the log of 0.01 years to estimate the log of zero education. See

Lester C. Thurow, 1969, Povirty and Dscrimanation, Washington,'D.C.,
Brookings Institution, Appe x J.

840
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Yet anotheralternative is to assign $1,0p, on the theory that zero reporters

16.10
are really underreporting small amounts of income. Table illustrates

the problems one faces with any arbitrary assignment scheme for the

logarithm of zero earnings. I have used the same data for all three

columns, bUt assigned the logarithm of 0.01 to zero and negative earners

in the first column, the logarithm of in the second column, and

.
.the logarithm of

(11

00 to all earners of uripler $100 in th4. third column.

Since the logarithmic transformation compresses the upper end of the

income scale, and exaggerates the differences at the lower end of the

income scale, the zero and negative earners are extreme outliers under

arty assignment scheme. The, arbitrary value one has .assigned to them

has a drastic effect on the results. Vari.u.ce explained for the same

A
data ranges from 5.3 percent to 11.3 percent. The Unstandardized

regression'coeff_cients of Ln Earnings on education range from 0.19

to 0.11. The diffe;rences are greater than twice the standard errors

of the coefficients.

Elsewhere in thi book we have simply omitted zero and negative

earners from our analy es. This deciSion has a fairly small impit
-

on the statistics for ormed dollars earnings.
,mk

In ggile4ral the

omission of zero and. ne tive ea=ners means a drop in the size of

correlations and -unstandar ed regxession coefficients for earnings

with education. (See Part 3 on basic sample restrictions.)

Other chapters in this book focus on the comparison of results

from a number Of other surveys with the results ftom the 1962 Occupational

Changes in a Generation survey. One complicating factor in the comparisons

that involve the OCG is that the income measure availlbs1e for that

survey is total personel'income rather than respondent's earnings. , The

841



Table 16.10

The Arbitrary Assignment of Values for the Logarithm of Zero Earnings-Mealls, StAndard
Deviations, and bivatiate Regressions with Years of Educatior. for Three Versions of
Ln Earnings, 1970 Census (Sampik E)

Varsinn I
Log of Zero=

Ln (0.01)

Version II
Log of Zero=
Ln (1.)=0

Version III
Log of Zero=
Ln (100.)

WIgt,..ad :4 32549 32549 32549

Ln Earnings Mean 8.3202 8.5437 8.7681

Ln Earnings Std. Devidt.L. 3.0012 2.0513 1.1659

Standard Error of Mean .0166 .0114. .0065

Correlation Coefficient .23097 .26449 .33591

;Unstandardized Regression Coef. .19350 15145 .1Q932

Standard Error oPRegres. Coef. .00452 .00306 .00170

R
2

.04105 .06995 .11284

.S.10. of Residuals 2.9201 1.9783 1.0982

S

S 4 2

41

1
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P`
14#

shitt Irom earnings to total income enidils several other subtle changes

haviteto do .with sample restrictions. More respondents have Missing
A

data on total income than on earnings along. On t,other hand, few4r
.respondents have zero, total income:,than zero earnings. In addition,

the OCG income variable was coded into rather broad caTtgories, and,

while zero-income respondents had a, separate category, there was no way

of distinguishing betw respondents with negative income, and respondent's

in thel' iowesrpOsitive income categi-y.

Tabl3.6.11 any 16.12
c... apply, this OCG set of defipitional, sampling and e.

4coding changes toithe Census and PSID income data. A comparison of
Ste1.. 16.11 116.8 .

le G" in Table to Samp4 E in Table shows 'the combined effect. :
.. , of champ in the k6me tifiliptimpn and elimination. of respop.lents with

1
missing data" for unearned income oomtooneni.s. From

...
N
'' e r .6.

' t
be seen the means for income ati'd earnings if appears that the PSID

. .O .."" t.
iS more sucoessful in "finding" Aearned 'income than the Census. Not

only is the income-ear gs di fference lager for ,the pSID, it is larger
.

.
in

II.

n percentage terms, as' well. The urea income found by the PSID
II -..w ,lowers the correlation with education by about 0.02. Inp

.
Sr .

income has virtually no effect on the Census correlation t., but it inireases
0, Q

/' the ghstandardized regression coefficient by $809 - $773 = $36, about
7',

# ''.

10

'4

of,...,unearne d *

f ... ,

3 times the _standard. eFror. /The- PSID and ,Census are more coni.stene
- to' -

when it comes to- changes be.tweely,cube7root earnings and cube-root income.
. .

,r__/...
,

0: ,

...The charge to income increases the mean cube-root by about 0.8, decreases

the -standard deviation, increases,. tte'''Porrelation by about 0.035, and
el / '-1144,4

.
. d eases the unstandardized regression ooe-fficient for140 both surveys409.

-r
.....-- .. ip tr . ; t A

:
I have idt, been dealing with sample that include r spondents

%
.

'_.

.. ii.th earnings oz income zero totais.% Eacclusi of theseZeros makes
.. sr.. . 41 ,

.
,

leiter

01k7.777::i .
is.

. l..

'
8 4 3

,..

:

e`

a
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Table 16.11 6
.c

Effects of I Definitions and Coding: Means, Standard Deviations, and_Correlations*40,

with Education or 1969 Personal Income,-Ln Income, and IncoMe1/3 and the, same .

variables in a typipal CPS-cateipry coding. Samples Are 1970 Census and PSID

Sample E with the additional deletion, f respondents with apy missing data for

asset or transfer income. iSample G)

0

, %
19619 Income 1969 Income 1969 I -ome Ln Income

Original Code Standen:1%00 CPS Co .e- Standard Code
s

Census PSID Ccns'is ?SID Census PSID Census PSID
41.

Weighte34,4 731AN 229/
2

31171 2297 31171 2297 31171 '2297

Unweignted ,. 23,13. . 0 2313 2313 2313
4 \,,

'Mean \\-t 9864.73 10406.60 9835.53 10443.23'10080.09 10612069 88891 9,0531

K

110.D. 8119.28 7087.27 7789.16 7151.21 7782.26' 7226.,23 1,1399 ,7591

S.E. 45.99

of Mean

\
147.36 41.19 148.73 44,,08 150.29 ,0065 .0158

.

4,

mil '

.
,

Corr, . 36066 .42535 .37090 .. 42211 .37456 .43043 '..40733: .41838

*.
,

:,

4

Unstd., ' 819,63 832.72 808.65- 833.83 815.89 859,18 .49.806 .08773

'1%pg:Coef. t ,
/ 4111

-,.. o .

S.E. of 12.01 , 36.86 11..47 37.25 11.44 37.47 .00172 .00396.

Reg.Coe.
-it 4

R
2

.13007 .18092 -01375-7 .17817 .1f029" .18527, .09445 * .17504

11
AT

Als ' .

S.D. of I, 7572.97.6415.58 7233.70 6484.31 7215,87 6524.00 1.08478 .68965

Residuals

"

- V

rs.

1."!.,,(131

A 16.

S44

4

4



Table 16.11 continued
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Ln Income
CPS Code

Income

Standard. Code

Income
1/3

CPS Code
Census IISID Census PSID Census PSID

Weighted N 31171 2297 31171 2297 31171 2297
Unweighted N, 2313 2313 2313'

8.9283 9.0778 20.2823
.

20.9779 20.4808 21.697p

S.D. 1.0887 .6863 4.9922 4.3627 4.9517 4.3416

At
S.E. .00617 .01427 .02878 ..09071 .02805 .09029

/Of Mean
,1

Corr,. .31635 .45721 ,41528 %,48165 .41744 .48807

Unstd. .09640 .08667 .58029 .58044 .57857 .58533
Reg.Coef.

4

S.E. of .00164 .00351 .00720 .02197 .00713 .02177
'Reg. Coef. l -1094

s'if, 2 '

10008 .20904' .146 .23198 .17426 .23821
I;

Ilif'-`---":"

S.D. of 1.03277 .61049 4.5414443.82416 4.49967 3.79016
ft -Residuale

Censbe PSID

Education Mean 11.5104 11.6346
, for this sae-

.(7

Education Std. Dev. . 3.5727 3.6202

645

I

ti

3

4.
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Effects of ,Removing ReSpondents

Correlat4ns with Education 'for
the same Variables in a typical'
and PSID Sample E with the
and missing data for asset or ti

Table 16.12

with Zero Income: Means, Standard Deviations and
1969 Personal Income, Ln Income, and Income1/3 and
CPS-category coding. Samples Are 1970 Census
additional deletion of respondents with zero Income
-an ,f;--- income. (Sample 1-1)

1969 Income

Original Code

1969 Income
£

Standard, Code

1969 Inrome'

CPS Code''
Census PSID Census PSID Census PSID

Weignted N 30909 ,2295 30909 2295 30909 2295
N 2310 2310 2310

Mean 9948.35 10414.11 9918.90 10450.77 10165.53 10620.35

1
S.D. 8102.45 7084.31 7769.07 7148.28 7759.41 7223.21

S.E. of 46.09 147.43 44.19 148.76 44.14 150.33
Mean a,

Corr. .35y/ .42507 .4,879 .42182 .37243 .43015

Unstd 816.22 831.76 805..10 832.87 812.05 858.21
Reg.Coef.

S.E. of 12.09 36.87 4.1.54 37.26 11.51 37.49
Reg. Coef.

R
2

.12852 .1848 .13601 .17793 .13871 .18503

S.D. of 7564.01 6413.85 7221.57 6482.61 7201.30 6522.23
Residuals

(.1

I

A

4f

ti

4 b

a

Ln Income
Standard Code
Census PSID

30909 2295

2310V,
8.9650 9.0596

.7968 .7194

.00453 .01497

.37737 .43544

.08449 .08652

118 .00372

.14 41 6.189E1

.73790 .64772

a



Table 16.12 continued

ei-ghted N
fed N

Mean

S.L.

S.4. of
Mean

Corr,

Unstd.
Reg.Coef.

k la.E. of
Reg.Coef.

R
2

S.D. of
Residuals

-768-

30904 2295 -30909 2295 30909 2295 \
2310 2310 2310

.08274 .08546 .55517 .57,746 .55309 .58274
.

t

.00104 .00323 .00673, .02178 .00664 .62158 ,

U . *V

.16875 .23147. .18058 .23369 8 .24006

Ln Income Income
1/3

Income
CPS"' Code 1 . Standard Code CPS Code
Census PSID Census PSID Census PSID

9.0040 9.0844 20.4543 2049930 20.6544 21,1129

.7168 .6417 4.6494 4.3277 4.5979 4.3060

.00408 .01335 .02645 .09006 .02615 .08961

.41079 .48215 .42494 ..48341 .42808 .48996

.65353 .56231 4.20877 3.78927 4.15540 3.75452
1.6

1

Education Mean,
for this sample

Census Pap,

11.318-

Education Std. Dev. 3.5587

4 ,

11.6364

3.6204

4

ti
4

t.
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A
the comparison more complicated, Only 'a sma/1 minority of the men 4n

-769- **

these surveys that report zero earnings also report that they had no

unearned income. Practically none'of the PSID respondents reports zero

income; for th o Census, it is slightly un,ler one percerit orthe total.

16'.2.140
using zero income instead of zero earnings as the(See Table

exclusion criteron therefore-adds a number of zero earners who,

16.9 and
typically have. very laW incomes. Tables showing

411h`Samples F and H, can be used.to compare.the combined effects of sub-,

stituting income for earnings, deletib,, of income-allocations for

delptiol of eaLnii s allocations, a:-.4 deletion of zero income respondents.

N._
deletion of zer and nJOtive earners. This combined treatmentfor

has inconsistent effects on the two,surveys,espedially for the log

transformation, so it woulii be unwise to trY''to generalize from these

data to other surve;7s.

The OCG measure of

In any case, none of the changes ts.,iery large.

income differs in one additional way from the

Census and PSID. (At income is a br.cketed variable with rather wide

income categories - -five hundredIptlars wide up to $4,999 and a thousand

dollars wide or wider for the rest of the income continuum. I intended

to test the effects of using this category system, bu,t fo"nd that direct

application of the OCG -code to 1969 income distributions would have .

-resulted in a misleading-test, since income means rose by md41 than 50

'percent in the 8 years separating the 05G from the Census Ind PSID.

Simply multiplying the OCG categories by a constant factor to account

'for growth in incopee,was not

obsbUred an important feature

1
rys e aslower limits for each category (except the

Round numbers stow up with

ti

a goqd solution, since it would have

of the OCG code: that round numbers

lowest).

such frequency in income disVibutions that madpoirts seriouslY

848

over-

t
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estimate the means of categories with round lower:limits and' "99" upper

OC,G income f36gures were gathered as part of a Current Poulation

survey (CPS) by the Bureau of the Census. The OCG categorie'S are

Similar to.the,income-reporting categories that appear in CPS publications

of the period. For my test categorization I used a CPS categorization of
.

the type that appears in .CPS reports from around 1970, slightly modified

so that the total number of categories will, be about the Same as for

OCG. ('I also use this categorization for reporting the income frequencies

in Table I took the,midpoints4pf the categories up to.$14,999

as the means of these categories. I chose round numbers, below the

midpoints as estimates of the means of 'the remaining categories (i.e.

17,000; 2'2,000; 3,3,000; and 70,000). Jackson followed a similar pro-

_cedure in _assigning means to the OCG code (sae Appendix 8,). Table 16.12

demonstrates that taking the midpoints as category means systematically ,

overestimates the real category means of reported income for both Census

and PSID For categories from $1000 and $9999, the true means fall below the

midpoints an average of ,134 in the Cen'Sus and $65 in'the PSID. The

explahatron is that responsesythat are multiples of $ 0 are especialli

poplar income responses, either because of a greater incidence of incomes

set po .exactly t hose figu-es, or because respondents round off their'
-

answers. .If otheir responses were distributed evenly across the

categories, about 10 to 15percent of the PSID respondents and about
gt

. .. I
30'pprcent of the Census, responders in the 1000 to 9999 range would

have to give 'a response exaci],y divisible by 1000 to deflect the means
' *

1
.

by the aMOUnts shown. The PSID evrtly succeggis in.getting fewer

t
rounded answers, possibly because of .ts use of interviewers rather

.
4

),

. t \

-"-' t,_ 8 4 9
, (
i /.

_E, ?
. ,

J
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than self-report forms, or because of its more complex income categories,

or because returning year after year to the same responderits\develops

26/
the rapport that prompts them to give more detailed answers.

It appears from the data thatlhere is a nierarchy of degrees
_ t

ms
of popularity for rounded'esponses. Multiples of 1000 are more popular

than other multiples of 100. $5000end probably $10,000 are especially

popular responses. (In both the Census of d4PSID the means for the 5000

to 5999 category have comparatively large deflectiins.) The zero.

response is probably another popular target for rounding off responses.

If the format of the Celsus survey encouraged rounding off on the part

of the res dents, this could be part of the explanation for the larger

number of zero earnings responden,:s in t)te Census than in the PSID.

The CPS categorization inflates t overall income means by about $200

(See columns labelled CPS code in Tabes 16.11 ande16.12.32/

CPS coding has no other important effects on statistics on dollar income

or its regression on education. Though treatment of the'open-ended
,

./
t

26/ Even for categOries only" $100 ' . wide the use of midpoints

as estimated category means leads to an upward bias in the mean'for the

distribution. Applying my "standard coding" to the raw dollar reports

of PSID earnings caused about a $35 increase in thetPSID roan. Compare

"net,, calculation's and "Standard Code" columns in tables 16.8 end 16.9.4

. .

22/ "The Bureau of .the Cen4s reports similar findyigs. See U.S.. Bureau

of the Census, 1970, Current Population Reports, Series P"60, No. 74, .

"Annual Mean Income and.EdUcat:c:.a1 Attainment of NI in the United Statts

for SelectetYears, 1956 td 1968,,".U.S. Government Brinpatg Office,
Washington, 1p.C.,' pp 20-22. The $200 estimatedepend only on category

' width.and propensity to round off, so the size of the bias in percentage
terms is grea 2r fob surveys take

1

in earlier years.

ti
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I

category is identical in the StaAdard and CPS coded, the systematic over-

estimation of the means for the Other higher income brackets in the CPS'

code apparently inflates standard deviaticns and unstandardized regression

coefficients enough to coUnteffict any downward bias due to the categorization

itself. Regression Coefficients for the CPS code are also a little higher

but none of these differences is as large as its standard error.

For Log income VNiblE16.12)CPS codes have a greater range of con-

sequences. Besides increasing the mean ODy an amount a good deal less

than the coefficient for a year of education), CPS coding decreases the

standard deviation of Ln Income. This is because the lower limit of the

CPS distribution is $500 instead of $50. In logs, this is equivalent

to reducing the upper limit from, say, $250,000 to $25,000. Rescaling

the lowest income responses raise R
2
by about 0.03 for the Census and

go
0.04 for the-PSID regressions for Ln Income. But because rescaling

lowers the variance of the dependent variable, dt lowe the unstandardized

,
regression coefficients as well.

Putting together all of the: ways in which OCG income differs from

-Census categorized earnings (Comparison of Sample F in Tabi'9-to CPS

columns of Table
16 .12

-Sample H), I find that the substitution of broadly

categorized income and income - related exclusions for earnings results

lbin a substantial increase in the dollar mean and standard deviation

to.

($300 co $500), some increase in the unstandardized regression coefficient
*4 0

of education, and only slight (Gi01 or Less) ;ncreases in variance explaine
101

For the log transformation, the substitution of OCG-typ income, brings

about noticeable upward shift in means and in R
2

, a reduction in the

standard deviation, and insistent changes

regression coefficients.

in the unstandardized
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On the basis of these trends, I would expect an uncategorized measure

of OCG earnings, to differ from OCG income in the following ways: a) mean

and standard deviation of,dollar earnings would be about 5.5 percent lower;

b) the correlation of education with dollar earnings would be about 0.01 lower;

c) the mean of Ln Earnings would,be about 0.03 lower; d) the standard deviation of

Ln Earnings would be the same; e) the correlation of education with

Ln Earnings would be about 0.03 lower. These changes imply slightly

lower regression coefficients, as well.

1

8 Accounting Periods and the Predictability of Earnings

Some early project afalyses showed that, for restricted samples from

the PSID.eidcation could explain a much lcarger percentage of the variance

in total earnings over four or five years than in earnings for a single

Coleman and
year (see/Rainwater, forthcoming). A plausible explanation_lor the result

4

was that some men (e.g. self-employed men, salesmen on -commission, warker§,

141
subject to layoffs) have earnings that vary a d deal from year to "year.

For these men an average from several' years provides a more'reasonable

indicator of "earning power" and standard of living than earnings for any

single year.. Taking an average'for several years also reduces the effects

o-f random measurement error.
'NW

Averaging requires certain sample restrictions. Some-respondents

in a one-year sample will die or drop out' of the paiel in silbsequent years1

Others will be lost because of restrictions for missing data-6i zero.

earnings These sample restrictions may affect - the predictability of

earnings even r asinglp year, since-the-leatiftotable respondents are

most likely to e lost.

16.1
Table s s tNe impact of the use of a five-year *counting period

a



Table 16.13
The Five-Year Accounting Period for Earnings. Means, Standard Deviations, andEducation Regression Statisticsfor 1969 Earnings, Ln Earnings, 1967 71 AverageEarnings (in 1969 'dollars) and Ln Average Eaxninas.
Sample I: PSID Male Heads of Households, Aged 25-64 in 1970, with no missingEducation or'Earnings data for 1970, anA in PSID sample all five yers'.*,Sample J: Omits respondents with missing data in any year.
Sample K: Omits cases with zero or negative five-year average earnings or anymissing data.
Sample L: Omits cases with zero or negative earnings in any year or missing data anySample M: The sunset"Of Sample L who were 35 to 54 in 1970 7). year.

',.1Ltighted N

rinweightedli

'Sample I Sample J

2228 2099
2202 2081

Sample K

2063
2036-

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.EdIcation 11.6253 1.668 11.5744 3.6619

Earnings
'1967

9047 5569
19E8

9409 6124
19E 9. 9925 6540 9661 6169
1970

9711 6769
1971

9642 6854

5 Year 9725 6471, 9494 5859

va

Average

Ln 1969
Earnings

Ln 5 Year
average

Regression

Sample L

1945

1890

Mean

Sample M

1099

1088

S.D. 'Mean S.D.
11.6245 3.6363' 11.7540 3.6025 11.7618 3.7528

a,

9826 6090

9472 5413
9908 5971

10171 5940
10293 '6539
10291 6583

9657 5775 10027 5381

9'.073.5 .58-51

8.9907, .7361 9.0791 .5342

Education & Unstandardized
2

,,/

Earnings Coefficient R B R
2

B
,,..

1969 EArnings 856 .20415,776 .21197

5 Year Average 857 .23577 780 .23738

R
2

Or

'10203 5515
10574 5742

10870 6263
10866 6349
10998 6362

10702 3680

9.1326 .5494°

9.,. 1574 .5063

763 20850 8.61 .26615'A /

365. 751. .22656 823 .29573

41P-, .07791 .23010 .08057 .28774
-

.09197 .209ft .07688 .26883 .07868 .34009

Ln 1969 Earnings

Dr: 5 Year Averag
Sp

a:
* Earnings figures from Sample I contain some allocated values for 1967, 1968,

1970, 'and 1971 Earnings.

853
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for earnings. This table covers only men who are_part of PSID Sample ia

-775-

and who were heids oY a household that participated in the survey all

five of the years from 1968 through 1,1272. Thus, men wnp entered the

PSID sample as heads of splitoff households in 1969 or 1970 have been

(Men wito died or dropped out of the sample between 1970

and 1972 have already been eliminated from the 1970 Basic Comparison

, Sample because I had to use 1972 weights.) The other way in which this

table differs from preceeding ones is that the earnings figures shown

are derived from.the original earnings estimation algorithm ratherthan

28/
my modification (see 'Part 2 above).

Some other technical points about the constructioriof this table.4
are worth noting. I used the Consumer Price Index to deflate incclike

amounts from/other years to 1969 dollarsbefore taking the five-year

aftrage. This insures that inflation wil l not cause later years to

have undue weight in the average. I also included men in the sample,

whO were 25 to_ 64 in 1970, even if they were younger than 25 .in 1968\

,or were older than 64 in 1972. Consequently, the average earnings

figure covers years in which the men in the sample Jere more likely to

be either students or retirees thpn they were, in 1'969. I took the

.u.

log of the arithmetic mean for the full period, not the mean of the

annual logs.

a.

28/ This consistently overestimates earalping for men who had self-
employment losses and for men with both subs tie], self-employment

income and income from wages or' salary. , While the difference is un-
important ip terms of the earnings mean.for the overall sample, it
does directly affect some of those men whose ilicome might be expected'

to be most variable.

'
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I have also omitted from the table any'

statistics that would have required me to estimate Ln Earnings for men

with zero or negative eaini4gs..
--

16.13
My reading of Tale / is that while R

2
increase& over longer accounting

is due
periods, only part of the effect is due to averaging: The rest / to sample restrictions.

16.13
The columns in Table show progressively more restricted samples.

Sample J deletes men with missing data. Sample K deletes men with Zert,

total earnings. Sample L deletes ,men with zero orfEeTative earnings in
,

any of the five years. SaMple M deletes men outside the 35 to 54 age range

in 1970. For mile heads of households between the ages of 35 acid 54, with

complete' data from 1968 to 1972, and with positive earnings for. all five

years (Sample M), R
2

in the regression of Ln Average Earning on-education

reaches an impressive 0.34. But R
2

is almost 0.29 for the regression of

Ln Earnings for a single-year (1969) on education in this sample. _Other

comparisons are similar, except that averaging earnings raises R
2

even

less for the less restricted sample and for dollar earnings.

The magnitude of the increment in'R 2 due to averaging over the five

year accounting period is very much the same as the magnitude of ;fly cor-

rection for attentuation due to unreliability. (See,Part 4 Above:) I

used a reliability estimate based on a simple Markov model add inter-

correlations for earnings from adjacent years of the PSID. For instance,

taking 1969 Ln Earnings ih Sample M this model produces a reliability

estimate of 0.875. The standatd correction for attenuation is to divide

R
2
by the reliability (ignoring, at this point, any correction for un-

reliability in, the education variable). Corrected R
2

is thus

0.28774 / 0.875 = 0.329 or about 0.011ess than the R
2

figure for the

/ve7year average. F8r dollar earnings in Sample K the correction for

4..
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attenuation yields an R
2
of 0.20746 / 0.880 = 0.234 compared to the R

2

for averaged earnings of 0.236

This result shovIt not be too much of a surprise since the mathematics

a .

of the two operations are closely akin. The main difference in the structural

0

models that underlie the two processes is the insertion of "permanent

income" into tlboveriaging The simple Markof model behind the

corrections for unreliability looks like Otis:

4 u, ' U
2

s. / 12M-1.
al al

1.4z

.V2 V3

, 0WheretheLstandfortrueincomeinconsecutiveyears,them.are
and

measuredincomes,/thetand,.are uncorrehated error terms , and E iS
3 3

Education. In this model

a
2
is equal t.o tke coefficient of, reliability of measured income 0

The model implied by income averaging adds Permanent Income (T

and Averaged Income (IA). Omitting the errpr_terms''it looks like 9g4In
0

ti

856' A
/

o 4, .4 .

0
A
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As observations of income in subsequent years are added to this model

4
15, etc.6 the value 6f Averaged Income Will approach Permanent

Income, because the effects of unreliability (the fact that path a is less than

1.0) will be averaged out,as will the effects of'true income variations

from year to year (4 <1.0). Corrections for attenuation will raise

I

R
2
less because they only deal with the Jfects of path.a.

For samples of men in mid-career and fairly short income accounting

periods, the assumption of a hypothetical permanent income is likely

to be an attractive one. Under-these conditions averaging is an easy!

way to proce9d.. There is\probably some conceptual value, however, in
Y.

.

making the model explicit.
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9 Does Identity of Informant Make a 4.fferen4 for Earnings Responses?

My'data also allow me to explore the Effect of interviewing another

member of the household instead of thlb targeted respondent. This is

probably not an important issue for comparing the 1970 Census to the

PSID survey, but it looms larger in comparing these fesuLts to

other important surveys, such as the CPS series. SRC interviewers

succeeded in talking to the head of t'ie sample household about nine

times out of ten. Th directions that accompanied the 1970 Census

requested that "the hU4seholder" fill out the form; It seems a

reasonable assumption' that most of the males aTad 25-r,4 years =,r, 7V
whom _ e 'Census defin-s household

luestinnalre Ojt for hlLQm=e1v,.

But we have no way of actually knowing what proportion of the sample

actually did thiS. For surveys like the CPS,on the other

hand, where interviewers will talk to whomever happens to be home,

most of the ,Lnformation'about the head of household's fiiftnces is

supplied by the wife or' some other household member.

The wife or other family member answering questions about the

head's,income will usually be worse informed about his financial affairs

than he is, but it is not at all clear how her errors will affect the

ovelall distribution of responses or the relationship of the income

vakiable to other variables. If the errors are mostly random, the

uhan of the income distribution will be unchanged. If the wife often

S5b
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omits a secondary source of income, the income $ean will be biased

downward. If some wives, in ignorance of the/ true state of affairs,

tend to paint t?o rosy a picture, upward bi s will result, The standard

deviation of the income distributpwa- coul be biased upward if most

errors rare random. at would be biased /downward if most errors were

in the directionof the mean; i.e. ifArrors were negatively correlated

with true values. One plausible notion is that wives would tend to

exaggerate the consistency between/their husband's income and other

aspects of his uosition that they /know mope about, such as his occupation

or education. Such errors could increase the correlation between education

and income. Purely random errbrs would lower it.'

Unlike the` Census, the VSID allows on to determine whether or not

the head of household-was the actual informant in each survey year.

16.14 .

Table divides the PSID,respondents into three groups. In 81 percept
4

of the sample the head swered the questions for himself in all five

of the years. This is / Sample N. In 2 percent of the sample the wife

or another household ember answered questions in all Live years

(Sample 0 ;. In the emaining 17 percent of households, the head answered

the questions.for imself in_at least one, but not in all five of the

29/
survey years le P).

Compariso of Sample 0 to sample N might suggest that wives are optimistic

Intheir repoits of their husbands' earnings, that their errors are cor-

V Li e Table this table uses a sample of.continuous heads all five
years d an Earnings computation that overestimates the Earnings of some
self- ployed men. Men with missinrg Earnings data in any year have been
dropp d from the table. This shrinks the size of the wife-informants
same e, since there is a substantial ovorPhp between missing data and
no ad informant. - 5!)



related with their husbandS.' educations, and that they almost never admit

to their husbands' having extremely low earnings. But such an'inter-

pretation is too simple. The lower education mean of Sample 0 is more

than accounted for by the difference in average age between Samples N and

0. There is no reason to believe that the wives' earnings reports are

unreasonable for this tiny subsample. On the contrary, the failure of

SRC's determined attempts to interview the heads personally suggests

'that they were too busy making money to waste time talking to researchers.

The wives of Sample 0 report that their husbands worked an average of 2346

hour's per year over t!e five year period, compared to-2175 hours for

Sample N and 2230 for Sample P.

Sample P is more instructive, since here,the two sets of informants

are reporting on the.same individual's earrings, although in differ Wit

years. These heads Answered for themselves an average of 3.3 out of the

five years, so the means based on head's responses are slightly more

reliable than means based on the wive's responses. Sample P is less

well off than Samples N and 0 in every respect, with lower earnings,
.

lower education in spite of its relative youth, and-a 'greater likelihood

of being Black or Spanish American.

,14

The weighted mean of the wives responses ($918e) is about $400

fr

higher than the weighted mean of the heads' responses ($8767), but

part of the difference is'due to a small p)sitive correlation between

1

how many years the wife is the informantald the husband's earnings

(as reported by himself). Heads whose wivls often report for them.

also tend to be older and to have more edu:ation. In other words,

they tend to resemble the respondents in Sample 0.

S t
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Does identity of informant affect responses? 'Education and earnings statistics for
PSID male hUds of households, aged 25-64 in 1970, interviewed all fi'e years

(1968-72), with no missing education or earnings data any year.

Sample Hjad is informant all five years
Sample 0: Someone else (usually wife) informant all five years

Sample P: Head is informant 1 to 4 years, someone else, the other years

Sample N Simple 0

1696 44

1.621 33

Sample P

4.3

Mean Mean S.D. 'It.:dn Mean S.D.

-,Jur,at1,6 Mean 11.7344 :,.5841 11 4326 4,3191 1)08355 3,8557

i'u

Mean Earnings 9556 _79 11905 7116 1[70,07 6082

in 1969 $)

Ace (197'2)- 43.5678 11.u671 47_3099 10_5'647 41.2995 10 6126

33 53 J4 36

Taxa.21,_ Family 9907 6150 12322 7593 9157 6256

.come, yr. d,7,-. Percentage
of nead

nnnual Earnings Head's Wife's responses

(In 1969 $) , Roltponses Responses

196/ 9149 5668 11074 5677 8093 4470 8822 5919 68 98

1968 9484 5950 11150 5366 8230 4706 10424 10599 72,16

19e9 9739 6115 11723 7915 8802 6382 9495 5565 66,15

1970 9761 6474 12510 913b 364 8306 8715, 6388 63,67

1971 9644 6549 1300 9682 i488 8494 8739 6132 63.02

5 yr. total 775 023244 1084 .43307 759 ,23137

Rearessions of 8 B :'.2 B R2 B R
2

Education
_,r, Earnings

.1?67 665 17663 896 46447 689 .35312 552 _12921
,

1968 724 .19028 799 !41405 639 .27409 1099 r,15973

1969 772 ,20449 1262 47408i:46 .15238 878 36739

1976 833 .21287 1240 34375 360 ,15931 708 ,18235

1971 '880 .231'81 1224 .29809 901 016714 75 .,22312

4
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